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PATENT POLICY 

MONDAY, JULY 23, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SPACE, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., in room 235, Russell Senate 
Office Building, Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson (chairman of the subcom
mittee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR STEVENSON 
Senator STEVENSON. America's leadership in technology has often 

resulted from the Government's role as a supporter of research and 
development and consumer of its results. As distasteful as the 
notion may be to believers in the omnipotence of free enterprise 
and the irrelevance of Government, our most innovation and com
petitive industries are those which have benefited most from Gov
ernment involvement—aerospace, electronics, telecommunications, 
and agriculture. 

Now with productivity stagnating, inflation accelerating, our 
competitive position in world markets eroding, and the need for 
energy development pressing, the Government is uncertain about 
new technological initiatives and continues to impose barriers to 
Government-industry collaboration. 

In May I introduced with Senator Cannon and Senator Schmitt 
the National Technology Innovation Act. The subcommittee held 
hearings in June. Today we begin hearings on the Science and 
Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act, a 
bill introduced by Senator Schmitt to establish a uniform policy for 
determining the rights of the Government, its contractors and 
employees to exploit publicly financed inventions. 

The Federal research budget of $29 billion represents half of the 
Nation's total investment in R. & D. and generates more than 
10,000 invention disclosures a year. The Government acquires title 
to the vast majority of inventions whose ownership and usage 
rights are determined, but less than 10 percent of the Govern
ment's portfolio has been licensed to private producers. Less than 5 
percent of Government-owned inventions are used commercially. 

For energy development, health care and transportation im
provement, civilian applications of military and space R. & D., and 
a variety of other domestic purposes, the Government depends 
largely on private markets to commercialize the technology it de
velops. Government financing of the R. & D. does not eliminate the 
risks to private investors in turning these inventions into marketa-
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ble products. The risks are especially high if competitors can legal
ly copy an invention because the Government refuses to allow a 
producer exclusive rights for the period necessary to recoup his 
investment in development and marketing. The principle of grant
ing temporary exclusivity in return for public disclosure is the 
foundation of the patent system. It should be recognized in most 
Government R. & D. grants and contracts. 

By introducing this bill, we intend no giveaway of public proper
ty to private monopolists but rather a prudent use of private 
interests for the public good. The balance we are seeking will not 
be helped by the rhetoric that for 30 years has prevented achieve
ment of the uniform Government patent policy that numerous 
commissions, studies, and Members of Congress have recommend- <&. 
ed. But with the good will of business, labor, public interest groups, 7 
and academia, we can make an important contribution, not to ji 
innovation for innovation's sake, but to a revival of America's 
growth, productivity, and competitiveness. £ 

Senator Schmitt? 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SCHMITT 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am pleased to join with you in this opportunity to hold hear

ings on U.S. patent policy and the patent system in general and its 
effect on innovation and other aspects of our economy and position 
in the world. 

For the past 2 years, the Commerce Committee has conducted an 
extensive review of the state of American technology and the role 
of the Federal Government in promoting technology and its utiliza
tion. Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to note that in the last 
Congress you and I also were able to do this under the auspices of 
the Banking Committee, because the two issues were closely inter
related; that is, the economy and technology. 

The witnesses before those two major committees have repeated
ly underscored the need to stimulate the development, application, 
and diffusion of new products and processes to the marketplace if 
we are to reverse the alarming downward trend in our economic 
growth and productivity. 

Admittedly, the problems are varied and complex—overburden-
some and costly regulations, lack of a strategic capacity for trade 
policy, counterproductive tax policies, and inadequate funding of r\ 
basic research—both public and private, to name just a few. Yet ** 
the solution seems not so much a need for new policies or expen
sive programs as it is a need to reexamine and adjust existing ; 
policies which have been ineffective and oftentimes counterproduc
tive. The one exception may well be the need to completely rethink 
how this country conducts its overall trade policy. 

Today's hearing is intended to focus on the Federal Govern
ment's policy for handling the billions of dollars of national ex
penditures on science and technology, and on research and develop
ment. 

For more than a decade, Federal agencies have funded nearly 
two-thirds of this Nation's expenditures on research and develop
ment and related activities. During this past fiscal year alone, the 
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Federal Government provide more than $29 billion in research and 
development support. 

As a result of this huge national investment, thousands of inven
tions are identified each year which form a valuable source of new 
products and technology development. Unfortunately, Government 
policies have inhibited the process by which such benefits are made 
available to the American consumer. Federal patent policies which 
were originally designed to protect the public interest by prevent
ing the so-called give away, have in fact operated to discourage 
contractor bidding, eliminating incentives to innovate or disclose 
new ideas, and to delay the commercialization of inventions devel
oped under Federal contract. It is ultimately the American public 
that suffers from these misguided policies through the failure of 
potentially significant inventions to reach the marketplace. 

Together with Senators Stevenson and Cannon, I have intro
duced the bill referred to by Senator Stevenson, S. 1215, entitled 
"The Science and Technology Research and Development Utiliza
tion Policy Act," which would provide the framework for the estab
lishment and implementation of a comprehensive Government 
patent policy. 

This bill, with its somewhat cumbersome title, was drafted with 
the following objectives in mind: 

First, the Government patent policy as well as the implementing 
regulations must be uniform in the sense that all agencies operate 
under the same general rules and procedures; 

Second, the policy must permit some flexibility in policy imple
mentation in recognition of the differing missions and statutory 
responsibilities of the various agencies engaged in research and 
development activities; 

Third, the policy must be as simple as possible and avoid the 
heavy administrative burden and delay experienced by both the 
contractor and the Government under current Federal policies; 

Fourth, the policy must provide the necessary incentive for pri
vate sector participation in Government contracts, and for the 
rapid development of new technology, in order to maximize the 
benefits to the public from its R. & D. investment; 

Fifth) the policy must foster competition and prevent undue 
market concentration; and 

Finally, the policy must protect the legitimate rights of the tax
payer to any inventions developed under Federal contracts where 
the specific nature of the research being performed demands full 
public access to the resulting inventions or precludes granting of 
exclusive rights of ownership to a private contractor. 

S. 1215 is one step this country must take to reverse the national 
decline in industrial innovation and economic productivity. I firmly 
believe Americans have lost neither their willingness nor their 
ability to innovate. Rather, it is the system within which the 
innovation process functions which must be restructured, providing 
a more favorable climate for the traditional innovative spirit. The 
reform of our Government patent policy is the beginning but not 
the end of that process. 

Mr. Chairman, we are indeed fortunate today to have this distin
guished group of witnesses, most of whom have considerable practi-
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cal experience working with the various Government patent poli
cies. 

I would also note that today's first witness, Mr. R. Tenney John
son, is not only a close personal friend of mine, but a distinguished 
public servant, having served as General Counsel for three differ
ent Federal agencies, and Deputy General Counsel for two other 
agencies. Mr. Johnson's expertise in the area of Government 
patent policy is highlighted by his role as an advisor to the Com
mission on Government Procurement, and as a principal draftsman 
of President Kennedy's patent policy of 1963. 

I look forward with great anticipation to his testimony as well as 
to those of other distinguished experts in this field. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
[The bill follows:] 
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Entitled the "Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization 
Policy Act". 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

MAT 22 (legislative day, MAT 21), 1979 
Mr. SCHMITT (for himself, Mr. CANNON, and Mr. STEVENSON) introduced the 

following bill; which was read twice and referred jointly, by unanimous 
consent, to the Committees on Commerce, Science, and Transportation and 
Governmental Affairs with instructions that if one committee orders the bill 
reported, the other has 60 days in which to act 

A BILL 
Entitled the "Science and Technology Research and 

Development Utilization Policy Act". 

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 TITLE I—POLICY 

4 SEC. 101. FINDINGS. 

5 The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of sci-

6 ence, engineering, and technology policy on the economic, 

7 social, political, technological well-being, and the health and 
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1 safety of the Nation as a whole, hereby finds and declares 

2 that: 

3 (1) The United States has recently experienced a 

4 decline in the process of industrial innovation and pro-

5 ductivity which is integrally related to, and adversely 

6 impacts upon, domestic productivity, the rate of eco-

7 nomic growth, the level of employment, the balance of 

8 trade, and the attainment of other national goals. 

9 (2) The national support of scientific and techno-

10 logical research and development is indispensable to 

11 sustained growth and economic stability, and it is in 

12 the national interest to maximize the benefits to the 

13 general public from such investment. 

14 (3) Scientific and technological developments and 

15 discoveries resulting from work performed with Gov-

16 eminent contracts constitute a valuable national re-

17 source which should be developed in a manner consist-

18 ent with the public interest and the equities of the re-

19 spective parties. 

20 (4) Current Federal policy with respect to the al-

21 location of rights to the results of federally sponsored 

22 research and development deters contractor participa-

23 tion in Government contracts, delays technological 

24 progress, and stifles the innovative process. 
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1 (5) The present United States system for the ac-

2 quisition of intellectual property rights resulting from 

3 privately funded research and development, while fun-

4 damentally sound, is in need of modifications to dimin-

5 ish the existing uncertamty and the high costs incurred 

6 in enforcing proprietary rights. 

7 (6) There is a need for the establishment and im-

8 plementation of a flexible Government-wide policy for 

9 the management and utilization of the results of feder-

10 ally funded research and development. This policy 

11 should promote the progress of science and the useful 

12 arts, encourage the efficient commercial utilization of 

13 technological developments and discoveries, guarantee 

14 the protection of the public interest, and recognize the 

15 equities of the contracting parties. 

16 SEC. 102. PURPOSE. 

17 It is the purpose of this Act to— 

18 (1) establish and maintain a Federal policy for the 

19 management and use of the results of federally spon-

20 sored science and technology research and develop-

21 ment; and 

22 (2) insure the effective implementation of the pro-

23 visions of this Act, and to monitor on a continuing 

24 basis the impact of Federal science and technology 

25 policies on innovation and technology development. 
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1 SEC. 103. DEFINITIONS. 

2 As used in this Act the term— 

3 (1) "contract" means any contract, grant, agree-

4 ment, commitment, understanding, or other arrange-

5 ment entered into between any Federal agency and 

6 any person where a purpose of the contract is the con-

7 duct of experimental, developmental, or research work. 

8 Such term includes any assignment, substitution of par-

9 ties, or subcontract of any type entered into or exe-

10 cuted for the conduct of experimental, developmental, 

11 or research work in connection with the performance of 

12 that contract; 

13 (2) "contractor" means any person or other entity 

14 that is a party to the contract; 

15 (3) "disclosure" means a written statement suffi-

16 ciently complete as to technical detail to convey to one 

17 skilled in the art to which the invention pertains a 

18 clear understanding of the nature, purpose, operation, 

19 and as the case may be, physical, chemical, or electri-

20 cal characteristics of the invention; 

21 (4) "Federal agency" means an "executive 

22 agency" as defined by section 105 of title 5, United 

23 States Code, and the military departments as defined 

24 by section 102 of title 5, United States Code; 
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1 (5) "Federal employees" means all employees as 

2 defined in section 2105 of title 5, United States Code, 

3 and members of the uniformed services; 

4 (6) "Government" means the Government of the 

5 United States of America; 

6 (7) "invention" means any invention, discovery, 

7 innovation, or improvement which is or may reason-

8 ably be patentable subject matter as defined in title 35, 

9 United States Code; 

10 (8) "inventor" means any person, other than a 

11 contractor, who has made an invention under a con-

12 tract but who has not agreed to assign his rights in 

13 such invention to the contractor; 

14 (9) "made under the contract" or "made under a 

15 contract" when used in relation to any invention 

16 means the conception or first actual reduction to prac-

17 tice of such mvention in the course of any work under 

18 the contract or under a contract, respectively; 

19 (10) "nonprofit organization" means universities 

2C and other institutions of higher education or an organi-

21 zation of the type described in section 501(c)(3) of the 

22 Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 U.S.C. 501(c)) and 

23 exempt from taxation under section 501(a) of the Inter-

24 nal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C. 501(a)); 
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1 (11) "person" means any individual, partnership, 

2 corporation, association, institution, or other entity; 

3 (12) "practical application" means to manufacture 

4 in the case of a composition or product, to practice in 

5 the case of a process or method or to operate in the 

6 case of a machine or system, and, in each case, under 

7 such conditions as to establish that the invention is 

8 being worked and that its benefits are available to the 

9 public either on reasonable terms or through reason-

10 able licensing arrangements; and 

11 (13) "qualified technology transfer program", 

12 when used in relation to a nonprofit organization, 

13 means a program which includes— 

14 (i) an established patent policy which is con-

15 sistent with the policy set forth in this Act and is 

16 administered on a continuous basis by an officer 

17 or entity responsible to the nonprofit organization; 

18 (ii) agreements with employees requiring 

19 them to assign either to the organization, its des-

20 ignee, or the Government any invention conceived 

21 or first actually reduced to practice in the course 

22 of or under Government contracts or assurance 

23 that such agreements are obtained prior to the as-

24 signment of personnel to Government-supported 

25 research and development projects; 
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1 (iii) procedures for prompt invention identifi-

2 cation and timely disclosure to the officer or 

3 entity administering the patent policy of the non-

4 profit organization; 

5 (iv) procedures for invention evaluation; and 

6 (v) an active and effective promotional pro-

7 gram for the licensing and marketing of inven-

8 tions. 

9 TITLE H—IMPLEMENTATION 

10 SEC. 201. RESPONSIBILITIES. 

11 (a) The Secretary of Commerce, hereinafter referred to 

12 as the Secretary, shall coordinate, direct, and review the im-

13 plementation and administration of the Federal policy set 

14 forth in this Act with respect to the ownership of inventions 

15 resulting from federally sponsored research and development, 

16 and promote the efficient and effective utilization of the re-

17 suits of federally sponsored research and development. 

18 (b) With a view to obtaining consistent application of 

19 the policies of this Act, the Secretary is authorized and di-

20 rected— 

21 (1) to consult and advise with Federal agencies 

22 concerning the effective implementation and operation 

23 of the policies, purposes, and objectives of this Act; 

24 (2) subject to the authority of the Office of Feder-

25 al Procurement Policy, to formulate and recommend to 
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1 the President such proposed rules, regulations, and 

2 procedures necessary and desirable to assure the con-

3 sistent application of the provisions of this Act; 

4 (3) to accumulate, analyze, and disseminate data 

5 necessary to evaluate the administration and effective-

6 ness of the policies set forth in this Act; 

7 (4) to determine with administrative finality any 

8 dispute between a Federal agency and an aggrieved 

9 party arising under title m or title IV of this Act; 

10 (5) monitor, on a continuing basis, the rights of 

11 the Government under section 304 of this Act in any 

12 invention made under a contract of a Federal agency, 

13 and take all suitable and necessary steps to protect and 

14 enforce the rights of the Government in any such in-

15 vention; and 

16 (6) to perform such other duties as may be pre-

17 scribed by the President or by statute. 

18 (c) For the purpose of assuring the effective manage-

19 ment of Government-owned inventions, the Secretary is au-

20 thorized and directed to— 

21 (1) assist and coordinate agency efforts to promote 

22 the licensing and utilization of Government-owned in-

23 ventions; 

24 (2) accept custody and administration, in whole or 

25 in part, of Government rights in. any invention for the 
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1 purpose of protecting the United States interest therein 

2 and promoting the effective utilization of any such 

3 invention; 

4 (3) develop and manage a Government-wide pro-

5 gram designed to stimulate the transfer of Govern-

6 ment-owned technology to the private sector through 

7 the development, demonstration, and dissemination of 

8 information regarding potential applications and evalu-

9 ate and assist where appropriate the participation of 

10 the private sector in the technology transfer process; 

11 (4) evaluate, with the assistance of the originating 

12 agency, Government-owned inventions in order to 

13 identify those inventions with the greatest commercial 

14 potential and to promote the development of inventions 

15 so identified; 

16 (5) assist the Federal agencies in seeking protec-

17 tion and maintaining inventions in foreign countries, in-

18 eluding the payment of fees and costs connected there-

19 with; 

20 (6) make market surveys and other investigations 

21 for determining the potential of inventions for domestic 

22 and foreign licensing and other utilization; 

23 (7) acquire technical information and engage in 

24 negotiations and other activities for promoting the li-

25 censing and other utilization of Government-owned in-

O - 80 - 2 
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1 ventions and to demonstrate the practicability of the 

2 inventions for the purpose of enhancing their 

3 marketability; 

4 (8) consult and advise Federal agencies as to 

5 areas of science and technology research and develop-

6 ment with potential for commercial utilization; and 

7 (9) receive funds from fees, royalties, sales, or 

8 other management of Government-owned inventions 

9 authorized under this Act: Provided, however, That 

10 such funds will be used only for the purpose of this 

11 Act. 

12 (d) The Secretary shall submit an annual report of its 

13 activities to Congress, including therein (1) relevant statisti-

14 cal data regarding the disposition of invention disclosures re-

15 suiting from federally funded research and development; (2) 

16 any recommendation as to legislative or administrative 

17 changes necessary to better achieve the policy and purposes 

18 of this Act; and (3) an analysis of the impact of Federal poli-

19 cies on the purposes of this Act. 

20 (e) The Secretary shall establish such interagency com-

21 mittees as are necessary to assist in the review and formula-

22 tion of rules, regulations, and procedures implementing the 

23 provisions of this Act. 
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1 (0 There are authorized to be appropriated to the Sccre-

2 tary of Commerce to carry out the provisions of this title, the 

3 sum of $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1980. 

4 SEC. 202. AGENCY TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION PROGRAM. 

5 To assist in the transfer of Government-owned innova-

6 tive technology resulting from Federal research and develop-

7 ment for application and use in industry, agriculture, medi-

8 cine, transportation, and other critical sectors of the econ-

9 omy, each Federal agency supporting research and develop-

10 ment activities shall develop and implement a technology uti-

11 lization program. Specific program objectives shall include, 

12 but not be limited to— 

13 (1) expedite and facilitate the application and use 

14 of technology by shortening the time between genera-

15 tion of advanced technologies and their use in the 

16 economy and provide greater incentives for use of so-

17 cially beneficial innovations; 

18 (2) encourage multiple secondary uses of technol-

19 ogy in industry, education, and government where 

20 there is a wide spectrum of technological problems and 

21 needs; and 

22 (3) understand more fully the technology transfer 

23 process and its impact on the economy, and to manage 

24 and optimize the process in a systematic way. 
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1 SEC. 203. EXPIRATION. 

2 The authorities conferred upon the Secretary under this 

3 title shall expire and terminate 7 years following the effective 

4 date of this Act unless renewed by action of Congress. 

5 TITLE m—ALLOCATION OF RIGHTS— 

6 GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS 

7 SEC. 301. RIGHTS OF THE GOVERNMENT. 

8 (a) Each Federal agency shall acquire on behalf of the 

9 United States, at the time of entering into a contract, title to 

10 any invention made under the contract of a Federal agency if 

11 the agency determines— 

12 (1) the services of the contractor are for the oper-

13 ation of a Government-owned research or production 

14 facility; 

15 (2) acquisition of title is necessary because of the 

16 classified nature of the work being performed under the 

17 contract; 

18 (3) because of the exceptional circumstances, ac-

19 quisition of title by the Government is necessary to 

20 assure the adequate protection of the public health, 

21 safety, or welfare; 

22 (4) in the case of a nonprofit organization, that 

23 such institution does not have a qualified technology 

24 transfer program as defined in section 103 of this Act; 

25 or 
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1 (5) the principal purpose of the contract is to de-

2 velop or improve products, processes, or methods 

3 which will be required for use by Government regula-

4 tions: 

5 Provided, however, That the Federal agency may subse-

6 quently waive all or any part of the rights of the United 

7 States under this section to such invention in conformity with 

8 the provisions of section 303. 

9 (b) The rights of the Government under subsection (a) 

10 shall not be exercised by the Federal agency unless it deter-

11 mines that one of the enumerated criteria exist and it files a 

12 determination statement with the Secretary. 

13 SEC. 302. RIGHTS OF THE CONTRACTOR 

14 (a) In all other situations not specified in section 301, 

15 the contractor or inventor shall have the option of retaining 

16 title to any invention made under the contract. Such rights 

17 shall be subject to the limitations set forth in section 304 and 

18 the provisions of section 305. Said option shall be exercised 

19 by notifying the Government at the time of disclosure of the 

20 invention or within such time thereafter as may be provided 

21 in the contract. The Government shall obtain title to any 

22 invention for which this option is not exercised. 

23 (b) When the Government obtains title to an invention 

24 under section 301, the contractor shall retain a nonexclusive, 

25 royalty-free license which shall be revocable only to the 
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1 extent necessary for the Government to grant an exclusive 

2 license. 

3 SEC. 303. WAIVER 

4 A Federal agency may at any time waive all or any part 

5 of the rights of the United States under this title to any in-

6 vention or class of inventions made or which may be made by 

7 any person or class of persons under the contract of the 

8 agency if the agency determines that the condition justifying 

9 acquisition of title by the Government under section 301 no 

10 longer exists or the interests of the United States and the 

11 general public will be best served thereby. The agency shall 

12 maintain a record, which shall be made public and periodical-

13 ly updated, of determinations made under this section. In 

14 making such determinations, the agency shall consider the 

15 following objectives: 

16 (1) encouraging the wide availability to the public 

17 of the benefits of the experimental, developmental, or 

18 research programs in the shortest practicable time; 

19 (2) promoting the commercial utilization of such 

20 inventions; 

21 (3) encouraging participation by private persons in 

22 the Government-sponsored experimental, developmen-

23 tal, or research programs; and 
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1 (4) fostering competition and preventing undue 

2 market concentration or the creation or maintenance of 

3 other situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws. 

4 SEC. 304. MARCH-IN-RIGHTS. 

5 (a) Where a contractor has retained title to an invention 

6 under section 302 or 303, the Federal agency shall have the 

7 right, pursuant to regulations and subject to the provisions of 

8 subsection (b), to— 

9 (1) require the contractor to grant a nonexclusive, 

10 partially exclusive, or exclusive license to a responsible 

11 applicant or applicants, upon terms reasonable under 

12 the circumstances, or to require an assignment of title 

13 to the Government if the agency determines such 

14 action is necessary because the contractor has not filed 

15 a patent application on the invention within a reason-

16 able period of time or has not taken, or is not expected 

17 to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to 

18 achieve practical application of the invention; or 

19 (2) require the contractor to grant a nonexclusive, 

20 partially exclusive, or exclusive license to a responsible 

21 applicant or applicants, upon terms reasonable under 

22 the circumstances, if the agency determines such action 

23 is necessary— 

24 (i) to alleviate a serious threat to the public 

25 health, safety, or welfare needs which is not rea-
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1 sonably satisfied by the contractor or its licensees 

2 or otherwise required for the protection of nation-

3 al security; 

4 v (ii) to meet requirements for public use by 

5 Federal regulation which are not satisfied by the 

6 contractor or its licensees; or 

7 (iii) because the actions of the contractor 

8 beyond the exercise of the exclusive rights in the 

9 invention have tended substantially to lessen com-

10 petition or to result in undue market concentra-

11 tion in any section of the United States in any 

12 line of commerce to which the technology relates, 

13 or to create and maintain other situations incon-

14 sistent with the antitrust laws. 

15 (b) The rights of the Federal agency under subsection 

16 (a) shall be subject to the prior approval of the Secretary who 

17 shall make a determination after a formal hearing with affect-

18 ed parties present and conducted in accordance with the 

19 rules, regulations, and procedures adopted by the Secretary. 

20 SEC. 305. GENERAL PROVISIONS. 

21 (a) Each contract entered into by the Government shall 

22 contain such terms and conditions as the agency deems ap-

23 propriate for the protection of the interests of the United 

24 States and the general public, including appropriate provi-

25 sions to— 
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1 (1) require periodic written reports at reasonable 

2 intervals in the commercial utilization or efforts at ob-

3 taming commercial utilization that are being made by 

4 the inventor or contractor or their licensees or assign-

5 ees: Provided, That any such information shall be 

6 treated by the Federal agency as commercial or finan-

7 cial information obtained from a person and privileged 

8 or confidential and not subject to disclosure under the 

9 Freedom of Information Act; 

10 (2) reserve to the United States at least an irrevo-

11 cable, nonexclusive, paid-up license to make, use, and 

12 sell the invention throughout the world by or on behalf 

13 of the United States and States and domestic municipal 

14 governments, unless the agency determines that it 

15 would not be in the public interest to acquire the li-

16 cense for the States and domestic municipal govern-

17 ments; 

18 (3) require the prompt disclosure by the contractor 

19 or inventor to that agency of any invention made under 

20 the contract: Provided, That Federal agencies are au-

21 thorized to withhold from disclosure to the public, in-

22 formation disclosing any invention made under the con-

23 tract of an agency for a reasonable time in order for a 

24 United States or foreign patent application to be filed; 
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1 (4) require an election by the contractor within a 

2 reasonable time after disclosure as to whether the con-

3 tractor intends to file a patent application on any in-

4 vention made under the contract; 

5 (5) require a declaration by the contractor within 

6 a reasonable time after disclosure of the contractors 

7 intent to commercialize or otherwise achieve the wide-

8 spread utilization of the invention by the public; and 

9 (6) reserve to the United States and the contrac-

10 tor or inventor rights in each such invention in con-

11 formity with the provisions of this title. 

12 (b) Agency determinations as to the rights to inventions 

13 under this title shall be made in an expeditious manner with-

14 out unnecessary delay. 

15 SEC. 306. BACKGROUND RIGHTS. 

16 Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to de-

17 prive the owner of any background patent or to such rights 

18 as the owner may have thereunder. 

19 SEC. 307. GOVERNMENT LICENSING AUTHORITY. 

20 (a) A Federal agency may grant exclusive or partially 

21 exclusive licenses in any invention to which the Government 

22 has acquired title if the agency determines that— 

23 (1) the desired practical application has not been 

24 achieved, or is not likely to be achieved within a rea-
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1 sonable period of time by the granting of a nonexclu-

2 sive license; 

3 (2) exclusive or partially exclusive licensing is a 

4 reasonable and necessary incentive to call forth the in-

5 vestment of risk capital to bring the invention to prac-

6 tical application; and 

7 (3) the proposed terms and scope of exclusivity 

8 are not greater than reasonably necessary to provide 

9 the incentive for bringing the invention to practical ap-

10 plication. 

11 TITLE IV—ALLOCATION OF RIGHTS—FEDEKAL 

12 EMPLOYEES 

13 SEC. 401. ALLOCATION OF RIGHTS. 

14 (a) Except as otherwise provided in subsections (b) and 

15 (c), the Government shall obtain the entire right, title, and 

16 interest in and to all inventions made by any Federal em-

17 ployee if the agency determines that— 

18 (1) the invention was made during working hours; 

19 (2) the invention was made with a contribution by 

20 the Government of facilities, equipment, materials, 

21 funds, or information, or of time or services of other 

22 Government employees on official duty; or 

23 (3) the invention bears a direct relation to the 

24 duties of the Federal employee-inventor, or are made 

25 in consequence of his employment. 
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1 (b) Where the interest of the Government is insufficient 

2 to require acquisition of title by the Government but the in-

3 vention bears an indirect relation to the duties of the Federal 

4 employee-inventor, the employee shall have the option of ac-

5 quiring title to such invention, subject, however, to the reser-

6 vation by the Government of a nonexclusive, irrevocable, 

7 royalty-free license in the invention with the power to grant 

8 licenses for all governmental purposes. The Government 

9 shall obtain title to any invention for which this option is not 

10 exercised. 

11 (c) In all situations not falling within subsections (a) and 

12 (b), a Federal employee shall be entitled to retain the entire 

13 right, title, and interest in and to any invention made by the 

14 employee. 

15 SEC. 402. PRESUMPTION OF OWNERSHIP. 

16 (a) In applying the criteria of section 401 to the facts 

17 and circumstances relating to the making of any particular 

18 invention, it shall be presumed that an invention falls within 

19 the criteria of section 401(a) when made by a Federal em-

20 ployee who is employed or assigned to— 

21 (1) invent, improve, or perfect any article, ma-

22 chine, manufacture process, or composition of matter; 

23 (2) conduct or perform research or development 

24 work, or both; 
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1 (3) supervise, direct, coordinate, or review federal-

2 ly financed or conducted research or development 

3 work, or both; or 

4 (4) act in a liaison capacity among Federal or 

5 non-Federal agencies or individuals engaged in such 

6 work. 

7 (b) The presumption established by subsection (a) may 

8 be rebutted by the facts or circumstances of the conditions 

9 under which any particular invention is made. 

10 SEC. 403. REVIEW. 

11 Federal agency determinations regarding the respective 

12 rights of the Government and the Federal employee-inventor 

13 are to be reviewed by the Secretary in accordance with rules, 

14 regulations, and procedures adopted by the Secretary when-

15 ever— 

16 (1) the Federal agency fails to obtain title under 

17 the provisions of section 401(a); or 

18 (2) the Federal employee-inventor who claims to 

19 be aggrieved by the determination requests such a 

20 review. 

21 SEC. 404. INCENTIVES AWARDS PROGRAM. 

22 (a) Subject to the provisions of this section, the agency 

23 is authorized, upon its own initiative or upon application of 

24 any person, to make a monetary award or otherwise offer 

25 recognition, in such amount and upon such terms as it shall 
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1 deem appropriate, to any Federal employee-inventor for any 

2 scientific or technical' invention determined by the agency to 

3 have significant value. 

4 (b) Awards shall be granted pursuant to the provisions 

5 of chapter 45 of title 5 and chapter 57 of title 1 of the United 

6 States Code, and in accordance with regulations issued there-

7 under except as modified by this Act. 

8 (c) In granting awards under this section, due considera-

9 tion shall be given to— 

10 (1) the extent to which the invention advances the 

11 state of the art; 

12 (2) the amount expended by the employee-inven-

13 tor for development of such invention; 

14 (3) the importance of the invention in terms of its 

15 value and benefits to the Government and the United 

16 States; 

17 (4) the extent to which the invention has achieved 

18 utilization by the public; and 

19 (5) the amount of any compensation previously re-

20 ceived by the employee-inventor for or on account of 

21 the use of such invention by the United States. 

22 (d) If more than one applicant under subsection (a) 

23 claims an interest in the same contribution, the agency shall 

24 ascertain the respective interest of such applicants, and shall 

25 apportion any award to be made with respect to such inven-
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1 tion among such applicants in such proportions as it shall 

2 determine to be equitable. 

3 (e) No award may be made under subsection (a) with 

4 respect to any invention unless the applicant surrenders, by 

5 such means as the agency shall determine to be effective, all 

6 claims which such applicant may have to receive any com-

7 pensation (other than the award made under this section) for 

8 the use of such invention or any element thereof at any time 

9 by or on behalf of the United States or by or on behalf of any 

10 foreign government pursuant to any treaty or agreement with 

11 the United States, within the United States or at any other 

12 place. 

13 (0 No award may be made under subsection (a) in any 

14 amount exceeding $100,000, unless the agency has transmit-

15 ted to the appropriate committees of the Congress a full and 

16 complete report concerning the amount and terms of, and the 

17 basis for, such proposed award, and 30 calendar days of reg-

18 ular session of the Congress have expired after receipt of 

19 such report by such committees. 

20 (g) A cash award and expense for honorary recognition 

21 of a Federal employee-inventor shall be paid from the funds 

22 appropriated for the sponsoring Federal agency. 
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1 TITLE V—MISCELLANEOUS 

2 SEC. 501. REPEAL OF EXISTING STATUTORY RESEARCH AND 

3 DEVELOPMENT AUTHORIZATIONS. 

4 The following Acts are hereby amended as follows: 

5 (a) Section 10(a) of the Act of June 29, 1935, as added 

6 by title I of the Act of August 14, 1946 (7 U.S.C. 427(a); 60 

7 Stat. 1085) is amended by striking out the following: "Any 

8 contracts made pursuant to this authority shall contain re-

9 quirements making the results of research and investigations 

10 available to the public through dedication, assignment to the 

11 Government, or such other means as the Secretary shall 

12 determine.". 

13 (b) Section 205(a) of the Act of August 14, 1946 (7 

14 U.S.C. 1624(a); 60 Stat. 1090) is amended by striking out 

15 the following: "Any contract made pursuant to this section 

16 shall contain requirements making the result of such research 

17 and investigations available to the public by such means as 

18 the Secretary of Agriculture shall determine.". 

19 (c) Section 501(c) of the Federal Coal Mine Health and 

20 Safety Act of 1969 (30 U.S.C. 951(c); 83 Stat. 742) is 

21 amended by striking out the following: "No research, demon-

22 strations, or experiments shall be carried out, contracted for, 

23 sponsored, cosponsored, or authorized under authority of this 

24 Act, unless all information, uses, products, processes, pat-

25 ents, and other developments resulting from such research, 
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1 demonstrations, or experiments will (with such exception and 

2 limitation, if any, as the Secretary or the Secretary of 

3 Health, Education, and Welfare may find to be necessary in 

4 the public interest) be available to the general public". 

5 (d) Section 106(c) of the National Traffic and Motor Ve-

6 hide Safety Act of 1966 (15 U.S.C. 1395(c); 80 Stat. 721) is 

7 repealed. 

8 (e) Section 12 of the National Science Foundation Act 

9 of 1950 (42 U.S.C. 1871(a); 82 Stat. 360) is repealed. 

10 (f) Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 

11 U.S.C. 2182; 68 Stat. 943) is repealed. 

12 . (g) The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 

13 (72 Stat. 426) is amended— 

14 (1) by repealing section 305 thereof (42 U.S.C. 

15 2457): Provided, however, That subsections (c), (d), and 

16 (e) of such section shall continue to be effective with 

17 respect to any application for patents in which the 

18 written statement referred to in subsection (c) of such 

19 section has been filed or requested to be filed by the 

20 Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks prior to the 

21 effective date of this Act; 

22 (2) by inserting the following new section 305: 

23 " S E C . 305. INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

24 BOAED.—Each proposal for any waiver of patent rights held 

25 by the Administrator shall be referred to an Inventions and 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 3 
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1 Contributions Board which shall be established by the Ad-

2 ministrator within the Administration. Such Board shall 

3 accord to each interested party an opportunity for hearing, 

4 and shall transmit to the Administrator its findings of fact 

5 with respect to such proposal and its recommendations for 

6 action to be taken with respect thereto."; 

7 (3) by striking out section 306 thereof (42 U.S.C. 

8 2458(a)); 

9 (4) by inserting at the end of section 203(b) there-

10 of (42 U.S.C. 2478(a)); the following new paragraph: 

11 "(14) to provide effective contractual provisions 

12 for reporting of the results of the activities of the Ad-

13 ministration, including full and complete technical re-

14 porting of any innovation made in the course of or 

15 under any contract of the Administration."; 

16 (5) by inserting at the end of section 203 thereof 

17 (42 U.S.C. 2478) the following new subsection: 

18 "(e) For the purpose of chapter 17 of title 35 of the 

19 United States Code the Administration shall be considered a 

20 defense agency of the United States."; and 

21 (6) by striking out the following in such section: 

22 "(including patents and rights thereunder).". 

23 (h) Section 6 of the Coal Research and Development 

24 Act of 1960 (30 U.S.C. 666; 74 Stat. 337) is repealed. 
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1 (i) Section 4 of the Helium Act Amendments of 1960 

2 (50 U.S.C. 167b; 74 Stat. 920) is amended by striking out 

3 the following: "Provided, however, That all research con-

4 tracted for, sponsored, cosponsored, or authorized under au-

5 thority of this Act shall be provided for in such a manner that 

6 all information, uses, processes, patents, and other develop-

7 ments resulting from such research developed by Govern-

8 ment expenditure will (with such exceptions and limitations, 

9 if any, as the Secretary may find to be necessary in the inter-

10 est of national defense) be available to the general public: 

11 And provided further, That nothing contained herein shall be 

12 construed as to deprive the owner of any background patent 

13 relating thereto to such rights as he may have thereunder." 

14 and by inserting in lieu thereof a period. 

15 (j) Section 32 of the Arms Control and Disarmament 

16 Act of 1961 (22 U.S.C. 2572; 75 Stat. 634) is repealed. 

17 (k) Subsection (e) of section 302 of the Appalachian Re-

18 gional Development Act of 1965 (40 U.S.C. App. 302(e); 79 

19 Stat. 5) is repealed. 

20 (1) Subsection (e) of section 203 of the Solid Waste Dis-

21 posal Act (42 U.S.C. 3253(c); 70 Stat. 997) is repealed. 

22 (m) Section 216 of title 38, United States Code, is 

23 amended by striking out subsection (a)(2) thereof and by re-

24 designating subsection (a)(3) thereof as (a)(2). 
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1 (nj.;lj£cept for paragraph (1) of section 9 of the Federal 

2 Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 

3 (42 U.S.C. 5901; 88 Stat. 1878) is repealed. 

4 (o) Section 3 of the Act of June 22, 1976 (42 U.S.C. 

5 1959d, note; 90 Stat. 694), is repealed. 

6 (p) Section 5(i) of the Tennessee Valley Authority Act 

7 of 1933 (16 U.S.C. 831d(i); 48 Stat. 61), is amended by 

8 striking both proviso clauses at the end thereof. 

9 (q) Section 5(d) of the Consumer Product Safety Act (15 

10 U.S.C. 2054(d); 88 Stat. 1211) is repealed. 

11 (r) Section 3 of the Act of April 5, 1954 (30 U.S.C. 

12 323; 58 Stat. 191), is repealed. 

13 (s) Section 8001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act (42 

14 U.S.C. 6981; 90 Stat. 2892) is repealed. 

15 (t) Section 5 of the Act of July 3, 1952 (42 U.S.C. 

16 1954(b)) is repealed. 

17 (u) Section 303 of the Act of July 17, 1964 (42 U.S.C. 

18 1961c-3) is repealed. 

19 SEC. 502. EFFECTIVE DATE. 

20 This Act shall take effect 6 months after the date of 

21 enactment of this Act. 

22 SEC. 503. AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS. 

23 There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as 

24 may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act. 
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Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Senator Schmitt. 
Our first witness is R. Tenney Johnson, as Senator Schmitt men

tioned. 
I will invite all witnesses to summarize their statements. If that 

is possible. Your full statements will then be entered into the 
record. 

Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF R. TENNEY JOHNSON 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman and Senator Schmitt, I am honored to respond to 

your invitation to begin the testimony on Government patent 
policy before this subcommittee. This is the subject matter of S. 
1215, the Science and Technology Research and Development Utili
zation Policy Act which Senator Schmitt, you and Senator Cannon 
have introduced. 

I will provide some introductory comments on Government 
patent policy, try to give some idea of its complexity, outline briefly 
the history of how it has evolved over the past 30 years, and state 
some personal views on the legislation before the subcommittee. 

The issue is: Who should get the commercial rights in an inven
tion which is made in the course of performing research and devel
opment for the Government? 

There are few questions of public policy which arouse more 
controversy. I would like to interpolate here a quotation from a 
former General Counsel of NASA, John Johnson, with whom I 
worked in the formulation of President Kennedy's patent policy of 
1963. He said, "This whole field of Government patent policy lends 
itself to more doctrinaire overgeneralization than almost any other 
area of policy and law that I can think of." 

There are few issues on which agencies' practices vary more 
widely than in patent policy, and there are few issues on which the 
factual background for policymaking is so relatively sparse or sub
ject to such largely varying interpretations. 

Unfortunately, Government patent policy is a subject which ap
pears simple at first glance and which is thus susceptible to slogan
eering and demagogery. Everyone is an expert on the subject, it 
seems, from the very beginning and yet, the more you study it the 
more complex it becomes and the more you become aware that 
there are a multitude of conflicting considerations. 

Let me start with the basics: Inventions will be made in perform
ing R. & D. and that many of these inventions will be patentable. 
A patent is a right to exclude others from the use of the invention 
for 17 years. Patents are granted by the Government under the 
authority of the Constitution. Their fundamental purpose is to 
encourage disclosure of ideas in return for an exclusive right to 
exploit the invention, and thereby in both ways to stimulate devel
opment of new ideas. Patents are thus little monopolies, although 
of" course they may be licensed to others by the patent owner. 

All agree that when an invention is made in performing Govern
ment R. & D. contract, the Government must always receive a 
comprehensive license to use the invention itself or to authorize 
others to use the invention in performing work for the Govern
ment. 
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The issue thus becomes: Whether the Government should acquire 
more—specifically, the rights the contractor would otherwise 
retain to the commercial use of the invention? 

If the Government acquires all rights, its historic policy has been 
to allow the invention to be used freely by anyone. 

In recent years, some agencies have been granting exclusive 
licenses to use Government-owned inventions, on the theory that 
only with a limited period of exclusive use will private capital be 
available to develop those inventions to the point of commercial 
application. 

On the other hand, if the contractor keeps the commercial patent 
rights, they will function in the private sector pretty much as do 
the patents which are granted for inventions made in the course of 
private research and development. 

Under those circumstances, the answer which most immediately 
comes when you look into the subject for the first time is that 
because the Government paid for the contract work it should get 
the fruits of that work. By taking all the patent rights, the Govern
ment can make them freely available to all and remove artificial 
barriers which allowing the rights to stay in private hands would 
impose to stifle progress. 

Moreover, the argument goes, the Government will prevent the 
contractors from enjoying windfalls of commercial benefits from 
inventions paid for by the Government, keep the taxpayers from 
having to pay twice for the development and use of the inventions, 
and avoid creating industrial concentration or monopoly. 

However, this answer, which has become the underpinning of 
much of Government patent policy, becomes less and less satisfac
tory the more you examine what is really at stake—how people 
actually behave when they have a choice, rather than how one 
thinks they should behave—what it takes to bring an idea to 
practical application so that the public can get real benefits from 
it. 

Will the Government get the best contractors and the best talent 
to perform research and development on the condition that they 
lose commercial patent rights in their inventions? 

Will industry actually invest private capital to develop ideas 
which are freely available to others? Or will it devote its own funds 
to other areas in which it can protect its investment long enough 
to earn a return on it? If the ideas are not developed, how will the 
public benefit from them? 

I don't believe that the factual data accumulated on this subject 
to date points inexorably to one solution or another for every given 
case. Each new fact seems to be interpreted differently depending 
on one's preconceptions. 

If, for example, you note reports that only 5 percent of Govern
ment-owned inventions are ever exploited commercially you might 
conclude that more inventions would be exploited if patent protec
tion were available to stimulate private invention and develop
ment. I personally happen to believe that. 

On the other hand, you might also conclude that probably the 
other 95 percent are worthless anyway. 

Moreover, because the Government does not police the use of the 
invention it owns, many more could in fact be in use without the 
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Government knowing about it. As far as I know, no one has ever 
surveyed the whole list of Government inventions and made a 
judgment about the commercial potential of each one. In any 
event, I doubt whether anyone whose money is not actually at 
stake could effectively made such a judgment about commercializa
tion. 

In my view, therefore, this issue remains an issue of policy whose 
resolution ultimately reflects your views as to the proper roles and 
relationships of the Government and the private sector, as well as 
your views as to the nature of inventions and the proper and 
beneficial, or destructive and dangerous, role of self-interest in 
promoting the national economy. 

I find in discussing this subject that people who have not thought 
much about it tend to form opinions quickly on the basis of several 
unexamined assumptions or preconceptions. I call these preconcep
tions "myths," because they are usually influential and widely 
shared, but also because they tend to be wrong. 

Thus, a patent is generally thought to cover a wide area of 
technology, so much so that it will block out that whole area from 
study by others. Actually, almost every patent by itself covers only 
an infinitesimal area of technology and generally speaks to but one 
of several alternative ways of doing things. 

Very few patents are seminal. It is highly doubtful, for example, 
that a cancer cure will be covered by a single patent, yet this 
possibility is always mentioned in discussion about Government 
patent policy. 

Another related myth is that a patent blocks out development of 
alternatives. Actually in fact it acts as an incentive to come up 
with alternatives. 

Another myth is that if a patented invention is freely available it 
will be exploited widely. Actually this tends to be true only when 
the invention has already been developed pretty well to the point 
of commercial application so that to exploit it will not require 
substantial private investment in development. 

But for most other inventions, which are not developed to the 
point of commercial application under a Government contract, it is 
likely they will not be developed with private capital unless there 
is some patent protection for the investment. 

Any particular company has limited funds, and will tend to 
choose to develop a product or an idea in which its investment can 
be protected by exclusivity over one which its competitors can 
freely copy after the company has developed it. 

It is often said that if an idea is good it will be used by all, but 
this is not necessarily true. It depends on what has to be done to 
bring the idea into practical reality. 

Which brings up another myth—that inventions made under a 
Government contract are developed under the contract to the point 
of commercial application. This is the origin of the slogan, "The 
Government pays all, the Government should own all." 

In fact, this is the exceptional case. In most cases the agency is 
not seeking inventions, per se, it is seeking a product that can do 
specific defined things. If in the course of developing the product, 
inventions are made, well and good. If not, also well and good, as 
long as the product is developed. 
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Inventions are byproducts. They may or may not be developed in 
the course of carrying out the contract. And if they are not, prob
ably they cannot be exploited without the investment of private 
capital. And if they are fully developed, it might well be that 
further private capital will be needed to put them in a commercial 
form for the private sector. 

Defense or space work, for example, demands products which in 
terms of both performance and cost are well beyond what the 
private sector needs or can buy. So when you ask what does it take 
to get an invention practiced so that the public actually will obtain 
some benefit of it, one usually cannot say that the Government has 
paid all. 

A related myth is that patents can be used to sit on ideas, simply 
to prevent any development of them altogether. Actually, it is 
highly unlikely that courts will grant injunctions against use of a 
patent when the patent owner or licensee is not exploiting the 
invention. Equitable remedies are generally not available, in other 
words, to dogs in the manger. 

The last myth I will mention is that companies will readily take 
contracts under which they give up patent rights to the Govern
ment. Some will, it is true, expecially the big firms which are 
heavily dependent on Government business. But there are compa
nies who will not, particularly if the subject matter of the contract 
cuts to the heart of their commercial expertise. And these may be 
just the companies who could do the best job. Even if a company 
takes the contract, it may save its best people for work with a more 
protectable payoff for the commercial side of the business. 

In the next few pages of my prepared testimony, I summarize the 
history of Government patent policy. I can more briefly cover that 
in oral testimony than reading it. Essentially the Government 
patent policy questions first arose as a major issue after World 
War II. During the War, the predominant policy of the military 
departments was to leave commercial rights with the contractors. 

A notable exception was the work on atomic weapons. The 
Atomic Energy Act of 1946 and succeeding acts clearly enunciated 
the policy that the Government should acquire all rights and in
ventions made in performing Government contracts involving 
atomic energy. 

Only a relatively few companies actually participated in the 
development of this brandnew technology, and their activities were 
almost entirely funded by the Government. A clear concern of the 
statute was to assure that in these circumstances no one company 
would be permitted to obtain a monopoly over the future commer
cial exploitation of atomic energy. 

In 1947 the Department of Justice performed a substantial study 
which recommended that the Government take title to all inven
tions and make the inventions available to everyone. 

The Department of Defense resisted this policy largely for the 
reason that it feared such a policy would deter the most highly 
skilled contractors—those with commercial positions in the areas of 
technology of interest to the Department—from pursuing the De
partment s contracts and thereby jeopardize the success of its 
R. & D. programs. No statute has ever been enacted to govern Depart
ment of Defense patent policy. Its policy—to acquire only a license 
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of free use—was and is administrative only. Because of the size of 
the Department's R. & D. programs, however, the great bulk of 
inventions made in Government contracts have remained in the 
hands of contractors, at least until recent years. 

At the same time, agencies with large in-house programs, such as 
the Agriculture Department, which had a mission to develop new 
products and processes for immediate use in the civilian economy, 
took title to the inventions made in these programs, and many of 
them by government employees, and offered these inventions free 
to the public and industry for use. Some were tremendously useful, 
such as frozen orange juice and the aerosol can, and received 
widespread application. 

Thus, there was established the division which is still observed 
between the license agencies and the title agencies, based primarily 
on the difference in agency mission. 

NASA was established in 1957, and its patent policies were 
adopted without much discussion, on the basis that space was going 
to be a new area of technology like atomic energy. Therefore, 
NASA was to take title to inventions, but the administrator could 
waive some rights back to the contractors. In 1959, NASA sought 
to have its policy changed more like the Department of Defense, 
and while this was being considered, other voices strongly attacked 
the license policy of the Department of Defense. 

In 1960 and 1961, the Department reexamined its policies and 
reaffirmed them in the main, but revised its procurement regula
tions to specify instances in which contracting officers were to 
consider acquiring title to inventions instead of routinely only ac
quiring only a license. However, under the influence of the attacks 
on the license policy, most of the R. & D. programs with civilian 
applications which were enacted during the 1960's, such as the 
Saline Water Act or the Coal Research and Development Act, 
contained broad language requiring that the research results, in
cluding patents and inventions be made freely available to the 
general public. This language was interpreted as requiring a title 
policy. 

The ferment over patent policy culminated in 1963 when Presi
dent Kennedy issued a statement on patent policy. The statement 
was the first attempt to achieve a Government-wide patent policy. 
It is perhaps more accurate to say that the statement was an 
attempt to state a rationale for the diverse patent policies which 
were then in existence. 

Thus, the statement called for a flexible policy rather than a 
uniform one. The policy was intended to balance all of the various 
themes we have noted: to stimulate research and development, 
attract contractors, avoid monopolization, recognize the equities of 
both the Government and the contractor. 

Its central method was to determine what policy applied to a 
particular contract by referring to the purpose of the Government 
in entering into the contract. If the purpose was, for example, to 
develop a product to the point of commercial application, title to 
inventions should be taken because private investment will proh-
ably not be needed. Or if the contract was in a new field of 
technology in which the Government was the principal developer 
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and in which the first contractors might obtain preferred or domi
nant positions, title should be taken to help avoid that result. 

On the other hand, if the purpose was to develop a product for 
the Government's use and the contractor had an established com
mercial position in the field of technology involved, the Govern
ment would take only a license to inventions, leaving ownership 
and the commercial rights to the contractor, who was thought most 
likely to develop the inventions for commercial use and practical 
benefit to the public. 

In cases which did not fall into either category, the rights were 
to be determined only after the invention was made and reported, 
and the decision was to be based on the extent to which incentives 
were needed to bring the invention to commercial application. 

Moreover, if the Government did not obtain title, it was to obtain 
what were called march-in rights, namely, the power to march in 
on the patent owner, obtain the title from the patent owner, and 
license others if, after a certain number of years, the patent owner 
was not taking active steps to commercialize the invention and if 
someone else wanted to do so. Thus, the march-in rights were 
intended to deal with the dog in the manger and prevent it from 
sitting on a good idea while preventing others from using it. 

I have sometimes thought of the Kennedy statement as a treaty 
of peace. Despite its imperfections, it served that function. The 
debate on patent policy thereafter became quiet for a period of 
years. In 1971, President Nixon reaffirmed the Kennedy statement 
but amplified it to encourage agencies to grant exclusive licenses to 
Government owned patents where necessary to stimulate commer
cial applications of these patented inventions. In addition, agencies 
working in areas of public safety, health, or welfare, which were 
normally instructed to seek title, were encouraged to consider leav
ing title to contractors in exceptional circumstances. Thus, for 
example, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare felt 
authorized to enter into a number of institutional patent agree
ments with universities which had established programs for licens
ing their inventions for commercial use on reasonable terms. 

There was also carried out the Harbridge House study, which 
other witnesses will be able to discuss in greater detail. Suffice it to 
say that the results of the study, which is the most extensive ever 
attempted, did not conclusively resolve to everyone's satisfaction 
the title-license issue. Each side found something to argue about. 
However, the study did not identify factual harm to the public 
interest arising out of the policy to leave commercial rights with 
contractors and did support, with factual examples, certain benefits 
in terms of developed inventions. 

The most significant recent statutory enactment is section 9 of 
the Non-nuclear Energy R. & D. Act of 1974. This act governs non-
nuclear contracting by the Deapartment of Energy and has also 
been made to apply to certain other programs like water desalinifi-
cation as well. Succeeding witnesses will describe this statute in 
greater detail. Essentially, it requires the Department to acquire 
title to inventions but permits the Secretary, in accordance with 
prescribed considerations, to waive commercial rights back to the 
contractor, either at the time of contracting or when individual 
inventions are recorded. March-in rights are provided as well as 
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power to issue exclusive licenses to Department-owned inventions. 
One of the features of the statute is that it provides detailed 
criteria for the division of rights between Government and contrac
tor. 

In implementing the act, the Energy R. & D. Administration and 
now the Department, state in the regulations that patent incen
tives are among the incentives made available to the Government 
to stimulate commercial development of new energy technologies. 
The regulations go on to state that it is, "Intended, therefore, that 
waivers will be provided in appropriate situations to encourage 
industrial participation and foster rapid commercial utilization in 
the overall best interest of the United States and the general 
public." 

However, the waiver procedure is necessarily cumbersome, and 
in practice, waivers have been increasingly difficult to obtain. 

In 1970-72, the Commission on Government Procurement consid
ered Government patent policy along with the myriad other as
pects of procurement policy. The Commission's judgment was that 
the Presidential statement of patent policy as modified in 1971 
should be given more time to work. 

However, the Commission considered an alternative patent 
policy, and the Commission staff actually drafted a statute to put it 
into effect. It was generally to allow contractors to retain title to 
their inventions but a strong Patent Control Board was provided to 
exercise march-in rights in the interest of assuring usage.of the 
patents and avoidance of situations inconsistent with the antitrust 
laws. 

This alternative was further refined by an interagency commit
tee in 1975 and 1976 but was not introduced as a legislative propos
al. Today the Congress is awaiting recommendations which may 
emerge from the various studies which the President has set in 
motion on arresting the perceived decline in American technologi
cal innovation to which Senator Schmitt has referred. Changes in 
patent policy may be among such recommendations. 

On the basis of my own experience in Government, Senator 
Schmitt, I very much support the objectives and provisions of S. 
1215. It carefully defines the limited instances in which agencies 
are to acquire title, permits waivers even in these situations, and 
gives the contractor the option to retain commercial rights in other 
situations. I would delete the requirement of title in classified 
situations, since patents related to national security may more 
properly be protected in the Invention Secrecy Act. 

Were S. 1215 to be enacted, I believe the commercialization of 
new ideas would be stimulated while, at the same time, the public 
interest in competition could be protected. Needless destruction of 
patent incentives by taking title for the Government would be 
avoided, and a greater willingness to participate in Government 
programs on the part of industry would be promoted. 

In some instances, title in the Government may be justified, but I 
think relatively few. One I would add is when the contractor's job 
is to guide and direct others. Taking title in this instance assures 
the other contractors of the lead contractor's disinterestedness 
toward their ideas. 
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I believe, in general, that ideas owned by all will be developed by 
none. I also think that trying to decide at the time of contracting 
whether an invention which might be made in performing the 
contract will later more likely be commercialized if title is kept by 
the Government or by contractor is not a rewarding exercise. 

My personal feeling is that patent incentives generally work best 
if they remain in private hands. I honestly believe that most inven
tions made in Government contracts are not significant enough to 
worry about or to create bureaucracy and paper work procedures 
to deal with. 

Furthermore, I doubt whether the procurement agencies are well 
suited to run licensing programs for purposes of commercializing 
their Government-owned inventions. 

Nevertheless, I also believe that effective means should be pro
vided to induce Government contractors to license use of their 
inventions to others on reasonable terms and that the Government 
should have, through a strong march-in procedure, power to deal 
with the few bad actors or dogs in the manger. Thus, I would 
recommend creating a Patents Board to exercise the march-in 
rights, rather than the procurement agency. 

Would-be licensees, if turned down for a license by a patent 
owner, could apply to the Board for relief. Government agencies 
seeking to compel wider licensing of significant inventions orginat-
ed in Government R. & D. work and avoidance of situations incon
sistent with the antitrust laws would make their case to the Board 
as well. The patent owner and its licensees would be heard in 
addition. 

The Board would decide in accordance with statutory criteria 
favoring utilization of patent incentives and the equities of the 
particular situation. Would-be licensees would have greater ability 
to obtain licenses on reasonable terms, since the patent owner 
would in all likelihood seek to make a suitable deal and avoid a 
hearing before the Board. 

On the other hand, patent owners would have some protection 
against unreasonable demands for free licenses where the consider
ations favoring private investment warranted protection. Thus, 
patent owners and potential licensees would know that inventions 
which were, largely financed by Government funds would be the 
most likely to be required to be licensed widely—even royalty-free 
in some cases. On the other hand, inventions whose commercial 
application more heavily depends on private investment would re
ceive correspondingly greater protection from the Board. 

In this way, the Government could concentrate its attention on 
the relatively few inventions which really matter and not waste its 
energies in disputes at the time of contracting over inventions not 
yet in being whose actual significance is unknown. 

I personally believe that this function of a Patents Board would 
be preferable to the procedure in S. 1215 where a contractor would 
appeal to a Board a decision of a procurement agency to take title. 
As I have indicated, the likelihood of sound judgments at the time 
of contracting as to the future significance of inventions is slight. 
The procedure would also introduce an extraneous third party into 
what is fundamentally a bargaining situation, and the third party's 
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primary interest would be in uniformity, rather than in accom
plishment of agency mission. 

I also believe that march-in rights are preferable to a policy that 
a contractor's exclusive rights would be extinguished after a specif
ic number of years unless the contractor justified an extension. I 
think that the extinguishing of rights would make it difficult to 
find others willing to develop the invention, and I am skeptical 
that the Government would be an effective licensing agent. 

In certain instances as, for example, in an energy production 
demonstration plan in which the Government shares costs with 
private industry, provision would—and I think properly should—be 
made to provide a recoupment of the Government investment 
through sharing of proceeds of the enterprise. However, to uni
formly make this a requirement for every invention would simply 
cost more in paperwork in both industry and Government than it 
would return to the Public Treasury. 

I also believe that Government efforts to acquire background 
patents—that is, privately held inventions developed outside or 
before the Government work but necessary to it—should be limited 
to those situations in which the Government is expressly trying to 
develop a particular technical solution to the point where it can be 
applied by many different people with no need for further develop
ment expense on.their part. Again, I think this is best handled by 
having the contractor agree to license others to use the background 
patents for the specific technical solution, rather than having the 
Government acquire and distribute the rights themselves. I would 
handle these situations administratively, rather than by statute. 

Mr. Chairman, Senator Schmitt, this concludes my statement. I 
would be happy to discuss any matter in more detail or respond to 
any questions. I wish to commend the subcommittee for focusing 
attention on this difficult problem in a most constructive way. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Johnson. 
I would just say that the bill's provisions relative to your discus

sion of the Patents Board are certainly tentative. Your suggestions 
are going to be very useful in the final markup of this measure. 

S. 1215 applies to all Federal contractors regardless of the size of 
the contracting firm. Do you believe the distinction between large 
and small business is such that there should be different policies, 
depending on the size of the firm? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I think that distinction has little to 
recommend it other than that it may be possible to sell it to people. 
I think that giving small businesses rights to inventions while 
denying medium sized businesses or large businesses the rights to 
their inventions could be counterproductive, particularly for some 
of the smaller firms. And I don't mean small business as defined by 
the SBA, but medium sized companies of over 500 employees but 
not necessarily the "Fortune 500 . This would put such companies 
in quite a difficult position. 

Also the policy in implementation would become very difficult as 
companies pass the magic threshold as defined by the Small Busi
ness Administration for totally different purposes than inventions. 
So I think as a policy dividing the question of who gets rights 
between big business and small business is not a good policy. It 
does not relate to what we should be trying to do in patent policy, 
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namely get the most rapid commercialization of ideas for the public 
use, and at the same time, avoiding situations such as dogs in the 
manger, of which there are only a few. 

Senator SCHMITT. It has been suggested that a legitimate distinc
tion can be made in applying different patent policy approaches 
depending on the end use of the technology receiving Government 
support. That is, it is argued that when the end use is for the 
Government itself, as is typically the case in military R. & D. and 
some others, the patent should be given to the contractor; whereas 
if the subject of the contract is for general public use, the Govern
ment should have the option of retaining title. Do you agree with 
this distinction? 

Mr. JOHNSON. This is the distinction made in President Kenne
dy's patent policy of 1963. I think the better distinction is the 
extent to which the inventions are developed to the point of com
mercial application, rather than the nature of the agency's mission. 
I think the rationale can be made for taking title in areas which 
generally concern the public welfare, but I think patent incentives 
are needed in that field as much as in any other. Not every 
invention that is made, for example, in an FAA program will be 
developed to the point of commercial application. But such a pro
gram, if they are developing ground control equipment that would 
be mandated for use at airports, I can see a reason for the Govern
ment taking title, because the very act of the FAA's creating a 
market for this equipment has removed the need for patent incen
tives. 

On the other hand, I know that the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare has had a difficult time attracting the best 
contractors in various health fields when it followed a policy of 
taking only title as required by the Kennedy statement. They 
found it necessary and in fact desirable and defensible to allow the 
contractors—including universities—to keep commercial rights, 
where that procedure would more quickly bring about utilization of 
inventions. 

So I think the better distinction should be the extent to which 
the Government intends to bring the inventions under contract to 
the point of commercial application without the use of additional 
private investment. If so, then there would be no reason to leave 
patent titles with contractors. However, I think a strong march-in 
procedure would accomplish the same goals as Government title. 

It is often said, incidentally, that the march-in procedure set into 
effect in 1963 has been ineffective because it has never been uti
lized. The answer I think is that it 

Senator SCHMITT. Sometimes that is a sign of success. 
Mr. JOHNSON. It never needed to be used. No one ever came up 

with any instance of a Government contractor retaining title to an 
invention and proving to be a dog in the manger. It just has not 
happened since that policy, but of course it took a while for that 
policy to come into effect, because inventions had to be made and 
contracts had to be written. So there was a natural lag period of 
between 5 and 10 years at that point. 

But the main purpose of a Patents Control Board seems to me is 
to act as an incentive on the private sector to make suitable 
arrangements without involving the Government, to give both sides 
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an incentive to come to the bargaining table and make a suitable 
deal. And I think that if the invention is largely developed with 
Government money, there is little that the patent owner in those 
circumstances should be allowed to gain by holding on unreason
ably to a product and not licensing others who wish to use it. 

Senator SCHMITT. Senator Stevenson wanted me to ask if we 
might take another approach along the following lines. The con
tractor's exclusive rights would expire after a reasonable opportu
nity to market an invention unless he requested an extension of 
time, for example, on the grounds that he had put the invention to 
use but not yet recouped his investment. The Government would 
publish lists of the patents in order to inform potential licensees of 
available inventions. Would-be licensees could enforce the march-in 
rights by complaining to the Government that they had been re
fused licenses to available inventions. In other words, the march-in 
would be both automatic and self-enforcing, but the contractor 
preparing the marketed invention would be protected. Do you have 
any comment on that proposal? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I think the danger of extinguishing rights is real 
under that situation. If the rights were extinguished, the Govern
ment would either have to license it on an exclusive basis and I 
don't think the Government is very well adapted to that, frankly, 
or there would be lost whatever incentive the patent provides to 
develop that invention. 

Also, I do want to comment on a point that is made in that 
question. I think it is a good one. There must be a method for 
identifying the inventions that are made under Government con
tract. Of course, if patented inventions that were developed under 
Government contract or came into being during the course of a 
Government contract would be identified as such in the patent 
disclosure, that could be on the public record. At one time, I toyed 
with the notion of having a letter G be attached to all patents that 
were developed with Government funds in one way or another, so 
everybody would have a clear idea. I was told that this idea was 
impractical because it wouldn't fit into the Patent Office computer. 

Again, I think it would be desirable that there be a means of 
identifying to the would-be user what patent was developed with 
Government funds in one way or another. Providing lists would be 
a perfectly good idea. The Government does that. 

But I must say in my experience the lists are very uninspiring. If 
you have ever seen a list of patents owned by the Government, you 
can see how completely opaque they are, how virtually no one 
except possibly a few people in Japan have ever taken them and 
tried to find inventions they could use. I might say that NASA does 
the best job in this respect, because when it publishes a patents 
list, it includes oftentimes a picture of the invention disclosure and 
a copy of the first claim. It tells you at least a little bit more about 
the invention than just what is its title. 

Senator SCHMITT. It is a little bit like trying to find inventors in 
a telephone book. 

Mr. JOHNSON. That is right, exactly right. So providing a better 
means of informing would-be users about the inventions by provid
ing a little more information would be a good role for the Govern
ment. But as for actually administering the licensing program 
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itself, it would be better if would-be licensees went directly to the 
patent owner, and they made their arrangements with each other. 

Senator SCHMITT. YOU discussed this issue in your testimony, but 
we do provide in S. 1215 a list of five criteria under which it would 
be presumed the Government would retain title. The determination 
as to the Government's rights would initially be made at the time 
of the contract. I get the impression from your testimony you think 
that although it may not be unworkable, it is unnecessarily cum
bersome. Do you have any other comments on that or on the 
appropriateness of the five criteria? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I think the five criteria have much to commend 
them. The first refers to a contractor running a Government-owned 
research facility. This usually means the national laboratories and 
facilities run by private companies for the Department of Energy, 
but in practical effect these operations are quite removed from the 
companies that run them, and they operate very largely as exten
sions of the Government. Thus it makes a certain amount of sense 
to acquire title in that case. 

I personally think that the second criterion, where title is to be 
acquired because of the classified nature of the work, is unneces
sary because of the Invention Secrecy Act, and it might confuse 
people because there is a good deal of work performed in the 
Department of Defense that is classified in nature but as to which 
there is utterly no need for the Government to acquire title, be
cause the Government would have free use, and the inventions, if 
they are used for commercial purposes, have got to have a lot of 
private investment to bring them into an area of use or a level of 
cost the public can afford. 

Criterion number three refers to exceptional circumstances 
where it is necessary to assure adequate protection of public 
health, safety, or welfare. The current Presidential patent policy 
statement in effect uses some of the same language. That is, I 
think, reassuring to people more than it is actually necessary, in 
my personal opinion. 

Senator SCHMITT. Sometimes reassurance is absolutely necessary. 
Mr. JOHNSON. I personally think that the march-in procedure 

would accomplish that, although I know I am in a minority. When
ever you discuss patent policy, you very quickly come up with the 
question of what do you do with a cure for cancer? Are you going 
to let one company have that? Obviously, a priceless invention. As 
I say, you are likely not to have a single patent on that, but you 
need to have some protection against that possibility. 

I think that such a possibility might arise in a contract where 
the work was expressly at the point of discovering whether there 
was an answer to cancer. The Government might need to acquire 
title, because that would be an exceptional circumstance. 

I have to correct myself. I said this language in S. 1215 came out 
of the patent policy statement. Actually it is a direct reverse twist 
of it, because under the current statement you normally acquire 
title in any circumstance in which you are concerned with public 
health, safety, or welfare. Only in exceptional circumstances can 
you leave the commercial rights with the contractors. The bill 
would change this around. Only in exceptional circumstances 
would you acquire title. 
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In so doing, I think the new language has perhaps enlarged the 
possibility of more inventions being utilized by their companies 
that developed them, in other words greater commercialization. 

Senator SCHMITT. It is an attempt to put the burden of proof on 
the Government rather than on the contractor. 

Mr. JOHNSON. That is a good place for it to fall. At the same 
time, we have a strong march-in procedure to enable you to deal 
after the fact with the few cases that really count. 

Certainly, the fourth criterion, which refers to the nonprofit 
organization that doesn't have a technology transfer program—it 
makes sense for the Government to take title in such a case, 
because the Government, of course, would have to provide the 
technology transfer. 

And lastly, the fifth criterion, where the purpose of the contract 
is to develop processes or methods that would be required to be 
used by Government regulation—that is classically the FAA type 
of situation, and some others, perhaps the National Highway Traf
fic Safety Administration. That makes sense, for the act of creating 
by regulation a demand is enough to obviate the need for the 
patent incentive. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you think that specific criteria for march-in 
rights should be specified if we put our emphasis in that direction 
rather than in the contracting? 

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. I think it is very desirable that that be done, 
because whoever is going to exercise the march-in procedure should 
have a set of statutory criteria, which set out the purposes of the 
Congress in exercising what policy should be adopted in each case. 
Where somebody else wants to use the invention, there should not 
be an automatic assumption that that person would get it. I have 
suggested some criteria that would recognize the need for incen
tives to bring ideas into commercial utilization, the need to avoid 
the use of patents in a manner which is inconsistent with he 
antitrust laws—in other words, a series of criteria which both 
sides, the would-be licensee and the patent owner, can see and can 
make some kind of guess as to the way the Patent Board would go. 

And when you can have a pretty good idea what is going to 
happen, you give an incentive to both sides to come together and 
make a contract. And that is the kind of incentive that I would like 
to see developed. 

Also I think that the patent owner should be permitted a chance 
to get judicial review of the decision of the Patent Control Board, if 
it is adverse. And in order to provide effective judicial review, you 
need to have some criteria against which to measure how the 
Board is acting, and the court can then determine if the Board has 
acted capriciously or whether it has carried forward a policy which 
is the congressional policy. 

To leave policy on title and license solely, to administrative 
discretion is undesirable—when you are talking about an agency as 
small as this one, if it ever comes into existence. One of the main 
reasons that people take title to inventions when they don't have 
to, is the fear of coming before a congressional committee 5 years 
later and being asked, "Why did you give away this right?" 

But if the criteria 
Senator SCHMITT. It is like the X-ray. 
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Mr. JOHNSON. If the criteria are in place and you are carrying 
out congressional guidance, you are in much better shape. 

Senator SCHMITT. We have to get to some other witnesses. We 
could discuss your experiences and suggestions all morning. 

Quickly, could you make a comment on whether we should 
permit the acquisition of background rights? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I don't think there should be a flat prohibition on 
it, because I think in some circumstances it is desirable that the 
matter be negotiated. I think setting statutory criteria in this area 
is dangerous, because it may cause agencies to try to seek back
ground rights more than they should. 

This is an area that is even more sensitive to the commercial 
companies than to take title to inventions they may or may not 
make. You are talking about their lifeblood. And you also have 
very little to give them in return for those background rights. 

Nevertheless, I can visualize circumstances where it may be 
necessary if we are going to make the research money of the 
Government pay off. You may, for example, in the energy situa
tion, be working with large companies to develop a demonstration 
plant. Here you have to make arrangements that when the demon
stration plant is complete—your idea of demonstrating is to show it 
can be done—you can let other people do it as well. You wouldn't 
want to let that be prevented by the background patent rights that 
the contractor has. 

So you seek to reach an agreement in that case that the contrac
tor will agree to license others on terms that will be reasonable. 
That may be free, depending on the value. 

But it is truly an infrequent situation in which it is necessary to 
seek background rights. And I think to suggest that it is desirable 
to enact statutory criteria for taking background in many other 
situations, I think would be dangerous unless the criteria them
selves were very carefully drawn. 

Senator SCHMITT. Another question that you might want to make 
a quick comment on is what should we do with the stockpile, so to 
speak, of Government-owned patents that already exist? 

Mr. JOHNSON. I would put one agency in charge of dealing with 
that, rather than every procurement agency. I think that agency 
should borrow on the techniques that NASA has pioneered in this 
field. I think NASA has been most successful because it has devot
ed a lot of real time and attention to this and put good people on it. 

Senator SCHMITT. Could we provide some kind of a surgical 
means by which the patents on a case-by-case basis could be re
viewed when somebody said, I would like to have this patent re
viewed, and retrospectively, the criteria of this measure applied to 
it? 

Mr. JOHNSON. That is a very interesting idea. You give criteria to 
the Department of Commerce or whoever was going to exercise the 
program, and say—you would have to grant authority to the Gov
ernment to give away—there is the word "give-away" 

Senator SCHMITT. Can't take you anywhere, can we? 
Mr. JOHNSON. TO grant title. But it may not be necessary. An 

exclusive license may be enough. There is a problem in granting 
exclusive licenses. It is largely a technical problem in the patent 
law. The Government normally does not enforce patents that it 
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owns. If you ever enter into an enforcement program, then chaos 
would result, because you just would be creating a lot of jobs for 
patent attorneys and little good for the Government. 

Senator SCHMITT. I saw a lot of smiles in the audience. 
Mr. JOHNSON. I hasten to say I am not a patent attorney. 
But the technical problem is, when the Government does grant 

an exclusive license, there is a question about who can enforce the 
license. Technically, the patent owner has to be joined in the legal 
action with the exclusive licensee. This ties the Government up in 
issues that are truly tangential to its interests. However, I think 
that is a technical problem that can be worked out without undue 
difficulty. 

Yes, I think some means of better publicizing inventions, a little 
more salesmanship on the part of the Government by identifying a 
good invention and—providing more than the bare patent disclo
sure, but providing the research results that go with it—these 
things could be quite attractive. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Johnson. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF R. TENNEY JOHNSON, PARTNER, SULLIVAN & BEAUREGARD 

Mr. Chairman, I am honored to respond to your invitation to begin the testimony 
on Government patent policy before your subcommittee. This is the subject matter 
of S. 1215, the Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy 
Act which you, Senator Cannon, and Senator Schmitt have introduced. 

Introduction and background.—I will provide some introductory comments on 
Government patent policy, try to give some idea of its complexity, outline briefly 
the history of how it has evolved over the past thirty years, and state some personal 
views on the legislation before the Subcommittee. 

I have been concerned with this subject in various roles for the past twenty years, 
as an attorney in the Department of Defense, Deputy General Counsel in the Army, 
and General Counsel of NASA and the Energy Research and Development Adminis
tration. I assisted in formulating patent policy for those agencies, drafting President 
Kennedy's Statement of Government Patent Policy in 1963, proposing to the Com
mission on Government Procurement its "alternative patent policy" in 1972, and 
guiding the writing of regulations to carry out the patent provisions of the Non-
Nuclear Research and Development Act of 1974. 

The issue.—The fundamental issue is, who should get the commercial rights in an 
invention which is made in the course of performing research and development for 
the Government? 

There are few questions of public policy which arouse more controversy. There 
are few issues on which agencies' practices vary more widely. And there are few 
issues on which the factual background for policy making is so sparse or subject to 
such widely varying interpretations. 

Unfortunately, Government patent policy is a subject which appears simple at 
first glance and which is thus susceptible to sloganeering and demagoguery. Every
one is an expert on the subject, it seems, from the very beginning. And yet, the 
more you study it, the more complex it becomes, and the more you become aware 
that there are a multitude of conflicting considerations. 

Basics.—Let me start with the basics: inventions will be made in performing R. & 
D. and that many of these inventions will be patentable. A patent is a right to 
exclude others from the use of the invention for seventeen years. Patents are 
granted by the Government under the authority of the Constitution. Their funda
mental purpose is to encourage disclosure of ideas in return for an exclusive right to 
exploit the invention, and thereby in both ways to stimulate development of new 
ideas. Patents are thus little monopolies, although of course they may be licensed to 
others by the patent owners. 

All agree that when an invention is made in performing Government R. & D. 
contract, the Government must always receive a comprehensive license to use the 
invention itself or to authorize others to use the invention in performing work for 
the Government. The issue thus becomes whether the Government should acquire 
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more, specifically the rights the contractor would otherwise retain to the commer
cial use of the invention? If the Government acquires all rights, its historic policy 
has been to allow the invention to be used freely by anyone. (In recent years, some 
agencies have been granting exclusive licenses to use Government-owned inventions, 
on the theory that only with a limited period of exclusive use will private capital be 
available to develop those inventions to the point of commercial application.) 

On the other hand, if the contractor keeps the commercial patent rights, they will 
function in the private sector pretty much as do the patents which are granted for 
inventions made in the course of private research and development. 

First impression answers.—Under these circumstances, the answer which most 
immediately comes when you look into the subject for the first time is that because 
the Government paid for the contract work it should get the fruits of that work. By 
taking all the patent rights, the Government can make them freely available to all 
and remove artificial barriers which allowing the rights to stay in private hands 
would impose to stifle progress. Moreover, the Government will prevent the contrac-
"tors from enjoying windfalls of commercial benefits from inventions paid for by the 
Government, keep the taxpayers from having to pay twice for the development and 
use of the inventions, and avoid creating industrial concentration or monopoly. 

This answer, however, becomes less and less satisfactory the more you examine 
what is really at stake—how people actually behave when they have a choice, 
rather than how one thinks they should behave—what it takes to bring an idea to 

.practical application, so that the public can get real benefits from it. 
Will the Government get the best contractors and the best talent to perform 

research and development on the condition that they lose commercial patent rights 
in their inventions? Will industry actually invest private capital to develop ideas 
which are freely available to others? Or will it devote its own funds to other areas 
in which it can protect its investment long enough to earn a return on it? If the 
ideas are not developed, how will the public benefit from them? 

The data.—I don't believe that the factual data accumulated on this subject to 
date points inexorably to one solution or another for every given case. Each new 
fact seems to be interpreted differently depending on one's preconceptions. If, for 
example, you note reports that only 5 percent of Government-owned inventions are 
ever exploited commercially, you might conclude that more inventions would be 
exploited if patent protection were available to stimulate private invention and 
development. On the other hand, you might also conclude that probably the other 
95 percent are worthless anyway. Moreover, because the Government does not 
police the use of the inventions it owns, many more could in fact be in use without 
the Government knowing about it. As far as I know, no one has ever surveyed the 
whole list of Government inventions and made a judgment about the commercial 
potential of each one. In any event, I doubt whether anyone whose money is not 
actually at stake could effectively make such a judgment. 

A policy issue.—In my view, therefore, this issue remains an issue of policy whose 
regulations ultimately reflects your views as to the proper roles and relationships of 
the Government and the private sector, as well as your views as to the nature of 
inventions and the proper and beneficial, or destructive and dangerous, role of self 
interest in promoting the national economy. 

Preconceptions or myths.—I find in discussing this subject that people who have 
not thought much about it tend to form opinions quickly on the basis of several 
unexamined assumptions or preconceptions. I call these preconceptions "myths", 
because they are usually influential and widely shared, but also because they tend 
to be wrong. 

Thus, a patent is generally thought to cover a wide area of technology, so much so 
that it will block out that whole area from study by others. Actually, almost every 
patent by itself covers only an infinitesimal area of technology, and generally 
speaks to but one of several alternative ways of doing things. Very few patents are 
seminal. It is highly doubtful, for example, that a "cancer cure" will be covered by a 
single patent, yet this possibility is always mentioned in discussion about Govern
ment patent policy. 

Another related myth is that a patent blocks out development of alternatives. 
Actually in fact it acts as an incentive to come up with alternatives. 

Another myth is that if a patented invention is freely available it will be exploit
ed widely. Actually this tends to be true only when the invention has already been 
developed pretty well to the point of commercial application so that to exploit it will 
not require substantial private investment in development. But for most other 
inventions, which are not developed to the point of commercial application under 
the Government contract, it is likely they will not be developed with private capital 
unless there is some patent protection for the investment. Any particular company 
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has limited funds, and will tend to choose to develop a product or an idea in which 
its investment can be protected by exclusivity over one which its competitors can 
freely copy after the company has developed it. It is often said that if an idea is 
good it will be used by all, but this is not necessarily true. It depends on what has to 
be done to bring the idea into practical reality. 

Which brings up another myth—that inventions made under a government con
tract are developed under the contract to the point of commercial application. This 
is the origin of the slogan, "The government pays all, the government should own 
all." In fact, this is the exceptional case. In most cases the agency is not seeking 
inventions per se—it is seeking a product that can do specific defined things. If in 
the course of developing the product, inventions are made, well and good. If not, 
also well and good, as long as the product is developed. Inventions are by-products. 
They may or may not be developed in the course of carrying out the contract. And if 
they are not, probably they can not be exploited without the investment of private 
capital. And if they are fully developed, it might well be that further private capital 
will be needed to put them in a commercial form for the private sector. Defense or 
space work, for example, demands products which in terms of both performance and 
cost are well beyond what the private sector needs or can buy. So when you ask 
what does it take to get an invention practiced, so that the public actually will 
obtain some benefit of it, one usually cannot say that the Government has "paid 
all." 

A related myth is that patents can be used to sit on ideas, simply to prevent any 
development of them altogether. Actually, it is highly unlikely that courts will 
grant injunctions against use of a patent, when the patent owner or licensee is not 
exploiting the invention. Equitable remedies are generally not available, in other 
words, to dogs in the manger. 

The last myth I will mention is that companies will readily take contracts under 
which they give up patent rights to the Government. Some will, it is true, especially 
the big firms which are heavily dependent on Government business. But there are 
companies who will not, particularly if the subject matter of the contract cuts to the 
heart of their commercial expertise. And these may be just the companies who 
could do the best job. Even if a company takes the contract, it may save its best 
people for work with a more protectable pay-off for the commercial side of the 
business. 

Evolution of government patent policy.—The patent policy question first arose as a 
major issue after the Second World War. Before that war, industry performed 
relatively little R&D for the Government. During the War, the predominant policy 
of the military departments was to leave commercial rights with the contractors. 

Atomic energy.—A notable exception was in the classified work on atomic weap
ons. Following the war, the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 and its successors clearly 
enunciated the policy that the Government should acquire all rights in inventions 
made in performing Government contracts involving atomic energy. Only a relative
ly few companies actually participated in the development of this brand-new tech
nology, and their activities were almost entirely funded by the Government. A clear 
concern of the statute was to assure that in these circumstances no one company 
would be permitted to obtain a monopoly over the future commercial exploitation of 
atomic energy. 

Justice study.—At the same time, the Department of Justice was concerned that a 
continuing program of heavy government sponsorship of R&D in industry would 
lead to industrial concentration and monopoly—particularly if the bigger companies 
obtained patent rights in their research for the Government. The Department 
published a massive three-volume study in 1947, which concluded that the appropri
ate policy for the Government was generally to acquire all rights to inventions 
which contractors produce in performing Government contracts and generally to 
make these inventions freely available to all comers, either by not enforcing the 
exclusive rights of the patents or by granting free licenses to any who sought them. 

Defense.—The Department of Defense resisted this policy, largely for the reason 
that it feared such a policy would deter the most highly skilled contractors—those 
with commercial positions in the areas of technology of interest to the Depart
ment—from pursuing the Department's contracts and thereby jeopardize the success 
of its R. & D. programs. The mission needs of the Department were thus considered 
paramount, and inventions made under Defense contracts would be developed only 
if useful for defense and not for commercial applications. The Government would 
acquire only a license of free use. President Truman ultimately did not force the 
Department to adapt the "title" position advocated by the Justice Department. No 
statute was enacted to govern the Department of Defense patent policy. Its policy 
thus was and is administrative only. Because of the size of the Defense R. & D. 
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programs, however, the great bulk of inventions made in Government contracts 
have remained in the hands of the contractors. 

"Civilian" agencies.—At the same time, agencies with large in-house programs, 
like the Agriculture Department, with missions to develop new products and proc
esses for immediate use in the civilian economy, took title to the inventions made in 
these programs and offered them freely to the public and to industry for use. Some 
were tremendously useful, such as frozen orange juice and the aerosol can, and 
received widespread application. 

Thus, there was early established the division which is still to be observed 
between the "license" agencies and the "title" agencies, based primarily on the 
difference in agency missions. 

NASA.—The next major development in patent policy came in 1957 with the 
establishment of NASA. The Congress enacted without much discussion a policy 
under which NASA would take title to invention made in its programs but the 
administrator could waive some rights back to the contractors. It was vaguely felt 
that "space" was a new area of technology like Atomic Energy. 

However, NASA itself subsequently sought to have this statutory policy changed, 
on the ground that rather than being new, its technologies and contractors were 
parallel to those of the Department of Defense. NASA feared that its more restric
tive statutory policy put it at a disadvantage in attracting contractors. NASA 
wanted, in other words, simply to be like DOD. 

Inroads on the "license" policy.—While the Congress was considering NASA's 
proposals, other voices—notably that of Senator Long—strongly attacked the license 
policy of the Department of Defense. In 1960, the Department reexamined its 
policies and affirmed them in the main, but revised its procurement regulations to 
specify instances in which contracting officers were to consider acquiring title to 
inventions instead of routinely acquiring only a license. 

However, under the influence of these attacks on the "license" policy, most of the 
new R. & D. programs with "civilian" applications which were enacted during the 
sixties, such as the Saline Water Act or the Coal Research and Development Act, 
contained broad language requiring that the research results, including patents and 
inventions, be made freely available to the general public. This language was 
interpreted as requiring a title policy. 

Presidential statement on patent policy.—The ferment over patent policy culminat
ed in 1963 when President Kennedy issued a Statement on Patent Policy. This 
Statement was the first attempt to achieve a Government-wide patent policy. It is 
perhaps more accurate to say that the Statement was an attempt to state a ration
ale for the diverse patent policies which were then in existence. 

Thus the Statement called for a "flexible" policy rather than a "uniform" one. 
The policy was intended to balance all the various themes we have noted: stimulate 
research and development, attract contractors, avoid monopolization, recognize the 
equities of both the Government and the contractor. Its central method was to 
determine what policy to appy to a particular contract by referring to the purpose 
of the Government in entering into the contract. If the purpose was, for example, to 
develop a product to the point of commercial application, title to inventions should 
be taken because private investment will not be needed. Or if the contract was in a 
new field of technology in which the Government was the principal developer and 
in which the first contractors might obtain preferred or dominant positions, title 
should be taken to help avoid that result. On the other hand, if the purpose was to 
develop a product for the Government's use, and the contractor had an established 
commercial position in the field of technology involved, the Government would take 
only a license to inventions, leaving ownership and commercial rights to the con
tractor, who was thought most likely to develop the inventions for commercial use 
and practical benefit to the public. 

In cases which did not fall into either category, the rights were to be determined 
only after the invention was made and reported, and the decision was to be based on 
the extent to which incentives were needed to bring the invention to commercial 
application. Moreover, if the Government did not obtain title, it was to obtain what 
were called "march-in" rights—namely, the power to march in on the patent owner 
and obtain the title or compel the patent owner to license others, if after a certain 
number of years the patent owner was not taking active steps to commercialize the 
invention (and if someone else wanted to do so). Thus, the march-in rights were 
intended to deal with the dog in the manger and prevent it from sitting on a good 
idea while keeping others from using it. 

I have sometimes thought of the Kennedy Statement as a "treaty of peace." 
Despite its imperfections, it in fact served that function. The debate on patent policy 
thereafter became quiet for a period of years. In 1971 President Nixon reaffirmed 
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the Kennedy Statement, but amplified it to encourage agencies to grant exclusive 
licenses to Government-owned patents where necessary to stimulate commercial 
applications of these patented inventions. In addition, agencies working in the areas 
of public safety, health or welfare—which were normally instructed to seek title— 
were encouraged to consider leaving title with contractors in "exceptional circum
stances." Thus, for example, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare felt 
authorized to enter into a number of "institutional patent agreements" with univer
sities which have established programs for licensing their inventions for commercial 
use on reasonable terms. 

Harbridge house study.—During these years of relative calm on the patent policy 
front, the Federal Council on Science and Technology, in accordance with a direc
tive in President Kennedy's Statement, contracted with Harbridge House for a 
study of the effects of Government patent policy on industrial participation in 
Government programs and commercial utilization of Government-owned inventions. 
This is the most comprehensive study yet attempted. I will not discuss these results 
of the study here. Some of your later witnesses are better able to do so. Suffice it to 

* say that results did not conclusively resolve the title/license issue either way, and 
both sides found things to argue about. Nevertheless, the study did not identify 
factual harm to the public interest arising out of the policy to leave commercial 
rights with contractors and did support with factual examples certain benefits in 
terms of developed inventions. 

^ Nonnuclear energy.—The most significant recent statutory enactment is Section 9 
of the Non-nuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, which now 
governs all non-nuclear R&D contracting by the Department of Energy. (It has also 
been made to apply to certain other programs such as Water Desalinification.) 
Succeeding witnesses will describe this statute in greater detail. Essentially, it 
requires the Department to acquire title to inventions but permits the Secretary in 
accordance with prescribed considerations to waive commercial rights back to the 
contractor either at the time of contracting or when individual inventions are 
reported. March-in rights are provided, as well as power to issue exclusive licenses 
to Department-owned inventions. One of the features of the statute is that it 
provides detailed criteria for the division of rights between Government and con
tractor. 

In implementing the Act, ERDA—and now the Department—states in the regula
tions that patent incentives are among the incentives made available to the Govern
ment to stimulate commercial development of new energy technologies. The regula
tions go on to state that it is "intended, therefore, that waivers will be provided in 
appropriate situations to encourage industrial participation and foster rapid com
mercial utilization in the overall best interest of the United States and the general 
public" (DOE Regulations, § 9-9.107-3). However, the waiver procedure is necessar
ily cumbersome, and in practice waivers have been increasingly difficult to obtain. 

In 1970-72, the Commission on Government Procurement considered patent policy 
along with the myriad other aspects of government procurement policy. The Com
mission's judgment was that the Presidential Statement of Patent Policy, as modi
fied in 1971, should be given more time to work. However, the Commission consid
ered an "alternative" patent policy, and Commission staff actually drafted a statute 
to put it into effect. This was generally to allow contractors to retain title to their 
inventions, but provide a strong Patents Control Board to exercise march-in rights 
in the interest of assuring usage of the patents and avoidance of situations inconsist
ent with the antitrust statutes. The alternative was further refined by an inter-

* agency committee in 1975-76, but was not introduced as a legislative proposal. 
Today, the Congress is awaiting recommendations which may emerge from the 

various studies the President has set in motion on arresting the perceived decline in 
American technological innovation. Changes in- patent policy may be among such 

^ recommendations. 
Personal observations.—On the basis of my experience in Government, I very 

much support the objectives and provisions of S. 1215. It carefully defines the 
limited instances in which agencies are to acquire title, permits waivers even in 
these situations, and gives the contractor the option to retain commercial rights in 
other situations. 0 would delete the requirement of title in classified situations, 
since patents related to national security can more properly be protected in the 
Patent Secrecy Act.) 

Were S. 1215 to be enacted, I believe that commercialization of new ideas would 
be stimulated, while at the same time the public interest in competition could be 
protected. Needless destruction of patent incentives by taking title for the Govern
ment would be avoided, and a greater willingness to participate in government 
programs on the part of industry would be promoted. In some instances, title in the 
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Government may be justified, but I think relatively few. (One I would add is where 
the contractor's job is to guide and direct others. Taking title in this instance 
assures the other contractors of the lead contractor's disinterestedness toward their 
ideas.) 

I believe generally speaking, that inventions owned by all will be developed by 
none. I also think that trying to decide at the time of contracting whether an 
invention which might be made in performing the contract will later more likely be 
commercialized if title is kept by the Government or the contractor is not a reward
ing exercise. 

My personal feeling is that patent incentives generally work best if they remain 
in private hands. I honestly believe that most inventions made in Government 
contracts are not significant enough to worry about or to create bureaucracy and 
paperwork procedures to deal with. Furthermore, I doubt whether the procurement 
agencies are well suited to run licensing programs for purposes of commercializing 
their Government-owned inventions. Nevertheless, I also believe that effective 
means should be provided to induce Government contractors to license use of their 
inventions to others on reasonable terms and that the Government should have, * 
through a strong march-in procedure, power to deal with the few bad actors or dogs 
in the manger. 

Thus, I would recommend creating a Patents Board to exercise the march-in 
rights. Would-be licensees, if turned down for a license by patent owner, could apply ^ 
to the Board for relief. Government agencies seeking to compel wider licensing of 
significant inventions originated in Government R. & D. work and avoidance of 
situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws would make their case to the Board. 
The patent owner and its licensees would be hard as well. The Board would decide 
in accordance with statutory criteria favoring utilization of patent incentives and 
the equities of the particular situation. Would be licensees would have greater 
ability to obtain licenses on reasonable terms, since the patent owner would in all 
likelihood seek to make a suitable deal and avoid a hearing before the Board. On 
the other hand, patent owners would have some protection against unreasonable 
demands for free licenses, where the considerations favoring private investment 
warranted protection. Thus, patent owners and potential licensees would know that 
investions which were largely financed by Government funds would be the most 
likely to be required to be licensed widely, and even royalty-free. On the other hand, 
inventions whose commercial application more heavily depended on private invest
ment would receive correspondingly greater protection from the Board. 

In this way, the Government could concentrate its attention on the relatively few 
inventions which really matter and not waste its energies in disputes at the time of 
contracting over inventions not yet in being whose actual significance is unknown. 

I personally believe this function of a Patents Board would be preferable to the 
procedure in S. 1215 where a contractor would appeal to a Board a decision of a 
procurement agency to take title. As I have indicated, the likelihood of sound 
judgments at the time of contracting as to the future significance of inventions is 
slight. The procedure would also introduce an extraneous third party into what is 
fundamentally a bargaining situation, and the third party's primary interest would 
be in "uniformity" rather than accomplishment of agency mission. 

I also believe that march-in rights are preferable to a policy that a contractor's 
exclusive rights would be extinguished after a specified number of years, unless the 
contractor justified an extension. I think that the extinguishing of rights would 
make it difficult to find others willing to develop the invention, and I am skeptical "» 
that the Government would be an effective licensing agent. 

In certain instances, as for example in an energy production demonstration plant, 
in which the Government shares costs with private industry, provision would—and I 
think property should—be made to provide a recoupment of the Government invest-
ment through sharing the proceeds of the enterprise. However, to uniformly make 
this a requirement for every invention would simply cost more in paperwork in both 
industry and government than it would return to the public trasury. 

I also believe that Government efforts to acquire background patents—i.e., pri
vately held inventions developed outside or before the Government work but neces
sary to it—should be limited to those situations in which the Government is ex
pressly trying to develop a particular technical solution to the point where it can be 
applied by many different people, with no need for further development expense on 
their part. Again, I think this is best handled by having the contractor agree to 
license others to use the background patents for the specific technical solution, 
rather than having the Government acquire and distribute the rights itself. I would 
handle these situations administratively, rather than by statute. 
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be happy to discuss any 
matter in more detail or respond to any questions. I commend the Subcommittee for 
focusing attention on this difficult problem in a most constructive way. 

Senator SCHMITT. The next two witnesses, will come forward 
together: Mr. Gerald Mossinghoff, Deputy General Counsel of 
NASA, and James E. Denny, Assistant General Counsel for Pat
ents, Department of Energy. 

If it is possible, please summarize your testimony. Your entire 
testimony will be made part of the committee record. 

Mr. Mossinghoff? 

STATEMENTS OF GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF, DEPUTY GENERAL 
COUNSEL, NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINIS
TRATION; AND JAMES E. DENNY, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUN
SEL FOR PATENTS, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. Senator Schmitt, I appreciate very much this 
opportunity to appear before the subcommittee to report to you on 
the patent policies of the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration, on how these policies evolved and how they are carried out, 
and on the results they have produced. I hope that my report will 
be helpful to the subcommittee in its consideration of Federal 
patent policy and of S. 1215, the Science and Technology Research 
and Development Utilization Policy Act. I have provided to the 
subcommittee a more detailed statement on NASA's patent poli
cies, which includes for the record a number of appendices. 

Since early in NASA's history, our patent program has been 
viewed as an integral part of NASA's overall efforts to stimulate 
the creation and identification of new technology in our programs 
and to foster the utilization of this new technology in commercial 
applications. 

The statutory basis of NASA's patent policies with respect to 
contractor inventions is section 305 of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act of 1958, a provision which is unique among the 
various Federal statutes dealing with patent policy. Essentially, 
under that provision, NASA acquires title to all inventions made 
under its contracts unless the Administrator decides that the 
public interest would be served by waiving title to the contractor. 
No congressional guidelines were provided for the exercise of the 
broad waiver authority included in NASA's act. 

NASA is required under section 305 to retain a broad royalty-
free license to all inventions under contract, so waiver of title 
really amounts to a waiver of commercial rights only. 

In implementing section 305, NASA's policies have evolved from 
an early approach, patterned closely after that of the former 
Atomic Energy Commission, to our present policies, which apply 
the criteria of the 1963 and 1971 presidential policy statements in 
determining when the public interest will be served by a waiver of 
commercial rights to the contractor. 

Whenever NASA waives commercial rights to the contractor, as 
Mr. Johnson discussed, we retain what are referred to as "march-in 
rights" which assure that the invention is not suppressed and that 
the invention will be reasonably available to serve public health 
and safety needs. These march-in rights are in addition to the 
royalty-free Government license I referred to. NASA also retains 
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the right to void a waiver if the contractor fails to report to NASA 
on the efforts it is undertaking to commercialize the invention. 

Although NASA has granted approximately 75 percent of the 
requests for waivers, the total number of requests for waivers is 
comparatively low, and thus, from a statistical viewpoint, I believe 
it is fair to characterize NASA as being essentially a "title in the 
Government" agency. As pointed out in the statistics included with 
my detailed statement, through 1978, 31,357 contractor inventions 
have been reported to NASA; title has been waived to 1,254 of 
those inventions, less than 4 percent. 

Rights to inventions made by NASA employees are allocated in 
accordance with the criteria of Executive Order 10096, issued by 
President Truman in 1950. Those criteria take into account the 
relationship of the invention to the employee's job, the contribution 
by the Government to the making of the invention, and the Gov
ernment's interest in the invention. 

I believe there is general agreement both in and out of Govern
ment that the allocation of rights under the Executive order is fair 
and that the procedures, which include review of agency decisions 
by the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, work well. 

One of the unique aspects of NASA's statutory authority regard
ing patents is the specific grant of authority to the Administrator 
to issue patent licensing regulations. In part because of that au
thority, NASA has been one of the leaders in Government over the 
past several years in developing and refining a patent licensing 
program. 

Although the resources that the Office of General Counsel ap
plies to the licensing program are limited in comparison with 
commercial patent licensing programs, the NASA patent licensing 
program is able to rely upon our extensive technology utilization 
program, which disseminates information regarding NASA inven
tions in many ways. The detailed procedures under which we grant 
licenses are described in my more detailed statement. 

Our preference is to grant nonexclusive licenses under NASA 
patents unless we become convinced that limited exclusivity is 
required to stimulate investment in commercializing the invention. 
Exclusive licenses are granted only after public notice, and only 
after we can negotiate with the licensee a firm plan for the licens
ee's investment in and commercialization of the invention. 

Notwithstanding the efforts of both the technology utilization 
program and the Office of General Counsel, the results of our 
licensing program have been disappointing, particularly with re
spect to NASA-owned inventions which were made under contract. 

As documented in the statistics appended to my more detailed 
statement, 1,134 NASA-owned patents and patent applications on 
contractor inventions are available for licensing. We have recently 
requested reports on commercial use under each of NASA's patent 
licenses in effect at the end of last year. The results of the reports 
we received are set forth in appendix G to my detailed statement. 

Based on the reports we have received to date and on a review of 
patent licenses no longer in effect, we have documented commer
cial use of 13 NASA-owned contractor inventions under patent 
licenses, 11 under nonexclusive licenses, and 2 under exclusive 
licenses. This amounts to a commercialization rate of slightly more 
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than 1 percent of these patented contractor inventions under 
NASA licenses. We are confident that many more of these are 
being commercialized, but not through the mechanism of a patent 
license from NASA. 

Senator SCHMITT. What mechanism? Would you insert here what 
you think the mechanism is? Osmosis or what? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I think, Senator, it depends heavily upon the 
efforts of the NASA technology utilization program, which, as you 
know, in many ways disseminates information regarding inven
tions made in the program—inventions and innovations made in 
the program. 

There were studies done by Denver Research Institute, I believe, 
in 1977, which documented any number of inventions actually 
being used. The users commercialized the inventions, but did not 
use the NASA patent program. I do not think our patent program 
could be viewed fairly as a stimulus to getting the inventions used. 

With respect to NASA employees' inventions on which NASA 
owns patents or patent applications, the results are similar, but 
somewhat more encouraging. With respect to 2,378 such patents or 
patent applications available for licensing, we are able to document 
47 inventions which are being commercialized under licenses, for a 
rate of about 2 percent. 

We believe, however, that several of the NASA employee inven
tions will prove to be quite significant, including, for example, the 
energy-saving power factor control system invented by Mr. Frank 
J. Nola of the Marshall Space Flight Center. Also, we are now in 
the process of granting licenses under NASA's patent on Ms. Bar
bara S. Askins method of intensifying faint photographic images. 
Because of that invention, Ms. Askins, who is also from the Mar
shall Space Flight Center, was named the 1978 Inventor of the 
Year by the Association for the Advancement of Invention and 
Innovation. 

The data which I have discussed refer to the number of inven
tions which have been commercialized under licenses. In many 
cases one invention is licensed to more than one company. There 
are, for example, 22 companies which have been licensed to prac
tice Frank Nola's power factor controller. Through 1978, a total of 
94 licensees have reported commercial use of 60 NASA-owned pat
ented inventions. 

As pointed out in appendix C to my more detailed statement, the 
commercialization rate of waived patented inventions—where the 
contractor has acquired title, commercial rights, to patents—'is 
much higher than that of NASA-owned patented inventions and 
has been running at a consistent rate of about 18 to 20 percent. 

Senator Schmitt, this concludes my summary statement. I would 
be pleased to respond to any questions you and the subcommittee 
may have. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF GERALD J. MOSSINGHOFF, DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity to 
appear before the Subcommittee to report to you on the patent policies of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, on how these policies evolved and 
how they are now carried out, and on the results they have produced. I hope that 
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my report will be helpful to the Subcommittee in its consideration of Federal Patent 
Policy and of S. 1215, the "Science and Technology Research and Development 
Utilization Policy Act." 

Since early in NASA's history, our patent program has been viewed as an integral 
part of NASA's overall efforts to stimulate the creation and identification of new 
technology in our programs and to foster the utilization of this new technology in 
commercial applications. 

The NASA patent policies and the procedures implementing those policies are 
based on Section 305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (the "Act") 
and to the extent not inconsistent with that section, on the Presidential Memoran
dum and Statement on Government Patent Policy (Appendix A) and Executive 
Order 10096. 

Essentially, Section 305(a) of the Act provides that any invention conceived or 
first actually reduced to practice in the performance of any work under any NASA 
contract, upon prescribed determinations by the Administrator of NASA, becomes 
the exclusive property of the Government unless the Administrator determines that 
the interests of the United States will be served by waiving all or any part of the 
Government's rights under the provisions of Section 305(f) of the Act. Rights to 
inventions made by NASA employees are determined pursuant to Executive Order 
10096, January 23, 1950, applied and administered by NASA in the same manner as 
other agencies covered by its provisions. 

Other important sections of the Act include Section 305(b), which provides that 
each contract of NASA for the performance of any work shall contain effective 
provisions for the reporting of any invention, discovery, improvement or innovation 
made under the contract. This is the basis for the contract clauses (principally the 
"New Technology Clause") which specify the rights to inventions made under NASA 
contracts. Such clauses also include the reporting requirements for inventions and 
innovations made under contract to provide an input to NASA's patent and technol
ogy utilization programs. 

NASA is also authorized, under Section 305(h) of the Act, to take all suitable and 
necessary steps to protect any invention or discovery for which it holds title, and to 
require contractors and persons who retain title to protect any license rights re
tained by NASA. Further, under Section 305(g) of the Act, NASA is authorized to 
license, pursuant to'regulation, any invention which the Administrator holds title 
on behalf of the United States. Because this was one of the earliest grants of specific 
licensing authority, NASA has been one of the leading Government agencies in 
developing a patent licensing program. 

NASA's waiver policy under Section 305(f) of the Act is implemented by the 
NASA Patent Waiver Regulations (Appendix B) which adopt the objectives and 
criteria set forth in the Presidential Memorandum and Statement. Among the 
important goals of our waiver policy are to provide an incentive to foster inventive
ness and encourage reporting of inventions made under NASA contracts, to provide 
for the widest practicable dissemination of new technology resulting from NASA 
contracts, and to encourage the expeditious development of this new technology for 
commercial purposes. 

Waiver of rights by the Administrator, which may be to an individual invention 
or a class of inventions, is granted upon recommendations of an Inventions and 
Contributions Board (ICB) established by the Administrator under Section 305(f) of 
the Act. The ICB consists of a Chairman and no less than six members appointed by 
the Administrator from within NASA. The ICB members are senior program offi
cials, with background knowledge and experience in various scientific and technical 
disciplines. The ICB meets on a regular basis, at least monthly, to formulate 
recommendations on waivers, on the licensing of NASA inventions, and on mone
tary awards under Section 306 of the Act. 

Historically, the first NASA waiver regulations, issued in 1959, were patterned to 
some extent after the approach followed by the former Atomic Energy Commission, 
which also was subject to similar statutory provisions in the nuclear energy field. In 
line with this approach, NASA's initial regulations provided generally that the 
Government would take title to inventions closely related to the new field of space 
technology. 

As experience was gained, and NASA's concepts of how to best transfer technol
ogy emanating from its programs matured, the waiver criteria were reevaluated. 
For example, it became obvious that the fields of technology involved in the space 
program are of great breadth and diversity, involving the entire spectrum of science 
and technology. It also became apparent that, unlike the nuclear field, many of 
these fields of technology were not primarily funded or developed by the Govern
ment. Consequently, NASA initiated steps in 1962, including holding public hear-
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ings, to revise its waiver regulations to provide more positive incentives for commer
cial utilization of inventions made under its contract. About the same time, howev
er, efforts were undertaken to develop a Government-wide policy (which was ulti
mately announced in the 1963 Presidential Memorandum and Statement), and 
NASA decided to postpone revision to its waiver regulations to be able to assess the 
outcome of such efforts. In 1964, after determining that it had the authority under 
the waiver provisions of the Act, NASA issued regulations which adopted the 
criteria of the Presidential Memorandum and Statement. Similarly, when the Presi
dential Memorandum and Statement was revised in 1971, NASA also revised its 
waiver regulations. 

All requests for waivers are considered by the NASA Inventions and Contribu
tions Board and the ICB's findings and recommendations to grant or deny the 
waiver request are made for the Administrator, NASA. Two types of domestic 
waivers are possible: advance waivers, applicable to any or all inventions which may 
be made under a given contract (§ 1245.104 of the Patent Waiver Regulations); or 
waivers for individually identified inventions subsequently reported under a con
tract (§ 1245.105 of the Patent Waiver Regulations). 

In general, the ICB will recommend grant of an advance waiver unless the 
contract work falls in one of the four areas proscribed by Section 1(a) of the 
Presidential Memorandum and Statement, and there is also a finding that the work 
called for under the contract is of the nature set forth in Section 1(b) of the 
Presidential Memorandum and Statement. The critieria for advance waivers also 
take into account the "exceptional circumstances" and "special situations" provi
sions of Sections 1(a) and 1(c), respectively, of the Presidential Memorandum and 
Statement. 

The following examples of exceptional circumstances are further delineated in the 
NASA Patent Waiver Regulations (§ 1245.104(bX2)): a contract where participation 
of the contractor may only be secured through the grant of waiver and such 
contractor is deemed essential to a NASA program; a contract having as a principal 
objective the application of aerospace related technology to other uses in accordance 
with an established NASA technology application program and where the grant of 
the waiver would materially advance this objective; or, a cooperative endeavor 
where the contract calls for a significant contribution of funds by the contractor to 
the work to be performed. Also, in the case of an individual invention identified 
prior to contract execution, exceptional circumstances may be found where waiver 
is a necessary incentive to call forth risk capital and expenditures to bring the 
invention to the point of practical or commercial application and where either the 
contractor has established substantial equities at his own expense in the develop
ment of the invention; or, the grant of an advance waiver will significantly advance 
availability of the invention to the general public. 

Examples of special situations set forth in the Patent Waiver Regulations 
(§ 1245.104(dX2)) include; a newly formed company having a definite program for 
establishing a nongovernmental commercial position in the field of the contract or 
an area directly related thereto; an established company lacking an established 
nongovernmental commercial position in the field of the contract or a directly 
related field, but having established plans and programs for achieving such a 
position; and an educational or nonprofit institution having a promulgated policy 
and an effective program for acquiring rights to inventions and for acting by itself 
or through others to bring the results of such inventions to commercial application. 

The ICB will recommend grant of a waiver for an identified invention after 
reporting, providing it is able to make the specified findings (of § 1245.105 of the 
Patent Waiver Regulations) which are consistent with the guidelines of Section 1(a) 
of the Presidential Memorandum and Statement. Where such findings cannot be 
made, the ICB still may recommend grant for an identified invention where it finds 
that such waiver is a necessary incentive to call forth risk capital and expenditures 
to bring the invention to the point of practical or commercial application, or that 
the Government's contribution to the invention is small compared to that of the 
contractor. 

Also, NASA will normally grant waiver of foreign rights when such waiver is 
consistent with the economic interests of the United States, and such waiver is 
either consistent with the grant of waiver of domestic rights or not in conflict with 
NASA's plans to seek foreign rights. The details of foreign waiver rights are set 
forth in § 1245.106 of the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations. 

All waivers granted by NASA are subject to the retention by the Government of a 
broad, irrevocable royalty-free license and to what are referred to as "march-in 
rights." These march-in rights assure that the invention is not suppressed and that 
the invention will be reasonably available to serve public health and safety needs 
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and to satisfy requirements of governmental regulations. NASA also retains the 
right to void a waiver if the contractor fails to report to NASA on the efforts it is 
undertaking to commercialize the invention. NASA periodically conducts utilization 
studies on waiver inventions (see Appendix C) in order to monitor contractors' 
efforts in commercializing waived inventions, and maintains statistics on overall 
waiver activities (see Appendix D). In addition, all waiver recommendations and 
findings of the ICB are completely documented and made available to the public. 
The ICB publishes selected recommendations and findings in a NASA Handbook 
(NHB 5500.1 A) which is updated annually. 

NASA also has one of the most active programs of all the agencies to license its 
inventions for which it has acquired title. As previously noted, the NASA licensing 
program is based on Section 305(g) of the Act, which is implemented by NASA 
Domestic Patent Licensing Regulations (see Appendix E), and the Foreign Patent 
Licensing Regulations (see Appendix F). Both nonexclusive and exclusive licenses, 
where appropriate, are available in any country in which NASA has patent protec
tion, although the policies and guidelines differ for domestic and foreign licenses. 

NASA initially issued domestic patent licensing regulations in 1962, and for the 
first time in Government these provided for exclusive licensing by a Government 
agency in an effort to foster early commercial utilization of its inventions. During 
the next ten years, experience was gained in developing techniques necessary to 
further encourage commercial use through licensing. The early regulations were 
revised in 1972 to incorporate changes in policies and procedures to accelerate 
commercial use. 

In order to inform the public of NASA technology available for licensing, NASA 
uses a variety of channels. Abstracts of NASA inventions available for licensing are 
announced in widely disseminated NASA publications such as NASA Tech Briefs 
(published by the NASA Technology Utilization Program), the NASA Scientific and 
Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR), and the NASA Patent Abstracts Bibliography 
(PAB). The National Technical Information Service (NTIS) also publishes a weekly 
journal entitled "Government Inventions for Licensing" which include abstracts and 
licensing information from NASA and other Government agencies. In addition, 
NASA inventions, together with other Government-owned inventions available for 
licensing, are listed in the Federal Register and the Official Gazette of the U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office. 

NASA also holds, or participates in, licensing conferences and workshops through
out the country to explain to interested parties NASA's and the Government's 
licensing programs. Also, the NASA Industrial Applications Centers under the 
NASA Technology Utilization Program, provide their client companies with lists 
and abstracts of NASA technical documents in specific fields of technology and 
disseminate abstracts of NASA inventions available for licensing and information 
on how to obtain licenses. 

The specific criteria for granting either nonexclusive or exclusive licenses (for 
domestic patents and patent applications) are specifically set forth in 1245.202 and 
1245.203 of the NASA Domestic Patent Licensing Regulations, and are summarized 
as follows. 

Generally, all patent licenses are granted as an incentive to encourage commer
cialization of NASA inventions. Nonexclusive licenses are encouraged, but exclusive 
licenses may be granted when the commercialization of the invention requires a 
substantial investment of risk capital and a private manufacturer is unwilling to 
take the risk under a nonexclusive license. 

In all cases, the licensee is required to achieve commercialization by a specified 
date (negotiated with the licensee), and thereafter to practice the invention for the 
term of the license, which is usually less than the term of the patent. Further, 
before grant of an exclusive license, there must be a determination made to the 
effect that the invention has not been brought to commercialization under a nonex
clusive license, is not likely to occur under a nonexclusive license or by further 
Government funding, and that the exclusive license will provide the necessary risk 
capital to achieve commercial use of the invention. Royalties are not normally 
required for a nonexclusive license, but may be for an exclusive license. 

In all situations, both for exclusive and nonexclusive licenses, consideration is 
given to small businesses, minority enterprises, and economically depressed, low-
income or labor surplus areas. 

Each application for a domestic license is initially reviewed in the Office of the 
General Counsel to determine the conformity and appropriateness of the application 
for license and the availability of the invention for the license requested. If the 
application conforms to the regulations and the license requested appears appropri
ate, the application is forwarded to the Inventions and Contributions Board for 
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further review and formal recommendation. The ICB then recommends to the 
Administrator whether a nonexclusive or exclusive license should be granted, and 
any special terms and conditions of the license. 

If a determination is made to grant a nonexclusive license, the appropriate terms 
and conditions are negotiated by the Office of General Counsel. If the determination 
is made to grant an exclusive license, notice of this intent, along with the identifica
tion of the invention, licensee, and special terms and conditions, are published in 
the Federal Register. The exclusive license will be granted, unless, within 30 days of 
the notice, a statement is received from any person setting forth reasons why it 
would not be in the interests of the United States to grant the proposed license, or 
an application for a nonexclusive license is received which states that the applicant 
has brought, or, within a reasonable period of time, is likely to bring the invention 
to practical application. 

NASA also obtains patent protection on selected, significant inventions in various 
foreign countries. These inventions are available for licensing from NASA in these 

± countries. The basic objectives of the NASA foreign licensing program are to further 
the interests of the United States industry, enhance the economic interests of the 
United States, and advance the international relationships of the United States. 
Foreign licenses may be either exclusive or nonexclusive. When more than one 
applicant applies for a foreign license, preference is given to an applicant who has 

% previously been granted a license for the invention in the United States. Also, 
foreign licenses require royalties or some other consideration deemed to be in the 
interests of the United States. (The overall statistics for the NASA Patent Licensing 
Program, including report on the commercialization of licensed inventions, are set 
forth in Appendix G.) 

NASA evaluates all inventions for which it has the right, or may acquire the 
right, to file for a patent (as described in the NASA Patent Soliciting Manual, NHB 
5109.7). This evaluation is basically a two-step process, and applies to both contrac
tor inventions for which NASA has acquired title under Section 305(a) of the Act, 
and inventions of NASA's employees the rights to which have been acquired under 
Executive Order 10096. 

The first step of the evaluation (basically a technological evaluation) is to deter
mine the technical significance of the invention, its use by or for the Government, 
and its commercial potential. If this evaluation justifies further interest in the 
invention, it is then evaluated in terms of patentable novelty (basically a legal 
evaluation) to determine whether a patent can be obtained, and if so, its scope. 
Determinations to file for a patent are based on a composite of these two evalua
tions and are made by the Patent Counsel of the various NASA field installations. 
Also, once domestic patent applications are filed there is a review to determine 
whether or not foreign patent protection should be sought, and if so, in which 
countries. (Appendix H is a summary of NASA's patent filing activities, including 
the number of invention disclosures received and patent applications filed.) 

As a further incentive to the reporting of inventions NASA also makes monetary 
awards for each invention on which a patent application has been filed. Such 
awards are made by the Administrator under the authority of Section 306 of the 
Act. They are made upon recommendation of the Inventions and Contributions 
Board, and may be made to either NASA employees or employees of its contractors. 
The amount of the award is based on an evaluation and the recommendations of the 

r. ICB, taking into consideration such factors as the technological significance of the 
invention, its value to NASA in carrying out its programs, and commercial use or 
potential of the invention. At least a minimum award is normally made for each 
filed patent application, but often greater awards are made based on the Board's 
evaluation and recommendation. 

• An additional unique feature of NASA's patent policy is provided by Section 305 
(c), (d) and (e) of the Act. These provisions establish a procedure under which NASA 
reviews all patent applications pending in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on 
inventions which appear to the Commissioner "to have significant utility in the 
conduct of aeronautical and space activities," and also provides procedures for a 
hearing to establish title before the Board of Patent Interferences whenever the 
Administrator fo NASA believes that an invention not reported to NASA by a 
contractor was made under a NASA contract. This procedure has in the past 
provided NASA with an opportunity to identify and contest rights to significant 
aeronautical and space inventions not reported by its contractors. (A summary of 
the number of patent applications contested and the results is provided in Appendix 
I.) 
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my detailed statement. I would be pleased to 
provide any additional information you may want or answer any questions you may 
have. 

APPENDIXES 

A. Presidential Memorandum and Statement on Government Patent Policy. 
B. NASA Patent Waiver Regulations, 14 C.F.R. 1245.1. 
C. Utilization Study on Waived Inventions. 
D. Statistics on Overall Waiver Activities. 
E. NASA Domestic Patent Licensing Regulations, 14 C.F.R. 1245.2. 
F. NASA Foreign Patent Licensing Regulations, 14 C.F.R. 1245.4. 
G. Statistics for NASA Patent Licensing Program. 
H. Summary of NASA Patent Filing Activities. 
I. Statistics for Activities Under Section 305 (c) and (d) of the Space Act. 

APPENDIX A 

T H E WHITE HOUSE, 
Washington, August 23, 1971. 

Memorandum for heads of executive departments and agencies. 
On October 10, 1963, President Kennedy forwarded to the Heads of Executive 

Departments and Agencies a Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent 
Policy for their guidance in determining the disposition of rights to inventions made 
under Government-sponsored grants and contracts. On the basis of the knowledge 
and experience then available, this Statement first established Government-wide 
objectives and criteria, within existing legislative constraints, for the allocation of 
rights to inventions between Government and its contractors. 

It was recognized that actual experience under the Policy could indicate the need 
for revision or modification. Accordingly, a Patent Advisory Panel was established 
under the Federal Council for Science and Technology for the purpose of assisting 
the agencies in implementing the Policy, acquiring data on the agencies' operations 
under the Policy, and making recommendations regarding the utilization of Govern
ment-owned patents. In December 1965, the Federal Council established the Com
mittee on Government Patent Policy to assess how this Policy was working in 
practice, and to acquire and analyze additional information that could contribute to 
the reaffirmation or modification of the Policy. 

The efforts of both the Committee and Panel have provided increased knowledge 
of the effects of Government patent policy on the public interest. More specifically, 
the studies and experience over the past seven years have indicated that: 

(a) A single presumption of ownership of patent rights to Government-sponsored 
inventions either in the Government or in its contractors is not a satisfactory basis 
for Government patent policy, and that a flexible Government-wide policy best 
serves the public interest; 

(b) The commercial utilization of Government-sponsored inventions, the participa
tion of industry in Government research and development programs, and commer
cial competition can be influenced by the following factors: the mission of the 
contracting agency; the purpose and nature of the contract; the commercial applica
bility and market potential of the invention; the extent to which the invention is 
developed by the contracting agency; the promotional activities of the contracting 
agency; the commercial orientation of the contractor and the extent of his privately 
financed research in the related technology; and the size, nature and research 
orientation of the pertinent industry; 

(c) In general, the above factors are reflected in the basic principles of the 1963 
Presidential Policy Statement. 

Based on the results of the studies and experience gained under the 1963 Policy 
Statement certain improvements in the Policy have been recommended which 
would provide (1) agency heads with additional authority to permit contractors to 
obtain greater rights to inventions where necessary to achieve utilization or where 
equitable circumstances would justify such allocation of rights, (2) additional guid
ance to the agencies in promoting the utilization of Government-sponsored inven
tions, (3) clarification of the rights of States and municipal governments in inven
tions in which the Federal Government acquires a license, and (4) a more definitive 
data base for evaluating the administration and effectiveness of the Policy and the 
feasibility and desirability of further refinement or modification of the Policy. 

I have approved the above recommendations and have attached a revised State
ment of Government Patent Policy for your guidance. As with the 1963 Policy 
Statement, the Federal Council shall make a continuing effort to record, monitor 
and evaluate the effects of this Policy Statement. A Committee on Government 
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Patent Policy, operating under the aegis of the Federal Council for Science and 
Technology shall assist the Federal Council in these matters. 

This memorandum and statement of policy shall be published in the Federal 
Register. 

RICHARD NIXON. 

Attachment. 

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY 

BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

A. The Government expends large sums for the conduct of research and develop
ment which results in a considerable number of inventions and discoveries. 

B. The inventions in scientific and technological fields resulting from work per
formed under Government contracts constitute a valuable national resource. 

C. The use and practice of these inventions and discoveries should stimulate 
inventors, meet the needs of the Government, recognize the equities of the contrac
tor, and serve the public interest. 

D. The public interest in a dynamic and efficient economy requires that efforts be 
made to encourage the expeditious development and civilian use of these inventions. 
Both the need for incentives to draw forth private initiatives to this end, and the 
need to promote healthy competition in industry must be weighed in the disposition 
of patent rights under Government contracts. Where exclusive rights are acquired 
by the contractor, he remains subject to the provisions of the antitrust laws. 

E. The public interest is also served by sharing of benefits of Government-
financed research and development with foreign countries to a degree consistent 
with our international programs and with the objectives of U.S. foreign policy. 

F. There is growing importance attaching to the acquisition of foreign patent 
rights in furtherance of the interests of U.S. industry and the Government. 

G. The prudent administration of Government research and development calls for 
a Government-wide policy on the disposition of inventions made under Government 
contracts reflecting common principles and agencies. The policy must recognize the 
need for flexibility to accommodate special situations. 

POLICY 

Section 1. The following basic policy is established for all Government agencies 
with respect to inventions or discoveries made in the course of or under any 
contract of any Government agency, subject to specific statutes governing the dispo
sition of patent rights of certain Government agencies. 

(a) Where: 
(1) A principal purpose of the contract is to create, develop or improve products, 

processes, or methods which are intended for commercial use (or which are other
wise intended to be made available for use) by the general public at home or abroad, 
or which will be required for such use by governmental regulations; or 

(2) A principal purpose of the contract is for exploration into fields which directly 
concern the public health, public safety, or public welfare; or 

(3) The contract is in a field of science or technology in which there has been little 
significant experience outside of work funded by the Government, or where the 
Government has been the principal developer of the field, and the acquisition of 
exclusive rights at the time of contracting might confer on the contractor a pre
ferred or dominant position; or 

(4) The services of the contractor are: (i) for the operation of a Government-owned 
research of production facility; or (ii) for coordinating and directing the work of 
others, 

The Government shall normally acquire or reserve the right to acquire the 
principal or exclusive rights throughout the world in and to any inventions made in 
the course of or under the contract. 

In exceptional circumstances the contractor may acquire greater rights than a 
nonexclusive license at the time of contracting where the head of the department or 
agency certifies that such action will best serve the public interest. Greater rights 
may also be acquired by the contractor after the invention has been identified 
where the head of the department or agency determines that the acquisition of such 
greater rights is consistent with the intent of this Section 1(a) and is either a 
necessary incentive to call forth private risk capital and expense to bring the 
invention to the point of practical application or that the Government's contribution 
to the invention is small compared to that of the contractor. Where an identified 
invention made in the course of or under the contract is not a primary object of the 

52-476 O - 80 - 5 
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contract, greater rights may also be acquired by the contractor under the criteria of 
Section 1(c). 

(b) In other situations, where the purpose of the contract is to build upon existing 
knowledge or technology, to develop information, products, processes, or methods for 
use by the Gtovernment, and the work called for by the contract is in a field of 
technology in which the contractor has acquired technical competence (demonstrat
ed by factors such as know-how, experience, and patent position) directly related to 
an area in which the contractor has an established nongovernmental commercial 
position, the contractor shall normally acquire the principal or exclusive rights 
throughout the world in and to any resulting inventions. 

(c) Where the commercial interests of the contractor are not sufficiently estab
lished to be covered by the criteria specified in Section 1(b) above, the determination 
of rights shall be made by the agency after the invention has been identified, in a 
manner deemed most likely to serve the public interest as expressed in this policy 
statement, taking particularly into account the intentions of the contractor to bring 
the invention to the point of commercial application and the guidelines of Section 
1(a) hereof, provided that the agency may prescribe by regulation special situations 
where the public interest in the availability of the inventions would best be served 
by permitting the contractor to acquire at the time of contracting greater rights 
than a nonexclusive license. 

(d) In the situations specified in Sections 1(b) and 1(c), when two or more potential 
contractors are judged to have presented proposals of equivalent merit, willingness 
to grant the Government principal or exclusive rights in resulting inventions will be 
an additional factor in the evaluation of the proposals. 

(e) Where the principal or exclusive rights in an invention remain in the contrac
tor, he should agree to provide written reports at reasonable intervals, when re
quested by the Government, on the commercial use that is being made or is 
intended to be made of inventions made under Government contracts. 

(f) Where the principal or exclusive rights in an invention remain in the contrac
tor, unless the contractor, his licensee, or his assignee has taken effective steps 
within three years after a patent issues on the invention to bring the invention to 
the point of practical application or has made the invention available for licensing 
royalty-free or on terms that are reasonable in the circumstances, or can show cause 
why he should retain the principal or exclusive rights for a further period of time, 
the Government shall have the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive or 
exclusive license to a responsible applicant(s) on terms that are reasonable under 
the circumstances. 

(g) Where the principal or exclusive rights to an invention are acquired by the 
contractor, the Government shall have the right to require the granting of a 
nonexclusive or exclusive license to a responsible applicant(s) on terms that are 
reasonable in the circumstances (i) to the extent that the invention is required for 
public use by governmental regulations, or (ii) as may be necessary to fulfill health 
or safety needs, or (iii) for other public purposes stipulated in the contract. 

(h) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights in an invention remain in the 
contractor, the Government shall normally acquire, in addition to the rights set 
forth in Sections 1(e), 1(f), and 1(g), 

(1) at least a nonexclusive, nontransferable, paid-up license to make, use, and sell 
the invention throughout the world by or on behalf of the Government of the 
United States (including any Government agency) and States and domestic munici
pal governments, unless the agency head determines that it would not be in the 
public interest to acquire the license for the States and domestic municipal govern
ments; and 

(2) the right to sublicense any foreign government pursuant to any existing or 
future treaty or agreement if the agency head determines it would be in the 
national interest to acquire this right; and 

(3) the principal or exclusive rights to the invention in any country in which the 
contractor does not elect to secure a patent. 

(i) Whenever the principal or exclusive rights in an invention are acquired by the 
Government, there may be reserved to the contractor a revocable or irrevocable 
nonexclusive royalty-free license for the practice of the invention throughout the 
world; an agency may reserve the right to revoke such license so that it might grant 
an exclusive license when it determines that some degree of exclusivity may be 
necessary to encourage further development and commercialization of the inven
tion. Where the Government has a right to acquire the principal or exclusive rights 
to an invention and does not elect to secure a patent in a foreign country, the 
Government may permit the contractor to acquire such rights in any foreign coun-
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try in which he elects to secure a patent, subject to the Government's rights set 
forth in Section 1(h). 

Section 2. Under regulations prescribed by the Administrator of General Services, 
Government-owned patents shall be made available and the technological advances 
covered thereby brought into being in the shortest time possible through dedication 
or licensing, either exclusive or nonexclusive, and shall be listed in official Govern
ment publications or otherwise. 

Section 3. The Federal Council for Science and Technology in consultation with 
the Department of Justice shall prepare at least annually a report concerning the 
effectiveness of this policy, including recommendations for revision or modification 
as necessary in light of the practices and determinations of the agencies in the 
disposition of patent rights under their contracts. The Federal Council for Science 
and Technology shall continue to 

(a) develop by mutual consultation and coordination with the agencies common 
guidelines for the implementation of this policy, consistent with existing statutes, 
and to provide overall guidance as to disposition of inventions and patents in which 
the Government has any right or interest; and 

(b) acquire data from the Government agencies on the disposition of patent rights 
to inventions resulting from federally financed research and development and on 
the use and practice of such inventions to serve as bases for policy review and 
development; and 

(c) make recommendations for advancing the use and exploitation of Government-
owned domestic and foreign patents. 

Each agency shall record the basis for its actions with respect to inventions and 
appropriate contracts under this statement. 

Section 4. Definitions: As used in this policy statement, the stated terms in 
singular and plural are defined as follows for the purposes hereof: 

(a) Government agency: includes any executive department, independent commis
sion, board, office, agency, administration, authority, Government corporation, or 
other Government establishment of the executive branch of the Government of the 
United States of America. 

(b) States: means the States of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto 
Rico, the Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Guam and the Trust Territory of the 
Pacific Islands. 

(c) Invention, or invention or discovery: includes any art, machine, manufacture, 
design, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, or 
any variety of plant, which is or may be patentable under the Patent Laws of the 
United States of America or any foreign country. 

(d) Contractor: means any individual, partnership, public or private corporation, 
association, institution, or other entity which is a party to the contract. 

(e) Contract: means any actual or proposed contract, agreement, grant, or other 
arrangement, or subcontract entered into with or for the benefit of the Government 
where a purpose of the contract is the conduct of experimental, developmental, or 
research work. 

(f) Made: when used in relation to any invention or discovery means the concep
tion or first actual reduction to practice of such invention in the course of or under 
the contract. 

(g) To the point of practical application: means to manufacture in the case of a 
composition or product, to practice in the case of a process, or to operate in the case 
of a machine and under such conditions as to establish that the invention is being 
worked and that its benefits are reasonably accessible to the public. 
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Title 14—AQOMAUnCS 
AND SPACE 

CHAPTER V—NATIONAL AERONAUTICS 
AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

PART 1245—PATENTS 
Subpart 1—Patent Waiver Regulations 

AGENCY: National Aeronautic* and 
Space Administration. 
ACTION: Final regulations. 
SUMMARY: The National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) final
izes revision to its Patent Waiver Regu
lations. This revision, along with revi
sions to the NASA Procurement Regula
tions (NASA PR B-107 and 9-109: PRD 
76-14) provides greater uniformity, to 
the extent consistent with the require
ments of section SOS or the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (42 
TJ.8.C. 2437). between certain policies, 
practices, and procedures followed by 
NASA and other agencies In the Imple
mentation of the revised Presidential 
Memorandum and Statement of Govern
ment Patent Policy, August 23, 1971 (36 
PR 16887-16892). 

EFFECTIVE DATE: November 3. 1977. 
ADDRESS: Oeneral Counsel, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington. DC. 20546. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CON
TACT: 

Robert P. Kempf. 202-755-3932. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
On May 18, 1977. a notice of proposed 
revisions to the NASA Patent Waiver 
Regulations was published in the P B D » A L 
RIOQTER (42 FR 35508-25313). The pur
pose of the revision Is (1) to uniformly 
adopt, to the extent consistent with 
statute, the policies, practices, and pro
cedures in Implementing the aforesaid 
Presidential Statement. (2) modify cer
tain Internal handling procedures for 
waiver petitions submitted to NASA, and 
>3i set forth NASA's policy with respect 
to waiver under contracts for research, 
development, or demonstration work 
awarded by NASA an behalf of the Ener
gy Research and Development Adminis
tration (ERDA) (or successor agencies). 
Interested parties were permitted 30 days 
to submit written comments regarding 
tho proposed revisions. Consideration has 
been given to all material received and 
changes have been made as follows: 

Section 1245.104(b)(1) has been modi
fied to make It clear that advanced waiv
ers apply to Inventions "reported under 
the terms of the contract." thereby in
suring consistency with th« invention 

rights clause contained in the contract. 
Sections 1243.104(g) and 1243.103(a) 

(2) have been modified to clarify the ap
plicability of waivers to any division or 
continuation patent applications. 

Section 1243.112(b) <4> baa been 
amended to require the Inventions and 
Contributions Board to promptly notify 
the petitioner of its proposed recommen
dation to the Administrator. 

The revised Patent Waiver Regulations 
are hereby adopted and shall become ef
fective on November 3. 19T7. 

Subpart 1 is revised m Its entirety as 
follows: 

Subpart I Pitairt Wihw rUsttteUens 
Sec. 
1343.100 Scope. 
1340.101 Applicability. 
1343.103 Definitions tnd terms. 
1346.103 Folio*. 
1340.104 Advance w&iven. 
1346.109 Waiver after reporting Inventions. 
1345.108 Waiver of foreign righto. 
1940.107 Ba—TvaUona. 
1340.108 Llceoeo to contractor. 
1*40.100 BevocftUoa aad inMsajllln of 

wet van. 
1940.110 Content of petitions, 
1340.111 Bubmlaalon of petitions. 
1340.113 Notice of proposed Board action 

and rtconslderauen. 
1840.118 Hewing procedure. 
1*40.114 Finding* and reeommertdattaa of 

the Board. 
1340.110 Action or tne Ac^nlnlatrator. 
1140.110 Filing of patent applications and 

reimbursement of cost*. 
1340.117 Publication and record of dect-

AtrTHoaiTT: 43 O.S.C. 3407. 

Subpart 1—Patent Wahw RagutsfJone 
§ 1245.110 Scope. 

This Subpart 1 prescribes regulations 
for the waiver of rights of the United 
States to Inventions made under NASA 
contract. 
fi 124S.161 1|ipl.nliilhj 

The provisions of the subpart apply to 
an Inventions made or which may be 
made under conditions enabling the Ad
ministrator to determine that the rights 
therein reside in the United States pur
suant to section 305(a) of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as 
amended (43 U.8.C. 2457(a)) . 
8 1245.101 DafinMeea and taraaa. 

As used In this subpart: 
(a) "Contract" means any actual or 

proposed contract, agreement, under
standing, or other arrangement with the 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration (NASA) or another Govern
ment agency on NASA'S behalf, includ
ing any assignment, substitution of 
parties or subcontract executed or en
tered into thereunder, and including 
NASA grants awarded under the au
thority of 42 UB.C. 1891-1693. 

(b) "Contractor" means the party who 
has undertaken to perform work under 
a contract or subcontract. 

(c) "Invention" Include* any art, 
method, process, machine, manufacture, 
design, or composition of matter, or any 
new and useful Improvement thereof, or 

any variety of plant, which i , or inc.} 
be patentable under the Patent Laws of 
the United States of America or v.- for
eign country. 

(d) "Made,'* when used in relation to 
any invention, means the con-eptlon or 
first actual reduction to practice of such 
invention. 

(e) "To the point of practical appli
cation'* means to manufacture in the 
case of a composition or product, to 
practice in the case of a process, or to 
operate in the case of a machine, and 
under such conditions as to establish 
that the invention is being worked and 
that Its benefits are reasonably assess-
lble to the public. 

<f) "Board" means the NASA Inven
tions and Contributions Board estab
lished by the Administrator of NASA 
within the Administration under section 
305(f) of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Act of 1958, as amended (43 UJ3.C. 
2457(f ) ) . 

(g) "Chairman" means Chairman of 
the NASA Inventions and Contributions 
Board. 

(h> "Petitioner" means a contractor 
or prospective contractor who requests 
that the Administrator waive rights in 
an invention or class ol inventions made 
or which may be made under a NASA 
contract. In the case of an Identified In
vention, the petitioner may be the In-
ventor(s). 

<1> "Government agency" Includes 
any executive deportment. Independent 
commission, board, office, agency, ad
ministration, authority. Government 
corporation, or other Government estab
lishment of the executive branch of the 
Government of the United States of 
America. 

(J) "States and domestic municipal 
governments'* means the States of the 
United States, the District of Columbia. 
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Ameri
can Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory 
of the Pacific Islands, and any political 
subdivision and agencies thereof. 

<k) "Administrator'' means the Ad
ministrator of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration or his duly 
authorized representative. 
§ 1245.1 OS Policy. 

(a) In implementing the provisions of 
section 305(f) of the National Aeronau
tics and Space Act of 1958. as amended 
(42 U.B.C. 2457(f)) and In determining 
when the interests of the United States 
would be served by waiver of all or any 
part of the rights of the United States 
In inventions mode In the performance 
of work under NASA contracts, the Ad
ministrator will be guided by the objec
tives set forth In the National Aeronau
tics and Space Act of 1958. as amended 
(42 U.6.C. 2451-2477) and by the basic 
policy of the revised Presidential Memo
randum and Statement of Government 
Patent Policy Issued August 23. 1971 (36 
FR 18887-16892). Among the most im
portant goals thereof are to provide in
centives to foster inventiveness and en
courage reporting of Inventions made 
under NASA contracts, to provide for 

% 
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<>..- -A u-tx ^rtcticubJo 'it^wmtnatlon of 
;..'v.- '.nhnclogy rtsuiuiig from NASA 
)„•>,,>••.,>'. and Ui promote eurlf Uiiuia-
;<'.>>. • iH.in'.oua development, and con-
',.•.:('. •wuLiiniiitr of this new technol-
->ity t>n coimnorolai purposeu and the 
uuDltr b>.-nent. In applying this regula-
Mox b a h the need for Incentives to draw 
toi Ui private Initiative* and the need 
to promote nealthy oompetiUon lo in
dustry must be. weighed. 

<b> Seven J different situations when 
waiver of ail or any part of the l ights of 
the Uii'.ted States may be requested are 
prescribed in IS 134a. 104-1745.106. Un
der 11245 J 04. advance waiver of rights 
to any or al\ of the inventions which may 
be mitti* under a contract mar be re
q u i t e d prior to the execution of the con
tract, or within 30 days after execution 
of the "cntract.. Waiver of rights to an 
identified invention made and reported 
under a contract may be requested under 
any of these provisions even though a re
quest under a different prevision was not 
mode, or If made, was not granted. 
Waiter or foreign rights under I 1246.106 
may be rrcuestcij concurrently with do
mestic tights or independently thereof. 

\: - WlL*i respect to inventions which 
m«v be or are made or conceived In the 
course of or under contract* for research, 
rtoveivfiment or demonstration work, 
awunii-d by NASA on behalf of the De-
tinrtnu-nt of Energy (DOE) or In sup-
iflri i-f an IX»<£ program, on a reim-
bun.itjJ- bnabt pursuantto agreement be-
Lweoii DOE ai:d NASA, the waiver policy, 
regulations, and procedures of DOE will 
be applied. (See I 1346.110(e). fi 1245.111 

;• CMS. 104 Ad*>nec waiver*. 
«n> The provisions of this I 1246.104 

iipt'ty to petitions for waiver of domestic 
rights to any or all of the inventions 
which may be made under a contract. 
Such petitions may be submitted by the 
rontrttctor prior to Its execution of the 
.vxitnict of within 30 days thereafter. 

(in •!• The Board shall recommend to 
the Administrator that waiver of domes
tic rights to any or all of the Inventions 
whirii may be made under the NASA 
I'ontnict involved be granted when the 
Uourd mnkes each of the findings of par-
unrfiphs "i> and (d> of this section and 
^(includes that the Interest of the United 
S l a w would be served thereby. Buch 
waiver shall apply to inventions reported 
unrif; the terms of the contract and 
a-hii h are dnstgnated at the tune of re-
fxirtui" oj being an Invention on which 
Lhe wruTtr recipient intends to Ale or has 
flicri A US. patent application. 

' r.' When Lhe Board Is unable to make 
ir.e or iror" of the findings to support 
a *n: , - i under paragraph (c) of this 
section us. to the contract but never
theless finds that exceptional t:lrcum-
stauces ; ulst so that the public Interest 
won!;! iKst be served by a waiver of rights 
tn any -,ir p.!l of the invention* which 
mi\> be niad" under the contract, the 
Bcsrd shall recommend to the Adminis
trator that waiver be granted (conditions 
of paragraph (d> of this section are not 

rclovtu.t Ui the Jtoard'a findings under 
this subparagraph*. A finding of ex-
osptlnnal circumstances ahaU be accom
panied by a discussion of the rationale 
therefor. Examples of exceptional cir
cumstances would include: A contract 
where participation of the contractor 
may only be secured through the grant 
of waiver and such contractor is deemed 
essential to a NASA program objective; 
a contract having as a principal objec
tive the application of aerospace related 
technology to other usee hi accordance 
wtth an established NASA technology 
application program find where the grant 
of waiver would materially advance this 
objective; or. a cooperative endeavor 
where the contract calls for a significant 
contribution of funds by the contractor 
to the work to be performed. In the case 
of an invention which Is identified -prior 
to execution of the contract, exceptional 
circumstances may alio be found where 
watver is a necessary Incentive to call 
forth risk capital and expense to bring 
the invention to the point of practical 
or commercial application and where 
either <1> the contractor has established 
substantial equities at its own expense 
In the development of the invention; or. 
<li> the grant of advance waiver will 
significantly advance the availability of 
the invention to the general public. 

(e) <1> It Is not a principal purpose 
of the contract to create, develop or 
Improve products, processes, or methods 
which are Intended for commercial use 
<or which are otherwise intended to be 
made available for urn) by the general 
public at home or abroad, or which will 
be required for such use by governmental 
regulations. 

(2> It Is not A principal purpose of 
the contract to explore into fields which 
directly concern the public health, pub
lic safety, or public welfare. 

(3) The contract Is not in a field of 
science or technology In which there has 
been little significant experience outside 
of work funded by the Government, or 
where the Government has been the 
principal developer of the field, and the 
acquisition of exclusive rights at the 
time of contracting would not likely 
confer on the petitioner a preferred or 
dominant position. 

(4) The contract Is not for services of 
the petitioner for (1* the operation of 
a Government owned research or pro
duction facility; or <11) coordinating and 
directing the work of others. 

id> <1> The purpose of the contract 
Is to build upon existing knowledge or 
technology, to develop information, 
products, processes, or methods for use 
by the Government. 

(2) The work called for by the con
tract is in a field of technology in which 
the petitioner has acquired hrhnh-al 
competence (demonstrated by factors 
such as know-how, experience, and pat
ent position), and either <1) the work is 
directly related to an area hi which the 
petitioner has an established nongovern
mental commercial position; or (11> the 
commercial position of the petitioner Is 
not sufficiently established, but a special 
situation exists such that the public in
terest in the availability of inventions 

ttould best be served by a waiver of rights 
to the petitioner. Such special situations 
Include, but are not limited to the 
foUowtng: 

(I) A newly formed company Lawn* a 
definite program for establishing a :xm-
govemmental commercial position in the 
field of the contract or in an area direct
ly related thereto. 

(II) An established company lacking 
an established nongovernmental com
mercial position In the field of the con
tract or a directly related field, but h i v 
ing established plans and programs for 
achieving such a position. 

(Ill* An educational or nonprofit in
stitution having a promulgated policy 
and an effective program for acquiring 
rights to inventions and for acting by 
Itself or through others to bring the re
sults of su ih Inventions to commercial 
application. 

(e) When a petltsse for waiver Is sub-
mltted pursuant t o payagi ago (a) of Oils 
section, prior to contract execution, it 
will be processed expeditiously so that a 
decMoc on the petition may be reached 
prior to execution of the contract. How
ever, if there Is insufficient tune or In
sufficient information Is presented, or 
for other reasons which do nut permit a 
recommendation to be made without un
duly delaying execution of the contract, 
the Board will inform the sontractliiR 
officer that no recommendation has been 
made and the reason therefor. The con
tracting officer will then notify the peti
tioner of the Board's action. 

(f) After notification by the contract
ing officer under paragraph (e> of Oils 
section; the petitioner may. upon Its 
execution of the contract, or vrfthln 30 
days thereof, request the Board to re
consider the matter under paragraph 
<b) of this section either on th- record 
or with any additional statements sub
mitted in support of the original peti
tion. 

<g> A waiver granted pursuant to a 
petition submitted under this 1 1245.104 
shall apply only to those inventions re-
"ported under the terms of the applicable 
contract and which are designated at 
the time of reporting as being an inven
tion on which the petitioner intends to 
file or has filed a TJJS. patent application. 
The waiver shall extend to the claimed 
Invention of any division or continuation 
of Uie patent application hied i n the 
reported invention provided the claims 
of the subsequent application do nut 
substantially change the scope nf the 
reported Invention. 

(h> A watver granted pursuant to K 
petition submitted under this S 1245.104 
shall extend to any contract chances, 
modifications, or supplemental agree
ments, so long as the purpose of the con
tract or the scope of work to be per
formed Is not substantially changed. 

5 1245.105 Waiver after reporting in-
Tcntiona, 

Ca) U) The provisions of this } 1245-
105 apply to petitions ivr waiver of do
mestic rights to identified inventions 
which have been reported to NASA and 
to which a waiver of rights h&a not. beon 

i 
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granted pursuant to 11345.104. A netl-
tioo for waiver under this section should 
bt (Usd promptly after the reporting of 
tbs invention to NASA, and must be sub
mitted prior to the fittng by NASA of a 
VS. patent application claiming the re
ported invention. 

(2) A waiver granted pursuant to this 
section shall extend to the claimed in
vention of any division or continuation 
of that patent application filed on the 
reported invention provided the claims 
of the subsequent application do not 
substantially change the scope of the re
ported Invention. 

(b) The Board shall recommend to the 
Administrator that waiver of domestic 
rights to an Identified invention l„e 
granted where the Board makes all of 
the findings below and concludes that 
the interest of the United States would 
be served thereby: 

(1) The invention k not directly re
lated to a •eremnftentei program for cre
ating, developing, or improving products, 
processes, or methods for use by the gen
eral public a t home or abroad. 

(21 The invention to not likely to be 
required by governmental regulations for 
use by the general public at home or 
abroad. 

i3> The invention does not dlrectlv 
concern the public health, public safety, 
or public welfare. 

(4i The Invention Is not In a field of 
science or technology in which there has 
been little significant experience outside 
of work funded by the Oovemment. or 
where the Oovemment hns been the 
principal developer of the field, and the 
acquisition of exclusive rights In the in
vention would not likely confer on the 
petitioner a preferred or dominant 
position. 
Provided, that the Board also finds in 
view of the petitioner's plans and Inten
tions to bring the invention to the point 
of practical application, and the activi
ties of the Government, .the Incentives 
provided by waiver will, increase the like
lihood that the benefits of the Invention 
would be readily available to the public 
nt an early date. 

<c) If the Board is unable to make 
one of the findings to support a waiver 
under paragraph <b) <1> through (4) of 
this section, the Board may nevertheless 
recommend that waiver of domestic 
rights be granted bv the Administrator If 
the Board further finds that such waiver 
is a necessary Incentive to call forth 
risk capital and expense to bring the 
invention to the point of practical appli
cation, or that the Government's con
tribution to the Invention Is small com
pared to that of the contractor. 

8 1245.106 WaHar of foreign right*. 
(a) The Board wlU consider the waiver 

of domestic and foreign rights concur
rently when so requested by the peti
tioner In accordance with { 1245.110(d). 
Where the Board makes the flnrftny 
necessary to support a waiver of domestic 
rights, the petitioner will normally'be 
granted the right to secure patents in 
any country in which It elects to file pro
vided that the grant of such right Is 

consistent with the economic Interests 
of the United States. The Board may also 
recommend the grant oi only foreign 
rights. In accordance with the guidelines 
of paragraph <b) of this section, when 
tho interests of the United States will 
best be served thereby. 

(b) The Board will also consider a 
separate request for the waiver of the 
right to secure a patent in any country in 
which the petitioner elects to file as to 
»n Identified invention when so requested 
by the petitioner In accordance with 
( 1245.ll0(d". Waiver of such foreign 
rights will normally be granted in coun
tries in which the Administrator does not 
desire to file an application for patent 
provided that the grant of such rights is 
consistent with the economic interests of 
the United States. 

*"<c> When the Administrator deter
mines that It is in the best Interest of 
the Government and the petitioner to 
withhold the release or publication of 
Information on an invention for which 
the petitioner has requested waiver and 
Is to file foreign patent applications 
thereon, NASA may agree, upon written 
request by the petitioner, to use its best 
efforts to withhold publication until a 
patent application Is filed thereon, but 
In no event shall the Oovemment or its 
employees be liable for any publication 
thereof. 

§ 1145.107 RMcrvatlon*. 
<a> With respect to any particular in

vention, each waiver of domestic or 
foreign rights granted shall be subject 
to the reservation of an Irrevocable, non
exclusive, non-transferable, royalty-free 
license for the practice of the invention 
throughout the world by or on behalf of 
the U.S. Government or any agency 
thereof, any foreign government pur
suant to any abating or future treaty 
or agreement with the United States, or 
States and/or domestic municipal gov
ernments unless the Administrator deter
mines, based upon a recommendation of 
the Board, that It would not be in the 
public tnterest to acquire the license for 
States and/or domestic municipal gov
ernments. 

(b> With respect to any particular 
invention, each waiver of domestic rights 
granted shall be subject to the reserva
tion by the Administrator of the right to 
require the granting of a nonexclusive 
or exclusive license for the practice of 
the Invention to any responsible appli
cant on terms that are reasonable under 
the circumstances: 

(1) Unless the waiver recipient, its 
licensees, or assigns have taken effective 
steps within a years after a D A patent 
Issues on the invention to bring the in
vention to the point of practical applica
tion and thereafter continue to work the 
Invention and make its benefits reason
ably accessible to the pubnc; or 

(2) Unless within 3 years after a U.S. 
patent issues on the Invention, the waiver 
recipient, its licensee, or its assigns have 
made the Invention available for licens
ing royalty-free or on terms that are 
reasonable In the circumstances; or 

(3) To the extent that the invention 
is required for public use by govern

mental regulations or as may be neces
sary to fulfill health, safety, o: #elfaie 
needs, or for other public purposes stipu
lated In the contract. 

(c) With respect to any particular 
Invention, each waiver granted for 
domestic or foreign rights shall be sub
ject to the reservation by the Adminis
trator of the right to require refund of 
any amounts received as royalty charges 
on the waived invention in procurements 
for or on behalf of the Government and 
to provide for that refund in any In
strument transferring rights to any party 
In the waived invention. 

(d) With respect to any particular In
vention, each waiver granted for domes
tic or foreign rights shall be subject to 
any other reservations called for by the 
Administrator on the grant of the 
petition. 

* (e) The waiver recipient shall be given 
an opportunity to show cause before the 
Board why It should not be required to 
grant a license under paragraph <b> of 
this section or why It should retain the 
principal or exclusive rights as provided 
by waiver for a further period of time. 
S 1245.108 Lieeroc to contractor. 

Each contractor reporting an inven
tion Is granted a license for each filed 
patent application and any resulting 
patent In which the Government acquires 
title of the scope and on the terms and 
conditions specified In the NASA Licens
ing Regulations < 14 CPU 1245.204(a)). 

g 1245.109 Revocation and voidability 
of waiver*. 

(at if the waiver recipient fails to Ale 
a domestic or foreign patent application 
on any waived Invention within the pre
scribed time periods, or decides not to 
continue prosecution of any sucb patent 
application, or to pay any of the required 
maintenance fees, or for any reason de
cides not to retain title to any such 
patent application or any patent issued 
thereon, the waiver recipient shall notify 
the Chairman and shall, upon request. 
convey to NASA the entire right, title, 
and Interest in the invention, and to any 
corresponding patent application or 
patent. The conveyance shall be made 
by delivering to the Chairman duly ex
ecuted Instruments (prepared by the 
Government) and, If applicable, such 
other papers as are deemed necessary to 
vest In the Oovemment the entire right. 
title, and Interest in the Invention and 
any corresponding patent application. 
In addition, any waiver of rights (domes
tic or foreign) shall be voidable as set 
forth in paragraphs <b>-<d) of this 
section. 

(b) With respect to any particular 
Invention, each waiver of domestic 
rights shall be voidable at the option 
of the Administrator unless: 

(1) Within 0 months from the date of 
reporting an Invention under a contract 
subject to a waiver granted pursuant 
to I 1245.104, or 6 months from the date 
of the granting by the Administrator of 
a waiver pursuant to 11245.105, or such 
longer periods as may be approved by 
NASA for good cause shown, the waiver 
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recipient causes an application (or V£, 
Letters Patent to be filed disclosing and 
claiming the invention and shall Include 
a* the ttrst paragraph of the specifica
tion following the abstract, the state
ment: 

The Invention described bareta w u m*de 
In th* pm-forcaftnoe of work under NASA 
Contract No. and is aubjaot to the 
pi-avlalona of tacUoii 80S of tbs Watlanal 
A«ronmtle* uid Bp&c* Act of 1059 (71 Btftt. 
4.15; 42 U.3.C. M»7>. 

<2i Within 3 months after such filing 
or within a months after the date of the 
grant of waiver II such patent applica
tion previously has been filed, the waiver 
recipient delivers to the Chairman a copy 
of such application Including the flUng 
date and serial number. 

(5* Within 6 months after such filing. 
or within 6 months after the grant of 
wrJver if a patent application has been 
previously filed, the waiver recipient de
livers to the Chairman a duty executed 
and approved Instrument prepared by 
the Oovemment, fully confirmatory of 
all the rights to which the Oovemment 
In entitled, and provide the Adminis
trator an Irrevocable power to inspect 
and make copies of the patent applica
tion. 

(4> Thr waiver recipient furnlihcs to 
the Chairman a copy of the patent within 
2 months after the patent Is issued on 
such applies tit A-

>'5> The waiver recipient notifies the 
Chairman not less than 30 days before 
the expiration of the initial response 
fjcrfod for any action reoulred by the 
iJiit#nt and Trademark Office of any 
decision not to continue prosecution of 
the application and delivers to the 
Chairman executed Instruments grant
ing the Government a power of attornev 
to Drosenute the application. 

(O The waiver recipient grants any 
license which the Administrator may 
ra;uire pursuant to 11246.107. 

(?) The waiver redntent flies a utiliza
tion report with the Board. • upon 
NASA's written request not more often 
than annually. Such report shall set 
forth in detail the steps taken by the 
waiver recipient or its transferee re
warding the progress, development, a p 
plication, and commercial use being 
mode and that is intended to be made 
c-f the waived invention. 

<8 The waiver recipient notifies the 
Chairman in not less then 60 days prior 
to any transfer of principal rights In 
turn invention to any party, and sub
mits ft statement of the transferee's 
development and commercialization 
plans to bring the Invention to the point 
of prmUcal application. Such statement 
.Mould accompany the notification or 
<c may be submitted In not less than 30 
days prior to the transfer of rights. The 
statement- must show to the Board's 
satisfaction that the property rights in 
tho ininaferee will Increase the likell-
hrHhi that the benefits of the Inven
tion would be made readily available to 
the public at an early date. 

•<ji The waiver recipient compiles with 
urn other terms and conditions called for 

by the Administrator with respect to the 
grant of the petition. 

(c) With respect to any particular in
vention, each waiver granted shall be 
voidable at the option of the Administra
tor if a patent claiming such Invention 
Is held, in a final determination, to have 
been used in violation of the antitrust 
laws In poy suit, action, or proceeding 
brought before a properly constituted 
authority authorized to hear such mat 
ter. 

(d> With respect to any particular in
vention, waiver of foreign rights as to 
any foreign country shall be voidable at 
the option of the Administrator unless: 

<1> A patent application is filed In the 
country within 8 months from the date 
a corresponding U.S. application Is filed, 
or 6 months from the date a license is 
granted by the Commissioner of Patents 
and Trademarks to file foreign applica
tions where such filing has been pro
hibited for security reasons, or such 
longer periods as may be expressly ap
proved by the Administrator: 

(3> The waiver recipient furnishes to 
the Chairman the Identifying serial 
number and filing date of each foreign 
patent application filed promptly upon 
receipt thereof: and. upon request, a 
copy of an English version of the foreign 
application without additional compen
sation and a copy of the foreign patents: 

(3) The waiver recipient executes and 
furnishes to the Chairman instruments 
fully confirmatory of the rights herein 
reserved by the Oovemment; and 

(4) The waiver recipient, in the event 
it elects not to continue prosecution of 
any foreign application filed on such in
vention or if it intends to abandon a 
foreign patent by the nonpayment of a 
maintenance tax. notifies the Chairman 
within sufficient time to allow assump
tion of prosecution by the Government. 
or payment of the rnaaitsnanre tax, re
spectively, and delivers to the Chairman 
such duly executed instruments as are 
necessary to vest m U M Administrator 
title thereto, including a n Instrument of 
assignment. 

11245 .110 Cowtatu erf psfMoiu.. 
(a) General ""ty-rtf and forma. 

Forma which may be used to petitioning 
l o r waiver and for filing utilisation re
ports are available fror- the NASA I n 
ventions and ContruMltkau Board. Na
tional Aeronautics and 3P*cc Adminis
tration, Washington, D.C. 20546. Each 
request for waiver of dom**"1* or foreign 
rights under 11246.104, 11345405, or 
{1245.106 shall be by petition to the 
Administrator and shall include: 

<1> An Mcntlftratlon a»* the petitioner, 
its place of business and address, and If 
the petitioner is represented by counsel, 
the name, address, and telephone num
ber of the counsel: 

(2) An Identification by number of 
the pertinent NASA contract or pro
posed contract: 

O) The nature and extent of the 
rights desired and a citation to the sec
Uon under which the petition is submit
ted: and 

(4) The tign&ture of the petitioner or 
Its authorised representative, and date of 
signature. 

<b> Petitions tor advance waiver 
under 11245.104. In addition to the In
formation specified in paragraph (a) of 
this section, each petition for waiver 
under 11245.104shall include: 

(1) A copy of the statement of work 
of the pertinent NASA contract or pro
posed contract: 

(2) A fuU and detailed statement of 
facts sufficient to enable the Board to 
make the findings regarding the contract 
and the petitioner as specified In | 1245.-
104 and. If applicable, whether excep
tional circumstances of i 1245.104(h) 
and/or special situations under { 1245.-
104(d)(2) are present; and 

(3) The date of contractor's execution 
of the contract. If the petition la filed 
subsequent to contract execution. 

(c) Petitions for waiver for Identified 
Inventions under I 1245.105. A separate 
petition shall be submitted for each 
identified Invention except as provided 
by 11245.105(a) (2>. In addition to the 
Information specified In paragraph (a) 
of this section, such petition shall in
clude: 

(1) The full names of all inventors; 
<2) A statraent whether a patent ap

plication has town filed on the invention, 
' together with a copy of such applica

tion If filed: or. if not filed, a complete 
description of the ir-vention: 

(3) It a patent application has not 
been filed, any Information which may 
indicate a potential statutory bar to the 
filing of a patent application und-tf 35 
U.8.C. 102 or a statement that no bar 
is known to petitioner to exist; 

(4) A full and detailed statement of 
facts sufficient to enable the Board to 
make the findings regarding the Inven
tion as specified In 9 1245.105 (b> or <c); 

(5) Where principal rights in the 
waived Invention are to be transferred 
to another party, a statement identify
ing such party and its relationship to the 
petitioner: and 

(6) Where the petitioner^?) is the ln-
Tentor(sj. a statement in writing from 
the contractor that the contractor will 
net request waiver of rights and authori
sation of the contractor. 

<d> Petitions for waiver of foreign 
rights under I 1345.106. A petition far 
waiver of foreign rights may accompany 
and be a part of a petition for waiver of 
domestic rights under either i 1245104 
or 11245.105, or a petition for foreign 
l ights may be submitted independently 
of any request for domestic rights under 
11245.106(b). In addition to the infor
mation specified in paragraph (a) of tilts 
section, petition for waiver of foreign 
lights shall include, where feasible, a de
nomination of the foreign countries in 
which petitioner elects to secure or in
tends to file patent applications, and its 
plans and intentions to practice and/or 
license the invention in such countries. 

(e) Petitions for waiver under f 1245.-
103(c). Contents of the petition ahaQ 
normally be as prescribed by the other 
Government agency, and petitioner may 
use any forms provided by such agency. 
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| 1145.111 Mubmbalon of prtlili**-. 
ia> PtUUona for advance wnlvcr of 

dumestlo rtghU under 11945.104 or ad
vance wnirtr of foreign rlghti under 
11846.106 presented prior to contract ex
ecution muit be submitted to the con
tracting officer. Any such pet i t ion sub
mitted by organizations selected for ne
gotiation of a contract will be processed 
and forwarded to the Board for consid
eration as specified to the NASA Pro
curement Regulations (41 C?H 10-0.109-
8(e) >. All other petitions shall be sub
mitted directly to the Inventions and 
Contributions Board. National Aero
nautics and Space Administration. 
Washington. D C . 20540. 

(b> Any waiver petitions submitted 
under 11343.103(01 shovld be forwarded 
to the NASA field installation patent 
counsel for transmittal to DOB for proc
essing. 
S 1245.112 Nolle* of proposed TU^rd 

(a) Notice. Except as provided by 
11345.1041c) the Board will notify the 
petitioner through the contracting 
officer for petitions for advance waiver 
prior to contract execution, and directly 
for all others: 

111 Whether it proposes to recommend 
to the Administration that the petition 
be: 

<i> Oranted In the extent requested; 
il)» Granted In an extent different 

[mm that requested: or 
i i lu Denied. 
t2i Of the reasons for any recom

mended action adverse to or different 
from the waiver of rights requested by 
the petitioner. 

<b> Request for reconsideration and 
statements required. 

(1> If, pursuant to paragraph (at of 
this section, the Board notifies the pe
titioner that the Board proposes to rec
ommend action adverse to or different 
from the waiver requested, the petitioner 
may. within such period as the Board 
may set, but not less than IS days from 
such notification, request reconsidera
tion by the Board. 

(2) If reconsideration has been re
quested within the prescribed time, the 
petitioner shall, within 30 days from the 
date of the request for reconsideration, 
or within such other time as the Bpard 
may set. file a statement setting forth 
the points, authorities, arguments, and 
any additional material on which It re
lies. 

(3 > Upon filing ol the reconsideration 
statement by the petitioner, the petition 
will be assigned for reconalderaUon by 
the Board upon the contents of the peti
tion, the record, and the reconsideration 
statement submitted by the petitioner. 

(4) The Board.-after Its reconsidera
tion, will promptly notify the petitioner 
of its proposed recommendation to the 
Administrator. If the Board's proposed 
action Is advene to. or different from, 
the waiver requested, tbe petitioner may 
request an oral bearing within sach time 
as the Board has set. 
S 124S.113 Hearing p i w d a m . 

(a) If the petitioner requests an oral 
hearing within the time set. pursuant 

to | I 2 4 b . l l i ( b i i 4 ' . the Board shall sat 
the urns and ulaco for such hearing and 
shall MO notify the petitioner. 

ib> Oral hearings held by the Board 
shall be open to tlie public and shall be 
held in accordance with the following 
procedures: 

(1 ' Oral hearings shall be conducted 
in an informal manner, with the objec
tive of providing the petitioner with a 
full opportunity to present facts and ar
guments in support oi the petition. Evi
dence may be presented through means 
of such witnesses, exhibits, visual aids as 
are arranged for by the petitioner. Peti
tioner may be represented by any person 
Including its attorney. While proceedings 
will be ex parte, members of the Board 
and Its counsel may address questions 
to witnesses called by tlie petitioner, and 
the Board may. at Its option, enlist the 
aid of technical advisors or expert wit
nesses. Any person present at the hear
ing may make a statement for the record. 

(2) A transcript or equivalent record 
of the proceeding shall be arranged for 
by the Board. The petitioner shall sub
mit for the record a copy of any exhibit 
or visual aid utilized during the hearing. 

§1245.114 Finding* and reoommend*-
Uona of the Board. 

<a) Findings of the Board. The Board 
shall consider the petition, the NASA 
contract, if relevent. the goals cited in 
11245.103(a). the effect of the waiver on 
the objectives of the related NASA pro
grams, and any other available facta and 
Information presented to the Board by 
an Interested party. The Board shall then 
determine and make, if applicable, each 
of the specific findings of fact required 
by | 1245.104. I 1245.105. or I 1346. IDA 
under which the petition was submitted. 
The Board shall document Its findings. 

<b) Recommendation of the Board. 
(1) Except as provided in (1245.104 

(e>, after making the findings of fact, 
the Board shall formulate Its proposed 
recommendation to the Administrator as 
to the grant of waiver as requested, the 
grant of waiver upon terms other than 
as requested, or denial of waiver. 

(2) If the Board proposes to recom
mend, initially or upon reconsideration 
or after oral hearing, that tbe petition 
be granted in the extent requested or. 
In other cases, where the petitioner does 
not request reconslderaUon or a hearing 
during the period set far such action, or 
Informs the Board that such action will 
not be requested, or falls to file the re
quired statements within the prescribed 
time, the Board shall transmit tho peti
tion, a summary record of hearing pro
ceedings. If applicable. Its flndrngn of 
fact with respect thereto, and Its rec
ommendation to the Administrator. 

§ 1245.115 Action by the Administrator. 
(a) After receiving the transmittal 

from the Board, the Administrator shall 
determine. In accordance with 11245.103, 
whether or not to grant any waiver of 
rights.to the petitioner. A waiver pur
suant to I 1243.104(b) (2) will be granted 
only when the Board so recommends. 

<b) In the event of dental of the peti
tion by tbe Administrator, a written 
notice of such denial will be promptly 
transmitted by the Board to the peti

tioner. The written notice will be accom
panied with a statement of the grounds 
for denial. 

<c> If the waiver Is granted by the 
Administrator, the petitioner shall be 
sent an original and one copy of an in
strument of waiver confirmatory of the 
conditions and reservations of the waiver 
grant for his execution. The petitioner 
shall return the executed copy to the 
Chairman within 30 days from the grant 
of waiver. Failure to return such copy 
within the prescribed time may result in 
revocation of the waiver of rights 
granted. Before such action is taken, 
notice shall be given to petitioner so that 
it may show cause before the Board why 
the waiver should not be revoked. 
§ 1245.116 Filing of patent application* 

and rcimboracmenl of coata. 
(afc In order to protect the interests 

of the Government and the petitioner In 
Inventions, a petitioner may file a Untied 
States patent application for such inven
tions prior to the Administrator's deter
mination on a petition for waiver, if an 
application on an Identified Invention to 
filed during the pendency of the peti
tion, or within 60 days prior to the re
ceipt of a petition. NASA will relmbur-se 
the petitioner for any reasonable coht-t 
of such filing and patent prosecution 
that may have occurred. Provided: 

(1) Similar patent filing and prosecu
tion costs ere not normally reimbursed to 
the petitioner as direct or Indirect costs 
chargeable to Government contracts: 

(2) The petition is ultimately denied 
with respect to domestic rights, or with 
respect to foreign and domestic rights, if 
both are requested; and 

<3> Prior to reimbursement, petitioner 
assigns the application to the United 
States of America as represented by the 
Administrator of the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration. 
§ 1245.tT7 Publication and record of 

dedaioaa. 
The findings of fact and recommenda

tions made to the Administrator by the 
Board with respect to each petition for 
waiver shall be recorded by the Board 
and available to the public. In addition, 
selected findings and recommendations 
of tbe Board shall be published annually. 

Effective Date: The provisions of this 
subpart shall be effective on November 3. 
1977, and supersede the NASA Patent 
Waiver Regulations of August 30, 1972 
(37 PR 17547-17551) as of that date, ex
cept that (a) any petition pending on the 
effective date will be considered under 

the latter regulations unless consideration 
under the revised regulations Is specifi
cally requested by the petitioner, and (b) 
any petition received on or before Decem
ber 5. 1977. may be considered under the 
latter regulations If specifically requested 
by the petitioner at the time of submis
sion. AU petitions received on or after 
December 5. 1977. will be considered 
under the new revised Patent Waiver 
Regulations. 

ROBERT A. FHOSCH, 
Administrator. 

|PH Doc.77-31703 Piled ll-3-T7;B:45 om| 
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APPENDIX C 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, 
Washington, D.C., August 18, 1978. 

Memorandum to: Chairman and Members, Inventions and Contributions Board. 
From: NB-9/Chief, Waiver Branch, Inventions and Contributions Board. 
Subject: 1978 Summary Report on the Development and Utilization Activity of 

Waived Inventions. 
The staff of the Inventions and Contributions Board (ICB) has made it a practice 

to monitor the recipients of waiver annually as to their efforts to develop, utilize, 
and commercialize their waived inventions. The waiver of property rights to inven
tions made under NASA contracts is effected primarily to further their development 
into commercially useful products as early as possible. This monitoring effort serves 
to follow the progress made by the waiver recipients in their commercialization 
efforts. 

On April 14, 1978 the ICB made a request of waiver recipients of selected inven
tions that they complete a Patent Waiver Report questionnaire (NASA Form 1393, 
copy attached) and re turn it to the Board. A cover letter explained our need for 
such information; the staff partially completed the questionnaire so as to identify 
the invention. We asked that the questionnaires be returned to the Inventions and 
Contributions Board by May 15, 1978. A follow-up letter was sent to those who had 
not responded by that date. 

Patent Waiver Reports were requested for 121 waived inventions. The inventions 
were selected from the waiver portfolio of approximately 800 waived inventions. The 
selection was based on: (a) earlier reports (100 inventions) which indicated a prob
ability of use in 1977-1978 and, (b) inventions waived in the last six months of 1977 
including inventions for which a report was requested last year but never received 
(21 inventions). 

To date, waiver reports have been received for 102 inventions, an 84 percent 
response. 19 waiver reports or 16 percent of those requested have not been received 
although several waiverees have indicated that their reports are forthcoming (for 12 
inventions). As regards the 100 inventions in selection Group (a), above, for which 
there was indicated a probability of use in 1977-1978, 83 reports have been received, 
an 83 percent response. As for the 21 inventions of Group (b), 19 reports have been 
received, a 90 percent response. 

By analyzing the responses to the questions in the Patent Waiver questionnaire, 
the status of the inventions can be determined. The inventions appear to fall into 
four distinct classes: (1) inventions which are used in a commercial product, process, 
or service, (2) inventions which are undergoing further development efforts, (3) 
inventions for which only licensing efforts are being made and, (4) inventions for 
which no further development effort is planned next year. 

As regards the inventions of Class (1), above, first commercial use was reported 
for 2 inventions. Continued commercial use was reported for 5 additional inventions 
which had been first placed on the market last year or where commericalization 
efforts were just getting underway when last reported to NASA. The commercializa
tion activity for these inventions is set out in an Appendix to this summary report. 

As reported Class (2) inventions, further technical development efforts are con
tinuing or expected during the next year for 39 of the inventions. Six of these 
inventions have been licensed and the licensees plan to carry on further develop
ment. 

Licensing efforts only are reported for 34 Class (3) inventions. 27 of these inven
tions were waived to universities or nonprofit organizations such as CALTECH, 
MIT, SRI, and IITRI. The remainder of the inventions are offered for licensing 
inasmuch as the waiver recipients cannot find use for the items in their own 
companies. 

No further development is planned during next year for 22 Class (4) inventions. 
The reason given for the lack of interest in these inventions were: discontinued 
development of systems which could use the device, not salable in a product line, no 
commerical need, low priority, limited resources, market not identified, non-compet
itive market approach, better way of doing it, alternative concepts are satisfactory, 
and difficult to enforce patent rights. The waiver recipients for 9 of these inventions 
have elected to have their waivers voided. Appropriate action is being taken to void 
these waivers; after the waviers are voided, the inventions will be available for 
licensing under NASA's licensing program. 

The above statistics are consolidated in the table, attached. 
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For the 73 inventions reported in Classes (2) and (3), the probability of use 
(expressed as a percentage) and the year that use is likely to occur may best be seen 
from the following chart. 

YEAR AND NUMBER OF INVENTIONS 

1983 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 and beyond 

Percent: 
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50 
40 
30 
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10 
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PROBABILITY OF USE 

As seen, for 53 inventions or approximately 73 percent of the inventions which 
are undergoing development and licensing efforts, there is a probability of commer
cial use within 3 years. Of these 53 inventions there is a 50 percent chance or better 
that 27 inventions will be commercialized within 3 years. 

J. LABOW. 

TABLE OF STATISTICS 

Utilization/commercialization report on waived inventions—1978 

Number of waived inventions surveyed 121 
Percent of total (778) active ' inventions (percent) 15 
Total number of responses 102 
Percent response (percent) 84 
Types of inventions surveyed: 

Previous indication of probability of use in 1977-78: 
Reports requested 100 
Reports received 83 
Percent response 83.0 

Newly waived inventions: 
Reports requested 13 
Reports received 12 
Percent response 92.3 

Nonresponsive to 1977 request: ^ 
Reports requested 8 
Reports received 7 
Percent response 87.5 

Status of surveyed inventions and number of inventions: 
Utilized/commercialized (first use-2 inventions) 7 
Development efforts continuing 39 
Licensing/ promotion only 34 
No further development expected 22 
Total number of active ' inventions (through 1977) 788 
Total number of inventions voided 258 
Total number of inventions utilized/commercialized (18.5 percent)... 193 

1 Waiver not voided. 

APPENDIX 

Title of Invention: Multiple Crystal Oscillator Measuring Apparatus. 
Waiver Recipient: California Institute of Technology. 
Waiver Number: W-1287. 
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Waiver Granted: March, 1971. 
The invention is licensed to the California Measurements of Sierra Madre, Cali

fornia. It was first commercially used in July 1978. Over $100,000 has been spent to 
develop the invention to commercial status; 60 percent of this amount was spent on 
technical development, 15 percent for production facilities, and 25 percent for mar
keting and sales promotion. A product information sheet was submitted disclosing 
the information below. 

Aerosol researchers can now use a Pierzoelectric Particle Cascade (PPC) instru
ment to make direct mass measurements of aerosol particles in real-time over a 
wide size distribution range of 0.05 to 25 micrometers. This well-designed laboratory 
and field instrument has a ten-stage cascade impactor with inertial impactor nozzles 
for size discrimination and utilizes piezoelectric quartz crystals for "active" impac
tion plates. 

By using quartz crystals impactors, the PPC instrument measures the mass of 
aerosol samples directly and rapidly. As sample particulates impact on an adhesive 
coated crystal their mass changes the resonant frequency of the crystal. The fre
quency change of the crystal controlled oscillator is therefore a direct indication of 
the mass collected. By monitoring the frequency changes of each of the ten cascade 
stages, information on mass concentation and size distribution of the aerosol sample 
can be obtained directly for scanning electron microscope (SEM) or X-ray analysis 
without having to be removed from the crystals. 

The wide dynamic range of the PPC is unsurpassed by other types of aerosol 
measuring instruments. Optical instruments only cover a range of about one decade, 
from a few tenths to a few micrometers. Time-of-flight electrostatic charge instru
ments are capable of detecting particle sizes of one micrometer or less. Moreover, 
the PPC can be operated over a wide range of particle concentrations, from lO^ig/ 
m3, without dilution. 

The California Measurements PPC is a high-quality self-contained instrument, 
complete with sample air pump (providing a flow rate of 240 Ml/min.), flowmeter, 
crystal reconditioning oscillator, and data processing electronics. A number of 
models are available to meet the various needs of the aerosol researcher. The 
models differ only in the optional built-in data disply equipment required by the 
user. The basic price range is between $8,600 and $12,000. 

The California Measurement PPC is suitable for power plant emission studies, 
aerial sampling of atmospheric particles, biomedical research, soil erosion studies, 
and various other pollution monitoring applications. 
Title of Invention: Energy Absorbing Arrangement. 
Waiver Recipient: ARA, Inc. 
Waiver Number: W-1345, W-295. 
Waiver Granted: October, 1971. 

First commercial use of the invention is reported to have occurred in March 1978. 
Application of the invention was directed towards a crash survivable passenger seat 
for helicopters. Seats were manufactured and tested, as well as sold, in the earlier 
part of the year. The Waiver Recipient believes that production orders for large 
quantities are imminent. ARA, Inc. plans to continue to exploit the U.S. commercial 
helicopter and foreign markets for sales of the energy absorber. 

The invention is used in conjunction with an earlier waived invention entitled, 
"Energy Absorbing Device." The earlier invention (W-295) was waived in August 
1965. ARA, Inc. reports that it has incurred from $150,000 to $200,000 to develop the 
devices. Of this amount, 75 percent was spent for technical development, 15 percent 
for production faciltities, and 10 percent for marketing and sales promotion. The 
benefits realized from the use of the inventions include reduced product liability 
insurance costs for helicopter manufacturers by providing safer and better seats. 
Title of Invention: Tunable Acousto-Optic Method and Apparatus. 
Waiver Recipient: Hewlett-Packard Company. 
Waiver Number: W-1085. 
Waiver Granted: February, 1970. 

Since the last waiver report to NASA in 1976, approximately 100 man-months 
have been applied to the development of apparatuses which utilize the invention, 
and approximately 1,000 man-months have also been applied to the development of 
equipment which, although not directly related to the invention, may be useful in 
extending the potential of the invention. The invention is licensed to Isomet Corpo
ration; two other companies have also expressed an interest in obtaining licenses. 
Isomet's major products are delay lines, acousto-optic devices (including (^switches, 
frequency translators, light beam modulators, light deflectors, and acoustically-
tunable optical filters), and associated electronics. 
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The invention is an acoustically-tuned optical filter for use in optical spectrom
eters as analystical instrumets. It holds promise as a field instrument for pollution 
detection and control, and it has the ability to monitor many components of a 
rapidly flowing fluid. 

A product brochure describes the invention as an Acousto-Optic Tunable Optical 
Filter, TOF 100. This is all solid state device which has the unique capability of 
changing its optical transmission in accordance with the frequency of an applied 
electrical signal. It is thus possible to electrically tune the color or wavelength of a 
light source. Traditionally, this has been accomplished with ruled gratings and 
prisms which are moved mechanically to sort out different colors from a light 
source. The TOF not only has the advantage of no moving parts, but it can scan a 
light source very rapidly, in one or two thousandths of a second, simply by applying 
an electrical signal whose frequency is swept. 

The TOF consists of a solid interaction medium typical of a single crystal, into 
which has been launched an acoustic wave. Under proper conditions the sound wave 
may be made to switch the polarization of a very narrow spectral component of a 
multicolor light beam which is passed through the medium so as to propagate 
collinearly with the acoustic wave. By virtue of one polarization switch, the narrow 
spectral band may be separated from the primary light beam, thereby giving the 
filter its unique wavelength selection capability. Sound waves are propagated into 
the medium by means of a piezoelectric transducer, bonded to the interaction 
crystal, and excited by an rf signal. The center wavelength of the optical passband 
is inversely proportional to the frequency of the electrical signal. 

It is reported that the invention provides a cost reduction and improved perform
ance chararteristics over comparable monochromators. At maturity, it is expected 
that the component will sell in both the domestic and the world markets at a rate 
in excess of several million dollars a year. 
Title of Invention: Electric Current-Producing Cell. 
Waiver Recipient: Honeywell, Inc. 
Waiver Number: W-298, W-299. 
Waiver Granted: August, 1965. 

The invention is licensed to Philips, Eindhoven which first used the invention in a 
commercial product in January 1977. The invention uses S02 to solubolize the salt 
in the electrolyte for deep sea long life primary active batteries. About $750,000 of 
Honeywell money has been spent in development of products covered by the inven
tion. 
Title of Invention: Wideband Digital Pseudo-Gaussian Noise Generator. 
Waiver Recipient: California Institutie of Technology. 
Waiver Number: W-1566. 
Waiver Granted: October, 1974. 

The invention is licensed to Micro, Incorporated of Phoenix, Arizona whose major 
products is Testing Instruments. Commercialization of the invention has continued 
since its first use in January 1975. The licensee reports that improved Logic Testing 
Systems utilizing the invention have been made available to its customers. The 
licensee reported expenditures of about $50,000 as follows: 50 percent for technical 
development, 40 percent for production facilities, and 10 percent for marketing and 
sales promotion. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
PATENT WAIVER REPORT 

TlTl.l OF INVfNTlON 

CONTRACT NO. 

U-S PATENT OR APPLICATION NO. 

WAIVER NO. 

CONTRACTOR'S REFERENCE 

WAIVER DATE 

O.M.B- No. I04-R0O64 
Approval Expires: M.fch 1979 

NASA CASE NO. 

ANNUAL REPORT (Year) 

TYPE OF CONCERN (PUam eh*e*. It applicable> 
D SMALL BUSINESS • NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION 

I. To what extent has the invention been developed, technically, for commercial application (e.g.. Fully developed, largely 
undeveloped, etc.)? 

2. Has (he invention been licensed? (Check one) 
D a. Yf-S (If "yes," identify all domestic and foreign licensees and their Major Product or Service) 

1. HJ* the invention been used in a commercial process, product, or service? (Check one) ' 
D Li. YLS 

(1) Date of first use _ _(Month)_ JYear). 
(2) Briefly describe in the space below the application of the invention in such process, product, or service 

(Please also submit brochures or other similar information, if available, concerning use of the invention.) 

D h. NO (Indicate your estimate of the probability that your company, or licensee, will use this invention in the future 
by expressing as a percentage; Le., 10. 20, etc.) 

_%; Year likely to occur_ (1) Probability_ 
(2) Describe in the space below what additional effort is required to make the invention ready for 

utilization and commercialization. 

Answer iiems 3a(2) or 3b(2) here. (Use separate sheets, if necessary.) 

NASA FORM 1393 MAR 76 PREVIOUS EDIT ION IS OBSOLETE. PAGE 1 OF 2 PAGES 
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4. It'ihr amwti to question J n "No."* what effort has been made toward further development, promotion. »nd 
axiuitrivuli / i imn of the invention m lite past yeai.or since your last report , 

i . Indicate what effort h expected during the next year. 

t>. If no further effort is expected, explain why. 

. What bene fits have been realized, or are expected, from the use of this invention (Cost reductions, itemi told, domestic 
mnri foreign sates in dollars, etc.. state also any intangible benefits}'* 

b. Wl.ai private funded costs (Actual or estimated) have been incurred in an effort to date to evaluate and develop this 
invention to commercial status (Express in dollars, if possible, otherwise, figures such as man-hours expended will be 
helpful/! 

a. Please estimate what percent of these costs were incurred for: 

(1) Technical Development 

(2) Production Facilities 
(3 ) Marketing & Sales Promotion_ 
(4) Other (Please be specific} 

t>. If the invention is not in commeicial use, please give an estimate of .the anticipated future costs of development and 
commercialization. 

7. On separate sheet list by number, date and country, any patent applications, or issued patents on the subject invention 
that have not yet been reported to NASA. 

O E T U R N RfFORT TO. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Inventions and Contributions Board 
Washington, D.C. 20546 

RESPONDENT'S NAME. TIT L i AND TILEPMONI NO. 

HASA FORM 1JB3 

FROM (Kamt «*d *tftfr*Mj 

SIGNATUKf OF DEVONOIMT 

PAOt 2 or S * A O C : 
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APPENDIX D 

NASA waiver statistics—1959 through 1978 

Individual waivers: 
1. Number of inventions reported by NASA contractors 31,357 
2. Petitions for waiver requested 1,366 
3. Waivers granted 1,035 
4. Petitions denied 148 
5. Peititons withdrawn 139 
6. Petitions pending 44 

Advance waivers: 
1. Advance waivers requested 906 
2. Advance waivers granted 463 
3. Advance waivers denied 293 
4. Requests withdrawn I l l 
5. Requests pending 39 
6. Number of inventions reported under contracts having advance waiv

ers and contractor intends to file 216 

Inventions waived: 
1. Total inventions waived 1,254 

Under individual waivers 1,029 
Under advance waivers 225 

2. Inventions for which waivers have been voided 266 
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Appendix E 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20546 

PATENT LICENSING REGULATIONS 
(Reviled 4/1/72) 

14 CFR 1245.2 

REPRINT FROM PAGES 6465 - 6469 OF THE 

FEDERA^IEGISTEB 

THURSDAY. MARCH 3 0 . 1972 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Volume 37 • Number 62 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 6 
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Title 14—AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE 

ChapUr V — National Aeronautic* and 
Space Administration 

PART 1245— PATENTS 

Subpnri 2—Pattnt Llc*nting 
Regulations 

) .-iiiiniu-t 2 is revised In Its entirety 

Scope of subpart. 
Definition!. 
BASIC considerations. 
Lhanscs for practical application 

ot invention*. 
Other licenses. 
Publication of NASA Invention* 

Available for license. 
Application f0r nonexcluilve 11-

Ar.pl icirmn for exclusive license. 
Processing applications fur license. 
Royalties and fees. 

Revocation of licenses. 
Appeals. 
Litigation. 
Address of communications. 

§ 1213.200 Sr..p,-uf Mi1.p:irt. 
Tl.N Subpart 2 prescribes the terms, 

.•jndicons. and procedures for licensing 
,:-,•.t'ni'.pi^ coveted by U.S. patents and 
patent applications for which the Ad
ministrator of the National Aeronautics 
:ind Space Administration holds title on 
brlialf of the United States. 
S IZI.VZOI ihin.iii..—. 

1-Vi- the piiipi'M? cir this r.ubpiut. the 
for.H'.in- definitions npply: 

•.i1 ••invention" means nn invention 
rov.'i-fd by a U.S. patent or patent appli
cation tor which the Administrator of 
NASA holds title on behalf of the United 
States and which Is designated by the 
Administration as appropriate for the 
tyrant of license(s) in accordance with 
this subpart. 

<b) "To practice an Invention" means 
to make or have made, use or have used, 
:;cil or have sold, or otherwise dispose of 
according to law any machine, article of 
manufacture or composition of matter 
physically embodying the Invention, or 
to use or have used the process or method 
comprising the invention. 

<c> "'Practical application" means the 
manufacture in the case of a composition 
of matter or product, the use in the case 
of a process, or the operation in the case 
of a machine, under such conditions as 
to establish that the invention fs being 
utilised and that its benefits are reason
ably accessible to the public. 

(dl "Special invention" means any In
vention designated by the NASA Assist
ant General Counsel for Patent Matters 
to be subject to short-form licensing 
procedures. An invention may be desig
nated as a special invention when a de
termination Is made that: 

(1) Practical application has occurr»-l 
;.nd is likely to continue for the life of 

lli<: patent and for which an exclusive 
license is not in force, or 

(2> The public Interest would be 
served by the expeditious granting of a 
nonexclusive license for practice of the 
invention by the public. 

(e) The ''Administrator" means the 
Administrator of the National Aeronau
tics mid Spaco Administration, or his 
designee. 

<f) "Government" means the Govern
ment of the United States of America. 

(g) The "Inventions and Contribu
tions Board" means the NASA Inven
tions and Contributions Board estab
lished by the Administrator of NASA 
within the Administration in accordance 
with section 305 of the National Aero
nautics and Space Act of 1958 as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2457). 
§ 1215.202 Caste considerations. 

<a) Much of the new technology 
resulting from NASA sponsored re
search and development in aeronautical 
and space nctivitics has application In 
other fields. NASA lias special author
ity and responsibility under the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Act of 
19.18. as amended (42 U.S.C. 2451), to 
provide for the widest practical dis
semination and utilization of this new 
technology, in addition. NASA hni been 
given unique requirements t 0 protect 
the inventions resulting from NASA 
activities and to promulgate licensing 
regulations to encourage commercial 
use of these inventions. 

(b> NASA-owned inventions will best 
serve the interests of the United States 
when they are brought to practical ap
plication .in the shortest time possible. 
Although NASA encourages the non
exclusive licensing of Its inventions to 
promote competition and achieve their 
widest possible utilization, the com
mercial development of certain in
ventions calls for a substantial capital 
Investment which private manufac
turers may be unwilling to risk under 
a nonexclusive license. It is the policy 
of NASA to seek exclusive licensees 
when such licenses will provide the 
necessary incentive to the licensee to 
achieve early practical application of 
the invention. 

(c> The Administrator, in determin
ing whether to grant an exclusive li
cense, will evaluate all relevant infor
mation submitted by applicant:; and 
all other persons and will consider the 
necessity for further technical and 
market development of the invention, 
the capabilities of prospective licensees, 
their proposed plans to undertake the 
required investment and development, 
the impact on competitors, and the 
benefits of the license to the Govern
ment and to the public. Preference for 
exclusive license shall be given to U.S. 
citizens or companies who intend to 
manufacture or use. In the case of a 
process, the invention in the United 
States of America, its territories and 
possesions. Consideration may also be 
given to assisting small businesses and 
minority business enterprises, as well 
as economically d?oressed. low Income 
and labor surplus areas. 

(d) All licenses for inventions shall 

be by express written instruii.en!... No 
license shall be uranted either ex
pressly or by implication, for a NASA in
vention except as provided fur in 
SS 1245.203 and 1245.204 and In any 
existing or future treaty or a'-n-jnicn*. 
between the United States and any 
foreign r.nvcrnmc-nt. 

(c> Licenses for invention- rovercd 
by NASA-owned foreign pat; i.l-; and 
patent applications r.hall beria-.v-d hi 
acrord:in<c with the NASA 1 nrii;:n 
Patent Licensing Regulations <S 1215.4). 

§ 1215.203 I.in-1 nl .ippli-

(a) General. As on Incentive to cn-
courane practical application of inven
tions. liccir.es will be granted to responsi
ble applicants according to the circum
stances and conditions set forth in tliis 
section. 

(b) Nonexclusive licenses. (V Each in
vention will be made available <o re
sponsible applicants for nonexclusive. 
revocable licensing in accordance with 
5 1245.20G, consistent with the provisions 
of any existing exclusive license. 

(2) The duration of the license shall 
be for a period as sp cified in the license. 

(3) The license ; tail require the li
censee to achieve tl a practical applica
tion of the invention and to then practice 
the Invention for the duration of the 
license. 

(4) The license may be granted for all 
or less than all fields of use of the in
vention and throughout the United 
States of America, its territories and pos
sessions. Puerto Rico, and the District of 
Columbia, or in any lesser geographic 
portion thereof. 

(5) The license shall extend to the 
subsidiaries and affiliates of the licensee 
and shall be nonassignable without ap
proval of the Administrator. NASA, ex
cept to the successor of that part of the 
licensee's business to which the invention 
pertains. 

<c) Short-form nonexclusive licenses 
A nonexclusive, revocable license for a 
special invention, as defined in j 1245.201 
(d). shall be granted upon written re
quest, to any applicant by the Patent 
Counsel of the NASA installation having 
cognizance of the invention. 

<d> Exclusive licenses. (1) A limited 
exclusive license may be granted on an 
invention available for such licensing 
provided that: 

(1) The Administrator has determined 
that: (a) The invention has not been 
brought to practical application by a 
nonexclusive licensee in the fields of use 
or in the geographical locations covered 
by the application for the exclusive li
cense, <b) practical application of tiie in
vention in the fields of use or geographi
cal locations covered by the application 
for the exclusive license Is not likely to 
be achieved expeditiously by the further 
funding of the invention by the Govern
ment or under a nonexclusive license re
quested by any applicant pursuant to 
these regulations, and (c) the exclusive 
license will provide the necessary incen
tive to the llccnsro to achieve the practi
cal application of the Invention; and 

(il) Either a notice pursuant to 

http://Ar.pl
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4 i :M;. rnflinTTiU! the invention as av.Ul-
il.li- hir luri.r-.iii! ha;i been published in 
Hi- I i in IIAL I.IKIMKH fur ul least 9 
nmnflir.. HI* u it.ili'ilt COVri'lllK the ln-
t'liitim in*., in-, .i lotted for ul least 6 
inuntil-.. u.mi-wT, o limited exclusive 11-
I'I'IKJ- may 1 •• r.ranlcd prior to the periods 
i.pcctiici nbme it the Administrator de-
tcinu-ies that (he public interest will best 
he scrwd by llic earlier grant of an cx-
rliiMvc license. 

.•J) The licence may be granted for 
all or lets thr-n nil fields of use of the 
imention, and throughout *he United 
:-: iii-s of America. Its territories and 
;M ..-..- Mons. Puerto Rico, and the District 
>'i Columbia, or In any lesser geographic 
pnit.'ii thereof. 

. :J I The ctrJu -ivc period of the license 
*;t.i:i be ncjotiated, but shall be for less 
'h-ii the terminal ponton of the patent. 
,mJ shall in- related to the period neces-
»..ry to provide a reasonable Incentive 
Ui invest the necessary risk capital. 

ii> The license shall require the li
censee to practice the Invention within o 
lu-ncvi .sp-tilied in the license and then 
to achieve practical application of the 
hm-i.tifm. 

...' The I'.c.-nse shall require the 11-
ti-iiste to expend n specified minimum 
»nni o( money aiul 'or to take other specl-
ivd ...inns, witmn indicated perlod(s) 
.ii'.i-r the elective date of the license. 
.:i :\n v:\ovi to achieve practical appll-
. ..::t.i. of the invention. 

«i".< The license shall be subject to at 
:.-. .: an ':*:i-.o.*ali!e royalty-free right of 
lie Ge\.:iin-.cnt of the United States to 
;>:.n-t:ec and have practiced the lnven-
:. ••! throui.hnut the world by or on be-
h..:( of the Government of the United 
state:; and on behalf of any foreign 
i:i:\-( r.nifnt pursuant to any existing or 
ii.iu;-.' Mealy or agreement with the 
Untied St.it'.::; 

{'!'• The license may reserve to the 
Admini.ar.'ilrr, NASA, under the follow
ing cirrumslanccs. the right to require 
the p.iar.linr of a sublicense to responsi
ble a;>;>:ii-:-.nt(s) on terms that ore con
sidered re-isomble by the Administrator, 
i iknii: into ea:i*dderation the current 
lovn'tv r.iu.s under similar patents and 
o:!.i'.* peitim nt faets: (I) To the extent 
th..t. the i:nenLUm Is required for public 
;:M- I y G.ivcnuv.ent regulation, or (11) as 
:M:IV Le necessary to fulfill health or 
safety need-;, or (1U) for other purposes 
st i pula c ed in the license. 

'8» The license shall be nontransfer
able except to the successor of that part 
uf the licensee's business to which the 
invention pertains. 

i0> Subject to the approval of the 
Administrator, the licensee may grant 
sublicenses under the license. Each sub
license gi anted by on exclusive licensee 
shall make reference to and shall pro
vide that the sublicense Is subject to the 
tcrnn of the exclusive license Including 
the rights retained by the Government 
under the excl'isiv* license. A copy of 
each .• ubllcensc shall be furnished to the 
Admmls'ratof. 

dO» The Jl<*ensr may be subject to 
such other reservations as may be In the 
public interest. 
r, 1215.204 Ottirrlirenv... 

(a) License to contractor. There Is 

hereby granted to the contractor report
ing an invention made in (Jie perform
ance of work under a cantrnrt of NASA 
In the manner specified In section 305(a) 
(1) or (2) of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Act of 1058 as amended (42 
U.8.C. 2457(a) (1) or (2>>. a revocable, 
nonexclusive, royalty-free license for the 
practice of such Invention, together with 
tho right to grant sublicenses of the same 
scope to the extent the contractor was 
legally obligated to do so at the time the 
contract was awarded. Such license and 
right Is nontransferable except to the 
successor of that part of the contractor's 
business to which the invention pertains, 

(b) Miscellaneous licenses. Subject to 
any outstanding licenses, nothing in this 
subpart 2 .shall preclude the Administra
tor from granting other licenses for In
ventions, when he determines that do so 
would provide for an equitable distribu
tion of rights. The following exemplify 
circumstances wherein such licenses may 
be granted:' 

(1) In consideration of the settlement 
of an interference; 

(2) In consideration of a release of a 
claim of infringement; or 

<3> In exchange for or as part of the 
consideration for a license under ad
versely held patent<s). 
§ 1245.205 Pnhliratinn „f NASA inven

tion* a\oilulil<' for lii-cme. 
(a) A notice will be pcrodically pub

lished In the FEDERAL REGISTER listing In
ventions available for licensing. Abstracts 
of the Inventions will also be published 
In the NASA Scientific and Technical 
Aerospace Reports (STAR) and other 
NASA publications. 

(b) Copies of pending patent applica
tions for inventions abstracted in STAR 
may be purchased from the National 
Technical Information Service, Spring
field, Va. 22151. 
§ 1245.206 Application for nonexclusive 

lircn«e. 
(a) Submission of application. An ap

plication for nonexclusive license under 
! 1245.203(b) or a short-form nonexclu
sive license for special inventions under 
§ 1245.203(c) shall be addressed to the 
NASA Patent Counsel of the NASA in
stallation having cognizance over the 
NASA Invention for which a license Is 
desired or to the NASA Assistant Gen
eral Counsel for Patent Matters. 

(b) Contents of an application, for 
nonexclusive license. An application for 
nonexclusive license under & 1245.203(b) 
shall Include: 

(1) Identification of Invention for 
which license is desired, including the 
NASA patent case number, patent appli
cation serial number of patent number, 
title and date, if known; 

(2) Name and address of the person, 
company or organization applying for 
license and whether the applicant is a 
U.S. citizen or a U.S. corporation; 

(3) Name and address of representa
tive of applicant to whom correspond
ence should be sent; 

(4) Nature and type of applicant's 
business; 

(5) Number of employees; 
(6) Purpose for which license Is 

desired; 

(7) A statement that conlninr. the 
applicant's be:.t knowledge of the ex! em 
to which the invention Is being practiced 
by private industry nnd the Government; 

(8) A dew ripJiou of applicant's capa
bility and plan to undertake the devel
opment and marketing required to 
achieve the practical application ol the 
Invention, including the geographical 
location where the applicant plans to 
manufacture or ur.c. in Ihc rase of a 
process, the invention; and 

id) A statement indicating the mini
mum term of years the applicant desires 
to be licenced. 

fc> Contents of an application for a 
short-form nonrjchu'.ivc licenzr. An ap
plication for a .'hort-form nonexclusive 
license undo- s 1245.203(c) for a special 
invention shall include: 

(1) Identification of Invention for 
which license is desired, Including the 
NASA patent case number, patent ap
plication serial number or patent num
ber, title and date, if known; 

(2) Name and address of company or 
organization applying for license; and 

(3) Name and address of representa
tive of applicant to whom correspondence 
should be sent. 
§ 1215.207 Applienlion (or exclusive 

(a) Submission of application. An ap
plication for exclusive license under 
S 1245.203(d) may be submitted to NASA 
at any time. An application for exclusive 
license shall be addressed to the NASA 
Assistant General Counsel for Patent 
Matters. 

(b) Contents of an application for ex
clusive license. In addition to the require
ments set forth in 5 1245.206(b). the ap
plication for an exclusive license shall 
include: 

(1) Applicant's status, if any. In any 
one or more of the following categories: 

(i> Small business firm; 
(ii) Minority business enterprise; 
(iii) Location in a surplus labor area: 
(iv) Location in a low-income urban 

area; and 
(v) Location in an area designed by 

the Government as economically de
pressed. 

(2) A statement indicating the time, 
expenditure, and other acts which the 
applicant considers necessary to achieve 
practical application of the invention, 
and the applicant's offer to invest that 
sum and to perform such acts if the 
license is granted; 

(3) A statement whether the appli
cant would be willing to accept a license 
for all or less than all fields of use of the 
invention throughout the United States 
of America, its territories and posses
sions. Puerto Rico, and the District of 
Columbia, or In any lesser geographic 
portion thereof. 

(4) A statement indicating the amount 
of royalty fees or other consideration. If 
any. the applicant would be willing to 
pay the Government for the exclusive 
license: and 

(5) Any other facts which the appli
cant believes to show It to be In the inter
ests of the United States of America for 
the Administrator to grant an exclusive 
license rather than a l.-r.nexclusive 11-
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cense and that such an exclusive license 
should be granted to the applicant. 
§ 1215.20!* Processing application! for 

license. 
(a) initial review. Applications for 

nonexclusive and exclusive licenses un
der §S 1245.206 and 1245.207 will be re
viewed by the Patent Counsel of the 
NASA installation having cognizance for 
the Invention and the NASA Assistant 
General Counsel for Patent Matters, to 
determine the conformity and appro
priateness of the application for license 
and the availability of the specific In
vention for the license requested. The 
Assistant General Counsel for Patent 
Matters will forward all applications for 
lieeiisc conforming to g$ 1245.206ib) and 
1245.207(b) to the NASA Inventions and 
Contributions Board when the invention 
l:i available for consideration of the re
quested license. Prior to forwarding ap
plications for exclusive licenses to the 
Diventions and Contributions Board, no-
lice in wrttinn will be given to each 
nonexclusive licensee for the specific In
vention advising of the receipt of the 
application lor the exclusive license and 
providing eacli nonexclusive licensee 
with a 30-day peridd for submitting 
either evidence that practical application 
of the Invention has occurred or is about 
to occur or. an application for an exclu
sive license for the invention. 

(b) Recommendations of Inventions 
and Contributions Board. The Inven
tions and Contributions Board shall, In 
accordance with tiie basic considerations 
set forth In 5S 1245.202 and 1245.203. 
evaluate all applications for license for
warded by the Assistant General Counsel 
for P.itent Matter.*!. Based upon the facts 
presented ;o the Inventions and Contri
butions Board in the application and 
any other facts in its possession, the In
ventions and Contributions Board shall 
recommend to the Administrator: (1) 
Whether a nonexclusive or exclusive 
lieense should be granted. <2) the iden
tity of the licensee, and (3) ony special 
terms or conditions of the license. 

<c> Determination of Administrator 
aid arant of nonexclusive licenses. The 
Administrator shall review the recom
mendations of the Inventions and Con
tributions Board and shall determine 
whether to grant the nonexclusive li
cense as recommended by the Board. If 
the Administrator determines to grant 
the license, the license will be granted 
upon the negotiation of the appropriate 
terms and conditions of the Office of 
General Counsel. 

(d) Defcrminaflon of Administrator 
and grant of exclusive licenses—(1) 
Notice. If the Administrator determines 
that the best interest of the United States 
will be served by the granting of an ex
clusive license In accordance with the 
basic considerations set forth In 
S5 1245.202 nnd 1245.203, a notice shall 
bo published in the FEDERAL REGISTER 
announcing the intent to grant the ex
clusive license, the identification of the 
invention, special terms or conditions of 
the proposed license, and a statement 
that NASA will grant the exclusive li
cense unless within 30 days of the publi
cation of such notice the Inventions and 
Contributions Board receives in writing 

any of the following together with sup
porting documentation: 

<1) A statement from any person: 
setting forth reasons why it would not I 
be in the best Interest of the United 1 
States to grant the proposed exclusive 
license: or 

(11) An application for a nonexclusive 
license under such invention, in accord
ance with 91245.206(b), In which appli
cant states that he has already brought 
or is likely to bring the invention to prac
tical application within a reasonable 
period. 
The Inventions and Contributions Board 
shall, upon receipt of a written request 
within the 30 days' notice period, grant 
on extension of 30 days for the submis
sion of the documents designated above. 

(2) Recommendation ot Inventions 
and Contributions Board. Upon the ex
piration of the period required by sub
paragraph (1) of this paragraph, the 
Board shall review all written responses 
to the notice and 5hall then recommend 
to the Administrator whether to grant 
the exclusive license as the Board Ini
tially recommended or whether a dif
ferent form of license. If any, should 
instead be granted. 

(3) Grant of exclusive licenses. The 
Administrator shall review the Board's 
recommendation and shall determine If 
the Interest of the United States would 
best be served by the grant of an ex
clusive license as recommended by the 
Board. If the Administrator determines 
to grant the exclusive license, the license 
will be granted upon the negotiation of 
the appropriate terms and conditions by 
the OflQcft of General Counsel. 
§ 1245.209 Royalties and fees. 

(a) Normally, o nonexclusive license 
for the practical application of an In
vention granted to a U.S. citizen or 
company will not require the payment of 
royalties; however, NASA may require 
other consideration, 

(b) An exclusive license for an Inven
tion may require the payment of royal
ties, fees or other consideration when the 
licensing circumstances and the basic 
considerations in S 1245.202, considered 
together, indicate that it Is In the public 
Interest to do so. 
g 1245.210 Reports. 

A license shall require the licensee to 
submit periodic reports of his efforts to 
work the Invention. The reports shall 
contain Information within his knowl
edge, or which he may acquire under 
normal business practice, pertaining to 
the commercial use that is being made 
of the invention and such other infor
mation which the Administrator may de
termine pertinent to the licensing pro
gram and which Is specified In the 
license. 

§ 1245.211 Revocation ol* licenses. 

(a) Any license granted pursuant to 
11245.203 may be revoked, either In part 
or in Its entirety, by the Administrator 
if in his opinion the licensee at any time 
shall fall to use adequate efforts to bring 
to or achieve practical application of the 
Invention In accordance with the terms 
of the license, or if the licensee at any 

time shall default in making any report 
required by the license, or shall make any 
false report, or shall commit any breach 
of any covenant or agreement therein 
contained, and shall fall to remedy any 
such default, false report, or breach 
within 30 days after written notice, or if 
the patent Is deemed unenforceable 
either by the Attorney General or a final 
decision of a U.S. court. 

(b) Any license granted pursuant to 
( 1245.204(a) may be revoked, either in 
part or Jn its entirety, by the Adminis
trator if in his opinion such revocation Is 
necessary to achieve the earliest practi
cal application of the invention pursuant 
to an application for exclusive license 
submitted in accordance with 5 1245.207, 
or the licensee at any time shall breach 
any covenant or agreement contained In 
the license, and shall fail to remedy any 
such breach within 30 days after written 
notice thereof. 

(c> Before revoking any license 
granted pursuant to this Subpart 2 for 
any cause, there will be furnished to the 
licensee a written notice of intention to 
revoke the license, and the licensee will 
be allowed 30 days after such notice in 
which to appeal and request a hearing 
before the Inventions and Contributions 
Board on the question of revocation. 
After a hearing, the Inventions and Con
tributions Board shall transmit to the 
Administrator the record of proceedings, 
its findings of fact, and Its recommenda
tion whether the license should be re
voked either In part or in its entirety. 
The Administrator shall review the rec
ommendation of the Board and deter
mine whether to revoke the license in 
part or In its entirety. Revocation of a 
license shall Include revocation of all 
sublicenses which have been granted. 
§ 1245.212 Appeals. 

Any person desiring to file an appeal 
pursuant to S 1245.211(c) shall address 
the appeal to Chairman. Inventions and 
Contributions Board. Any person filing 
an appeal shall be afforded an oppor
tunity to be heard before the Inven
tions and Contributions Board, and to 
offer evidence in support of his appeal. 
The procedures to be followed in any such 
matter shall be determined by the Ad
ministrator. The Board shall make find
ings of fact and recommendations with 
respect to disposition of the appeal. The 
decision on the appeal shall be made by 
the Administrator, and such decision 
shall be final and conclusive, except on 
questions of law. unless determined by a 
court of competent Jurisdiction to have 
been fraudulent, or capricious, or arbit
rary, or so grossly erroneous as neces
sarily to imply bad faith, or not sup
ported by substantial evidence. 
§ 1245.213 l.ilipalion. 

An exclusive licensee shall be granted 
the right to sue at his own expense any 
party who Infringes the rights set forth 
in his license and covered by the licensed 
patent. The licensee may Join the Gov
ernment, upon consent of the Attorney 
General, as a party complainant In such 
suit, but without expense to the Gov
ernment and the licensee shall pay costs 
and any final Judgment or decree that 
may be rendered against the Govern-
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mcnt In Mich suit. The Government shall 
ni'o have an absolute rtnht to Intervene 
In miy such suit at Its own expense. The 
licciis-jc shall be obligated to promptly 
furnish to the Government, upon re
quest, copies of all pleadings and other 
papers filed in any such suit and of evi
dence adduced In proceedings relating to, 
the licensed patent Including, but noti 
limited to. negotiations for settlement 
and agreements settling claims by a li
censee based on the licensed patent, and 
nil other bookr. documents, papc-s. and 

records pertaining to such suit If. as * 
result of any such litigation, the patent 
shall be declared Invalid, the licensee 
shall have the right to surrender his li
cense and be relieved from any further 
obligation thereunder. 
§ 1245-214 Address of communications. 

(a) Communications to the Assistant 
General Counsel for Patent Matters to 
accordance with t! 1=45.206 and 1245.207 
and requests for Information concerning 
licenses for NASA Inventions should be 

addressed to the Assistant Oeneral Coun
sel for Patent Matters. Code GP, Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration. Washington, D-C. 20546. 

<b> Communications to the Inven
tions and Contributions Board In accord
ance With SI 1245.208. 1245.211. and 
1245.212 should be addressed to Chair
man. Inventions and Contribution* 
Board, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, Washington. D.C. 20548. 

EDcctivt date. The regulations set 
forth in this subpart 2 arc effective 
April 1.1972. 

JAMES C. pT-rrciiM, 
Administrator. 
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Appendix F 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20546 

FOREIGN 
PATENT LICENSING REGULATIONS 

EXCERPTS FROM PAGES 10958 & 10959 

FEDERAL 
REGISTER 
VOLUME 31 • NUMBER 160 

Thursday, August 18, 1066 • Washington, D.C. 
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T i f t 14—AEK0NAUT1CS AND 
SPACE 

CfcsigrtafV Ngrttonei AereAawMc* eme] 
Spsjts Aalmliilslfolloii 

PART 1245—PATINTS 
Swbgtart 4—foreif n Patent Ucentinf 

Regulation* 

Ntw Subpart 4 la added: 
tsasart I IIIIHI PaMat tlumln*; Sievi—mi 
•a*. 
1M*.«00 •eaaeofaubpart. 
IttMOl Paley. 
1S4S.403 Trpaa of Ucensaa u « u n i and 

condlUons. 
IX4S.40* Oovarnmant Mctnae. 
1S4M04 Bnforcemant of patent tight*. 
1248.409 Prctaurea. 

AOTMoarrv: Tha provisions of tbls Subpart 
4 lama* tuafcr u UB.C. J4M (g) and (h). 
l l M M M Soape of aakpart. 

(a) 111* subpart establishes the poller, 
terms, conditions, and procedural under 
which NASA-owned forelim patent! and 
patent eppncetlons may be licensed. 

(bl The provisions of this subpart ap
ply to all NASA-owned patent* •ranted 
in countries other than the United Slate* 
and to NASA-owned patent applications 
pending in such countries and supple
ment the provisions of Subpart 1 of this 
part for foreign patent licensing. 
I U4S.40I Polky. 

The foreltn licensing program of the 
National Aeronautics and Space Admin
istration serves to promote and utilise 
foreign patent rights vested In the Ad
ministration. Th* oojectlvea of this 
program aia to further tat uiteruts of 
Onlted State* Industry in foreign com
merce, to enhance the wwrtnsato Inter
ests of the United State*, and to advance 
the International relationships of the 
United States, 
11x45.401 TraMsrileeaneaawiirrau 

Licenses wtB be Individually txteottaU-d 
and may be granted to any apnWnant, 
foreign or domestic, on a nonexclusive 
or exclusive basis for royalties or other 
considerations gad on sack other terms 
and conditions as are deemed appropri
ate to the interest* of the United States. 
Preference In the granting of* foreign 
license righto wlH be shown to those 
applicant* who have prenoosty been 
granted a license under the correspond
ing VS. patent or patent application. 

I 1X45.403 Government license. 

There will be reserved from each ex-
elusive license an Irrevocable, nonexclu
sive, nontransferable, royalty-free ycense 
for the practice of such Invention 
throughout ths world by or on behalf of 
the United States or any foreign govern
ment pursuant to any existing or future 
treaty or agreement with the United 
Btates. 

8 1245.404 Enforcement of patent 
right*. 

An exclusive licensee will be authorized 
to enforce the licensed patent and to sue 
infringers of the patent at Its own 
expense. 

I 124S.40S Procedures. 
(a) NASA win publish In the United 

States, and elsewhere a* may be appro
priate, lists of NASA-owned foreign 
patent* or patent applications available 
for licensing. 

(b) NASA will also furnish written 
notice of the availability for licensing 
of NASA-owned foreign patents or 
patent applications to any licensee under 
the corresponding US. patent or patent 
application. 

(c) Applications for license should be 
addressed to the Administrator, National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Washington. D.C. 20456. The applica
tion must fully Identify the patent or 
patent application, and state the type 
of license requested together with pro
posed terms and conditions thereof. 

(d) The conduct of negotiations with 
prospective licensees will be the respon
sibility of the Oeneral Counsel. NASA. 
In the conduct of such negotiations, due 
regard shall be had for the possible Inter
ests of NASA program and staff offices, 
and their coordination will be obtained 
as deemed appropriate. 

(e> NASA will publish notice In thr 
P u n s t , Rsoisna. and elsewhere as may 
be appropriate, of it* Intention to grant 
an exclusive license under an Identified 
patent or patent application. An exclu
sive license will not be granted until the 
expiration of 60 days from the date of 
notice In order to provide a suitable time 
Interval for interested persons or other 
Government agencies to Interpose com
ment or objection. 

(f) All licenses shall become effective 
upon the written acceptance by the 
Uaensse of a license Instrument specify
ing the type of license and terms and 
conditions thereof. 

Effective date. The provisions of this 
8ubpart 4 are effective upon publication 
In the PxcnAL RECISTEE 

Jams E. Wis*. 
Administrator. 

I PR. Doc. 04-6920: niad. Aug. IT. lgee: 
8:49 »jn. | 

•joe*** s j tum, vat, i i , NOL it*) nsunoAT, umnt is. it*4 
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NASA licensing statistics U.S. patents and patent applications—Dec. 31, 1978 

U.S. patents held by NASA: 
U.S. patents and patent applications available for licensing 3,512 

Employee investions 2,378 
Contractor inventions 1,134 

Nonexclusive licenses: 
Licenses granted to date 502 
Licenses revoked or terminated 260 
Licenses in force as of this date 242 
Inventions covered by licenses in force 124 

Exclusive licenses: 
Licenses granted to date 21 
Licenses revoked or terminated 12 
Licenses in force as of this date 9 
Inventions covered by licenses in force 9 
Different licenses 8 

NASA licensing statistics, foreign patents and patent applications—Dec. 31, 1978 

Foreign patents held by NASA: 
Foreign patents and patent applications available for licensing 787 
Inventions covered by foreign patents and patent applications 184 

Nonexclusive licenses: 
Foreign patents and patent applications licensed nonexclusively in force... 11 
Inventions covered by nonexclusive licenses 1 
Different licensees 3 

Exclusive licenses: 
Foreign patents and patent applications licensed exclusively in force 117 
Inventions covered by exclusive licenses 58 
Different licensees 4 

Commercial use of NASA owned inventions licensed by NASA in the United 
States—Dec. 31, 1978 

Nonexclusive licenses: 
Nonexclusive license in force 242 
Utilization reports received from licensees 138 
Positive use reports: 

Reports of commercial use 50 
Inventions covered by these reports 34 

Employee inventions 28 
Contractor inventions 6 

Negative use reports: 
Reports of no commercial use 88 
Inventions covered by these reports 56 

Employee inventions 40 
Contractor inventions 16 

Exclusive licenses: 
Exclusive licenses granted to date 21 

Employee inventions 14 
Contractor inventions 7 

Positive use reports: 
Reports of commercial use 6 

Employee inventions 4 
Contractor inventions 2 

Negative use reports: 
Reports of no commercial use 15 

Employee inventions.. 
Contractor inventions 

10 
5 
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APPENDIX H 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL-SUMMARY OF NASA 
PATENT FILING ACTIVITIES 

Fiscal year: 
1963'.... 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
T.P 
1977 
1978 

Total. 

NASA employee 

Invention 
disclosures 

reported 

330 
507 
407 
360 
406 
495 
528 
410 
350 
256 
283 
261 
259 
253 
80 

264 
244 

Patent 
applications 

filed' 

70 
100 
120 
143 
124 
137 
184 
154 
136 
140 
130 
96 

• 84 
107 
21 

102 
94 

Contractor employee 

Invention 
disclosures 

reported 

533 
1,040 
1,526 
3,307 
2,747 
3,297 
3,352 
2,632 
2,125 
2,199 
1,864 
1,415 

879 
1,080 

263 
1,289 
995 

Patent 
applications 

filed-

30 
46 
85 
82 

121 
117 
103 
117 
126 
105 
91 
96 

101 
97 
16 

112 
128 

Tot; 

Invention 
disclosures 

reported 

863 
1,547 
1,933 
3,667 
3,153 
3,792 
3,880 
3,042 
2,475 
2,455 
2,147 
1,676 
1,138 
1,333 
343 

1,553 
1,239 

lis 

Patent 
applications 

filed-

100 
146 
205 
225 
245 
254 
287 
271 
262 
245 
221 
192 
185 
204 
37 

214 
222 

5,693 1,942 30,543 1,573 36,236 3,515 

'NASA owns. 
* The first year of the Federal Council on Science and Technology reporting requirements. During 1959-62. 366 inventions were received from NASA 

employees and 429 from NASA contractors. 

APPENDIX I 
Statistics on 305(c) and (d) activities—June 30, 1979 

I. Patent applications and 305(c) affidavits reviewed at NASA headquarters 
(1959 through June 30, 1979) 10,872 

Jan. 1, 1979 to June 30, 1979 175 
1978 325 
1977 265 
1976 286 
1975 297 
1974 368 
1973 441 
1972 544 
1971 853 
1970 819 
1969 /. 894 
1968 701 
1967 646 
1966 737 
1965 1,027 
Prior to 1965 2,494 

II. Complete file wrappers ordered on basis of 305(c) statements (during 
1979) 1 

HI. Total number of 305(d) requests to Commissioner of Patents and Trade
marks as of June 30,1979 195 

Jan. 1, 1979 to June 30, 1979 0 
1978 5 
1977 10 
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1976 9 
1975 3 
1974 4 
1973 1 
1972 10 
1971 20 
1970 12 
1969 23 
1968 20 
1967 21 
1966 23 
1965 17 
Prior to 1965 17 

A. Pending cases before the Patent Office Board of Patent Interferences as of 
June 30, 1979 0 

B. Completed cases 195 * 
1. NASA obtains rights 133 

(a) By patent issuing to NASA 54 
(b) By petition for waiver filed and granted 37 0 
(c) By agreement and license 37 
(d) By decision of Board 2 
(e) Other 3 

2. Applicant obtains rights 60 

(a) NASA's withdrawal of request 49 
(b) NASA's withdrawal upon entry of amendment to cancel claims 2 
(c) By decision of Board 5 
(d) Failure to request within 90-day period 4 

3. Appealed to the CCPA after board decision 2 

(a) NASA obtains rights by decision of CCPA 1 
(b) Applicant obtains rights by decision of CCPA 1 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Mossinghoff. 
We will listen to Mr. Denny next, and then ask questions of both 

of you. 
Mr. DENNY. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator Schmitt, I am James Denny, Assistant General Counsel 

for Patents for the Department of Energy. 
As I am sure you are aware, the administration is presently 

reviewing its own position on the issue of Government patent 
policy and I therefore cannot give you an administration-approved 
position on S. 1215. But I do hope to give the subcommittee infor
mation regarding the patent policy at DOE and our experience 
under it, and some benefit of my experience on what I believe to be » 
the most critical patent policy issues. 

The Department of Energy patent policy is controlled by both 
the Nuclear and Non-nuclear Acts. These acts both provide for the 
Government to acquire title to inventions and provide authority to $ 
grant waivers. The primary difference is that the Non-nuclear Act 
is more recent and considerably more detailed. We believe these 
legislative patent policies are technically sufficient and appropri
ately flexible to allow DOE to support a wide variety of research 
activities that it must undertake in every field of technology and 
with a wide variety of private, industrial and university entities. 

Our policies are not without problems, however. DOE has the 
flexibility to grant waivers and makes use of that flexibility. 
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DOE has utilized its ability to grant both advance waivers at the 
time of contracting and identified waivers to individual inventions 
on a case-by-case basis. 

We have granted waivers to the largest corporations in America, 
and to firms which employ six people. 

We have granted waivers to all inventions to be made under a 
contract, and only to inventions which fall within a particular field 
of technology. 

We have granted waivers covering both domestic and foreign 
rights to inventions, and waivers only to foreign rights. 

We have granted waivers to individually identified inventions, as 
well as to all inventions of a class of contractors undertaking a 
particular type of work. 

* Our waivers have been limited in fields of technology, fields of 
use, and period of duration. 

We have also denied waivers where it was believed to be in the 
public interest to do so. 

"* In my more detailed comments, I provide waiver statistics. But I 
would like to emphasize for the subcommittee our three most rele
vant pieces of information. 

First, we have granted advance waivers to approximately 3 per
cent of the prime contracts and major subcontracts to which they 
could have been made applicable. 

Second, we have granted identified waivers to less than 1 percent 
of the individual inventions which are reported under our contracts 
and subcontracts; and 

Third, the whole waiver process is a substantial administrative 
work load for both DOE and its prospective and actual contractors. 

My more detailed remarks provide information about what we 
have found to be our average delays. We try to place our priority 
on those waiver decisions that hold up contracts. The rest of them 
are relegated to a lesser degree of priority and our delays in acting 
on these waivers run into some months, averaging somewhere 
between 10 and 20 months. 

Although not all delays are caused by DOE, there is concern that 
in at least some cases the delays may well affect the commercial
ization efforts on the inventions involved. At present, the delays 
caused by DOE are simply due to the lack of sufficient personnel to 
promptly and properly process them. 

Our experience under a title plus a waiver policy would be the 
* same for the administration of any policy where the Government 

acquires title subject to a waiver. It involves substantial burdens 
for both the Government and the prospective contractor with re
spect to petitioning for waivers, negotiating, and determining 

< waiver requests. This, in turn, can create delays in the research 
and development contracting process and may cause delays in the 
commercialization process because ownership of patent rights is 
frequently an important issue in both areas. 

Additionally, a patent policy that provides for Government own
ership of inventions places the burden and responsibilities upon the 
Government to see that the resulting technology is utilized. These 
responsibilities include: 

The review of inventions to assess their importance, operability, 
feasibility, and commercial potential. 
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Obtaining protection on the most important inventions both do
mestically and in relevant foreign countries. 

Advertising their availability, negotiating appropriate agree
ments for their licensing, and promoting their utilization. 

Enforcing the patents obtained on them against unlicensed in
fringers. 

These are part of a policy where the Government acquires title 
that is frequently forgotten. These responsibilities impose a tre
mendous and burdensome work load which should not be left to 
the Government unless there is also provided sufficient funding 
and staffing to carry out these responsibilities. Otherwise, consider
ation should be given to allowing industry to assume this primary 
responsibility, with the Government taking a monitoring or over- ^ 
seeing role. 

Additionally, consideration must be given to the question of 
whether industry will or will not participate fully in Government 
R. & D. programs under a Government title policy. There is a 0 
frequently stated position that there are always companies and 
corporations standing in line waiting for Government moneys. 
This, of course, is true. 

It does not address the issue, however, of whether those corpora
tions or segments of corporations with the most advanced expertise 
in the field of technology of interest to the Government agency will 
accept R. & D. contracts under such a policy in areas where the 
contractor has an advanced, highly proprietary commercial posi
tion. 

In view of the DOE mission to assist in the development of 
commercial energy alternatives, we are working in areas that have 
the highest commercial sensitivities. We know that there are corpo
rations, or divisions of corporations, which will not work with us or 
will not even approach DOE in a contracting situation because of 
our patent policies. 

Notwithstanding these problems, DOE believes that its policies 
are sufficiently flexible to accomplish its mission. Conceivably, this 
same type of policy might be applied with similar results to agen
cies having equal or smaller R., D. & D. programs. 

The application of such a policy, however, on a Government-wide 
basis would, in my opinion, be burdensome to the point of becom
ing a substantial barrier to the Government R. & D. mission. The 
most recent data available indicate that over 40,000 contract and a 
grant actions involving R. & D. are awarded by the Federal Gov
ernment each year, and that under these approximately 6,000 in
vention disclosures are reported on an annual basis. The applica
tion of a title in the Government with waiver policy to this volume ^ 
of contracting and inventing activity would not be possible in any 
realistic sense. 

In any debate on this policy issue, one always hears charges of 
windfall profits, concerns expressed regarding Government give
aways, suggestions that valuable technology is either being sup
pressed by industry or utilized in an anticompetitive sense, and 
beliefs that making inventions available to all through Govern
ment ownership will achieve widespread commercial use. Govern
ment supported studies, however, have found no basis in fact for 
these charges, concerns, and beliefs. 
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Approximately 10 years ago, the Federal Council for Science and 
Technology supported the most comprehensive study ever conduct
ed on the issue of Government patent policy—commonly referred 
to as the Harbridge House Report. This report made the following 
findings: 

Government ownership with an offer of free public use does not 
alone result in commercialization of research results. 

The commercial utilization rate of Government-generated inven
tions was low, approximately 12 percent, but that the rate doubled 
when contractors with commercial background positions were al
lowed to keep exclusive commercial rights to the inventions. 

Windfall profits do not result from contractors retaining title to 
such inventions. 

* Little, if any, anticompetitive effect resulted from contractor 
ownership of inventions. 

One final thought in regard to the concept of march-in rights. 
There has been considerable discussion that in the 10 years or 

•* more that such rights have been acquired by the Government, they 
have not been utilized. The conclusion is frequently drawn, there
fore, that such rights are ineffective. I believe that this is an 
erroneous conclusion. 

The march-in rights were developed to address issues of windfall, 
suppression, and the detrimental effects of exclusive patent rights 
on competition. In my opinion, it is because these problems have 
been primarily theoretical, and not actual, that the "march-in" 
rights have not been utilized. 

I would emphasize what was said before, that the primary bene
fit to the concept of march-in rights is that the administrative 
burden to everyone can be limited to those cases, and only those 
cases, where an invention is commercially important to two or 
more parties who cannot settle their differences. 

In view of this total experience, it is my opinion that any patent 
policy, whether enacted by Congress or adopted by the executive 
branch, should concentrate on the following three problems: 

Achieving commercial utilization of the results of Government-
sponsored research. 

Insuring that the Government can work cooperatively with those 
segments of industry having the most advanced technology. 

Reducing the administrative work load to the extent consistent 
with the overall public interest. 

« With that, I would be pleased to answer any questions that I can. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Denny. And at the end of your 

statement, without objection, the summary synopsis of the Har
bridge House study of Government patent policy prepared for this 

f committee by Mr. Richard Miller, vice president of Harbridge 
House, will be included. 

[The statement and study referred to follows:] 

STATEMENT OP JAMES E. DENNY, ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL FOR PATENTS, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am James Denny, Assistant 
General Counsel for Patents of the Department of Energy (DOE), and I have held 
that same position for the Energy Research and Development Administration 
(ERDA) and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). As I have been deeply involved 
in the issue of Government patent policy for over 15 years, I sincerely appreciate 
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the opportunity to appear before this Subcommittee and comment on S. 1215, the 
Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act. For the 
purpose of these remarks, the term Government patent policy shall be limited to 
the issue of the allocation of rights to inventions between the Government and its 
contractors. 

This issue was not a problem prior to World War II primarily because most of the 
Government's research, development and demonstration (R.D&D) efforts were per
formed by Government employees in Government laboratories. Since World War II, 
however, the Government has steadily increased its commitment in financing this 
country's R,D&D efforts to the point where in 1978 the Federal Government's 
R.D&D expenditures were $23.8 billion, amounting to approximately 50 percent of 
the research and development supported in this country. 

The approach to resolving this issue of increasing importance varied considerably 
depending upon the agency involved, the mission of the R,D&D program, or the type 
of research being conducted. The approach varied depending upon whether support 
was directed to basic research with universities through a grant program of the 
National Science Foundation, basic or applied health research by the National 
Institutes of Health, a military weapon systems developed by the Department of 
Defense, or a synfuels program by the Department of Interior. 

As the Committee knows, the debate on the Government patent policy issue has 
gone on for over 30 years and is one in which both the Executive Branch and the 
Congress have failed to date to agree upon uniform policy guidance. The guidance 
provided by congress has not been consistent and has sometimes applied to a single 
agency, sometimes to an individual agency program, and sometimes to an R.D&D 
program which crossed agency lines. Also, this policy guidance has varied from an 
inflexible policy requiring an agency to always take title to inventions to policies 
which provide substantial flexibility. The Executive Branch has attempted to estab
lish a consistent Government-wide policy approach through Presidential patent 
policy statements that are applicable in situations not covered by legislation, and 
which are flexible depending upon the agency mission and the intended end-use of 
the technology being supported. 

As I am sure you are aware, the Administration is presently reviewing its own 
position on the issue of Government patent policy. This review will not be completed 
until later this year, and I cannot, therefore, bring to you an Administration-
approved position on S. 1215. What I can do is provide the Subcommittee with 
information regarding the patent policy of DOE and our experience under it. In 
addition, I would like to comment on the most critical patent policy issues based on 
my experience as patent counsel for DOE/ERDA/AEC, and from the positions I 
have held in the patent policy area in the Deparment of the Navy, the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Patent and Trademark Office, the De
partment of Commerce, and on several interagency committees that have dealt with 
these issues. For example, I served as Executive Secretary to the Patent Advisory 
Panel and the Committee on Government Patent Policy of the Federal Council for 
Science and Technology. Presently, I chair the Subcommittee on Intellectual Proper
ty of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology. 

One of the most detailed and recent expressions of Congressional patent policy 
was that developed for ERDA in December of 1974 by a Congressional/Executive 
Branch task group. That policy, now applicable to DOE, normally requires the 
Government to take title to inventions made under R,D&D contracts, but also 
provides the flexibility to enable DOE to waive these patent rights, subject to 
certain limitations and conditions. This policy, found in Section 9 of the Federal 
Nonnuclear Energy Reserch and Development Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-577), 
covers DOE's R.D&D contracts in the nonnuclear area and is more fully described 
in Attachment 1 to my Statement which I would like entered into the record. 

DOE's nuclear patent policy is controlled by Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended. This policy similarly requires the Government to normally 
take title to inventions and provides the authority to waive this right. The primary 
difference between the nuclear and nonnuclear patent policies^is that Section 9 of 
the Nonnuclear Act provides substantially more detailed guidance and criteria for 
the application of the waiver policy than does Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act. 
The two, however, are not inconsistent and have been harmonized in DOE's Pro
curement Regulations of 41 CFR Part 9-9. These regulations (Attachment 2) are 
also submitted for the record. The current DOE patent policy illustrates how this 
issue has evolved, incrementally, through both Congressional and Executive Branch 
action. 

Congress requested ERDA in Section 9(n) of the Nonnuclear Act to report to the 
President and Congress on the applicability of its existing patent policies along with 
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any recommendations on mandatory patent licensing which were believed desirable. 
Such a report, entitled "The Patent Policies Affecting ERDA Energy Programs," 
(ERDA-76-16) dated January 1976, was submitted to Congress and the President. 
This report, which provided the information then available, indicated that it was 
preliminary in nature in view of the fact that insufficient experience had been 
obtained under the new patent policies and insufficient information and data were 
known regarding mandatory patent licensing. The final report under Section 9(n) is 
in the process of being prepared, so it is somewhat premature to provide you with 
DOE's full conclusions regading these issues. The report will indicate, however, that 
the nuclear and nonnuclear patent policies applicable to DOE are technically suffi
cient and appropriately flexible to allow DOE to support the wide variety of R,D&D 
activities that it must undertake in literally every field of technology, and with a 
wide variety of private, industrial, and university entities. On the other hand, the 
report will indicate that the DOE policies are not without problems and substantial 
administrative work load. 

As I said before, DOE's nuclear and nonnuclear patent policies provide the flexi-
* bility to grant waivers of the Government's rights in inventions made under our 

R,D&D contracts, and we have made use of that flexibility. DOE has utilized its 
ability to grant both "advance" waivers at the time of contracting, which cover all 
or part of the inventions to be made under a contract, and "identified" waivers to 

% individual inventions on a case-by-case basis. We have granted waivers to the 
largest corporations in America, and to firms which employ six people. We have 
granted waivers to all inventions to be made under a contract, and only to inven
tions which fall within a particular field of technology. We have granted waivers 
covering both domestic and foreign rights to inventions and waivers only to foreign 
rights. We have granted waivers to individually identified inventions as well as to 
all inventions of a class of contractors undertaking a particular type of work. Our 
waivers have been limited in fields of technology, fields of use, and period of 
duration. We have also denied waivers where it was believed not to be in the public 
interest to grant them and have discouraged waiver petitions during contract nego
tiations where they would obviously not be granted. 

Typical situations where DOE will grant a waiver at the time of contracting are 
where DOE is: 

Cost-sharing the R,D&D effort with the contractor; 
Buying into a contractor's presently ongoing private R,D&D effort; 
Allowing the private use of DOE facilities at full cost reimbursement; 
In need of a particular contractor necessary for our program which will not 

contract without a waiver; and 
Contracting with small businesses. 
For identified waivers of individual inventions, the primary criteria are whether 

or not the invention involved in the waiver appears to need additional R.D&D 
efforts in order to commercialize it, whether DOE or other Government agencies 
plan to provide additional funding, and, in the case of a university, whether it has 
an approved patent program. In all waiver decisions, we consider the competitive 
impact of the rights retained by the contractor and those acquired by the Govern
ment, and, where believed to be in the public interest, DOE has acquired some 
rights to a contractor's privately developed background technology. 

Statistics regarding DOE's waiver experience can be in large measure misleading 
when viewed without an understanding of our flexible administrative procedures. 

* Our approach to waivers is to negotiate them as early in the contracting process as 
possible, to encourage informal inquiry regarding the possibilities of obtaining a 
waiver, to discourage what would appear to be frivolous requests for waivers, and to 
encourage the withdrawal or modification of waiver requests where appropriate. 
Accordingly, formal and informal waiver requests are frequently modified during 

A the negotiation process, and defy analysis as to when they were received and acted 
upon and whether they were denied in part or granted in part. In addition, many 
waiver situations will show substantial delays prior to a final decision, some of 
which are the fault of DOE and some of which are the fault of the requestor. 

The three most relevant pieces of information I would like to give you regarding 
the current administration of our legislative waiver policy are: 

(1) We have granted advance waivers to approximately 3 percent of the prime 
contracts and major subcontracts to which they could have been made applicable; 

(2) We have granted identified waivers to less than 1 percent of the individual 
inventions which are reported under contracts and subcontracts; and 

(3) The whole waiver process is a substantial administrative work load for both 
DOE and its prospective and actual contractors. 
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With the above warning on the usefulness of additional statistics, the following 
statistical information is provided. Since the beginning of ERDA in January of 1975, 
through the month of March 1979, ERDA/DOE has granted advance waivers to 193 
out of the approximately 7,100 prime contracts and major subcontracts to which 
waivers could have been made applicable. During that same time, ERDA/DOE has 
obtained approximately 6,100 invention disclosures under its RD&D contracts and 
subcontracts and has granted 52 identified waivers on these inventions. 

Currently, we receive approximately 100 formal requests, or petitions, annually 
for advance waivers on some 2,400 prime contracts and major subcontracts. Our 
current backlog of pending advance waiver requests is 62. Those advance waiver 
requests that are holding up contract actions, of necessity, obtain priority treatment 
and are the ones to which we give our major attention. We attempt to negotiate and 
determine these waiver requests during the negotiation of other contract matters so 
as not to delay the contracting effort. The other advance waiver requests, however, 
have been delayed as much as 10 to 18 months before formal DOE action has been 
taken. I believe we are improving, however, and our backlog has recently been 
substantially reduced. 

Waiver requests for identified inventions made under a contract also are relegat
ed to a lower level of priority because they do not delay the R.D&D contracting 
effort. As a result, actions on these waivers have frequently taken between 10 and 
20 months, although more recently the average pendency has been reduced to about 
12 months. Our present backlog of identified waivers is 97. Although not all delays 
are caused by DOE, there is concern that in at least some cases the delays may well 
affect the commercialization efforts on the inventions involved. At present, the 
delays caused by DOE are simply due to the lack of sufficient personnel to promptly 
and properly process them. 

In the development and implementation of any approach to the Government 
patent policy issue, trade-offs are necessary. Uniformity or consistency of applica
tion of a single policy to all contracting situations provides for ease of administering 
any policy, but eliminates the flexibility to react differently to different situations. 
If flexibility is introduced to a policy, the administrative burden that accompanies 
decision making also increases work load and introduces delays. Where the contrac
tor is allowed to retain rights to resulting inventions, the responsibility, expense, 
and burden to achieve commercial utilization falls on the contractor. Where the 
Government obtains title to inventions, it accepts these responsibilities. For exam
ple, the experience under the DOE legislative patent policies indicate that they are 
sufficiently flexible to address the various R.D&D mission responsibilities of DOE, 
but that the policies are not without problems. 

The administration of any policy where the Government acquires title, subject to 
a waiver, involves substantial burdens for both the Government agency and prospec
tive contractors with respect to petitioning, negotiating, and determining waiver 
requests. This, in turn, can create delays in the R.D&D contracting process and may 
cause delays in the commercialization process because ownership of the patent 
rights is frequently an important issue in both areas. 

Additionally, a patent policy that provides for Government ownership of inven
tions places the burden upon the Government to see that the resulting technology is 
utilized. As a Government employee responsible for carrying out such policies, this 
is of particular concern to me and should be more of a concern to Congress. The 
responsibility to review the inventions created under Government sponsorship, to 
assess the importance, operability, feasibility, and commercial potential of these 
inventions, to obtain protection of the inventions both domestically and in relevant 
foreign countries, to advertise their availability, to negotiate appropriate agree
ments for their licensing, to promote their utilization, and to enforce the patents 
obtained on them against unlicensed infringers, imposes a tremendous and burden
some work load which should not be left to the Government unless there is also 
provided sufficient funding and staffing to carry out these responsibilities. Other
wise, consideration should be given to allowing industry to assume this primary 
responsibility, with the Government taking a monitoring or overseeing role. This 
has been one of the major issues that has eluded our Executive Branch-Congression
al consensus. 

Additionally, consideration must be given to the question of whether industry will 
or will not participate fully in Government R.D&D programs under a Government 
title policy. There is a frequently stated position that there are always companies 
and corporations standing in line waiting for Government R.D&D contracting 
monies. This, of course, is true. It does not address the issue, however, of whether 
those corporations, or segments of corporations, with the most advanced expertise in 
the field of technology of interest to the Government agency, will accept R.D&D 
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contracts under such a policy in areas where the contractor has an advanced, highly 
proprietary, commercial position as presently exists in many portions of the elec
tronics and fossil fuels industries. 

In view of the DOE mission to assist in the development of commercial energy 
alternatives, we are working in areas that have the highest commercial sensitivities. 
We know that there are corporations, or divisions of corporations, which will not 
work with us, or will not even approach this Department in contracting situation 
because of our patent and technical data policies. Companies are concerned that if 
they deal with the Government under a title in the Government policy, their 
privately developed technology, proprietary data, trade secrets and know-how will 
be compromised. 

Notwithstanding these problems of administrative burdens and delays associated 
with DOE legislative and regulatory patent policies, we believe that the policies are 
sufficiently flexible to enable DOE to accomplish its mission. Conceivably, this same 
type of policy might be applied with similar results to agencies having equal or 
small R.D&D programs, to programs limited to more basic type research efforts, or 
to programs concerning the development of technology specifically intended to solve 
critical public problems as in the case of DOE. The application of such a policy, 
however, on a Government-wide basis, would, in my opinion, be burdensome to the 
point of becoming a substantial barrier to the Government R.D&D mission. The 
most recent data available indicates that over 40,000 contract and grant actions 
involving R.D&D are awarded by the Federal Government each year, and that 
under these, approximately 6,000 invention disclosures are reported on an annual 
basis. The application of a title in the Government with waiver policy to this 
volume of contracting and inventing activity would not be possible in any realistic 
sense. 

In any debate on this policy issue, one always hears charges of windfall profits 
going to Government contractors, concerns expressed regarding Government give-a
ways, suggestions that valuable technology is either being suppressed by industry or 
utilized in an anti-competitive sense, and beliefs that making inventions available to 
all through Government ownership will achieve widespread commercial use. Gov
ernment supported studies, however, have found no basis in fact for these charges, 
concerns, and beliefs. Approximately 10 years ago, the Federal Council for Science 
and Technology supported the most comprehensive study ever conducted on the 
issue of Government patent policy—commonly referred to as the Harbridge House 
Report. This report made the following findings: 

Government ownership with an offer of free public use does not alone result in 
commercialization of research results; 

The commercial utilization rate of Government-generated inventions was low 
(approximately 12 percent), but that the rate doubled when contractors with com
mercial background positions were allowed to keep exclusive commercial rights to 
the inventions; 

Windfall profits do not result from contractors retaining title to such inventions; 
and 

Little, if any, anti-competitive effect resulted from contractor ownership of inven
tions because contractors normally licensed such technology, and where they did 
not, alternative technologies were available. 

In our effort to complete the report to Congress on the issue of mandatory or 
compulsory licensing, DOE recently funded an additional study with Harbridge 
House which is presently under analysis. This study shows that there are few, if 
any, adverse effects resulting from enforcement of exclusive patent rights, and, in 
fact, indicates some stimulation of research occurs when exclusive rights are en
forced. Accordingly, this data seems to reinforce the original study which found no 
anti-competition effects when exclusive rights were left with the contractors. 

One final comment in regard to the concept of "march-in" rights—there has been 
considerable discussion that in the 10 years or more that such rights have been 
acquired by the Government, they have not been utilized. The conclusion is fre
quently drawn, therefore, that such rights are ineffective. I believe that this is an 
erroneous conclusion. The "march-in" rights were developed to address issues of 
windfall, suppression, and the detrimental effects of exclusive patent rights to 
competition. In my view, it is because these problems have been primarily theoreti
cal, and not actual, that the "march-in" rights have not been utilized. The primary 
benefit to the concept of "march-in" rights is that the administrative burden to 
everyone can be limited to those cases, and only those cases, where an invention is 
commercially important to two or more parties who cannot settle their differences. 

In the invitation extended by the Subcommittee, five questions or policy issues 
were included with a request that views be expressed on them. I believe that I have 
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addressed many, but not all, of those issues. Addressing them all would have 
extended my prepared testimony will beyond the time permitted. I have, however, 
given my personal comments regarding these issues in Attachment 3. Also, I have 
not attempted to comment on the various details of S. 1215, but I have limited my 
remarks to studies of an experiences gainded under various policy approaches. I 
would be happy to work with the Subcommittee or its staff in further developing 
this bill from an operational point of view, particularly regarding its impact on the 
missions and responsibilities of the various Federal agencies. Working out such 
details was not intended to be within the scope of this presentation. 

In summary, and in view of this total experience, it is my opinion that any patent 
policy, whether enacted by Congress or adopted by the Executive Branch, should 
concentrate on the following three problems: 

Achieving commercial utilization of the results of Government-sponsored 
research; 

insuring that the Government can work cooperatively with those segments of 
industry having the most advanced technology; and 

reducing the administrative work load to the extent consistent with the overall * 
public interest. 

If I can answer any questions, I will be happy to do so. 

ATTACHMENT 1 ^ 

DOE STATUTORY PATENT POLICY—SUMMARY 

DOE patent policy is controlled by two statutes: the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended, P.L. 83-703, 68 Stat. 919, 42 U.S.C. 2011 et seq., and the Federal 
Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974, (hereinafter Nonnu-
clear Energy Act) P.L. 93-577, 88 Stat. 1878, 42 U.S.C. 5901 et seq. 

These two statutes generally require DOE to take title to inventions conceived or 
made under DOE contracts, grants, agreements, understandings or other arrange
ments which involve research, development or demonstration work. However, both 
these statutes provide the Secretary of Energy (hereinafter Secretary) with discre
tionary authority to waive all or any part of Government rights to such inventions. 
For example, Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2182, sets forth DOE 
policy in the field of nuclear energy by providing: 

Any invention or discovery, useful in the production or utilization of special 
nuclear material or atomic energy, made or conceived in the course of or under any 
contract, subcontract, or arrangement entered into with or for the benefit of * * * 
[DOE] regardless of whether the contract, subcontract, or arrangement involved the 
expenditure of funds by * * * [DOE], shall be vested in, and be the property of, 
* * * [DOE], except that • • * [DOE] may waive its claim to any such invention or 
discovery under such circumstances as * * * [DOE] may deem appropriate, consist
ent with the policy of this section. 

This policy is similar to, but less detailed than, that found in the Nonnuclear 
Energy Act in that it provides broad discretionary powers in the Secretary to waive 
Government rights to such inventions. 

Subsection 9(a) of the Nonnuclear Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 5908, sets forth DOE 
policy in the nonnuclear field by providing: 

Whenever any invention is made or conceived in the course of or under any * * * 
[DOE] contract * * * other than nuclear energy research, development, and demon
stration pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 * * * title to such invention k 
shall vest in the United States * * * unless in particular circumstatnces the * * * 
[Secretary] waives all or any part of the rights of the United States to such 
invention in conformity with the provisions of this section. 

Section 9(c) states that the Secretary may waive all or any part of the rights to 
any invention or class of inventions made or to be made under any contract with /n 
DOE if it is determined that the interests of the United States and the general 
public will best be served by such waiver. In making waiver determinations, the 
following objectives must be considered: 

Making the benefits of the energy research, development and demonstration 
program widely available to the public in the shortest practicable time; 

Promoting the commercial utilization of such inventions; 
Encouraging participation by private persons in the DOE's energy research, devel

opment, and demonstration program; and 
Fostering competition and preventing undue market concentration or the creation 

or maintenance of other situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws. 
The Conference Committee on the Nonnuclear Energy Act, H.R. Rep. No. 93-1563, 

93d Cong., 2d Sess., at page 27, recognized that in any single waiver situation, all 
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four of these objectives might not be obtainable, i.e., in some situations participation 
might be more important than fostering competition, while in others the reverse 
might be true. Congress did expect, however, that over the long run all four of these 
objectives must be attained. 

Sections 9(d) and 9(j) set forth twelve specific factors which the Secretary should 
consider in making waiver determinations at the time of contracting. These factors 
were obtained from experience under the AEC and NASA legislation and from 
other Federal agencies under the Presidential Patent Policy statement. They con
cern considerations of: 

The willingness of a contractor to participate; 
The contractor's background and commercial position; 
The contribution that contractor has made or will make to commercialization of 

contract results; 
The contribution that the Government has made or will make to commercializa

tion of the contract results; 
The effect of the waiver on public health, safety and welfare, and its effect on 

competition; and 
The extent to which universities have a technology transfer capability and the 

small business status of the contractor. 
Section 9(e) sets forth similar waiver considerations that must be taken into 

account in waiving individual inventions identified under DOE contracts. According
ly, with both Sections 9(d) and (e), DOE has the authority to make both advance and 
identified waivers. 

Section 9(h) of the Nonnuclear Energy Act provides for the minimum rights DOE 
must retain under each waiver which cannot be waived. These include a free 
Government license plus the following so-called "march-in" rights: 

The right to require the contractor to license others at reasonable royalties if the 
invention is required for use by Government regulations or is necessary to fulfill 
health, safety, or energy needs; 

The right to terminate the waiver in whole or in part if the contractor is not 
taking effective steps necessary to commercialize the invention, or will not take 
such steps within a reasonable time; and 

The right to require licensing at reasonable royalties, or to terminate the waiver 
in whole or in part if it is shown at a public hearing held four years after the grant 
of a waiver that—the waiver has tended to violate the antitrust laws, or the 
contractor has not taken, and is not expected to take, effective steps to commercial
ize the invention. 
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PART 9-9 PATENTS, DATA, AND 
COPYRIGHTS 

§9-9.000 Scope of part. 

(a) This part sets forth policies, instructions, and contract clauses pertaining to patents, 
data, and copyrights in connection with the procurement of supplies and services. 

(b) It is noted that §9-9.107-4(d) entitled "License rights (upon request) to the contractor" 
pertains to contracts for the operation of Government-owned facilities or special long term, 
cost-reimbursement Government-funded research, development, or demonstration work. It 
provides that in such contracts, the paragraph set forth in §9-9.107-5(e) shall be substituted 
for paragraph (c)( 1) of the Patent Rights (long form) clause of §9-9.107-5(a) to provide a revo-

<* cable, nonexclusive, royalty-free license in inventions only upon request by the contractor for 
reservation of such license. 

(c) Also, §9-9.107-4(g) entitled "Facilities license" covers a contract which has, as a pur
pose, the design, construction, or operation of a Government-owned research, development, 

* demonstration, or production facility. It states that the paragraph of §9-9.107-5(h) shall be used 
in all such contracts, in addition to the provisions of the Patent Rights (long form) clause, since 
it is necessary that the Government be accorded certain rights with respect to further use of 
the facility by or on behalf of the Government upon termination of the contract, including the 
right to make, use, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all articles, materials, products, or processes 
embodying inventions or discoveries used or embodied in the facility, regardless of whether 
or not conceived or actually reduced to practice under or in the course of such contracts. Fur
ther, §9-9.107-4(h) entitled "Subcontracts" states that the withholding of payment provision 
of the prime contract will not normally be included in a subcontract except upon request of 
the Contracting Officer except for subcontracts awarded by contractors who operate Govern
ment-owned facilities and for other special contracting situations, in which cases the withhold
ing of payment provision may be flowed down to the first-tier subcontractor only. 

(d) With respect to technical data and copyrights, §9-9.202-4 applies to contracts for the 
operation of Government-owned, contractor-operated research or production facilities. This 
section sets forth the Rights in Technical Data-Facility clause which shall normally be included 
in such contracts. 

Subpart 9-9.1 Patents 

§9-9.100 Scope of subpart. 

(a) This subpart sets forth policies, procedures, and contract clauses with respect to inven
tions made, conceived, or utilized in the course of or under any contracts, grants, agreements, 
understandings or other arrangements entered into with or for the benefit of the DOE. One 
of DOE's primary missions requires the use of its procurement process to insure the conduct 
of research, development, and demonstration leading to the ultimate commercial utilization of 

^ all efficient sources of energy. Accordingly, DOE's mission is not oriented toward procurement 
for Government use, except where procurements are involved with special classified programs 
or the construction or improvement of Government-owned facilities. To accomplish its mis
sion, DOE must work in cooperation with industry in the development of new energy sources 

* and in achieving the ultimate goal of widespread commercial use. To this end, Congress has 
provided DOE with an array of incentives to secure the adoption of the new technology devel
oped for DOE. An important incentive in commercializing technology is that provided by the 
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9-9.100 U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

patent system. As set forth in these regulations, patent incentives, including DOE's authority 
to waive the Government's patent rights to the extent provided for by statute, will be utilized 
in appropriate situations at the time of contracting to encourage industrial participation, foster 
commercial utilization and competition, and make the benefits of DOE's activities widely avail
able to the public. In addition to considering the waiver of patent rights at the time of contract
ing, DOE will also consider the incentive of a waiver of patent rights upon the reporting of 
an identified invention when requested by the contractor or the employee-inventor with the 
permission of the contractor. These requests can be made whether or not a waiver request was 
made at the time of contracting. Waivers for identified inventions will be provided where it 
is determined that the patent waiver will be a real incentive to achieving the development and 
ultimate commercial utilization of inventions. Where a waiver of the Government's patent * 
rights is granted, either at the time of contracting or upon request or after an invention is made, 
certain safeguards will be required by DOE to protect the public interest. 

(b) Another major DOE mission is to manage the nation's uranium enrichment and other 
classified programs, where R&D procurements are directed toward processes and equipment i* 
not available to the public. To accomplish DOE's programs for bringing private industry into 
these and other special programs to the maximum extent permitted by national security and 
policy considerations, it is desirable that the technology developed in these programs be made 
available on a selected basis for use in the particular fields of interest and under controlled con
ditions by properly cleared industrial and scientific research institutions. To insure such avail
ability and control, the grant of waivers in these programs may necessarily be more limited 
than in other DOE programs. 

§9-9.101 (Reserved). 

§9-9.102 Authorization and consent. 

(a) Under 28 USC 1498, any suit for unauthorized use of a United States patent based on 
the manufacture or use by or for the United States of an invention described in and covered 
by a patent of the United States by a contractor or by a subcontractor (at any tier) can be main
tained only against the Government in the Court of Claims, and not against the contractor or 
subcontractor, in those cases where the Government has authorized or consented to the manu
facture or use of the patented invention. Accordingly, to insure that work by a contractor or 
subcontractor under a Government contract may not be enjoined by reason of patent infringe
ment, authorization and consent shall be given in the prime contract and shall apply to all sub
contracts thereunder as provided below. The liability of the Government for damages in such 
suit against it may, however, ultimately be borne by a contractor or subcontractor in accor
dance with the terms of any Patent Indemnity clause also included in the contract or subcon
tract, and an Authorization and Consent clause may be included in the same contract or 
subcontract. 

(b) In certain contracting situations, such as those involving demonstration projects, con- 4 
sideration should be given to the impact of third party-owned patents covering technology that 
may be incorporated in the project which may ultimately affect widespread commercial use 
of the project results. In such situations, Patent Counsel should be consulted to determine what 
modifications, if any, should be made to the utilization of the Authorization and Consent and „ 
Patent Indemnity provisions or what other action might be deemed appropriate. 

(c) An Authorization and Consent clause shall not be used in contracts where both com
plete performance and delivery are to be outside the United States, its possessions or Puerto 
Rico. 

232 
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PROCUREMENT REGULATIONS 9-9.103 

§9-9.102-1 Authorization and consent in contracts for supplies or services. 

The following contract clause shall be included in all contracts for supplies or services except 
when prohibited by §9-9.102(c) or in contracts for research, development, or demonstration 
work and in subcontracts thereunder in which the clause in §9-9.102-2 is required. 

AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT 

The Government hereby gives its authorization and consent (without prejudice to 
any rights of indemnification) for all use and manufacture, in the performance of 
this contract or any part hereof or any amendment hereto or any subcontract hereun
der (including any lower-tier subcontract), of any invention described in and cov-

Ift ered by a patent of the United States (a) embodied in the structure or composition 
of any article the delivery of which is accepted by the Government under this con
tract or (b) utilized in the machinery, tools or methods, the use of which necessarily 
results from compliance by the contractor or the using subcontractor with 
(i) specifications or written provisions now or hereafter forming a part of this con-

*: tract, or (ii) specific written instructions given by the Contracting Officer direct
ing the manner of performance. The entire liability to the Government for 
infringement of a patent of the United States shall be determined solely by the provi
sions of the indemnity clauses, if any, included in this contract or any subcontract 
hereunder (including all lower-tier subcontracts), and the Government assumes lia
bility for all other infringement to the extent of the authorization and consent herein
above granted. 

§9-9.102-2 Authorization and consent in contracts for research, development, or 
demonstration. 

Greater latitude in the use of patented inventions may be necessary in a contract for research, 
development, or demonstration work than in a contract for supplies. Unless prohibited by §9-
9.102(c), the following clause shall be included in all contracts calling for research, develop
ment, or demonstration work and shall be included in contracts calling for both supplies and 
research, development, or demonstration work where the latter work is a primary purpose of 
the contract. In all other contracts for both supplies and research, development, or demonstra
tion work, the Authorization and Consent clause in §9-9.102-1 shall be used. If the following 
clause is included in a contract, the clause in §9-9.102-1 shall not be included. 

AUTHORIZATION AND CONSENT 

The Government hereby gives its authorization and consent for all use and manufac
ture of any invention described in and covered by a patent of the United States in 
the performance of this contract or any part hereof or any amendment hereto or 
any subcontract hereunder (including all lower-tier subcontracts). 

§9-9.103 Patent indemnification of Government by contractors. 

4 In order that the Government may be reimbursed for liability for patent infringement arising 
out of or resulting from the performance of construction contracts or contracts for supplies, 
including standard parts and components which normally are or have been sold or offered for 
sale to the public in the commercial open market, or which are the same as such supplies with 

„ a relatively minor modification thereof, a clause providing for indemnification of the Govern
ment shall be included in such contracts as well as in subcontracts, as appropriate, in accordance 
with the instructions set forth below. However, a Patent Indemnity clause normally shall not 
be used in contracts or subcontracts: 

(a) When the Authorization and Consent clause in §9-9.102-2 applicable to research, de
velopment, or demonstration contracts is authorized, except that in contracts calling also for 
supplies of the kind described above, or for supplying standard parts or components, the Patent 
Indemnity clause in §9-9.103-3(b) may be used with respect to such supplies; in subcontracts 
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thereunder, the Patent Indemnity clause of §9-9.103-1 or §9-9.103-3(b) shall be used as appro
priate; 

(b) When the contract is for supplies which clearly are not, or have not been, sold or offered 
for sale to the public in the commercial open market; 

(c) When both performance and delivery are to be outside the United States, its possessions, 
or Puerto Rico, unless the contract indicates that the supplies are ultimately to be shipped into 
the United States, its possessions or Puerto Rico, in which case the instructions of §9-9.103-1 
or §9-9.103-3 are applicable; or 

(d) When the contract is for an amount of $10,000 or less (as a matter of administrative 
convenience, however, the clause need not be deleted where it is a part of a standard form 
being used for such contracts, since it is self-deleting). 

§9-9.103-1 Patent indemnification in formally advertised contracts - commercial status 
predetermined. 

Except as prohibited by §9-9.103, the following clause is appropriate in formally advertised 
construction contracts and shall be included in formally advertised contracts for supplies when 
it has been determined in advance of issuing the invitation for bids that the supplies (or such 
supplies apart from relatively minor modifications to be made thereto) normally are or have 
been sold or offered for sale by any supplier to the public in the commercial open market. 

PATENT INDEMNITY 

If the amount of this contract is in excess of $10,000 the contractor shall indemnify 
the Government and its officers, agents, and employees against liability, including 
costs, for infringement of any United States letters patent (except U.S. letters patent 
issued upon an application which is now or may hereafter be kept secret or otherwise 
withheld from issue by order of the Government) arising out of the manufacture 
or delivery of supplies or out of construction, alteration, modification, or repair of 
real property (hereinafter referred to as "construction work") under this contract, 
or out of the use or disposal by or for the account of the Government of such supplies 
or construction work. The foregoing indemnity shall not apply unless the contractor 
shall have been informed as soon as practicable by the Government of the suit or 
action alleging such infringement, and shall have been given such opportunity as 
is afforded by applicable laws, rules, or regulations to participate in the defense 
thereof; and further, such indemnity shall not apply to: (a) an infringement re
sulting from compliance with specific written instructions of the Contracting Officer 
directing a change in the supplies to be delivered or in the materials or equipment 
to be used, or directing a manner of performance of the contract not normally used 
by the contractor; (b) an infringement resulting from addition to or change in, 
such supplies or components furnished or construction work performed which addi
tion or change was made subsequent to delivery or performance by the contractor; 
or (c) a claimed infringement which is settled without the consent of the contrac
tor, unless required by final decree of a court of competent jurisdiction. 

§9-9.103-2 (Reserved) 

§9-9.103-3 Patent indemnification in negotiated contracts. 

The fact that a contract is negotiated does not preclude inclusion of a Patent Indemnity clause 
in such a contract, and such clause may be included in negotiated construction contracts and 
in contracts for supplies when such supplies normally are or have been sold or offered for sale 
to the public in the commercial open market, or are such supplies with relatively minor modifi
cations made thereto, or in contracts for supplying standard parts or components. 

(a) Subject to the foregoing and to the prohibitions in §9-9.103, the clause in §9-9.103-1 
is approved for use in negotiated contracts for construction work or supplies. 
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(b) Except as prohibited by §9-9.103, the following clause is appropriate in research, devel
opment, or demonstration contracts when it has been determined by DOE in any particular 
contracting situation that the contract will require standard supplies sold or offered for sale 
to the public on the commercial open market or will use the contractor's practices or methods 
which normally are or have been used in providing goods and services on the commercial open 
market. 

PATENT INDEMNITY 

The contractor shall indemnify the Government and its officers, agents, and employ
ees against liability, including costs, for infringement of U.S. Letters Patent (except 

V U.S. Letters Patent issued upon an application which is now or may hereafter be 
kept secret or otherwise withheld from issue by order of the Government) resulting 
from the contractor's: (a) furnishing or supplying standard parts or components 
which have been sold or offered for safe to the public on the commercial open mar
ket; or (b) utilizing its normal practices or methods which normally are or have 

* been used in providing goods and services in the commercial open market, in the 
performance of the contract; or (c) utilizing any pans, components, practices, or 
methods to the extent to which the contractor has secured indemnification from lia
bility. The foregoing indemnity shall not apply unless the contractor shall have been 
informed as soon as practicable by the Government of the suit or action alleging 
such infringement, and shall have been given such opportunity as is afforded by ap
plicable laws, rules, or regulations to participate in the defense thereof; and further, 
such indemnity shall not apply to a claimed infringement which is settled without 
the consent of the contractor, unless required by final decree of a court of competent 
jurisdiction or to an infringement resulting from addition to or change in such sup
plies or components furnished or construction work performed for which addition 
or change w £ made subsequent to delivery or performance by the contractor. 

§9-9.103-4 Waiver of indemnity by the Government. 

If it is desired to exempt one or more specified United States patents from the Patent Indemni
ty clause in §9-9.103-1 and §9-9.103-3(b). concurrence for such exemption shall be obtained 
from the Patent Counsel assisting the procuring activity, and the following clause shall be in
cluded in the contract, in addition to the Patent Indemnity clause. 

WAIVER OF INDEMNITY 

Any provision of this contract to the contrary notwithstanding, the Government 
hereby authorizes and consents to the use and manufacture, solely in the perfor
mance of this contract, of any invention covered by the United States patents identi
fied as listed below, and waives indemnification by the contractor with respect to 
such patents: (identify the patents by number or by other means if more appropriate). 

§9-9.104 Notice and assistance. 

f • The Government should be notified by the contractor of all claims of infringement in connec
tion with the performance of a Government contract which come to the contractor's attention. 
The contractor should also assist the Government, to the extent of evidence and information 
in the possession of the contractor, in connection with any suit against the Government or any 

p claims against the Government made before suit has been instituted, on account of any alleged 
patent or copyright infringement arising out of or resulting from the performance of the con
tract. Accordingly, the following clause shall be included in all contracts in excess of $10,000 
for supplies, services, construction, research, development, or demonstration work. However, 
the clause shall not be included in contracts: 

(a) Where both performance and delivery are to be outside the United States, its posses
sions, or Puerto Rico, unless the contract indicates that the supplies are ultimately to be shipped 
into the United States, its possessions, or Puerto Rico; or 
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(b) Of $10,000 or less (as a matter of administrative convenience, however, the clause need 
not be deleted when it is part of a standard form being used for such contracts since it is self-
deleting). 

NOTICE AND ASSISTANCE REGARDING PATENT AND 
COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT 

The provisions of this clause shall be applicable only if4he amount of this contract 
exceeds $10,000. 

(a) The contactor shall report to the Contracting Officer, promptly and in 
reasonable written detail, each notice or claim of patent or copyright infringement 
based on the performance of this contract of which the contractor has knowledge. 

(b) In the event of any claim or suit against the Government on account of 
any alleged patent or copyright infringement arising out of the performance of this 
contract or out of theMse of any supplies furnished or work or services performed 
hereunder, the contractor shall furnish to the Government when requested by the 
Contracting Officer, all evidence and information in possession of the contractor 
pertaining to such suit or claim. Such evidence and information shall be furnished 
at the expense of the Government except where the contractor has agreed to indem
nify the Government. 

(c) This clause shall be included in all subcontracts. 

§9-9.105 (Reserved). 

§9-9.106 Classified inventions. 
Unauthorized disclosure of classified subject matter, whether in a patent application or result

ing from the issuance of a patent, may be a violation of not only the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954, as amended, and other laws relating to espionage and national security, but also provisions 
pertaining to disclosure of information incorporated in the contract. Accordingly, the following 
clause shall be included in every contract which covers or is likely to cover classified subject 
matter. 

CLASSIFIED INVENTIONS 

(a) The contractor shall not file or cause to be filed on any invention or dis
covery conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under this 
contract in any country other than the United States, an application or registration 
for a patent without first obtaining written approval of the Contracting Officer. 

(b) When filing a patent application in the United States on any invention 
or discovery conceived of or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or 
under this contract, the subject matter of which is classified for reasons of security, 
the contractor shall observe all applicable security regulations covering the trans
mission of classified subject matter. When transmitting the patent application to the 
United States Patent and Trademark Office, the contractor shall by separate letter 
identify by agency and number, the contract or contracts which require security 
classification markings to be placed on the application. 

(c) The substance of this clause shall be included in subcontracts which cover 
or are likely to cover classified subject matter. 

§9-9.107 Patent rights under contracts for research, development, and demonstration and 
under special contracts. 

§9-9.107-1 General. 

This section sets forth the policies, procedures and practices of DOE in connection with in
ventions, patents, and related matters based upon the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended 
(42 USC 2182), and Section 9 of the Federal Nonnuclear Enercy Research and Development 
Act of 1974 (42 USC 5908); and, to the extent not inconsistent with the foregoing statures, ihc 
revised Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy, August 2}. 
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1971 (36 F.R. 16P.S7-16892). Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act provides that the title to 
inventions useful in the nuclear energy field, made or conceived in the course of or under a 
contract, subcontract, or arrangement entered into for the benefit of the Commission (now 
DOE), shall be vested in the Government. Government rights in such an invention may be 
waived consistent with the policy of Section 152. In a similar manner. Section 9 of the Federal 
Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act provides that title to inventions made or 
conceived in the course of or under DOE contracts other than in the nuclear energy field shall 
vest in the Government, and that all or part of the rights of the Government in such inventions 
may be waived if it is determined, in conformity with the provisions of Section 9, that the inter
ests of the United States and the general public will best be served by such waiver. 

§9-9.107-2 (Reserved). 

§9-9.107-3 Policy. 

(a) Whenever any invention is made or conceived in the course of or under any contract 
of DOE, title to such invention shall vest in the United States unless the Head of the Agency 
or designee waives all or any part of the rights of the United States in the invention. While 
waivers are to be granted only in conformity with the specific minimum considerations and 
under the carefully delineated conditions set forth in §9-9.109-6, it is recognized that waivers 
comprise a necessary part of the commercialization incentives available to DOE. It is intended, 
therefore, that waivers will be provided in appropriate situations to encourage industrial partici
pation and foster rapid commercial utilization in the overall best interest of the United States 
and the general public. With regard to any waivers granted under this Part 9-9, DOE shall 
maintain a publicly available, periodically updated record of such waiver determinations. 

(b) In contracts having as a purpose the conduct of research, development or demonstra
tion work and in other special contracts, the Government shall normally acquire title in and 
to any invention or discovery conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of 
or under the contract, allowing the contractor to retain a nonexclusive, revocable, paid-up li
cense in the invention and the right to file and retain title in any foreign country in which the 
Government does not elect to secure patent rights. The contractor's nonexclusive license re
tained in the invention may be revoked or modified by DOE only to the extent necessary to 
achieve expeditious practical application of the invention pursuant to an applicaton for and the 
grant of an exclusive license in the invention. 

(c) In contracts having as a purpose the conduct of research, development, or demonstra
tion work and in other special contracts, the Government may have to acquire the right to 
require licensing of background patent rights by the contractor to insure reasonable public 
availability and accessibility necessary to practice the subject of the contract in the fields of 
technology specifically contemplated in the contract effort. The need for background patent 
rights and the particular rights that should be obtained for either the Government or the public 
will depend upon the type, purpose, and scope of the contract effort, and the cost to the Govern
ment of obtaining such rights. Accordingly, the background patent rights provision which will 
be appropriate for many contract situations is included in the Patent Rights clause. 

(d) Nothing in this Part 9-9 shall be deemed to convey to any individual, corporation or 
other business organization immunity from civil or criminal liability, or to create defenses to 
actions under the antitrust laws. 

§9-9.107-4 Procedures. 

(a) Selection of Patent Rights clause. 

(1) Whenever a contract, subcontract or other arrangement has as a purpose the conduct 
of research, development, or demonstration work, the operation of a Government-owned re
search or production facility, the furnishing of archiiect-enyineer. design or other spjcial 
services, or the coordination and direction of the work of others, :h.' Contracting Olfu-jr <i u!l 
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include in the proposed contract either the Patent Rights clause cf §9-9.107-5(a), or the clause 
of §9-9.107-6. The clause set forth in §9-9.107-6 may be used only in contracts calling for basic 
or applied research work with nonprofit or educational institutions or in certain consultant con
tracts as set forth in paragraph (a)(5) of this section. 

(2) The Patent Rights clauses of §9-9.107-5(a) and §9-9.107-6 provide that the Govern
ment shall acquire title to each invention made (i.e., conceived or first actually reduced to prac
tice) in the course of or under the contract. However, the contractor shall retain in such 
invention a nonexclusive, revocable license and. subject to DOE security requirements and reg
ulations, may file and retain title in any foreign country in which the Government does not 
elect to secure patent rights. The contractor or the inventor may also retain greater rights than 
these after an invention has been identified and reported to DOE if the Secretary or designee 
determines that the interests of the United States and the general public will best be served 
by a waiver of such rights, utilising the considerations set forth in §9-9.109-6. 

(3) The Patent Rights clauses shall normally include the provisions set forth in paragraph 
(1) of the clause in §9-9.107-5(a) and paragraph (f) of the clause in §9-9.107-6. If the Contract
ing Officer determines that the work to be performed under the contract would not be useful 
in the production or utilization of special nuclear material or atomic energy, paragraphs (1) 
or (f) may be omitted. 

(4) The primary missions of DOE may require that certain rights in the contractor's pri
vately developed background patents be acquired for the Government's future production, re
search, development, and demonstration projects. Similar rights may also be required to enable 
private parties to utilize a subject of the contract in the fields of technology specifically contem
plated in the contract effort. To this end, subject to specified exceptions and negotiations, the 
Patent Rights clause in contracts over $250,000 shall normally include provisions obtaining 
rights of the type specified in §9-9.107-5 to such background patents. It is recognized that the 
precise rights to be acquired will depend upon the facts of each situation and are a matter for 
determination by DOE and for negotiation with the contractor. General guidelines for use by 
Contracting Officers and contract negotiators are provided in §9-9.107-5(b). 

(5) The short form Patent Rights clause in §9-9.107-6 may be used in contracts calling 
for basic or applied research where the contractor is a nonprofit or educational institution, and 
in special situations such as consultant contracts. However, this clause will not be used in con
tracts in which an advance waiver or greater rights has been granted, in certain consultant con
tracts as explained in §9-9.107-6, or in other special contracts. 

(6) Solicitations and proposed contracts shall provide offerors and prospective contrac
tors with notice of and the right to request, in advance of or within 30 days after the effective 
date of contracting, a waiver of all or any part of the rights of the United States with respect 
to subject inventions. In no event will the fact that an offeror has requested such a waiver be 
a consideration in the evaluation of the offer or the determination of its acceptability. If an ad
vance waiver is granted, the Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5(a) shall be used and appropri
ately modified in accordance with the terms of such waiver. To provide adequate notice to 
prospective contractors or offerors, the following provision will be inserted in all solicitations 
which may result in contracts calling for research, development, or demonstration: 

Offerors and prospective contractors, in accordance with applicable statutes and 
DOE Regulations (41 CFR §9-9.109-6), have the right (o request in advance of or 
within 30 days after the effective date of contracting a waiver of all or any part of 
the rights of the United States in subject inventions. 

(7) DOE may make restricted data applicable to civil uses of atomic energy available 
to contractors or other persons requiring such data for use in their contracts, business, trade, 
or profession. In such instances, the special terms and conditions of the .lype set forth in 10 
CFR 725.23(b) and (d) should be used instead of the provision set forth in this part. 
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(b) License for the Government, states, and domestic municipal governments. 

When a waiver is granted or foreign rights are retained by either the contractor or the inven
tor, the Government shall retain for the United States, States, and domestic municipal govern
ments at least a paid-up, nonexclusive, irrevocable license in all applicable inventions unless 
the Head of the Agency or designee determines that it would not be in the public interest to 
acquire such rights for the States and domestic municipal governments. Requests by contractors 
for such determinations, together with justifications therefor, shall be submitted to the Con
tracting Officer. The Contracting Officer shall refer such requests to the Patent Counsel assist
ing the procuring activity forwarding the request, along with appropriate comments and 
recommendations, to the Assistant General Counsel for Patents to serve as a basis for the above 

y referenced determination by the Head of the Agency or designee. 

(c) Right to sublicense foreign governments. 

The Patent Rights clause does not provide the Government with the right to grant sub
licenses to a foreign government, pursuant to any treaty or agreement, in subject inventions 

* to which the contractor has been granted greater or foreign rights. The Head of the Agency 
or designee may determine at the time of contracting that it would be in the national interest 
to acquire this right, or the Head of the Agency or designee may reserve the right to make 
this determination after the invention is identified. When such a determination is made or such 
right is reserved, the Patent Rights clause should be amended as set forth in §9-9.107-5(d). 

(d) License rights (upon request) to the contractor. 

Paragraph (c) of the Patent Rights (long form) clause of §9-9.107-5(a) specifies the license 
rights retained by the contractor in inventions made in the course of or under the contract. 
In appropriate circumstances, such as in contracts for the operation of Government-owned fa
cilities or special long term, cost-reimbursement. Government-funded research, development, 
or demonstration work, this provision shall be modified to provide a revocable, nonexclusive, 
royalty-free license in inventions only upon request by the contractor for reservation of such 
license. In such situations, the paragraph set forth in §9-9.107-5(e) shall be substituted for para
graph (c)(1) of the Patent Rights (long form) clause. However, in programs of the type dis
cussed in §9-9.107-4(a)(7), or in certain contracts or subcontracts involving access to restricted 
data, royalty-free licenses shall not necessarily be granted with respect to inventions or discov
eries resulting from the contractor's or subcontractor's access to restricted data. 

(e) License rights to contractor (irrevocable). 

Paragraph (c)(1) of the Patent Rights (long form) clause specifies that the license rights re
tained by the contractor in such inventions are revocable. In special circumstances the license 
may be irrevocable, in which case paragraph (c)( I) set forth in §9-9.107-5(0 shall be substituted 
for paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2) and (c)(3) of the Patent Rights (long form) clause. Because granting 
irrevocable licenses may interfere with DOE's licensing program which is intended to promote 
the commercial utilizaiion of inventions resulting from its research, development, or demonstra-

* tion programs, contractors desiring irrevocable licenses shall submit a written request with a 
justification to the Contracting Officer. The Contracting Officer shall refer such request to the 
Patent Counsel assisting the procuring activity forwarding the request, along with appropriate 
comments and recommendalions, lo the Assistant General Counsel for Patents to serve as a 

q basis for approval by the Head of the Agency or designee. 

(0 Contractor sublicensing. 

The rights of a contractor having a license as set forth in paragraphs (d) and (e) above to 
grant a revocable license to one or more sublicensees may be considered appropriate by the 
Head of the Agency or designee in certain circumstances such as, where the contractor is cost-
sharing; where the contractor's control or involvement in the technology which is the subject 
of the contract is substantial: where the reservation of licensing rights in the contractor would 
best promote commercialization or uiiiization of the technology: or where substantial segments 
of the user population already have licenses or would otherwise be licensed. In such situations. 
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the paragraph in §9-9.107-5(g)(l) may be substituted for paragraph (c)(1) of §9-9.107-5(a), or 
the paragraphs in §9-9.107-5(g)(2) may be substituted for paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2), and (c)(3) 
of §9-9.107-5(a), as appropriate. 

(g) Facilities license. 

Whenever a contract has as a purpose, the design, construction, or operation of a Govern
ment-owned research, development, demonstration or production facility, it is necessary that 
the Government be accorded certain rights with respect to further use of the facility by or 
on behalf of the Government upon termination of the contract, including the right to make, 
use, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all articles, materials, products, or processes embodying 
inventions or discoveries used or embodied in the facility regardless of whether or not con- * 
ceived or actually reduced to practice under or in the course of such a contract. Accordingly, 
paragraph §9-9.107-5(h) shall be used in all such contracts in addition to the provisions of the 
"long form" Patent Rights clause. 

(h) Subcontracts. * 

(1) The policy expressed in §9-9.107-3 is applicable to prime contracts and to subcon
tracts regardless of tier. The Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5(a) or §9-9.107-6 shall be includ
ed in all subcontracts having as a purpose, the conduct of research, development, or 
demonstration work. However, the Patent Rights clause contained in the prime contract is not 
to be deemed automatically appropriate for subcontracts. For example, it would not be appro
priate to the extent that waivers have been granted the prime contractor at the time of contract
ing. A separate waiver, if any, must be obtained by subcontractors. Further, the withholding 
of payment provision of the prime contract will not normally be included in a subcontract ex
cept upon request of the Contracting Officer and except for subcontracts awarded by contrac
tors who operate Government-owned facilities and for special contracting situations, in which 
cases the withholding of payment provision may be flowed down to the first-tier subcontractor 
only. Whenever either the prime contractor or a proposed subcontractor considers the inclusion 
of the Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5(a) or §9-9.107-6 to be inappropriate, or the subcon
tractor refuses to accept such a clause in its subcontract, the matter shall be referred, prior to 
award of the subcontract, to the Contracting Officer for a resolution in accordance with §9-
9.107-4{k). Upon such referral, the same considerations and procedures followed in selecting 
the appropriate Patent Rights clause included in the prime contract shall be used in selecting 
the subcontractor clause. 

(2) Contractors shall not use their ability to award subcontracts as economic leverage 
to acquire rights for themselves in the inventions resulting from subcontracts, and a waiver 
granted to a prime contractor is not normally applicable to inventions of subcontractors. How
ever, in appropriate circumstances, the prime contractor's waiver may be made applicable to 
the inventions of any or all subcontractors such as, where there are pre-existing special research 
and development arrangements between the prime contractor and subcontractor, or where the 
prime contractor and subcontractor are partners in a cooperative effort. In addition, in such 
circumstances, the prime contractor may be permitted to acquire nonexclusive licenses in the 
subcontractor's inventions when a waiver for subcontractor inventions is not applicable. 

(i) Record of decisions. 

Patent Counsel assisting the procuring activity shall record the basis for the following actions: 
(1) waivers at the time of contracting; (2) waivers granted on identified inventions; (3) determi
nations that no license need be obtained for States or domestic municipal governments; (4) de
terminations that the right to sublicense foreign governments should be obtained; and (5) the 
grant of irrevocable licenses. 

(J) Publication of invention disclosures. 
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The Patent Rights clauses specify that the Government may duplicate and disclose invention 
disclosures reported under the contract, although it is not DOH*s practice to publish invention 
disclosures. Because public disclosure before the filing of a U.S. paient application may create 
a bar to filing certain foreign applications, the clauses also require that patent approval for re
lease or publication of information relating to the contract work be secured from Patent Coun
sel prior to any such release or publication. When the coniractor has requested or obtained 
a waiver, or has advised of its interest in obtaining certain foreign filing rights, provision is 
made for DOE to use its best efforts to withhold release or publication of such information 
for a specified time period in accordance with paragraph (d)(1) of the clause in §9-9.107-5(a) 
to permit the timely filing of a U.S. patent application by the contractor. 

¥ (k) Negotiations and deviations. 

Contracting Officers shall contact the field Patent Counsel assisting their procuring activity 
or the Assistant General Counsellor Patents, for assistance in selecting, negotiating, or approv
ing appropriate patent, copyright, and data clauses. It should be noted that such clauses may 

*• be involved in and affected by the negotiations for a patent waiver. In the case of field procuring 
activities, Patent Counsel will coordinate such review and assistance with the Chief Counsel 
in accordance with established local procedures. Any intended departures or deviations from 
the Federal Procurement Regulations shall be referred by the Contracting Officer to the Assis
tant General Counsel for Patents for review and concurrence prior to obtaining approval in 
accordance with §9-1.009-2. A deviation amounting to a class deviation to the FPR or the 
DOE-PR shall be forwarded through the Assistant General Counsel for Patents to the Senior 
Procurement Official, Headquarters. 

§9-9.107-5 Clause for domestic contracts (long form). 

(a) Patent Rights clause. 

When the Contracting Officer has determined that a contract falls within §9-9.107-4(a)(l), 
except where the clause of §9-9.107-6 is applicable, the following clause shall be included in 
the contract. 

PATENT RIGHTS (LONG FORM) 

(a) Definitions. 

(1) "Subject invention" means any invention or discovery of the contrac
tor conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under this con
tract, and includes any art, method, process, machine manufacture, design or 
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, whether patent
ed or unpatented under the Patent Laws of the United States of America or any 
foreign country. 

(2) "Contract" means any contract, grant, agreement, understanding, or 
other arrangement, which includes research, development, or demonstration work, 
and includes any assignment or substitution of parties. 

o_ (3) "States and domestic municipal governments'* means the States of the 
United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, American 
Samoa, Guam, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, and-any political subdivi
sion and agencies thereof. 

(4) "Government agency" includes an executive department, independent 
q commission, board, office, agency, administration, authority, government corpora

tion, or other Government establishment of the Executive Branch of the Govern
ment of the United States of America. 

(5) "To the point of practical application" means to manufacture, in the 
case of a composition or product, to practice in the case of a process, or to operate 
in the case of a machine and under such conditions as to establish that the invention 
b being worked and that its benefits are reasonably accessible to the public. 

(6) "Patent Counsel" means the Department of Energy Patent Counsel 
assisting the procuring activity. 

(b) Allocation of principal rights. 
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(1) Assignment to the Government. 

The contractor agrees to assign to the Government the entire right, title, 
and interest throughout the world in and to each subject invention, except to the 
extent that rights are retained by the contractor under paragraphs (b)(2) and (c) of 
this clause. 

(2) Greater rights determinations. 

The contractor or the employee-inventor with authorization of the con
tractor may request greater rights than the nonexclusive license and the foreign pa
tent rights provided in paragraph (c) of this clause on identified inventions in 
accordance with 41 CFR §9-9.109-6(d). Such requests must be submitted to Patent 
Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) at the time 

of the first disclosure pursuant to paragraph (e)(2) of this clause, or not later than f 
9 months after conception or first actual reduction to practice, whichever occurs 
first, or such longer periods as may be authorized by Patent Counsel (with notifica
tion by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) for good cause shown in writing 
by the contractor. 

(c) Minimum rights to the contractor. "* 

(1) Contractor license. 

The contractor reserves a revocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license in each 
patent application filed in any country on a subject invention and any resulting pa
tent in which the Government acquires title. The license shall extend to the contrac
tor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any, within the corporate structure of 
which the contractor is a part and shall include the right to grant sublicenses of the 
same scope to the extent the contractor was legally obligated to do so at the time 
the contract was awarded. The license shall be transferable only with approval of 
D O E except when transferred to the successor of that part of the contractor's busi
ness to which the invention pertains. 

(2) Revocation limitations. 

The contractor's nonexclusive license retained pursuant to paragraph (c) 
(1) of this clause and sublicenses granted thereunder may be revoked or modified 
by DOE, either in whole or in part, only to the extent necessary to achieve ex
peditious practical application of the subject invention under DOE's published li
censing regulations (10 CFR 781), and only to the extent an exclusive license is 
actually granted. This license shall not be revoked in that field of use and/or the 
geographical areas in which the contractor, or its sublicensee, has brought the inven
tion to the point of practical application and continues to make the benefits of the 
invention reasonably accessible to the public, or is expected to do so within a reason
able time. 

(3) Revocation procedures. 

Before modification or revocation of the license or sublicense, pursuant 
to paragraph (c)(2) of this clause. DOE shall furnish the contractor a written notice 
of its intention to modify or revoke the license and any sublicense thereunder, and 
the contractor shall be allowed 30 days, or such longer periods as may be authorized 
by the Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Offi
cer) for good cause shown in writing by the contractor, after such notice to show 

cause why the license or any sublicense should not be modified or revoked. The ± 
contractor shall have the right to appeal, in accordance with 10 CFR 71S, any deci
sion concerning the modification or revocation of his license or any sublicense. 

(4) Foreign patent rights. 

Upon written request to Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent 
Counsel to the Contracting Officer), and subject to DOE security regulations and ^ 
requirements, there shall be reserved to the contractor, or the employee inventor 
with authorization of the contractor, the patent rights to a subject invention in any 
foreign country where the Government has elected not to secure such rights provid
ed: 

(i) The recipient of such rights, when specifically requested by DOE 
and three years after issuance of a foreign patent disclosing said subject invention, 
shall furnish DOE a report setting forth: 

(A) The commercial use that is being made, or is intended to be 
made, of said invention, and 
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(B) The steps taken to bring the invention to the point of practical 
application or to make the invention available for licencing 

(ii) The Government shall retain at least an irrevocable, nonexclusive, 
paid-up license to make, use, and sell the invenron throughout the world by or on 
behalf of the Government (including any Government agency) and States and do
mestic municipal governments, unless the Head of the Agency or designee deter
mines that it would not be in the public interest to acquire the license for the States 
and domestic municipal governments. 

(iii) Subject to the rights granted in (cXO. (2) and (3) of this clause, 
the Head of the Agency or designee shall have the right to terminate the foreign 
patent rights granted in this paragraph (c)(4) in whole or in part unless the recipient 
of such rights demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Head of the Agency or designee 
that effective steps necessary to accomplish substantial utilization of the invention 

* have been taken or within a reasonable time will be taken. 

(iv) Subject to the rights granted in (c)(1). (2) and (3) of this clause, 
the Head of the Agency pr designee shall have the right, commencing four years 
after foreign patent rights are accorded under this paragraph (c)(4), to require the 
granting of a nonexclusive or partially exclusive license to a responsible applicant 
or applicants, upon terms reasonable under the circumstances, and in appropriate 
circumstances to terminate said foreign patent rights in whole or in part, following 
a hearing upon notice thereof to the public, upon a petition by an interested person 
justifying such hearing: 

(A) If the Head of the Agency or designee determines, upon review 
of such material as he deems relevant, and after the recipient of such rights or other 
interested person has had the opportunity to provide such relevant and material in
formation as the Head of the Agency or designee may require, that such foreign 
patent rights have tended substantially to lessen competition or to result in undue 
market concentration in any section of the United States in any line of commerce 
to which the technology relates; or 

(B) Unless the recipient of such rights demonstrates lo the satisfac
tion of the Head of the Agency or designee at such hearing that the recipient has 
taken effective steps, or within a reasonable time thereafter is expected to take such 
steps, necessary to accomplish substantial utilization of the invention. 

(d) Filing of patent applications. 

(1) With respect to each subject invention in which the contractor or the 
inventor requests foreign patent rights in accordance with paragraph (cX4) of this 
clause, a request may also be made for the right to file and prosecute the U.S. applica
tion on behalf of the U.S. Government. If such request is granted, the contractor 
or inventor shall file a domestic patent application on the invention within 6 months 
after the request for foreign patent rights is granted, or such longer period of time 
as may be approved by the Patent Counsel for gooq* cause shown in writing by the 
requestor. With respect to the invention, the requestor shall promptly notify the Pa
tent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) of any 
decision not to file an application. 

(2) For each subject invention on which a domestic patent application is 
filed by the contractor or inventor, the contractor or inventor shall: 

(i) Within 2 months after the filing of a patent application or within 
* 2 months after submission of the invention disclosure, if the patent application has 

been filed previously, deliver to the Patent Counsel a copy of the application as filed 
including the filing date and serial number; 

(ii) Within 6 months after filing the application or within 6 months after 
submitting the invention disclosure if the application has been filed previously, deliv-

* er to the Patent Counsel a duly executed and approved assignment to the Govern
ment, on a form specified by the Government; 

(iii) Provide the Patent Counsel with the original patent grant promptly 
after a patent is issued on the application; and 

(iv) Not less than 30 days before the expiration of the response period 
for any action required by the Patent and Trademark Office, notify the Patent Coun
sel of any decision not to continue prosecution of the application. 

(3) With respect to each subject invention in which the contractor or in
ventor has requested foreign patent nahii . the contractor ^r 'ir.crnor ihitli file a 
patent application on the invention in each l'ori".£ii coti:itr\ ..: w IK'II s_vi; leiju^t 
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is granted and within one of the following periods: 

(i) Eight months from the date of tiling a corresponding United States 
application, or if such an application is not filed, six months from the date the request 
was granted. 

(ii) Six months from the date a license is .granted by the Commissioner 
of Patents and Trademarks to file the foreign patent application, where such filing 
has been prohibited by security reasons; or 

(iii) Such longer periods as may be approved by the Patent Counsel 
for good cause shown in writing by the contractor or inventor. 

(4) Subject to the license specified in paragraphs (c)(1), (2) and (3) of this 
clause, the contractor or inventor agrees to convey to the Government, upon re
quest, the entire right, title, and interest in any foreign country in which the contrac- Y 
tor or inventor fails to have a patent application filed in accordance with paragraph 
(d)(3) of this clause, or decides not to continue prosecution or to pay any mainte
nance fees covering »he invention. To avoid forfeiture of the patent application or 
patent, the contractor or inventor shall, not less than 60 days before the expiration 
period for any action required by any patent office, notify the Patent Counsel of # 
such failure or decision, and deliver to the Patent Counsel, the executed instruments 
necessary for the conveyance specified in this paragraph. 

(e) Invention identification, disclosures, and reports. 

(1) The contractor shall establish and maintain active and effective proce
dures to ensure that subject inventions are promptly identified and timely disclosed. 
These procedures shall include the maintenance of laboratory notebooks or equiva
lent records and other records that are reasonably necessary to document the con
ception and/or the first actual reduction to practice of subject inventions, and 
records which show that the procedures for identifying and disclosing the inventions 
are followed. Upon request, the contractor shall furnish the Contracting Officer a 
description of these procedures so that he may evaluate and determine their effec
tiveness. 

(2) The contractor shall furnish the Patent Counsel (with notification by 
Patent Counsel to the Conn acting Officer) on a DOE-approved form: 

(i) A written report containing full and complete technical information 
concerning each subject invention within 6 months after conception or first actual 
reduction to practice, whichever occurs first in the course of or under this contract, 
but in any event, prior to any sale, public use. or public disclosure of such invention 
known to the contractor. The report shall identify the contract and inventor and 
shall be sufficiently complete in technical detail and appropriately illustrated by 
sketch or diagram to convey to one skilled in the art to which the invention pertains, 
a clear understanding of the nature, purpose, operation, and to the extent known, 
the physical, chemical, biological, or electrical characteristics of the invention. The 
report should also include any request for foreign patent rights under paragraph (c) 
(4) of this clause and any request to file a domestic patent application made within 
the period set forth in paragraph (bX2) of this clause. When an invention is reported 
under this paragraph (eX-Xi*. it shall be presumed to have been conceived or first 
actually reduced to practice in the course of or under the contract, unless the con
tractor contends it was not so made, in accordance with paragraph (g)(2X>i) or this 
clause. * 

(ii) Upon request, but not more than annually, interim reports on a 
DOE-approved form listing subject inventions and subcontracts award(s) contain* 
ing a Patent Rights clause for that period and certifying that: 

(A) The contractor's procedures for identifying and disclosing sub- ^ 
ject inventions as required by this paragraph (e) have been followed throughout the 
reporting period; 

(B) All subject inventions have been disclosed or that there are no 
such inventions; and 

(C) All subcontracts containing a Patent Rights clause have been 
reported or that no such survontracts have been awarded; 

(iii) A final repon en a DOE-approved form within three months after 
completion of the contract M.VA lifting all subject invfr-Mon-; .trccJ .il! ^jbconiracis 
awarded containing a FJU-I': ?i:..,iii clause and ceni;"\:ii^ ihut: 
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(A) All subject inventions have been disclosed or i iat there were 
no such inventions; and 

(B) All subcontracts containing a Patent Rights clause have been 
reported or that no such subcontracts have been awarded. 

(3) The contractor shall obtain patent agreements to effectuate the provi
sions of this clause from all persons in its employ who pcr;"or:n any part of the work 
under this contract except nontechnical personnel, such as <_i-jrtcal employees and 
manual laborers. 

(4) The contractor agrees that the Government may duplicate and disclose 
subject invention disclosures and all other reports and papers furnished or required 
to be furnished pursuant to this clause. If the contractor is to file a foreign patent 
application on a subject invention, the Government agrees, upon written request, 
to use its best efforts to withhold publication of such invention disclosures until the 
expiration of the time period specified in paragraph (d)( I) of this clause, but in no 
event shall the Government or its employees be liable for any publication thereof. 

(0 Publication. 

It is recognized that during the course of the work under this contract, the 
contractor or its employees may from time to time desire to release or publish infor
mation regarding scientific or technical developments conceived or first actually 
reduced to practice in the course of or under this contract. In order that public dis
closure of such information will not adversely affect the patent interests of DOE 
or the contractor, patent approval for release or publication shall be secured from 
Patent Counsel prior to any such release or publication. 

(g) Forfeiture of rights in unreported subject inventions. 

(1) The contractor shall forfeit to the Government, at the request of the 
Head of the Agency or designee, all rights in any subject invention which the con
tractor fails to report to Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the 
Contracting Officer) within 6 months after the time the contractor: 

(i) Files or causes to be filed a United States or foreign patent applica
tion thereon; or 

(ti) Submits the final report required by paragraph (eX2X'i) of this 
clause, whichever is later. 

(2) However, the contractor shall not forfeit rights in a subject invention 
if, within the time specified, in OX') or (l)(ii) of this paragraph (g), the contractor: 

(i) prepares a written decision based upon a review of the record that 
the invention was neither conceived nor first actually reduced to practice in the 
course of or under the contract and delivers the same to Patent Counsel (with notifi
cation by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer); or 

(ii) contending that the invention is not a subject invention, the contrac
tor nevertheless discloses the invention and all facts peninent to this contention to 
the Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer); 
or 

(iii) establishes that the failure to disclose did not result from the con
tractor's fault or negligence. 

(3) Pending written assignment of the patent application and patents on 
a subject invention determined by the Head of the Agency or designee to be forfeited 
(such determination to be a final decision under the Disputes clause of this contract), 
the contractor shall be deemed to hold the invention and the patent applications 
and patents pertaining thereto in trust for the Government. The forfeiture provision 
of this paragraph (g) shall be in addition to and shall not supersede other rights and 
remedies which the Government may have with respect to subject inventions. 

(h) Examination of records relating to inventions. 

(1) The Contracting Officer or his authorized representative, until the ex
piration of 3 years after final payment under this contract, shall have the right to 
examine any books (including laboratory notebooks), records, documents, and other 
supporting data of the contractor which the Contracting Officer or his authorized 
representative reasonably deem pertinent to the discovery or identification of sub
ject inventions or to determine compliance with the requirements of this clause. 

(2) The Contracting Officer or authorized representative slull have t.'ie 
right to examine all bonks (includmu l.iroraiory notebook*), rt.-nii* .?:..; dvVJinenLi 
of the contractor relating to the conception or first actual reuucuuii to pi.ii.uec wi" 
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inventions in the same field of technology as the work under this contract to deter
mine whether any such inventions are subject inventions, if the contractor refuses 
or fails to:. 

(i) Establish the procedures of paragraph (e)(1) of this clause; or 

(ii) maintain and follow such procedures; or 

(iii) correct or eliminate any material deficiency in the procedures with
in thirty days after the Contracting Officer notifies the contractor of such a deficien
cy 

(i) Withholding of payment (not applicable to subcontracts). 

(1) Any time before final payment of the amount of this contract, the Con
tracting Officer may, if he deems such action warranted, withhold payment until 
a reserve not exceeding $50,000 or 5 percent of the amount of this contract, which-
ever is less, shall have been set aside if in his opinion the contractor fails to: 

(i) establish, maintain and follow effective procedures for identifying 
and disclosing subject inventions pursuant to paragraph (e)(1) of this clause: or 

(ii) disclose any subject invention pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(i) of this 4 
clause; or 

(iii) deliver the interim reports pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(ii) of this 
clause; or 

(iv) provide the information regarding subcontracts pursuant to para
graph (jX5) of this clause; or 

(v) convey to the Government, using a DOE-approved form, the title 
and/or rights of the Government in each subject invention as required by this clause. 

(2) The reserve or balance shall be withheld until the Contracting Officer 
has determined that the contractor has rectified whatever deficiencies exist and has 

_ delivered all reports, disclosures, and other information required by this clause. 

(3) Final payment under this contract shall not be made by the Contracting 
Officer before the contractor delivers to Patent Counsel all disclosures of subject 
inventions and other information required by (e)(2)(i) of this clause, the final report 
required by (e)(2)(iii) of this clause, and Patent Counsel has issued a patent clearance 
certification to the Contracting Officer. 

(4) The Contracting Officer may, in his discretion, decrease or increase 
the sums withheld up to the maximum authorized above. If the contractor is a non
profit organization, the maximum amount that may be withheld under this para
graph shall not exceed.$50,000 or 1 percent of the amount of this contract, 
whichever is less. No amount shall be withheld under this paragraph while the 
amount specified by this paragraph is being withheld under other provisions of the 
contract. The withholding of any amount or subsequent payment thereof shall not 
be construed as a waiver of any rights accruing to the Government under this con
tract. 

(J) Subcontracts. 

(1) For the purpose of this paragraph the term "contractor" means the 
party awarding a subcontract and the term "subcontractor" means the party being 
awarded a subcontract, regardless of tier. 

(2) Unless otherwise authorized or directed by the Contracting Officer, -4 
the contractor shall include the Patent Rights clause of 41 CFR §9-9.107-5(a) or 
41 CFR §9-9.107-6 as appropriate, modified to identify the parties in any subcon
tract hereunder having as a purpose the conduct of research, development, or dem
onstration work. In the event of a refusal by a subcontractor to accept this clause, 
or if in the opinion of the contractor this clause is inconsistent with DOE's patent £-

• policies, the contractor: 

(i) shall promptly submit written notice to the Contracting Officer setting 
forth reasons for the subcontractor refusal and other pertinent information which 
may expedite disposition of the matter; and 

(ii) shall not proceed with the subcontract without the written authoriza
tion of the Contracting Officer. 

(3) Except as may be otherwise provided in this clause, the contractor 
shall not. in any subcontract by using a subcontract as consideration therefor, ac
quire any rit*ht*» in i:*. subcontractor'*, sufruvt invention lor the collimator"*, own u->e 
(as distinguished from such rights as may be required solely to fulfill the contractor's 
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contract obligations to the Government in the performance of this contract). 

(4) All invention disclosures, reports, instruments, and other information 
required to be furnished by the subcontractor to DOE. under the provisions of a 
Patent Rights clause in any subcontract hereunder may, in the discretion of the Con
tracting Officer, be furnished to the contractor for transmission to DOE. 

(5) The contractor shall promptly notify the Contracting Officer in writ
ing upon the award of any subcontract containing a Patent Rights clause by identify
ing the subcontractor, the work to be performed under the subcontract, and the 
dates of award and estimated completion. Upon the request of the Contracting Offi
cer, the contractor shall furnish a copy of the subcontract. 

(6) The contractor shall identify all subject inventions of the subcontrac
tor of which it acquires knowledge in the performance of this contract and shall' 

^t notify the Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting 
Officer) promptly upon the identification of the inventions. 

(7) It is understood that the Government is third party beneficiary of any 
subcontract clause granting rights to the Government in subject inventions, and the 
contractor hereby assigns to the Government all rights that the contractor would 

* have to enforce the subcontractor's obligations for the benefit of the Government 
with respect to subject inventions. The contractor shall not be obligated to enforce 
the agreements of any subcontractor hereunder relating to the obligations of the sub
contractor to the Government regarding subject inventions. 

(k) Background Patents. 

(1) "Background Patent" means a domestic patent covering an invention 
or discovery which is not a subject invention and which is owned or controlled by 
the contractor at any time through the completion of this contract: 

(i) Which the contractor, but not the Government, has the right to li
cense to others without obligation to pay royalties thereon, and 

(ii) Infringement of which cannot reasonably be avoided upon the prac
tice of any specific process, method, machine, manufacture or composition of matter 
(including relatively minor modificatons thereof) which is a subject of the research, 
development, or demonstration work performed under this contract. 

(2) The contractor agrees to and does hereby grant to the Government 
a royalty-free, nonexclusive, license under any background patent for purposes of 
practicing a subject of this contract by or for the Government in research, develop
ment, and demonstration work only. 

(3) The contractor also agrees that upon written application by DOE, it 
will grant to responsible parties for purposes of practicing a subject of this contract, 
nonexclusive licenses under any background patent on terms that are reasonable un
der the circumstances. If, however, the contractor believes that exclusive or partial
ly exclusive rights are necessary to achieve expeditious commercial development 
or utilization, then a request may be made to DOE for DOE approval of such licens
ing by the contractor. 

(4) Nothwithstanding the foregoing paragraph (kX3), the contractor shall 
not be obligated to license any background patent if the contractor demonstrates 
to the satisfaction of the Head of the Agency or designee that: 

(i) a competitive alternative to the subject matter covered by said back-
<fr ground patent is commercially-available or readily introducible from one or more 

other sources; or 

(ii) the contractor or its licensees are supplying the subject matter cov
ered by said background patent in sufficient quantity and at reasonable prices to satis
fy market needs, or have taken effective steps or within a reasonable time are 

"^ expected to take effective steps to so supply the subject matter. 

(I) Atomic energy. 

(1) No claim for pecuniary award or compensation under the provisions 
% of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as amended, shall be asserted by the contractor 

or its employees with respect to any invention or discovery made or conceived in 
the course of or under this contract. 

(2) Except as otherwise authorized in writing by the Contracting Officer, 
the contractor will obtain patent agreements to ct'tVctu-ite the provisions of para-
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graph (1X0 who perform any part of the work under this contract, except nontechni
cal personnel, such as clerical employees and manual laborers. 

(m) Limitation of rights. 

Nothing contained in this patent rights clause shall be deemed to give the 
Government any rights with respect to any invention other than a subject invention 
except as set forth in the Patent Rights clause of this contract with respect to back, 
ground patents and the facilities license. 

(b) Licenses in contractor background patents. 

(1) It will normally be the case that a contractor qualified to perform work under a DOE 
contract will have developed a degree of expertise in the general field of activity to which the 
contract relates. Accordingly, it will not be unusual for a prospective contractor to have an f 
established patent position relating to the general field of work to be performed under the con
tract and to have ongoing research and development programs in that general field which could 
result in patentable inventions. Because the contractor is obligated to apply its best efforts to 
accomplishing the objectives of the contract work, it is to be expected that inventions owned » 
or controlled by the contractor at any time during the contract period may be utilized in connec
tion with the work performed under the contract. If such inventions are or become the subject 
of a patent, such patented inventions may control a subject of the contract. 

(2) It is usually the case that at the time the contract is negotiated, such inventions, if 
any, of the contractor are not known to the Government and may not be known to the contrac
tor either. Use by the contractor of such inventions in connection with the contract work does 
not necessarily result in a need for rights in those inventions by the Government or others. 
However, failure of DOE to obtain limited rights on behalf of the Government and/or third 
parties in a narrow class of those inventions, defined as "background patents," could frustrate 
the objectives of DOE to promptly make the benefits of its programs widely available to the 
public and to promote the commercial utilization of the technology developed or demonstrated 
under DOE programs. Therefore, it is DOE's policy to obtain limited license rights in back
ground patents on a basis that is reasonable under the circumstances of the particular contract 
and takes into account the relative equities of the contractor, the Government and the general 
public. 

(3) Paragraph (k) of the Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5 (a) sets out the background 
patent provisions that will be appropriate for many DOE contracting situations by balancing 
the needs of DOE programs with the equities of the contractor. This clause obtains a paid-up, 
nonexclusive license for the Government for research, development, and demonstration work 
only and thus includes any use of the background patents under DOE programs where research, 
development, or demonstration work is being conducted. The clause also requires the contrac
tor to license responsible parties on reasonable terms at the request of DOE in the Field of tech
nology specifically contemplated in the contract effort. The background patent provisions, 
however, are only applicable insofar as infringement of the patents cannot reasonably be avoid
ed in order to utilize the results of the contract work for these purposes. Additionally, the clause * 
is not effective if the contractor can demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Head of the Agency 

or designee that commercial alternatives are available or readily introducible from one or more 
sources, or that the contractor or its licensees are supplying the market in sufficient quantities 
and at reasonable prices or have taken effective steps, or within a reasonable time are expected + 
to take effective steps, to so supply the market. In determining whether to request such licens
ing, DOE will recognize the need, where appropriate, to limit licensing to preserve the com
mercialization incentives provided by the patent, and also to meet the needs of the public for 
early availability of the technology. 

(4) Subparagraph (k)(l) defines those inventions which will fall within the definition of 
what constitutes a background patent, while subparagraphs (k)(2) and (k)(3) define the scope 
or field of use of any license granted. Although DOE. as stated in paragraph (3), controls the 
requesting of licenses to responsible parties, the final resolution of quesiions regarding the scope 
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of such licenses and the terms thereof, including reasonable royalties, are then left to the negoti
ation of the parties with final resolution of the issues being made by a court of competent 
jurisidiction if necessary. In subparagraph (k)(4), the decision not to apply the licensing require
ment of subparagraph (k)(3). however, is subject to the final decision of the Head of the Agency 
or- designee. The final authority of DOE in these decisions is required because the determina
tions are dependent in substantial part on the requirement of DOE's specific mission. 

(5) Balancing of the respective equities in particular contracting situations, however, 
may require that paragraph (k) be modified. Paragraph (k) should normally be deleted for con
tracts under $250,000 and may not be appropriate in certain types of study contracts, planning 
contracts, contracts with educational institutions, and contracts for specialized equipment for 

^ in-house Government use or not intended for further procurement by the Government or for 
use by the public. Except for the deletion of paragraph (k) in contracts under $250,000 as permit
ted in this paragraph (5), deletions or modifications of paragraph (k) as set forth in this section 
are to be made with the advice of Patent Counsel. 

t (6) On the other hand, there will be situations where the equities between the Govern
ment and the contractor, or anticipated Government needs, would require that rights be ob
tained for either the Government or for the public greater than those set forth in paragraph 
(k). For example, where (i) the contribution of the Government towards the development and/ 
or commercialization of the background patent is substantially greater than that of the contrac
tor, (ii) it is expected that the Government may be involved in special long-term projects, or 
(iii) the Government may require substantial production, procurement or utilization for pur
poses outside of research, development, and demonstration, it may be necessary to obtain great
er rights. In such situations, consideration should be given to extending the Government's rights 
beyond research, development, and demonstration work, or to adjust royalties (that may be 
due by the Government) to reflect the Government's contribution. Such adjustment could take 
the form of (i) credit to be given the Government based upon its contribution through the con
tract, or (ii) a royalty based upon the relative contributions of the contractor and the Govern
ment. Consideration could also be given to utilizing the relative contributions in determining 
reasonable royalties to be charged to others. 

(7) Similarly, it may be necessary to obtain greater rights for the public in the contrac
tor's background patents where, for example, the contractor's background patents cover the 
basic technology intended to be developed under the contract effort, rather than components 
or products or processes which are ancillary thereto. In such cases, subparagraph (4) might 
also be appropriate where the future market for the subject of the contract will be very large 
and there are presently only a few suppliers available. 

(8) It may also be appropriate to modify the rights acquired by paragraph (k) where 
the contractor's background patent rights were of primary importance in granting the contrac
tor a waiver. For example, if the contractor was permitted to retain exclusive rights to subject 
inventions based upon the consideration that both foreground and background inventions 

* would be licensed at reasonable royalties, then paragraph (k) should be modified. The modifica
tion may be made applicable to the fields of technology, inventions, or other aspects of the 
contract. Concomitant with such modification, the licensing obligations for subject inventions 
should also be modified to be compatible therewith. In such cases, the definition of "background 

^ patent" should be broadened to include all patents useful in the practice of a subject of the con
tract, and subparagraph (k)(4) should be deleted or appropriately modified. 

(9) The application of paragraph (k) is limited to the practice of any specific process, 
method, or machine, manufacture, or composition of matter which is a subject of research, de
velopment, or demonstration work performed under the contract, otherwise referred to as "sub
ject of this contract" in subparagraphs (2) and (3). The expression "a subject of this contract" 
is intended to limit ihe licensing required in paragraph (k) to the fields of technology specifically 
contemplated in the contract of-ort. During negotiations, when the subject matter of the con
tract is known, a more specific statement of the fields of technology intended to be covered 
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may be substituted for the expression "subject of this contract." For example, the application 
of paragraph (k) may be limited to the generation of electric power utilizing coal-derived fuels, 
to high-temperature, gas cooled reactors, or other specified fields of technology of interest to 
DOE programs. 

(10) The considerations and statements in the foregoing paragraphs (l)-(9) also apply 
to the negotiation, application, and inclusion of background patent rights provisions in subcon
tracts. 

(c) License for the States and domestic municipal governments. 

When the Head of the Agency or designee determines at the time of contracting that it would 
not be in the public interest to acquire a paid-up license in subject inventions for States and 
domestic municipal governments, paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of the Patent Rights clause in §9-9.107-
5(a) shall be replaced with the following paragraph: 

(ii) The Government shall retain at least an irrevocable, nonexclusive, 
paid-up license to make, use, and sell the invention throughout the world by or on 
behalf of the Government of the United States (including any Government agency). 

(d) Right to sublicense foreign governments. 

(1) When the Head of the Agency or designee determines at the time of contracting 
that it would be in the national interest to acquire the right to sublicense foreign governments 
pursuant to any treaty or agreement, a sentence shall be added to the end of paragraph (c)(4)(ii) 
of the Patent Rights clause in §9-9.107-5(a) as follows: 

This license shall include the right of the Government to sublicense foreign govern
ments pursuant to any treaty or agreement with such foreign governments. 

(2) When the Head of the Agency or designee wishes to reserve the right to make the 
determination to sublicense foreign governments pursuant to any treaty or agreement until after 
the invention has been identified, a sentence shall be added to the end of paragraph (c)(4)(ii) 
of the Patent Rights clause in §9-9.107-5(a) as follows: 

This license shall include the right of the Government to sublicense foreign govern
ments pursuant to any treaty or agreement with such foreign governments if the 
Head of the Agency or designee determines after the invention has been identified 
that it would be in the national interest to acquire this right. 

(e) License rights (upon request) to contractor (revocable). 

When the Head of the Agency or designee determines at the time of contracting that the 
contractor may, subject to the provisions of §9-9.107-4(a)(7) (involving access to restricted 
data), reserve a revocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license in subject inventions, only upon a re
quest by the contractor for the retention of such a license, paragraph (c)(1) of this clause in 
§9-9.107-5(a) shall be replaced with the following paragraph (c)(1): 

(cXO The contractor may reserve upon request a revocable, nonexclusive, 
paid-up license in each patent application filed in any country on a subject invention 
and any resulting patent in which the Government acquires the title. The license 
shall extend to the contractor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any, within 
the corporate structure of which the contractor is a part and shall include the right 
to grant sublicenses of the same scope to the extent the contractor was legally obli-
"gated to do so at the time the contract was awarded. The license shall be transferable 
only with approval of DOE except when transferred to the successor of that part 
of the contractor's business to which the invention pertains. 

(0 License rights to contractor (irrevocable). 

When the Head of the Agency or designee determines at the time of contracting that the 
contractor may reserve an irrevocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license in the inventions resulting 
from the contract, paragraph (c)(1) of the Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5(a) shall be re-
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placed with the following paragraph (c)(1), and paragraphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) of §9-9.107-5(a) 
and references thereto shall be cancelled: 

(cXO "The contractor reserves an irrevocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license 
in each patent application filed in any country on a subject invention and any result
ing patent in which the Government acquires the title. The license shall extend to 
the contractor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any, within the corporate 
structure of which the contractor is a part and shall include the right to grant sub
licenses of the same scope to the extent the contractor was legally obligated to do 
so at the time the contract was awarded. The license shall be transferable only with 
approval of DOE except when transferred to the successor of that part of the con
tractor's business to which the invention pertains. 

(g) Contractor sublicense (revocable). 

(1) When the Head of the Agency or designee determines at the time of contracting 
that, as indicated in §9-9.107-4(0, it would be in the interests of the Government to permit 
a contractor having the right to retain a revocable, nonexclusive license in a subject invention 
to have the further right to grant one or more sublicensees a revocable license of the same scope, 
the following paragraph may be substituted for paragraph (c)(1) of the Patent Rights clause 
in §9-9.107-5(a): 

(c)0) The contractor reserves a revocable, nonexclusive paid-up license in 
each patent application filed in any country on a subject invention and any resulting 
patent in which the Government acquires the title. The license shall extend to the 
contractor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any, within the corporate struc
ture of which the contractor is a part and shall include the right to grant revocable, 
nonexclusive sublicenses of the same scope. The license shall be transferable only 
with approval of DOE except when transferred to the successor of that part of the 
contractor's business to which the invention pertains. 

(2) Where the contractor has been granted the right to retain an irrevocable, nonexclu
sive license in a subject invention, and it is determined as in (g)(1) above to leave in the contrac
tor the right to grant one or more revocable sublicenses thereunder, the following three 
paragraphs will be substituted for paragraphs (c)(1), (c)(2), and (c)(3) of the Patent Rights clause 
in §9-9.107-5(a): 

(c)(1) Contractor license. 

The contractor reserves an irrevocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license in each 
patent application filed in any country on a subject invention and any resulting pa
tent in which the Government acquires title. The license shall extend to the contrac
tor's domestic subsidiaries and affiliates, if any, within the corporate structure of 
which the contractor is a part and shall include the right to grant revocable, nonex
clusive sublicenses which are revocable under the same terms and conditions as set 
forth in paragraphs (c)(2) and (3) of this clause. The license shall be transferable 
only with approval of DOE except when transferred to the successor of that part 
of the contractor's business to which (he invention pertains. 

(c)(2) Revocation limitations. 

Any sublicense granted by the contractor may be revoked or modified by 
DOE, either in whole or in part, only to the extent necessary to achieve expeditious 
practical application of the subject invention under DOE's published licensing regu
lations (lOCFtt 781), and only to the extent an exclusive license is actually granted. 
This sublicense shall not be revoked in thai Held of use and/or geographical areas 
in which the contractor, or its sublicensee, has brought the invention to the point 
of practical application and continues to make the benefits of the invention reason
ably accessible to the public, or is expected to do so within a reasonable time. 

(cX3) Revocation procedures. 

Before modification or revocation of any sublicense pursuant to paragraph 
(cX2) of this clause. DOE shall furnish the contractor and the sublicensee written 
notice of its intention to modify or revoke the sublicense, and the contractor and 
the sublicensee shall be allowed 30 days, or such longer period as may be allowed 
by the Patent Counsci (with nouficuiion by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Offi
cer) for good cju-.e '•Isnwn in w riling by the contractor or the .sublicence, after such 
notice to show cause why the sublicense should not be modified or revoked. The 
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contractor or the sublicensee shall have the right to appeal in accordance with 10 
CFR 781, any decision concerning the modification or revocation of the sublicense. 

(h) Facilities license. 

The following paragraph will be included as paragraph (n) of the Patent Rights (long form) 
clause in each contract having as purpose the design, construction, or operation of a Govern
ment-owned research, development, demonstration, or production facility. The scope of the 
license in the following paragraph may, in appropriate situations, be expanded to cover similar 
facilities. 

(n) Facilities license. 

In addition to the rights of the parties with respect to inventions or discover
ies conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under this con
tract, the contractor agrees to and does hereby grant to the Government an 
irrevocable, nonexclusive paid-up license in and to any inventions or discoveries re
gardless of when conceived or actually reduced to practice or acquired by the con
tractor, which are owned or controlled by the contractor at any time through 
completion of this contract and which are incorporated or embodied in the construc
tion of the facility or which are utilized in the operation of the facility or which 
cover articles, materials, or products manufactured at the facility (1) to practice or 
to have practiced by or for the Government at the facility, and (2) to transfer such 
license with the transfer of that facility. The acceptance or exercise by the Govern
ment of the aforesaid rights and license shall not prevent the Government at any 
time from contesting the enforceability, validity or scope of, or title to, any rights 
or patents herein licensed. 

§9-9.107-6 Clause for domestic contracts (short form). 

The following clause may be used instead of the clause of §9-9.107-5(a) in contracts for basic 
or applied research where the contractor is a nonprofit or educational institution and in special 
situations including consultant contracts. This clause shall not be used in long term consultancy 
arrangements for work in DOE programs providing opportunities for specialized work experi
ence at DOE-owned facilities for scientific, engineering, and other employees of private firms 
and institutions engaged in civilian applications of atomic energy. In such instances consult Pa
tent Counsel. Also, this clause is not to be used in contracts calling for the operation of Govern
ment-owned facilities, or contracts in which an advance waiver has been granted, or other 
special contracts such as those for the conduct of major long-term continuing programs or basic 
agreements providing for the assignment of new tasks from time to time by mutual agreement. 

PATENT RIGHTS (SHORT FORM) 

(a) Definitions, 
( t ) "Subject invention" means any invention or discovery of the contrac

tor conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of performance of 
or under this contract, and includes any art, method, process, machine, manufacture, 
design, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, or 
any variety of patents, whether patented or unpatented, under the patent laws of 
the United States of America or any foreign country. 

(2) "Patent Counsel" means the DOE Patent Counsel assisting the procur
ing activity. 

(b) Invention disclosures and reports. 

(I) The contractor shall furnish the Patent Counsel (with notification by 
Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer): 

(i) A written report containing .full and complete technical information 
concerning each subject invention within 6 months after conception or first actual 
reduction to practice but in any event prior to any on sale, public use, or public dis
closure of such invention known to the contractor. The report shall identify the con
tract and inventor and shall be sufficiently complete in technical detail and 
appropriately illustrated by sketch or diagram to convev to one skilled in the art 
to which the invention pertains, a dear under standing ol the nature, purpose, opera
tion, and to the extent known, the physical, chemical, biological, or electrical char-

-> 
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acterisiics of the invention; 

(ii) Upon request, but not more than annually, interim reports on a 
DOE-approved form listing subject inventions for that period and certifying that 
all subject inventions have been disclosed or that there were no such inventions; 
and 

(iii) A final report on a DOE-approved form within 3 months after 
completion of the contract work listing all subject inventions and certifying that 
all subject inventions have been disclosed or that there were no such inventions. 

(2) The contractor agrees that the Government may duplicate and disclose 
subject invention disclosures and all other reports and papers furnished or required 
to be furnished pursuant to the contract. 

(c) Allocation of principal rights. 

^ (1) Assignment to the Government. 

The contractor agrees to assign to the Government the entire right, title, 
and interest throughout the world in and to each subject invention, except to the 
extent that rights are retained by the contractor under paragraphs (c)(2) and (d) of 
this clause. 

™ (2) Greater rights determination. 

The contractor, or the employee-inventor with authorization of the con
tractor, may request greater rights than the nonexclusive license and the foreign pa
tent rights provided in paragraph (d) of this clause on identified inventions in 
accordance with the procedure and criteria of 41 CFR §9-9.109-6. A request for 
a determination of whether the contractor or the employee-inventor is entitled to 
retain such greater rights must be submitted to the Patent Counsel (with notification 
by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) at the time of the first disclosure of 
the invention pursuant to paragraph (bK 1) of this clause or not later than 9 months 
after conception or First actual reduction to practice, whichever occurs first, or such 
longer period as may be authorized by the Patent Counsel (with notification by Pa
tent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) for good cause shown in writing by the 
contractor. The information to be submitted for a greater rights determination is 
specified in 41 CFR §9-9.l09-6(e). 

(d) Minimum rights to the contractor. 

The contractor reserves a revocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license in each 
patent application filed in any country on a subject invention and any resulting pa
tent in which the Government acquires title- Revocation shall be in accordance with 
the procedure of paragraphs (c)(2) and (3) of the clause in 41 CFR §9-9.107-5(a). 
The contractor also has the right to request foreign rights in accordance with the 
procedures of paragraph (c)(4) of the clause in 41 CFR §9-9.l07-5(a). 

(e) Employee and subcontractor agreements. 

Unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Contracting Officer, the con
tractor shall: 

(1) Obtain patent agreements to effectuate the provisions of the Patent 
Rights clause from all persons who perform any part of the work under this contract 
except nontechnical personnel, such as clerical employees and manual laborers. 

(2) Unless otherwise authorized or directed by the Contracting Officer, 
the contractor shall include the Patent Rights clause of 41 CFR §9-9.107-5(a) or 

• 41 CFR §9-9.107-6, as appropriate, modified to identify the parties in any subcon
tract hereunder having as a purpose the conduct of research, development, or dem
onstration work; and 

(3) Promptly notify the Contracting Officer in writing upon the award 
of any subcontract containing a Patent Rights clause by identifying the subcontrac-

^ tor, the work to be performed under the subcontract, and the dates of award and 
estimated completion. Upon the request of the Contracting Officer, the contractor 
shall furnish a copy of the subcontract to such requester. 

( 0 Atomic energy. 

(I) No claim for pecuniary award or compensation under the provisions 
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, shall be asserted by the contractor 
or its employees with respect to any inventions or discovery made or conceived 
in the course of or under this contract. 
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(2) Except as otherwise authorized in writing by the Contracting Officer, 
the contractor will obtain patent agreements to effectuate the provisions of para
graph (0(1) of the clause from all persons who perform any part of the work under 
this contract, except nontechnical personnel, such as clerical employees and manual 
laborers. 

(g) Publication. 
In order that information concerning scientific or technical developments 

conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under the contract 
is not prematurely published so as to adversely affect patent interest of DOE, the 
Contractor agrees to submit to the Patent Counsel for patent review a copy of each 
paper 60 days prior to its intended publication date. The Contractor may publish 
such information after expiration of a 60-day period following such submission or 
prior thereto if specifically approved by the Patent Counsel, unless the Contractor 
is informed (in writing within the 60-day period) that in order to protect patentable 
subject matter, publication must further be delayed. In this event, publication shall 
be delayed up to 100 days beyond the 60-day period or such longer period as mutual
ly agreed to. 

§9-9.107-7 Clause for foreign contracts. 

The clauses authorized for contracts in §9-9.107-5(a) and §9-9.107-6 may be modified by 
the Contracting Officer in consultation with Patent Counsel to meet the requirements peculiar 
to foreign procurement. 

§9-9.108 (Reserved). 

§9-9.109 Administration of Patent Rights clauses. 

§9-9.109-1 Patent rights follow-up. 

It is important that the Government and the contractor know and exercise their rights in 
inventions conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under Government 
contracts in order to ensure their expeditious availability to the public, to enable the Govern
ment, the contractor, and the public to avoid unnecessary payment of royalties, and to defend 
themselves against claims and suits for patent infringement. T o attain these ends, contracts hav
ing Patent Rights clauses should be so administered that: 

(a) Inventions are identified, disclosed, and reported as required by the contract clause; 

(b) The rights of the Government in such inventions are established; 

(c) When appropriate, patent applications are timely filed and prosecuted by the contrac
tor, the inventor, or by the Government as appropriate; 

(d) The filing of patent applications is documented by formal instruments such as licenses 
or assignments; and 

(e) Expeditious commercial utilization of such inventions is achieved. 

§9-9.109-2 Follow-up by contractor. 

(a) The Patent Rights clause requires contractors to establish and maintain effective proce
dures to ensure that inventions made under the contract are identified, disclosed, and, when 
appropriate, patent applications filed, and that the Government 's rights therein are established 
and protected. When it is determined after the award of a contract that the contractor or sub
contractor may not have a clear understanding of the rights and obligations of the parties under 
a Patent Rights clause, a postaward orientation conference or letter should be used by D O E 
to explain these rights and obligations. When reviewing a contractor 's procedures, particular 
attention shall be given to ascertaining their effectiveness for identifying and disclosing inven
tions. 
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(b) A qualified representative of the contractor shall furnish to the Patent Counsel (with 
notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) interim reports upon request, and 
upon completion of the contract work, a final report setting forth: 

(1) A list of all subject inventions made during the reporting period; 

(2) A certification that all subject inventions have been disclosed or that there were no 
such inventions, and that the contractor's procedures for identifying and disclosing inventions 
have been followed throughout the period; and 

(3) A list of all subcontracts entered into during the reporting period which contain a 
Patent Rights clause, together with copies of such subcontracts (if not earlier furnished to 
DOE), or a statement that there were no such subcontracts. 

(c) Ordinarily, inventions and discoveries will be reported on a Form DOE 213 (copies 
of which shall be made available by Patent Counsel) or on such other form that has been ap
proved by Patent Counsel. Reporting of inventions promptly before completion of the work 

^ under the respective contracts will aid patent clearance. Submission of annual interim reports, 
where contracts cover an extended period, will also facilitate the disposition of patent matters 
and expedite the issuance of final patent clearance. 

§9-9.109-3 Follow-up by Government. 

(a) With respect to each contract, subcontract, or other agreement under their jurisdiction, 
the Heads of Procuring Activities are responsible for: 

(1) Assuring compliance with the provisions of Part 9-9 in executing or approving any 
contracts, subcontracts, other agreements, understandings, or other arrangements, or any sup
plements thereto. The Patent Counsel assisting their activity should be consulted to ensure that 
only authorized departure is made from the requirements set forth in these regulations and that 
all substantive and procedural rights required by section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 
as amended, or section 9 of the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act 
of 1974, are obtained; 

(2) Transmitting the information requested on the Patent Information Sheet, Form DOE 
242, to the Assistant General Counsel for Patents; 

(3) Reviewing, in consultation with the contractor, subcontractor, or vendor, arrange
ments for obtaining adequate patent agreements from employees and others performing work 
under any contract, subcontract, or other agreements containing patent provisions in favor of 
the Government. (The form of such patent agreement actually in use or proposed for use shall 
be forwarded for approval to the Patent Counsel assisting the procuring activity.) 

(4) Forwarding a notice of completion or termination of the work and a request for pa
tent clearance to the Assistant General Counsel for Patents for each contract, subcontract, or 
other agreement containing patent provisions giving rise to rights in the Government; and 

« (5) Withholding payments due to contractors in accordance with paragraph (i) of the 
Patent Rights clause of §9-9.107-5(a) until, in the case of interim reports, a determination has 
been made in consultation with Patent Counsel that existing deficiencies have been corrected 
or that delivery of all reports, disclosures, and other information have been made, or, in the 

.* case of final reports, receipt of written patent clearance certification from the Assistant General 
Counsel for Patents. 

(b) The Assistant General Counsel for Patents, upon receipt of the DOE-approved Patent 
Information Sheet, will assign the patent responsibility and notify the person who transmits 
the information sheet of the Patent Counsel assigned to conduct the patent surveillance of the 
reported contract, subcontract, or other agreement. Upon receipt of the notice of completion 
or termination as provided in paragraph (a)(4) of this section, a notice of patent clearance will 
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be issued by the Assistant General Counsel for Patents when there has been, to his best knowl
edge and belief, compliance with the patent provisions. 

(c) The Patent Counsel assigned to assist the procuring activity will assist Contracting Offi
cers in selecting and negotiating patent provisions and, in the case of field procuring activities, 
will coordinate such assistance with the Chief Counsel in accordance with established local 
procedures. Patent Counsel will generally submit Patent Information Sheets and otherwise as
sist Heads of Procuring Activities, contractors, Contracting Officers, subcontractors and ven
dors in: reporting of inventions and discoveries; reviewing and providing patent clearance prior 
to publication or release of reports and proposed technical articles and prior to public release 
or disclosure of information regarding scientific and technical developments made in the course 
of or under the contract; handling claims for patent and copyright infringement; preparation -y 

of certificates to initiate patent clearance; and the handling of other patent matters. 

(d) Patent application filing and determination of rights to inventions and discoveries. 

The Assistant General Counsel for Patents or designee shall: 
(1) Make the determination that inventions reported under subparagraph (e)(2)(i) of the 

Patent Rights clause are subject inventions under the contract; 

(2) Determine whether and where patent protection will be obtained on inventions; 

(3) Represent DOE before domestic and foreign patent offices; 

(4) Accept assignments and instruments confirmatory of the Government's rights to in
ventions;' and 

(5) Represent DOE in patent and other intellectual property matters including those un
der these regulations. 

§9-9.109-4 Remedies. 

If a contractor operating under a Patent Rights clause fails to establish, maintain, or follow 
effective procedures for identifying and disclosing inventions as required by the Patent Rights 
clause or fails to correct any deficiency after notice thereof, the Contracting Officer may re
quire the contractor to make available for examination books, records, and documents relating 
to inventions in the same field of technology as the contract to enable an agency determination 
of whether there are such inventions, and may invoke the withholding of payments provision 
if a contractor fails to disclose an invention deemed by DOE to be a subject invention. 

§9-9.109-5 Conveyance of invention rights acquired by the Government. 

Whenever the Government acquires the entire rights, title, and interest in an invention pursu
ant to a contract or by operation of law, assignments shall be obtained from the inventor to 
the Government, with the consent of the contractor, to perfect or confirm the Government's 
rights. The form of conveyance of title from the inventor to the contractor must be legally 
sufficient to convey the rights the contractor has required to convey to the Government. ., 

§9-9.109-6 Waivers 

(a) General. 

(1) The Head of the Agency or designee may waive all or any part of the rights of the fr" 
United States (other than certain rights prescribed in paragraph (i) of this section) with respect 
to any invention or class of inventions made or which may be made by any person or class 
of persons in the course of or under any contract of DOE, if it is determined that the interests 
of the United States and the general public as set forth in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended (42 USC 2182), and the Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act 
of 1974 (42 USC 5908), will best be served by such waivers. In making such determinations. 
the Head of the Agency or designee shall have the following objectives: 
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(i) Making the benefits of the energy research, development, and demonstration pro
gram widely available to the public in the shortest practicable time; 

(ii) Promoting the commercial utilization of such inventions; 

(iii) Encouraging participation by private persons in DOE's energy research, develop
ment, and demonstration program; and 

(iv) Fostering competition and preventing undue market concentration or the creation 
or maintenance of other situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws. 

(2) If it is not possible to attain each of these objectives immediately and simultaneously 
for any one waiver determination, the Head of the Agency or designee will seek to reconcile 
these objectives in light of the overall purposes of the DOE patent policy which is governed 
by Section 152 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and Section 9 of the Federal 
Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974. 

(3) Over time, however, the application of this waiver policy is expected to attain each 
of these objectives. In addition to the patent policies provided by legislation, and where not 
inconsistent therewith, the waiver determinations will also be guided by the revised Presidential 
Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy issued August 23, 1971 (36 F.R. 
16887-16892). 

(b) Advance waiver. 

In determining whether a waiver to the contractor at the time of contracting will best serve 
the interests of the United States and the general public, the Head of the Agency or designee 
shall, as a minimum, specifically include as considerations the following: 

(1) The extent to which the participation of the contractor will expedite the attainment 
of the purposes of the program; 

(2) The extent to which a waiver of all or any part of such rights in any or all fields 
of technology is needed to secure the participation of the particular contractor; 

(3) The extent to which the work to be performed under the contract is useful in the 
production or utilization of special nuclear material or atomic energy; 

(4) The extent to which the contractor's commercial position may expedite utilization 
of the research, development, and demonstration program results; 

(5) The extent to which the Government has contributed to the field of technology to 
be funded under the contract; 

(6) The purpose and nature of the contract, including the intended use of the results de
veloped thereunder; 

(7) The extent to which the contractor has made or will make substantial investment 
of financial resources or technology developed at the contractor's private expense which will 
directly benefit the work to be performed under the contract; 

(8) The extent to which the field of technology to be funded under the contract has been 
developed at the contractor's private expense; 

(9) The extent to which the Government intends to further develop to the point of com
mercial utilization the results of the contract effort; 

(10) The extent to which the contract objectives are concerned with the public health, 
public safety, or public welfare; 

(11) The likely effect of the waiver on competition and market concentration; 

(12) In the case of a nonprofit educational institution, the extent to which such institution 
has a technology transfer capability and program approved by the Head of the Agency or desig
nee as being consistent with the applicable policies of this section: and 
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(13) The small business status of the contractor. 

(c) Waiver of identified inventions. 

In determining whether a waiver to the contractor or inventor of rights to an identified 
invention will best serve the interests of the United States and the general public, the Head 
of the Agency or designee shall, as a minimum, specifically include as considerations the follow
ing: 

(1) The extent to which such waiver is a reasonable and necessary incentive to call forth 
private risk capital for the development and commercialization of the invention; 

(2) The extent to which the plans, intentions, and ability of the contractor or inventor 
will obtain expeditious commercialization of such invention; 

(3) The extent to which the invention is useful in the production or utilization of special 
nuclear material or atomic energy; 

(4) The extent to which the Government has contributed to the field of technology of 4 
the invention; 

(5) The purpose and nature of the invention, including the anticipated use thereof; 

(6) The extent to which the contractor has made or will make substantial investment 
of financial resources or technology developed at the contractor's private expense which will 
directly benefit the commercialization of the inventor; 

(7) The extent to which the field of technology of the invention has been developed 
at the contractor's expense; 

(8) The extent to which the Government intends to further develop the invention to 
the point of commercial utilization; 

(9) The extent to which the invention is concerned with the public health, public safety, 
or public welfare; 

(10) The likely effect of the waiver on competition and market concentration; 

(11) In the case of a nonprofit educational institution, the extent to which such institution 
has a technology transfer capability and program approved by the Head of the Agency or desig
nee as being consistent with the applicable policies of this section; and 

(12) The small business status of the contractor. 

(d) Procedures. 

(1) All waiver determinations shall be initiated by a written request providing the infor
mation set forth in paragraph (e). Such requests may be submitted by existing or potential con
tractors in the case of requests for an advance waiver and by contractors or employee-inventors 
in the case of requests for waiver for identified inventions. A request for an advance waiver 
may also be made for an identified invention which has already been conceived and which rea-
sonably may be first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under a DOE contract. 
Such waiver requests must include a copy of the patent or patent application covering the iden
tified invention. 

(2) A request for an advance waiver shall be submitted to the Contracting Officer or p. 
to contractors for their subcontractors at any time prior to execution of the contract or within 
thirty days thereafter, but should normally be submitted as part of the contract proposal. If 
the purpose, scope, or cost of the contract is substantially altered by modification or exiension, 
a new waiver request will be required. Accordingly, in such instance. Patent Counsel should 
advise the Contracting Officer if the purpose, scope, cost, or other factors are so changed upon 
which the original waiver was granted as to require submission and approval of a new waiver 
request covering the proposed modification or extension. Wh,.:; ;n}\ ,I;,CJ waivers arc granted, 
the rights set forth in paragraphs (b). (c) and (d) of the clause o'" •}'•'-" '07-5(a) -hould t-c i:i'.i>::-
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fted to conform to the waiver granted. 

(3) A request for waiver (other than advance waivers) for an identified invention shall 
be submitted to the Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting 
Officer) at the time the invention is reported to DOE, or not later than nine months after con
ception or first actual reduction to practice, whichever occurs first, or such longer period as 
may be authorized by the Patent Counsel (with notification by Patent Counsel to the Contract
ing Officer) for good cause shown in writing by the contractor or inventor. 

(4) All requests for waiver received by DOE or its contractors will be forwarded 
promptly to the Patent Counsel assisting the procuring activity, together with any reference 
or supporting documents provided by the requestor and any documents or comments provided 

« by the staff of the activity. If the request for waiver appears to contain insufficient information, 
the Patent Counsel may seek additional information from the requestor to supplement the re
quest and may also seek additional information from other sources. The Patent Counsel will 
thoroughly analyze the request in view of each of the objectives and considerations set forth 

^ in this §9-9.109-6 and shall also consider the overall rights obtained by the Government in 
the patent, copyright, and data clauses of the contract. Where it appears that a lesser part of 
the rights of the United States than requested would be more appropriate in view of the policies 
set forth in this §9-9.109-6, the Patent Counsel should attempt to negotiate a compromise ac
ceptable to both the requestor and DOE. 

(5) The Patent Counsel will prepare and recommend a statement of considerations set
ting forth the rationale for either accepting or rejecting the waiver request. While the statement 
need not make specific findings as to each and every consideration of paragraph (b) or (c) of 
this section, it will cover those that raise significant issues and those that are decisive, and it 
will explain the basis for the recommmended determination. There may be occasions when the 
application of the various considerations in (b) or (c) of this section to a particular case could 
cause conflicting results, and in those instances the differences will be reconciled giving due 
regard to the overall policies set forth in this §9-9.109-6. Field Patent Counsel will coordinate 
actions on advance waivers with the Chief Counsel of the field procuring activity concerned 
as required by local procedures. 

(6) The statement shall be forwarded to the Assistant General Counsel for Patents to 
serve as a recommended basis for the waiver determination. The Assistant General Counsel 
for Patents will also obtain comments from the appropriate DOE program organization to assist 
the Head of the Agency or designee in the waiver determination. In situations where time does 
not permit a delay in contract negotiations for the preparation and mailing of a full written 
statement, field Patent Counsel may submit a recommendation on the waiver verbally to the 
Assistant General Counsel for Patents and request a verbal determination from the Head of 
the Agency or designee. Such action shall be promptly confirmed in writing. 

(7) In making waiver determinations, the Head of the Agency or designee shall objec
tively review all requests for waiver in view of the objectives and considerations set forth in 

« this §9-9.109-6. If this determination and the rationale therefor is not accurately reflected in 
the recommended statement of considerations, a new statement shall be prepared. 

(8) Where the request for advance waiver has not been approved prior to the effective 
date of the contract and the terms and conditions of the waiver have thus not been made a 

"* part of the contract, the Contracting Officer shall promptly notify the requestor by letter of 
the determination of the Head of the Agency or designee, and the basis therefor. If the advance 
waiver is approved, the letter shall state the scope, terms, and conditions of such waiver. Where 
the terms and conditions of an approved advance waiver have not been made a part of the 
contract, the letter shall inform the requestor that the advance waiver shall be effective (i) as 
of the effective date of the contract for an advance waiver of inventions identified, i.e., con
ceived prior to the effective date of the contract, or (ii) as of the date the invention is reported 
with an election by the contractor to retain rights therein, i.e.. for an invention conceived or 
first actually reduced to practice alter the effective dale of the contract; provided a copy of 
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the letter is signed and returned to the Contracting Officer by the requestor acknowledging 
the acceptance of the scope, terms and conditions of the advance waiver. After acceptance 
by the contractor of an advance waiver, the Contracting Officer shall cause a unilateral no-cost 
modification to be made to the contract incorporating the terms and conditions of the waiver 
in lieu of previous patent provisions. Whenever a requested determination has been denied, the 
requestor may, within thirty days, request reconsideration. Such a request shall include any 
additional facts and rationale not previously submitted which support the request. Requests 
for reconsideration shall be submitted and processed in accordance with the procedures set 
forth in this paragraph (d). 

(e) Content of waiver requests. 

(1) All requests for waiver shall include the following information (Forms for submitting 
requests for advance and identified waivers indicating the necessary information may be ob
tained from the Contracting Officer or Patent Counsel): 

(i) The requestor's identification, business address, and, if represented by Counsel, the 4 
Counsel's name and address; 

(ii) An identification of the pertinent contract or proposed contract and a copy of the 
contract statement of work or a nonproprietary statement which fully describes the proposed 
work to be performed; 

(iii) The nature and extent of waiver requested; 

(iv) A full and detailed statement of facts, to the extent known by or available to the 
requestor, directed to each of the considerations set forth in paragraph (b) or (c) of this section, 
as applicable, and a statement applying such facts and considerations to the policies set forth 
in paragraph (a) of this section. It is important that this submission be tailored to the unique 
aspects of each request for waiver, and be as complete as feasible; and 

(v) The signature of.the requestor or authorized representative with the following 
statement: 

The facts set forth in this request for waiver are within the knowledge of the 
requestor and are submitted with the intention that the Head of the Agency or desig
nee rely on them in reaching the waiver determination. 

(2) Requests for waiver, for identified inventions shall include, in addition to items (l)(i) 
to (v) above: 

(i) The full names of all inventors; 

(ii) A statement of whether a patent application has been filed on the invention, togeth
er with a copy of such application if filed or, if not filed, a complete description of the invention; 

(iii) If a patent application has not been filed, any information which may indicate 
a potential statutory bar to the patenting of the invention under 35 USC 102 or a statement 
that no such bar is known to exist; and * 

(iv) Where the requestor is the inventor, written authorization from the applicable 
contractor or subcontractor permitting the inventor to request a waiver. 

(3) Subject to DOE regulations, requirements, and restrictions on the treatment of pro- y. 
prietary and classified information, all material submitted in requests for waiver or in support 
thereof will be made available to the public after a determination on the waiver request has 
been made, regardless of whether a waiver is granted. Accordingly, requests for waiver should 
not contain information or data that the requestor is not willing to have made public. If propri
etary or classified information is needed to make the waiver determination, such information 
shall not be submitted unless specifically requested by the Patent Counsel. 

(f) Record of waiver determinations. 
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The Assistant General Counsel for Patents shall maintain and periodically update a pub
licly available record of waiver determinations. 

(g) Waiver situations and types of waivers. 

(1) The various factual situations which are appropriate for waivers cannot be catego
rized precisely inasmuch as the appropriateness of a waiver will depend upon the manner in 
which the considerations set forth in paragraph (b) or paragraph (c) of this section relate to 
the facts and circumstances surrounding the particular contracting situation or the particular 
invention in order to best achieve the objectives set forth in paragraph (a) of this section. How
ever, some examples where waivers might be appropriate are in the following: 

^ (i) Cost-sharing contracts; 

(ii) Situations in which DOE is providing increased funding to a specific ongoing pri
vately-sponsored research, development, or demonstration project; 

(iii) Situations involving the private use of Government facilities where the contractor 
t ' is funding all or a part of such costs; 

(iv) Situations in which the equities of the contractor are so substantial in relation to 
that of the Government that the waiver is necessary to obtain the participation of the contrac
tor; and 

(v) Situations involving contracts with small business concerning their privately de
veloped technology. 

(2) As stated in paragraph (a) of this section, waivers may be granted as to all or any 
part of the rights of the United States to an invention except for certain rights as set forth in 
paragraph (i) in this section. Accordingly, the waiver of all patent rights that are inherent to 
an invention, rather than part of the rights, will not necessarily be appropriate. The scope of 
the waiver will depend upon the relationship of the contractual situation or identified invention 
to the considerations set forth in paragraph (b) or (c) in order to best achieve the objectives 
set forth in paragraph (a) of this section. For example, waivers may be restricted to a particular 
field of use in which the contractor has substantial equities or a commercial position, or restrict
ed to those uses that are not the primary object of the contract effort. Waivers may also be 
limited to particular geographical locations, may be made effective only for a specified duration 
of time, or may require the contractor to license others at reduced royalties in consideration 
of the Government's contribution to the research, development, or demonstration effort. 

(3) In advance waivers of identified inventions, the invention will be deemed to be a 
subject invention and the waiver will be considered as being effective as of the effective date 
of the contract. This will be true regardless of whether the identified invention had been first 
actually reduced to practice prior to the time of contracting or would be reduced to practice 
under the contract. A purpose of such waivers is to clarify and defmitize the rights of the parties 
to such inventions when the facts surrounding the first actual reduction to practice prior to 

4 or during the contract are or will be difficult to establish. 

(h) Waivers to educational institutions. 

(1) Except to the extent that a nonprofit educational institution may be engaged as a 
contractor operating a Government-owned facility or undertaking other special contracts, the 

* following considerations apply to granting of advance and identified waivers to educational 
institutions having an approved technology transfer program capability. To obtain approval 
of a technology transfer program, an educational institution shall forward its request to DOE 
as provided in paragraph (2) below. 

(2) A nonprofit educational institution desiring to obtain approval of its technology 
transfer program and acceptability shall provide the agency with the following information: 

(i) General information concerning the institution, including: 
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(A) A copy of its articles of incorporation; 

(B) A statement of the institution's purpose and aims; and 

(C) A statement indicating the source of the institution's funds. 

(ti) A copy of the institution's established patent policy, together with the date and 
manner of its adoption; 

(iii) The name, title, address, and telephone number of the officer responsible for ad
ministration of patent and invention matters and a description of staffing in this area, including 
all offices which contribute to the institution's patent management capabilities; 

(iv) A description of the institution's procedures for identifying and reporting inven
tions and a description of the procedures for evaluation of such inventions for inclusion in the 
institution's promotional program; 

(v) A copy of the agreement signed by employees engaged in research and develop
ment, indicating their obligation in regard to inventions conceived or first actually reduced 
to practice in the course of their assigned duties; 

(vi) A copy of the invention report form or outlines utilized for preparation of inven
tion reports; 

(vii) A statement of whether the institution has an agreement with any patent manage
ment organizations or consultants and a copy of any such agreements; 

(viii) A description of the plans and intentions of the institution to bring to the market
place inventions to which it retains title, including a description of the efforts typically un
dertaken by the institution to license its inventions. 

(ix) A description of the institution's past patent application and patent licensing activi
ties, including the following; 

(A) Number of inventions reported to the institution during each of the past 5 years; 

(B) Number of patent applications filed during each of the past 5 years; 

(C) Number of patents obtained during each of the past 5 years; 

(D) Number of exclusive licenses issued during each of the past 5 years; 

(E) Number of nonexclusive licenses, other than those to sponsoring Government 
agencies, issued during each of the past 5 years; 

(F) Gross royalty income during each of the past 5 years; and 

(G) A general description of royalties charged, including minimum and maximum roy
alty rates. 

(x) A list of subsidiary or affiliate institutions which would be covered by an agree
ment signed by the institution; 

(xi) If the institution is a subsidiary or affiliate organization, the name of the other 
related organization and a description of the relationship: 

(xii) The amount of support from each Federal Agency for research and development 
activities currently being administered by the institution, giving Government agency and break
down; 

(xiii) A statement of the institution's policies with respect to the sharing of royalties 
with employees; and 

(xiv) A description of the uses made of any net income generated by the institution's 
patent management program. 
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(3) Before an institution's technology transfer program and capabilities are approved, 
the institution shall have a technology transfer program which, as a minimum shall include the 
Ave criteria listed below. In addition to these criteria, consideration will be given to whether 
or not other Government agencies have approved an institutional patent agreement with the 
requesting institution. The six criteria are: 

(i) An established patent policy which is consistent with the four policy objectives 
in §9-9.109-6(a) and is administered on a continuous basis by an officer or organization responsi
ble to the institution; 

(ii) Agreements with employees requiring them to assign to the institution or its desig
nee or the Government any.invention conceived or first actually.reduced to practice by them 
in the course of or under Government contracts and awards, or assurance that such agreements 
are obtained prior to the assignment of personnel to Government-supported research and devel
opment projects; 

w (iii) Procedures for insuring that inventions are promptly identified and timely dis
closed to the officer or organization administering the patent policy of the institution; 

(iv) Procedures for insuring that inventions disclosed to the institution are evaluated 
for inclusion in the institution's promotional program; and 

(v) An active and effective promotional program for the licensing and marketing of 
inventions. 

(vi) The institution has a policy of preferring, in appropriate circumstances, nonexclu
sive over exclusive licensing and domestic over foreign manufacture. 

(4) In connection with requests for advance waivers, an approved technology transfer 
program and capabilities shall be considered in lieu of commercial, manufacturing, and market
ing capabilities which normally reside in industry. Such approval shall not be considered suffi
cient in and of itself as justifying the granting of an advance waiver to an institution. Approval 
of the grant of an advance waiver must be viewed in light of the considerations of §9-9.109-6(b) 
above and the four objectives set forth in §9-9.109-6(a) above. 

(5) In requests for identified waivers, however, the fact that an institution with an ap
proved technology transfer program and capabilities has identified an invention and has ex
pressed a desire to commercialize.it through a request for a waiver therefor shall normally 
constitute a presumption that the institution has met the criteria of §9-9.109-6(c) unless it is 
indicated that under one or more of the criteria the presumption is inapplicable. 

(6) If, in addition to a DOE-approved technology transfer program, an educational insti
tution has a written procedure whereby the institution reviews for patentable subject matter 
papers concerning scientific or technical developments, the following paragraph (g) may be 
substituted for paragraph (g) of the Patent Rights (short form) clause of §9-9.107-6 or other 
Patent Rights clause in the contract. 

• (g) In order that information concerning scientific or technical developments 
conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the course of or under the contract 
is not prematurely published so as to adversely affect patent interest of DOE, the 
Contractor agrees to screen for patent review each paper prior to its intended publi
cation date. If a Subject Invention is identified by the Contractor in a paper submit-

% ted for review, the paper will be submitted to Patent Counsel prior to publication. 
' Publication may be delayed by Patent Counsel for such time as is necessary to file 

a patent application thereon, up to a maximum of 100 days from the date the paper 
was submitted to Patent Counsel, or for a period longer than 100 days as mutually 
agreed. 

(i) Terms and conditions of waivers. 

Each waiver shall contain, as a minimum, provisions covering each of the following: 
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(1) Advance waivers shall apply only to inventions reported in accordance with para-
graph(e)(2)(i) of the clause of §9-9.107-5(a) and with which is included an election as to wheth
er the contractor will retain the rights waived in the invention, and specifying those countries 
in which rights will be retained. 

(2) Subject to the rights granted in paragraphs (c)(1), (2) and (3) of the Patent Rights 
clause of §9-9.107-5(a), the contractor or inventor shall agree to convey to the Government, 
upon request, the entire domestic right, title, and interest in any subject invention when the 
contractor or inventor, as appropriate: 

(i) Does not elect, in accordance with (i)(l) of this section to retain such rights; or 

(ii) Fails to have a United States patent application filed on the invention in accordance 
with paragraph (i)(5) of this section, or decides not to continue prosecution of such application; 
or 

(iii) At any time, no longer desires to retain title. 

(3) Subject to the rights granted in paragraph (c)(1), (2) and (3) of the Patent Rights 
clause of §9-9.107-5(a), the contractor or inventor shall agree to convey to the Government, 
upon request, the entire right, title and interest in any subject invention in any foreign country, 
if the contractor or inventor, as appropriate: 

(i) Does not elect, in accordance with paragraph (i)(l) of this section, to retain such 
rights in the country; or 

(ii) Fails to have a patent application filed in the country on the invention in accor
dance with paragraph (i)(6) of this section, or decides not to continue prosecution or to pay 
any maintenance fees covering the invention. To avoid forfeitures of the patent application or 
patent, the contractor or inventor shall notify the Patent Counsel not less than 60 days before 
the expiration period for any action required by the Foreign Patent Office. 

(4) Conveyances requested pursuant to paragraph (i)(2) or (3) of this section shall be 
made by delivering to the Patent Counsel duly executed instruments and such other papers 
as are deemed necessary to vest in the Government the entire right, title, and interest in the 
invention to enable the Government to apply for and prosecute patent applications covering 
the invention in this or the foreign country, respectively, or otherwise establish its ownership 
of the invention. 

(5)(i) With respect to each invention in which the contractor has an advance waiver 
and elects to retain domestic rights pursuant to paragraph (i)(l) of this section, the contractor 
shall have a domestic patent application filed within 6 months after submission of the invention 
disclosure pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(i) of the clause of §9-9.107-5(a) or such longer period 
as may be approved by the Patent Counsel for good cause shown in writing by the contractor 
or inventor. For identified inventions waived to the contractor or inventor, the contractor or 
inventor shall have a domestic patent application filed within 6 months after the waiver has 
become effective. With respect to such inventions, the contractor or inventor shall promptly 
notify the Patent Counsel of any decision not to file an application. 

(ii) For each subject invention on which a patent application is filed by the contractor 
or inventor, the contractor or inventor shall: 

(A) Within 2 months after the filing or within 2 months after submission of the in
vention disclosure if the patent application previously has been filed, deliver to Patent Counsel 
a copy of the application as filed including the filing date and serial number; 

(B) Include the following statement in the second paragraph of the specification 
of the application and any patents issued on a subject invention, "The Government has rights 
in this invention pursuant to Contract No. (or Grant No. ) awarded 
by the U.S. Department of Energy;" 
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(C) Within 6 months after filing the application or within 6 months after submitting 
the invention disclosure if the application has been filed previously, deliver to the Patent Coun
sel a duly executed and approved instrument fully confirmatory of all rights to which the Gov
ernment is entitled, and provide DOE an irrevocable power to inspect and make copies of the 
patent application filed. If, however, a waiver request is pending, delivery of the confirmation 
instrument may be delayed until a determination of the waiver request is made; 

(D) Provide the Patent Counsel with a copy of the patent within 2 months after 
a patent is issued on the application; and 

(E) Not less than 30 days before the expiration of the response period for any action 
required by the Patent and Trademark Office, notify the Patent Counsel of any decision not 
to continue prosecution of the application and deliver to the Patent Counsel executed instru
ments granting the Government a power of attorney. 

(iii) For each invention in which the contractor initially elects pursuant to (i)(l) of 
^ this section not to retain the rights waived, the contractor shall inform the Patent Counsel 

promptly in writing of the date and identity of any on sale, public use, or public disclosure 
of the invention which may constitute a statutory bar under 35 U.S.C. 102, which was autho
rized by or known to the contractor, or any contemplated action of this nature. 

(6)(i) With respect to each invention in which the contractor elects pursuant to (i)(l) 
of this section to retain the rights waived in a foreign country, or in which the contractor or 
inventor has obtained a waiver of foreign rights on an identified invention, the contractor or 
inventor shall have a patent application filed on the invention in that country, in accordance 
with applicable statutes and regulations, and within one of the following periods: 

(A) Eight months from the date of a corresponding United States application filed 
by the contractor or inventor, or if such an application is not filed, 6 months from the date 
the invention is submitted in a disclosure pursuant to paragraph (e)(2)(i) of the clause of §9-
9.107-5(a); 

(B) Six months from the date a license is granted by the Commissioner of Patents 
and Trademarks to file foreign applications where such filing has been prohibited by security 
reasons; or 

(C) Such longer period as may be approved by the Patent Counsel. 

(ii) The contractor or inventor shall notify the Patent Counsel promptly of each for
eign application filed and, upon written request, shall furnish an English version of the applica
tion without additional compensation. 

(7) The contractor or inventor shall, three years after a waiver is effective as to an inven
tion, and at three-year intervals thereafter, and when specifically requested by the Patent Coun
sel, furnish Patent Counsel a report setting forth: 

(i) The commercial use that is being made, or is intended to be made, of said invention, 
* and 

(ii) The steps taken to bring the invention to the point of practical application or to 
make the invention available for licensing. 

•̂  (8) The Government shall retain at least an irrevocable, nonexclusive, paid-up license 
to make, use, and sell the invention throughout the world by or on behalf of the Government 
(including any Government agency) and States and domestic municipal governments, unless 
the Head of the Agency or designee determines that it would not be in the public interest to 
acquire the license for the States and domestic municipal governments. 

(9) The Head of the Agency or designee has the right to require the granting of a nonex
clusive, exclusive, or partially £xclusive license to-a responsible applicant or applicants, upon 
terms reasonable under the circumstances: 
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(i) To the extent that the invention is required for public use by Governmental regula
tions; 

(ii) As may be necessary to fulfill health, safety or energy needs; or 

(iii) Such other purposes as may be stipulated in the applicable agreement. 

(10) The Head of the Agency or designee has the right to terminate such waiver in whole 
or in part unless the recipient of such waiver demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Head of 
the Agency or designee that effective steps have been taken, or within a reasonable time thereaf
ter are expected to be taken, necessary to accomplish substantial utilization of the invention. 

(11) The Head of the Agency or designee has the right, commencing four years after * 
a waiver is effective as to an invention, to require the granting of a nonexclusive or partially 
exclusive license to a responsible applicant or applicants, upon terms reasonable under the cir
cumstances, and in appropriate circumstances to terminate the waiver in whole or in part, fol
lowing a hearing upon notice thereof to the public, upon a petition by an interested person t 
justifying such hearing; 

(i) If the Head of the Agency or designee determines upon review of such material 
as is relevant, and after the recipient of the waiver or other interested person has had the oppor
tunity to provide such relevant and material information as the Head of the Agency or designee 
may require, that such waiver has tended substantially to lessen competition or to result in un
due market concentration in any section of the United States in any line of commerce to which 
the technology relates; or 

(ii) The recipient of the waiver demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Head of the 
Agency or designee at such hearing that effective steps have been taken, or within a reasonable 
time thereafter are expected to be taken, necessary to accomplish substantial utilization of the 
invention. 

(j) Termination. 

(1) Any waiver may be terminated at the discretion of the Head of the Agency or desig
nee, in whole or in part, if the request for waiver is found to contain false material statements 
or nondisclosure of material facts, and such were specifically relied upon in reaching the waiver 
determination. 

(2) Any waiver, as applied to particular inventions, may be terminated at the discretion 
of the Head of the Agency or designee, in whole or in part, if the requirements set forth in 
paragraph (i) of this section (terms and conditions of the waivers) have not been fulfilled and 
such failure is determined by the Head of the Agency or designee to be material and detrimental 
to the interests of the United States and the general public. 

(3) Prior to terminating a waiver under paragraph (j)(l) or (j)(2) of this section, the recip
ient of the waiver will be given written notice of the intention to terminate the waiver, the 
extent of such proposed termination and the reason therefor, and a period of 30 days, or such * 
longer period as the Head of the Agency or designee shall determine for good cause shown 
in writing, to show cause why the waiver should not be so terminated. 

(4) All terminations of waivers shall be subject to the rights granted in paragraph (c)(1) 
of the clause.of §9-9.107-5(0, and termination shall normally be partial in nature, requiring 
the waiver recipient to grant nonexclusive or partially nonexclusive licenses to responsible ap
plicants upon terms reasonable under the circumstances. 

(k) Effective date. 

Waivers shall be effective on the following dates: 
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(1) For advance waivers of identified inventions, i.e., inventions conceived prior to the 
effective date of the contract, on the effective date of the contract, even though the advance 
waiver may have been requested after that date; 

(2) For identified inventions under advance waivers, i.e., inventions conceived or first 
actually reduced to practice after the effective date of the contract, on the date the invention 
is reported with the election to retain rights as to that invention; and 

(3) For waivers of identified inventions (other than under an advance waiver), on the 
date of the letter notifying the requestor that the waiver has been granted. 

§9-9.110 Reporting of royalties. 

In order that DOE may be informed regarding royalty payments to be made by a contractor 
in connection with any procurement, construction, or operation where the amount of the royal
ty payment is reflected in the contract price, or is to be reimbursed by the Government, the 
negotiator shall: 

(a) Obtain from the offeror information concerning any royalty payments expected to be 
made in connection with the proposed procurement, construction, or operation, together with 
the names of the licensors and either the patent numbers involved or such other information 
as will permit identification of the patents and patent applications as well as the basis on which 
the royalties are to be paid; 

(b) Obtain from the offeror a certificate that the contract price includes no amount repre
senting the payment of royalty by the offeror directly to others in connection with the perfor
mance of the contract; or 

(c) Insert in the contract the clause set forth below: 

REPORTING OF ROYALTIES 

If this contract is in an amount which exceeds $ 10,000 and if any royalty payments 
are directly involved in the contract or are reflected in the contract price to the 
Government, the contractor agrees to report in writing to the Patent Counsel (with 
notification by Patent Counsel to the Contracting Officer) during the performance 
of this contract and prior to its completion or final settlement, the amount of any 
royalties or other payments paid or to be paid by it directly to others in connection 
with the performance of this contract together with the names and addresses of li
censors lo whom such payments are made and either the patent numbers involved 
or such other information as will permit the identification of the patents or other 
basis on which the royalties are to be paid. The approval of DOE of any individual 
payments or royalties shall not stop the Government at any time from contesting 
the enforceability, validity or scope of, or title to, any patent under which a royalty 
or payments are made. 
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Subpart 9-9.2 Technical Data and Copyrights 

§9-9.200 Scope of subpart. 

This subpart sets forth DOE's policy, procedures, and contract clauses with respect to the 
acquisition and use of technical data and copyrights in contracts or subcontracts entered into, 
with or for the benefit of the Government. 

§9-9.201 Definitions. 

For the purpose of this subpart, the following terms have the meanings set forth below: 

(a) "Technical data" means recorded information, regardless of form or characteristic, of 
a scientific or technical nature. It may, for example, document research, experimental, develop
mental, demonstration, or engineering work or be usable or used to define a design or process 
or to procure, produce, support, maintain, or operate material. The data may be graphic or 
pictorial delineations in media such as drawings or photographs, text in specifications or related 
performance or design type documents, or computer software (including computer programs, 
computer software data bases, and computer software documentation). Examples of technical 
data include research and engineering data, engineering drawings and associated lists, specifica
tions, standards, process sheets, manuals, technical reports, catalog item identification, and re
lated information. Technical data, as used in this subpart, do not include financial reports, cost 
analyses, and other information incidental to contract administration. 

(b) "Proprietary data" means technical data which embody trade secrets developed at pri
vate expense, such as design procedures or techniques, chemical composition of materials, or 
manufacturing methods, processes, or treatments, including minor modifications thereof, pro
vided that such data: 

(1) Are not generally known or available from other sources without obligation concern
ing their confidentiality; 

(2) Have not been made available by the owner to others without obligation concerning 
their confidentiality; and 

(3) Are not already available to the Government without obligation concerning their 
confidentiality. 

(c) "Contract data" means technical data first produced in the performance of the contract, 
technical data which are specified to be delivered under the contract, technical data that may 
be called for under the Additional Technical Data Requirements clause of the contract, if any, 
or technical data actually delivered in connection with the contract. 

(d) "Unlimited rights" means rights to use, duplicate or disclose technical data, in whole 
or in part, in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever, and to permit others to do so. 

§9-9.202 Acquisition and use of technical data. 

§9-9.202-1 General. 

(a) The provisions herein pertain to research, development, demonstration and supply con
tracts, and contracts for the operation, design, or construction of Government-owned facilities 
which are covered by §9-9.202-4. Under DOE's broad charter to perform research, develop
ment, and demonstration work, in both nuclear and nonnuclear fields, and to meet the objectives 
stated in §9-9.202-2 below, DOE has extensive needs for technical data. The satisfaction of 
these needs and the achievement of DOE's objectives through a sound data policy are found 
in the balancing of the needs and equities of the Government, its contractors, and the general 
public. 
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(b) It is important to keep a clear distinction between contract requirements for the de!i\ ery 
of technical data on the one hand, and rights in technical data on the other. The legal rights 
which the Government acquires in technical data in DOE contracts (other than "facilities'' con
tracts) are set forth in the Rights in Technical Dtta (long form) clause of §9-9.202-3(i.}(2). 
However, this clause does not obtain for the Government the delivery of any data whatsoever. 
Rather, known requirements for the technical data to be delivered by the contractor snail be 
set forth as part of the contract (e.g. in the statement of work). An Additional Technical Data 
Requirements clause is included in this subpart to enable the Contracting Officer to require 
the contractor to furnish additional technical data, the requirement for which was not known 
at the time of contracting. There is, however, a built-in limitation on the kind of technical data 

^ which a contractor may be required to deliver under either the contract statement of work 
or the Additional Technical Data Requirements clause. This limitation is found in the withhold
ing provision of paragraph (e) of the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause of §9-9.203-
3(e)(2) which provides that the contractor need not furnish "proprietary data." It is specifically 
intended that the contractor may withhold "proprietary data" even though a requirement for 
technical data specified in the statement of work or called for pursuant to the Additional Tech
nical Data Requirements clause would seemingly require the furnishing of proprietary data. 
This withholding of proprietary data is the primary means by which the contractor may protect 
its proprietary position. 

(c) There are, however, two situations where the Government, or its representative, may 
need to have limited access to a contractor's proprietary data. First, paragraph (f) of the Rights 
in Technical Data (long form) clause gives the Contracting Officer's representatives the limited 
right to inspect at the contractor's facility the contractor's proprietary data which were with
held from delivery under paragraph (e) of the clause for the purpose of verifying that such 
data were properly withheld or to evaluate work performance. In carrying out the inspection, 
normally the Contracting Officer's representative is a DOE employee although he may be an 
employee of a DOE contractor acting under an agreement to treat in confidence the proprietary 
data to be inspected. However, where the contractor whose data are to be inspected demon
strates that there would be a possible conflict of interest if the inspection were made by such 
a contractor employee, the Contracting Officer's representative may be limited to a DOE em
ployee. Paragraph (0 has a built-in exclusion from these inspection rights for "specific items 
of proprietary data" when they are so specified in the contract schedule. Such exclusions limit 
even DOE's minimum rights of evaluating contract work performance and verifying that tech
nical data withheld by the contractor is proprietary in fact. Such exclusions should be sparingly 
used, and only in situations where program personnel stipulate to the fact that DOE has no 
need for access to the specified items to be excluded from paragraph (f), i.e., that the nondisclo
sure and nonaccessibility will not adversely affect the DOE program involved. It should also 
be noted that paragraph (f) permits exclusion of "specific items" of proprietary data and, ac
cordingly, should not be used to exclude classes of technical data or all technical data pertaining 
to specific items or processes or classes of items or processes. The second situation, where the 

* Government may have limited access to a contractor's proprietary data, is provided in optional 
paragraph (g) of the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause. When used, optional para
graph (g) provides the Government the right to require the contractor to furnish with limited 
rights the proprietary data previously withheld under paragraph (e). In this situation, the limited 

~* rights in proprietary data and the Government's obligation for limited use and disclosure of 
such data as set forth in the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause provides the means 
by which the contractor protects its proprietary position. Paragraph (g) will be used only where 
it is determined by DOE that for programmatic reasons there is a need for the delivery of pro
prietary data to the Government. Where proprietary data is to be delivered under paragraph 
(g) and subparagraph (a) or (b) of the limited rights legend is to be applied to the data, the 
contractor may, if he can show the possibility of a conflict of interest regarding disclosure of 
such data to other contractors, limit or modify subparagraphs (:0 or (b) a-, sc'i ''or:'! in $')-9.*.02-
3(e)(3), to excluJe or include certain contractors. 
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(d) The contractor licensing provisions of optional paragraph (h) of the Rights in Technical 
Data (long form) clause enable DOE to require limited licenses in proprietary contract data 
to be granted to the Government and responsible parties in certain circumstances. Such a license 
may parallel or supplement the license obtained in background patents under the provisions 
of paragraph (k) of the Patent Rights clause of Subpart 9-9.1. Paragraph (h) is normally to be 
included in contracts for research, development or demonstration where it is deemed by DOE 
that the limited license afforded therein is necessary to ensure widespread commercial use or 
practical utilization of a subject of the contract. As explained in §9-9.202-3(e)(4), paragraph 
(h) provides that upon request by DOE, the contractor will grant to the Government and re
sponsible third parties a license in proprietary data only where such data in the form of results 
obtained by its use, i.e., essential equipment, articles, products, and the like which were the 
subject of the contract, are not otherwise available, or cannot be made available in a reasonable 
time as set forth in paragraph (h). 

(e) It is the responsibility of prime contractors and highertier subcontractors, in meeting 
their obligations with respect to contract data, to obtain from their subcontractors the rights 
in, access to, and delivery of such data on behalf of the Government. Accordingly, subject to 
the policy set forth in these regulations, and subject to the approval of the Contracting Officer 
where required, selection of appropriate technical data provisions for subcontracts is the re
sponsibility of the prime contractor or higher-tier subcontractor. In many but not all instances, 
inclusion in a subcontract of the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause of §9-9.202-3(e)(2) 
will suffice'to obtain for the benefit of the Government the rights in and, if appropriate, access 
to technical data. Access by DOE to technical data, i.e., the inspection rights afforded in para
graph (0 of the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause, §9-9.202-3(e)(2), normally should 
be obtained only in first-tier subcontracts having as a purpose the conduct of research, develop
ment, or demonstration work or the furnishing of supplies for which there are substantial techni
cal data requirements as reflected in the prime contract. If a subcontractor refuses to accept 
technical data provisions affording rights in and access to technical data on behalf of the Gov
ernment, the contractor shall so inform the Contracting Officer in writing and not proceed with 
the subcontract without written authorization of the Contracting Officer. In prime contracts 
(or higher-tier subcontracts) which contain the Additional Technical Data Requirements 
clause, it is the further responsibility of the contractor (or higher-tier subcontractor) to deter
mine whether inclusion of such clause in a subcontract is required to satisfy technical data re
quirements of the prime contract (or higher-tier subcontract). As is the case for DOE in its 
determination of technical data requirements, the Additional Technical Data Requirements 
clause should not be used at any subcontracting tier where the technical data requirements are 
fully known, and normally the clause will be used only in subcontracts having as a purpose 
the conduct of research, development, or demonstration. Prime contractors and higher-tier sub
contractors shall not use their power to award subcontracts as economic leverage to inequitably 
acquire rights in the subcontractor's proprietary data for their private use, and they shall not 
acquire rights on behalf of the Government to proprietary data for standard commercial items * 
unless required by the prime contract. 

(0 Related to the acquisition and use of technical data are the contractor's rights in contract 
data as well as technical data furnished to the contractor by DOE or its contractors. These 
rights are set forth in paragraph (b)(2) of each Rights in Technical Data clause of this subpart *" 
and provide that the contractor may, subject to patent, security and other provisions of the 
contract, use for its private purposes contract data it first produces in the performance of the 
contract, provided that the contractor has met its data requirements (e.g., delivery of data in 
the form of progress or status reports specified to be delivered) as of the date of the private 
use of such data. It is not necessary that a final report be submitted in order to privately use 
data if all required progress and interim reports and other technical data then due have been 
delivered. Paragraph (b)(2) further provides that technical or other data receivej by th.' con
tractor in the performance of the contract must be held in cnnl:oeiK-e by ;hc contractor :n L.c.or-
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dance with restrictions accompanying the data. 

(g) An additional clause in this subpart includes that of paragraph §9-9.202-3(0(2) entitled 
Rights in Data - Special Works, which is to be used in place of or in addition to the Rights 
in Technical Data (long form) clause in contracts where a purpose of the contract is the produc
tion of copyrightable material, a substantial portion of which is to be first produced in the per
formance of the contract, such as motion pictures, television recordings, books, histories, etc. 
Where, during contract negotiations, it may be determined to purchase, i.e., "specifically ac
quire," unlimited rights in technical data, or to lease or obtain a license therein, or to obtain 
rights in existing data, an appropriate clause therefor should be obtained from Patent Counsel. 
In situations where technical data including computer software are to be leased or licensed, 
the terms of any agreement restricting the Government's rights will be included in the contract 
as either a special provision or.an agreement annexed thereto. Another clause, the Rights in 
Technical Data (short form) clause of §9-9.202-3(g)(2), is provided for use in research contracts 
with educational institutions and consultants. Such contracts may, for example, include those 
for conducting symposia, training, or education, or other contracts not involving possible use 
of proprietary data. 

(h) In contracts involving access to certain categories of DOE-owned restricted data, as 
set forth in 10 CFR Part 725, DOE has reserved the right to receive reasonable compensation 
for the use of its inventions and discoveries, including its related data and technology. Accord
ingly, in contracts where access to such restricted data is to be provided to contractors, the 
following parenthetical phrase shall be inserted after "contract data" in paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of 
the clause in §9-9.202-3(e)(2), after "technical data" in paragraph (b)(2) of the clause in §9-
9.202-3(g)(2), or after "technical data'Vin paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of the clause in §9-9.202-4(c)(2) 
as appropriate: (except Restricted Data in category C-24, 10 CFR 725, in which DOE has re
served the right to receive reasonable compensation for the use of its inventions and discoveries, 
including related data and technology). In addition, there are other types of contract situations 
(e.g., no cost contracts for studies or evaluation) wherein the contractor is given access to re
stricted data. In such contract situations, limitations on the use of such data may be appropriate. 

§9-9.202-2 Policy. 

The technical data policy is directed toward achieving the following objectives: 

(a) Making the benefits of the energy research, development and demonstration programs 
of DOE widely available to the public in the shortest practicable time; 

(b) Promoting the commercial utilization of the technology developed under DOE pro
grams; 

(c) Encouraging participation by private persons in DOE energy research, development, 
and demonstration programs; and 

(d) Fostering competition and preventing undue market concentration or the creation or 
maintenance of other situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws. 

§9-9.202-3 Procedures (supply, research,.development, or demonstration contracts). 

(a) Known requirements for technical data. Technical data requirements are determined 
in relation to the intended use of the data which in turn depends upon the intended use of the 
contract end hem. In many contracts for research, the end item may often be a technical report 
or series of such reports, while in contracts beyond research, the subject of the contract may 
be a feasibility model, an engineering or advance development model, or a prototype. The ex
tent to which required technical data may be needed often depends on the level of maturity 
of design and perfection of the end item, and, for a demonstration plant or prototype, may in
clude data pertaining to performance, operational and environmental testing, repair, mainte
nance, operation, quality assurance, detailed design, logistics, training, etc. Known technical 
data requirements shall be programmatically ascertained prior to contracting and shall be in-
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eluded in requests for proposals or disclosed during contract negotiations for incorporation 
as data requirements in the contract statement of work. 

(b) Additional requirements for technical data. In contracts for research, development, or 
demonstration, it is not normally possible or appropriate for the Government to ascertain all 
actual needs for technical data in advance of contracting. Accordingly, the Additional Techni
cal Data Requirements clause in (c) below, shall normally be used in such contracts (and, if 
appropriate, in subcontracts) to enable the ordering of technical data as the actual need and 
requirement therefor became known during the course of the contract. If all technical data re
quirements are known in advance of contracting and are set forth in the. contract statement 
of work, this clause need not be used. The Additional Technical Data Requirements clause * 
should not normally be used in supply contracts because the required technical data therefor 
are ordinarily known in advance and thus are specified in the contract statement of work or 
specification. 

(c) Additional Technical Data Requirements clause. * 

ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DATA REQUIREMENTS 

(a) In addition to the technical data specified elsewhere in this contract to 
be delivered, the Contracting Officer may at any time during the contract perfor
mance or within one year after final payment call for the contractor to deliver any 
technical data first produced or specifically used in the performance of this contract, 
except technical data pertaining to items of standard commercial design. 

(b) The provisions of the Rights in Technical Data clause included in this 
contract are applicable to all technical data called for under this Additional Techni
cal Data Requirements clause. Accordingly, nothing contained in this clause shall 
require the contractor to actually deliver any technical data, the delivery of which 
is excused by paragraph (e) of the Rights in Technical Data clause. 

(c) When technical data are to be delivered under this clause, the contractor 
will be compensated for appropriate costs for converting such data into the pre-

• scribed form for reproduction, and for delivery. 

(d) Proposals. • 

The policy and procedures for treatment of proposal information in solicited and unsolicit
ed proposals are contained in §9-3.150 of these regulations in which it is provided that proposals 
may be marked with the notice set forth in §9-3.150-2(a). It is DOE policy, in consideration 
of the contract award, to obtain unlimited rights in the technical data contained in the proposal 
unless the prospective contractor marks those portions of the technical information which he 
asserts as being proprietary data. If a contract is to be awarded based on a proposal even though 
it is marked with the notice in §9-3.150-2(a), the prospective contractor is obliged under §9-
3.150-2 (b) to identify the portions thereof which contain proprietary data, and the contract 
in such instance shall contain the Rights to Proposal Data clause set forth in §9-3.150-2(c) iden
tifying data asserted to be proprietary data by page number. Under §9-3.150-2(b) and §9-
3.151-1 which set forth procedures for identifying proprietary data, it is provided that, subject 
to the concurrence of the Contracting Officer, the proposer may delete proposal information 
unrelated to the contract, identify the proprietary data in his proposal, or state that there is 
no proprietary data in the proposal. Data identified as proprietary does not constitute a stipula
tion by the Government that it is in fact proprietary data. * 

(e) Rights in technical data. 

(1) The Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause set forth in paragraph (2) below 
will be used in all contracts having as a purpose the conduct of research, development, or dem
onstration, or in contracts for supplies, or in any other contract where technical data are expect
ed to be first produced under the contract, where technical data are specified to be delivered 
in the contract, or where the contract contains the Additional Technical Data Requirements 
clause. Accordingly, all such contracts will contain the Rights in Technical Data (long form) 
clause of paragraph (I) below, except as noted in §9-9.202-4 and §9-9.202-3(0 a n d (g) and 
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except contracts for standard commercial off-the-shelf supplies where technical data such as 
operating or repair manuals are routinely furnished- with the supplies. 

(2) Rights in Technical Data clause. 

RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA - LONG FORM 

(a) Definitions. 

(1) "Technical data" means recorded information regardless of form or 
characteristic, of a scientific or technical nature. It may, for example, document re
search, experimental, developmental, or demonstration, or engineering work, or be 
usable or used to define a design or process, or to procure, produce, support, main
tain, or operate material. The data may be graphic or pictorial delineations in media 
such as drawings or photographs, text in specifications or related performance or 
design-type documents or computer software (including computer programs, com
puter software data bases, and computer software documentation). Examples of 
technical data include research and engineering data, engineering drawings and as
sociated lists, specifications, standards, process sheets, manuals, technical reports, 
catalog item identification, and related information. Technical data as used herein 
do not include financial reports, cost analyses, and other information incidental to 
contract administration. 

(2) "Proprietary data" means technical data which embody trade secrets 
developed at private expense, such as design procedures or techniques, chemical 
composition of materials, or manufacturing methods, processes, or treatments, in
cluding minor modifications thereof, provided that such data: 

(i) Are not generally known or available from other sources without 
obligation concerning their confidentiality; 

(it) Have not been made available by the owner to others without obli
gation concerning its confidentiality; and 

(iii) Are not already available to the Government without obligation 
concerning their confidentiality. 

(3) "Contract data" means technical data first produced in the perfor
mance of the contract, technical data which are specified to be delivered under the 
contract, technical data that may be called for under the Additional Technical Data 
Requirements clause of the contract, if any, or technical data actually delivered in 
connection with the contract. 

(4) "Unlimited rights" means rights to use, duplicate, or disclose technical 
data, in whole or in part, in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever, and to 
permit others to do so. 

(b) Allocation of rights. 

(1) The Government shall have: 

(i) Unlimited rights in contract data except as otherwise provided be
low with respect to proprietary data; 

(ii) The right to remove, cancel, correct or ignore any marking not au
thorized by the terms of this contract on any technical data furnished hereunder, 
if in response to a written inquiry by DOE concerning the proprietary nature of 
the markings, the contractor fails to respond thereto within 60 days or fails to sub
stantiate the proprietary nature of the markings. In either case, DOE will notify the 
contractor of the action taken; 

(Hi) No rights under this contract in any technical data which are not 
contract data. 

(2) The contractor shall have: 

CO The right to withhold p'roprietary data in accordance with the provi
sions of this clause; and 

(u) The right to use for its private purposes, subject to patent, security 
or other provisions of this contract, contract data it first produces in the performance 
of this contract, provided the data requirements of this contract have been met as 
of the date of the private use of such data. The contractor agrees that to the extent 
it receives or is given access to proprietary data or other technical, business or finan
cial data in the form of recorded information from DOE or a DOE contractor or 
subcontractor, the contractor shall treat such data in accordance with any restrictive 
Legend contained thereon, uiilc&s use is specifically authorized b> prior written ap-
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proval of the Contracting Officer. 

(3) Nothing contained in this Rights in Technical Data clause shall imply 
a license to the Government under any patent or be construed as affecting the scope 
of any licenses or other rights otherwise granted to the Government under any pa
tent 

(c) Copyrighted material. 

(1) The contractor shall not, without prior written authorization of the 
Contracting Officer, establish a claim to statutory copyright in any contract data 
first produced in the performance of the contract. To the extent such authorization 
is granted, the Government reserves for itself and others acting on its behalf a royal
ty-free, nonexclusive, irrevocable, world-wide license for Governmental purposes 
to publish, distribute, translate, duplicate, exhibit and perform any such data copy
righted by the contractor. 

(2) The contractor agrees not to include in the technical data delivered 
under the contract any material copyrighted by the contractor and not to knowingly 
include any material copyrighted by others, without first granting or obtaining at 
no cost a license therein for the benefit of the Government of the same scope as 
set forth in paragraph (c)(1) above. If such royalty-free license is unavailable and 
the contractor nevertheless determines that such copyrighted material must be in
cluded in the technical data to be delivered,'rather than merely incorporated therein 
by reference, the contractor shall obtain the written authorization of the Contracting 
Officer to include such copyrighted material in the technical data prior to its deliv
ery-

(d) Subcontracting. 

It is the responsibility of the contractor to obtain from its subcontractors 
technical data and rights therein, on behalf of the Government, necessary to fulfill 
the contractor's obligations to the Government with respect to such data. In the 
event of refusal by a subcontractor to accept a clause affording the Government 
such rights, the contractor shall-. 

(1) Promptly submit written notice to the Contracting Officer setting forth 
reasons for the subcontractor refusal and other pertinent information which may 
expedite disposition of the matter; and 

(2) Not proceed with the subcontract without the written authorization 
of the Contracting Officer. 

(e) Withholding of proprietary data. 

Notwithstanding the inclusion of the Additional Technical Data Require
ments clause in (his contract or any provision of this contract specifying (he delivery 
of technical data, the contractor may withhold proprietary data from delivery, pro
vided that the contractor furnishes in lieu of any such proprietary data so withheld 
technical data disclosing the source, size, configuration, mating and attachment 
characteristics, functional characteristics, and performance requirements ("Form, 
Fit and Function" data, e.g., specification control drawings, catalog sheets, envelope 
drawings, etc.), or a general description of such proprietary data where "Form, Fit 
and Function" data are not applicable. The Government shall acquire no,rights to 
any proprietary data so withheld except that such data shall be subject to the "in
spection rights" provisions of paragraph (0, and, if included, the "Limited rights 
in proprietary data" provisions of paragraph (g) and the "Contractor licensing" pro
visions of paragraph (h). -

(0 Inspection rights. 

Except as may be otherwise specified in this contract for specific items of 
proprietary data which are not subject to this paragraph, the Contracting Officer's 

' representatives, at ali reasonable times up to three years after final payment under 
this contract, may inspect at the contractor's facility any proprietary data withheld 
under paragraph (e) for the purposes of verifying that such data properly fell within 
the withholding provision of paragraph (e), or for evaluating work performance. 

(3) Optional clause - Limited Rights in Proprietary Data. 

In research, development, or demonstration contracts, and supply contracts where it is deter
mined that delivery of proprietary data is necessary with limited rights in the Government. 
the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause *h;iil be supplemented by the additional para-
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graph (g) set forth below. It should be noted that this paragraph does not entitle the contractor 
to place a limited rights legend on any technical data furnished to the Government under para
graph (g) below unless the Contracting Officer requests in writing delivery of identified techni
cal data previously withheld under paragraph (e) of the Rights in Technical Data clause. 
Paragraph (g) provides that proprietary data may be specified in the contract as being excluded 
from the delivery requirements of paragraph (e). Alternatively, the limited rights legend speci
fied in paragraph (g) may be made applicable to only those classes of proprietary data deter
mined as being necessary for delivery with limited rights. In addition, when furnishing 
proprietary data with the limited rights legend, subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) thereunder may 
be modified as follows. When proprietary data is to be furnished only for evaluation, sub-

^ paragraph (a) of the limited rights legend shall be used, and subparagraphs (b) and (c), if other

wise inapplicable, may be deleted. When there is a programmatic requirement that proprietary 
data be disclosed to other DOE contractors only for information or use in connection with 
work performed under their contracts, subparagraph (b) of the limited rights legend shall be 
used, and subparagraphs (a) and (c) may be deleted if otherwise inapplicable. In either of the 
foregoing examples, the contractor may, if he can show the possibility of a conflict of interest 
because of disclosure of such data to certain contractors or evaluators, exclude such contractors 
or evaluators from subparagraphs (a) or (b). If the data is required solely for emergency repair 
or overhaul, subparagraph (c) of the limited rights legend shall be retained, and subparagraphs 
(a) and (b) may be deleted, unless otherwise applicable. In the event it is determined that all 
of the subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the limited rights legend are to be deleted, the word 
"none" shall be inserted in the legend after the colon (:). 

(g) Limited rights in proprietary data. 

Except as may be otherwise specified in this contract as technical data which 
are not subject to this paragraph, the contractor shall, upon written request from 
the Contracting OfTicer at any time prior to three years after final payment under 
this contract, promptly deliver to the Government any "proprietary data" withheld 
pursuant to paragraph (e) of the Rights in Technical Data clause of this contract. 
The following legend and no other is authorized to be affixed on any "proprietary 
data" delivered pursuant to this provision, provided the "proprietary data" meets 
the conditions for initial withholding under paragraph (e) of the Rights in Technical 
Data clause. The Government will thereafter treat the "proprietary data" in accor
dance with such legend. 

LIMITED RIGHTS LEGEND 

This "proprietary data," furnished under "Contract No. " with the 
U.S. Department of Energy (and Purchase Order No. if applicable) may 
be duplicated and used by the Government with the express limitations that the 
"proprietary data" may not be disclosed outside the Government or be used for pur
poses of manufacture without prior permission of the contractor, except that further 
disclosure or use may be made solely for the following purposes: 

(a) This "proprietary data" may be disclosed for evaluation purposes under 
». the restriction that the "proprietary data" be retained in confidence and not be fur

ther disclosed; 

(b) This "proprietary data" may be disclosed to other contractors participat
ing in the Government's program of which this contract is a part, for information 
or use in connection with the work performed under their contracts and under the 

^ restriction that the "proprietary data" be retained in confidence and not be further 
disclosed; or 

(c) This "proprietary data" may be used by the Government or others on 
its behalf for emergency repair or overhaul work under the restriction that the "pro
prietary data" be retained in confidence and not be further disclosed. This legend 
shall be marked on any reproduction of this data in whole or in part. 

(4 ) Opt iona l c lause - C o n t r a c t o r L icens ing . 

In m a n y c o n t r a c t i n g s i tuations the a c h i e v e m e n t o f D O E ' s o b j e c t i v e s w o u l d be frustrated if 

the G o v e r n m e n t , at the l ime o f contrac t ing , did not obta in o n behal f o f responsible third pat t ies 

and itself l imited l i cense r ights in and t o proprietary c o n t r a c t data. W h e r e , for e x a m p l e , the 
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contractor is required to license background patents, consideration should be given to securing 
co-extensive license rights to the Government and responsible third parties at reasonable royal
ties, and under appropriate restrictions, for contract data which are proprietary data in order 
to practice the technology which is a subject of the contract. When such a license right is 
deemed necessary, the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause should be supplemented 
by the addition of paragraph (h) below. Paragraph (h) will normally be sufficient to cover pro
prietary contract data for items and processes that were used in the contract and are necessary 
in order to insure widespread commercial use of a subject of the contract. The expression "sub
ject of the contract" is intended to limit the licensing required in clause (h) below to the fields 
of technology specifically contemplated in the contract effort and may be replaced by a more 
specific statement of the fields of technology intended to be covered in the manner described 
in §9-9.107-5(b)(9) of Subpart 9-9.1 of these Regulations pertaining to "Background Patents." 
Where, however, proprietary contract data cover the;main purpose or basic technology of the 
research, development, or demonstration-effort of the contract, rather than subcomponents, 
products or processes which are ancillary to the contract effort, the limitations set forth in sub
paragraphs (l)-(4) of paragraph (h) should be modified or deleted. Paragraph (h) further pro
vides that technical data may be specified in the contract as being excluded from or not subject 
to the licensing requirements thereof. This exclusion can be implemented by limiting the appli
cability of the provisions of paragraph (h) to only those classes or categories of proprietary 
data determined as being essential for licensing. Although contractor licensing may be required 
under paragraph (h), the final resolution of questions regarding the scope of such licenses, the 
terms thereof, including provisions for confidentiality and reasonable royalties, is then left to 
the negotiation of the parties with resolution of the issues being made, if necessary, by a court 
of competent jurisdiction. 

(h) Contractor licensing. 

Except as may be otherwise specified in this contract as technical data not 
subject to this paragraph, the contractor agrees that upon written application by 
DOE, it will grant to the Government and responsible third parties, for purposes 
of practicing a subject of this contract, a nonexclusive license in any contract data 
which are proprietary data, on terms and conditions reasonable under the circum
stances including appropriate provisions for confidentiality; provided, however, the 
contractor shall not be obligated to license any such data if the contractor demon
strates to the satisfaction of the Head of the Agency or designee that: 

(1) Such data are not essential to the manufacture or practice of hardware 
designed or fabricated, or processes developed, under this contract; 

(2) Such data, in the form of results obtained by their use. have a commer
cially competitive alternative available or readily introducible from one or more oth
er sources; 

(3) Such data, in the form of results obtained by their use, are being sup
plied by the contractor or its licensees in sufficient quantity and at reasonable prices 
to satisfy market needs, or the contractor or its licensees have taken effective steps 
or within a reasonable time are expected to take effective steps to so supply such 
data in the form of .results obtained by its use; or 

(4) Such data, in the form of results obtained by their use. can be furnished 
by another firm skilled in the art of manufacturing items or performing processes 
of the same general type and character necessary to achieve the contract results. 

(f) Rights in data - special works. 

(1) The clauses set forth in paragraph (2) below shall be used in all contracts where the 
principal purpose or a task of the contract is the production of copyrightable works, even 
though such works may incorporate uncopyrighted material or material previously copyright
ed by the contractor or others. Such contracts include those: 

(i) Primarily for production of motion picture or television recordings or scripts, musi
cal compositions or arrangements, sound tracks or recordings, translations. jdapiat'.on>, and 
the like; 
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(ii) For books, compilations, surveys, histories, or technology information pamphlets; 

(iii) For works pertaining to management studies, support services, training, career 
guidance, or similar functions of DOE; and 

(iv) For works pertaining to guidance or instruction of DOE officials or employees 
in the discharge of official duties. 

(2) The Rights in Data - Special Works clause below should be modified with the assis
tance of Patent Counsel where the contract calls for the editing, translation, addition, or other 
modification of the subject matter of an existing work. 

RIGHTS IN DATA - SPECIAL WORKS 

(a) The term "Data" as used herein means recorded information regardless 
of form or characteristic, such as writings, sound recordings, pictorial reproduc
tions, drawings, or other graphic representations, and works of similar nature 
(whether or not copyrighted) which are specified to be delivered under this con
tract. The term includes data such as management studies and data produced under 
support services contracts but does not include financial reports, cost analyses, and 
other information incidental to contract administration. 

(b) All data first produced or composed in the course of or under this con
tract shall be the sole property of the Government. Except with the prior written 
permission of the Contracting Officer, the contractor agrees not to assert any rights 
at common law or in equity or establish any claim to statutory copyright in such 
data. The contractor shall not publish or reproduce such data in whole or in part 
or in any manner or form, or authorize others so to do, without the written consent 
of the Contracting Officer until such time as the Government may have released 
such data to the public. 

(c)The contractor hereby grants to or will obtain for the Government a roy
alty-free, nonexclusive and irrevocable license throughout the world (1) to publish, 
translate, reproduce, deliver, perform, use, and dispose of, in any manner, any and 
all data which are not first produced or composed in the performance of this con
tract but which are incorporated in the work furnished under this contract; and (2) 
to authorize others so to do. 

(d) The contractor shall indemnify and save and hold harmless the Govern
ment, its officers, agents, and employees acting within the scope of their official du
ties against any liability, including costs and expenses, (1) for violation of proprietary 
rights, copyrights, or rights of privacy, arising out of the publication, translation, 
reproduction, delivery, performance, use, or disposition of any data furnished under 
this contract; or (2) based upon any libelous, defamatory, or other unlawful matter 
contained in such data. 

(e) Nothing contained in this clause shall imply a license to the Government 
under any patent, or be construed as affecting the scope of any licenses or other 
rights otherwise granted to the Government under any patent. 

(g) Rights in Technical Data clause (short form). 

(1) The clause set forth in paragraph (2) below may be used in contracts for basic re
search including grants, special research contracts with educational institutions, contracts with 
consultants, contracts for symposia/or for the conduct of training and educational programs, 
and in other contracts of a similar nature. This clause shall not be used in any contract where 
proprietary information of the contractor may be utilized in the performance of work under 
the contract; in such instances the Additional Technical Data Requirements clause of §9-9.202-
3(c) and the Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause of §9-9.202-3(e)(2) shall be used. The 
short form clause of this section shall not be used in situations involving long-term consultancy 
arrangements for work in DOE programs providing opportunities for specialized work experi
ence at DOE-owned facilities for scientific, engineering, and other employees of private firms 
and institutions engaged in civilian applications of atomic energy. 

(2) Rights in Technical Data clause - short form. 
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RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA - SHORT FORM 

(a) Definitions. 

The definitions of terms set Forth in 41 CFR §9-9.201 apply to the extent 
these terms are used herein. 

(b) Allocation of rights. 

( l ) T h e Government shall have: 

(i) Unlimited rights in technical data first produced or specifically used 
in the performance of this contract; 

(ii) The right of the Contracting Officer or his representatives to in
spect at all reasonable times up to three years after final payment under this contract 
all technical data first produced or specifically used in the contract (for which in
spection the contractor or its subcontractor shall afford proper facilities to DOE); 
and 

(iii) Th^right to have any technical data first produced or specifically 
used in the performance of this contract delivered to the Government as the Con
tracting Officer may from time to lime direct during the progress of the work, or 
in any event as the Contracting Officer shall direct upon completion or termination 
of this contract. 

(2) The contractor shall have: 

The right to use for its private purposes, subject to patent, security or oth
er provisions of this contract, technical data it first produces in the performance 
of this contract provided the data requirements of this contract have been met as 
of the date of the private use of such data. The contractor agrees that to the extent 
it receives or is given access to proprietary data or other technical, business or finan
cial data in the'form of recorded information from DOE or a DOE contractor or 
subcontractor, the contractor shall treat such data in accordance with any restrictive 
legend contained thereon, unless use is specifically authorized by prior written ap
proval of the Contracting Officer. 

(c) Copyrighted material. 

(1) The contractor agrees to, and does hereby grant to the Government, 
and to its officers, agents, servants and employees acting within the scope of their 
duties: 

(i) A * royalty-free, nonexclusive, irrevocable license to reproduce, 
translate, publish, use, and dispose of and to authorize others so to do, all 
copyrightable material first produced or composed in the performance of this con
tract by the contractor, its employees or any individual or concern specifically em
ployed or assigned to originate and prepare such material; and 

(ii) A license as aforesaid under any and all copyrighted or 
copyrightable works not first produced or composed by the contractor in the perfor
mance of this contract but which are incorporated in the material furnished under 
the contract, provided that such license shall be only to the extent the contractor 
now has, or prior to completion or final settlement of the contract may acquire, the 
right to grant such license without becoming liable to pay compensation to others 
solely because of such grant. 

(2) The-contractor agrees that it will not knowingly include any material 
•copyrighted by others in any written or copyrightable material furnished or deliv
ered under this contract without a license as provided for in subparagraph (l)(ii) 
hereof, or without the consent of the copyright owner, unless it obtains specific writ
ten approval of the Contracting Officer for the inclusion of such copyrighted materi
al. 

§9-9.202-4 Procedures (Government-owned facilities). 

(a) General. 

It is essential that DOE maintain continuity in its programs which are implemented by 
contracts for the operation of Government-owned facilities. Contract data first produced or 
specifically used in the performance of such contracts must be considered as integral to and 
remaining with the facility or plant after termination of such contracts and thus available to 
DOE and its future contractors for the continued use.of the foclhiy or plant. However, it is 
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recognized that these contracts by their nature cannot always be subject to one set of prescribed 
contract provisions which will always apply. Accordingly, the Rights in Technical Data - Fa
cility clause set forth in paragraph (c)(2) below is to be used as a basic or minimal clause which 
may be modified or expanded with the concurrence of Patent Counsel to meet particular con
tract situations. 

(b) Subcontracting. 

Unless otherwise directed by the Contracting Officer, the contractor shall follow the poli
cy and procedures of §9-9.202-1, 2 and 3 above and shall employ the provisions of the Addition
al Technical Data Requirements clause of §9-9.202-3(c) and the Rights in Technical Data 
clause of §9-9.202-3(e)(2) where appropriate, except in subcontracts for the design of special 
production plants or facilities or specially designed equipment for such facilities or plants, in 
which instances contractors shall include the provisions of the Rights in Technical Data - Facil
ity clause of §9-9.202-4(c)(2). 

(c) Rights in technical data - facility. 

(1) Whenever a contract has as a purpose the operation of a Government-owned re
search or production facility, the clause set forth in (2) below shall normally be included in 
the contract. Inasmuch as this clause secures to the Government ownership, access to, and, 
if requested, delivery of all technical data first produced in the performance of the contract 
and access to and delivery of technical data which are specifically used in the performance 
of the contract, there is no need to include the Additional Technical Data Requirements clause 
of §9-9.202-3(c). 

(2) Rights in Technical Data clause - facility 

RIGHTS IN TECHNICAL DATA - FACILITY 

(a) Definitions. 

(1) "Technical data" means recorded information, regardless of form or 
characteristic, of a scientific or technical nature. It may, for example, document re
search, experimental, developmental, or demonstration, or engineering work or be 
usable or used to define a design or process or to procure, produce, support, main
tain, or operate material. The data may be graphic or pictorial delineations in media 
such as drawings or photographs, text in specifications or related performance or 
design type documents, or computer software (including computer programs, com
puter software data bases and computer software documentation). Examples of tech
nical data include research and engineering data, engineering drawings and 
ass\ ciated lists, specifications, standards, process sheets, manuals, technical reports, 
cataiog item identification, and related information. Technical dataas used herein 
does not include financial reports, cost analyses, and other information incidental 
to contract administration. 

(2) "Proprietary data" means technical data which embody trade secrets 
- developed at private expense, such as design procedures or techniques, chemical 

composition of materials, or manufacturing methods, processes, or treatments, in
cluding minor modifications thereof, provided that such data: 

(i) Are not generally known or available from other sources without 
obligation concerning their confidentiality; 

(ii) Have not been made available by the owner to others without obli
gation concerning their confidentiality; and 

(iii) Are not already available to the Government without obligation 
concerning their confidentiality. 

(3) "Unlimited rights" means rights to use. duplicate, or disclose technical 
data, in whole or in part, in any manner and for any purpose whatsoever, and to 
permit others to do so. 

(b) Allocation of rights. 

(I) The Government shall have: 

(i) Ownership in all technical data first produced in the performance 
of the contract; 
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(ii) The right to inspect technical data first produced or specifically 
used in the performance of the contract at all reasonable times (for which inspection 
the proper facilities shall be afforded DOE by the contractor and its subcontractors); 

(iii) The right to have all technical data first produced or specifically 
used in the performance of the contract delivered to the Government or otherwise 
disposed of by the contractor, either as the Contracting Officer may from time to 
time direct during the progress of the work or in any event as the Contracting Offi
cer shall direct upon completion or termination of this contract, provided, that noth
ing contained in this paragraph shall require the contractor to actually deliver any 
technical data, the delivery of which is excused by this Rights in Technical Data 
clause; 

(iv) Unlimited rights in technical data specifically used in the perfor
mance of this contract, except technical data pertaining to items of standard com
mercial design; the.contractor agrees to leave a copy of such technical data at the 
facility'or plant to which such data relate, and to make available for access or to 
deliver to the Government such.data upon request by the Contracting Officer; pro
vided, that if such data are proprietary, the rights of the Government in such data 
shall be governed solely by the provisions of optional paragraph (e) hereof— "Limit
ed Rights in Proprietary Data;" 

(v) The right to remove, cancel, correct, or ignore any marking not 
authorized by the terms of this contract on any technical data furnished hereunder 
if, in response to a written inquiry by DOE concerning the propriety of the 
markings, the contractor fails to respond thereto within 60 days or fails to substanti
ate the propriety of the markings..In either case DOE will notify the contractor 
of the action taken. 

(2) The contractor shall have: 

(i) The right to withhold its proprietary data in accordance with the 
provisions of this clause; and 

(ii) The right to use for its private purposes, subject to patent, security 
or other provisions of this contract, technical data it first produces in the perfor
mance of this contract, provided the data requirements of this contract have been 
met as of the date of the private use of such data. The contractor agrees that to the 
extent it receives or is given access to proprietary data or other technical, business 
or financial data in the form of recorded information from DOE or a DOE contrac
tor or subcontractor, the contractor shall treat such data in accordance with any 
restrictive legend contained thereon, unless use is specifically authorized by prior 
written approval of the Contracting Officer. 

(3) Nothing contained in this clause shall imply a license to the Govern
ment under any patent or be construed as affecting the scope of any licenses or other 
rights otherwise granted to the Government under any patent. 

(c) Copyrighted material. 

(1) The contractor shall not, without prior written authorization of the 
Contracting Officer, establish a claim to statutory copyright in any technical data 
first produced in the performance of this contract. To the extent such authorization 
is granted, the Government reserves for itself and others acting on its behalf, a royal
ty-free, nonexclusive, irrevocable, world-wide license for Governmental purposes 
to publish, distribute, translate, duplicate, exhibit, and perform any such data copy
righted by the contractor. 

(2) The contractor agrees not to include in the technical data delivered 
under the contract any material copyrighted by the contractor and not to knowingly 
include any material copyrighted by others without first granting or obtaining at 
no cost a license therein for the benefit of the Government of the same scope as 
set forth in paragraph (cXl) above. If the contractor believes that such copyrighted 
material for which the license cannot be obtained must be included in the technical 
data to be delivered, rather than merely incorporated therein by reference, the con
tractor shall obtain the written authorization of the Contracting Officer to include 
such material in the technical data prior to its delivery. 

(d) Subcontracting. 

(1) Unless otherwise directed by the Contracting Officer, the contractor 
agrees to use in subcontracts having as a purpose the conduct of research, develop
ment, and demonstration work or in subcontracts for supplies, the contract clause 
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provisions in 41 CFR §9-9.202-3(c) and 41 CFR §9-9.202-3(eX2) in accordance 
with the policy and procedures of 41 CFR §9-9.202-1, 2 and 3. 

(2) It is the responsibility of the contractor to obtain from its subcontrac
tors technical data and rights therein, on behalf of the Government, necessary to 
fulfill the contractor's obligations to the Government with respect to such data. In 
the event of refusal by a subcontractor to accept a clause affording the Government 
such rights, the contractor shall: 

(i) Promptly submit written notice to the Contracting Officer setting 
forth reasons for the subcontractor's refusal and other pertinent information which 
may expedite disposition of the matter; and 

(ii) Not proceed with the subcontract without the written authorization 
of the Contracting Officer. 

V (d) Optional clause - Limited rights in proprietary data. 

In contracts where it is determined that delivery of proprietary data is necessary with limited 
rights in the Government, the Rights in Technical Data clause of this section shall be supple
mented by the additional paragraph (e), set forth below. Paragraph (e) provides that technical 

^ data may be specified in the contract as being excluded from the delivery requirements thereof. 

Alternatively, paragraph (e) may be limited or made applicable to only those classes of propri
etary data determined as being necessary for delivery with limited rights. In addition, when 
furnishing proprietary data with the limited rights legend, subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) there
under may be modified as follows. When proprietary data is to be furnished only for evaluation, 
subparagraph (a) of the limited rights legend shall be used, and subparagraphs (b) and (c), if 
otherwise inapplicable, may be deleted. When there is a programmatic requirement that propri
etary data be disclosed to other D O E contractors only for information or use in connection 
with work performed under their contracts, subparagraph (b) of the limited rights legend shall 
be used, and subparagraphs (a) and (c) may be deleted if otherwise inapplicable. In either of 
the foregoing examples, the contractor may, if he can show the possibility of a conflict of inter
est because of disclosure of such data to certain contractors or evaluators, exclude contractors 
or evaluators from subparagraphs (a) or (b). If the data is required solely for emergency repair 
or overhaul, subparagraph (c) of the limited rights legend shall be retained, and subparagraphs 
(a) and (b) may, unless otherwise applicable, be deleted. In the event that it is determined that 
all of the subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the limited rights legend are to be deleted, the word 
"none" shall be inserted in the legend after the colon (:). 

(e) Limited rights in proprietary data. 

Except as may be otherwise specified in this contract as technical data which 
are not subject to this paragraph, the contractor agrees to and does hereby grant 
to the Government an irrevocable, nonexclusive paid-up license and right to use 
by or for the Government, any proprietary data of the contractor specifically used 
in the performance of this contract; provided, however, that to the extent that any 
proprietary data when furnished or delivered is specifically identified by the con
tractor at the time of initial delivery to the Government or a representative of the 
Government, such data shall not be used within or outside the Government, except 
as provided in the "Limited Rights Legend" set forth below. All such proprietary 

M data shall be marked with the following "Limited Rights Legend": 

LIMITED RIGHTS LEGEND 

This "proprietary data," furnished under Contract No. with the U.S. 
* Department of Energy (and purchase order No. if applicable) may be 

duplicated and used by the Government with the express limitations that the "pro
prietary data" may not be disclosed outside of the Government or be used for pur
poses of manufacture without prior permission of the contractor, except that further 
disclosure or use may be made solely for the following purposes: 

(a) This "proprietary data" may be disclosed for evaluation purposes under 
the restriction that the "proprietary data" be retained in confidence and not be fur
ther disclosed; 
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(b) This "proprielary data" may be disclosed to -Mhc cont-actors participat
ing in the Government's program of which this contract ::; a part for information 
or use in connection with the work performed under their contracts and under the 
restriction that the "proprietary data" be retained in confidence and not be further 
disclosed; or 

(c) This "proprietary data" may be used by the Government or others on 
its behalf for emergency repair or overhaul work under the restriction that the "pro
prietary data" be retained in confidence and not be further disclosed. 

This legend shall be marked-on any reproduction of this data in whole or in pan. 

§9-9.202-5 Negotiations and deviations. 
Contracting Officers shall contact the field Patent Counsel assisting their procuring activity, 

or the Assistant General Counsel for Patents, for assistance to the Contracting Officer in select
ing, negotiating, or approving appropriate data and copyright clauses in accordance with the 
procedures as set forth in §9-9.107-4(k). In particular, advice of Patent Counsel should be ob
tained regarding the appropriateness or modification of optional paragraphs (g) and (h) of the 
Rights in Technical Data (long form) clause, the exclusion of specific items of proprietary data 
from paragraph (0 in said clause, and the exclusion of the Additional Technical Data Require
ments clause of §9-9.202-3(c). 

ATTACHMENT 3 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OF JAMES E. DENNY 

1. What have been the .effects of federal agency patient policies and practices on 
participation in government research and development contracts, on the develop
ment and commercialization of government-sponsored inventions, and on competi
tion in private markets? 

The issue of Government patent policy can and does have a substantial effect on 
the participation of industry in Government R,D&D contract efforts. The effect will 
differ depending upon the policy alternatives, agency mission, and the type of 
contractor involved. The 1968 Harbridge House study reviewed this issue in some 
depth and concluded that at one extreme there are certain corporations, or divisions 
of corporations, which make a business of performing R.D&D activities for the 
Government notwithstanding the patent policies involved. At the other extreme are 
highly patent conscious, commercially oriented companies that will not work with 
the Government under a title policy. In between these two extremes are a variety of 
contracting situations and prospective contractors that in certain contracting situa
tions and in certain fields of technology will not cooperate in Government R,D&D 
efforts. 

In DOE's experience, the more commercially oriented the contractor, and the 
greater the private investment in a previously existing R,D&D effort, the more 
likely will be the possibility that a contractor will either not approach the Govern
ment in response to a request for cooperation, or will not contract with the Govern
ment unless resulting inventions are owned by it. A 

The effect of patent policies on development and commercialization of Govern
ment-sponsored inventions likewise varies considerably with the type of technology 
and invention involved, the Government agency's mission, the stage of development 
of the invention, the prospective market, and the particular contractor. Here again, 
the 1968 Harbridge House study indicated that utilization of Government-sponsored * 
inventions was low, but that the utilization rate increased substantially when 
exclusive rights were left in the hands of a contractor who had a commercial 
position in the field of technology of the invention. On the other hand, the report 
concluded that where the Government had the responsibility and funding to carry 
an invention all the way to the market place, exclusive rights were not necessary to 
obtain commercialization. Where the Government takes the responsibility for ac
quiring title to resulting inventions, the Government should likewise take the 
responsibility for encouraging the commercial utilization of such technology. Other
wise, inventions are probably more efficiently commercialized in the hands of pri
vate parties with exclusive rights to the invention. 

Regarding the effect of Government patent policy on competition in private 
markets, the 1968 Harbridge House study searched for, but could not find, substan-
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tial, if any, anti-competitive results from the policy of allowing contactors to retain 
rights to Government-sponsored inventions. The more recent Harbridge House study 
supported by DOE confirms this impression. In the last analysis, an adequate set of 
"march-in" rights would appear to take care of whatever possibility may exist for 
substantial anti-competitive effects. 

2. Is there justification for maintaining a license policy with respect to military 
and other research and development results intended for the government's own use 
and a title-in-government policy with respect to research and development intended 
for civilian purposes? 

Any approach to patent policy will have advantages and disadvantages depending 
upon the selection of the critical issues that are to be addressed. For example, one 
policy approach is to have a strictly uniform patient policy that is applicable to all 
Government agencies, to all contracting situations, and to all types of contractors, 
without the concept of flexibility. Patent policies that deviate from this approach 
become more flexible, but also become more burdensome to administer. If uniform-

« ity is selected as a major policy criteria, then the end use of the technology may not 
be considered a sufficient justification for distinguishing policy approaches. 

However, where flexibility is a major policy criteria, a legitimate and justifiable 
distinction can be made to applying different patent policy approaches depending 
upon the end use of the technology receiving Government support. Here the end use 

• is for the Federal Government itself, as in military research and developmemt, the 
need for the technology is established by the Government, for use by the Govern
ment, to satisfy a Government need. Accordingly, commerical utilization of such 
technology by the general public may not even exist, and if it does, it will frequently 
be substantially different from the original use intended by the Government. In 
such cases, it is likely that substantial modification or additional development work 
will be necessary to convert the technology from governmental to commercial use, 
for which patient rights in the hands of the contractor generally would be a 
desirable stimulus. 

On the other hand, where the technology is intended for use by the general 
public, as in much of DOE research, the need for the technology has been estab
lished by the public, and the Government's role should be to either create and/or 
help commercialize technology which will respond to that need. In this case, a 
market for the technology should already exist, and exclusive rights in the hands of 
the contractor will be useful or necessary depending upon the extent to which the 
Government intends to carry the technology to the marketplace. Where the Govern
ment intends to be merely a stimulus, exclusive rights may well be necessary to 
achieve commercialization. Where the Government intends to fully commercialize 
such technology, exclusive rights will probably not be necessary. 

3. Should large and small firms or non-profit and for-profit institutions be treated 
differently in allocating right to inventions made under Federal grants and con
tracts? 

Here again, distinctions between small and large firms, or profit-making and non
profit firms makes sense only to the extent that the patent policy approach under 
which you are working is intended to be uniform, on the one hand, or responsive to 
individual types of situations on the other. In the latter case, preference is frequent
ly provided to small firms over large in view of the fact that providing exclusivity to 
small businesses will less likely add to the concentration of economic power. Addi
tionally, small firms are normally believed to require a greater degree of exclusivity 

«* in order to be commerically competitive with large firms. The profit versus non
profit distinction is simply intended to address to "windfall" issue, whereby if 
substantial sums were to be made from commercializing the invention, such funds 
in non-profit organizations are normally utilized in what is regarded as "public 
policy" or eleemosynary types of uses. 

* 4. Under what circumstances, if any, should the government retain title to an 
invention made in the course of a Federal contract? In what cases should a contrac
tor be forced to surrender background patents? In what situations should the 
government resume title to an invention or require that it be licensed to other 
companies? 

The Government should retain title to inventions made under Federal contracts 
in any situation where the exclusive rights provided by title to the invention is not 
needed to either further develop or commercialize the invention, or in those situa
tions where the free availability of the invention to all that desire to utilize it will 
provide the necessary incentive to commercialization. 

The answer is simple. The problem is determining when such situations exist. In 
my opinion, most of the available evidence tends to suggest that (a) the Government 
is generally not a good promoter of commerical utilization of inventions, (b) the 
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Government frequently is not capable of carrying, or has no mission to carry, the 
development of technology to the marketplace, and (c) the required funding and 
expertise to perform this function is not in the hands of most Government agencies. 
The expense necessary to place these capabilities in the various Government agen
cies will probably not be worth the cost to the taxpayer in most cases. Where these 
functions can appropriately be carried out by industry, and with little or no anti
competitive effects on the market place, the whole commericalization process is 
better left to the contractor that created the technology. 

A contractor should never be forced to surrender its background patents. Howev
er, many Goverment agencies, including DOE, are alleged to force contractors to 
surrender their background patent when this is not the case. The DOE policy is to 
require a contractor, if it has background patents that will dominate the results of 
the research effort, to license such background patents on reasonable terms and 
conditions. The requirement to license is usually limited to the specific field of 
technology that was supported by the DOE contract, and is also limited to situations 
where the contractor cannot supply.market demands. DOE policy in this regard 
would appear to adequately take care of the public interest, and in any event, is 
subject to negotiation because it. is a highly sensitive and emotional issue. 

Under DOE's "march-in" rights policies, the Government can retrieve an inven
tion waived to a contractor, or require the contractor to license others, only where it 
is necessary to do so in the public interest, where the contractor is not adequately 
commercializing the invention itself, or where the contractor is misusing the inven
tion to the detriment of competitive market forces. In only these situations should 
"march-in" rights be utilized. Where the contractor is adequately commercializing 
the invention, and is not abusing such right, the contractor should be left with the 
exclusive commercial rights. 

5. Should the government require a payback, in addition to income taxes, when 
government-sponsored inventions are developed and marketed under exclusive 
rights? As an alternative to discretionary march-in rights, would your favor a self-
enforcing licensing requirement whereby the contractor's exclusive rights in an 
invention would expire after a reasonable time, unless the contractor demonstrated 
a need for an extension? 

The issue of whether the Government should require a payback, or a recoupment 
of its R, D&D investments, is a policy issue of the highest magnitude on which I 
would prefer not to take a position. I would only comment, however, that if such a 
policy is adopted, it should be carefully drafted in order that its implementation not 
cost more money than it has the capability of collecting. In particular, such a policy 
should not be uniformly applicable to.all contracting situations, to all contractors, 
and to all inventions. For example, distinctions may be appropriate for small 
businesses, universities, and other non-profit institutions. The policy should only be 
applied to situations where discrete .packages of technology can be identified to 
which the Government's contribution versus that of private industry can be reason
ably apportioned, and where the method of collecting royalties or revenues can be 
negotiated in a businesslike manner. 

As stated in the answer provided in No. 4 above, I do not believe that "march-in" 
rights should be exercised until there has been shown to be a need to inforce them. 
A self-enforcing licensing requirement would have the same effect. As long as the 
contractor is commercializing the invention, it should be allowed to continue to do 
so for the full term of the patent unless there is a demonstrated reason for shorten
ing the term of exclusivity. Accordingly, :I would not favor such an alternative. 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES 

TEST THE EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVE PATENT POLICIES. 

ACQUIRE AND REPORT DATA NEEDED TO EVALUATE THE 
PRESIDENT'S PATENT POLICY AND FORMULATE USEFUL 
LEGISLATION. 

REPORT INFORMATION USEFUL TO EXECUTIVE AGENCIES 
IN ADMINISTERING GOVERNMENT-WIDE PATENT POLICY. 

STUDY QUESTIONS 

WHAT EFFECT DOES PATENT POLICY^IAVE ON INDUSTRY 
PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT R&D PROGRAMS? 

WHAT EFFECT DOES PATENT POLICY HAVE ON COMMERCIAL 
UTILIZATION OF GOVERNMENT-SPONSOR ED INVENTIONS? 

WHAT EFFECT DOES PATENT POLICY HAVE ON BUSINESS 
COMPETITION IN COMMERCIAL MARKETS? 
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STUDY APPROACH 

I. Phase One: Review Existing Data. 

. Literature search. 

. Promotional programs of government agencies. 

a Known cases of hesitation or refusal to deal with government. 

a One hundred NASA waiver reques t s . « 

II. Phase Two: Conduct Utilization Survey of Government-Sponsored 
Inventions Patented in 1957 and 1962. 

M 
III. Phase Three: Perform Case Studies of Selected Contractors and 

Inventions to Gain Better Understanding of Patent 
Decisions. 

• Study 21 high and low uti l izers to determine reasons for their 
performance. 

. Study all sample inventions of TVA, Agriculture and Interior 
to determine effect of agency mission on invention utilization. 

t Study 16 educational and nonprofit institutions to determine 
their role in promoting utilization of government-sponsored 
inventions. 

• Study all survey inventions involved in infringement suits for 
effects on business competition. 

. Study the NIH medicinal chemistry program and drug industry 
response to determine effect of patent policy on industry par 
ticipation in, and utilization of the resul ts of the program. 
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Summary and Analysis of Findings 

A. Study Objectives and ^pjiroac_h_ 

The primary purpose of the llarbridge House study lias been to 
provide government policv makers with data to evaluate the effectiveness of 
government patent policy in achieving policy objectives. The study sought 
answers to three basic questions which underlie the government's objectives 
concerning patents arising out of government contracts: 

(i) How does patent policy affect commercial utilization 
of government-sponsored inventions? 

(ii) How does patent policy affect business competition in 
commercial markets? 

(iii) How di>es patent policy affect participation of contractors 
in the government's research and development programs? 

A three-phase study effort was undertaken to answer these questions: In phase 
one, existing data was gathered to determine what relevant information was al
ready available. Phase two consisted of a utilization questionnaire survey to gather 
a broad body of new data on a large sample of government-sponsored inventions. 
And, phase three involved case studies of inventions and contractors in the utiliza
tion survey to develop a fuller understanding of the effects of patent policy on them. 

The first phase involved four separate tasks. A literature search 
was conducted to determine what existing data were available on the study questions. 
In addition, three research tasks were conducted within government activities to 
(i) determine the promotional programs of eight government agencies; (ii) review 
reported instances of industry hesitation or refusal to participate in programs of the 
Department of Interior and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for reasons re
lating to patents; and (iii) examine 100 contractor NASA waiver requests to determine 
the basis for waivers of patent title granted by NASA. These tasks, useful in them
selves, also provided background information in conducting phases two and three of 
the study. 

In the second phase of the study, commercial utilization of all government-
sponsored inventions patented in 1957 and 1962 'were surveyed through questionnaires 
to gather data on utilization and licensing of a large and statistically significant group 
of patents. A two-year sample was selected to ensure against bias in patents issued 
in a given year, and the years 1957 and 1962 were chosen to allow enough time for 
sample inventions to be applied commercially. Although the sample predates the current 

For government agencies other than DOD, AliC and NASA all patents issued from 
1956 to 1966 were included because of the small number of patents issued on inven
tions of those agencies in 1957 and 1962. 
Copies of the questionnaires are included in an appendix to this report. 
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policy established by the Kennedy Memorandum of 1963, patent 
inventions were allocated in different ways under various progr 
sible to project the results of the study in terms of current polii 

Questionnaires on each invention were sent to organ zations which 
de'veloped them regardless whether the contractor or the goverrment retained title. 
Similar questionnaires were also sent to firms which requested licenses to govern
ment-owned inventions, whether developed under contracts on in government lab
oratories, to compare conditions under which inventions might be used with and 
without exclusive rights. Both included questions on the size anl business orienta
tion of the responder; the nature of the invention; the role it played in its commercial 
use; the speed with which it was applied; the type and amount of iprivate funds 
invested in applying it; the sales attributable to the invention; thp extent to which it 
was available for and resulted in licenses by patentee; and the reasons for non-
utilization where it was not used commercially. 

ights in sample 
ms making it pos
y-

Questionnaire responses were received on about 60 percent of the 
sample inventions and were analyzed to determine the patterns of utilization, and 
the effect of patent rights and other factors on commercial use, licensing and 
business competition. The data were also used to select areas for case research 
in phase three of this study. 

The case research in phase three gathered more detailed data on 
selected government contractors and inventions to understand better the factors 
which control decisions to utilize government-sponsored inventions, the utilization 
process, the effect of utilized inventions on business competition and the factors 
affecting willingness of contractors to participate in government-sponsored R8d3 
programs. Five groups of case studies were conducted: 

(i) Twenty-one high and low utilizers of sample inventions 
were interviewed to determine the reasons for their 
performance. 

(ii) All sample inventions of TVA, and the Department of 
Agriculture and Interior were investigated to determine the 
effect of agency mission on invention utilization. 

(iil) Sixteen educational and nonprofit institutions representing a 
cross section of all types and sizes of organization were 
interviewed to determine what role they play in promoting 
utilization of government-sponsored inventions. 

(iv) All sample inventions involved in infringement suits were 
investigated to identify what effect they have on business 
com pet ition. 
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(v) An industry study involving the medicinal chemistry 
program of NIH was performed to determine the effect 
of |XHcnt ptilicy on voluntary industry participation in, 
and utilization of the results of the government program. 

B. Effect of Government Patent Policy on Commercial Utilization 

The study sought answers to severat key questions concerning com
mercial utilization of government-sponsored inventions. Among these were: 

(i) Under what circumstances have government inventions 
been utilized? 

(ii) How important have exclusive patent rights been in 
promoting their use compared with other factors such 
as market potential, prior experience and amount of 
private investment required? 

(iii) Under what conditions has utilization been optimized by 
government ownership of patents? By contractor owner
ship of patents? 

(iv) lias substantial private investment been required to 
develop government-sponsored inventions for commercial use? 

(v) Has .such investment been made when everyone has been 
free lo usr the invention? 

Several factors were found to have an important bearing on the answers 
to these questions. The intended uses of the sample inventions were found to have a 
primary effect on their commercial potential. Their intended uses, in turn, were 
determined by the R&D missions of the sponsoring government agencies. Once the 
invention was developed, several factors were found to affect their actual use in com
mercial markcts--tlie extent of market demand for products employing them, the 
degree of promotion by government agencies which sponsored them, the size of 
private investment required lo apply them, the prior experience and attitude toward 
innovation of organizations that developed them, and the type of patent rights 
available to protect the user's investment in bringing the inventions to market. 

These factors have had the following net effect on utilization of sample 
inventions: 

Of 2,(124 cont factor inventions in the two sample years for which informa
tion was available, 251 were used commercially. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 1 
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• Two hundred were utilized by industrial contractors and 
all hut seven were owned by them. Twenty-six of these were 
utilized by their licensees. 

• An additional 51 inventions not utilized by contractors 
were utilized by their licensees. Ten of these inventions 
were owned by educational and nonprofit institutions. 

• Fifty-five played a critical role in the commercial products 
in which they were used. 

• All but two resulted from DOD contracts. 

The study also reviewed 126 government-owned inventions from all 
sources, in-house and contractor, patented in 1957 and 1962 for which a license 
was issued to firms other than the inventing contractor. Ten of 126 inventions 
were reported used by some 50 licensees. Utilization is concentrated in TVA 
and Agricuture inventions which account for 60 percent of the utilized patents and 
90 percent of the commercial users. 

Measured in sales, commercial utilization of the inventions studied 
amounted to $616 million through calendar year 1966: 

• $406 million wt-re sales by contractors who owned the 
inventions. 

• $210 million were sales by nonexclusive government 
licensees. 

• All but $271, 000 of contractor sales were from DOD 
inventions. 

• All but $57,000 of sales by licensees were from inventions 
of agencies other than DOD. 

Sales of inventions, both with and without exclusive rights, were heavily 
concentrated in a few patents: 

• 88 percent of contractor sales where the invention played 
a critical role are attributable to five patents in the fields 
of transistors, vacuum tubes, numerical control devices, 
compulers. and gas turbine engines. 

• About half rhe sales of licensees are attributable to three 
patents on (he manufacture of potato flakes. 
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Study inventions (hat were used commerc ia l ly found quick application 
in the i r commerc i a l use. About one- th i rd were applied by the t ime a patent a p 
plication was filed, and almost t h r e e - q u a r t e r s were in use when a patent issued. 

A factor insti inneiiiaI in the speed of utilization is p r io r exper ience . 
If rapid utilization is defined .is occur r ing within th ree y e a r s of application for 
a patent , then f i rms with exper ience achieved rapid utilization over 80 percent of 
the t ime compared with half that for f i rms without. 

The mix of govei nment and commerc ia l work within a firm a l so has 
an important effect. F i r m s in the middle range of government activity (20 to 80 
percent government bus iness) use inventions much more quickly than companies 
predominantly in e i ther the commerc i a l or the government m a r k e r s . 

1. Effect of Agency Mission and Commerc ia l Potential of Sample Inventions 
on Utilization 

* The KKI) mission of the sponsoring government agency was found to 
have a c r i t i ca l effect on the commerc ia l applicabil i ty of the sample inventions. 
The Department of IX-fensc, NASA and AFC accounted for some 90 percent of con
t rac ted r e s e a r c h and m o r e than 98 percent of the patents a r i s i ng under cont rac t in 
the y e a r s under study. Inventions covered by these patents were designed to meet 
operat ing requi rcn ^\\}i of these agencies r a the r than civil ian needs in the g rea t 
majori ty of c a s e s . Then commerc i a l appl ica t ions , therefore , we re essent ia l ly 
a by-product of government:] I uses and depended largely on coincidental overlap 
between government and commerc i a l r e q u i r e m e n t s . Thus , over 70 percent of the 
r easons advanced bv jv sponde r s a s most important to nonutilization of sample 
inventions re la te to their limited commerc i a l putential . This in n o w a y m e a s u r e s 
the i r value for their intended use, but s imply indicates the effect of differences 
between operat ing r equ i r emen t s of the government and civilian needs in commerc ia l 
m a r k e t s . 

On the other hand, commerc ia l inventions with significant util ization 
were among the patents of these agencies in the fields of t r a n s i s t o r s , vacuum tubes , 
numer ica l control dev ices , computers and gas turbine engines , where the necessa ry 
c o m m e r c i a l over lap did ex is t . 

The sample inventions of other agenc i e s - - such a s the Department of 
Agricul ture and In ter ior , and TVA- -were highly or iented to civilian requ i rements 
ref lect ing the civil ian orientat ion of the i r U&D mis s ions . Since most of the Agricul ture 
and TVA R&D p r o g r a m s a r e conducted in-house , the sample included few inventions 
developed by thei r contract p r o g r a m s . However, these were supplemented with in-
house inventions lor which the agencies gran ted l icenses . All that w e r e used com-

*, merc ia l ly , were used without exclus ive patent r igti ts . ' (h is was largely at t r ibutable 
to three fac tors : the commerc i a l orientat ion of the inventions, good potential demand 
for the i r use , and sufficient government development of the inventions to show thei r 
commerc i a l feasibil i tv. Notwithstanding the c o m m e r c i a l potential of these government 
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inventions, agency promotion within industry was important in achieving utiliza
tion of Agriculture and TVA patents because of the need to convince firms of 
their commercial value. In several instances, utilizing firms acquired some 
measure of patent protection by developing patentable improvement to the gov
ernment inventions. 

Two causes predominated in cases where the inventions of these 
agencies did not achieve commercial utilization. Lack of full technical develop
ment of the inventions was ihe most frequent and important. No market need 
due to the complexity of the invention, its high cost compared with other methods 
or the availability of more practical alternatives was second in importance. It 
is probable that some measure of exclusive rights might have encouraged private 
firms to complete technical development of some inventions not fully developed 
by the government where adequate demand existed to make them attractive invest
ment opportunities. 

The R&D programs of HEW and Interior illustrate still another effect 
of mission on utilization. The programs of these two agencies are oriented to 
civilian needs, but in many aspects, are directed toward basic rather than applied 
research. The sample inventions that have resulted from their work have not, 
for the most part, been sufficiently developed to prove their commercial value. 
However, should their inventions reach that stage in programs like water desalination, 
and medicinal chemistry, broad commercial utilization could reasonably be 
anticipated because of the strong potential demand for commercial innovations in 
these fields. 

2. Private Development i '.<>si s 

Information on private development costs required to apply sample 
inventions commercially was somewhat sketchy due to the age of the sample and 
the confidential nature oi the data. Nut the information gathered showed significant 
differences in the types of costs incurred on DOD oriented inventions (with exclusive 
rights owned by the contractor/utilizer in almost all cases), and civilian-oriented 
agency inventions (with nonexclusive licenses owned by the utilizers). 

Private investment was heavily concentrated in technical development of 
DOD inventions. Fifty-six and eight tenths (56. 8) percent of private dollars were 
spent for development compared with 22.7 percent for production facilities and 20.5 
percent for marketing the product. In contrast, only 21. 1 percent of private invest
ment was required for technical development of civilian-agency inventions, while 
52.2 percent was spent on production facilities and 26.7 percent on marketing. 

The data confirms the relationships observed above between agency 
R&D mission and commercial potential of sample inventions. Civilian agency inven
tions, ingeneral, arc closer lo commercial products when government development 
is complete than are DOD inventions. Thus, users of civilian agency inventions 
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assume less financial risks in applying them than users of DOD inventions. This 
has a bearing on the degree of patent protection that may be needed as an incentive 
to utilization. All other factors being equal, more protection is required where the 
technical costs and financial risks are greater than where they are not. 

3. Patent Rights as Incentives to Commercial Utilization 

The study data show that patent rights play widely different roles in 
the business affairs of organizations in the sample. The sharpest distinction 
occurs between educational and nonprofit institutions, on the one hand, who can only 
achieve utilization of their inventions by licensing others, and industrial firms, on 
the other, who can promote utilization through direct use and licensing. 

. Educational institutions in the past have been much more concerned 
with publishing the results of their research than with promoting patents that may 
arise from it. Today, however, schools with large government research programs 
are talcing greater interest in their patent portfolios and are seeking through a 
variety of means to promote them through licenses with industry. Nonprofit research 
firms also view their patents as a potentially useful source of income and actively 
seek to license others. In both cases, the inventions most frequently arise from 
basic research and require substantial private development before reaching the 
stage where they are commercially useful. (Some measure of exclusive rights appears 
necessary to motivate licensees to invest in the work necessary to commercialize 
these inventions."^VJjere the institution has an active promotional program and the 
government has none, commercial utilization would appear to be promoted more 
effectively by permitting the institution to retain exclusive rightsTj Where this is not 
so, more individual analysis is needed to determine what allocation of rights would 
best foster utilization. 

Industrial firms in the sample place differing weights on the need for 
exclusive rights in using government inventions. At one extreme were f " > < who 
rely heavily on patent rights to establish their proprietary position in commercial 
markets and would hesitate to invest in an invention in which they could not obtain 
exclusive rights. At the other, were firms so completely in the government market 
that they attach little or no importance to patent rights for commercial purposes. 
In between were firms for whom patents provide a variety of incentives. The nature 
and importance of these incentives to firms in the sample arc outlined below. 

rS'tack of interest in patents was characteristic of some research-
oriented and manufacturing firms that do a preponderance of their business in the 
government aerospace and defense markets?) No desire to expand into commercial 
markets and no mechanism for the commercialization of inventions were noled. A'lKn 
these firms obtain patents, their sole purpose is recognition within the company of 
technical competence. 

In a second group of tirms patents were secondary to broad technical :.id 
management coni|K'lence in maintaining their position in commercial marki-!.;. Firms 
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•expressing this attitude toward patents were generally manufacturers of complex 
systems and technical products, such as aircrafts, jet engines, computers, or 
communications equipment. Although as much as 75 percent of their sales may 
be direct to the government, these firms frequently sell similar products to com
mercial markets. Invenlions developed during the course of R&D activities tend 
to be auxiliary components and subsystems or incremental improvements to the 
basic product. These inventions are not as important to these companies in sus
taining sales or selling new products as is the basic engineering management and 
production capability of the firm. New ideas and inventions are incorporated in 
product modifications or in new models with little consideration given to the pro
tection offered by patent rights. Using a new idea to enhance product performance 
is regarded as nunc important than assuring that the company owns the exclusive 
right to use it. 

A third group of firms believe that corporat e ownership of patents offers 
flexibility in design, both in the United States and abroad (through ownership of cor
responding foreign patent rights), and provides trading material for cross-licenses 
with competitive firms. Ownership of a patent, however, as a prerequisite for new * 
product development is a relatively minor factor compared with market considera
tions and investment requirements associated with commercialization of the invention. 
A change in government patent policy may affect firms in this category by causing 
them to choose more carefully the areas in which they are willing to undertake 
government research. Faced with the possibility of being unable to obtain title to 
patents they develop, these firms may refuse to contract in research areas that would 
impair their operational flexibility. 

A fourth group of firms actively seek ownership of patents, to establish 
and maintain proprietary positions in new technologies, as well as in established 
product areas. Invariably, however, estimates of market potential and corporate 
investment requirements determine which product areas are developed. The make
up of the patent portfolio may indicate the direction for product development in order 
to strengthen proprietary positions, but development is rarely, if ever, undertaken 
solely because patent protection is available. A change in government policy from 
license rights to title rights would limit the government-sponsored R&D activity 
of firms in this category because of possible conflict with company-sponsored research 
activities. Contract opportunities would be examined on an individual basis and, 
in many cases, the government might be refused. 

A fifth group of firms regard patent rights as essential to their 
business activities, and are careful to avoid government claims or conflicts 
over ownership of inventions. Their policies generally lead them into one of two 
business patterns. In the first pattern, firms will assure corporate ownership of 
patents before initiating work on a government contract. They may assure owner
ship either by negotiating contracts that permit them to acquire title to patents on <« 
inventions they may develop, or by developing and patenting basic inventions with 
limited private funds and then seeking contract work in order to develop additional 
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technical competent v, push the state of the air, explore a new technology, or 
determine if comnii ni:il applications may begin to be drawn off. In these situa
tions, firms delilx-r.iit ly select areas of government research to match their com
mercial interests in order to generate product ideas with commercial possibilities. 
New research firms with strong technical abilities and limited capital typically 
follow this pattern, as do specialized firms that have concentrated their business 
in a limited area of technology. 

In the second pattern, firms consciously isolate government work from 
their commercial operations and pursue these activities separately. The sample 
firms in this category did only a small percent of their business with the govern
ment and were quite independent of it. Frequently, inventions derived from gov
ernment contract work by these firms will he assigned automatically to the 
government to avoid title conflicts or commingling with company-sponsored R&D. 
In other cases, government R&D will be undertaken only in areas where there is 
no potential conflict with corporate proprietary objectives and in order to enhance 
the corporate image. The technical value of government contracts to the commercial 
interests of these firms is rarely considered a valuable supplement to in-house 
research and development. 

Many diversified companies follow different parent policies in their 
commercial and government markets. These firms may place a strong emphasis 
on maintaining proprietary positions in commercial markets and express a relative 
lack of interest in patents arising from government work. The primary purpose of 
securing patents on government-sponsored research discoveries as in the case of 
the wholly government-oriented firms, is to provide professional recognition for 
technical personnel. 

Lastly, an important difference was observed between the research-
oriented firms doing business with DOD, NASA and AI\C, and the product-oriented 
firms whose interests an- aligned with Agriculture and TVA. The former were 
much more aggressive in their search for useful innovations in the work they 
performed than the Litter who tended to rely on the results of government labora
tory programs for innovations in their fields. Thus, although the food, textile, 
and fertilizer industries are less patent-conscious, they are also more conserva
tive in the risks they are willing to take in applying new inventions. This accounts 
for the frequent need for active government promotion of Agriculture and TVA 
inventions even when the inventions appear to have clear commercial applications. 

4. Effect of Parent Policy 

Notwithstanding the varying roles assigned patent rights by the firms 
described above, the key questions is whether permitting them to retain exclusive 
rights will, on balance, promote utilization better than acquisition of title by gov
ernment. 

% 
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The study data indicate that the answer is yes in at least the following 
circumstances: 

(i) Where the inventions as developed under government contracts are 
not directly applicable to commercial uses and the inventing contractor 
has commercial experience in the field of the invention. This 
occurs most frequently with DOD, NASA and A EC inventions. 
In the case of DOD, the fact that it does not actively promote 
commercial use of its patents is an added factor. In these 
instances ihe inventing contractor with commercial experience 
appears to be the logical candidate to attempt utilization either 
directly or by licensing other; and 

(ii) Where the invention is commercially oriented but requires 
substantial private development to perfect it, applies to a 
small market, or is in a field occupied by patent sensitive 
firms and its market potential is not alone sufficient to 
bring about utilization. Inventions in this category may arise 
with any agency and may have had only limited government 
development toward a commercial application. 

C. Effect of Governmenl I'alent Policy on liusiness Competition 

To evaluate the effects of government patent policy on business competi
tion, the study tried to answer three questions: 

(i) What are the effects on competition of the acquisition 
of exclusive commercial rights to government-sponsored 
inventions? 

(ii) Do they increase or decrease concentration in commercial 
industries? 

(iii) Do they create or eliminate significant areas of market 
power? 

In evaluating the impact of government patent policy on competition, it is important 
to distinguish the effects of patent policy from other effects which may result from 
industry participation in government programs. Competitive advantages in com
mercial markets may well accrue lo government contractors through knowledge gained 
in new technologies, through sharpening of technical skills, and through government 
funding of R&D work, which has parallel commercial areas of interest. But these are 
quite separate from the adv;intages of owning patents to specific inventions. This 
study has tried to measure only the latter. And, it has tried to measure it in terms 
of the inventions included in the survey sample. While a broader study of the cumulative 
effect of government-sponsored inventions patented over several years might have 
provided more definitive data, we believe that the study data provides 
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a r ep resen ta t ive and useful pic ture of the effects of patent policy on competi t ion. 

The stuJy indicates that lioth in numl>er of inventions utilized and in 
s a l e s volume, the patents sampled appear to have had small impact on c o m m e r c i a l 
m a r k e t s . Although over .SO percent of hoth sample inventions and utilization were 
concentra ted in 50 f i rms , only ST inventions owned by c o n t r a c t o r s - - 2 . 7 percent of 
the sample - -p layed a cr i t ica l role in the i r c o m m e r c i a l u se , ami five were responsible 
for $201 million out of Ilie S-tfln million in cumulat ive sa l e s a t t r ibutable to con t rac to r 
invent ions. T h i s utilization oi c r i t i c a l - r o l e cont rac tor -owned inventions is low 
compared with the total s a l e s of these f i rms and the indus t r ies in which they pa r t i c i 
pate . Of equal importance is the fact that very few ins tances w e r e repor ted where 
owners of government sponsored inventions rcfusi I to l icense their patents . Only 

^ 15 inven t ions - - l e s s than 1 percent of the s a m p l e - i n v o l v e d such refusa ls , and these 

15 refusa ls involved jusi five companies . 

The stiiriv did show that government retention of l i i le , when coupled 
with full development and act ive government promotion of inventions having high 

v c o m m e r c i a l potential , lias promoted compet i t ion. A s t r ik ing example of th is is 
the fer t i l izer industry where '! VA developed h igh-concent ra te f e r t i l i ze r s , patented 
them, proved the i r effectiveness on pilot f a rms and t h e i r c o m m e r c i a l feasibility 
in pilot production, and aggress ive ly promoted thei r use among f a r m e r s and fe r t i l i ze r 
manufac tu re r s . Industry s a l e s have increased g rea t ly through the manufac ture of 
these f e r t i l i ze r s by many small regional p r o d u c e r s . In c i r c u m s t a n c e s like t he se , 
government retention of ti t le can lie an effective spur to competit ion because l icenses 
a r e avai lable to all c o m e r s . Hut severa l additional factors must be presen t for 
patent policy to have this effect. It must be evident to l i censees that the invention has 
good commerc i a l potential . The invention must be producible in c o m m e r c i a l 
quant i t ies and marke tab le at a cost that is compet i t ive with a l te rna t ive product . 
And the r i s k s of recouping development cos t s must be no g r e a t e r than s i m i l a r invest
ment opportuni t ies avai lable to the l i censee . 

In most c a s e s , government agencies have l o g o far beyond disc' every 
of an invention to c r e a t e thest condit ions. Some agencies do- as dcscrificd in the 
Volume III report on government efforts to promote utilization of government -
sponsored inventions. The Department of Agr icu l tu re , for example , has an act ive 
p rogram of developing invv nii-.ns to the point of commerc i a l IVasihil iiy. fN.lato 
flakes and froz.en orange in ice a r e two of its well-known s u c c e s s e s . That agency, 
in promoting potato flakes, sp msored pilot production of llu- pi'«ltict \s consumer 
appeal . The study was then marie avai lable to the food industry to s t imula te interest 
in the product . 

In other <. a s e s . allowing inthrs 1 ry to retain t i t le to inv; nt ions h:'S 
promoted competi t ion. I'he i leares t example of this is the small firm which 

* pene t r a t e s n markci of l a rge compel i tors on the s t icngih of a patent on a governmeni 
sponsored invention. Jusi stu h a c a s e is desc r ibed in Volume IV. P a n V, Section C. 

* 
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Notwithstanding the utilization programs employed by government 
agencies, none except A EC has an express statutory mission to increase business 
competition in commercial markets for its own sake. When it does occur, however, 
it is an indirect result of their efforts to accomplish their basic mission. From 
our observations of the study inventions and insofar as the effect of patent policy 
is involved, competition does not appear to have been adversely affected by this 
lack of direct concern, for three reasons: 

(i)- The rate of utilization of government inventions has been low. 

(ii) The agencies--such as TVA and Agriculture, whose inventions 
are most likely to be uti!ized--either developed them in-house 
or took title to them when developed under contract. 

(iii) And industrial owners of government-sponsored inventions have 
been willing to license them upon request or, where they were 
unwilling to license, alternative technologies were available to 
to competitors in Un'great majority of cases. ^ 

Leased on all observations of the sample inventions we have found little evidence 
of aUverse effects on business competition by permitting contractors to retain 
title to government-sponsored invent ionsj 

D. Effect of Government Patent Policy on Industry Participation 
in Government R&D Programs 

The effect of government patent policy on industry participation in 
R&D programs was the most difficult factor to measure because of the difficulty 
of obtaining data on the question. However, a useful understanding of problems in 
this area was obtained by studying the medicinal chemistry program of the 
National Institutes of Health (HEW) and various contracts of the Department of the 
Interior. This aspect of the study attempted to answer such questions as: 

(i) Do competent business organizations refuse to undertake 
government R&D work--either entirely or in selected 
areas--because of government patent policy? 

(ii) What effect does policy have on application of a contractor's 
most advanced private technology to government programs? 

(iii) Does patent policy have any influence on the flow of information 
concerning new developments between a contractor's govern
ment and privately sponsored work? 

« 
The data available to us only allows us to define some first-order 

effects of the policy in this area. 

Industry's main concern about participating in government research 
has been the compromise of private investment in research and invention. Frequent 
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objection was made in I ho "peephole" effect of government programs, whereby the 
government receives rights in the accumulated results of private work. The 
"peephole" effect has its counterpart in patent matters where an invention has been 
conceived at private expense, but reduced to practice under a government program. 
The traditional patent provisions classify this as a government invention and dis
pose of its rights under the terms of the contract. 

The reach of the contract has been extended in some program to back
ground patents owned by the contractor at the time of contracting. This practice 
causes the sharpest industry reaction of all because firms feel caught between their 
wish to participate in government programs and the need to protect their private 
investment and competitive position. 

The major adverse effects of patent policy on participation are program 
delay, loss of participants, diversion of private funds from government lines of 
research, and refusal to use government inventions and research when questions 
regarding a company's proprietary position are raised. These adverse effects occur 
selectively, but tliev have occurred at important points in government programs 
observed in the study. 

The key to the participation question, however, lies in the attitude 
of prospective contractors toward the role of patents in their activities. As noted 
in connection with utilization, patents have varying importance to organizations 
doing business with the government. Industrial firms whose major business objective 
is participation in government work and systems-oriented companies in the study 
sample were at one end of the scale and were found to assign |>atents a secondary 
role compared with technical and management competence. Patents typically were 
used by die former to provide recognition to technical personnel and to project 
the creative quality of their work to their government customers. Systems firms, 
on the other hand, were found to rely on patents to ensure design freedom,provide 
material for cross licensing agreements as well as to recognize creativity in their 
technical personnel. Hie data indicates that firms in these two categories are not 
likely to refuse to participate in government R&D for patent reasons. However, 
systems firms may encounter participation problems at the subcontract level if the 
government acquires title to all inventions developed under its program. 

On the other hand, firms which place a high value on patents for defensive 
purposes tend to choose among the areas in which they arc willing to undertake gov
ernment research and may decline to participate in programs which impair their 
operational flexibility. Anil, firms in research-intensive industries like electronics 
and new technically-oriented firms seeking to develop a proprietary product-line 
through government research were found to rely on patents to establish proprietary 
positions. These firms tend to be selective in their government-sponsored research 

• and may decline to participate in programs which conflict with their privately sponsored 
research and development or which do not promote their growth objectives for 
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proprietary lints. 

Firms which follow ihis policy even more fully try to assure corporate 
ownership of patents before initiating work on a government contract or may 
consciously isolate government work from their commercial operations. In the 
latter case, there is usually little interchange of technical innovations between the 
government and commercial activities of the firm and there may be some loss of 
relevant technical experience and applications to the government work. 

Lastly, large diversified firms often follow different patent policies 
in different divisions of the organization. Accordingly, they may be willing to 
participate in government programs with small concern for patents in some areas 
but with great concern for patent rights in others. It is difficult to generalize 
about these firms except to notice that their policies tend to follow the patterns of 
the industries in which their divisions participate. Their behavior may, therefore, 
resemble any of the categories of firms described above if their divisions have 
similar business profiles. 

With respect to educational and nonprofit institutions refusal to 
participate for patent reasons is not normally a problem. However, instances 
were found in Department of Interior programs where patent problems were encountered 
because of conflicting institutional obligations arising from joint support of a research 
program or where rights in background patents were sought as a condition of 
the project. With the rising interest in nonprofit institutions in patents as a source of 
revenue, greater concern over patent rights can be expected from institutions with 
large research programs as financial pressures on these organizations continue to 
increase. 

Viewing the participation problem from the standpoint of individual 
government agencies, the effect of patent policy varies with the nature of their R&D 
programs and the contractors that participate in them. Participation problems are 
not a concern to TVA which performs virtually all its research and development 
itself and, therefore, lias little or no contractual interface with industry. They 
are also minimal in Agriculture programs since that agency contracts almost all 
its extramural research and development with educational and nonprofit institutions. 
In addition, the firms that do participate in its programs do relatively little research 
and development on their own and tend to be less patent conscious than those 
participating in defense/aerospace work. 

The direct effect of policy on NSF and HEW programs also appears to be 
small because most of their contract research is either basic in nature, offering limited 
opportunities to develop patentable inventions, or is performed by nonprofit institutions 
who, for the most part, are interested in the research for itself. However, some 
problems may be encountered in instances of joint or overlapping research at non- 4 
profit institutions where the rights of other parties may be involved. And, a significant 
indirect effect has been noted in an important HEW health program where voluntary 

» 
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noncontractual participation by a patent sensitive industry was curtailed because 
of patent considerations. 

The Department of Interior, like HEW and NSF\ has a number of 
programs--such as water desalination--which are oriented toward developing basic tech
nologies. The Agency contracts in these areas with research-oriented industrial firms 
(many of whom are patent conscious), as well as educational and nonprofit 
institutions, and acquires title to patents arising under its programs. Under some 
programs, statutes on which they are based have been interpreted to require 
the agency to acquire rights in existing patents owned by contractors because 
of their relevance to the contract effort and future utilization of contract results. 
These factors--patent conscious organizations and acquisition of rights to contract 

• inventions and existing patents-have resulted in several instances of hesitation 
or refusal to participate in the government program. Insufficient data was avail
able to establish how widespread the reaction was or its overall effect on Interior 
programs. 

The largest number of opportunities for participation problems occur, 
of course, in DOD. NASA, and AEC programs because of the sire and scope of 
their contract effort. Only a limited amount of data was available on this question 
for these agencies but a few general observations may be made. At least as to the 
majot icy of DOD inventions, to which contractors are normally permitted to retain 
title, no problem arises. In addition, NASA's policy of waiving title to inventions 
to promote utilization under appropriate circumstances provides a method for 
resolving competing government and industry objectives with regard to patents 
arising under contract. Lastly, interviews with industrial firms in the survey 
sample indicate that-except where a large investment in private research, 
know-how, inventions and/or patents considered to be'valuable in commercial 
markets exist--acquisition or improvement of technical skills is sufficiently 
important to them in most cases to justify participating in government programs 
in their areas of interest even though patent provisions are not completely suitable 
to them. 

However, this does not. mean that either a title or license policy will 
equally serve the government's interests under all the ano\^ circumstances, since 
the policy selected may also affect industrial decisions to use contract inventions 
commercially. Here again, a Inlancing of government objectives appears necessary 
to ensure that the net effect of the patent policy promotes the government's overall 
goals. 

* 



TABLE 1 

CONCENTRATION OF R4D FUNDS (1965) IN RELATION TO AGENCY AND 
GOVERNING POLICY CRITERIA AND PATENTS ISSUED (1957, 1962, 1965) 

($ in Millions) 

Policy Criteria 

I. Principal Rights in Government 

1(a)(1)-End item intended for 
commercial use by 
general public. 

1(a)(2)- Purpose of contract to 
explore fields concerned 
with public health or 
welfare. 

1(a)(3)- Contract pertains to new 
fields with Government as 
sole or principal developer. 

1(a)(4)- Contract requires opera
tion of Government research 
or production facility or 
coordination and direction 
of work of others. 

II. Principal Rights in Contractor 

1(b)- Contract builds upon existing 
knowledge and contractor has 
technical competence and es
tablished nongovernmental 
commercial position. 

Agencies 

A. Public Service 

Agriculture 
Interior 
HEW 
VA 
TVA 
NSF 

B. Public Service and 
Mission-Oriented 

Commerce 
FAA 
NASA 
AEC 

11(a)(1), (2) and 
1(b) also applicable) 

C. Mission-Oriented 

DOD 

11(a)(2), (3) 
and (4) also 
applicable] 

R&D Obligations 
FY 1965 

($ in Millions) 

Extramural 

S 61.7 
38.5 

682.7 
.8 
.3 

183.2 

$967.2 
(9%) 

19.4 
5 41.7 

3,999.9 
1,233.6 

$5,294.6 
(48%) 

$4,805.6 
(43%) 

Intramural 

$155.7 
84.4 

174.8 
36.9 

5.5 
14.5 

$471.8 
(16%) 

48.5 
$ 34.5 

871.0 
32.8 

$986.8 
(33%) 

$1,542.9 
(51%) 

Patents Issued: 

1957 

Title 

0 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 

— 3 

8 
0 
0 

266 

274 

206 

License 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 

-1 

2 
0 
4 

33* 

39 

958 

Contract Work 

1962 

Title 

1 
1 
4 
0 
0 
0 

-6 

7 
0 
4 

289 

300 

221 

License 

1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 

— 3 

0 
8 
7 

98' 

113 

1,501 

Title 

2 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 

— 6 

0 
1 

19 
250 

270 

407 

1965 

License 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

— 1 

0 
2 
4 

65' 

71 

NA 

' AEC rights in these inventions vary. In some it holds a nonexclusive license only. 
In others it holds a general license with exclusive rights in field of atomic energy. 

Source: Annual Report on Government Patent Policy, 
Federal Council for Science and Technology, 
June 1966, and study data. 



TABLE 2 
ALLOCATIONS OF DOMESTIC R&D OBLIGATIONS AMONG 

PROFIT • MAKING, EDUCATIONAL, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS FOR 
FY 1965 

(S in Millions) 

R&D Obligations 
A. Public-Service Agencies 

Agric. Interior Commerce HEW VA TVA NSF Total 
(Percent) 

B. Public-Service and 
Mission-Oriented 

FAA AEC NASA Total 
(Percent) 

C. Mission-
Oriented 

DOD 

1. Profit-Making 
Organizations 

2. Educational 
Institutions 

3. Other Nonprofit 
Organizations 

4. Other 

TOTAL 

2.2 

57.2 

2.3 

0. 

61.7 

13.5 

10.7 

2.4 

11.9 

38.5 

13.3 

1.8 

0. 

27.1 .2 

4.3 475.7 

153.5 

26.4 

19.4 682.7 

0. 

0. 

27.4 

130.9 

24.8 

183.2 

83.7 
(8.5) 

679.5 
(68.9) 

185.0 
(18.8) 
38.4 
(3.8) 

986.6 
(100) 

39.4 

.8 

1.5 

0. 

41.7 

743.3 

402.9 

87.2 

.2 

1233.6 

3766.2 

208.4 

17.4 

7.9 

3999.9 

4548.9 
(86.0) 

612.1 
(11.9) 

106.1 
(2.0) 
8.1 

(0.1) 

5275.2 
(100) 

4274.5 
(89.0) 

326.9 
(6.8) 

203.9 
(4.2) 

.3 
(0.) 

4805.6 
(100) 



TABLE 5 
CONCENTRATION OF CONTRACTOR PATfcNT HOLDINGS IN THE SAMPLE, RESPONSE RATE, AND 

RATE OF COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION: ALL AGENCIES BOTH SAMPLE YEARS ! 

Number of Patents Percent5 of Total Patents 
in in '•£ 

Average 
Utilization 

Number of Firms Sample^ Response-* C. U. Sample Response C. U. Percent' 

Top Five 7 

10 

1!5 

50 

Total 
In Sam pie. No Response 

~2l 

1, 150 

1, 6.15 

1,919 

2, .116 
1,082 

662 

1.047 

1, 47M 

1,735 

2,024 

57 

42 

142 

170 

210 

.11..' 

49.7 

70.7 

82.9 

100.0 

32.6 

51.o 

73.0 

85.6 

100.0 

27.2 

4.1. K 

67.ii 

81.0 

100.0 

». ft 

l i .S 

9 . t i 

9.8 

10.4 

Number of F i rms : 
(1) Responding 192 
{'2) Not Responding 271 
(.1) Total 46T 
( 0 With At Least One C.U- 65 

1 lutal sjmple includes all patents developed by contractors and issued in 1957 and 1962, except those developed under NASA contracts 
and 415 AEC inventions. 

-'"Sample" means the total population of patents as defined in footnote I. 

Response" indicates the number of patents for which questionnaires were returned. 

" C I ' . ' indicates tiiat commercial utilization has been achieved for this patent, by the inventing contractor. 

sPeri.em in each case is the percent of the total patents of responding firms in the sample, the response, and in commercial utilization. 
For example, a total of 210 patents in C. U. and the top five firms held 57 or 27.2 percent of these patents in C. U. 

Calculated by taking the sum of parents in C. U. over the sum of patents in the response for each size c lass . 

r * • 
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TABLE 3 
SALES AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMERCIAL 

UTILIZATION OF INVENTIONS BY CONTRACTORS (1957 AND 1962) 
($ in millions) 

T >rjl Sample 

Don 

Orfvr \,:.TKie!> 

Amount »! \ . l u j ! 
Domestic S.ik-s r r w 

It.Mlly 
Important 
Inventions 

Wl. f tJ 

H I . 4 8 

Ho.1 inn 

100 85 

ln\«.nti->n:» With 
a Supr>>nmg 
R..k-

117.0" 

1 .»i . v t . i j i 

( . ' r i tu j l lv 
l.: 'f»rt.int 
Invi-nii.ms 

4 7 . 2H 

47 .18 

4 5. FO 

ln \on t ions With 
i Supr»n tn^ 

47 .65 

4 ' AS 

LVvt-l )[iii:unt i ' f ists: 
! N'umtvr of L u i :,Si'S ir t s. 

(.jr Inventions W t h . 

Amtiuni 

2o. H 

Percent in 
Technica l 
[>. ,vclopmcnt 

hb. t< 

:o 

Average £ 

Percent in 
Product n.in 
Fac i l i t i e s 

^2.7 

: : — 4 _ -

2 1 . 4 

•15 

Average 2 
Percent in 
Marke t ing ! Cr i t ica l Role 

20.5 

21.3 

Jl 

2 . 5 

i 
I I I 

Supporting Rule 

To date of response to questionnaire. 

Average for those responding to this question only. 



TABLE 4 
SALES AND PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH COMMERCIAL 

UTILIZATION OF GOVERNMENT-OWNED PATENTS BY NON-INVENTOR LICENSEES 
($ in millions) 

Total Sample 

DOD 

AEC 

Agriculture 

TVA 

Other Agencies 

Amount of Actual 
Domestic Sales From: 

Critically 
Important 
Inventions 

201.12 

.02 

.40 

1%. 5 

4.20 

0 

Inventions with 
a Supporting 
Role 

6.945 

.055 

0 

.025 

5.34 

1. 525 

Amount of Actual 
Foreign Sales From: 

Critically 
Important 
Inventions 

2.2 

0 

0 

2.2 

0 

0 

Inventions with 
a Supporting 
Role 

.085 

0 

0 

.085 

0 

0 

2 
Development Costs 

Amount 

5.389 

.040 

.020 

3.118 

2.211 

0 

Average 
Percent in 
Technical 
Development 

21.1 

70 

50 

17.1 

16.9 

0 

Average 
Percent in 
Production 
Facilities 

52.2 

30 

25 

47.9 

58.9 

0 

Average 
Percent in 
Marketing 

26.7 

0 

25 

35 

24.2 

0 

To date of response to questionnaire. 

Average for those responding to this question only. 

• i ft 
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TABLE 8 
CORRELATION OI" PATENT RIGHTS, PRIOR EXPERIENCE, 

YEAR OF PATENT. AND COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION 

Characteristics of Invention 

Year of Patent 

1. 1962 patent, contractor 
has title and prior ex
perience 

2. 1957 patent, contractor 
has title and prior ex
perience 

Title (both years) 

1. Contractor has title and 
prior experience 

2. Contractor has no title, but 
has prior experience 

Prior Experience (both years) 

1. Contractor has prior ex
perience, but no title 

2. Contractor has no prior ex
perience, but has title 

3. Contractor has no prior ex
perience and no title 

Rate of Commercial 
Utilization (percent) 

22.8 

25.6 

23.8 

13.3 

13.3 

6.6 

2 . 2 J 

Observations 
(No. Utilized/ 
Total No. Observations) 

78/341 

50/195 

128/536 

8/60 

8/60 

63/948 

4/176 

'Computed by dividing tlie number utilized by the total number of observations. 



TABLE 9 
INTERNAL PATENT MANAGEMENT 

TEN HIGH UTILIZERS 

Comrunv 

Q 

s 

A 

G 

R 

E 

H 

N 

M 

J 

Size of Firm 
($ in millions) 

over 1,000 

over 1,000 

200-1,000 

200-1,000 

200-1.000 

50- 200 

50- 200 

50- 200 

5- 50 

under 5 

-J, Government 
Business 

65-80 

40 

40 

30-40 

10 

85 

75 

70 

10-40 

20-50 

Number of Appl 
Filed Per Year ( 

Not Avai 

960 

75 

150 

500 

125 

75 

140 

25-

labl 

•30 

ications 
Approx.) 

le 

Not Available 

-,'o Government-Sponsored 
Applications' 

20 

12 

33 1/3 

15 

10 

14 

25-30 

25 

25 

Not Available 

% Company-Sponsored 
Applications" 

SO 

88 

66 2/3 

85 

90 

86 

70-75 

75 

75 

Not Available 

- 3 

"Percentages are approximate. 

* • * • 



TABLE 10 
INTERNAL PATENT MANAGEMENT 

ELEVEN LOW UTILIZERS 

Cunipany 

11 

C 

1 

0 

P 

T 

D 

V 

I-

K 

L 

Size of Eirm 
(S in millions) 

over 1.000 

over 1.000 

over 1.000 

over 1,000 

over 1.000 

over 1,000 

200 -1,000 

200-1,000 

5- 50 

5- 50 

under 5 

Government 
Business 

60 

j 

75 

50-90 

95 

JO 

10 

55 -70 

85 

90 

Not Available 

Number of Applications 
1 iled Per Year (Appro.*..) 

1. OOt) - 2.000 

510 

.100- .$50 

70 ' 

175- 200 

6C0 

1.000 

250 

Not Available 

5-6 

.SO 

. tlovemment-.sponsored 
Applications' 

2-5 

1 (") ' 

33 1/3 

25 

50 

10-15 

0 (since 1902) 

20 

Not Available 

100 

65 

Com pany-Sponsored 
Applications" 

95-98 

99^ 

66 2/3 

75 

50 

85-90 

100 (since 1962) 

Not 

80 

Available 

0 

35 

177 

•Percentages are approximate. 
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FIGURE 1-1 
RELATIONSHIP AMONG SIZE OF FIRM, PERCFNT GOVERNMENT BUSINESS. 

AND THE RATE OF COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION1 

Percent 
Rate of 
Commerc ia l 
Utilization 

20 Percent Government Business 

20-30 Percent Governmcnr 
y^£] Business 

^Total 
Sa m pie 

80-100 
Percent Government Business 

Over 
200 

Size Class 
Contr.icior 
{$ in millic 

Defined as patents in commerc ia l use /pa ten t s in response . 



TABLE 12 
INVENTION UTILIZATION 

TBN HIGH UTILIZERS 
(CONTRACTOR INVENTIONS) 

Company 

Company S 

Company K 

Company Q 

Company E 

Company H 

Company A 

Company C 

Company J 

Company N 

Company M 

TOTAL 

Rank in 
Patent Holdings 

1 

6 

10 

14 

20 

22 

24 

25 

11 

45 

• n r r e — 

153 

110 

52 

36 

22 

20 

15 

18 

13 

8 

Patent 1 

License 

21 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

4 

1 

fl 

0 

toioings 

Number 

174 

no 

56 

36 

22 

20 

19 

19 

13 

8 

477 

% ol Sam 

7 .8 

5 .4 

2 .7 

1.7 

1.0 

. 9 

. 9 

. 9 

. 6 

. 3 

22 .2 

,pTe 

Number 
Utilized 

43 

13 

13 

5 

7 

7 

4 

3 

5 

3 

103 

Number Utilized 
With C o m m e r c i a l Sales 

Over J I Million 

3 

2 

1 

1 

0 

1 

2 

0 

3 

I 

14 

Total C o m m e r c i a l Sales 
Mi l l ion-Dol la r 

Inventions 

3 . 0 

7 .2 

1.0 

1.0 

0 . 0 

2 . 0 

7 0 . 0 

0 . 0 

22 .2 

1.25 

107.65 

~3 

Rank based on holdings of both title and license to inventions in the survey sample. 



TABLE 13 
INVENTION UTILIZATION 
ELEVEN LOW UTILIZERS 

(CONTRACTOR INVENTIONS) 

• Rank in 
.'ompany Patent Holdings 

Patent Holdings 

License Number \ of Sample 

Number Utilized 
Number With Commercial Sales 
Utilized Over $1 Million 

Total Commercial Sales 
Million-Dollar 

Inventions 

Company 1 

Company B 

Company T 

Company P 

Company C 

Company U 

Company 0 

Company L 

Company D 

Company F 

Company K 

TOTAL 

2 

4 

5 

7 

9 

12 

16 

19 

21 

J5 

39 

84 

118 

67 

75 

57 

39 

30 

26 

13 

11 

47 

1 

50 

131 

119 

117 

82 

62 

42 

30 

26 

22 

11 

9 

651 

D. 8 

5.7 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 

1.4 

1.2 

i.O 

. 5 

.4 

31.5 

0 

3 

4 

0 

3 

0 

0 

28 

0 . 0 

22.0 

0.0 

0 . 0 

0 .0 

50.0 

0 . 0 

0 .0 

0 . 0 

0 . 0 

0 . 0 

72 .0 

00 
© 
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TABLE 16 
TIME LAG FROM PATENT APPLICATION TO FIRST COMMERCIAL UTILIZATION 

CONTRACTOR ACTIVITY FOR SAMPLE YEARS 1957 AND 1962 

Independent Variables 

Sales of Fi rm 

Less than $5 million 

$5 - $50 million 

$50 - $200 million 

Over $200 million 

TOTAL 

Prior Activity 

Yes 

No 

Percent Government Business 

0-20 

20-50 

50-80 . 

80-100 

Field of Technology 

Mechanical 

Other 

Form of Invention 

Material 

Process 

Component 

End Product 

Kind of Agency 

DOD 

AEC 

Other 

Years 

3 

8 

5 

37 

53 

41 

12 

16 

16 

10 

11 

14 

39 

12 

2 

22 

17 

50 

2 

1 

1-3 
Years 

4 

6 

11 

33 

54 

36 

19 

14 

10 

11 

20 

22 

33 

10 

4 

17 

24 

53 

1 

1 

4-8 
Years 

2 

7 

3 

22 

34 

13 

21 

20 

3 

1 

10 

12 

22 

6 

0 

7 

21 

31 

3 

0 

> 9 
Years 

0 

0 

3 

0 

3 

2 

1 

2 

0 

0 

1 

I 

2 

0 

0 

1 

2 

3 

0 

0 

9* 
Years 

3 

1 

6 

14 

24 

8 

16 

2 

2 

7 

13 

6 

18 

2 

3 

10 

9 

24 

0 

0 

Total 

9 

21 

22 

92 

144 

92 

53 

145 

52 

29 

22 

42 

145 

49 

96 

145 

28 

6 

47 

64 

145 

137 

6 

2 

145 

"Years between filing and first expected commercial utilization. This column 
is not included in the row totals. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Can you suggest reasons why the commercial 
utilization rate of NASA-generated inventions is so much higher 
for contractor-owned patents than NASA-owned patents? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I think Mr. Johnson indicated some of the 
reasons in his testimony. Hopefully we have selected the best con
tractor to do the job for NASA. He is in the business, he has the 
ability to evaluate inventions to discern which ones have greater 
commercial potential. He has the production, marketing, and engi
neering capability to develop the invention from an idea of the 
inventor to an item actually produced and sold in the marketplace. 

I think Tenney Johnson gave a good summary of that reason. 
Another element that should not be overlooked is that it has 

been my experience that the person most impressed with an inven- * 
tion is the inventor himself or herself. It is their baby and they 
want to see it used. They want to leave their footprint. 

It seems to me that it is important, unless there is an overriding 
public policy to the contrary, to leave the commercial rights where *• 
that inventor is, so you have the single greatest champion of the 
invention working the problem. 

I think those are the two principal reasons. 
Senator SCHMITT. That is an interesting point. I think all of us in 

one way or another in science and technology would be impressed 
with that if we just thought about it—how protective we are of an 

. idea that we may have had and how rapidly we try to advance that 
idea, whether it is an intangible idea or some piece of hardware. 
That is an excellent point. 

Are you satisfied that the march-in rights, those which NASA 
retains under its present policy and those which would be required 
under S. 1215, are adequate to protect the public interest, and if so, 
why? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. It is difficult to imagine a situation where 
those march-in rights wouldn't be adequate to protect the public 
interest. I think when President Kennedy's statement was issued 
that was the heart of the policy concept, adopting a flexible policy 
vis-a-vis the Government and the contractor to retain rights. But if 
the contractor retained rights, it wasn't against the world. He had 
to act responsibly with those rights. As Tenney referred to, he 
couldn't just suppress the invention and it must be made available 
for public health, safety, and welfare reasons. 

So the answer to your question is yes. I think that those rights t 
are adequate. 

Senator SCHMITT. So you are saying that the fact that march-in 
rights have not been exercised extensively is the best sign that 
they are working? » 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. Yes; I believe that. That experience brings 
into a realm of reality what until now has been a hypothetical 
issue of whether the cure for cancer is going to be suppressed or 
whether the carburetor that will get 100 miles to the. gallon will be 
suppressed by some commercial operation. 

While NASA has never exercised march-in rights as such, we do 
require periodic reporting from our waiverees of the steps they are 
taking to commercialize the invention. And where they are not 
taking such steps, or have no plans to commercialize the invention, 
we void the waiver. We have done that in more than 25 percent of 
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the cases for a total of 266—with respect to a total of 266 inven
tions, we have voided the waivers and taken the patent back into 
NASA's portfolio and made it available for licensing. 

Senator SCHMITT. How does that contrast with the march-in 
rights? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. It is a part of the march-in rights, but it was 
done voluntarily between NASA and the waiveree. We require 
periodic reports 

Senator SCHMITT. They have voluntarily agreed to release the 
waiver? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. In response to the fact tha t they have not 
brought the invention to the point of practical application within 3 
years. When we find that out, they are put on notice that we are 
going to require the issuance of licenses if someone requests. And 
as a voluntary agreement with NASA, they agree to have NASA 
void the waiver and return title back to the Government. 

Senator SCHMITT. In all of those cases you have been able to 
negotiate a march-in rather than actually having to impose one? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. Yes, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. In your view, which patent policy would be 

more cost effective, NASA's present policy or the one generally 
outlined in S. 1215? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I am not convinced tha t our policy is cost 
effective, Senator. I think there is a lot of Government effort tha t 
goes into evaluating inventions, doing patent searches on the in
ventions, acquiring the patents, and then putting it in the license 
portfolio. Those of us tha t participated in this recent analysis—that 
led to the conclusion that we are getting a commercialization rate 
of about 1 percent with respect to contractor inventions that we 
own patents on—we are disappointed by that . 

I know the general counsel of NASA wants to go further in tha t 
analysis to determine whether or not what we are doing makes 
sense. 

It seems to me that , again for reasons that Mr. Denny indicated, 
if you leave tha t invention with the contractor, he has the ability 
to evaluate it and decide whether he is going to file and whether 
the patent is going to become part of his portfolio, it will probably 
be cost effective for the Government. 

Senator SCHMITT. S. 1215 specifically provides tha t the act shall 
not be construed to deprive an owner of a background patent. 
What is NASA's position on acquiring background rights to inven
tions, and do you think something more explicit ought to be includ
ed in this measure? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. As a general policy, NASA does not acquire 
background rights to inventions developed by the contractor using 
its own independent resources. 

I think the number of times we have done tha t is probably 
between 6 and 12 times in the history of NASA. 

Senator SCHMITT. Is there any general criteria that seems to 
have been met when you exercised background rights? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. Some of them, Senator, were when decisions 
had not been made in the communications satellite area and 
NASA was very reluctant not to get some assurances—and that is 
about all it amounted to—assurances that the contractor would not 
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enjoin others. It did not get into the terms of royalties or licenses 
that he would issue; but there have been instances when we did get 
assurances injunctions would not be sought. 

I could provide a better answer for the record, if I may. 
Senator SCHMITT. I would appreciate that. 
[The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:] 
NASA's policy on the acquisition of background patent rights is enunciated in 

Section 9.107-3(e) of the NASA Procurement Regulations wherein it states: "it is the 
policy of NASA to pay reasonable compensation for the acquisition of rights in any 
invention used or to be used by NASA which is covered by a valid patent thereon 
and enforceable against the Government." 

It is further stated that: "nothing in [subpart 9.1] is intended to preclude the use 
of appropriate contract provisions concerning rights in contractor's background * 
patents, but rights in background patents will normally not be acquired in contracts 
for supplies and services except by specific negotiation of such rights, unless the 
patents and the rights thereunder are listed and priced as a separate contract 
item." p 

In other words, the acquisition of background patent rights in a contracting mode 
is the exception rather than the rule and is a matter of negotiation between the 
parties. The NPRs do not set forth any standard clauses for background patent 
rights nor are any guidelines provided therefor. 

Historically, NASA has sparingly used background patent provisions. They have 
been limited to procurements of the type which involve products which are intended 
for commercial use or which may ultimately be required by Government regulations 
and with respect to which a management judgment is made that background rights 
are necessary to meet program objectives. Authorization to negotiate background 
provisions is granted only after program management at Headquarters identify a 
realistic need. 

Because background provisions as used by NASA are subject to negotiation the 
terms of such provisions have varied. For example, a background patent provision 
may simply amount to an agreement by the contractor not to enjoin third parties 
from the use of the patented background invention. In essence the contractor is thus 
agreeing to negotiate a reasonable royalty or seek compensatory damages at law. A 
background provision may also provide the Government a license, royalty-free or 
royalty bearing, for the use of the patents for Governmental purposes. Sometimes 
there are express requirements to license other responsible applicants on reasonable 
terms and conditions to practice the background patents. Often, this requirement is 
limited-to -specific end-items or specifically defined program objectives rather than 
being applied across the board .to the procurement. A common provision is that the 
background clause is not applicable where suitable commercial alternatives are 
available. Another variation with' respect to background patents concerns whether 
the clause is applicable to foreign or domestic patents or both. A background 
provision will also usually contain a mechanism for resolving disputes as to facts 
such as what is a reasonable royalty or who is a responsible applicant. Occasionally, 
rights to a contractor's proprietary data (e.g., trade secrets) are acquired coextensive 
with rights to a contractor's background patents, depending on program objectives. ^ 

Programs which have used such provisions have been concentrated in the satellite 
communications area and in the quiet engine aeronautical program. For example, in 
the early 1960's NASA entered into an agreement with Hughes Aircraft Company 
containing a provision with regard to ten to twelve specifically identified patent 
applications which covered inventions useful in the first generation of geostationary * 
spin-stabilized satellites that evolved from the SYNCOM program. Under this provi
sion Hughes agreed not to enjoin any third parties from using these inventions. As 
mentioned earlier this is tantamount to an agreement to license the inventions on 
reasonable terms. 

In another communications satellite program NASA negotiated a background 
patent provision for inclusion in the contract with Fairchild Industries for the 
Applications Technology Satellite F&G program. The provision was applicable to 
the parabolic antenna, including the reflector, deployment mechanism, primary 
feeds and support structure. As in the other cases, a background rights provision 
was deemed desirable in order to assure the accessibility of this potentially valuable 
technology to the future needs of the Government and the public and commercial 
sector. 
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NASA's quiet engine program was another program area, as mentioned earlier, 
that employed background patent and data provisions. The overall objective of this 
program was to improve noise reduction technology for the benefit of the public and 
the industrial sector. There was also an expectation that if successful, the results of 
the program would be required by Government regulation. Accordingly, the back
ground provision was deemed necessary to assure the availability of the technology. 
[For example, contracts in this area with Boeing, General Electric and McDonnell 
Douglas included background provisions of varying scope.] 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Denny, have there been examples of the 
Department of Energy or ERDA having exercised a retention of 
background rights? Are there any generalizations that can be 
made? 

Mr. DENNY. In the patent area, it is a standard practice of the 
« Department of Energy—I might first define what we consider a 

background patent. That is: A patent of sufficient breadth and 
strength that it is literally a blocking patent; that the technology 
we are developing under the contract cannot be used unless you 

* use that patent. We defined a background patent that narrowly. 
And if there is one, the contractor, in our normal policies, pro

vides two things: 
First, a free research and development license to the Govern

ment. The concept there is if the contractor has introduced its 
background technology into our contract and we are trying to 
commercialize it, we don't want to be charged for it. 

Second, if it is a blocking patent, the contractor may be required, 
if requested by DOE, to license others at reasonable royalties 
unless the contractor is satisfying market needs on its own. 

So it is a very limited form. It is intended to address the suppres
sion kind of concern, and we have up until now found no need to 
enforce it. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you think any comprehensive Government 
patent policy should include criteria for the retention of back
ground rights? 

Mr. DENNY. NO, sir, I do not. We have it in our policy. It came 
very close to being placed in the ERDA statutory patent policy, and 
I tried—and this time successfully—my best to keep that from 
happening. It is an extremely sensitive issue. It is, probably more 
than anything else, a go-no-go kind of situation in cooperation. 

You need the utmost in flexibility. I pleaded with those who were 
developing the ERDA Act to give ERDA, and now DOE, an oppor-

* tunity to show their responsibility in acquiring this kind of right— 
to show that it can be handled on an administrative basis where it 
is flexible, and where necessary it can be eliminated. 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I would agree with that. I think the way you 
* treat background rights in your bill is adequate. It states that the 

bill should not be construed as affecting it either way. 
Speaking for NASA, I believe we have acted responsibly in the 

few cases where we thought we needed assurances with respect to 
a blocking patent. I would think that that would be something best 
left for interpretation, and then if you see problems developing, it 
could be addressed later. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Mossinghoff, do you remember an exercise 
that the two of us went through with Mr. Johnson in trying to 
negotiate a patent agreement between NASA and the Department 
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of Interior where there was an insistence that background rights 
be retained. It had to do with underground coal mining? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I remember it well. I am sorry it didn't work. 
Senator SCHMITT. We only spent 1V2 years on it. 
Do you feel that the language in S. 1215 is sufficient to prevent 

that kind of an occurrence? Frankly, that is what first got me 
interested in patents. When we could not apply advanced technol
ogies rapidly to the more efficient mining of coal. 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. I think the provision in the bill, coupled with 
a strong element of good judgment, could prevent that from hap
pening again. There is a need for judgment. 

Senator SCHMITT. We would appreciate any further comments 
you might have in retrospect for the record. I would hate to see » 
those kinds of things happen, particularly where there needs to be 
an interagency cooperative activity, and because of the difference 
in judgment or a difference in interpretation of the law in the two 
agencies, they can't get together. * 

In the example I cited, everybody agreed it ought to be done, but 
nobody could agree how it should be done. 

Mr. Mossinghoff, would the present patent provisions apply to 
joint endeavors of NASA's plannings? For example, those involving 
materials processing in space? 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. We looked at that very carefully earlier this 
year. As you know, we are proceeding with the issuance of guide
lines for when we will cooperate with private concerns in conduct
ing experiments using the Space Shuttle, and in connection with 
the materials processing space program particularly we looked at 
that. 

We concluded that as long as a joint arrangement does not 
anticipate the flow of NASA funds to fund work on the other side 
of the NASA-cooperator interface, that strictly speaking section 
305 of the Space Act will not apply. 

I am sure we will obtain a broad Government license to any 
efforts that are undertaken. And I think we will also probably 
require assurances from the person we cooperate with that the 
results will be made available to the public in an expeditious or 
reasonable way. But the statutory patent policies of NASA will not 
apply. 

If you wish, I could include in the record the memorandum of 
our Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters, which details 
the basis for that conclusion we reached. 

Senator SCHMITT. We would appreciate that very much. 
[The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:] H 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, 

Washington, D.C., June 19, 1979. 
To: G/General Counsel. 
From: GP/Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters. 
Subject: Applicability of section 305 of the Space Act to Joint Endeavors. 

This responds to your request tha t I address the issue of whether "section 305 of 
the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, as amended [hereinafter "Space 
Act"] applies to inventions made in the course of joint endeavors; for example, 
endeavors undertaken in the materials Processing in Space Program." 

In this memorandum I will review the legislative history of section 305, discuss 
NASA's interpretation and application of the section over the years, summarize the 
experience gained, and state the conclusions to be drawn therefrom. 
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The basic legal issue is whether a "joint endeavor" is a contract of the Adminis
tration for the performance of work within the intent of section 305, such that any 
inventions made in the course of the endeavor are subject to the ownership require
ments of subsection 305(a). 

For the purposes of this memorandum, a joint endeavor is defined as follows: "A 
joint endeavor is an arrangement between NASA and a party or parties in which 
each undertakes to contribute to or participate in a project of mutual benefit, and 
which usually involves the use of equipment, facilities, services, personnel or infor
mation made available by one or more of the parties for use by the others. Such 
endeavors do not involve the transfer of funds or title to property between the 
parties, and are not considered a procurement or an assistance transaction within 
the purview of P.L. 95-224. Services which may be involved do not constitute the 
employment of one of the party's employees by the other." 

In answer to the legal issue raised, it is concluded that a joint endeavor is not 
subject to the legal constraints of section 305. This conclusion is based on the Space 
Act and the long-standing administrative interpretation of section 305 by NASA 
that there are many arrangements which NASA may enter into, a joint endeavor 
being one such arrangement, that are not contracts covered by subsection 305(a). 

1. Section SOS of the Space Act 
The pertinent language in the Space Act [1] dealing with the allocation of proper

ty rights in inventions is as follows (emphasis added): 
Subsection 305(a) requires that [w]henever any invention is made "—in the per

formance of any work under any contract of the Administration, and the Adminis
trator determines that— 

(1) the person who made the invention was emplyed or assigned to perform 
research, development, or exploration work and the invention is related to the 
work he was employed or assigned to perform, or that it was within the scope of 
his employment duties, whether or not it was made during working hours, or 
with a contribution by the Government of the use of Government facilities, 
equipment, materials allocated funds, information proprietary to the Govern
ment, or services of Government employees during the working hours; or 

(2) the person who made the invention was not employed or assigned to 
perform research, development, or exploration work, but the invention is never
theless related to the contract, or to the work or duties he was employed or 
assigned to perform, or was made during working hours, or with a contribution 
from the Government of the sort referred to in clause (1)" 

such invention becomes the exclusive property of the United States unless the 
Administrator waives rights thereto in conformity with the provisions of subsection 
305(f). 

Subsection 305(b) specifies that "[e]ach contract entered into by the Administrator 
with any party for the performance of any work" is to contain effective provisions 
for the reporting of inventions "which may be made in the performance of such 
work." 

Section 305(jX2) defines the term contract as meaning "any actual or proposed 
contract, agreement, understanding, or other arrangement, or subcontract." 

It is the meaning, interpretation and application of the phrase "in the perform
ance of any work under any contract of the Administration' when considered in the 
context of the whole statute, its legislative purpose and intent, and its long standing 
practical interpretation by NASA, that determines whether a joint endeavor, which 
meets the literal defnition of "contract" as set forth in subsection 305(jX2), comes 
under subsection 305(a). 

2. Legislative Purpose and Intent Behind Section 305 
The legislative purpose and intent underlying section 305 is not set forth in the 

Space Act;[2] however, the legislative history of section 305 does provide insight in 
this regard. Although the legislative history of section 305 has been characterized as 
"extremely thin" and not providing guidance, or as "very scanty," requiring NASA 
to use "its best judgement as to what Congress had in mind" with regard to the 
interpretation of such difficult and complicated legislation,[3] a careful review of the 
report of the House-Senate Conference on the bill,[4] and the transcripts of the floor 
debate prior to its passage[5], does reveal a consistent thread of legislative purpose 
and intent underlying section 305. 

The report of the conference, for example, after briefly setting forth the previous 
House and Senate actions that led up to the need for conference on the issue, states: 
"Operating on the theory that the Government's interests must be protected, but 
with the concomitant purpose of protecting private interests and of keeping private 
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incentive and initiative at a high level, the Committee of Conference! adopted 
entirely new patent provisions.[6] 

The report then continues with a very brief explanation of Subsection 305(a), 
indicating that inventions are to become the property of the United States "accord
ing to a specified standard." (Emphasis in report). This standard is set forth in 
subparagraphs (1) and (2) of subsection 305(a), and is based on a relationship of 
inventions made to both the duties of the contractor employee performing under the 
contract and contract requirements.[7] 

During floor discussion prior to final passage of the Space Act, Rep. McCormack 
stated in his opening address: "The patent provisions of the House bill is the only 
part of the bill extensively revised by the conferees. The senate version carried a 
patent provision closely similar to the provision of the House bill. This was dropped 
by floor amendment just before passage in the Senate to allow this section to go to 
conference. The review and redrafting were wise. The select committee created a 
special subcommittee to study the matter, and after talking with many experts in 
and out of Government arrived at an new version, drawing upon Senate and House 
suggestions. The original patent provision was too closely patterned after the strin
gent requirements of the Atomic Energy Act which are not fully applicable to the 
space field. The substitute provision agreed to by the conferees protects both the 
interests of the Government and affords enough flexibility to the Space Administra
tor to let him meet needs for preserving inventions of the individuals and companies 
whose efforts it is public policy to encourage."[8] 

Representative Keating also commented rather extensively on the patent provi
sions. Included in his summary of section 305 was the statement: 

"The conferees recognized that research and development in aeronautical and 
space sciences will not be comparable, in most respects, to that in the field of atomic 
energy, and hence that there is no necessity for a Government monopoly of rights or 
interests in all inventions and/or discoveries relating to space exploration. 

"And the patent provisions in this conference report do not automatically, as I 
understand the Atomic Energy Act does, give all property rights in inventions to 
the Government."[9] 

The above-noted comments from the conference report and statements made 
during floor debate, viewed in light of drafting changes that culminated in the final 
version of section 305, clearly suggest that there was a legislative intent not to 
follow the restrictive and stringent approach taken in the field of atomic energy, 
which approach automatically created a "Government-monopoly" on inventions in 
the entire field based on some rather broad and generalized contractual relation-
ships.[10] To the contrary, the Congresssional intent behind the redrafts that 
became section 305 was to loosen the grip of government ownership of technology 
resulting from the space program. This was accomplished by incorporating the 
"standard" of subparagraphs (1) and (2) into subsection 305(a) wherein the Govern
ment acquires rights to inventions only in specified situations in which contractors 
and employees thereof are required to perform work of an inventive nature for the 
Administration. 

Thus, even though the legislative history lacks a detailed analysis of the various 
provisions of section 305 and their interplay, two key points are evident from the 
conference report and the floor statements, quoted above. First, there was an 
underlying legislative purpose to maintain private incentive and initiative; and 
second, there was a legislative intent that the restrictive provisions of the Atomic 
Energy Act, which essentially preempt private ownership of patent rights in an 
entire field of endeavor, were not to be carried over to space activities. Accordingly, 
NASA has from the onset adopted a liberal adminsitration of section 305 and has 
made this known to Congress.[ll] This is illustrated by the numerous examples 
discussed below. 

3. NASA Interpretation and Application of Section 305 
Consistent with the pronouncement to liberally administer section 305, and in 

harmony with the aforementioned legislative purpose and intent, NASA has over 
the years taken a more restricted interpretation as to the type of contracts that are 
subject to the title-taking constraints of subsection 305(a) than is literally suggested 
by the broadly worded definition of subsection 305(jX2).[12] Accordingly, it has been 
the long standing official interpretation and administrative practice of NASA to 
limit the application of subsection 305(a) to activities performed for NASA that have 
the potential for making inventions.[13] This is reflected in NASA's regulations and 
practices over the past two decades, as the following review illustrates. This review 
covers a number of arrangements that NASA determined were not covered by 
subsection 305(a), a joint endeavor being one such arrangement. In each instance 
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the determination made by NASA, and relied on by the other party, has had a 
direct effect on the vesting of property rights to inventions made by that party.[14] 

o. Proposals Submitted to NASA 
A literal interpretation of subsections 305(a) and 305(jX2), taken together, would 

require the Government to take title to any privately funded inventions made in the 
course of preparing a proposal (i.e., a "proposed contract") for submittal to NASA. 
Such interpretation, however, is manifestly at odds with the legislative purpose of 
section 305(a) to protect private interests and to maintain private incentive and 
initiative. Thus, NASA took a restrictive interpretation of the phrase "any . . . 
proposed contract" appearing in subsection 305(jX2), and limited it to work per
formed upon an understanding that a contract would be awarded, such as when a 
written authorization is given to proceed with the work pending formalization and 
execution of a contract.[15] 

« 6. Contracts for Supplies, Construction and Utility Services 
In developing NASA's procurement regulations, interpretations of section 305 

were made to determine the types of contracts that were subject to subsection 
305(a), and therefore required the inclusion of a provision as specified in subsection 
305(b). NASA concluded that the legislative intent was to apply section 305 only to 

* those types of contracts requiring the performance of inventive type work for 
NASA, and so advised Congress.[16] This interpretation is reflected in the NASA 
Procurement Regulations, which limit the use of a patent rights clause that would 
invoke section 305 to specified types of contracts having a prospect of inventive 
work being performed.[17] 

c. Launch Service Agreements 
NASA has provided launch services to non-NASA entities during most of its 

history. Many of the launches have been provided on a reimbursable basis for 
private domestic concerns, wherein the launched spacecraft has been developed and 
owned by the concern for whom NASA provided such services. In addition, there 
have been numerous reimbursable launches for other U.S. Government agencies, 
foreign countries and international organizations. 

(i) The AT&T Launch Agreement.—The first launch service agreement was with 
American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T) (July, 1961) to launch the experimental 
Telstar communication satellites. This agreement differed considerably from the 
typical research and development contract entered into by NASA since the satellites 
were to be designed, built, funded and owned by AT&T, and AT&T was also to 
reimburse NASA for its "out of pocket launch costs." Thus, the roles of the parties 
were reversed from the normal contractual situation in that NASA was being paid 
to perform work for AT&T. 

The agreement was made subject to section 305, and NASA took, and then waived 
back, title to all inventions made by AT&T in the design and development of the 
Telstar satellite, but retained a worldwide, royalty free license for governmental 
purposes. In addition, NASA acquired the right to grant licenses to others for the 
practice of such inventions throughout the world for any purposes whatsoever upon 
such terms and conditions as the Administrator may prescribe. This right to license 
others was unrestricted as to both the parties to be licensed and the purposes for 
which the inventions may be practiced. 

. The rationale for acquiring these rights under the AT&T agreement was the 
existence of exceptional circumstances; that is, the desire to keep options open in an 
uncertain area until such time as the Congress and the President acted on an 
approach to be taken in establishing a communication satellite system.[18] 

(ii) Subsequent Launch Agreements.—The next launch service agreement where 
* the applicability of section 305 was raised was in 1964, when NASA negotiated an 

agreement with the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) to launch on a 
reimbursable basis, Comsat's funded and owned satellites. In formulating a patent 
policy for this agreement note was made, and consideration given, to the position 
previously taken by NASA with respect to NASA/AT&T Telstar launch agreement. 
It was concluded, however, the reasons that gave rise to the particular NASA/ 
AT&T patent policy no longer existed.[19] It was observed that while the NASA/ 
Comsat launch agreement was a "contract for the performance of work" and hence 
could be construed to be covered by section 305, under the specific terms of the 
agreement NASA was to perform the work for Comsat, as contrasted with the 
typical situation where the contractor performs work for NASA. [20] In other words 
the conventional roles were reversed under this type of agreement. 

NASA made the interpretation that the launch service agreement with Comsat 
was not subject to section 305 because no work was to be performed for NASA, and 
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thus there was to be no transfer of NASA funds to Comsat. However, to insure 
against a later amendment of the agreement calling for the performance of work by 
the corporation for NASA it was decided to include a section 305 patent clause in 
the agreement as a precautionary measure. To this end, the clause began with the 
language "If and to the extent that any work is performed for NASA under this 
agreement. * * *[21] Thus, NASA made the further interpretation that, in addition, 
inventive type work had to be performed for NASA in order for section 305 to 
apply-[22] 

The interpretation that a launch service agreement does not constitute a contract 
for the performance of work for NASA, and hence not a contract subject to subsec
tion 305(a), has been consistently followed since 1964.[23] In fact, experience has 
shown over the years that the standard launch service agreements have never 
required any work to be performed for NASA, and the above-mentioned precaution
ary section 305 patent rights clause is no longer used. 

4. Joint Endeavors 
The above review illustrates a number of instances where NASA has made an 

official interpretation and adopted administrative practices to support the position 
that not all contracts are subject to subsection 305(a). Joint endeavors represent yet 
another instance where NASA has made an interpretation that an agreement or 
arrangement which literally meets the definition of contract under subsection 
305(jX2) is not a contract in the context of subsection 305(a). 

With the development of advance facilities, such as wind tunnels, sensing and 
communications satellites and a space transportation system, and the creation of 
high technology, such as supercritical wing and ADP systems, NASA found it to be 
in its interest, both national and international, to enter into arrangements where-
under NASA would contribute the use of its facilities or technology to other parties 
in return for the other parties agreeing to furnish their products or services to carry 
out a program or project of mutual interest. The parties then share the results and 
benefits of the project. Often these activities are carried out as a joint endeavor, as 
previously defined. 

Joint endeavors may vary as to the number of parties involved, the type and 
amount of contributions made by the parties, as well as the technical nature of the 
endeavor undertaken. In general these activities and arrangements differ consider
ably from a formal NASA contract and somewhat from those activities previously 
discussed in that they are usually informal in nature, are sometimes bottomed on a 
best efforts basis, do not involve the reimbursement or exchange of funds between 
the parties, and are not deemed as requiring employment of one party's employees 
or contractors by the other party in making the contribution of facilities, equipment 
or services to the joint activity. 

NASA's first interpretation as to whether section 305 applied to a joint endeavor 
occurred in April, 1959, in response to an inquiry by a private company regarding 
an arrangement whereby NASA would contribute one of its facilities for the testing 
of privately developed equipment, and NASA and the owner of the equipment would 
share the resulting test data. [24] The position was taken that, while such an 
arrangement had the appearance of a contract with NASA, the fact that the 
company contributed equipment to the joint endeavor would not mean the company 
assumed any obligations to perform any work for NASA in the sense of subsection 
305(a). Hence the interpretation was made that subsection 305(a) would not be 
applicable to any inventions made by the company or its employees during the 
testing of the company's equipment or any activities incident thereto. The interpre
tation was also made that should any of the company's employees participate in the 
testing, and should they as a result make an invention, the invention would not be 
covered by subsection 305(a) because it would not have resulted from the perform
ance of any work for NASA. [25] 

Subsequent to this intital interpretation, NASA has had many occasions to deter
mine whether an arrangement or agreement structured as a joint endeavor was to 
be considered a contract subject to subsection 305(a). The interpretation has been 
consistent that, under joint endeavors neither party is assuming any obligations to 
perform inventive type work for the other, and accordingly each party retains rights 
to any inventions that may be made in the course of carrying out its activities that 
are contributed to the effort. [26] This interpretation and the resulting practices are 
illustrated by the examples set forth below. 

(a) Use of NASA Facilities. 
Where NASA's contribution is the use of a ground-based facility, and the other 

party furnishes equipment or services, NASA does not apply section 305, but ac-
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quires license rights to any inventions resulting from such use through negotiated 
provisions in the agreement.[27] 

NASA has a similar policy where the contribution is the use of its orbiter to carry 
the other party's payload for testing, demonstration, or performing other operations 
or analysis in space. [28] 

(b) Use of Satellite Data and High Technology 
Other joint endeavors in which NASA has not applied section 305, involve activi

ties wherein NASA's contribution is its satellite data[29] or its high technology such 
as supercritical wing technology in exchange for results of the analysis thereof. 
When the resulting activities are not of the inventive nature, no patent provisions 
are included; when it is anticipated that inventions may be made, a patent provision 
may be included by negotiation. [30] 

(c) Contributions of Technical Interface and Technical Monitoring Assistance 
^ NASA also entered into a joint endeavor with the McDonnell Douglas Corporation 

(and a similar one with the Boeing Company) whereunder McDonnell Douglas 
developed at its expense a spin stabilized payload assist module (SUSS/PAM) for 
launching payloads from the orbiter, and NASA provided technical interface and 
monitoring assistance and services.[31] Subsection 305(a) was not deemed applicable 

. to this joint endeavor, but under negotiated provisions NASA would acquire rights 
to inventions made by McDonnell Douglas in developing the SUSS/PAM in event of 
termination for default. [32] 

(d) Cooperative. Launch Activities 
In addition, NASA has entered into arrangements whereby NASA launches, at no 

cost to the other party, spacecraft and/or experiments provided at no cost to NASA 
by the other party, with the understanding that NASA and the other party are to 
share in the results, usually by exchange and/or publication of the information and 
data derived from the resulting activity. Again, section 305 has not been deemed 
applicable to these arrangements, but a provision may be included, by negotiation, 
to acquire license rights for governmental purposes if it is determined that the 
resulting activity is of a inventive nature. Other than such license rights, invention 
rights reside with the respective parties (or their employees or contractors) of the 
joint endeavor. [33] 

(e) Contribution of Major Hardware 
Other NASA joint endeavors have involved activities where the various parties 

have made significant hardware contributions to a common program. As in the 
previously discussed joint endeavors, subsection 305(a) has not been deemed applica
ble, and any invention rights involved reside with the party (or its employees or 
contractors) who contributed the hardware. License rights, for governmental pur
poses, are acquired if it is determined that the resulting activity is of an inventive 
nature.[34] 

5. Summary and conclusions 
It is clear from the foregoing that during its nearly two decade history NASA has 

entered into numerous actual or proposed contracts, agreements, understandings or 
other arrangements, all within the literal definition of "contract" of subsection 
305(jX2), that were not deemed subject to subsection 305(a). In some instances they 

» were for the procurement of goods and services (supply contracts using appropriate 
funds); in other instances they were for launch services or the use of NASA 
facilities on either a reimbursable or joint basis; and in still other instances they 
involved contributions of hardware on a joint basis. They issue does not turn on 
whether the arrangement between the parties falls within the literal definition of 

0- contract as defined in subsection 305(jX2). Rather, the common basis for the decision 
not to consider these types of "contracts" under subsection 305(a) was a determina
tion, consistent with the ligislative history, purpose and intent, that they did not 
involve the performance of work of an inventive type for the Administration in the 
context of subsection 305(a). 

This determination is equally valid with respect to joint endeavors, wherein each 
party performs, or has performed, work on its own behalf in order to make contribu
tions to the common project. To the extent that any inventive activity is performed 
by a party's employees or contractors, it is performed by or for that party for the 
purpose of enabling that party to make contributions to the joint endeavor. That is, 
one party is not performing, or not having performed, work for the other party, but 
rather, for itself. Neither party is empowered to direct, assign or require work of an 
inventive nature to be performed by the employees or the contractor employees of 
the other party. Thus, a joint endeavor is no different than the numerous other 
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arrangements NASA has determined not to be subject to subsection 305(a) in that it 
does not require the performance of work of an inventive type for NASA. 

In addition, there is nothing in the legislative history of section 305, nor of 
NASA's long-standing interpretation and administrative practices relating thereto, 
to suggest the determination should be any different because the technology in
volved may find commercial application, as may be the case for joint endeavors 
under the Materials Processing in Space Program. If it is determined that the 
activity does not involve the performance of work of an inventive type for NASA, 
subsection 305(a) is not applicable notwithstanding the nature of the technology 
involved or its commerical potential. 

Because joint endeavors are not contracts under subsection 305(a), any rights to 
inventions made in the course of a joint endeavor undertaken in the Materials 
Processing in Space Program must be acquired by negotiation. It is recommended 
that at a minimum NASA continue the established practice of acquiring a royalty-
free license to practice, for governmental purposes, all inventions made in the 
course of the resulting activities of a joint endeavor undertaken in the Materials » 
Processing in Space Program. Consideration may be given to acquiring license 
rights of the same scope to practice any inventions specifically made in the course of 
any preparatory or background activities, to the extent necessary to practice inven
tions made in the course of the resulting activities. Beyond this, it will be necessary 
to consider each proposed joint endeavor case-by-case. However, it is recommended ? 
that, consistant with the policy set forth in NMI 8610.8 dealing with reimbursable 
launches, [35] NASA obtain assurances, by way of directed licensing rights, that the 
results of any joint endeavor activity which may have a significant impact on the 
public health, safety or welfare be made available to the public on terms and 
conditions reasonable under the circumstances. 

It is therefore concluded that: 
(a) NASA does enter into many types of arrangements falling within the literal 

definition of contract under subsection 305(j)(2) that are not contracts in the context 
of subsection 305(a); 

(6) a joint endeavor is an example of one type of arrangement that is not a 
contract in the context of subsection 305(a); 

(c) a joint endeavor under the Materials Processing in Space Program is no 
different regarding the intepretation and application of subsection 305(a) than any 
other joint endeavor, and therefore is not a contract in the context of subsection 
305(a); and 

(d) the allocation of property rights in inventions under any joint endeavor is a 
matter of agreement between the parties that must be specifically set forth in the 
joint endeavor. 

ROBERT F. KEMPP. 

NOTES 

1. 72 Stat. 426; 42 U.S.C. § 2451 et seq.; particularly 42 U.S.C. § 2457. 

PROPERTY RIGHTS IN INVENTIONS 

SEC. 305(a) Whenever any invention is made in the performance of any work 
under any contract of the Administration, and the Administrator determines that— 

(1) the person who made the invention was employed or assigned to perform 
research, development, or exploration work and the invention is related to the i 
work he was employed or assigned to perform, or that it was within the scope of 
his employment duties, whether or not it was made during working hours, or 
with a contribution by the Government of the use of Government facilities, 
equipment, material, allocated funds, information proprietary to the Govern
ment, or services of Government employees during working hours; or •* 

(2) the person who made the invention was not employed or assigned to 
perform research, development, or exploration work, but the invention is never
theless related to the contract, or to the work or duties he was employed or 
assigned to perform, and was made during working hours, or with a contribu
tion from the Government of the sort referred to in clause (1), 

such invention shall be the exclusive property of the United States, an if such 
invention is patentable a patent therefor shall be issed to the United States upon 
application made by the Administrator, unless the Adminstrator waives all or any 
part of the rights of the United States to such invention in conformity with the 
provisions of subsection (f) of this section. 

(b) Each contract entered into by the Adminstrator with any party for the per
formance of any work shall contain effective provisions under which such party 
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shall furnish promptly to the Adminstrator a written report containing full and 
complete technical information concerning any invention, discovery, improvement, 
or innovation which may be made in the performance of any such work. 

(c) No patent may be issued to any applicant other than the Administrator for 
any invention which appears to the Commissioner of Patents to have significant 
utility in the conduct of aeronautical and space activities unless the applicant files 
with the Commissioner, with the application or within thirty days after request 
therefor by the Commissioner, a written statment executed under oath setting forth 
the full facts concerning the circumstances under which such invention was made 
and stating the relationship (if any) of such invention to the performance of any 
work under any contract of the Administration. Copies of each such statement and 
the application to which it relates shall be transmitted forthwith by the Commis
sioner to the Administrator. 

_(d) Upon any application as to which any such statment has been transmitted to 
0 the Administrator, the Commissioner may, if the invention is patentable, issue a 

patent to the applicant unless the Administrator, within ninety days after receipt of 
such application and statement, requests that such patent be issued to him on 
behalf of the United States. If, within such time, the Administrator files such a 
request with the Commissioner, the Commissioner shall transmit notice thereof to 

» the applicant, and shall issue such patent to the Administrator unless the applicant 
within thirty days after receipt of such notice requests a hearing before a Board of 
Patent Interferences on the question whether the Administrator is entitled under 
this section to receive such patent. The Board may hear and determine, in accord
ance with rules and procedures established for interference cases, the queston so 
presented, and its determination shall be subject to appeal by the applicant or by 
the Administrator to the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals in accordance with 
procedures governing appeals from decisions of the Board of Patent Interferences in 
other proceedings. 

(e) Whenever any patent has been issued to any applicant in conformity with 
subsection (d), and the Administrator thereafter has reason to believe that the 
statement filed by the applicant in connection therewith contained any false repre
sentation of any material fact, the Administrator within five years after the date of 
issuance of such patent may file with the Commissioner a request for the transfer to 
the Administrator of title to such patent on the records of the Commissioner. Notice 
of any such request shall be transmitted by the Commissioner to the owner of 
record of such patent, and title to such patent shall be so transferred to the 
Administrator unless within thirty days after receipt of such notice such owner of 
record requests a hearing before a Board of Patent Interferences on the question 
whether any such false representation was contained in such statement. Such 
question shall be heard and determined, and determination thereof shall be subject 
to review, in the manner prescribed by subsection (d) for questions arising thereun
der. No request made by the Administrator under this subsection for the transfer of 
title to any patent, and no prosecution for the violation of any criminal statue, shall 
be barred by any failure of the Administrator to make a request under subsection 
(d) for the issuance of such patent to him, or by any notice previously given by the 
Administrator stating that he had no objection to the issuance of such patent to the 
applicant therefor. 

(f) Under such regulations in conformity with this subsection as the Administra-
^ tor shall prescribe, he may waive all or any part of the rights of the United States 

under this section with respect to any invention or class of inventions made or 
which may be made by any person or class of persons in the performance of any 
work requited by any contract of the Administration if the Administrator deter
mines that the interests of the United States will be served thereby. Any such 

.#> waiver may be made upon such terms and under such conditions as the Administra
tor shall determine to be required for the protection of the interests of the United 
States. Each such waiver made with respect to any invention shall be subject to the 
reservation by the Administrator of an irrevocable, nonexclusive, nontransferable, 
royalty-free license for the practice of such invention throughout the world by or on 
behalf of the United States or any foreign government pursuant to any treaty or 
agreement with the United States. Each proposal for any waiver under this subsec
tion shall be referred to an Inventions and Contributions Board which shall be 
established by the Administrator within the Administration. Such Board shall 
accord to each interested party an opportunity for hearing, and shall transmit to 
the Adminstrator its findings of fact with respect to such proposal and its recom
mendations for action to be taken with respect thereto. 

(g) The Administrator shall determine, and promulgate regulations specifying the 
terms and conditions upon which licenses will be granted by the Administration for 
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the practice by any person (other than an agency of the United States) of any 
invention for which the Administrator holds a patent on behalf of the United 
States. 

(h) The Administrator is authorized to take all suitable and necessary steps to 
protect any invention or discovery to which he has title, and to require that 
contractors or persons who retain title to inventions or discoveries under this 
section protect the inventions or discoveries to which the Administration has or 
may acquire a license of use. 

(i) The Administration shall be considered a defense agency of the United States 
for the purpose of chapter 17 of title 35 of the United States Code. 

(j) As used in this section— 
(1) the term "person" means any individual, partnership, corporation, associ

ation, institution, or other entity. 
(2) the term "contract" means any actual or proposed contract, agreement, 

understanding, or other arrangement, and includes any assignment, substitu
tion of parties, or subcontract executed or entered into thereunder; and * 

(3) the term "made," when used in relation to any invention, means the 
conception or first actual reduction to practice of such invention. 

2. The Declaration of Purpose and Policy in section 102 of the Space Act does not 
address the disposition of rights in inventions covered in section 305. 42 U.S.C. 2451. 

3. See, for example, the testimony of John A. Johnson, General Counsel of NASA * 
during Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Select Committee on Small Business 
of the United States Senate on The Effect of Federal Patent Policies on Competition, 
Monopoly, Economic Growth and Small Business, 86th Cong., 1st. Sess., pages 255 
and 267; and during Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and 
Copyrights, of the Committee of the Judiciary, pursuant to S. Res. 55 on S. 1089 and 
S. 1176, 87th Cong; 1st Sess., Part 1, page 161. 

4. House Rept. No. 2166, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess. (July 15, 1958) at 22-24. an 
extension discussion of the events that led up to this conference report can be found 
in Appendix A of An Evaluation of the Patent Policies of the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, Report of the Committee on Science and Astronautics, 
U.S. House of Representatives, 89th Cong., 2nd Sess. Some key events discussed are: 

(a) The introduction of the original House and Senate bills (H.R. 1181 and S. 3609, 
on. April 14, 1958) containing no patent provisions. 

(b) The subsequent hearings on S. 3609, during which the Deputy Secretary of 
Defense recommended that no special patent provisions be included in the legisla
tion, based on the expectation that the policies and procedures of NACA (similar to 
those of DOD) would be applied by regulation. 

(c) The reporting of H.R. 12575 (replacing H.R. 1181) out of House committee (May 
24, 1958), with a section 407 entitled 'Tatent Rights," patterned after similar 
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act. 

(d) The unanimous passing H.R. 12575 (June 2, 1958) with no debate or comment 
on section 407. 

(e) The subsequent expressions of displeasure by industry and the private bar over 
section 407, primarily because of its similarity with what they considered the 
restrictive and arbitrary provisions of the Atomic Energy Act. 

(f) The reporting out by the Senate Committee (June 11, 1958) of amended S. 3609 
with a new Section 303, almost identical to section 407 of H.R. 12575. 

(g) The successful floor amendment by Sen. Johnson during debate on amended S. 
3609 to have section 303 deleted and the matter referred to conference. ** 

(h) The subsequent appointment, by Rep. McCormack (Chairman of the Select 
Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration) of a patent subcommittee 
(chaired by Rep. Natcher) to review the matter prior to any House-Senate confer
ence. This subcommittee recommended an approach which provided, inter alia, that 
the Administrator would be entitled to ownership to inventions made under con
tract only when certain findings (based on the relationship of the invention to the 
duties of the employee of the contractor making the invention) were made; and as a 
separate matter would be authorized to waive ownership of inventions to which the 
Administration was entitled in the national interest. Thus the report of the Natcher 
subcommittee indicated an intent not to automatically vest ownership in the Ad
ministration under all contractual situations (no matter how broadly defined), as 
under the Atomic Energy Act. This report, unpublished, is entitled Report of The 
Patent Subcommittee, House Committee on Astronautics and Space Exploration re 
Section W, H.R. 12575. 

(i) The adoption of the final version of section 305, coupled with favorable floor 
comment. While worded and structured differently than section 407 appearing in 
the report of the Natcher subcommittee, it contained many of the salient features 
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recommended in the report. Thus, when the conference report refers to the adoption 
of "entirely new patent provisions," it is in reference to the earlier draft of section 
407 in H.R. 12575, and not in the rewrite of section 407 by the Natcher subcommit
tee. This is emphasized by the floor statements of Rep. Keating, which follow the 
report of the Natcher subcommittee rather closely in explaining the basis for new 
sf*oti on ^ 0 ̂  

5. 104 Congressional Record 13978 (1958) 
6. House Rept. No. 2166, at 22. 
7. On this point the report of the Natcher subcommittee (see note 4(h) above) 

states, by way of explanation of its redraft of section 407(a): "The new version is not 
designed to be applicable to inventors or others directly employed by the Agency as 
Government employees. The rights of Government employees in such matters are 
already set forth by Executive Order (E.O. 10096, Jan. 23, 1950)." 

The report then continues with an explanation of subsection 407(b) by stating 
"This spells out two conditions under which the Administrator is entitled to claim 
ownership in invention." The two conditions described are essentially the same as 
subparagraphs (1) and (2) of subsection 305(a), and are analogous to the basic policy 
set forth in paragraph 1. of E.O. 10096. Thus, there appears to be an intent to 
establish a relationship whereby, for the Administrator to be entitled to claim 
ownership to invention rights, the contractor employee is to be required to perform 
work for the Administration, indirectly through contract, in a manner analogous to 
the direct requirement for employees of the agency to perform such work. 

8. 104 Congressional Record 13978 (1958) at 13986-13987. The provision dropped by 
floor amendment was section 303 (similar to section 407 in H.R. 12575) which was 
critized as being too much like the restrictive and arbitrary provisions of the Atomic 
Energy Act. Also, the statement that "—the stringent requirements in the Atomic 
Energy Act—are not fully applicable to the space field—" is one of the principal 
conclusions of the report of the Natcher subcommittee. 

9. Supra, note 8, at 13987-13988. Rep. Heating's statements, like those of Rep. 
McCormack, are markedly consistent with, and supportive of, the conclusions and 
recommendations of the report of the Natcher subcommittee. 

10. The Natcher subcommittee, for example, noted in its report (see note 4(h)) that 
the original section 407, as it stood, tended to be "arbitrary and restrictive" and 
might "stifle interest and private endeavors in the space research and development 
field." 

11. Testimony of John A. Johnson, General Counsel of NASA, during Hearing 
Before the Special Subcommittee on Patents and Scientific Inventions of the Commit
tee on Science and Aeronautuics, U.S. House of Representatives, on H.R. 1934 and 
H.R. 6030, 87th Cong; 1st Sess., at page 17. 

12. There is no question as to the binding effect of a statutory definition of a term. 
However, as observed by authorities on statutory construction, such as the treatise 
of Sutherland Statutory Construction, Sec. 4707 [Sands, 4th ed 1973] [hereinafter 
Southerland]: 

"Definitions are themselves * * * written in words whose meaning, whether 
viewed separately or in conjunction with the terms being defined and other lan
guage comprising their context, may be determinable only through further practice 
of the methods of interpretation." 

" * • * words of an act may be restricted by its subject in order to avoid repug
nance with other parts of the act (cite omitted) * * * [and] [t]he application of the 
words of a single provision may be * * * restricted to bring the meaning of the 
clause in question into conformity with the intention of the legislature * * *." 

13. The official interpretation reflected in the regulations and long standing 
practices of an administrative agency charged with the duty of enforcing a statue 
has great weight in determining the operation of a statute. Although not binding on 
a court, it is unlikely that such interpretation would be overturned unless found to 
be clearly erroneous. Southerland, Sec. 4905 (and cases cited therein); CD. Stands, 
4th ed. 1973; also 82 C.J.S. Statutes, Sees. 358, 359 (and cases cited therein). 

14. The courts are particularly reluctant to overule a long-standing administrative 
interpretation of a statute where to do so would unsettle titles, or prejudice persons 
who have acquired contract or property rights in reliance on such construction. 82 
C.J.S. Statutes, Sec. 359 (and the cases cited therein). Needless to say, a literal 
construction of subsection 305(a) and 305(jX2) at this time would have the effect of 
unsettling a myriad of rights in any inventions that may have been made in those 
instances where NASA has exercised reasonable judgment in making practical 
interpretations consistent with the legislative purpose (e.g., as has been done regard
ing the preparation of proposals, supply contracts, reimbursable launch service 
agreements, and numerous joint endeavors). 
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15. The Assistant General Counsel for Patents memorandum dated June 23, 1959 
to the General Counsel on The Applicability of the "Property Rights in Inventions" 
Section of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (Section 305) to inven
tions made in the performance of research and development work, the cost of which 
is not charged to NASA. 

Two significant points made in the memorandum are: 
(a) "It is inconceivable that the Congress would have intended that NASA could 

establish a relationship with a party whereby all the inventions made by that party 
or its employees under the circumstances defined in Provisions (1) and (2) of subsec
tion 305(a) would become the exclusive property of the Government merely by 
NASA proposing to such party that it do work for the Administration"; and 

(b) "In order not to work a completely incongrous result, it is recommended that 
NASA interpret the terms 'proposed contract,' as used in subsection 305(jX2) in 
defining 'contracts,' as relating back to work done upon an understanding that a 
contract would be awarded." 

16. That interpretation was made clear in the testimony of John A. Johnson, 
NASA General Counsel, during Hearings Before The Subcommittee on Patents and 
Scientific Inventions of the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the U.S. House 
of Representatives, on Public Law 85-568, 86th Cong. 1st Sess. In answer to a 
question by Rep. Fulton (pg 14) regarding the distinction between research and 
development contracts and supply contracts in the field of aeronautics and space, 
the General Counsel testified: "We did make that distinction. We have made it 
administratively—and we were without any published legislative history on this to 
help use—because we simply could not believe, in the context of this section, that 
every time we entered into a contract for the supply of some office supplies or 
something of that kind it was intended that this kind of patent clause should into it. 
We have confined our patent clause to—we have a rather elaborate formula in our 
regulations; but, to oversimplify it, it is basically a research and development type 
contract. We felt, after all, that this was the only reasonable intention we could 
read into this section of the law; but the language is so broad that some of the 
initial commentators on this section made it appear more horrible than it actually 
is in practice." 

In his response to the General Counsel's answer Rep. Fulton made the point that 
the "law is too broad" and went on to—"compliment the NASA, the Administrator, 
and the people who have been advising him on making the distinction as to the type 
of contract that the patent provisions apply to." 

17. The NASA Procurement Regulations (Chapter 18 of Title 41 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations) requires the use of a section 305 patent rights clause only in 
contracts which entail technical, scientific or engineering work of a kind performed 
in a contract having as one of its purposes (1) the conduct of basic or applied 
research, (2) the design or development, or manufacture for the first time, of any 
machine, article of manufacture, or composition of matter to satisfy NASA's specifi
cations or special requirements, (3) any process or technique for attaining a NASA 
objective not readily attainable through the practice of a previously developed 
process or technique, or (4) the testing or practice of a previously developed process 
or technique to determine whether the same is suitable or could be made suitable 
for a NASA objective. This official interpretation was initially taken in 1959 (14 
CFR 1201.101-2(a)), and is still followed (see NASA PR 9.107-4, revised Dec. 1976). 

18. Statement of Mr. James B. Webb, Administrator, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, Before the Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of 
Representatives, August 10, 1961. (NASA News Release No. 61-173). This considera
tion is seen as reflected in the following language taken from Mr. Webb's statement: 
"The significance of the patent provisions agreed to by NASA and AT&T is that 
whatever form of organization may be determined to be in the public interest and 
approved by the Federal Communications Commission for providing communication 
to the public through satellite relays, that organization will be able to use inven
tions made by AT&T while in this cooperative relationship with NASA." 

The patent provisions of the NASA/AT&T agreement were unique in many 
respects: (1) inventions "conceived or first actually reduced to practice in the per
formance of work under or in anticipation of the Agreement on or after May 18, 
1961 were, by specific agreements of the parties, to "be regarded as being made in 
the performance of work under a contract * * * within the meaning of section 305" 
of the Space Act; (2) title to such inventions was waived in advance to AT&T but in 
addition to the usual rights under section 305, NASA also retained the right to 
sublicense United States business throughout the world in the field of communica
tions satellites; and (3) with respect to inventions made by AT&T during the period 
of the contract but unrelated to the contract save for being contemporaneously 
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made and of similar use, the Government was to receive a broad royalty-free license 
together with the right to require sublicenses. For a thorough analysis of the AT&T 
arrangement, which has not been followed in any other instance, see Allnutt, 
Patent Policy for Communications Satellites: A Unique Variation, 46 Marquette L. 
Rev. 63 (1962). 

19. Assistant General Counsel for Patent Matters memorandum of February 3, 
1964 to the General Counsel on Recommended Patent Clause for the Cooperative 
Agreement Between NASA and the Communications Satellite Corporation. 

The memorandum notes that the position recommended therein for the Comsat 
agreement is quite different from that previously taken in the AT&T agreement. It 
points out, however, that the rather marked departure (taken in the NASA/AT&T 
agreement) from standard NASA patent practices was essentially prompted by two 
reasons neither of which is "effective today." 

As to the first reason, it was pointed out that the need to insure freedom of action 
in the communication satellite field pending a Congressional decision on a commu
nications satellite system no longer existed in view of the establishment of the 
Communications Satellite Corporation under the Communication Satellite Act of 
1962. 76 Stat. 421, 47 U.S.C. 721(bX1062). 

The second reason dealt with the practical difficulty of determining whether 
AT&T inventions relating to Telstar were made under the NASA-AT&T agreement 
or as a result of AT&T's independent research programs. To avoid this difficulty, 
the Government under the NASA/AT&T agreement acquired rights to all such 
inventions. 

The memorandum took the position that NASA was not entitled to any rights to 
inventions made by Comsat or its contractors since "if Congress intended for NASA 
to attempt to acquire patent rights in inventions developed in the corporation 
funded research, either to insure royalty-free use of such inventions by the Govern
ment, or as a means of assuring effective competition among the corporation's 
suppliers, there is no doubt that such a prescription would have been included in 
the Act * * * The view that NASA is not entitled to demand such an interest in 
the cooperative agreement is reinforced by the fact that the FCC and not NASA is 
charged under the Act with the responsibility of insuring effective competition 
among the corporation's contractors." 

20. Ibid. 
21. Agreement Between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 

Communications Satellite Corporation For Satellite Launching and Associated Serv
ices to Be Furnished By NASA In Connection With The Launching of Intelsat II 
and Certain Intelsat I Satellites, dated July 22, 1966, Article X—Property Rights in 
Inventions. 

22. As a further clarification of this interpretation of section 305, ART II—Par. 
l.C. of the NASA/Comsat Agreement (note 21) contained the following language: 

"c. The Corporation represents that it proposes to do the following, which will 
not, however, constitute work performed under this Agreement. 

(1) Provide for the design, development, and testing of all spacecraft. 
(2) Perform all spacecraft pre-launch tests at ETR. 
(3) " 

23. The most recent interpretation is found in paragraph 6(a) of NASA Manage
ment Instruction (NMI) 8610.8 of January 21, 1977 (14 CFR 1214.104(a)) entitled 
Reimbursement for Shuttle Services Provided to Non-U.S. Government Users: 

"6. PATENT AND DATA RIGHTS 
a. NASA will not acquire rights to inventions, patents or proprietary 

data privately funded by a user, or arising out of activities for which a user 
has reimbursed NASA under the policies set forth herein. However, in 
certain instances in which the NASA Administrator has determined that 
activities may have a significant impact on the public health, safety or 
welfare, NASA may obtain assurances from the user that the results will 
be made available to the public on terms and conditions reasonable under 
the circumstances." 

24. Letter of April 6, 1959 from NASA General Counsel to Patent Counsel, 
General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

25. Ibid. 
26. This is not to say that NASA does not obtain rights to inventions which may 

result from joint activities under an endeavor. However, such rights are obtained by 
negotiation and agreement, and not by the imposition of subsection 305(a). Typical
ly, when the resulting activities are of an inventive type, NASA acquires at least a 
royalty-free license to practice, for governmental purposes, any inventions arising 
from such results. On a case-by-case basis greater rights may be acquired to assure 
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that the results of a joint endeavor are made available to the public upon reason
able circumstances. 

27. For example, NASA's policy for the use of its installation research facilities by 
individual researchers is set forth in the NASA Supplement for the Federal Person
nel Manual, Chapter Bll, issued September 29, 1977, which provides: "Rights to any 
inventions conceived or first reduced to practice during, and resulting from use of 
Government facilities should be stated in the agreement." Normally NASA should 
obtain a royalty free license for the U.S. Government to practice the invention for 
governmental purposes. 

28. This policy is reflected, for example, in the Announcement of Opportunity for 
Materials Processing Investigations on Space Shuttle Missions (A.O. No. OA-77-3, 
Feb. 8, 1977) seeking investigations comprising applied and basic research projects 
in branches of materials science where the weightlessness and ultra high vacuum 
obtainable in orbital flight can be exploited to unique advantage. It is stated, in 
paragraph V.2.: "For a Cooperative Project, NASA will obtain a royalty free license 
to practice for U.S. governmental purposes any inventions and patents resulting 
from the experiment and the right to use and disclose the resulting data for U.S. 
governmental purposes." 

29. Typical arrangements where a significant NASA contribution is its satellite 
data are: 

(a) "Agreement Between National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the 
GEOSAT Committee, Inc." for the purpose of demonstrating improved remote sens
ing techniques for mineral and petroleum exploration; 

(b) "Cooperative Agreement Between the California Department of Water Re
sources and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for an Application 
Systems Verification and Transfer (ASVT) Project involving Irrigated Land Assess
ment For Water Management," to evaluate the utility of LANDSAT as a source of 
data for use as input to water management models and decisions; 

(c) "Cooperative Agreement Between The Appalachian Regional Commission and 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration For Appalachian Lineament 
Analysis" to conduct a joint project involving LANDSAT-derived information for 
certain land use purposes; and 

(d) "Memorandum of Understanding Between NASA and the Agency [ESA] for 
LANDSAT ground stations" wherein NASA provided LANDSAT data and ESA 
established a system for the reception, pre-processing, archiving and dissemination 
of such data. 

30. Thus for example, in a model "Cooperative Endeavor Agreement" under 
which NASA made certain of its scientific and technical data available under 
specified conditions and the recipient provided NASA with reports of the result of 
applying such data to commercial aircraft, the following patent provision was in
cluded: 

"5. PATENTS 
(a) NASA, acting on behalf of the U.S. Government, has filed application 

for Letters Patent in the United States and certain foreign countries on an 
invention made by Richard T. Whitcomb and entitled, Airfoil Shape for 
Flight at Subsonic Speeds. The supercritical aerodynamic technology fur
nished by NASA to Lear Avia under this Agreement is based, in large part, 
upon the novel concepts, theories, formulae, and technology encompassed 
by this invention. In recognition of these contributions offered by the Gov
ernment, Lear Avia agrees that should its application of such technology to 
commercial aircraft, as contemplated under this Agreement, result in pat
entable modifications or improvements to the supercritical aerodynamic 
technology, Lear Avia will provide NASA with the disclosure of such inven
tions and grant to the U.S. Government a nonexclusive, irrevocable, royal
ty-free license to practice such inventions throughout the world for govern
ment purposes. 

Such agreements have been entered into with Lear Avia, Cessna, Beech, and Gates 
Lear Jet. 

31. Agreement of November 24, 1976, between McDonnell Douglas Corporation 
and NASA concerning the design, manufacture, test and delivery of a spin stabilized 
payload assist module for launching spacecraft. 

32. Supra, note 31. Article DC—Termination for Default 
33. Examples of arrangements of this type are: 
(a) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The Federal Minister for Scientific 

Research of The Federal Republic of Germany and The United States National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration" for Project HELIOS, having the general 
objective to provide new understanding of fundamental solar processes and solar 
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terrestrial relationships by the study of phenomena such as solar wind, magnetic 
and electric fields, cosmic rays, and cosmic dust. 

(b) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The United States National Aero
nautics and Space Administration and The Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Pro
grams" for the Infrared Astronomical Satellite to perform an all-sky survey of 
extraplanetary, galactic and extragalactic infrared sources. 

(c) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The United States National Aero
nautics and Space Administration and The European Space Agency for The Interna
tional Solar Polar/Out-Of-Ecliptic Mission" to conduct coordinated observations of 
the interplanetary medium and the Sun simultaneously in the northern and south
ern hemispheres of the solar system. 

(d) Letter agreement between NASA and The Centre National d'Etudes Spar-
trales, France, selecting a proposal entitled "Multipurpose French Cooperative Envi
ronment Tests to be Conducted on NASA LDEF," for participation in the NASA 
Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF) Mission. The proposal was submitted in 
response to the NASA Announcement of Opportunity AO-OAST-76-1, and has as a 
scientific objective the investigation of the effect of long term space exposure on 
thin metal film and evaporated cathodes, optical coatings, holographic gratings, 
thermal coatings, structural materials, and fiber optics. 

* (e) Letter agreement between NASA and the University of Sydney, Australia, 
selecting a proposal entitled "Aggregation of Human Red Blood Cells," in response 
to NASA Announcement of Opportunity AO-OA-77-3 (see note 28). The scientific 
objective of the proposed experiment is to observe the aggregation of human red 
blood cells under conditions approaching zero'gravity. 

No patent provisions were included in examples (aHc), but examples (d) and (e) 
included the following: "It is further understood that should any inventions and 
patents result from this project, NASA is granted a royalty-free license to practice 
such inventions and patents for U.S. Government purposes." 

34. Representative examples of joint endeavors involving contributions of major 
hardware are: 

(a) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and The European Space Research Organization for a Cooper
ative Programme Concerning Development, Procurement and Use of a Space Labo
ratory In Conjunction With the Space Shuttle," wherein ESA and its members 
developed the Spacelab (some of the subcontract research and development work 
performed by US companies) to be utilized with the NASA developed orbiter; 

(b) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and The National Research Council of Canada For a Coopera
tive Program Concerning the Development and Procurement of a Space Shuttle 
Attached Remote Manipulator System (RMS)," wherein Canada developed the RMS 
to be employed on the NASA developed orbiter; 

(c) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The European Space Agency and 
The United States National Aeronautics and Space Administration," under which 
ESA is to develop major hardware to be incorporated into the NASA developed 
telescope; and 

(d) "Memorandum of Understanding Between The Department of Communica
tions of Canada and The Centre National D'Etudes Spartrales of France and The 
National Aeronuatics and Space Administration of The United States of America," 

^ wherein Canada is to develop significant hardware (some to be produced in the U.S. 
under subcontract) to be used in and with a U.S. developed satellite. 

No patent provisions were included in examples (aHd), above. 
35. Supra, note 23. 

* Senator SCHMITT. Am I correct in my understanding that if 
NASA is merely providing a transportation capability or a capabili
ty to work in space, that section 305 of the Space Act would not 
apply. 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. That's right, as long as there is a clear delin
eation on either side of the line on what we will provide and what 
the contractor will provide. And if that cooperator or contractor 
funds its own research and development that goes into the effort, 
we have concluded that technically section 305 does not apply. So 
we have a little more flexibility in fashioning a patent clause 
under the agreement that gets done what we want to get done. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Denny, you are the chairman of the Feder
al Coordinating Council Subcommittee on Intellectual Property 
which has been discussing this issue in a broad way for a couple of 
years, and have been trying to reach a concensus among the inter
ested agencies. Senator Stevenson and I would like to know if you 
have reached any agreement. 

Mr. DENNY. The answer is either "No" or "Yes," several times. 
It is a difficult issue, and it is debated hotly and continuously. 
Senator SCHMITT. Red Skelton would say, "a flock of them flew 

over that time." 
Mr. DENNY. Right now it is my understanding that the commit

tee representatives, the White House, and the agency are looking 
at that policy, and they hope to come up with an administration * 
position in the near future, but they do not have one at this time. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do you know if the administration, prior to 
announcing that policy, plans to consult with the Congress on such , 
policy? 

Mr. DENNY. NO, sir, I do not. 
Senator SCHMITT. What options do the major R. & D. agencies 

support? 
Mr. DENNY. I don't know. I can tell you the Department of 

Energy's position, which is also variable. We think in large meas
ure we have the best patent policy Congress has ever produced. It 
has more guidance and more specialized authority than has been 
enacted before. 

We cherish it, unless something better comes along, and we look 
with interest on the attempts toward a more uniform—a less bur
densome—particularly myself, a less burdensome type of patent 
policy, along the lines of S. 1215. 

Senator SCHMITT. Has the Justice Department expressed a view 
that you can give this committee? Or should we ask them? 

Mr. DENNY. I think you better ask them, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. Your executive branch committee is reporting 

specifically to whom at the next level up? 
Mr. DENNY. I am chairman of the Subcommittee on Intellectual 

Property—that reports to the Committee on Intellectual Property 
and Information that is chaired by Dr. Jordan Baruch, the Assist
ant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology. 

Senator SCHMITT. And eventually the options or the recommen- w 
dations you develop will be transmitted to whom? 

Mr. DENNY. From there, they will either go to the Federal Co
ordinating Council, or directly to the White House. I think to the 
President's Science Adviser, who chairs the Federal Coordinating * 
Council, to that office, I believe. 

Senator SCHMITT. When do you expect to have options or recom
mendations presented to the White House? Is there any schedule 
you are working toward? 

Mr. DENNY. The only thing that I have been informed, Senator, 
is that the options are under consideration and there is hoped to be 
a solution later this year. 

Senator SCHMITT. IS S. 1215 compatible with the options being 
discussed? 

Mr. DENNY. Yes; certainly within the range. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Mossinghoff, NASA has participated in 
these subcommittee efforts, I believe. Does NASA have any specific 
option that they favor at this time? I am not necessarily looking 
for an endorsement of S. 1215. 

Mr. MOSSINGHOFF. The most recent time NASA took a position 
on the efforts of the Committee on Intellectual Property and Infor
mation was our participation in the drafting of the bill which was 
published in the 1978 report of the Federal Coordinating Council 
on Science, Engineering, and Technology. 

We would still support that approach as being consistent with 
the data that I have discussed in terms of getting inventions uti
lized. We recognize there are some strong views within the admin-

* istration that also need to be accommodated and are certainly 
willing to work with any of those—with any of those counterpro
posals or alternative proposals. 

I would characterize your bill, S. 1215, as being midway between 
the status quo for most agencies—which is the President s policy— 
and the bill that appears in the report of the Federal Coordinating 
Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology. But we have not 
taken a specific position on your bill, as Mr. Denny pointed out. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Denny, in the modern jargon of this issue, 
there is a so-called "ERDA/reverse ERDA/Bayh-Dole option." Can 
you describe, in 25,000 words or less, what is meant by "ERDA/ 
reverse ERDA/Bayh-Dole option?" 

Mr. DENNY. Yes. 
Senator SCHMITT. Hopefully, less. 
Mr. DENNY. It basically—the concept is to adopt ERDA patent 

policy where the results of the research program are intended to be 
used by the general public. That policy is a presumption in favor of 
the Government taking title with a waiver option. In any research 
program where the purpose is to develop research for use by the 
Government, as opposed to the public, it reverses that presumption. 
That is, the presumption is that the contractor will take title 
unless situations are found where they should not, very much as in 
S. 1215. Hence, a "reverse ERDA" policy. 

The "Bayh-Dole" concept to the option is added by a presumption 
across the board in favor of title to small business and nonprofits— 
a waiver would be assumed in all situations whether the research 
was intended for use by the public or by the Government. 

* Senator SCHMITT. And the "Bayh-Dole" bill which relates to uni
versities and small business, is consistent with that policy? Is that 
correct? 

Mr. DENNY. Yes, sir. I think there is one exception, though. I 
* think the "Bayh-Dole" approach in the "ERDA/reverse ERDA/ 

Bayh-Dole" approach has a requirement for technology transfer 
programs to be approved, as it is I believe in your bill. And I do not 
think that is a limitation in the "Bayh-Dole" bill. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Denny, are you aware of any specific in
stances where a potential Government contractor has refused to 
contract with an agency because of its patent policy? 

Mr. DENNY. Yes, sir, I am. 
Senator SCHMITT. You mentioned that in your testimony. 
Mr. DENNY. It is an extremely difficult thing to document, but 

from my own experience it has happened. It happens with compa-
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nies. I have seen it happen with divisions of companies, and I have 
seen it happen with basically entire industries. 

Senator SCHMITT. We have available a General Accounting Office 
report which I am sure you have seen prepared at the request of 
Senators Bayh and Dole, related to Department of Energy patent 
policies and procedures. 

This report documents some of the delays that are brought on by 
the problems that you mentioned in your testimony. One of the 
more extreme cases was the Texas Instruments, Inc., invention of a 
material for solar absorption surface panels. It apparently took 41 
months to get a waiver from the time it was requested. Do you 
think that the policy articulated in S. 1215 would improve this 
situation? * 

Mr. DENNY. Without question, Senator. 
Senator SCHMITT. Would that affect participation in Government 

contract? » 
Mr. DENNY. You can't tell. There probably would be an effect in 

in those cases where the company is lukewarm for Government 
support in the first place. 

You have to understand that DOE is—is dealing with private 
industry in fields, where they have been operating in many cases 
without Government support for years, and they have millions of 
dollars worth of investments. These companies may not deal with 
the Government under a title policy. 

In other cases, the technology to be commercialized is going to 
take substantial sums, and in those situations I feel quite certain 
Government moneys are a desirable addition and a title policy may 
be acceptable. In other cases, they would rather not do business 
with us. 

So I am sure—your question seems to address a gray area—that 
I mentioned there are cases where they say it is just not worth the 
trouble. 

[The material referred to follows:] 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, 

Washington, D.C., July 17, 1979. 
Hon. BIRCH BAYH, 
U.S. Senate. 

DEAR SENATOR BAYH: On September 15, 1978, you and Senator Dole wrote that 
you had introduced a bill to establish a uniform Federal patent procedure for small 
business and nonprofit organizations and intended to hold hearings in the 96th » 
Congress. You asked that we provide testimony, including a discussion of the proce
dures of the Departments of Energy and Health, Education, and Welfare for deter
mining the patent rights for inventions arising from Government supported re
search and development. The procedures of these departments were to be contrasted 
with those of other Federal agencies. 

As a result of discussions with representatives of your office and Senator Dole's 
and your letter of January 8, 1979, we also obtained information on the patent 
policies and procedures of the Department of Defense and the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. 

We gave testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on May 16. A back
ground paper on Government patent policy and detailed comments on the bill were 
submitted for the record. Answers to your questions were furnished for the record 
on June 21. 

A summary of the patent policies and practices of the* four agencies are included 
as enclosures to this letter. We obtained this information by working with patent 
officals of the respective agencies, but we did not ask the agencies for formal review 
or comment. The material is also being furnished to Senator Dole. This completes 
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our work to satisfy your request. We are pleased to have been able to support your 
efforts toward a uniform Federal patent policy. 

Sincerely yours, 
ELMER B. STAATS. 

Enclosures. 

ENCLOSURE I.—DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, PATENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

The Department of Energy's (DOE) patent policy is based on Section 152 of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended; Section 9 of the Federal Nonuclear Energy 
Research and Development Act of 1974; and, to the extent not inconsistent with 
these statutes, the Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent 
Policy as revised August 23, 1971. Title 41 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 
9-9, implements these statutory and Presidential guidelines. 

DOE patent polices require the Government to acquire title to subject inventions 
made under contracts, grants, and other arrangements for research, development, 
and demonstration, but also provide for waiver of certain rights. When the Govern
ment retains title, the contractor retains a nonexclusive, revocable, paid-up license 
in the invention and the right to file and retain title in any foreign country in 
which the Government does not elect to secure patent rights. 

The Department's policies provide that the Secretary may waive the patent rights 
of the Government to any invention made or to be made under contract with DOE if 
he determines that the interest of the United States and the general public will best 
be served by such waiver. There are two types of waivers—advance and individual. 
An advance waiver is requested at the time of contracting. If granted, the waiver 
results in a contract provision in which DOE waives its patent rights to all inven
tions made or conceived under the contract. An individual waiver is requested when 
a particular invention is made or conceived under a contract. 

DOE's legislation established four objectives in making waiver determinations: 
Making the benefits of the energy research, development, and demonstration 

programs widely available to the public in the shortest practicable time; 
Promoting the commercial utilization of such inventions; 
Encouraging participation by private persons in DOE's energy programs; and, 
Fostering competition and preventing undue market concentration or the creation 

or maintenance of other situations inconsistent with antitrust laws. 
DOE's regulations implementing its legislation also provide 13 specific criteria for 

the Secretary's consideration in granting advance waivers and 12 specific criteria 
for individual waivers. 

WAIVER OF RIGHTS TO UNIVERSITIES AND SMALL BUSINESSES 

Specific criteria in DOE's legislation and implementing regulations (issued July 
13, 1977) provide for preferential treatment for small businesses and nonprofit 
education institutions. Waivers are generally granted to small businesses if the 
contract involves their privately developed technology. 

For advnace waivers, DOE considers approved technology programs the equiva
lent of manufacturing and marketing capabilities, thus providing universities an 
equal footing with industry in requesting advance waivers. However, an approved 
program is not sufficient in itself to justify an advance waiver. The waiver request 
must be considered in light of the four objectives and 13 criteria established by the 
regulations. 

DOE does not usually grant individual waivers to contractors, including small 
businesses, for identified inventions if DOE continues to fund development. The only 
basis for considering an exception is the extent to which the contractor will cost 
share development. DOE places great weight on cost sharing in making its waiver 
decisions. 

For nonprofit educational institutions with technology transfer programs and 
capabilities that have been approved by DOE, the Department also generally grants 
individual waivers when it does not continue funding development after an inven
tion is identified. 

DOE's decision on each waiver request is supported by a "Statement of Consider
ations" which spells out the reasons for either granting or denying the waiver. Each 
statement cites at least one objective and the specific criteria mandated by the 
legislation, and explains the basis for the recommended determination. All waiver 
determinations are coordinated with and concurred in by the appropriate program 
division. 
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INSTITUTIONAL PATENT AGREEMENTS 

DOE interprets its legislation as prohibiting the use of institutional patent agree
ments for waiving title to universities having approved technology transfer capabili
ties. The rationale for the Department's interpretation is founded on its waiver 
policies which are derived from the legislation discussed above. 

However, for universities having DOE approved technology transfer programs, the 
Department adopted an abbreviated waiver petition in April 1979. This petition was 
developed to limit the information universities would have to submit when petition
ing DOE for waiver of domestic patent rights to an identified invention. 

PROCESSING ADVANCE AND INDIVIDUAL WAIVERS 

As of December 31, 1978, DOE had received 422 petitions for waivers from about 
5,600 invention disclosures made on more than 6,000 contracts. The Department 
granted 216, or 51 percent; denied 46, or 11 percent; and closed or had withdrawn 
48, or 11 percent. The remaining 112, or 27 percent, were in process. These consisted * 
of 54 petitions for advanced waivers and 58 for individual waivers. 

Three hundred of the 422 petitions received by DOE were for advance waivers and 
122 for individual waivers. DOE gives processing priority to advance waiver peti
tions because they usually are made prior to contracting and, therefore, could affect T 
contract negotiations. Thus, only 18 percent of the advance waiver petitions were in 
process on December 31, 1978, while 48 percent of the individual petitions were in 
process. With a caseload of 112 waiver petitions in process at the end of 1978, DOE 
was about one year behind in processing. 

We analyzed processing time on 30 individual waivers which DOE identified as 
calendar year 1977 cases. The Department's processing time for closed cases ranged 
from three to twenty-five months, averaging about 13 months. Determinations on 
seven cases had not been rendered as of December 31, 1978. These petitions had 
been outstanding from 14 to 29 months, averaging 19 months from the date the 
petition was received by DOE. 

Analysis of DOE's 1977 and 1978 determinations disclosed that 121 waivers were 
granted and 49, or 40 percent, were to small businesses and universities. During this 
same period DOE denied 17 requests, of which 5, or 29 percent, were petitions of 
universities. Two university petitions were denied without prejudice because the 
Department was continuing to fund the invention. No small business petitions were 
denied. 

CASE STUDIES 

We reviewed 13 cases where contractors or inventors petitioned DOE for waiver of 
rights to identified inventions. Two cases were reviewed at the request of the Senate 
Subcommittee on the Constitution. The other 11 cases were selected because they 
were the oldest cases open when our review commenced in October 1978. During our 
review, 10 of the 13 petitions were approved, one was denied without prejudice (the 
contractor can petition again after DOE ceases project funding) and one was closed 
because the inventor failed to submit the required information. The remaining case 
also was closed because the petitioner did not submit required information but was 
reopened upon request for reconsideration. The time required to make determina
tions on the cases ranged from 10 to 41 months, averaging about 22 months from 
the time DOE received a formal petition. 

We found the reasons for the delays in making determinations varied from case to 
case. In three cases the delays were attributable to DOE. * 

One case involved a vortex gas liquid heat exchanger developed by an employee of 
Sandia Laboratories. The inventor filed a waiver petition in February 1976. In June 
1976, the Division of Military Applications informed the General Counsel's office at 
headquarters that the invention was not a subject invention conceived with DOE % 
funding and that neither the Department nor Sandia planned to further develop or 
commercialize it. DOE, however, did not notify the inventor until almost two years 
later, in February 1978, that it would assert no rights in the invention. DOE 
personnel attributed the delay to an administrative oversight caused by the press of 
other business. They also pointed out that the inventor did not pressure DOE to 
resolve the case. 

In another case, Texas Instruments, Inc. invented a material for solar absorption 
surface panels and petitioned for a waiver in September 1975. In November 1976, 
the Department's Chicago patent office recommended to the General Counsel's 
office that a waiver be granted. The Chicago office believed that a waiver would 
make the invention available to the public in the shortest time and would also 
promote the commercial utilization of the invention. However, the waiver was not 
granted until February 1979, or 41 months after it had been requested. A significant 
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portion of the delay was attributed to obtaining the program office's assessment of 
DOE's plans for further funding and concurrence in the waiver. 

In the third case (selected by the Subcommittee), Stanford University requested a 
waiver in November 1976 to a fast transient digitizer device developed by an 
employee at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. In its petition, Stanford 
claimed that the device was not a subject invention. The University, however, had 
not previously informed DOE of this in its invention disclosure report. In response 
to a Department inquiry, Stanford advised in April 1977 that it wanted full domes
tic and foreign rights to the invention but was not sure whether filing patent 
applications would be economically justified. During the same month, DOE's Califor
nia patent office recommended to its General Counsel's office that the waiver be 
granted. The office noted that the invention was being fabricated and tested for 
potential use in the Department's weapons testing program under a contract with 
EG&G, Inc., at a DOE-owned, contractor operated facility. EG&G, however, was not 
developing the device to the point of commercial application and did not plan to 
commercially manufacture the device. 

In August 1978, DOE informed Stanford that its refusal to file a patent applica
tion on the invention until after the waiver determination could be viewed as a lack 
of intent to commercialize. DOE subsequently denied the waiver without prejudice 

v on January 3, 1979, on the basis that it was still funding the invention. Case records 
indicate that nothing occurred on this case for a ten month period (October 1977 
through July 1978), and the invention was being developed by EG&G largely due to 
the inventor's efforts. Over 25 months elapsed between Stanford's request for waiver 
and DOE's denial. 

The second case identified by the Subcommittee for our review involved Purdue 
University. Purdue requested a waiver on September 29, 1977, to an invention made 
under a DOE contract and a National Science Foundation (NSF) grant. The inven
tion consisted of a selective solvent extraction process utilizing cellulosic materials. 

In October 1977, Dow Chemical expressed commercial interest in the solvent 
involved in the process. In a letter to the inventor in January 1978, Dow reaffirmed 
its interest in the solvent technology, but stated that it would prefer to wait until it 
had a clearer definition of the patent situation from DOE and NSF before beginning 
work. Purdue did not inform DOE of Dow's interest in the solvent. 

In January 1978, DOE's Chicago patent office, recommended to the General 
Counsel's office that the waiver be granted. However, in February 1978, the Division 
of Solar Technology objected because the Division had awarded Purdue a new 
$220,000 contract to further develop the invention. 

NSF released its interests in the invention to DOE in April 1978. Congressman 
Fithian of Indiana informed DOE in April 1978 of the State of Indiana's interest in 
the invention and urged that the waiver be granted. Also, in April 1978, an Indiana 
based firm informed DOE that it had indicated to Purdue that it would commit $3.8 
million to build a plant to prove the commercial feasibility of the invention. Accord
ing to Congressman Fithian, this firm had also applied for a Federally guaranteed 
loan for this purpose. 

In June 1978, Congressman Fithian informed DOE that the State of Indiana 
would make $750,000 available to Purdue on July 1, 1978, to pursue scaled-up 
research on the invention. On July 24, 1978, or 10 months after Purdue petitioned, 
DOE granted the waiver contingent upon the State of Indiana granting the 

m $750,000. Purdue accepted the terms of the waiver on August 21, 1978. Dow Chemi
cal had informed Purdue on August 11, 1978, that it was no longer interested in 
licensing the solvent technology. 

Delays on the remaining 9 cases were attributed as follows: 
For 5 cases, after requesting waivers, the petitioners submitted unsolicited propos-

0 als to DOE for funding to further develop the inventions. 
In 2 cases the petitioners failed to provide the required information. 
In 1 case there were problems in getting the Department of Defense to lift a 

secrecy order imposed by the Navy on the patent application. 
In another case the inventor failed to obtain invention release from his employer, 

file a complete petition, and notify DOE of change of address. 

LICENSING 

DOE does not actively promote licensing of its 4,244 domestic patents and patent 
applications. As of March 31, 1979, 435, or about 11 percent of its inventions, had 
been licensed. The Department had issued 1,211 nonexclusive and 2 exclusive li
censes. Because DOE does not follow-up with its licensees, the Department does not 
know how many of its inventions are being developed and marketed. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 4 
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Foreign patent applications are filed by DOE on less than 20 percent of its 
domestic patents. The Department maintains approximately 2,000 foreign patents 
on about 500 of its inventions. In calendar year 1978 DOE's royalties from foreign 
licenses on eight inventions totaled about $174,500. Domestic patents are licensed 
royalty-free. 

MARCH-IN RIGHTS 

The Nonnuclear Energy R&D Act specifies the minimum rights DOE must ac
quire under each waiver. These include the following march-in rights: 

The right to require the contractor to license others at reasonable royalties if the 
invention is required for use by Government regulation, or is necessary to fulfill 
health, safety, or energy needs; 

The right to terminate the waiver in whole or in part if the contractor is not 
taking effective steps necessary to commercialize the invention, or will not take 
such steps within a reasonable time; and 

The right to require licensing at reasonable royalties, or to terminate the waiver 
in whole or in part if it is shown at a public hearing held 4 years after the grant of 
a waiver that the waiver had tended to violate the antitrust laws, or the contractor 
has not taken, and is not expected to take, effective steps to commercialize the 
invention. 

DOE's nuclear activities are also covered because similar provisions are a basic 
part of the Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy 
and the Federal Procurement Regulations. 

DOE's regulations stipulate that the normal exercising of its march-in rights 
requires the licensing of others rather than terminating the waiver. Contractors 
have maintained that the possibility of DOE terminating the waiver serves as a 
deterrent for investing risk capital in commercialization. DOE believes, however, 
that if the contractor is investing money in the development of the invention, it 
should feel assured that the waiver cannot be terminated unless there is a violation 
of the antitrust laws. DOE said that, overall, its contractors have not found march-
in rights retained by the Government particularly objectionable and declared that 
these provisions are not a serious impediment to the Department's contracting 
function. 

DOE said that march-in rights to protect the public's interest were developed to 
take care of and address the patent policy issues of contractor windfall profits, 
suppression of technology, and the detrimental effects to competition from granting 
contractors rights to inventions. The Department believes that march-in rights, 
although available to the Government for more than 10 years, have not been 
utilized because such problems are illusionary and not actual. If and when negative 
effects result from allowing a contractor to retain title to an invention of commer
cial importance, march-in rights are there to address them. Otherwise, DOE believes 
they will never be used. 

ENCLOSURE II.—DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, PATENT 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

On April 11, 1953, the Federal Security Agency and other related agencies were 
consolidated into the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). The 
patent regulations of the Federal Security Agency served as the model for the 
Department's existing regulations (45 C.F.R. Parts 6-8). Although the Department's 
regulations have been revised to incorporate the objectives of the Presidential 
Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy and other special provi
sions affecting HEW, the regulations have not changed philosophically from their 
early years. 

In general, HEW's regulations provide discretion to the Assistant Secretary for 
Health to 

(1) Permit an organization (whether or not for profit) to retain rights to inventions 
identified during the performance of either HEW grants or contracts. 

(2) Enter into an Institutional Patent Agreement (IPA) with a nonprofit organiza
tion whose patent policies are consistent with HEW's aims and the public's interest. 
An IPA provides the organization first option to future inventions made under 
HEW grants. 

In 1958 the Department's regulations were amended to permit commercial con
cerns to retain the first option to future inventions when conducting cancer chemo
therapy drug research under HEW contracts. This step was needed to help ensure 
the participation of the best qualified pharmaceutical firms, following indications 
that the industry would not participate without such an amendment. This excep
tion, however, has been denied to newer drug development programs in the Nation-
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al Institute of Drug Abuse and the National Institute of Child Health and Human 
Development. According to HEW, industry participation has been difficult to obtain 
because of the Institutes' inability to guarantee rights to future inventions. 

The Department's regulations also parallel and incorporate by reference Execu
tive Order 10096, which governs allocation of Government employee inventions. 
Disposition of substantially all HEW employee inventions results in Government 
ownership. These inventions comprise a major portion of the Department's patent 
portfolio and are available for licensing. 

GAO REPORT ON HEW PATENT PRACTICES 

A long period of HEW uncertainty over the discretionary allocation to the inno
vating organization of inventions resulting from Department funded grants and 
contracts was brought to a close by GAO's report to the Congress, "Problem Areas 
Affecting Usefulness of Results of Government Sponsored Research in Medicinal 
Chemistry", August 14, 1968. 

GAO reported that HEW's practice of retaining title-in-the-Government for inven
tions resulting from research in medicinal chemistry was blocking development of 
these inventions and cooperative efforts between the university and commercial 
sectors. GAO found that hundreds of new compounds developed at university labora
tories had not been tested and screened by the pharmaceutical industry because 
these manufacturers were unwilling to undertake the expense without some possi
bility of obtaining on a timely basis exclusive rights to further development. GAO 
criticized HEW for its failure to use the discretion permitted by its regulations in 
either entering into IP As or making timely determinations on requests for greater 
rights after identification of inventions. 

In response, the Department reinstated its IPA program, revising and standardiz
ing its agreement to ensure uniform treatment of institutions. In September 1975 
the Federal Council for Science and Technology endorsed a modified HEW IPA 
program for discretionary use by all Executive Branch R&D agencies and a July 
1978 Federal Procurement Regulation provided guidance on IPA use. As of Decem
ber 1978 the Department had implemented IP As with 75 institutions. 

In 1974 HEW surveyed individual petitioning institutions and institutions with 
IP As which had obtained greater rights to inventions in the performance of HEW-
funded research since the GAO report. The institutions reported that 78 exclusive 
and 44 nonexclusive licenses had been negotiated under patents and applications 
filed on 329 inventions. HEW estimated that the licensees committed approximately 
$75 million of private risk capital to develop these inventions. By the end of fiscal 
year 1976 the number of HEW-funded inventions held by institutions had increased 
to 517. 

The institutions also reported, however, that the rights to over 60 percent of the 
inventions they retained had not been licensed and may never be licensed. Thus, the 
retention of rights by institutions does not guarantee that the inventions will be 
developed and marketed. 

Following the GAO report, the Department's regulations were amended to provide 
for exclusive licensing. As of December 1978, 19 exclusive and 90 nonexclusive 
licenses had been granted. HEW's Patent Branch said that, although it has done its 
best to license the Department's patent portfolio, it has not been able to duplicate 
the technology transfer accomplished by the universities. Successful technology 
transfer, the Branch said, requires the presence and cooperation of the inventor 
and/or inventing organization as an advocate of its invention or the possibility of 
liqensing is severely decreased. 

CASE STUDIES 

We reviewed five cases at the request of the Senate Subcommittee on the Consti
tution. One involved HEW's licensing of a small business firm. The other four cases 
concerned individual waivers to nonprofit institutions. 

Licensing case 
American Science and Engineering (AS&E), a small business firm, petitioned 

HEW in September 1976 for an exclusive license to its circle array tomography 
(CAT) scanner system and associated cable handling mechanism. In November 1976 
the National Cancer Institute (NCI), which had funded the project, favored issuance 
of a nonexclusive license to AS&E. In December NCI requested that an exclusive 
license be granted. This request followed a meeting between the HEW Patent 
Branch, NCI, and AS&E officials where the company contended that their new type 
CAT scanner could not be easily and cheaply adapted by other manufacturers. Also 
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in December, AS&E petitioned HEW for foreign patent rights, which the Assistant 
Secretary for Health granted in January 1977. 

In an internal memorandum dated February 1977, the National Institute of 
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke questioned the proposed 
issuance of an exclusive license to AS&E because another company had developed a 
similar system. The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, however, following 
the recommendation of the National Institutes of Health Inventions and Patents 
Board, advertised in the Federal Register on April 7, 1977, that it intended to grant 
AS&E an exclusive license unless, before June 6, 1977, the Department received 
either statements as to why the license would not be in the best interests of the 
United States or applications for nonexclusive licenses. 

Although statements and/or license applications and notices of interest in filing 
applications were received from seven firms (none of which were small businesses), 
the National Institutes of Health Inventions and Patents Board recommended at a 
meeting on June 10, 1977, that a 3-year limited exclusive license be granted to 
AS&E. After granting the license on June 17, 1977, the Assistant Secretary for * 
Health cancelled both the license and AS&E's foreign rights on July 21, 1977. 

Regarding cancellation of the license, the Assistant Secretary wrote: "I am com
pelled to take this action because the limited exclusive license was granted in 
violation of the applicable policies and regulations. Under the Presidential State
ment on Government Patent Policy (36 F.R. 16887, August 26, 1971) and the Federal ~ 
Procurement Regulations (41 CFR 1-9.107-3 (a)) which implement that Policy State
ment, the Department did not have authority to grant AS&E a limited exclusive 
license to practice the inventions developed under its contract with the National 
Cancer Institute unless that license was a necessary incentive to bring the inven
tions to the point of practical application or unless the Government's contribution to 
the inventions was small compared to that of AS&E. The responses to the notice of 
intent to grant an exclusive license to AS&E, which appeared in the Federal 
Register (42 F.R. 18151, April 7, 1977), established that an exclusive license was not 
a necessary incentive to bring the inventions to the point of practical application. 
The contract under which the inventions were made was fully funded by the 
National Cancer Institute and thus the Government's contribution to the inventions 
was not small compared to that of AS&E. The exclusive license to AS&E was 
therefore granted without authority and in violation of the Presidential Statement 
on Government Patent Policy and the Federal Procurement Regulations." 

The General Accounting Office believes the AS&E case demonstrates that an 
agency operating under the Presidential policy can move in almost any direction 
when determining rights to inventions. 

Waiver cases 
One case involved two inventions by University of Texas scientists relating to the 

hormone thymosin used for treatment of malfunctioning immune systems which 
can make people susceptible to arthritis and several kinds of cancer. These inven
tions were made with National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding and reported to 
HEW in September 1977, when the University also petitioned for rights. This was 
over four months after the University obtained a patent on one invention and over 
10 months after it filed a patent application on the second invention. 

HEW's Patent Branch received NIH comments in October and November 1977 
and sent a determination to the Assistant General Counsel for review in December. 
This determination granting rights to the University was not acted on by the w 
Assistant General Counsel until August 30, 1978, when it was sent to the Assistant 
Secretary for Health, who signed it in September. 

It appears that development of the inventions was not impaired because the 
Assistant General Counsel delayed granting rights to the University. In July 1977 
the inventor reported that a drug firm's studies of the invention showed that the % 
compounds are not toxic. 

In another case a Columbia University scientist with an NIH grant invented a 
solution for treatment of persons with severe burns. Although the University filed a 
patent application in December 1974 and the invention was published in Interna
tional Surgery's June-July 1975 issue, the invention was not reported to HEW until 
March 1976. 

Research Corporation, an invention management firm, together with Columbia 
petitioned HEW for rights in October 1976. Research Corporation estimated that it 
would take from 5 to 8 years and an investment of about $850,000 to market the 
invention. Therefore, a time limited exclusive license would have to be offered 
before a commercial firm would make such an investment. 

NIH informed HEW's Patent Branch in December 1976 that it did not object to 
Columbia and Research Corporation retaining title, but the Patent Branch did not 
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send such a determination to the Assistant General Counsel until October 1977. 
Patent Branch officials could not explain why this delay occurred. 

The Assistant General Counsel then delayed the determination another 11 
months until September 1978 when it was sent to and signed by the Assistant 
Secretary for Health. 

A third case involved an invention entitled, "Undecapeptide and Tumor Assay." 
This invention, discovered by the Weizmann Institute of Science under an NIH 
contract, could be useful in a follow-up for post-operative diagnosis and prognosis on 
cancer patients. The Institute first reported the invention to HEW in 1974, when 
the Department decided that patent protection was not warranted. Subsequently, in 
June 1976, the full results of the research were published in scientific journals. 

The following October a drug firm approached the Weizmann Institute indicating 
it would be willing to prepare, file, and prosecute a U.S. patent application as 
consideration for an option to an exclusive license for some limited period. The 

m Institute requested HEW's permission to file a U.S. application in November 1976. 
The Department granted permission on December 1, 1976, and the application was 
filed later that month. Through Yeda Research and Development Company Ltd., its 
patent agent, the Institute petitioned HEW for rights in February 1977. In the 
petition, Yeda stated its intention to grant the drug firm exclusivity as an incentive 

'* to market the invention. 
In response to a HEW Patent Branch request for additional information, Yeda 

informed the Department in August 1977 that from two to three years and from one 
to five million dollars would be required to develop the invention to the point of 
submission to the Food and Drug Administration. NIH, in its comments to the 
Patent Branch in September 1977, stated that it was virtually impossible to predict 
the use fullness of the invention and its role in diagnostic testing. NIH said that it 
had no objection to permitting Yeda to retain title and that it was unlikely that the 
invention would be developed without an exclusive license to a potential manufac
turer. On November 4, 1977, the Patent Branch sent a determination granting 
rights to Yeda to the Assistant General Counsel for review. 

However,' on September 8, 1978, the Assistant General Counsel sent a determina
tion retaining title for the Government to the Assistant Secretary for Health. The 
Assistant General Counsel found no legal justification for the waiver, noting that 
Yeda had not promoted the invention and would not supply any of the risk capital 
needed to develop it. The drug firm had assisted Yeda with the patent application 
and waiver petition and would develop the invention. The Assistant General Coun
sel further found that exclusive licensing appeared necessary and recommended 
retaining title for the Government. On January 24, 1979, the Assistant Secretary 
denied Yeda's petition. 

In the remaining case two University of Arizona scientists invented a potential 
method for testing the effectiveness of drugs in individual cancer cases without 
administering the drugs to the patient. The University reported the invention to 
HEW's Patent Branch and requested a waiver in July 1977. The invention was also 
published in the July 1977 issue of Science. 

NIH in September 1977 informed the Patent Branch that it did not object to the 
University retaining title to the invention, but added that it had contracts with 
other institutions for real ted research and that commercial interest would be high 

^ enough that an exclusive license would not be needed to stimulate development of a 
marketable product. In reply to a Patent Branch request, the University in October 
1977 provided additional information for NIH evaluation, estimating that develop
ment would take from 3 to 5 years and would cost a licensee from $2,250,000 to 
$5,000,000. In November NIH informed the Patent Branch that the University's 

# petition should be granted even though many questions regarding the invention's 
clinical utility were still unanswered. The Patent Branch on December 29, 1977, 
sent a determination granting title to the University to the Assistant General 
Counsel for review. 

The Assistant General Counsel's office advised the Patent Branch in April 1978 
that the petition would not be favorably considered in the near future and in 
September 1978 returned the determination to the Patent Branch for further evalu
ation. Meanwhile, in July 1978 the Patent Branch had learned of a potential 
licensee's interest in funding development of the invention in return for an exclu
sive license. The Patent Branch returned the determination to the Assistant Gener
al Counsel in November 1978. This determination, granting title to the University, 
was approved by the Assistant Secretary for Health on March 23, 1979. 
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ENCLOSURE III.—DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PATENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

The policies and regulations of the Department of Defense (DOD) are based on the 
Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy. Most DOD 
contracts allow contractors with an established commercial position to retain title to 
their inventions in accordance with Section 1(b) of the Presidential Policy. 

Because nonprofit institutions lacked an established commercial position, DOD 
interpreted the Presidential Policy as requiring the use of a deferred determination 
clause—where rights are determined after an invention has been identified. Howev
er, for many years the Department got around this by using the "special situations" 
provision of Section 1(c) of the Policy to put a title-in-the-contractor type of clause 
(license clause) in contracts with universities on a DOD list of nonprofit organiza
tions with "approved" patent policies. 

On August 29, 1975, DOD, with no advance notification, issued Defense Procure
ment Circular (DPC) 75-3, revising its Armed Services Procurement Regulation 
(ASPR). This circular terminated the Department's use of its list, and thereby did 
away with the approved patent policy concept as a special situation under Section 
1(c). In lieu thereof, the circular provided that any prospective contractor having an 
effective program for the transfer of technology, as demonstrated by its licensing of 
inventions, would be entitled to a license clause in a contract where a deferred 
patent rights clause would otherwise be appropriate. 

Educational and nonprofit institutions were required to demonstrably have such 
programs in order to be entitled to the license clause, whether or not their patent 
policies had previously been approved. Additionally, the revision required that the 
work to be performed under the contract must be in a field of technology directly 
related to an area of technology in which the university had an effective licensing 
program. 

The Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution asked GAO to examine DOD's 
decision to discontinue its special situations t reatment of nonprofit institutions. We 
found that the DOD revision was intended to implement the revised Presidential 
Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy and was the subject of 
an ASPR case established in March 1975. 

At an ASPR Committee meeting in May 1975, the Patents Subcommittee Chair
man briefed committee members on the proposed revisions. The case record shows: 
"The OASD (I&L) Staff Representative present indicated that he no longer objected 
to the publication of the revised ASPR provision and recommended that the normal 
requirement for Industry comments be waived. The Subcommittee Chairman then 
briefly described the differences between the proposed ASPR coverage and the 
recently published FPR coverage. As a result of the discussion at this meeting, the 
Committee agreed tha t the finally approved coverage should be published in the 
next DPC; that a letter should be prepared by the Subcommittee Chairman to the 
Industry Associations normally solicited for comment, informing them that their 
comments were not requested prior to publication because the ASPR coverage 
parallels the FPR and Industry was provided two opportunities to comment on that 
coverage. Moreover, DOD representatives were part of the group tha t developed the 
FPR coverage and therefore were able to review the Industry comments on tha t 
coverage." 

On July 9, 1975, the Committee approved the ASPR revision, and reviewed and 
approved the letter to industry. This letter, subsequently dated August 29, 1975, was 
sent to educational and nonprofit institutions on DOD's list of universities with 
approved patent policies. The letter, which was signed by the Department's repre
sentative serving on the Committee on Government Patent Policy, did not explain 
DOD's rationale for not obtaining comments prior to publication of DPC 75-3. 

In September 1975 the Committee on Government Patent Policy adopted the 
recommendations of its University Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee. That report 
basically recommended that all agencies of the Executive Branch provide universi
ties and nonprofit organizations a first option of title retention to substantially all 
inventions generated by them with Federal support if they are found to have an 
established technology transfer capability. 

In November 1975 the California Institute of Technology replied to DOD's letter: 
"* * * the University community is confused and surprised by the fact the DPC 75-
3 appears to move in substantially the opposite direction to the philosophies of and 
proposals made in the July 1975 report of the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc 
Subcommittee * * *. It is our understanding that DOD has strong representation 
on said Ad Hoc Committee." 

The Institute also commented on DOD's implementation of the revised ASPR: 
"We have already had several instances of attempting to qualify for a 'license' 
clause in connection with individual contracts and grants. Apart from the fact that 
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these procedures will materially increase the work load of contracting personnel on 
both sides, it would appear that the criteria being utilized in this area is counterpro
ductive. Specifically, we are being required to indicate successful past licensing in 
the specific field of technology of each proposal. The net result, particularly in 
universities engaged in basic research and continually moving into new fields, will 
be to slowly diminish the areas in which a university contractor might qualify for 
advance waiver. It should be recognized that a successful licensing activity at a 
university provides a capability in all fields and that industrial representatives 
seeking new technology at universities are interested in all fields of technology in 
which the university may be involved. It is strongly urged that the Department of 
Defense reconsider the narrow interpretation placed upon the expression 'directly 
related to the field of technology' as currently applied by Contracting Officers and 
DOD Patent Counsel, and accept the much more practical proposition that a well-
organized and proven patent licensing program at a university can be effective in 
all fields of technology. 

« Because of the additional administrative burden, many research institutions sub
sequently elected not to submit the information DOD required for the title retention 
clause. As a result, statistics published in the Federal Council for Science and 
Technology's Report on Government Patent Policy showed that there was an 80 
percent increase in the use of deferred determination clauses by DOD during fiscal 

" year 1976. Our review of cases processed during that year showed that, although 
contractors' requests for greater rights in identified inventions were approved in all 
cases, the Department took from 1 to more than 7 months to make those determina
tions. 

The University Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subcommittee of the Committee on Govern
ment Patent Policy reported that it appeared that a deferred determination often 
acts against the expeditious development and utilization of inventions by delaying a 
decision that could have been made at the time of funding. Administrative costs of 
both the Government and universities are unnecessarily increased by the need to 
prepare, review, and respond to requests for rights on a case-by-case basis. 

The Navy noted in February 1976 that not only had an additional administrative 
burden been placed on universities, but that the time necessary for contracting and 
patent officers to make a determination on the appropriate patent clause had 
increased drastically. In 1977 the Air Force, after conducting a thorough review of 
the revised policy, determined that the practice of qualifying institutions for each 
contract was moving in a direction counter productive to a cost effective, reasonable 
acceptable policy. 

Despite its representation on the Ad Hoc Subcommittee which endorsed them, 
DOD has not implemented the use of Institutional Patent Agreements. 

ENCLOSURE UV.—NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION, PATENT 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

NASA patent policies and practices are based on Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, the 1971 Presidential Memorandum and State
ment of Government Patent Policy, and Executive Order 10096. Section 305 provides 
that any invention conceived or first reduced to practice in the performance of work 
under a NASA contract becomes the exclusive property of the Government, unless 
the NASA Administrator determines that the interests of the United States will be 

„ served by waiving all or part of the Government's rights. Rights to inventions made 
in-house by NASA employees are determined by the agency pursuant to provisions 
of Executive Order 10096, dated January 23, 1950. 

REPORTING AND EVALUATION INVENTIONS 

Section 305 of the Space Act provides that NASA contracts contain provisions 
requiring reporting of inventions, discoveries, improvements, and innovations. 
NASA evaluates those for which it has or may acquire the rights to file for a 
patent. This evaluation is basically a two step process and applies to both contractor 
inventions and inventions of its own employees. 

The first step, basically a technological evaluation, is to determine the technical 
significance of the invention, its potential use by or for the Government, and its 
commercial potential. If further interest is justified, it is then evaluated for patent
able novelty. This is basically a legal evaluation to determine whether a patent can 
be obtained, and if so, its scope. The determination to file for a patent is based on a 
composite of these two evaluations and is made by the NASA Patent Counsel. Once 
a domestic patent application is filed there is a review to determine whether foreign 
patent protection should be sought, and if so, in what countries. 
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As an incentive for the reporting of inventions, NASA makes a monetary award 
for each invention on which a patent application is filed. The amount of the award 
is based on consideration of such factors as the technological significance of the 
invention, its value to NASA in carrying out its programs, and the commercial use 
or potential of the invention. 

For calendar years 1959 through 1978, 37,474 invention disclosures were reported 
to NASA and 3,302 patents were issued. Excluding the 1,043 invention disclosures 
still being processed at December 31, 1978, NASA had obtained one patent for about 
each eleven inventions reported by its employees and contractors. 

Section 305 also establishes a procedure for NASA to review all patent applica
tions pending in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office on inventions which appear 
to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks "to have significant utility in the 
conduct of aeronautical and space activities." Additionally, Section 305 provides 
procedures for a Board of Patent Interferences hearing to establish title whenever 
the NASA Administrator believes that an invention not reported to NASA was 
made under a NASA contract. From January 1959 through July 1977, NASA 
reviewed 9,990 applications and contested 174 of them. NASA succeeded in obtain
ing patent rights in 114 of these cases. 

OWNERSHIP RIGHTS 

NASA obtains rights to inventions reported by its contractors unless its Adminis
trator waives these rights. The agency's waiver policy, established by Section 305 of 
the Space Act, is implemented by the NASA Patent Waiver Regulations (14 C.F.R. 
1245.1). These regulations also incorporate the objectives and criteria set forth in 
the Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy. 

Rights to inventions made in-house by agency employees are determined by 
NASA based on provisions of Executive Order 10096, i.e. in the same manner as 
other agencies covered by this Order. 

Inventions and contributions board 
The NASA Administrator's waiver of rights may be to an individual invention or 

to a class of inventions, and is granted upon the recommendations of an Inventions 
and Contributions Board (ICB). The ICB is appointed by the Administrator and 
consists of a chairman and no less than six members who are senior NASA program 
officials. The ICB meets at least monthly and provides recommendations on waiver 
requests, licensing of inventions, and monetary awards. 

NASA waiver policy 
NASA's Administrator is empowered to grant two types of domestic waivers. 

Advance waivers are those granted for any invention which may be made under a 
given contract. Individual waivers are those granted for inventions identified and 
reported subsequent to the start of a contract. The Administrator can also grant 
foreign waivers. 

Advance waivers 
NASA's ICB will recommend grant of an advance waiver unless: 
(1) a principal purpose of the contract is to create, develop or improve products, 

processes, or methods which are intended for commercial use by the general public 
at home or abroad, or which will be required for such use by governmental regula
tions; or 

(2) a principal purpose of the contract is for exploration into fields which directly 
concern the public health, public safety, or public welfare; or 

(3) the contract is in a field of science or technology in which there has been little 
significant experience outside of work funded by the Government, or where the 
Government has been the principal developer of the field and the acquisition of 
exclusive rights at the time of contracting might confer on the contractor a pre
ferred or dominant position; or 

(4) the services of the contractor are for the operation of a Government-owned 
research or production facility or for coordinating and directing the work of others. 

To recommend an advance waiver, the ICB must also find that the work called for 
under the contract is to build upon existing knowledge or technology; is to develop 
information, products, processes, or methods for use by the Government; and is in a 
field of technology in which the contractor has acquired technical competence 
directly related to an area in which the contractor has an established nongovern
mental commercial position. These criteria are prescribed by the Presidential 
Memorandum and Statement. 
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NASA's Patent Waiver Regulations also take into account the "exceptional cir
cumstances" and "special situations" provisions of the Presidential Memorandum 
and Statement. 

Examples of exceptional circumstances recognized by NASA include: a contract 
where participation of the contractor may only be secured through the grant of 
waiver and the contractor is deemed essential to a NASA program; a contract 
having as a principal objective the application of aerospace-related technology to 
other uses in accordance with an established NASA technology application program 
and where the grant of the waiver would materially advance this objective; or, a 
cooperative endeavor where the contract calls for a significant contribution of funds 
by the contractor to the work to be performed. 

Also, in the case of an individual invention identified prior to contract execution, 
exceptional circumstances may be found (1) where waiver is a necessary incentive to 
call forth risk capital and expenditures to bring the invention to the point of 
practical or commercial application and (2) where either the contractor has estab-

* lished substantial equities at his own expense in the development of the invention 
or, the grant of an advance waiver will significantly advance availability of the 
invention to the general public. 

Examples of special situations include: a newly formed company having a definite 
.., program for establishing a nongovernmental commercial position in the field of the 

contract or a directly related area; an established company lacking an established 
nongovernmental commercial position in the field of the contract or a directly 
related field, but having established plans and programs for achieving such a 
position; and an educational or nonprofit institution having an established patent 
policy and an effective program for acquiring rights to inventions and bringing the 
results of such inventions to commercial application by itself or through others. 

For calendar years 1959 through 1978, NASA received 906 petitions for advance 
waivers. The Administrator granted 463. Contractors reported 216 inventions or 
classes of inventions (on which they intended to file patent applications) under these 
contracts. 

Individual waivers 
NASA's ICB will recommend grant of a waiver after identification and reporting 

where the Board makes the following findings: 
(1) The invention is not directly related to a governmental program for creating, 

developing, or improving products, processes, or methods for use by the general 
public at home or abroad. 

(2) The invention is not likely to be required by governmental regulations for use 
by the general public at home or abroad. 

(3) The invention does not directly concern the public welfare. 
(4) The invention is not in a field of science or technology in which there has been 

little significant experience outside of work funded by the Government, or where 
the Government has been the principal developer of the field and the acquisition of 
exclusive rights in the invention would not likely confer on the petitioner a pre
ferred or dominant position. 

The Board must also find that, in view of the petitioner's plans to bring the 
invention to the point of practical application, the incentives provided by waiver 
will increase the likelihood that the benefits of the invention would be readily 
available to the public at an early date. 

# If the Board is unable to make one of the four findings to support a waiver, the 
Board may still recommend that waiver of rights be granted by the Administrator if 
it finds that such waiver is a necessary incentive to call forth risk capital and 
expenditures to bring the invention to the point of practical application, or that the 
Government's contribution to the invention is small compared to that of the con-

f tractor. 
NASA contractors reported 31,357 inventions to the agency for calendar years 

1959 through 1978. They requested 1,366 waivers and the Administrator granted 
1,035. About 3 percent of the inventions reported were waived. 

PATENT UTILIZATION 

NASA believes that one of its objectives under the Space Act is to enhance the 
leadership of the United States in aeronautical and space activities and make the 
results of these activities available to the public. Thus, NASA has implemented 
various programs to promote the commercial development and utilization of aero
nautical and space technology. NASA said its patent policies and procedures have 
been adopted to augment these programs and its decisions regarding the allocation 
and utilization of patent rights are made with this objective in mind. 
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Patent utilization/licensing 
NASA's program for licensing inventions to which it has acquired title is based on 

Section 305 of the Space Act and is implemented by NASA Patent Licensing 
Regulations (14 C.F.R. 1245.2). Both nonexclusive and exclusive licenses are availa
ble. 

In order to locate prospective licensees who want to commercialize an invention, 
NASA uses a variety of methods to inform the public of its technology available for 
licensing. Abstracts of the agency's inventions appear in its publications. Additional
ly, NASA inventions available for licensing are listed in the Federal Rgister and the 
Official Gazette of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 

The National Technical Information Service also publishes a weekly journal enti
tled "Government Inventions for Licensing" which includes NASA abstracts and 
licensing information. NASA said that it has not been able to identify or relate any 
licensing inquiries for agency owned inventions to the NTIS journal. NASA also 
said it holds and participates in licensing conferences and workshops and its Indus
trial Applications Centers disseminate both "abstracts of inventions available for 
licensing and information on how to obtain licenses. 

NASA promotes nonexclusive licenses, but may. grant exclusive licenses if it 
determines that the invention is not likely to be brought to commercialization under 
a nonexclusive license or by further Government funding and that the exclusive 
license will provide the necessary risk capital to achieve commercial use of the 
invention. NASA normally does not require royalties for a nonexclusive license but 
may for an exclusive license. 

Domestic licensing 
Each application for a domestic license is initially reviewed in NASA's Office of 

General Counsel. If the application conforms to the regulations and the license 
requested appears appropriate, the application is forwarded to the Inventions and 
Contributions Board. The ICB recommends to the Administrator whether a nonex
clusive or exclusive license should be granted and any terms and conditions of the 
license. 

If a determination is made to grant a nonexclusive license, the terms and condi
tions are negotiated by the Office of General Counsel. If the determination is made 
to grant an exclusive license, notice of this intent, along with the identification of 
the invention, licensee, and special terms and conditions, are published in the 
Federal Register. The exclusive license will be granted unless, within 30 days of the 
notice, a statement is received from any person setting forth reasons why it would 
not be in the interests of the United States to grant the proposed license, or an 
application for a nonexclusive license is received which states that the invention is 
likely to be brought to practical application within a reasonable period of time. 

As of December 31, 1978, NASA had 251 licenses in force on 133 of its 3,512 
domestic patents and applications. Nine of these licenses were exclusive and 242 
nonexclusive. 

NASA negotiates a specific date for commercialization with its licensees and 
requires that the invention be practiced for the term of the license, which usually is 
less than the term of the patent. Licensees are required to report annually on their 
progress in commercializing the inventions. NASA recently inquired about commer
cialization efforts of its 242 nonexclusive licensees; 138 or 57 percent responded. 
Fifty, or about 20 percent of the total licensees, reported they were pursuing 
development and marketing efforts. 

Foreign licensing 
Inventions on which NASA obtained patents in foreign countries are available for 

licensing in those countries. NASA's foreign licensing objectives are to further the 
interests of U.S. industry, enhance U.S. economic interests, and advance U.S. inter
national relationships. 

Foreign licenses can be either exclusive or nonexclusive. In granting foreign 
licenses, preference is given to the applicant who has previously been granted a 
license for the invention in the United States. NASA requires royalties or some 
other consideration under all foreign licenses. 

As of December 31, 1978, NASA had 787 foreign patents on 184 inventions. Fifty-
nine were licensed exclusively to 7 licensees. 

Patent utilization/waivers 
Where NASA waives property rights to inventions made under its contracts, the 

Inventions and Contributions Board periodically monitors the waiver recipients. 
Through 1977 NASA waived rights to 1,046 inventions, but subsequently voided 258 
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of these. NASA said that 193 or about 18.5 percent of its waived inventions were 
utilized or commercialized. 

NASA's data on 523 inventions waived prior to 1975 showed: 84 in use in a 
commercial process, product, or service; 15 fully developed with Government use; 91 
under development; 68 available for licensing; 228 without active commercialization 
or licensing efforts; and 37 obsolete. 

Waiver recipients reported that the 15 fully developed inventions wre ready for 
commercial use, but they had found only Government use in additon to NASa's use. 

Most of the 91 inventions under development were being developed by the waiver 
recipient. Where development was being done by licensees, the inventions resulted 
primarily from university and nonprofit research organizations. 

The only effort being undertaken for 68 inventions was to find a licensee. Many of 
these inventions resulted from universities and research organizations which did 
not have manufacturing capability. In some cases where the waiver recipient was a 
manufacturer, the invention was reported as being outside of its business or manu
facturing activity. 

NASA believed the 228 inventions without commercialization or licensing activity 
may have some utility. The agency, however, attributed the lack of interest in these 
to the following: no commercial need or market; inventions too costly to develop; 
inventions not cost competitive; technology too sophisticated; market too small to 
justify production; funding not available; and invention shelved indefinitely because 
of other priorities. 

Thirty-seven inventions were obsolete because (1) other or better products and 
methods were available; (2) they were superceded by other technology; (3) they were 
not compatible with present systems; or (4) the state-of-the-art had passed them by. 

MARCH-IN RIGHTS 

NASA includes march-in rights in its waiver instrument. The Administrator 
reserves the right to require the granting of a nonexclusive or exclusive license for 
the practice of the invention: 

(1) Unless, within 3 years after the patent is issued, the waiver recipient has 
taken effective steps to bring the invention to the point of commercial application 
and thereafter continues to make its benefits reasonably accessible to the public, or 

(2) Unless, within 3 years after the patent is issued, the waiver recipient has 
taken effective steps to make such patent available for licensing on terms that are 
reasonable, or 

(3) As may be appropriate to satisfy governmental regulation for public use or as 
may be necessary to fulfill health or safety needs or other public purposes. 

Under the terms of the waiver instrument, the recipient agrees, if requested by 
NASA, to provide a written report to the agency not more often than annually on 
the commercial use of the invention. NASA evaluates these reports to ascertain 
compliance with conditions of the waiver. 

NASA has not enforced its "march-in" rights by directing waiver recipients to 
license others under the conditions specified in the waiver instrument. Rather, 
when the recipient does not comply with requirements, the waiver is voided and 
title to the invention is taken back by NASA. The invention then is made available 
for licensing to third parties under the agency's licensing regulations. On December 
31, 1977, NASA had voided 258 waivers. All of these were voluntary on the part of 
the waiver recipient. NASA said that most of the waivers were voided at the request 
of the recipient and not for failure to comply with "march-in" provisions in the 
waiver instrument. 

Senator SCHMITT. Gentlemen, we are going to have to move on to 
a panel of business representatives. 

I want to thank you again for this discussion, and if you happen 
to be talking with anyone in the administration, whoever they may 
be, would you make the suggestion—and you can attribute it to me, 
that they, as soon as they are ready to talk, will find some people 
over here in the Congress ready and willing to talk with them in 
the formulation of a Government-wide patent policy. 

Mr. DENNY. I will make sure that message is delivered. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you. 
Our next panel are four gentlemen representing certain aspects 

of the inventing and contracting industry, Mr. Peter F. McCloskey, 
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president, Electronics Industries Association; Karl G. Harr, Jr., 
president, Aerospace Industries Association of America; Hugh E. 
Witt, director, Government Liaison, United Technologies Corp.; 
Harold Lonsdale, president, Bend Research, Inc., Bend, Oreg. 

STATEMENTS OF PETER F. McCLOSKEY, PRESIDENT, ELEC
TRONIC INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION; KARL G. HARR, JR. PRESI
DENT, AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, 
INC.; HUGH E. WITT, DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT LIAISON, 
UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORP.; AND HAROLD K. LONSDALE, 
PRESIDENT, BEND RESEARCH, INC. 
Senator SCHMITT. If you want to submit your full testimony for 

the record, it will be so included. Please summarize your state
ment, if you can, so we will have time for some questions and 
answers. Don't leave out anything that you think is of importance 
for today's discussion. 

Mr. McCloskey, would you begin? 
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. Thank you, Senator. 
I am Peter F. McCloskey, president of the Electronic Industries 

Association—EIA—and appear today on its behalf. 
We appreciate the opportunity to testify on S. 1215, the Science 

and Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act. 
EIA is made up of over 300 domestic manufacturers of electronic 

products with an annual sales volume of $68 billion. The range of 
companies encompass both small and large firms. The industry 
engages in research and development of $6 billion a year. Of this 
amount, $2.7 billion is federally sponsored R. & D. 

Therefore, the electronic industry, which is noted as being a high 
technology industry, has a direct and vested interest in protecting 
the resulting intellectual property innovations and therefore in the 
patent policy of the various Federal agencies. 

As you can see, it has a direct vested interest in the patent policy 
of the various Federal agencies. 

We support S. 1215. While there are some areas of the legislation 
we would like to see clarified, or where additions would be helpful 
to implementing its overall intent to increase innovation, the bill 
as a whole properly balances the role of Federal R. & D. and the 
overall U.S. industrial innovation process. 

The association has long been involved in the debate on Federal 
patent policy with a dual interest. 

First, member companies have found the diverse policies of the 
various agencies to be somewhat confusing and at odds with each 
other. 

Consequently, we have long sought a uniform policy in the inter
est of heightened contractor involvement. 

Second, there is a pervasive feeling that the uniform policy 
should be one to encourage contractor participation. Stated other
wise, the policy should remove disincentives to perform Federal R. 
& D. work. Satisfaction of these interests would clearly work to the 
benefit of the economy and the public at large. 

S. 1215 appears to be a rational approach in addressing those two 
interests. Viewed from the public's perspective, this is particularly 
true when acknowledging the additional safeguards built into the 
legislation to protect the public's interest through appropriate 
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march-in rights and ancillary provisions to protect fully the Gov
ernment's interests. 

Placing title in the contractor for inventions under federally 
sponsored R. & D.—and doing so for all agencies—can only work to 
assure broader contractor participation, a higher quantity and 
quality of innovation and an attendant flow down to the American 
consumer of the benefits from commercialization of these inven
tions. 

This point has been obscured in the recent evolution of agency 
patent policies. This most likely has resulted from attempts to 
serve ulterior purposes or from a basic misunderstanding of the 
underlying incentives to innovation. S. 1215, however, refocuses 
attention to two vitally important points. 

First, those existing agencies with a policy calling for the Gov
ernment taking of title in all cases lessen the incentive to subse
quent commercialization which would otherwise be present if the 
contractor held the patent. 

More importantly, however, the taking of title by the Govern
ment in those cases traditionally is accompanied by attempts to 
make rather significant demands on the so-called background 
rights, and patents, of the participating contractor. 

This valuable know-how, involving proprietary information in 
many cases, was initially developed by the contractor at private 
expense. It serves as the technological driving force behind innova
tive companies. 

To ask a company to give up some of this know-how unnecessar
ily in order to undertake a Federal R. & D. project raises a difficult 
judgment question. Ironically, the most successful firms—the best 
innovators—are faced with giving up more of this valuable back
ground technology. 

This penalty then becomes a greater disincentive to these firms. 
What results is a dichotomy that those with the most to contribute 
to the Federal R. & D. effort face the greatest disincentives. 

Our statement is made up of two segments. The first deals with 
some questions and suggestions as to the specifics presented to us 
in the letter from Senator Stevenson inviting our participation in 
these hearings. 

Turning to those questions—the first deals with the effect of 
agencies 'patent policies on participation by contractors in federal
ly sponsored R. & D. and the subsequent impact on commercializa
tion of inventions. 

It is difficult to quantify the exact effect of such policies. We 
have been made aware of instances where an agency title policy 
was a sufficient disincentive to cause a contractor not to partici
pate. 

Contractors who have spent private resources to develop valuable 
technological know-how and background patents must be reticent 
of participation in a program which tends to dissipate this competi
tive advantage. 

In effect, the contractor must balance the impact of this partici
pation in a Federal R. & D. program with the need to protect the 
investment of the company's shareholders, represented by back
ground rights and know-how. 
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The question as to commercialization of inventions can be viewed 
from a different perspective. While on the one hand it has been our 
experience that only relatively few Government-held patents are 
ever commercialized, the failure to leave title in the contractor 
shuts off a substantial incentive to commercialize. 

The second question attempts to draw a distinction between R. & D. 
intended for military and direct Government use and R. & D. 
with respect to products intended for civilian purposes. 

While there may be some reasons for this distinction, considering 
varying public interests, we think a more prudent policy is that 
outlined in this legislation. This would provide for a uniform policy 
for all agencies but allow for a variance of that policy to protect 
narrow but appropriate public and Government interests. 

We would prefer not to see the legislation reoriented toward 
making a broad and artificial distinction between these two end-
use areas. That would only tend to lead industry back into the 
current varying and counter-productive policies on an agency-by-
agency basis. 

As an observation, it must be remembered that an invention in 
one area may find greater use in yet another area. Thus a form of 
an electronic resistor developed under a military contract may 
have a greater use in the commercial marketplace. To draw a 
general distinction as suggested by this question would be a mis
take. 

As to the third question, proposing different policies in allocating 
rights to large and small firms, it is our view that such a policy is 
not warranted. 

If the intention of the Federal patent policy is to draw upon the 
talents of the best contractors and technology, then the theory of 
increased participation derived by leaving title in the contractor 
would apply equally to all sizes of firms. 

Clearly, in terms of removing disincentives and opening the door 
to subsequent commercialization, small and large companies are 
similarly situated. Arguments have been raised that major contrac
tors have a larger reservoir of know-how which would warrant a 
separate treatment in allocating rights. 

Similarly, it has been suggested that obtaining the patent itself 
is not actually as important to a large firm as to a small firm. 

We think, however, the overriding consideration of a patent 
policy insuring participation by the most qualified firms far 
outweighs either of these theoretical and somewhat doubtful con
siderations. 

Senator SCHMITT. For the record, at that point, would you state 
the involvement of small business in your association? 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. We have approximately 300 members, Senator. 
And of those, well over half would be small business. 

The first part of the fourth question deals with Government 
retention of title. We believe S. 1215 establishes acceptable guide
lines spelling out those areas where the Government should retain 
title to protect specific governmental or public interests except that 
section related to classified work. ELA endorses this approach in 
our overall-endorsement of the legislation. And we will refer to the 
classified exemption later on in our comments. 
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The second part of the fourth question deals with contractors' 
surrendering of background patents. I would merely reiterate our 
earlier statement that the background patents, and technological 
know-how possessed by innovative contractors, were all developed 
at private expense. This know-how represents the "life blood" of a 
high technology company. 

The Government should avoid placing the contractor in a posi
tion of choosing either to participate in a program thereby dissipat
ing these rights or not to participate. 

Simply put, if it is the Government's objective to obtain the best 
R. & D. talent available, then there must be a strict limitation on 
those circumstances where a contractor is forced to surrender back
ground patents or know-how. 

The fifth question deals in essence with a recoupment theory or 
a payback to the Federal Government for Government-sponsored 
inventions. We are opposed to such a policy for three reasons. 

First, it is extremely impractical, if not impossible, to determine 
what particular revenue or return is generated from a specific 
patent—considering that the patent may be used in combination 
with other patents or know-how in licensing packages, or whether 
the income results from sales expertise or good will. 

Second, it should be understood that the public benefits from the 
commercialization of patents not only from taxes on a corporation's 
income but in the creation of new jobs and stimulus to the econo
my. These are not insubstantial contributions. 

Finally, a contractor faced with a recoupment theory will neces
sarily build that cost into his pricing policy anyway. In the end the 
consumer will inevitably pay for the recoupment—an obviously 
self-defeating proposition. 

The remainder of our statement deals with technical questions. 
We want to commend you, Senators Stevenson and Cannon, for the 
thrust of your legislation, which is a constructive step and appro
priate at this time, when our innovative process seems to be slow
ing down. 

Thank you very much. 
Senator SCHMITT. YOU will have that opportunity. The record will 

be open for such additional comments as you or any others may 
wish to make. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF PETER F. MCCLOSKEY, PRESIDENT, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
ASSOCIATION 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am Peter F. McCloskey, Presi
dent of the Electronics Industries Association (EIA) and appear today on its behalf. 
We appreciate the opportunity to testify on S. 1215, the Science and Technology 
Research and Development Utilization Policy Act. 

EIA is made up of over 300 domestic manufacturers of electronic products with an 
annual sales volume of 68 billion dollars. The range of companies encompasses both 
small and large firms. The industry engages in research and development of 6 
billion dollars a year. Of this amount 2.7 billion dollars is federally sponsored R&D. 
Therefore the electronics industry, which is noted as being a high technology 
industry, has a direct and vested interest in protecting the resulting intellectual 
property innovations and therefore in the patent policy of the various Federal 
agencies. 

We support S. 1215. While there are some areas of the legislation we would like to 
see clarified, or where additions would be helpful to implementing its overall intent 
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to increase innovation, the bill as a whole properly balances the role of Federal 
R&D and the overall U.S. industrial innovation process. 

The Association has long been involved in the debate on federal patent policy 
with a dual interest. First, member companies have found the diverse policies of the 
various agencies to be somewhat confusing and at odds with each other. Consequent
ly we have long sought a uniform policy in the interest of heightened contractor 
involvement. Secondly, there is a pervasive feeling that the uniform policy should 
be one to encourage contractor participation. Stated otherwise, the policy should 
remove disincentives to perform Federal R&D work. Satisfaction of these interests 
would clearly work to the benefit of the economy and the public at large. 

S. 1215 appears to be a rational approach in addressing those two interests. 
Viewed from the public's perspective, this is particularly true when acknowledging 
the additional safeguards built into the legislation to protect the public's interest 
through appropriate march-in rights and ancillary provisions to protect fully the 
government's interests. Placing title in the contractor for inventions under Federal
ly sponsored R&D—and doing so uniformly for all agencies—can only work to 
assure broader contractor participation, a higher quantity and quality of innovation 
and an attendant flow down to the American consumer of the benefits from com
mercialization of these inventions. 

This point has been obscured in the recent evolution of Agency Patent policies. 
This most likely has resulted from attempts to serve ulterior purposes or from a 
basic misunderstanding of the underlying incentives to innovation. S. 1215 however 
refocuses attention to two vitally important points. 

First, those existing Agencies with a policy calling for the Government taking of 
title in all cases lessen the incentive to subsequent commercialization which would 
otherwise be present if the contractor held the patent. 

More importantly, however, the taking of title by the government in those cases 
traditionally is accompanied by attempts to make rather significant demands on the 
so-called background rights, and patents, of the participating contractor. 

This valuable know-how, involving proprietary information in many cases, was 
initially developed by the contractor at private expense. It serves as the technologi
cal driving force behind innovative companies. To ask a company to give up some of 
this know-how unnecessarily in order to undertake a Federal R&D project raises a 
difficult judgment question. Ironically, the most successful firms—the best innova
tors—are faced with giving up more of this valuable background technology. This 
penalty then becomes a greater disincentive to these firms. What results is a 
dichotomy that those with the most to contribute to the Federal R&D effort face the 
greatest disincentives. 

Our statement is made up of two segments. The second deals with some questions 
and suggestions as to the specifics of S. 1215. The first portion is an attempt to be 
responsive to the questions presented to us in the letter from Senator Stevenson 
inviting our participation in these hearings. 

Turning now to the questions—the first deals with the effect of agencies' patent 
policies on participation by contractors in federally sponsored R&D and the subse
quent impact on commercialization of inventions. It is difficult to quantify the exact 
effect of such policies. We have been made aware of instances where an agency title 
policy was a sufficient disincentive to cause a contractor not to participate. More 
importantly, however, as stated earlier there is a general perception within the 
industry that where an agency has a policy of taking title to an invention there 
exists a continuing disincentive. Contractors who have spent private resources to 
develop valuable technological know-how and background patents must be reticent 
of participation in a program which tends to dissipate this competitive advantage. 
In effect the contractor must balance the impact of this participation in a Federal 
R&D program with the need to protect the investment of the company's sharehold
ers. This investment resides in some measure in this reservoir of background rights 
and know-how. 

The question as to commercialization of inventions can be viewed from a different 
perspective. While on the one hand it has been our experience that only relatively 
few government-held patents are ever commercialized, the failure to leave title in 
the contractor shuts off a substantial incentive to commercialize. 

The second question attempts to draw a distinction between R&D intended for 
military and direct government use and R&D with respect to products intended for 
civilian purposes. While there may be some reasons for this distinction considering 
varying public interests, we think a more prudent policy is that outlined in this 
legislation. This would provide for a uniform policy for all agencies but allow for a 
variance of that policy to protect narrow but appropriate public and government 
interests. We would prefer not to see the legislation reoriented towards seeking any 
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broad and artificial distinction between these two end-use areas. That would only 
tend to lead industry back into the current varying and counter-productive policies 
on an agency-by-agency basis. As an observation, it must be remembered that an 
invention in one area may find greater use in yet another area. Thus a form of an 
electronic resistor developed under a military contract may have a greater use in 
the commercial marketplace. To draw a general distinction as suggested by this 
question would be a mistake. 

As to the third question proposing different policies in allocating rights to large 
and small firms, it is EIA's view that such a policy is not warranted. If the intention 
of the Federal Patent policy is to draw upon the talents of the best contractors and 
technology, then the theory of increased participation derived by leaving title in the 
contractor would apply equally to all sizes of firms. Clearly, in terms of removing 
disincentives and opening the door to subsequent commercialization, small and 
large companies are similarly situated. Arguments have been raised that major 
contractors have a larger reservoir of know-how which would warrant a separate 
treatment in allocating rights. Similarly, it has been suggested that obtaining the 
patent itself is not actually as important to a large firm as to a small firm. We 
think, however, the over-riding consideration of a patent policy insuring participa
tion by the most qualified firms far outweighs either of these theoretical and 
somewhat doubtful considerations. 

The first part of the fourth question deals with government retention of title. We 
believe S. 1215 establishes acceptable guidelines spelling out those areas where the 
government should retain title to protect specific governmental or public interests 
except that Section related to classified work. EIA endorses this approach in our 
overall endorsement of the legislation. 

The second part of the fourth question deals with contractors' surrendering of 
background patents. I would merely reiterate our earlier statement that the back
ground patents, and technological know-how possessed by innovative contractors, 
were all developed at private expense. This know-how represents the "life blood" of 
a high technology company. The government should avoid placing the contractor in 
a position of choosing either to participate in a program and dissipate these rights 
or not to participate. Simply put, if it is the government's objective to obtain the 
best R&D talent available, then there must be a strict limitation on those circum
stances where a contractor is forced to surrender background patents or know-how. 

The fifth question deals in essence with a recoupment theory or a payback to the 
federal government for government-sponsored inventions. We are opposed to such a 
policy for three reasons. First, it is extremely impractical, if not impossible, to 
determine what particular revenue or return is generated from a specific patent— 
considering that the patent may be used in combination with other patents or know-
how or in licensing packages, or whether the income results from sales expertise or 
good will. Secondly, it should be understood that the public benefits from the 
commercialization of patents not only from taxes on a corporation's income but in 
the creation of new jobs and stimulus to the economy. These are not insubstantial 
contributions. Finally, a contractor faced with a recoupment theory will necessarily 
build that cost into his pricing policy. In the end the consumer will inevitably pay 
for the recoupment—an obviously self-defeating proposition. 

As the second part of our statement, we now submit several technical comments 
and questions on S. 1215 as currently drafted. 

As to Section 103 "Definitions", paragraph 9, we are confused as to the difference 
between the phrase "made under the contract" or "made under a contract". We 
believe this Section needs to be clarified as to intent. We recommend the former. 
Similarly, under paragraph 12 of Section 103 the definition of "practical applica
tion" appears too stringent. We would suggest a rewrite to indicate that "applica
tion" means "to manufacture in the case of a composition or product, to practice in 
the case of a process or method or to operate in the case of a machine or system or 
that the invention is being worked or that its benefits are available to the public 
either on reasonable terms or through reasonable licensing arrangements'. The 
same comment could be made with reference to the use of that phrase, i.e., practical 
application, in Section 304(aXD dealing with march-in rights. 

We endorse Section 201 which specifically places implementation in the Com
merce Department with the corollary hope that the implementation can be handled 
without creation of a bureaucracy or massive paper work agency which has been 
the bane of the patent profession. 

Again with Section 201(cX6), we believe that this paragraph should be expanded to 
include the use of consultants, e.g., "to make or have made market surveys . . ." 

With reference to Section 301(aX2), we believe a policy of the government acquir
ing title because of the "classified" nature of the work is too broad and unnecessary. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 5 
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That is not the practice today and we suggest that a more narrow definition should 
be developed referencing more limited national defense purposes. For example, if 
the government acquired title because the work was classified, a subsequent remov
al of the classified status would still find title resting in the government—unneces
sarily. We recommend deletion of this Section. 

With reference to Section 302(b) we would urge that where the government 
obtains title to an invention, the license to the contractor should include the right 
to sublicense (1) the contractor's subsidiaries and affiliates within its corporate 
structure, and (2) existing licensees the contractor was legally obligated to license or 
indemnify. Where the contractor has licensed others, any revocation by the govern
ment should not include revocation of such license. Also we believe the license to 
the contractor should be irrevocable if the contractor or its licensee is using the 
invention. 

In Section 304(aX2) we believe the phrase "reasonably satisfied" should be used 
throughout for consistency. With reference to Subpart (iii) of that same Section we 
are somewhat at a loss to understand how such judgments on the effects on 
competition—which are most complex and technical—can be made in any fashion to 
accommodate the purposes of this legislation. 

In Section 305(aXl) we suggest adding "trade secrets" to the type of information 
not subject to disclosure. This would be consistent with the Freedom of Information 
Act. 

Finally, in Section (3) of 305(2) we suggest a requirement of "timely disclosure" 
rather than "prompt disclosure"—as a more realistic requirement. 

We thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the Electronic Indus
tries Association on this legislation. We hope that the constructive comments sub
mitted in terms of specific questions and suggested additions to the legislation do 
not detract from our overall support of S. 1215. Rather, they should be considered as 
our attempt to mold the best approach to meeting what we perceive to be the three 
fundamental needs: 

1. Attracting the best firms to participate in Federal R&D programs to assure the 
best opportunity for achieving innovation. 

2. Protecting necessary governmental and public prerogatives. 
3. Expanding the commercialization of inventions generated under Federal pro

grams which in turn will entail direct benefits to the public and the economy. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Harr. 
Mr. HARR. I am Karl Harr, president of the Aerospace Industries 

Association of America. 
I appreciate the opportunity to appear today in support of S. 

1215. I will be brief. 
Because title IV deals with the allocation of rights to inventions 

of Federal employees, a matter which we believe is between the 
Government and its employees, my statememt does not address 
that part of the bill. 

AIA is a national trade association of aircraft, spacecraft, mis
siles, related components and equipment. Being at the leading edge 
of high technology, our member companies have long recognized 
incentives contained in the U.S. patent system, in particular the 
manner in which such incentives have occurred as the develop
ment and advancement of our Nation's technological base and 
industrial innovations. 

For these reasons, our association has supported and continues to 
support proposed legislation on Government policies which maxi
mize such incentives. 

In the past, we have urged Congress and the executive branch to 
promulgate a single Federal patent policy to replace the multiple 
policies now in existence, and one in which a contractor would 
have the option to retain title to inventions. 

The principal objective in establishing the single Federal patent 
policy must be to determine and select that policy which will most 
benefit the public by providing appropriate incentives to the most 
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competent firms to compete for Government contracts and to com
mercialize the new technology and inventions which may result 
from such efforts. 

This raises the question of whether the Government or the con
tractor is in a better position to assure that new technology and 
inventions will be brought to public use. The contractor already 
has gained experience in the technology in which the invention 
was made. He already is doing business and has both an existing 
marketing capability and the profit incentive to commercialize the 
invention. 

On the other hand, unless the Government is prepared to assume 
a new role in commercial markets, the Government has neither the 
expertise to determine which of the many inventions have commer
cial potential nor the capability, but perhaps even the incentive to 
bring such inventions to the marketplace. 

Because it recognizes and balances equities of the bars involved 
for research and development, the Government parties and con
tractors, we heartily support S. 1215. 

Under the bill, the public would benefit in two ways: 
First, by significantly increased responsibility of such inventions 

being patented; 
And, second, by their being made available in the marketplace, 

the Government would have a royalty-free license and the contrac
tor would, with some exceptions, obtain an option to retain title to 
inventions made under Government contracts. 

Should the contractor fail or be unable to patent or commercial
ize any such invention, assure the retention of title by contractor 
to prevent the unlawful monopoly, then the bill has much in it to 
protect the public. 

The bill utilizes incentives for encouraging competition for Gov
ernment research and development, stimulating private expendi
tures and research and development efforts, and posture industrial 
innovations. 

S. 1215 is particularly timely in this respect. All of us share the 
deep concerns of both the Congress and the administration about 
the sharp decline in industrial innovation in the United States in 
the resulting adverse impact on our economy and national techno
logical base. 

We believe the enactment of S. 1215 would tend to reverse that 
trend. 

In closing, it is worth noting that, for the past 30 years or more, 
Government contracting has operated under multiple patent policy, 
most of which is title policy. That is to say, the Government takes 
title to inventions made under Government research and develop
ment contracts. 

The title policy has failed to achieve maximum utilization to 
technology resulting from substantial sums of public funds spent 
on Government R. & D. The report on public policy issued by the 
Council on Science and Technology indicates that as of 1976 the 
U.S. Government had 28,021 unexpired U.S. patents available for 
licensing, of which only 1,252, or about 4Vfe percent, has been 
licensed. 

Senator, with reference to your questioning of some of the earlier 
witnesses and to some areas in your opening statement, establish-
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ing the broad context in which you were placing this bill and 
considering its purposes, we, too, have been working that vineyard 
for quite a long time, particularly with respect to trying to get 
NASA—advances under NASA contracts out—into the public 
domain from the point of view of convincing the public of the 
valuable spinoffs of the space program. We have spent years on 
working that, and NASA has done an excellent—absolutely excel
lent—job in its technical transfer program. But, here again, I think 
that this bill would help not just to get the information out, but to 
make sure that it got utilized by commercial sponsors. 

Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF KARL G. HARR, JR., PRESIDENT, AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I am Karl G. Harr, Jr., presi
dent of the Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc. (ALA). I appreciate the 
opportunity to appear today in support of S. 1215, introduced by Senators Schmitt, 
Cannon and Stevenson. Because Title IV deals with the allocation of rights to 
inventions of federal employees, a matter which we believe is between the govern
ment and its employees, my statement does not address that part of the bill. 

ALA is the national trade association representing the manufacturers of aircraft, 
spacecraft, missiles and related components and equipment. Being at the leading 
edge of high technology, our member companies have long recognized the incentives 
contained in the U.S. Patent System and, in particular, the manner in which such 
incentives have encouraged the development and advancement of our nation's tech
nological base and industrial innovation. It is for these reasons that our Association 
has supported and continues to support proposed legislation and government poli
cies which maximize such incentives. In the past, we have urged Congress and the 
Executive Branch to promulgate a single Federal Patent Policy to replace the 
multiple policies now in existence and one in which a contractor would have the 
option to retain title to inventions. 

The principal objective in establishing a single Federal Patent Policy must be to 
determine and select that policy which will most benefit the public by providing 
appropriate incentives to the most competent firms to compete for government-
funded research and development contracts and to commercialize the new technol
ogy and inventions which may result from such efforts. This raises the question of 
whether the government or the contractor is in the better position to assure that 
new technology and inventions will be brought to public use. The contractor already 
has gained experience in the technology in which the invention was made. He 
already is doing business and has both an existing marketing capability and the 
profit incentive to commercialize the invention. On the other hand, unless the 
government is preparing to assume a new role as a competitor to American business 
in commercial markets, the government has neither the expertise to determine 
which of the many inventions have commercial potential nor the capability (or 
perhaps even the incentive) to bring such inventions to the marketplace. 

Because it recognizes and balances the equities of the parties involved in govern
ment contracting for research and development—the public, the government and 
the contractors—we heartily support S. 1215. Under the bill, the public would 
benefit in two ways: first, by a significantly increased possibility of such inventions 
being disclosed in patents, and, second, by their being made available to the market
place. The government would obtain a royalty-free license under such inventions. A 
contractor would, with some exceptions, obtain an option to retain title to inven
tions made under government contracts. Should the contractor fail or be unable to 
patent or commercialize any such invention, or should the retention of title by a 
contractor tend to create an unlawful monopoly, the bill provides for appropriate 
march-in rights to protect the public's interest. 

The bill also recognizes and utilizes the incentives contained in our Patent System 
which encourage competition for government research and development contracts, 
stimulate private expenditures in research and development efforts and foster in
dustrial innovation. These incentives were aptly described by a prominent jurist, 
Judge Giles Rich, in In re John A. Nelson, 126 USPQ 242 (CCPA 1960), to wit: "(The 
patent system) is not like a system of military awards in which medals are given 
out by the people to their heroes as expressions of gratitude for their exceptional 
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services. While the element of reward is one factor in the patent system, it is 
probably the least important. The patent system is an incentive system calculated to 
do two things, principally. First, it stimulates work, research, development, inven
tion and discovery by holding out the prospect of profit. Second, in exchange for and 
as a condition of patent protection, it secures a full disclosure of the invention. 
Promotion of the useful arts takes place through the combination of these two 
factors, the doing of the work and the disclosure of the results thereof." 

Moreover, S. 1215 is particularly timely in this respect. All of us share the deep 
concerns of both the Congress and the Administration about the sharp decline in 
industrial innovation in the United States and the resulting adverse impact on our 
economy and national technological base. We believe the enactment of S. 1215 into 
law would tend to reverse that trend. 

In closing, it is worth noting that for the past thirty years or more, government 
contracting has operated under multiple patent policies, most of which are title 
policies—that is to say, the government takes title to inventions made under govern
ment research and development contracts. The title policy has failed to achieve 
maximum utilization of the technology resulting from the substantial sums of public 
funds spent on government R&D. For example, the "Report on Government Policy" 
issued by the Federal Council for Science and Technology, indicates that as of 1976 
the U.S. government had 28,021 unexpired U.S. Patents available for licensing, of 
which only 1,252 or about 4.5% had been licensed. The time has come to try a 
policy, such as proposed in S. 1215, under which a contractor would have the option 
to retain title to inventions made under government R&D contracts. 

That concludes my statement. I shall be pleased to answer any questions you 
might have. 

Mr. WITT. I'm with the United Technologies Corp. from Hartford, 
Conn. 

We design, develop, manufacture, and market a variety of tech
nological products for industrial, commercial, and government 
needs, worldwide. 

The corporation employs more than 189,000 people, operates 
more than 280 plants and maintains marketing and service repre
sentation throughout the world. 

It serves its markets with diverse products in three principal 
lines of business: 

Power: Aircraft jet engines, industrial gas turbines; and rocket 
engines, motors and boosters. 

Flight systems: Aeronautical and space systems and equipment; 
and commercial and military helicopters. 

Industrial products and services: Elevators and escalators; auto
motive products and systems; conductors, controls and devices for 
the transmission and application of electricity; automotive diagnos
tic and test systems; and air conditioning and related equipment. 

Our company funded research and development program is a 
balanced mix of short-term and long-term projects. 

Some of them are aimed at developing new technology; others at 
creating new products; still others at improving existing products. 

Our purpose—really our R. & D. strategy—is to put the corpora
tion in a competitive position with new and improved products long 
before we have to compete in the marketplace. Our R. & D. com
mitment is a cornerstone of our future growth. Only a handful of 
companies—all of them substantially larger than United Technol
ogies—spend more on R. & D. 

As a company we have a deep-rooted commitment to industrial 
innovation. However, the generation of new technology, new prod
ucts, and their commercialization are each enormous undertakings. 

It is always necessary for us to apportion the company commit
ment in time, talent, and physical resources to insure that we 
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make the best use of these resources. We do view research and 
development as an investment in our future. 

We would not tell you, nor in fact is it the case, that the "patent 
situation" is always the crucial factor in our R. & D. decisions, 
whether company or Government-sponsored, but it is often a 
factor. 

The decisions are frequently impacted by the question whether 
or not "the path trod by us may soon be trod by others who have 
saved their energies," as one writer has phrased it. 

We can tell you that the likelihood of significant patent rights is 
viewed as a positive factor in our R. & D. decisions—an incentive. 
We, as is true of most companies, are in the business of selling 
products and our R. & D. commitment is directed toward that end. 
Neither we nor the public benefit from the results of our inven
tions which never reach the marketplace. 

In connection with our company programs, we utilize the patent 
system and benefit from the rights which that system provides, and 
we believe the public benefits as well. But the patent incentive 
exists only when the rights are in the hands of the party seeking to 
utilize the invention. 

The Government does not require the patent incentive, for the 
Government is seldom, if ever, the commercializing party. 

Our experience indicates that commercial ventures are seldom 
successful on the basis of patent rights alone—I emphasize that 
"alone." 

Most of our licensees, for example, are not interested in bare 
patent licenses but require other assistance from us as well. Nor
mally this assistance simply cannot be provided by the Govern
ment. 

It explains, in many cases, why the Government is singularly 
unsuccessful in its license programs. It is usually the party making 
the invention that has the expertise necessary to commercialize the 
innovation by its own further efforts or by licensing. I think 
Tenney Johnson emphasized that in his testimony. 

It is also usually the party making the invention that is best able 
to recognize the commercial potential. 

The process of obtaining a patent itself involves an investment of 
time, talent, and financial resources—and a not inconsiderable one. 

At United Technologies the decision whether or not to seek 
patent protection is itself a business decision. If the existence of a 
patent is or may be of assistance in fostering the return on invest
ment, then we would see the pursuit of patent rights as appropri
ate. 

Of course, the reverse is also true. When we see no use of a 
patent in connection with a given innovation in the marketplace, 
we typically do not seek patent protection on that invention. 

In a case where the patent rights to inventions are vested in the 
Government, as is the case when the Government acquires title to 
those inventions, the patent incentive simply cannot enter into our 
business decision. 

In fact, not only is there no patent incentive relevant to the 
commercialization question, there is no business justification for 
the filing of a patent application. For this reason, we seldom can 
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justify the filing of patent applications on inventions where the 
Government acquires title. 

In considering participation in Government R. & D. contracts, a 
title in the Government policy often has its greatest adverse 
impact in those areas where we have the greatest private invest
ment. In those cases, not only are we looking at those investments 
that may be required of us in the future, but we necessarily must 
consider the impact on those investments that we have made in the 
past. 

Parties coming to the contract table with the greatest expertise 
should be those able to solve the particular problem at hand in the 
shortest possible time and at the least cost. It is indeed an anomaly 
that in many cases agency policy is such as to provide the greatest 
lack of patent incentive, or even disincentive, in such circum
stances. 

Federal patent policy, if it is to maximize the R. & D. investment 
of the Government, simply must be such as to enlist the services of 
the most qualified parties and to promote commercialization. 

And I think, sir, that is the thrust of your proposed legislation. 
Title in the Government simply does not do that. We believe that 

restoration of the patent incentives to the private sector is essen
tial. And because S. 1215 restores those incentives, it is our belief 
that it will foster "the progress of science and the useful arts," 
which is the basic thrust of the whole patent concept. 

Retention of a license by the Government insures that there 
would be no impact of patents resulting from Government-spon
sored inventions in the products that Government is buying. The 
patent incentives would be important in the development of those 
incentives for non-Government products. 

We have long been a major participant in Government R. & D. 
programs and, regardless of the Federal patent policy ultimately 
adopted, we will continue to participate in and have an interest in 
such programs. 

At the present time we are participating in Government con
tracts where title to inventions made in the performance thereof 
will reside in the Government. 

As we have mentioned, there are many factors that enter into 
participation decisions and a "patent situation," as I said earlier, it 
is only one factor that we consider. 

In such cases we have determined that other factors outweigh 
the lack of patent incentive. However, we do believe that a policy 
of acquisition of title by the Government is a deterrent to partici
pation and to commercialization in many cases. 

We believe that the disposition of patent rights must be clearly 
established at the time of contracting, as would be the case if this 
bill is adopted. It is difficult to base R. & D. decisions on uncertain 
possibilities of later acquisition of rights, as by waiver procedures, 
after contracting. 

It is also our experience that such procedures involve tedious 
administrative endeavors in which we participate only with great 
reluctance. 

Adoption of this bill will not only provide uniformity and certain
ty to the Federal R. & D. arena, but will also restore the incentive 
of the patent system to the process of industrial innovation and 
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commercialization. The public will simply never receive the bene
fits of inventions that are never made or commercialized. 

For the above reasons, we urge your support of this legislation. 
Thank you. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Lonsdale. 
Mr. LONSDALE. First, I would like to thank you for inviting me to 

these hearings. It is gratifying that someone wants to hear our 
opinion. I have prepared a formal written statement, but I don't 
plan to read it at this time. I would rather make my remarks 
informally if I may. 

Senator SCHMITT. Your statement will be included in the record. 
Mr. LONSDALE. I represent Bend Research, Inc., located in Bend, 

Oreg. We have 25 employees, and most of us are chemists. We are 
inventors, and would-be innovators. 

I believe I am the only representative from small business at 
these hearings, so in a sense I respresent the 4 million small 
businesses in the United States. 

But more to the point, I represent small, high technology compa
nies, of which there are only a few thousand. I feel some responsi
bility for speaking for those people, because I think they made 
substantial contributions to the growth and economic success of 
this country. 

Several Government studies have shown that these small high 
technology companies have been inordinately successful at techno
logical innovations in this century. They have kept us at the eco
nomic forefront of the world and made us a world power. 

So, with some respect and humility, I feel that I am representing 
Frank Carlson before the introduction of xerography, or Edwin 
Land before the introduction of the Polaroid camera. All of these 
people started as small entrepreneurial inventors. The develop
ment of these small, high technology companies is now stifled for a 
number of reasons. 

Changes in SEC regulations and tax laws have made it difficult. 
And equally important is inflation. That is, people with capital find 
it more profitable to speculate in land than they do in investing in 
small high technology companies at the crucial early stage where 
seed capital is so important. 

It is difficult for us now to raise capital, and this is a widely 
recognized problem. There have been bills introduced into the Con
gress to try to solve this problem. Senator Bentsen has introduced 
four bills recently to try to help small high technology companies 
in this country. For the first two decades after World War II we 
were doing very well in technological innovation. We still lead the 
world, but our lead is shrinking. How can we reverse this trend 
and thereby create jobs and improve our balance of payments? 

One way is the way you indicated in your bill, Senator: Give us 
the exclusive patent rights on our own inventions. We can use 
these rights to attract the investment needed to get our ideas 
going. 

If the Government retains the rights, as we have seen from other 
testimony, these patented ideas are essentially lost. That is my own 
testimony and that of others. I think less than 5 percent of all 
Government-owned patents have been licensed or used. 
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I would like to give you an example of our own. We have invent
ed a process that we call "coupled transport". I won't give you a 
detailed description, but it is a membrane process for recovering 
metal ions from solution. It is an important new process that has 
application in hydrometallurgical recovery of metals from low-
grade ores and in pollution control. 

The invention is ours. We made it about 4 years ago. But to 
develop the invention, we went to the Bureau of Mines for support. 
They insisted on vesting all patent rights in the Government. 

Senator SCHMITT. You should have talked to me first. 
Mr. LONSDALE. I wish we had. 
We gave up the domestic patent rights of necessity. We are now 

4 years into that development. In that time it has progressed from 
the concept stage to a very practical thing. We plan to build a pilot 
plant on a uranium mine in New Mexico this fall. The Government 
has participated to the extent of about $300,000 to $400,000 in the 
development up to the present. 

We have discussed the process with about 20 American compa
nies, in an attempt to interest them in further development of the 
process. Several of them are very large firms in the petroleum or 
mining industries: Gulf Oil, Continental Oil, Kerr-McGee, Westing-
house, Kennecott, Anaconda, and others. 

None of them expressed strong interest. As an example, I would 
like to read two sentences from a letter from the Galagher Corp. of 
Salt Lake City, a mining company, signed by Hartman Mitchell, 
vice president for mineral processing. 

"The processes which you desribe are very interesting. However, 
we do not see at this time that there would be enough proprietary 
equipment for us to be interested." 

That is typical of the response we got from all of these people, 
because we have no exclusive American patent rights to offer any 
of these American companies. 

We do have foreign patent rights, however. We have therefore 
discussed our process with some foreign companies and we have 
filed patents on this process in eight countries, the eight most 
important countries in our opinion. One large Japanese firm has 
taken a strong interest in the process, and they are in the process 
of developing it in their country now. 

We may well see the process coming back to the United States 
under a foreign label in due course, which worries me substantially 
as a citizen. 

We favor bills such as S. 1215 which would alter this unfavorable 
patent situation. Other bills have been introduced, as you know, 
dealing with this matter. Senator Kennedy has introduced S. 1074. 
Senators Bayh and Dole introduced S. 414 which also deal with this 
subject. 

There are four key features that I would like to see in such 
legislation, some of which are in your bill, Senator Schmitt. Some 
are in the other bills, but none of the currently pending bills 
combine • all of these key features. First, give us exclusive U.S. 
patent rights. All of the bills I have mentioned will do that, with 
some exceptions, but I think those exceptions are justified. 

Second, I favor giving those rights only to small businesses. I 
don't have a very defensible position here, but I do think that since 
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the Government spends only like 3 or 4 percent of its R. & D. 
money with small businesses, we can accomplish the objective with 
a minimum of bureaucracy by limiting the granting of those rights 
to small, high technology companies in the United States. It will 
also tend to keep the large businesses from increasing the monopo
ly they already have in this country. 

Third, I believe in recoupment. It is not a point brought up in 
your bill, but I believe strongly in recoupment. Otherwise, the 
charge of a Federal give-away has a great deal of validity. Let us 
pay for the rights by returning royalties to the Government on the 
products we sell covered by those patents. That provision is in 
neither your bill nor Senator Kennedy's bill. 

It does cover the question of what to do if someone comes up 
with a cure for cancer while doing Government-sponsored work. 
Let the inventing organization pay the Government a royalty on 
the sale of any patented product. 

Fourth, I favor a Federal procurement policy that will increase 
small business participation in Government-sponsored R. & D. Sen
ator Kennedy's bill does that, but it is not a feature of the Bayh-
Dole bill nor is it in S. 1215. 

As you are aware, I am sure, the National Science Foundation 
has instituted a small business innovation program that we favor 
strongly. That is a key feature of the bill introduced by Senator 
Kennedy. We now find ourselves holding back some of our ideas so 
that we can submit them in future rounds of that particular NSF 
program. 

That is the end of my formal remarks. I would be happy to 
answer questions. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD K. LONSDALE, PRESIDENT, BEND RESEARCH, INC. 

IMPROVING INNOVATION IN THE UNITED STATES: SOME PATENT ASPECTS 

There is a justificable concern that the United States is losing its once-enormous 
world lead in technological innovation. To some extent this decline was inevitable. 
The United States emerged from World War II in far better condition than the 
other industrialized countries, and those countries have now fully recovered eco
nomically. A good portion of our losses, however, have come as a result of self-
strangulation. Excessive Government regulation has decreased our efficiency, and, 
even more important, we have managed to stifle two of the bastions of the Ameri
can economic system: incentive, and the small, high technology company. 

The innovators in our country are the ones who start or are drawn into these 
high technology firms. Until recent times, at least, these businesses have been 
inordinately successful, in part because of the direct relationship between effort and 
reward. Government-sponsored reports are replete with examples illustrating the 
fact that independent inventors or small R and D firms have led to a highly 
disproportionate share of the important innovations of the 20th Century. We can 
safely conclude that much of our country's economic success derives from the 
system that has allowed these small, high technology businesses to start and flour
ish. That system is now in trouble. 

Since the Second World War, the genesis and growth of these new companies 
followed a similar pattern. First, the inventor envisioned some new product, process, 
or service. Until the early 1970's the inventor could then interest investors in his 
idea, raise capital by giving up some equity in the new enterprise, and be on his 
way. However, three factors have completely altered this situation in recent years: 
changes in tax laws, changes in SEC regulations governing the sale of shares in new 
issues, and inflation. It is now virtually impossible to find venture capital, and it is 
frequently necessary for the inventor to relinquish control of his company to ac
quire the necessary capital, thus reducing his incentive. Increasingly, therefore, 
these entrepreneurs are turning to the U.S. Government for contract R and D funds 
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in order to sustain their organizations while they try to develop their ideas internal
ly. At best, this is a much slower path to success. But the probability of success is 
also diminished, because the Government usually insists on obtaining background 
as well as future patent rights before a contract award is made. In trading away 
these patent rights, the high technology company suffers a serious blow to its 
incentive. Vesting the patent rights in the Government seems to do no one any 
good. Where does this leave us? Consider our firm, Bend Research, as an example. 

Bend Research was started in 1975 as a contract R and D company. We did not 
start with a single new product/process/service to offer, but rather with a number 
of ideas in several areas. One of these is a new method for recovering and concen
trating metals from solution, a process expected to find application in extractive 
metallurgy, pollutiion control, and elsewhere. We call this process "coupled trans
port". A second area in which we are in the early stages of innovation is "controlled 
release" formulations of biologically-active agents: pesticides, pheromones, pharma
ceuticals, and other agents. Despite being highly undercapitalized, we have experi
enced an annual growth rate of about 50 percent. Our principal client is the U.S. 
Government, but we are supported by private industry as well, by firms in the 
United States, Japan, Germany, England and elsewhere. 

Consider the "coupled transport" process. This idea was conceived of by us inde
pendently, but to obtain Government support for its development we assigned our 
rights to U.S patents to the Government. We were granted foreign patent rights. 
Now, after three years and several hundred thousand dollars of R. & D. effort, the 
process is approaching practical reality. We have explored commercialization with 
more than ten major U.S. companies, most of them in the mining industry. Not one 
expressed strong interest, principally because we could not offer them exclusive 
rights. We have found one interested firm: in Japan. We are in a position to offer 
them patent rights in their country, and they have taken a favorably aggressive 
position in their pursuit of commercialization. 

If this case can be taken as representative, it would appear that the present U.S. 
system encourages export of our technology, with its probable ultimate return under 
a foreign label. There is a straightforward solution to this problem: grant to the 
inventing firm some form of exclusive U.S. patent rights. As an inducement to 
investment, the inventors can then offer exclusivity to U.S. firms or, alternately, 
the inventing firm could pursue the development independently with venture capi
tal. This would keep the innovation here in the United States. And to make the 
system equitable, we favor a policy of recoupment by the Government of their R. 
and D. investment. 

The present policy of vesting patent rights in the Government is clearly ineffec
tive. Shown in the attached figure is a plot of the number of Government-owned 
U.S. patents available for licensing, and the number licensed, vs. time. Utilization of 
this patented technology has been minuscule. Less than 5 percent of the U.S. 
patents available for licensing have been licensed, and the number of patents 
licensed did not increase in the twelve year period 1963-75, even though the number 
available for licensing doubled in that same period. 

These facts were no doubt instrumental in the current attempts in the U.S. 
Congress to drastically alter our patent policy. We refer here to the so-called Bayh-
Dole bill, S. 414; a bill recently introduced by Senator Kennety, S. 1074; and the bill 
being discussed at these hearings, S. 1215, introduced by Senators Schmitt, Cannon, 
and Stevenson. We applaud all of these efforts. A key provision in each of these bills 
is the vesting of patent rights in the firms making the inventions, even though the 
R. & D. is Government funded. This makes eminent good sense. The rights remain 
in the hands of the inventors and developers, those people who have labored with 
the idea from the beginning and who will best champion its further development 
and commercialization. Government ownership means nonexclusivity and we have 
found that no one is willing to offer very much for a nonexclusive patent. One 
government agency has already instituted an enlightened patent policy, at least on 
an experimental basis. That is a provision of the National Science Foundation 
"Small Business Innovation Program". We favor extending that program through
out all of Federal R. & D. 

This is admittedly a radical departure from the traditional patent policy on 
Government-sponsored R. & D. The charge has been levelled that it constitutes a 
Federal giveaway. Speaking for myself and many other small, high technology 
firms, I would say that we do not need any gifts. We propose to pay the Government 
a royalty for these patent rights, just as royalties are paid from one firm to another. 
While we feel that royalties should be delayed until the new industry is on its feet, 
we also feel that the royalties should be substantial, i.e., the Government's invest
ment should ultimately be returned, with interest. It may be reasonable to collect 
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additional royalties so that the winners at least partially offset the losses incurred 
by the losers. 

We also feel strongly that any such new patent policy should be extended only to 
small, high technology firms and not to all of U.S. industry. Big business already 
dominates the country economically, and their dominance has increased markedly 
in the past three decades. Small businesses, on the other hand, create the vast 
majority of the new jobs in this country, even though they receive only 3.5 percent 
of Federal R. & D. expenditures. We believe, therefore, that by limiting the new 
patent policy to small businesses, it could have its full impact on the economy, on 
the creation of new jobs, and on our balance of payments, with a minimum of 
bureaucracy and without increasing the dominance of big business. 

One might ask: Why does the Government support R. & D. in the first place? 
Excluding our defense requirements, it does this presumably to strengthen the 
American economy through the development and introduction of new technology. 
The principal direct return to the Government traditionally has come from the 
corporate income taxes paid by the industries it helps to create. Under the patent 
policy we favor, this return would be supplemented by royalties. The alternative to 
allowing small innovative businesses greater patent rights, in our opinion, is contin
ued flight of new technology and jobs away from American inventors and the 
country as a whole and to our foreign economic competitors. 
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Government-owned unexpired U.S. patents available for licensing, and number li
censed, at the end of fiscal years 1963-75. Taken from "Report on Government 
Patent Policy, Combined December 31, 1973 through December 31, 1976", Federal 
Council for Science and Technology, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washing
ton, D.C., p. 405. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Thank you all for those very useful comments. 
I will ask a few questions and anyone who feels they would like to 
comment on these questions should feel free to do so. 

It has been suggested that any Government-wide patent policy 
should include a statutory payback or recoupment requirement 
whereby the Government would get a portion of its investment 
back when there are inventions in which the contractor received 
title and then are developed and marketed. 

Now before I ask the question, I want to make sure that we 
agree that there is a distinction between recoupment and royalty. 
Royalty is something that continues essentially indefinitely unless 
modified in some way. Recoupment means you are trying to get 
some portion of your cost, if not all of your costs, back. There are 
excellent examples of recoupment in various contracts. NASA 
tends to do that routinely on their recent contracts for aircraft 
engine technology. 

Now, do you believe this would be an appropriate provision in 
this bill, and can you suggest what form it should take—that is, an 
incentive for recoupment or for some royalty payments? Mr. Lons
dale, you just mentioned that? 

Mr. HARR. Just to kick it off, Senator, it has been addressed 
several times this morning in fairly uniform agreement up until 
Mr. Lonsdale's testimony that the payback scheme, as suggested, 
constitutes a reversal of the philosophy of what is trying to be done 
by the patent system, namely incentive. You may be pricing a 
sponsor out of the commercial market. You are, in effect, putting 
an uncertainty into the contracting procedure between the contrac
tor and the Government. 

You are probably up against a situation in which only in the 
exceptional rare case would there be sound reason for identifying 
the contribution of a particular patent to the commercial sale. You 
are adding another burden to the—well, you are putting an excess 
burden on the investment costs for commercializing and so forth. 

But this seems to be a step in the wrong direction, as far as I am 
concerned. 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. The company that has the most to lose in this 
situation is the one furthest along in the development process 
before he gets the Government contract. That is the company that 
has the best background position, and instead of being rewarded 
for the amount of investment that he has made to that point in 
time, he stands the risk, at the very conclusion of some develop
ment for which he has sought Government funds to continue or to 
conclude, of the whole development itself being subject to, in some 
way, a recoupment theory or royalty theory, depending on which 
way you go. It would be a cause for concern on their part. And they 
may say they would prefer not to participate at this point in time, 
and so the Government would be forced to look to the second or 
third company that isn't quite as far along. 

So I can see some disincentives and some contrary indications, if 
you will, from the overall thrust of the policy that you have enun
ciated in S. 1215. 

Mr. WITT. I concur, of course, with what these gentlemen stated. 
There is no question. It is a disincentive. Just looking at the 
practical side of sitting down at the contracting table, and the man 
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across the table says, "Now, you understand we have got to get a 
lot of recoupment consideration built in here." That is enough to 
turn you off to begin with. 

I think there is no question it will be a disincentive to the best 
people in the technical field that the Government is trying to deal 
with. It is definitely a disincentive, and it would turn them off. I 
don't think there is any question about that. 

Also, of course, it is a one-way street. If the contractor should not 
make out later on, is the Government going to donate some money 
to help cover his losses? Of course not. So it is a one-way street as 
far as the recoupment is concerned. It is all for the Government. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, to debate that a little bit with you, Pratt 
& Whitney is part of your organization. I think they are involved 
in some of the recoupment contracts with NASA and other engine 
companies that involve recoupment. In this case it appears there is 
a class of activities where there is a true partnership in which all 
parties invest and all parties receive a return. Aren't there a few 
categories where recoupment royalty might be appropriate? 

Mr. WITT. They are pretty limited. 
Senator SCHMITT. Could you define what those might be? 
Mr. WITT. In a case where it is something that the Government 

very definitely will be interested in and where there is very little 
commercialization—ideas out in the future, perhaps—and the Gov
ernment wants to protect itself just in case something does break 
out in the future, I can imagine that. 

Senator SCHMITT. That is not the case in the engine programs. 
Those technologies were already working their way into commer
cial use. 

Mr. WITT. There is no question, as I said earlier, there is no 
question that there are cases where if we are going to stay in that 
sort of business, we will take a contract that we don't like. That 
happens every day. I assure you, having been on the Government 
side, we used to strike some very tough bargains. And when I was 
with the Navy, I saw us put a couple of people out of business by 
striking too tough a bargain. I imagine Mr. Lonsdale can discuss 
people like that, too. 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. In part, it may depend on the application that 
you are trying to get recoupment on, if it is clearly defined, if it is 
quite capable of definition and there is no controversy associated 
with it. But the nature of inventions is their serendipity effect. 
There is a lot going on that was not part of the contract at all, 
which happens by virtue of the background of the particular inven
tor. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Lonsdale? 
Mr. LONSDALE. Let's first recognize that what we are talking 

about is a gross departure from the long-standing patent policy of 
the United States. We are talking about giving firms like ours 
exclusive patent rights on our own inventions even when the Gov
ernment pays for part of the development. It seems only equitable 
to return the Government investment, and I favor a royalty as 
opposed to simple recoupment for the reasons presented with re
spect to the cancer cure. That is, let the winners pay for some of 
the losers. Recoupment or royalties may be a small disincentive, 
but on the other hand, there is also an enormous incentive facing 
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us, which is Government sponsorship of some of our R. & D. on 
which we retain domestic patent rights. 

I would ask the gentlemen on the panel with me this question: 
without the recoupment clause, is it likely that such a bill would 
pass? As a citizen, I consider it a Federal giveaway. 

Let me add this. The Small Business Administration held two 
meetings earlier this year attended by the presidents of small high 
technology companies and representatives of venture capital com
panies, and it was virtually unanimous among the 20 representa
tives of the small, high technology companies that we favor recoup
ment. We think it is equitable, and we think it will work. If you 
give us those patent rights, we are happy to repay the Government 
for its investment. 

Senator SCHMITT. My intuition tells me that this issue will be 
one where great discussion is going to have to be made here in the 
Congress as to whether, by requiring royalty or recoupment provi
sions for inventions, we restrict the flow of inventions for the 
public benefit. Athough you may say it is a giveaway, without the 
invention the public gets nothing. One of the tasks we have around 
these tables is to try to find a consensus and a balance as to the 
most feasible approach. It may be there are some general catego
ries of activities where a recoupment or royalty provision might be 
appropriate and there may be others where it would be a disincen
tive. 

I hope that you all will think about that as you fly—or walk— 
back to your respective businesses, and give us some guidance and 
see if we can, in fact, find an adequate middle ground. 

On the issue of background rights, are there circumstances 
where the failure to acquire background rights would inhibit the 
public's access to a particular technology? 

Mr. WITT. Failure to get hold of the background rights would 
inhibit the Government? 

Senator SCHMITT. Inhibit the public's utilization of the inven
tion—that is, the invention can only be utilized by or made availa
ble to the public through a broad base of activity if some of the 
background rights are available also. Are there circumstances like 
that?. 

Mr. HARR. I can't conceive of any, but your bill would take care 
of it. But I would like to say one thing about background patents, 
too. The enforced inclusion of them also discourages a very useful 
incentive motivation to design the existing patents. That has been 
a great source of technological advance in this country and else
where in the world. I will certainly get any further elucidation on 
the answer to your question. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you feel that the Government has acted 
reasonably with regard to background rights in the past? 

Mr. HARR. We are constantly fighting the fight, but I would not 
say it is unfair. 

Mr. WITT. I would say sometimes yes and sometimes no. There 
have been instances—and I checked into this—where we have re
fused to participate in a Government contract, and it was an area 
in which we had technology, because the Government insisted on 
having our background rights, and our people got together and 
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looked at the pros and cons, and they said, "It's not worth it; go 
somewhere else." 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you remember what agency you were deal
ing with? 

Mr. WITT. DOE. 
Senator SCHMITT. I would add to that list, the Department of 

Interior, because NASA decided not to participate to the degree we 
had originally planned when I was there with Interior. We checked 
with the industries that we had hoped would bid on the technology 
transfer contracts. And they said, "No way; if the Department of 
Interior insists on background rights, we can't get into it." 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. I became aware of one Friday that may or may 
not be pertinent. I couldn't get enough of the facts, but it had to do 
with the Department of Defense's program for the very high speed 
integrated circuit program and whether or not the Intel Corp. 
would participate in the R. & D. activity. As I understand it second 
hand, they are reluctant to do so because of the background issue— 
they feel that they are further along in the development program 
than anybody else and are not about to give away their competitive 
advantage by participating in that program. 

Senator SCHMITT. I would appreciate any other thoughts you may 
have on how to find a balance here, because there may be certain 
circumstances where negotiation of the certain background rights 
would be appropriate? But your general feeling is that in most 
cases it is not necessary. Is that correct? 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. Yes. 
Mr. LONSDALE. I would like to raise a point of clarification con

cerning "background patent rights." If the government is going to 
give us rights on Government funded R. & D., don't we retain those 
background patent rights as well? 

Senator SCHMITT. In some cases the Government has insisted on 
acquiring rights to background technology developed with your 
capital. It has been an inhibitor. I think everybody admits it is 
inhibiting contractors from bidding. The question is, to what degree 
has it done that? 

There are some horror stories that I think everybody can recite. 
Our biggest problem is how do we deal with this in terms of a 
patent policy without being overly restrictive on either side. 

Mr. LONSDALE. I assume that if we have these rights that we are 
talking about in your bill, we also retain our background patent 
rights. 

Senator SCHMITT. Not necessarily. All our bill says is nothing 
shall be construed to deprive the owner of background rights. But 
it doesn't say that under some other policy or some other authority 
an agency couldn't deprive you of background rights if you agreed 
to those conditions in the contract. I don't think either large or 
small business generally would like to give up rights they have 
developed under their own auspices to the Government in order to 
get the rights to inventions that might come under a particular 
contract. 

But again I can see—at least theoretically—circumstances where 
you might want to do that, or that might be certainly desirable to 
the public to have that happen. So we have to deal with this one. 
But if you have any other thoughts, I would appreciate it. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 6 
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How important are the patent rights to, particularly, a big com
pany. I am hearing more and more people say that it is not worth 
it. The rate of exchange is so fast, technological changes so great, 
that you have to get out there and get a return on your investment 
and don't worry about the patent. It takes too much time to get it 
anyway. 

Mr. HARR. We probably each want to take a crack at that. We 
can't generalize, Senator. Probably that philosophy you are talking 
about is pretty pervasive as a general proposition, but when pat
ents come along that are important, they are terribly important. 

Mr. WITT. We looked at a couple of cases that I think really pins 
it down with specific instances. One I found, for instance, was a 
new coating that we got into. We feel this could be what we call a 
next generation high temperature coating which is very important 
in our business. It could have Government as well as commercial 
uses. But because we would lose a patent title, we refused to deal 
with the Government. 

So we are going ahead with our own R. & D., but it is at a 
slightly reduced pace. In another case, we went into an alloy devel
opment which we considered very important. Talking with NASA 
about that, they said they wanted the rights and so forth. We 
turned them down and said it is not worth it. We were later 
checked into by the Department of Defense, and they took a differ
ent tack, which brings up the difference in policies in the Federal 
Government. 

They essentially said: "We need to get this expertise, and we 
want you to develop it, but we will not insist on title to it." So we 
went ahead and dealt with DOD after turning down NASA. I think 
these are the kinds of problems that you emphasize in your state
ment to the effect that we ought to have a uniform policy. 

Senator SCHMITT. So long as it is a good one. 
Mr. WITT. AS long as it leans the right way. 
Mr. MCCLOSKEY. I think patents are just one factor in the overall 

weighing of the company's desire to commercialize an invention. It 
is an important one in the world market where competitive devel
opments are being fostered in other countries, and one has to have 
the capability of having some protection either in those countries 
or in his own market. 

In addition, there are a number of cross-licenses that exist. That 
is the trading material that companies use, if you will, the quid pro 
quo. That is particularly true in the international market. 

Mr. HAER. I think their absence would be severely noted in 
terms of motivation commercially and in investment if you didn't 
have patent protection. 

Senator SCHMITT. There are some companies that because of the 
delay in obtaining patents just go ahead and market without them. 
Is that not correct? 

Mr. HARR. The evaluation of the timing of the importance 
against the patent protection. 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. That is true if that company is the potential 
owner of the patent, or is at least the licensed. They are reluctant 
to do it when the patent belongs to someone else. 

Senator SCHMITT. What about these 28,000 old Government-
owned patents, that are sitting around that only a small percent-
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age, as we heard this morning, are being utilized. Do you have any 
guidance to the committee for what we ought to include in the 
legislation to deal with those? You heard my conversation with Mr. 
Johnson about working out some mechanism whereby, depending 
on the interests of some individuals, they could be dealt with on a 
case-by-case basis under the guidance of the legislation. 

Mr. WITT. I certainly agree that there is—the one line descrip
tions of them leave so much to be desired that we can't tell what 
they are talking about. I was looking at a list the other day, and it 
is so cryptic that it is very difficult to even develop the basic idea 
of what they are driving at—which technology you are approach
ing. 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. There are two options. One is passing the title 
to the companies that invented them originally and see what they 
would do with them. The other alternative 

Senator SCHMITT. Let them have the first crack at it, if they still 
exist and still want them. 

Mr. MCCLOSKEY. The other is to let an entrepreneur go out and 
sell them, and I guess there are companies tha t do exist tha t t ry to 
handle the research of the product of the universities. Perhaps 
they could be salesmen for the patents on some form of an equity 
participation. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Lonsdale, would you search through these, 
if you had access, and try to find some. 

Mr. LONSDALE. Our firm is too small to take advantage of them, 
but I would agree with Mr. McCloskey. 

Senator SCHMITT. For the time being you are too small, but I'm 
sure your incentive is to get to a point where you aren' t too small. 

Mr. LONSDALE. I would say let the companies invent them 
Senator SCHMITT. Every small business is a big business way 

down inside. 
Mr. LONSDALE. Probably so. But let the inventors have first crack 

at them, and I would add with recoupment. I believe in recoup
ment. 

Senator SCHMITT. Gentlemen, I have to move on. We appreciate 
your testimony, and it is an exciting subject, even though not very 
many people may get excited about it. It is one which we have to 
come to some conclusion on. It is at the core of many of the 
problems that we have today. 

Thank you. 

STATEMENTS OF HOWARD W. BREMER, PATENT COUNSEL, 
WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION; AND DR. WIL-
LARD MARCY, VICE PRESIDENT, RESEARCH CORP. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Bremer, will you proceed first, please. 
Mr. BREMER. Yes. Thank you very much. 
I appreciate the opportunity to participate in these hearings and 

present the views of academia. My remarks today are made on 
behalf of the University of Wisconsin, the American Council on 
Education which is the largest association of colleges and universi
ties in the Nation, the Committee on Government Relations of the 
National Association of College and University Business Officers, 
and the Society of the University Patent Administrators. 
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I have been engaged in the transfer of technology from the 
University of Wisconsin for the past 19 years as patent counsel for 
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, which foundation 
functions as the invention and patent administration arm of the 
University of Wisconsin, and I have drawn upon that experience 
and the experience of numerous colleagues of mine who have been 
similarly engaged for these remarks. 

I might add at this point that part of that experience also in
volved an adamant position by the Department of the Interior on 
an ore processing invention which discouraged commercial partici
pation. 

Fundamental to the position of the university community with 
regard to the disposition of property rights- resulting from research 
and development activities sponsored and-funded in whole or in 
part by the Federal Government are certain strong beliefs which 
have been amply reinforced by the experience of many years. 
Among these are the following: 

One, that the patent system, imperfect though it may be, is the 
key to the conversion of scientific knowledge into.production bene
fiting human welfare; 

Two, that, as stated by Chief Judge Markey of the CCPA, no 
institution has done so much for so many with so little public and 
judicial understanding as has the American patent system; 

Three, that the basic consideration in the disposition of intellec
tual property rights should not be whether the Government or the 
contractor should take title to such property when it is generated 
in whole or in part with Government funding, but, in whose hands 
will the vestiture of primary rights to an invention serve to trans
fer the inventive technology most quickly to the public for its use 
and benefit. 

Four, that the absence of a uniform Government patent policy 
has been a serious disincentive to successful technology transfer 
from the university to the public and has, in fact, often deprived 
the public of the fruits of basic research; 

Five, that the absence of a uniform Government patent policy 
which reflects and supports our system of free enterprise has 
helped to put the United States at peril in the world economic 
scene; 

Six, that science has over the years been made increasingly 
subservient to politics, with decisions being made not on scientific 
facts but on political opportunity; 

Seven, that the talent of invention must be given the maximum 
encouragement by providing the inventor and the process of tech
nology transfer all necessary stimuli to inventive and innovative 
activity in a free enterprise environment; 

Eight, that the less restrictive a Government patent policy is, the 
greater is the transfer of technology under the policy; and 

Nine, that a uniform Government patent policy under which the 
contractor has the first option to acquire title to inventions made 
in whole or in part with Government funds will provide the maxi
mum stimulus to invention and innovation and will be in the 
public interest. 

It appears to us that the goals of S. 1215 and the university 
community are essentially the same, and, as an instrument toward 
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achieving such goals, the university community, as represented by 
the organizations on behalf of which I speak, supports S. 1215. 

At the outset it must be presumed that Government research 
dollars are made available in the expectation of not only develop
ing basic knowledge, but also in the expectation that the funded 
research will lead to products, processes, and techniques which will 
be useful and acceptable in all or part of our society to improve the 
well-being of the society in general. 

In the face of this presumption it is apparent that inventions, 
whether made through the expenditure of private or governmental 
funds, are of little use to society unless and until they are utilized 
by society. In order to achieve such utilization it is essential that 
the invention be placed in a form or condition which will be 
acceptable and beneficial to the public. 

In a free enterprise system, such transfer is normally accom
plished as the result of pertinent and appropriate activities of 
private enterprise. Such activities obviously entail the commitment 
and expenditure of substantially money—generally estimated at 10 
times or more of the amount needed to make the invention. Obvi
ously, adequate and appropriate incentives to such commitment 
and expenditures must be afforded. 

Consequently, and since the patent system provides such incen
tives and is the most viable vehicle for accomplishing the transfer 
of technology, full and careful consideration must be given to the 
making of any patent policy which will affect the transfer of tech
nology that has been generated in whole or in part by Government-
funded research. 

One can truthfully say that at best the Government patent 
policy has been nonuniform and at worst has been a nonpolicy with 
the result that some 20 or more agency policies have developed, 
and even those have not been necessarily uniformly applied. At the 
one extreme, some of the agencies advocated the title policy. At the 
other extreme were those agencies advocating the license policy. 
There were also many and varied policies between these two ex
tremes. 

Governmental agencies operating under the title policy insisted 
on acquiring title to all contractor generated inventions and pat
ents on them, including inventions which were only incidental to 
the major purpose of the contract, and then dedicated them to the 
public through publication, or by offering a license on a nonexclu
sive, royalty-free basis under any patents obtained to all who re
quested it. The argument was that all these inventions, including 
the incidental inventions, should be acquired because they had 
been paid for by the Government and should therefore be owned by 
the Government. 

Agencies which adopted the license policy permitted the contrac
tor to take and keep title to inventions and patents arising under 
the contract, while reserving a royalty-free license in the Govern
ment to practice the inventions for governmental purposes. The 
theory which these agencies applied was that inventions and pat
ents are only incidental to the specific research or products con
tracted for and that equity demands nothing more than a royalty-
free right for the Government to use the inventions. 
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Since within the universities, more often than not, an investiga
tion is carried out with funds acquired under grants and contracts 
with more than one Government agency, and perhaps also with co-
mingled funds derived from other sources, the uncertainties as to 
the applicable patent policy militated strongly against the success
ful transfer of the technology developed. Generally, and most un
fortunately, the most restrictive policy was applied and without 
much attention to the equities of the respective funding parties, 
again with an adverse effect on possible transfer of the technology 
to the public. It has been the experience of years within the univer
sities that the more "title" oriented an agency is toward inventions 
and patents generated under its funding, the less the likelihood 
exists that the technology will be successfully transferred for the 
public benefit. 

An interesting comparison along these lines was made by Har-
bridge House in its 1968 study of government-funded patents put 
into use in 1957 and 1962. It was found that contractor-held inven
tions were 10.7 times as likely as government-held inventions to be 
utilized in products or processes employed in the private sector for 
the benefit of the public. Moreover, based upon experience, particu
larly under the Institutional Patent Agreements as between uni
versities and nonprofit organizations on the one hand and the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and the National 
Science Foundation on the other hand, there is no reason to sus
pect that a different conclusion would be reached today. 

It seems axiomatic that since the patent system was created as 
an incentive to invent, develop, and exploit new technology—to 
promote science and useful arts for the public benefit—when the 
government holds the patent under the aegis that the inventions of 
the patent should be freely available to all, much the same as if 
the disclosure of the invention had been merely published, the 
patent system cannot operate in the manner in which it was in
tended. The incentives inherent in the right to exclude conferred 
upon the private owner of a patent, and which are the inducement 
to development efforts, are simply not available. 

Although for some 20 or more years the argument swirling about 
the ownership of inventions made in whole or in part with Govern
ment funds was lodged in rhetoric and not in fact, since 1968, after 
the first of the new Institutional Patent Agreements were estab
lished, a body of evidence has been building which we believe 
clearly establishes that the universities have been highly successful 
in transferring technology left with them through licensing under 
patents while the attempts to license Government-owned inven
tions has been singularly unsuccessful. 

Moreover, and of direct importance to the economic well-being of 
the United States, is the fact that the Government patent policy 
has made much of the technology generated with Federal funding 
available without charge or restriction to foreign countries and 
companies who have very successfully utilized such technology to 
capture from their U.S. competitors large segments of various mar
kets. The inevitable result was, of course, an increasing balance of 
trade deficit. 

The university community, in espousing an enlightened uniform 
government patent policy which will provide an incentive to the 
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transfer of technology, philosophically believes that such policy 
should apply to all Government contracts. As a practical matter, 
however, the greater need for the patent incentive lies primarily 
with the universities, nonprofit organizations, and small 
businesses. 

Technology transfer by universities and nonprofits depends en
tirely on the underlying patent position, and for small business the 
patent right is an important element in its ability to compete. Nor 
should such a policy differentiate as between research and develop
ment results which are intended for the Government's own use and 
those which are intended for civilian purposes. It must be pre
sumed in both situations, as pointed out earlier, that the goal of 
research and development is to generate processes, products, and 
techniques which will become available to and benefit society in 
general. 

In the light of the performance data and information which is 
available from experience with the Institutional Patent Agree
ments there is little doubt in the university community that a 
uniform government patent policy under which the contractor has 
the first option to acquire title to inventions made in whole or in 
part with government funds will provide the maximum stimulus to 
invention and innovation and will also be in the best interest of the 
public and of the United States. 

We also firmly believe that such a bill should contain appropri
ate provisions which will protect the contractor against arbitrary 
acts by agency individuals which might deny the rights in the 
contractor or delay the effort to transfer the technology. To that 
end it should not provide for the surrender of background patents 
and should not have compulsory licensing provisions. 

Also, from the university viewpoint and given the fact that most 
university-generated inventions are embryonic in nature and re
quire a great deal of development, and often are ahead of their 
time in the commercial sense, and also given the absence of evi
dence of abuses in the administration of inventions generated in 
whole or in part with government funds, and also the need for 
exclusivity in order to convey some exclusivity as an incentive, 
university communities do not favor a limitation on the contrac
tor's exclusive rights in the invention. 

The inclusion of a reasonable payback provision in such a bill 
would be acceptable to the universities, although the return to the 
public and the country from successful technology transfer in 
terms of tangible moneys from taxes, such as corporate and indi
vidual income taxes, and from foreign sources in licensing and 
know-how fees, and also in intangible benefits, such as in the 
successful treatment or prevention of disease or improvements in 
the quality of life, makes the concern about payback rather insig
nificant. 

Moreover, the cost of development of an invention to the market 
is many times the cost of making the invention originally and any 
payback should perhaps reflect the relative risk dollar equities 
involved and also reflect the fact that inventions are almost always 
incidental to the federally funded research objective. 

We have some specific suggestions for revisions in S. 1215, but 
suffice it to say that our primary concerns are with the criteria 
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established for the "qualified technology transfer program," ana 
that under section 301, the presumption to title or appears to lie in 
favor of the Government. We would like to have that presumption 
stated more positively in the direction of the contractor taking 
title, with certain exceptions, and not that the Government takes 
title under certain stated exceptions. 

It is a perhaps philosophical point but we think it is important. 
Throughout our considerations, we kept in mind the words of 

Adam Smith in "The Wealth of Nations" where he says: 
The uniform, constant and uninterrupted effort of every man to better his condi

tion * * * is frequently powerful enough to maintain the natural progress of things 
toward improvement in spite both of the extravagance of government and the 
greatest errors of administration. 

We look upon S. 1215 as an effort and perhaps a means to curb 
both the extravagance of governments and its errors of administra
tion in addressing technological innovation. 

I would like to include a document in the record, which is a 
lengthy treatment of the impact of Government patent policy upon 
competition, innovation, public health, economic growth and jobs 
and foreign competition. 

Senator SCHMITT. I certainly hope you will do that. The record 
will be open. 

Mr. BREMER. Thank you for the opportunity to express these 
views. 

Senator SCHMITT. Before I go to Mr. Marcy, did you comment on 
the issue of march-in rights? 

Mr. BREMER. I did not specifically. We have lived with march-in 
rights in our institutional patent agreements with HEW now for 
some 10 years and with the National Science Foundation since 
1973, and have not found them onerous. 

[The statement and document referred to follows:] 

STATEMENT OF HOWARD W. BREMER, PATENT COUNSEL, WISCONSIN ALUMNI 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 

The invitation and opportunity to participate in the hearings on S. 1215 and 
present the views of academia is much appreciated. 

My remarks today are made on behalf of the University of Wisconsin which is 
ranked among the top ten universities in the country for academic excellence; the 
American Council on Education which is the nation's largest association of colleges 
and universities, numbering among its members approximately 1300 institutions of 
higher education, 20 national and regional associations, and 80 affiliated institutions 
and organizations concerned with higher education in the United States; the Com
mittee on Government Relations of the National Association of College and Univer
sity Business Officers, which Committee is supported by 119 leading universities 
which, as a group, are the recipients of over 90 percent of the funds made available 
to higher education through contracts and grants for scientific activities; and the 
Society of University Patent Administrators, which is a professional society of 
individuals all of whom has some responsibility for administering inventions and 
patents in connection with some university and which now counts 111 members 
connected with 77 separate universities. 

I have been engaged in the transfer of technology from the university environ
ment to the public sector for the past 19 years as Patent Counsel for the Wisconsin 
Alumni Research Foundation, which Foundation functions as the invention and 
patent administrative a rm of the University of Wisconsin, and have drawn upon 
that experience as well as the experience of numerous colleagues of mine who have 
been similarly engaged for these remarks. 

Fundamental to the position of the university community with regard to the 
disposition of property rights resulting from research and development activities 
sponsored and funded in whole or in part by the Federal Government are certain 
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strong beliefs which have been amply reinforced by the experience of many years. 
Among these are the following: 

1. that the patent system, imperfect though if may be, is the key to the conversion 
of scientific knowledge into production benefitting human welfare; 

2. that, as stated by Chief Judge Markey of the CCPA, no institution has done so 
much for so many with so little public and judicial understanding as has the 
American patent system; 

3. that the basic consideration in the disposition of intellectual property rights 
should not be whether the Government or the contractor should take title to such 
property when it is generated in whole or in part with Government funding but, in 
whose hands will the vestiture of primary rights to invention serve to transfer the 
inventive technology most quickly to the public for its use and benefit; 

4. that the absence of a uniform government patent policy has been a serious 
disincentive to successful technology transfer from the university to the public and 
has, in fact, often deprived the public of the fruits of basic research; 

5. that the absence of a uniform government patent policy which reflects and 
supports our system of free enterprise has helped to put the U.S. at peril in the 
world economic scene; 

6. that science has over the years been made increasingly subservient to politics, 
with decisions being made not on scientific facts but on political opportunity; 

7. that the talent of invention must be given the maximum encouragement by 
providing the inventor and the process of technology transfer all necessary stimuli 
to inventive and innovation activity in a free enterprise environment; 

8. that the less restrictive a Government patent policy is, the greater is the 
transfer of technology under the policy; and 

9. that a uniform Government patent policy under which the contractor has the 
first option to acquire title to inventions made in whole or in part with the 
Government funds will provide the maximum stimulus to invention and innovation 
and will be in the public interest. 

It appears that the goals of S. 1215 and the university community are essentially 
the same and, as an instrument toward achieving such goals, the university commu
nity, as represented by the organization on behalf of which this testimony is given, 
supports S. 1215. 

At the outset it must be presumed that Government research dollars are made 
available in the expectation of not only developing basic knowledge, but also in the 
expectation that the funded research will lead to products, processes and techniques 
which will be useful and acceptable in all or part of our society to improve the well-
being of the society in general. 

In the face of this presumption it is apparent that inventions, whether made 
through the expenditure of private or governmental funds, are of little value to 
society unless and until they are utilized by society. In order to achieve such 
utilization it is essential that the invention be placed in a form or condition which 
will be acceptable and beneficial to the public. In other words, the technology must 
somehow be transferred to the public sector. 

In a free enterprise system such transfer is normally accomplished as the result 
of pertinent and appropriate activities of private enterprise. Since such activities 
obviously entail the commitment and expenditure of substantial monies—it has 
been estimated at 10 times or more of the amount needed to make the invention— 
adequate and appropriate incentives to such commitment and expenditures must be 
afforded. Consequently, and since the patent system provides such incentives and is 
the most viable vehicle for accomplishing the transfer of technology, full and careful 
consideration must be given to the making of any patent policy which will affect the 
transfer of technology that has been generated in whole or in part by Government 
funded research. 

One can truthfully say that at best the Government patent policy has been non
uniform and at worst has been a non-policy with the result that some 20 or more 
policies have developed, generally on an Agency-by-Agency basis and which have 
not been even necessarily uniformly applied. At the one extreme, some of the 
Agencies advocated the ' title" policy. At the other extreme was those Agencies 
advocating the "license" policy. There were also many and varied policies between 
those two extremes. 

Governmental agencies operating under the "title" policy insisted on acquiring 
title to all contract-generated inventions and patents on them, including inventions 
which were only incidental to the major purpose of the contract, and then dedicated 
them to the public through publication, or by offering a license on a nonexclusive, 
royalty-free basis under any patents obtained to all who requested it. The argument 
was that all these inventions, including the incidental inventions, should be ac-
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quired because they had been "paid for" by the Government and should therefore be 
owned by the Government.1 

Agencies which adopted the "license policy" permitted the contractor to take and 
keep title to inventions and patents arising under the contract, while reserving a 
royalty-free license in the Government to practice the invention for Governmental 
purposes. The theory which these Agencies applied was that inventions and patents 
are only incidental to the specific research or products contracted for and that 
equity demands nothing more than a royalty-free right for the Government to use 
the inventions. 

Since within the universities, more often than not, an investigation is carried out 
with funds acquired under grants or contracts with more than one Government 
Agency, and perhaps also with co-mingled funds derived from other sources, the 
uncertainties as to the applicable patent policy militated strongly against the suc
cessful transfer of the technology developed. Generally, and most unfortunately, the 
most restrictive policy was applied and without much attention to the equities of 
the respective funding parties, again with an adverse effect on possible transfer of 
technology to the public. It has been the experience of years within the universities 
that the more "title" oriented an Agency is toward inventions and patents generat
ed under its funding the less the likelihood exists that the technology will be 
successfully transferred for the public benefit. 

An interesting comparison along these lines was made by Harbridge House in its 
1968 study2 of Government-funded patents put into use in 1957 and 1962. It was 
found that contractor-held inventions were 10.7 times as likely as Government-held 
inventions to be utilized in products or processes employed in the private sector for 
the benefit of the public. Moreover, based upon experience, particularly under the 
Institutional Patent Agreements as between universities and non-profit organiza
tions on the one hand and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and 
the National Science Foundation on the other hand, there is no reason to suspect 
that a different conclusion would be reached today. 

It seems axiomatic that since the patent system was created as an incentive to 
invent, develop and exploit new technology—to promote science and useful arts for 
the public benefit—when the Government holds the patent under the aegis that the 
inventions of the patent should be freely available to all, much the same as if the 
disclosure of the invention had been merely published, the patent system cannot 
operate in the manner in which it was intended. The incentives inherent in the 
right to exclude conferred upon the private owner of a patent, and which are the 
inducement to development efforts, are simply not available. 

Although for some 20 or more years the argument swirling about the ownership 
of inventions made in whole or in part with Government funds was lodged in 
rhetoric and not in fact, since 1968, after the first of the new Institutional Patent 
Agreements was made with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, a 
body of evidence has been building which we believe clearly establishes that the 
universities have been highly successful in transferring technology left with them 
through licensing under patents while the attempts to license Government-owned 
inventions has been singularly unsuccessful. Moreover, and of direct importance to 
the economic well-being of the United States, is the fact that the Government 
patent policy has made much of the technology generated with Federal funding 
available without charge or restriction to foreign countries and companies who have 
very successfully utilized such technology to capture from their U.S. competitors 
large segments of various markets. The inevitable result was, of course, an increas
ing balance of trade deficit. 

The university community, in espousing an enlightened uniform Government 
patent policy which will provide an incentive to the transfer of technology, philo
sophically believes that such policy should apply to all Government contracts. As a 
practical matter, however, the greater need for the patent incentive lies primarily 
with the universities, nonprofit organizations and small business. Technology trans
fer by universities and nonprofits depends entirely on the underlying patent posi
tion, and for small business the patent right is an important element in its ability to 
compete. Nor should such a policy differentiate as between research and develop-

' See, Public Citizen v. Sampson, 379F Supp. 662 (D.D.C. 1924) afFd, 515 F. 2d 1018 (D.C. Cir. 
1975); Press release by Senator Gaylord Nelson (Wis.) of the Senate Monopoly Subcommittee of 
the Senate Small Business Committee on Dec. 9, 1977 re the Government giving rights to 
inventions to contractors; Also, hearings held by Senator Nelson on GSA proposed changes in 
the FPR issued March 18, 1978; Hearings before the Subcommittee on Monopoly and anticompe
titive Activities of the Select Committee on Small Business United States Senate, 95th Congress, 
2nd Session on Government Patent Policies, May 22, 23, June 20, 21, and 26, 1978. 

2 Harbridge House Inc., Government Patent Policy Study for the FCST Committee on Govern
ment Patent Policy, May 15, 1968. 
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ment results which are intended for the Government's own use and those which are 
intended for civilian purposes. It must be presumed in both situations, as pointed 
out earlier, that the goal of research and development is to generate processes, 
products and techniques which will become available to and benefit society in 
general. 

In the light of the performance data and information available from experience 
with the Institutional Patent Agreements there is little doubt in the university 
community that a uniform Government patent policy under which the contractor 
has the first option to acquire title to inventions made in whole or in part with 
Government funds will provide the maximum stimulus to invention and innovation 
and be in the best interest of the public and of the United States. 

We also firmly believe that such a bill should contain appropriate provisions 
which will protect the contractor against arbitrary acts by Agency individuals 
which might deny the rights in the contractor or delay the effort to transfer the 
technology. To that end it should not provide for the surrender of background 
patents and should not have compulsory licensing provisions. Also, from the univer
sity viewpoint, given the facts that most university-generated inventions are embry
onic in nature and require a great deal of development and further, that they are 
often ahead of their time in a commercial sense, and given the absence of evidence 
of abuses in the administration of inventions generated in whole or in part with 
Government funds, and the need for exclusivity in order to convey some exclusivity 
as an incentive to development, the university community does not favor a limita
tion on the contractor's exclusive rights in an invention. 

The inclusion of a reasonable payback provision in such a bill would be acceptable 
to the universities, although the return to the public and the country from a 
successful technology transfer in terms of tangible monies from taxes, such as 
corporate and individual income taxes, and from foreign sources in licensing and 
know-how fees, and in intangible benefits, such as in the successful treatment or 
prevention of disease or improvements in the quality of life, makes the concern 
about payback rather insignificant. Moreover, and as was mentioned before, the cost 
of development of an invention to the market is many times the cost of making the 
invention originally and any payback should reflect the relative risk dollar equities 
involved and also reflect the fact that inventions are almost always incidental to the 
Federally funded research objective. 

Turning now to the specific provisions of S. 1215, the university community has 
some recommendations which, based upon many years of experience with the tech
nology transfer process and the interrelationship with the Government, will im
prove the bill. These are set out below. 

Section 103 definitions 
The definition of a "qualified technology transfer program" in Section 103(13) is 

drafted so that it is intended to include the five separate requirements listed. If the 
technology transfer program responds to the five criteria listed (with the revisions 
suggested below), the program should be considered to be qualified. The word 
"includes" leaves the requirement for a qualified program open-ended and suscepti
ble to inclusion of a number of other qualifications, perhaps even an agency-by-
agency determination of such qualifications. This could easily frustrate the desire 
for uniformity. 

We recommend changing the word "procedures" in Section 103(13Xiii) and (iv) to 
"provisions" and in (v) delete the words "an active and effective promotional" and 
insert "a viable." 

Section 201 implementation and section 202 agency technology utilization program 
Reservation were expressed about the provisions of Section 201 with all the 

indicated functions to be performed by the Secretary of Commerce. This along with 
the provisions of Section 202, relating to' development and implementation of Tech
nology Utilization Programs within each agency would likely result in building an 
unnecessary bureaucracy with all of its attendant paperwork and administrative 
problems. Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 301(b), the provisions of Sec
tions 201 and 202 may promote a greater tendency by an agency to except inven
tions under the provisions of Section 201(3) at the time of contracting, with a view of 
later utilizing Section 303 after an invention has been identified. It is our opinion 
that this could be construed to permit a case-by-case determination of patent title in 
each agency that establishes a technology transfer program. We know from the 
experience that case-by-case determination procedures are unworkable. 

These sections should be either deleted or carefully circumscribed to prevent use 
not anticipated by the bill. 
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Section 301 right of the government 
We recommend that Section 301 state a positive presumption of title to the 

contractor and then list the exemptions. 
Throughout our consideration of the provisions of S. 1215 we have had in mind 

the words of Adam Smith: "The uniform, constant, and uninterrupted effort of 
every man to better his condition * * * is frequently powerful enough to maintain 
the natural progress of things toward improvement, in spite both of the extrava
gance of government and of the greatest errors of administration."—Wealth of 
Nations, 1776. 

We look upon S. 1215 as an effort and perhaps means to curb both the extrava
gance of Government and its errors of administration in addressing technological 
innovation. 

Thank you for the opportunity to express these views. 
Mr. Chairman, with your permission I would like to submit an additional docu

ment for inclusion in the record. This is a paper entitled: "Public Patents—Public 
Benefit Synonyms or Antonyms?" which I prepared for a meeting of the State Bar 
of Wisconsin and which discusses the impact of Government patent, policy on 
competition, innovation, public health, economic growth and jobs, and foreign com
petition. 

PUBLIC PATENTS—PUBLIC BENEFIT SYNONYMS OR ANONYMS? 

Since the term "Public Patents" used in the title of this paper can mean different 
things to different people, it is to be understood that for purposes of this paper it 
means those patents to which title resides in the United States Government and 
under which a royalty-free nonexclusive license is generally available. 

Introduction 
To enable us to consider the question posed by the title to this paper we must look 

at the constitutional basis for patents and the.development and impact of Govern
ment patent policy with regard to the allocation and disposition of property rights 
resulting from research and development activities sponsored and funded in whole 
or in part by the Government operating through various of its Agencies. 

Of all the controversial subjects which have been addressed by members of 
Congress and discussed by newspaper editors and columnists over the years, none 
appears to be less understood than the policy governing the allocation and disposi
tion of rights to inventions arising out of Government-financed research and devel
opment. 

The basic issue is whether the Government should always take the commerical 
rights to patentable inventions generated under a Government sponsored contract 
or from Government-funded research or whether such rights would better be left 
with the contractor or fund recipient to permit him to utilize the patent system in 
transferring the technology developed to the public sector for its benefit. 

The talent of invention—an expression of intellectual originality—must be given 
the maximum encouragement by providing the inventor with all necessary stimuli 
to inventive activity. The patent laws provide the major stimulus to such activity 
for they are intended to afford the inventor protection for his intellectual property. 

Technological advance is essential to this country maintaining its international 
leadership and there can be little such advance without adequate reward for the 
inventive mind. Therefore, a viable and sound system of patent laws is essential to 
the economic well-being of this country. As Abraham Lincoln said "The patent 
system added the fuel of interest to the fire of genius." 

Constitutional basis 
As we all know, the Constitution was drafted in the context of a struggle with a 

Government which had abused its obligations to defend the rights of its citizens. It 
was no accident, therefore, that the salient portion of the Constitution drafted for 
the purpose of protecting your liberties, the fifth amendment, made the Govern
ment the servant and protector and not the master of your individual rights. 

The fifth amendment of the Bill of Rights provides that: "No person shall be 
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private 
property be taken for public use without just compensation." 

Thus, the fifth amendment provides generic protection for all individual property. 
Since there is little doubt than the term "property"; as used in the fifth amendment 
includes intellectual property, it would seem that the protection afforded the indi
vidual by that amendment would be adequate. Yet the framers of the Constitution 
felt compelled to be even more explicit about intellectual property and provided the 
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following language in Article 1, Section 8: "The Congress shall have Power To 
promote the Progress of Science and useful arts, by securing for limited Times to 
Authors and Inventor the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discover
ies." 

Why this special handling of intellectual property? 
There was no recorded debate in the Constitutional Convention on September 5, 

1787, when Article I, Section 8, was presented and it was approved unanimously. 
That the products of the mind should prospectively receive legal protection, even 
from a centralized Government to be formed, was a principle upon which no one 
disagreed. 

As evidenced by subsequent statement by Madison, the chief architect of the 
Constitution, his interest in intellectual property did not end with the Constitution
al Convention. For example, in the Federalist on January 23, 1788: "The utility of 
this power will scarcely be questioned. The copyright of authors has been solemnly 
adjudged, in Great Britain, to be a right of common law. The right to useful 
inventions seems with equal reason to belong to the inventors. The public good fully 
coincides in both cases with the claims of individuals. The States cannot separately 
make effectual provision for either of the cases, and most of them have anticipated 
the decision of this point by laws passed at the instance of Congress." 

Then later, in a letter to Thomas Jefferson on October 17, 1788, he made a more 
important insight: "With regard to monopolies, they are justly classed among the 
greatest nusiances in Government, but is it clear that as encouragements to literary 
works and ingenious discoveries they are not too valuable to wholly renounced?' 
Would it not suffice to reserve in all cases a right to the public to abolish the 
privilege at a price to be specified in the grant of it? Monopolies are sacrifices of the 
many to the few. Where the power is in the few, it is natural for them to sacrifice 
the many to their own partialities and corruptions. Where the power, as with us is 
in the many, not in the few, the danger cannot be very great that the few will be 
thus favored. It is much more to be dreaded that the few will be unnecessarily 
sacrificed to the many." (Italics added.) 

In the above statement, and particularly in the last sentence, the answer to the 
need for specific protection of intellectual property, notwithstanding its inclusion in 
the generic term "property" in the fifth amendment, seems apparent. By use of the 
word "monopolies' Madison conveys that he was aware that the nature of an 
individual piece of intellectual property is such that it could be useful to all people 
and yet could be owned by one person, while diversity of ownership of all other 
categories of property precluded the possibility of monopoly. The strong possible 
argument against an indefinite monopolization of valuable intellectual property and 
its end product under only the fifth amendment and his recognition that "The 
States cannot make effectual provision", suggests that Madison was aware that 
the rights of the creative few would be in danger without clarification in Constitu
tion. Thus, a compromise was struck under which intellectual property was to be 
owned for only a limited term during which the creator had the right to exclude 
others. 

The power given under this clause is not general. Hence, it expressly appears that 
Congress is not empowered by the Constitution to pass laws for the benefit of 
protection of authors and inventors except as a means to "promote the Progress of 
Science and useful arts." 

Under this specific power the present patent statute, Title 35 of the United States 
Code, was enacted. It is significant that the face of the patent document contains 
the following statement: "—these Letters Patent are to grant unto the said 
claimants)—the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the said 
invention throughout the United States." 
and that 35 USC 261 characterizes this right to exclude as a property right. 

There is little if anything in the foregoing remarks that would appear subject to 
question and certainly not among those of you who deal with intellectual property 
on a day-to-day basis. Even those who have difficulty with the intellectual property 
clause do not advocate its repeal. Their argument has not been directed against the 
Government's responsibility for protection of private property and the special 
reward promised by the intellectual property clause. Rather their thrust has been to 
erode the concept through efforts to convince thai there is an immediate need to 
limit the reward "in the public interest" or because of some public involvement, e.g. 
through partial funding by Government, in the difficult and generally imperfectly 
understood delivery process through which intellectual property must move before 
reaching the public in usable form. These arguments, used in inappropriate situa-

1 In this sentence Madison appears to distinguish between past monopolies on commodities 
granted as personal favors and the suggested monopoly for intellectual property. 
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tions are likely what Madison considered "to be dreaded" since then indeed "the few 
will be unnecessarily sacrificed to the many." 

The issue 
The issue presented by the title to this paper has become much more sharply 

focused because of the apparent loss of technological leadership by the United 
States2 with its attendant negative effect upon the balance of payments and has 
been emphasized by the recent attack upon the dollar. How did that issue arise? 

Historical 
During the early history of our country very little technical development work 

was done by the Government and therefore, as a practical matter, the question of 
the Government owning a patent never arose. Gradually Federal agencies begun to 
undertake the practical kind of development work which led to inventions. Since 
prior to World War II almost all Government-financed research and development 
work was conducted in Federal laboratories by full-time Government employees, 
there was a small but recurring problem of what to do with inventions resulting 
from such work—inventions which, if made by private parties, would have become 
the subject of patent applications. 

This situation changed rapidly during and after World War II when the techno
logical requirements imposed by more and more sophisticated military requirements 
as well as the increasing complexity of support services made it quickly evident that 
there were not sufficient resources within the Government to undertake all the 
scientific projects necessary to a winning war effort. The absolute necessity to 
utilize the best technical ability available, regardless of its locus, spawn a rapid 
proliferation of Government-sponsored and -funded research and development con
tracts. 

The proper disposition of rights to patents resulting from this work was theoreti
cally as important then as now but was never seriously addressed as a major 
problem because of the exigencies of wartime needs. 

Post World War II the technological strides made under the impetus of a wartime 
footing and the obvious necessity for continued technological superiority, at least in 
defense-oriented efforts, made it imperative to continue to provide public support for 
science. Nor was this support limited to the military. For example, in 1950 Congress 
finally provided an annual budget limit of $15 million for the National Science 
Foundation to conduct basic scientific research at universities. 

During this same period, hundreds of millions of dollars were appropriated by the 
Government in the area of medical research in the beginnings of an all-out attack 
on disease. 

With the rapid expansion of scientific projects being undertaken and supported by 
the Government, the same shortage of technical ability and facilities continued to 
prevail as it had done under the pressures of World War II. Because the Govern
ment could not do all the necessary work in its own facilities, qualified private 
companies, universities and non-profit organizations were sought out to perform 
many of the programs via contractual arrangements. And the same old problem of 
ownership of patent rights existed in every one of the contracts. 

Since there was no single or overriding patent policy which the Government had 
to rely upon, each governmental Agency which supported a research and/or devel
opment effort, through either or both of contractual or grant arrangements, devel
oped its own policy. The obvious result was that many policies evolved. At the one 
extreme, some of the Agencies advocated the "title" policy. At the other extreme 
was those Agencies advocating the "license" policy. There were also many and 
varied policies between those two extremes. 

Governmental agencies operating under the "title" policy insisted on acquiring 
title to all contract-generated inventions and patents on them, including inventions 
which were only incidental to the major purpose of the contract, and then dedicated 
them to the public through publication, or by offering a license on a nonexclusive, 
royalty-free basis under any patents obtained to all who requested it. The argument 
was that all these inventions, including the incidental inventions, should be ac-

2 See Physics Today, Apr. 1978, p. 96—An Editorial by Betsy Ancker-Johnson, former Assist
ant Secretary of Commerce for Science and Industry; "The Innovation Recession", Time, Oct. 2, 
1978; "Something's Happened to Yankee Ingenuity'', The Washington Post, Sept. 3, 1978; "Van
ishing Innovation", Business Week, July 3, 1978; "U.S. Losing Ideas Race—Other Nations Chip 
Away at America's Technology Empire', The Atlanta Journal, The Atlanta Constitution, May 
21, 1978. 
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quired because they had been "paid for" by the Government and should therefore be 
owned by the Government.' 

Agencies which adopted the "license policy" permitted the contractor to take and 
keep title to inventions and patents arising under the contract, while reserving a 
royalty-free license in the Government to practice the invention for Governmental 
purposes. The theory which these Agencies applied was that inventions and patents 
are only incidental to the specific research or products contracted for and that 
equity demands nothing more than a royalty-free right for the Government to use 
the inventions. 

Other theories and contentions made by the advocates of the two policies, each in 
support of its own position, tended to finally so polarize the two groups that 
compromise seemed impossible. 
Memorandum and statement of government patent policy 

In 1963, Jerome Wiesner, President Kennedy's Science Adviser, recognizd a need 
for some guidelines to effect a more uniform Government policy toward inventions 
and patents on a Governmentrwide basis. The results of Dr. Wiesner's study culmi
nated in the Policy Statement issued on October 10, 1963 by President Kennedy * to 
establish Government-wide objectives and criteria, subject to existing statutory re
quirements, for the allocation of rights to inventions as between the Government 
and its contractors which would best serve the overall public interest while encour
aging development and utilization of the inventions. 

Since the policy, as promulgated, would most likely have to be revised after 
experience had been gained in operating under it, a Patent Advisory Panel was 
established under the Federal Council for Science and Technology to assist the 
Agencies in implementing the Policy, acquiring data on the Agencies' operations 
under the Policy, and making recommendations regarding the utilization or Govern
ment-owned patents. In December 1965, the Federal Council established the Com
mittee on Government Patent Policy to assess how the Policy was working. 

The studies and experience of the Committee and the Panel culminated in the 
issuance of a revised Statement of Government Patent Policy by President Nixon on 
August 23, 1971.5 The changes effected in the Nixon Policy Statement were made as 
a result of analysis of the effects of the Policy on the public interest over the seven 
years from the Kennedy Policy Statement. It was stated that the studies and 
experience over the seven years indicated that: 

(a) A single presumption of ownership of patent rights to Government-sponsored 
inventions either in the Government or its contractors is not a satisfactory basis for 
Government patent policy, and that a flexible, Government-wide policy best serves 
the public interest; 

(b) The commercial utilization of Government-sponsored inventions, the participa
tion of industry in Government research and development programs, and commer
cial competition can be influenced by the following factors: the mission of the 
contracting agency; the purpose and nature of the contract; the commercial applica
bility and market potential of the invention; the extent to which the invention is 
developed by the contracting agency; the commercial orientation of the contractor 
and the extent of his privately financed research in the related technology; and the 
size, nature and research orientation of the pertinent industry. 

(c) In general, the above factors are reflected in the basic principles of the 1963 
Presidential Policy Statement. 

The considerations basic to the Statement of Government Patent Policy are the 
following: 

(a) The Government expends large sums for the conduct of research and develop
ment which results in a considerable number of inventions and discoveries. 

(b) The inventions in scientific and technological fields resulting from work per
formed under Government contracts constitute a valuable national resource. 

(c) The use and practice of these inventions and discoveries should stimulate 
inventors, meet the needs of the Government, recognize the equities of the contrac
tor, and serve the public interest. 

• See, Public Citizen v. Sampson, 379 F Supp. 662 (D.D.C. 1924) atTd, 515 F. 2d 1018 (D.C. Cir. 
1975): Press release by Senator Gaylord Nelson (Wis.) of the Senate Monopoly Subcommittee of 
the Senate Small Business Committee on Dec. 9, 1977 re the Government giving rights to 
inventions to contractors; Also, hearings held by Senator Nelson on GSA proposed changes in 
the FPR issued Mar. 18, 1978; Hearings before the Subcommittee on Monopoly and Anticompeti
tive Activities of the Select Committee on Small Business United States Senate, 95th Congress, 
2nd Session on Government Patent Policies, May 22, 23, June 20, 21, and 26,1978. 

* Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy (FR Vol. 28, No. 200, 
Oct. 12, 1963). 5 Presidential Memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy (FR Vol. 66, No. 166, 
Aug. 26,1971). 
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(d) The public interest in a dynamic and efficient economy requires that efforts be 
made to encourage the expeditious development and civilian use of these inventions. 
Both the need for incentives to draw forth private initiatives to this end, and the 
need to promote healthy competition in industry must be weighed in the disposition 
of patent rights under Government contracts. Where exclusive rights are acquired 
by the contractor, he remains subject to the provisions of the antitrust laws. 

(e) The public interest is also served by sharing of benefits of Government-
financed research and development with foreign countries to a degree consistent 
with our international programs and with the objectives of U.S. foreign policy. 

(f) There is growing importance attaching to the acquisition of foreign patent 
rights in furtherance of the interest of U.S. industry and the Government. 

(g) The prudent administration of Government research and development calls for 
a Government-wide policy on the disposition of inventions made under Government 
contracts reflecting common principles and objectives, to the extent consistent with 
the missions of the respective agencies. The policy must recognize the need for 
flexibility to accommodate special situations. 

Although there is evidence that the guidelines did bring the patent practices of 
the Agencies into greater harmony, divergent policies still exist and there is a 
strong presumption, if not evidence in terms of the transfer of technology to the 
public sector, that the more restrictive the policy of the Agency, i.e. the more "title" 
oriented the Agency is toward inventions and patents generated under its funding, 
the less the likelihood exists that the technology will be transferred for the public 
benefit. 

Notwithstanding the President's Statement of Patent Policy one must remember 
that such Policy establishes guidelines only and that today there are as many as 19 
variant patent policies among the various Government Agencies, all presumed to 
exist within those guidelines. 
Current agency practices 

A. General 
Executive Agencies have traditionally interpreted the provisions of the Presi

dent's Statement on Government Patent Policy, or applicable statutes, to require 
the use of patent rights clauses in contracts (and in grants where universities and 
other non-profit organizations are involved—grants are not available to commercial 
or profit-making organizations) to provide either title in the Govenment in inven
tions generated in the performance of such contracts (or under such grants) or a 
deferred allocation of patent rights, the allocation of the rights taking place after 
the invention has been identified. 

Even when the title clause is used by the Agency, and even where the disposition 
of patents rights is statutorily controlled as, for example, with the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration and with the Energy Research and Development 
Administration, the clause many times may permit the contractor or grantee to 
request and obtain the principal rights in the invention with the Agency's agree
ment after the invention has been indentified. 

Thus, there are three clauses which can and are used by the various agencies: (1) 
The license policy clause; (2) The deferred patent rights clause; (3) The title policy 
clause with waiver privileges. 

Exemplary of patent policies of Government Agencies • which provide the bulk of 
research and development monies are the following: 

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare—deferred determination, but per
mits Institutional Patent Agreements under which certain grantees and contractors 
are afforded first option on title to inventions made during the course of a grant or 
contract.7 

National Science Foundation—deferred determination, but permits the use of 
Institutional Patent Agreements with certain contractors and grantees. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)—statutorily controlled; 
has title policy with waiver possibility. 

Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)—statutorily con
trolled; has title policy with waiver possibility. 

•For listing of current statutes, regulations, orders, manuals, memorandums and materials 
governing allocation of rights to inventions arising from Government-sponsored research on 
agency-by-agency basis see Report on Government Patent Policy by Federal Council for Science 
and Technology, U.S. Gov't. Printing Office 1978—281-067-289 available from the Superintend
ent of Documents. 

'For historical interest re Institutional Patent Agreements and early DHEW practice see 
Report to the Congress on "Problem Areas Affecting Usefulness of Results of Government-
Sponsored Research in Medicinal Chemistry" by the Comptroller General of the United States, 
Aug. 12, 1968. 
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Department of Transportation (DOT)—title policy. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)—title policy. 
Department of Defense (DOD)—deferred determination (for health-oriented inven

tions). 
Agency for International Development (AID)—title policy with waiver possibility. 
Department of Agriculture—title policy (statute interpretation by Department as 

permitting only the taking of title). 
Veteran's Administration (VA)—title policy with waiver possibility (generally a 

VA employee is involved and waiver therefore difficult). 
The expression of patent policy for each of the foregoing Agencies is stated not 

necessarily in terms of its written policy, but in terms of its practical operation 
under that policy and the President's Statement. 

There is no real consistency among the Agencies, or even within an Agency, or 
even necessarily from one contract to the next within an Agency, as to what the 
disposition of patent rights will be. It has become apparent that decisions regarding 
the disposition of patent rights are often made on an attitudinal or philosophical 

'. basis, for the decisions are not a function of law but of men. 
Operating under these policies, which in the main has been a royalty-free nonex

clusive licensing policy, the Government has accumulated in its patent portfolio 
about 28,000 patents of which only about 5 percent have been licensed s and of this 
5 percent only a small portion have resulted in commerical products. Thus, the 

c economic benefits intended to be stimulated by the patent system have not been 
derived by the Government or the public through such licensing of Government 
owned patents. 

An interesting comparison along these lines was made by Harbridge House in its 
1968 study" of Government-funded patents put into use in 1957 and 1962. It was 
found that contractor-held inventions were 10.7 times as likely as Government-held 
inventions to be utilized in products or processes employed in the private sector for 
the benefit of the public. 
Government-owned patent—An anomaly 

What is the situation that pertains when the Government takes ownership of a 
patent? It is in a sense an anomaly. The patent system was created as an incentive 
to invent, develop and exploit new technology—to promote science and useful arts 
for the public benefit. When the Government holds the patent under the aegis that 
the inventions of the patent should be freely available to all, much the same as if 
the disclosure of the invention had been merely published, the patent system cannot 
operate in the manner in which it was intended. The incentives inherent in the 
right to exclude conferred upon the private owner of a patent, and which are the 
inducement to development efforts, are simply not available. 

With regard to Government ownership of patents an interesting bit of history is 
presented By Marcus B. Finnegan10 in which he calls attention to the famous case of 
United States v. Dubilier Condenser Corporation. The court issued its original 
opinion on April 10, 1933." Then on May 8, 1933, the court, on motion of the 
Solicitor General, struck from its opinion " a paragraph which questioned the 
authority of the Government to hold ownership to a patent thereby giving, by 
negative implication, judicial sanction to the Government's practice of taking title 
to patents. Of importance to the issue presented in the title to this paper is the 
following language from the stricken paragraph with respect to the question of 
whether title to the patented invention in dispute should be awarded to the Govern
ment: "In these circumstances no public policy requires us to deprive the inventor 

•> of his exclusive rights as respects the general public and to lodge them in a dead 
hand incapable of turning the patent to account for the benefit of the public." 

The experience with licensing of Government-owned patents,13 with the Govern
ment in the main espousing a nonexclusive licensing policy, has irrefutably been 
one of non-use. Indeed, when title to patents are vested in the Government under 

•See Resume of U.S. Technology Polices—Dr. Betsy Ancker-Johnson Les Nouvelles (Joumel of 
the Licensing Executives Society) Dec. 1976, Vol. XI, No. 4, p. 186; Statement before the 
National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research, Dec. 11, 1976. (This latter document also contrasts the experience of universities in 
licensing patents owned by them some or most of which may have resulted from research 
supported in whole or part by Federal monies.) 

• Harbridge House Inc., Government Patent Policy Study for the FCST Committee on Govern
ment Patent Policy, May 15, 1968. 

10 "The Folly of Compulsory Licensing" Les Nouvelles (Journal of the Licensing Executives 
Society) Vol. XH, No. 2, June 1977. 

" 289 U.S. 178 (1933). 
"289 U.S. 706(1933). 
" Ibid—Resume of U.S. Technology Policies (Note 8). 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 7 
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such a licensing policy one can conclude tha t they are lodged "in a dead hand 
incapable of turning the patent to account for the benefit of the public." 

Optimum patent policy presumption 
At the outset it must be presumed that Government research dollars are made 

available in the expectation of not only developing basic knowledge, but also in the 
expectation that the funded research will lead to products, processes and techniques 
which will be useful and acceptable in all or part of our society to improve the well-
being of the society in general. 

In the face of this presumption it is apparent tha t inventions, whether made 
through the expenditure of private or governmental funds, are of little value to 
society unless and until they are utilized by society. In order to achieve such 
utilization it is essential tha t the invention be placed in a form or condition which 
will be acceptable and beneficial to the public. In other words, the technology must 
somehow be transferred to the public sector. 

In a free enterprise system such transfer is normally accomplished as the result 
of pertinent and appropriate activities of private enterprise. Since such activities 
obviously entail the commitment and expenditure of substantial monies many 
times the amount needed to make the invention "—adequate and appropriate incen
tives to such commitment and expenditures must be afforded. Consequently, and 
since the patent system provides such incentives and is the most viable vehicle for 
accomplishing the transfer of technology, full and careful consideration must be 
given to the making of any policy which will affect the transfer of technology that 
has been generated in whole or in part by Government-funded research. 

Objectives of government patent policy 
There is general agreement tha t the primary objectives of Government patent 

policy should be to (1) promote further private development and utilization of 
Government-supported inventions, (2) ensure that the Government's interest in 
practicing inventions resulting from its support is protected, (3) ensure that patent 
rights in Government-owned inventions are not used for unfair, anticompetitive or 
suppressive purposes, (4) minimize the cost of administering patent policies through 
uniform principles, and (5) attract the best qualified contractors. 

However, of all of the considerations a t tendant upon the establishment of a 
Governmental patent policy only one consideration should be paramount: "In whose 
hands will the vestiture of primary rights to inventions serve to transfer the 
inventive technology most quickly to the public for its use and benefit?" 

Recognition of this paramount consideration was plainly evident from the provi
sions of the National Science and Technology Policy, Organization and Priorities 
Action of 1976 l ! which directs OSTP to review current legislation and agency 
practices with the view of recommending and developing, "Federal patent policies 
* * * based on uniform principles, which have as their objective the preservation of 
incentives for technological innovation and the application of procedures which will 
continue to assure the full use of beneficial technology to serve the public." 

Alternatives 
Three major approaches to Government patent policy are available and all three 

are currently in use by various of the Agencies of the Government as pointed out 
above. These are: 

1. Strict title in the Governmentle 

Under this approach, as a condition of receiving a Government research grant or 
contract, the contractor would have to agree to transfer rights in all inventions 
made under the contract to the Government. The Government, in turn, would 
either dedicate the inventions to the public or license them itself. 

2. A case-by-case approach 
Under this approach individual agencies would select the patent clause to be used 

in each grant or contract on a case-by-case basis, and agencies would also in many 
cases delay the determination of whether contractors would retain rights until after 
inventions have been identified. Depending on the exact manner in which the policy 

" Ibid—Harbridge House Inc. Report, May 15, 1968. (Note 9). 
" Title I, Section 101(cX4) of P.L. 94-282. 
"Assistant Attorney General John Shenefield, in advocating a title-in-the-Government ap

proach in his appearance of December 20, 1977, before the Select Committee on Small Business, 
U.S. Senate, stated, "The competitive risk to the public in transferring title to the contractor 
may be especially high where transfer carries a danger of further entrenching the already 
strong market positions of many Government contractors." 
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is framed there may or may not be presumptions in favor of or against the taking of 
title by the Government." 

3. Title or first option to title in the contractor 
Under this approach as a normal rule contractors or grantees would be allowed to 

retain title to inventions made under the award subject to a Government license 
and "march-in" rights. 

The impact which these alternative policies would have on (1) competition, (2) 
innovation, (3) public health, (4) economic growth and jobs, (5) foreign competition, 
(6) contractor participation, and (7) and administrative costs entailed by the policy 
are important to their assessment. Several of what are considered to be the most 
important of these factors will now be considered. 

Impact of patent policy on competition 
Since those who favor a title-in-the-Government patent policy appear to advocated 

their position primarily on the basis of a belief tha t allowing contractors to retain 
title will be anticompetitive, and since the Antitrust Division of the Department of 
Justice also espouses this view," it is believed to be one of the two most important 
considerations for discussion here. 

The supposition that seems to underlie this argument is that most Government 
contractors are large, dominant firms and that if they are allowed to retain rights 
to inventions their dominance will be enhanced. Retention of "march-in" rights are 
apparently not deemed sufficient to prevent this. Following this approach, of course, 
necessitates also taking rights from smaller firms and universities that deal with 
the Government. However, it is argued that since these firms do a relatively small 
proportion of Government contracting, it is not worth worrying about the few 
inventions they make as compared to the great number coming out of the large 
firms." 

As an initial observation, it is to be noted that a substantial portion of Govern
ment R&D is conducted by universities and other high-technology comercial firms 
that are not dominant in any commercial markets. Even when Government prime 
contracts for major systems development are awarded to major corporations, some 
of the work is subcontracted with the result tha t some of the new and innovative 
ideas stem from lower-tier subcontractors. It is extremely unlikely that dominant 
firms receive even half of the total Federal extramural R&D budget.20 

It is also believed likely that a substantial portion of Government R&D that goes 
to firms that are dominant in commercial markets would be found to be with major 
air frame and engine manufacturers that dominate both the Government and 
civilian markets in this area. It appears, however, to be fairly obvious tha t whether 

" The Federal Nonnuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 590) is an 
example of such approach. It places the presumption in favor of the Government's taking title, 
but given ERDA (now DOE) considerable flexibility to decide otherwise depending on ERDA's 
evaluation of a variety of factors. In reality, this type of approach, which some claim represents 
a middle-ground, is not a uniform policy at all since agency practices will vary considerably 
depending on the predilections of agency officials involved in the process. 

" Ibid. Remarks by Assistant Attorney General John Shenefield before Select Committee on 
Small Business. (Note 16) 

"For example, Admiral Rickover, a leading proponent of the title-in-the-Government ap
proach, in his statement of Dec. 19, 1977, before the Select Committee on Small Business, U.S. 
Senate in questioning the wisdom of allowing contractors to retain rights stated, "Since large 
corporations get the major share of Government contracts, they would be the ones to benefit the 

* most from such a practice." Later, he claims, "Small business, for its own advantage, should be 
against a giveaway patent policy. The vast proportion of Government business goes to large 
contractors. . . If the rights to Government financed inventions are given away to contractors, 
the Government itself will be promoting the concentration of economic power in the hands of a 
few large conglomerates." 

• "The "NSF Surveys of Science Resources Series," NSF 77-301, Vol. XXV, "Federal Funds for 
Research, Development, and other Scientific Activities," estimates that out of a total Federal 
budget for basic, applied, and developmental extramural research in fiscal year 1977 of $17,428 
billion, 30 percent was performed by universities and other nonindustrial performers. And in 
the sub areas of basic and applied research the industrial share was only around one-third. 
These statistics do not, however, provide any breakdown between the types of industrial per
formers, i.e. what percentage were small businesses. A recent draft study by the Office of 
Federal Procurement Policy finds that in fiscal year 1975, 7.8 percent of Federal R&D awards to 
industry from major agencies went to small business. However, this study covers only prime 
contracts and does not indicate the percentage of prime contracts to large firms that were 
subcontracted to small firms. It would also seem unlikely that all of the nonsmall business 
industrial firms dominate or control a substantial share of their commercial markets. Hence, at 
a minimum around 35 percent of Federal extramural R&D is performed by small business and 
nonindustrial institutions. Thus, it would be most unlikely that dominant firms actually receive 
even half of the total R&D extramural budget. 
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or not the Government takes title to the inventions of these companies the effects 
on competition in these capital intensive industries will be negligible. Indeed we 
would note that until the Justice Department recently took action to end this, there 
was a policy of cross-licensing within that industry which made inventions generally 
available.21 

Whatever may be the exact distribution of the source of inventions made under 
Government contracts and grants, in the case of those inventions made by dominant 
firms one would find that in the vast majority of cases those firms' positions would 
not be affected vis-a-vis other U.S. firms by the disposition of rights in their 
inventions. Patents would probably be found to be of minor consequence in the 
maintenance of dominance in their industries (although in some cases they may 
have been an important factor in the early growth of the firms.) 

In most cases superior financial resources, economies of scale, access to resources, 
and well-developed marketing and distribution systems will be found of much more 
consequence to the maintenance of dominant firms' market position. These are the 
factors that prevent new firms from entering the market and which prevent smaller 
firms from effectively competing and increasing their share of the market. Even if 
the Government took title to inventions of dominant firms, we believe that in most 
cases the factors listed above would prevent smaller firms from making any effec
tive use of the inventions, the great bulk of which, in any case, are merely minor 
improvements on existing technology controlled by the inventing firms. 

Conversely, smaller firms do not enjoy the advantages described above. For such 
firms, patent protection is a much more significant tool. When a smaller firm makes 
a new invention that has the potential of being developed into a new product which 
might increase that firm's share of the market, patent protection may be the only 
defense that that firm has to prevent larger firms from undercutting its market. 
Without patent protection, larger firms could, because of the advantages noted 
above, undercut any market developed by the smaller firms. 

Thus it appears that a title-in-the-Government policy will have, at most, a mar
ginal effect on the market position of already dominant firms, but that it will 
almost surely destroy the competition that might result from smaller firms develop
ing inventions coming out of Government work. 

There is another major shortcoming with the proposition that taking title from 
dominant firms will allow other firms to use the inventions so as to increase 
competition. First, it seems likely that the number of inventions reported to the 
Government would decrease if contractors saw no advantage to reporting them. 
Second, it is unclear just how other firms would learn of those inventions that were 
reported. Typically, invention reports come in as separate items or addendums to 
progress reports. Nor does there appear to be any systematic publication of reported 
inventions, per se, by the Government, and even if there were it is doubtful that 
this would be an effective means of achieving technology transfer of specific inven
tions. The closest approach currently available is the NTIS publication of Govern
ment-owned inventions available for licensing. However, publication, unless it is 
combined with other techniques, is not really a particularly effective way of alerting 
and interesting commercial firms in inventions (even if one assumes such firms 
would be willing to invest without exclusive rights). Then too, such publication 
serves to make foreign firms and countries aware of the technology and because of 
the relationship and cooperation between certain governments in foreign countries 
and firms within that country, competition from such foreign source based on the 
technology published could further adversely affect the balance of trade. 

Notwithstanding the use of catch-words such as "patent give-away", "windfall" 
and, that most appealing to the uninformed, "what the Government pays for it 
should own" by the proponents of title-in-the-Government, there is no hard evidence 
to show that the "title' policy results in the transfer of any appreciable amount of 
technology for the public benefit. Quite to the contrary, there is strong evidence of 
the poor utilization of the technology of Government owned patents.22 

The title-in-the-Government policy rejects out-of-hand the need for the patent 
incentive in the contractor in all situations and also rejects continuing participation 
by the investigator-inventor-an imperative consideration with university-generated 
inventions which tend to be embryonic in nature and which almost always require 
additional extensive development. 

" See the well-known "smog" case (U.S. v. Automobile Manufacturers Association, Civil No. 
69-75 JWC (CD. Cal. 1969)) and the complaint against the 40-year pooling arrangement in the 
aircraft industry (U.S. v. Manufacturer's Aircraft Association, 5 Trad. Reg. Rep. para. 45,072 
(S.N.N.Y. 1972). It would appear that required nonexclusive licensing of undeveloped technology 
results in a "governmental patent pool" with the same negative effect upon innovation. 

" Ibid. Resume of U.S. Technology Policies (Note 8). 
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The economic health of the nation, long-term economic growth, and the mainte
nance of competition is much more dependent on stimulating the introduction of 
new products and technologies than it is on ensuring maximum competition in the 
manufacture and sale of a given product. 

On balance, it must be concluded that a title-in-the-Government patent policy 
would prove anti-competitive as compared to the title or first option in the contrac
tor policy. 
The impact of patent policy on innovation 

At the outset it is to be understood that innovation means the conversion of 
inventions made with Government support to commercial products and processes. 
The following remarks are to be considered in isolation from the competition objec
tive discussed before and are intended to address only whether the chances of 
inventions being developed by anyone will be enhanced or diminished by one policy 
or the other. 

It should also be clearly understood that many inventions that are reported under 
•p Government grants and contracts are by-products of the research being supported. 

This is certainly true of almost all university inventions. Similarly, very rarely does 
the Government support research and development to the point where a given 
product intended for the commercial market has been proven both technically and 
economically feasible so that private firms would view investment in the manufac-

* ture and marketing of the product as virtually risk-free. And even where a Govern
ment contract does have this objective, many of the inventions reported under that 
contract may still be by-products of the research or may have potential uses in 
areas not being tested by the Government. In those few cases where the Govern
ment is supporting full development, the supporting agency should have the discre
tion to use a deferred determination or other more restrictive patent clause. 

Given the fact that the vast majority of Government-supported inventions have 
not been developed beyond the laboratory stage and will not be through Govern
ment support, it should be obvious that substantial private investment will be 
needed to bring the invention to the market. " This is particularly true with regard 
to inventions made at universities under Government funding and it is relatively 
rare for a firm to be willing to invest in the development of a university invention 
without being afforded some exclusivity. M 

Similarly, in the case of inventions made directly by smaller firms under Govern
ment contracts or subcontracts, it is difficult to believe that such firms would 
normally be willing to invest in the further development of the invention without 
some exclusive rights. 

In the case of larger firms the impact of the Government's obtaining patent rights 
to their inventions is less clear. It is certainly indisputable that many firms, espe
cially in certain industries, would not invest without exclusive rights, and neither 
would any other firms with the possible exception of certain foreign firms that enjoy 
state-supported monopolies (having nothing to do with patents) in their home mar
kets. On the other hand, there would undoubtedly be some cases when larger firms 
would work their inventions even without exclusive rights. Minor improvements 
might be integrated into on-going product lines, or new products might be developed 
by larger firms where the market potential was clear. 

The conclusion that leaving title in contractors is much more likely to result in 
commercialization than is the Government's taking title is supported by the data 
developed by Harbridge House, Inc. in its 1968 study. a For example, Harbridge 
House examined all Government-supported inventions patented in 1957 and 1962. 

» Of all the inventions utilized in this group, they found that the contractor held title 
to 203 and the Government to 7. In the total sample the Government held title to 
around 27 percent of the inventions. 

The Harbridge House analysis indicates that all other things equal a firm with 
title is about twice as likely as a firm without title to commercialize an invention. It 

* can also be documented that in the over-whelming number of instances in which 
universities have obtained licenses for their inventions an agreement could only be 
consumated on an exclusive basis. 

It thus seems clear that the result of the Government keeping title will be to 
deter investment (innovation) in some cases, and to have a neutral effect in others. 
The only question that remains is whether this might be counterbalanced by some 
larger firms using their patent rights to suppress or defer the development of 

" U.S. Panel on Inventions and Innovations, "Technological Innovation: Environment and 
Management," pp. 8-9 (GPO, Jan. 1967). 

•* See Report of the University Patent Policy ad hoc Subcommittee, Appendix H, Report on 
Government Patent Policy referred to above. 

" Ibid. (Note 9) 
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inventions that others might have been willing go develop had the Government held 
title. Experience indicates that such fears are largely unfounded and that, in any 
case, even if the Government held title, the likelihood of other firms developing 
most inventions would be small without some exclusive rights. It would seem that 
the Government would have to do more than merely take title. It would, in turn, in 
most cases have to grant someone else an exclusive license. But it could be asked 
what advantage there is to going through the cost and effort of such an exclusive 
licensing effort as opposed to allowing the inventing contractor, who is intimately 
familiar with the invention to retain rights with appropriate march-in provisions if 
no work is done on the invention to commercialize it? 

For a variety of practical reasons, it would be a mistake to believe that a title-in-
the-Government licensing approach could be as effective in promoting utilization as 
leaving title-in-contractors. First, as mentioned previously, a title-in-the-Government 
approach might eliminate the incentive for many grantees and contractors to report 
inventions. In the case of the university community it is the principal investigator 
who normally starts the process moving by identifying inventions. Since publication, ^ 
and not patents, are critical to the careers of university investigators many are not 
motivated to report inventions.26 However, this can be overcome by aggressive 
programs at the university to induce reporting, especially by an active licensing 
program that offers some possibility of financial reward for the inventor. Such * 
incentives to the inventor are completely lost when the Government automatically 
takes title. Within the business sector, a similar decrease in reporting might result, 
although probably for different reasons. 

Secondly, the government would be faced with an enormous increase in workload. 
For example, under a title-in-the-Government approach DOD would be faced with 
some 1500-2500 inventions a year on which a decision would have to be made 
concerning the filing of patents. If DOD continued to base that decision solely on 
potential military applications, it ought to be obvious that patent applications will 
not be filed on a number of inventions that have commercial potential but not 
military potential. Therefore, if one is to honestly argue that a title-in-the-Govern
ment approach will not have negative impacts on innovation, one must be prepared 
to say that DOD and other agencies must screen invention disclosures for commer
cial application, a task which is now done by DOD contractors who have the 
opportunity to elect rights (i.e., a first option on rights to inventions). However, that 
would require a substantial increase in DOD staff and resources devoted to such 
task. 

To duplicate the efforts now undertaken by many contractors and a number of 
universities, the Government agencies would have to be prepared to discuss the 
inventions with various industrial experts, to run patent searches, and to undertake 
a substantial amount of sophisticated market and technology analysis that is 
beyond their normal missions and capabilites. 

Thirdly, Government licensing efforts will be hampered by the fact that the 
Government will not have available to it the expertise and know-how of the inven
tor and the technical team that conceived the invention. Successful patent licensing 
often requires transfer of more than a bare right in patent. Agreements to provide 
technical assistance may be required which the Government could not offer. More
over, in the case of many inventions coming from the larger firms, the invention 
may simply be an improvement on existing technology controlled by the inventing 
firm. Because of the existence of dominant background patents, the invention will * 
be of no use to anyone but the inventing corporation. 

Fourthly, it is not always obvious at the time an invention is made that it will 
ultimately have commercial importance. In many cases, it is the perserverence of 
the inventor or other technical personnel with the firm who foresee an invention's M 
possibilities that persuades a company to go ahead with development. 

For example, Battelle Columbus Laboratories did a study to identify the factors 
which influenced the movement of ten current technologies from their original 
conception state into actual use. They concluded: "The technical entrepreneur, 
whose importance was highlighted in the study of the "factors", is also a "character
istic" important in nine of the ten innovations. This is the strongest conclusion that 
emerges from the study. In fact, in three innovations, the technical entrepreneur 
persisted in the face of the inhibiting effect of an unfavorable market analysis. If 

" In this regard it should be kept in mind that about two-thirds of the basic and applied 
extramural research supported by the Government is performed by universities and other 
nonprofit institutions. 
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any suggestion were to be made as to what should be done to promote innovation, it 
would be to find—if one can, technical entrepreneurs."27 

We believe "technical entrepreneurship" will largely be lost under a title-in-the-
Government approach. Accordingly, it is unreasonable to believe that Government 
licensing would be as effective in promoting the development of contractor inven
tions as leaving title-in-the-contractor. 

Impact of patent policy on public health 
The following discussion provides a clear case study of the impact of patent policy 

since one can compare the results of the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare's (DHEW) pre-1968 title-in-the-Government oriented policy with its experi
ence since that time when a more title-in-the-contractor oriented approach was 
adopted. 

A significant portion of Government R&D is devoted to medical research.28 

DHEW, NSF, the Department of Agriculture and to a lesser extent other agencies 
such as DOD and the Veterans Administration support extramural research in the 
medical life sciences. Out of.such research new compounds are often synthesized 
which may have pharmaceutical potential. Experience a t NIH and studies by the 
General Accounting Office M and Harbridge House3° clearly support the conclusion 
that a title-in-the-Government patent policy that did not make an exception for 
medical research would endanger the public health. However, proponents of a title-
in-the-Government approach have never suggested that medical research be except
ed from the policy. Indeed, even the President's Statement on Government Patent 
Policy unfortunately specifically singles out health as an area in which the Govern
ment should take title. 

The GAO and Harbridge House reports noted above, which were based on exten
sive interviews with National Institutes of Health grantees and staff, concluded that 
the pharmaceutical industry would not utilize its risk capital to pursue further 
development of potential pharmaceutical agents generated with DHEW support 
without a guarantee of some patent exclusivity. (With the passage of the Medical 
Devices Act of 1976, which requires premarket clearance of many medical devices, it 
is becoming increasingly apparent that the same need for patent protection applies 
to the medical device area.) In some situations, the GAO discovered investigators 
with hundreds of compounds with potential therapeutic value on their shelves with 
no source to test their market potential. The GAO criticized DHEW for its failure to 
use its discretion to enter into Institutional Patent Agreements (which it had not 
done since 1958) or to make timely determinations of rights after identification of 
inventions. 

Since 1969, when DHEW began using its discretion as suggested by the GAO, 
until the fall of 1974, DHEW estimates that the intellectual property rights to 329 
inventions made in performance of DHEW-funded research were being managed by 
institutions with Institutional Patent Agreements (IPA) or by successful nonprofit 
petitioners for the purpose of soliciting further industrial support. During this 
period, these organizations have negotiated 44 nonexclusive and 78 exclusive li
censes under patent applications filed on the 329 inventions. Since 1974, to the end 
of fiscal year 1976, the number of inventions held by such organizations has in
creased to 517. DHEW estimates that the risk capital generated under the licenses 
on these 517 inventions has been approximately $150,000,000.31 

An example of the stake which an innovating company has in the development of 
a new drug may be seen from the following. Prior to the 1962 amendments to the 
Food and Drug Laws the average cost of developing a new drug was estimated to be 
$534,000.33 The development cost of a new drug in 1973 was estimated to be 
$11,500,000, a figure which escalates to $24,400,000 when the cost of research on 
projects which do not result in marketed drugs in included. With these figures in 

** Battelle Columbus Laboratories, "Science, Technology and Innovation, Summary Report", 
Feb. 1973, p. 8. 

™ Over one-third of the Federal R&D budget for basic research in FY 1977 went for the life 
sciences which include medical and related research. 

»GAO Report B-164031. Ibid (Note 7) 
" Harbridge House Report. Ibid (Note 9) 
" Science Policy Implications of DNA Recombinant Molecule Research. Hearings before the 

Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology of the Committee on Science and Technol
ogy, U.S. House of Representatives, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (No. 24), p. 965. It should also be noted 
that over 60 percent of the inventions retained by IPA holders or petitioners have not yet been 
licensed and many will never be licensed or brought to ultimate use. Accordingly, the mere 
retention of patent rights is clearly no guarantee that commercialization will occur. 

" Scherer, "The Economic Effect of Mandatory Patent Licensing," p. 59, U.S. Energy Research 
and Development Administration, Public Meeting 11277. 
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mind it is little wonder that the return on R&D investment in the drug industry 
has dropped sharply since 1960 (it is currently calculated to be 3.3 percent).33 

The May 26, 1977 testimony of the Patent Counsel of DHEW, given before the 
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology of the House Committee on 
Science of Technology includes examples of inventions which have been licensed by 
universities and nonprofit organizations that have reached or are near reaching the 
market place. As noted in that testimony most of the examples are pharmaceutical 
products and medical devices. No comparable examples were known at the time the 
GAO and Harbridge House ran their studies. 

This experience strongly supports the general proposition that the less restrictive 
the patent policy the greater is the transfer of technology. 

Why does such a first-option-in-the-contractor policy promote the transfer of tech
nology: 

1. It reduces the uncertainties as to the status of invention rights and thereby 
permits: 

(a) the prompt filing of appropriate patent applications by the contractor-grantee; 
(b) an early effort by experienced technology transfer groups and patent manage- * 

ment organizations to locate and engage private enterprise in further development 
of inventions; 

(c) an early decision by the industrial developer that the intellectual property 
rights in the innovation being offered are sufficient to protect its risk investment. , 

2. It is a recognition by the agency that the nature of the research being support
ed through funding under a grant or contract is fundamental or basic and that 
inventions and the making of them are by-products of and not a specific object of 
the grant or contract. 

3. It is a recognition that any invention evolved will require further development 
to bring it to the marketplace—development which should involve private enter
prise since under our free enterprise system private parties and not the Govern
ment should engage in such activity. 

4. It provides motivation for a contribution by a commercial organization, in cash 
or in kind, to Government-funded research projects—the certainty of the grantee 
(contractor) having the first option to any invention arising from such project 
providing the basis for this now recognized attitudinal change by industry. 

5. It provides a climate which encourages the investigator-inventor's continuing 
participation in the transfer of his inventive technology to the public—a particular
ly important consideration where university-generated inventions are involved since 
such inventions tend to be embryonic in nature. 

6. It more fairly recognizes the equities and contributions of all of the parties to 
the inventive technology. 

7. It provides the opportunity for the university-contractor to generate income as 
consideration for the technological innovation being offered, which income is ear
marked to support further research at the university—the public thus benefits a 
second time. 

8. It permits timely consideration to be given to foreign patent protection and 
thereby enhances the possibility of generating payments from foreign sources for 
the transfer of the patented technology under license with an attendant favorable 
impact upon the balance of trade. 
Impact of patent policy on economic growth and jobs 

It should be obvious that without the introduction of new products into the 
economy, economic growth and job expansion would come to an eventual halt. 
While people can disagree whether particular technological innovations are good or * 
bad, we doubt that anyone would seriously argue that a slow-down in technological 
innovation would not result in slower economic growth. Yet, the fraction of R&D 
performed in this country that is Government supported has now reached around 
two-thirds. Hence, it is inescapable that a Government patent policy that discour
aged investment in the development of the inventions made during that research 
would have a negative effect on economic growth. 

Although the relationship between innovation and long-term economic growth 
and job expansion are intuitively and historically obvious, several studies serve to 
highlight this. 

A 1967 Department of Commerce study34 and a more recent update of that study 
by John Flender and Richard Morse of the MIT Development Foundation, Inc.35 

" Schwartzmann, "Innovation in the Pharmaceutical Industry," p. 70. 
" "Technological Innovation: Its Environment and Management", U.S. Panel on Invention 

and Innovation. (Washington, D.C. GPO, 1967). 
" John O. Flender and Richard S. Morse, "The Role of New Technical Enterprises in the U.S. 

Economy", M.I.T. Development Foundation, Inc., Oct. 1, 1975. 
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lend strong support to the proposition that sales growth and job creation occurs 
more rapidly in innovative companies than in mature (dominant) companies. And 
even more significant for purposes of this analysis is the fact that job expansion at 
young (i.e. small) high technology companies was even more spectacular. For exam
ple, the authors found that during a five year period six mature companies with 
combined annual sales of $36 billion in 1974 experienced a net gain of only 25,000 
jobs during the five years, whereas five young, high technology companies with 
combined sales of only $857 million had a net increase in employment of 35,000 jobs 
(five "innovative" companies with $21 billion sales total had a net increase in 
employment of 106,000 jobs). These findings indicate that a patent policy that would 
deemphasize the needs of smaller firms and emphasize concerns with larger and 
more dominant firms could have a negative impact on job expansion. 

The potential harm that could accrue from discounting the need to be concerned 
with inventions from nondominant firms is further emphasized by a study done by 
Gelman Research Associates. An international panel of experts selected the 500 
major innovations that were introduced into the market during 1953-73 in the U.S., 
U.K., Japan, W. Germany, France, or Canada. Of the 319 innovations produced by 
U.S. industries, 24 percent were produced by companies with less than 100 employ
ees. Another 24 percent were introduced by companies with 100 to 999 employees. 

Inasmuch as it seems apparent from the foregoing discussion that a first option to 
title to inventions in the contractor is much more likely to bring about innovation, 
it is indisputable that it is also much more likely to encourage economic growth and 
job expansion. 

Impact of patent policy on foreign competition 
American industry is in increasing competition with foreign corporations in high-

technology areas and a title-in-the-Government patent policy must inevitably work 
to the advantage of foreign firms at the expense of American industry and labor. 

The taking of title by the Government will effectively prevent the American 
inventing corporation from obtaining foreign patent protection. Without Govern
ment foreign filings no American firm could gain any exclusive rights in foreign 
markets. Moreover, historically, the Government agencies have had neither the 
incentive, the staff, the budget, nor sufficient knowledge of market conditions to file 
for foreign patents in anything more than a small number of cases.36 

If the Government takes title to U.S. rights in inventions and dedicates them, 
these inventions are equally available to foreign based firms that would export 
commercial embodiments of these inventions into the U.S. 

If one combines these facts with the difference in the relationship between busi
ness and Government in certain foreign countries as compared to relations in the 
U.S., certain disturbing implications arise. In some foreign countries industry is 
highly socialistic and state controlled. In others, major companies may enjoy state 
subsidies and support. The result of all this is that the same invention that U.S. 
firms may not develop without the exclusivity afforded by patent rights may be 
developed by Japanese, German, or other foreign firms that enjoy monopoly advan
tages in their home markets through means quite apart from patents. In turn these 
products are exported into the United States and displace American products and 
American jobs. 

In short, given the difference in industry-Government relations in many of the 
technologically advanced foreign countries as compared to the United States, a title-
in-the-Government policy is most likely to favor foreign companies. The mere specu
lative concern that there might be a few isolated cases where leaving title in a 
contractor might result in activities by that contractor which are in violation of the 
antitrust laws should not control the whole of Government patent policy when other 
remedies are available through those laws. The U.S. economy does not operate in a 
vacuum and to formulate a policy of title-in-the-Government primarily upon hypo
thetical and mistaken concerns about the impact that policy will have on competi
tion within the United States ignores the many adverse effects such policy would 
have. 

The case-by-case approach 
Where the disposition of patent rights in inventions made in whole or in part 

with Federal funds is deferred until there has been an identification of the inven-

" Statistics by the Committee on Government Patent Policy show that during the period of 
Fiscal year 1970-75 the Government filed for foreign patents on an average of 77 contractor 
inventions, and the preponderance of these were by only two agencies, DOE and NASA. This is 
approximately one-tenth the number of contractor inventions upon which the Government filed 
U.S. patent applications. 
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tion the certainties associated with title-in-the-contractor are lost. As pointed out 
before such certainty is a strong incentive to the transfer of technology. 

Thus, any attempt to transfer the inventive technology would have to await the 
decision by the Government that title will be left with the contractor. As a conse
quence, valuable time will be lost in transferring the technology because it is 
seldom that a bureaucratic decision is made expeditiously. Moreover, the adminis
trative and associated paperwork burden in the deferred determination approach 
militate heavily against the viability of this approach as a realistic alternative to 
the title-in-the-contractor approach. For example, a preponderance of DOD contracts 
now include clauses allowing the contractor to retain patent rights. As was men
tioned before, it is unlikely that DOD could expeditiously process each contractor 
request for patent rights under a deferred determination procedure with present 
staffing. 

Deferred determination advocates would claim that the Government can make a 
better judgment after the invention is identified, and that exclusivity will not 
always be needed. Implicit in this claim is the assumption that Government person- _ 
nel will either be in a position: (i) to determine if the existence of exclusive patent 
rights is needed as an incentive to further development; or (ii) to find a better 
qualified firm to commercialize the invention through a Government licensing effort 
after taking title to the invention. 

In regard to the question of whether exclusivity is needed for private investment » 
to be made in an identified invention, it should be recognized that if the Govern
ment determines that exclusivity is not needed but is wrong, no further develop
ment may take place. 

Moreover, for the Government to be right more often than not when making a 
deferred determination would require extensive technical, marketing, and economic 
studies of the firms, technology, industries and market involved. The cost to taxpay
ers of such programs could be more than any savings they would produce for 
consumers. This appears to be true, since in most deferred determination cases 
exclusivity has been deemed necessary, and the costly determination process has 
been engaged in simply to confirm this fact. This has been substantiated in practice 
by NASA, DHEW and NSF (the three agencies who have historically made the 
largest number of deferred determinations) by the grant of over 90 percent of the 
requests for "greater rights" over a period spanning ten years. 

Similarly, the ability of Government personnel to decide after an invention is 
identified that utilization will best be promoted by the Government's taking title 
and offering the invention for licensing, assumes that commercial developers, other 
than the inventing contractor, can be found (presumably but not necessarily on a 
nonexclusive basis). There is really no effective means for Government personnel to 
ensure that other firms, whether licensed exclusively or nonexclusively, would do a 
better job of developing the invention than a willing contractor or a licensee of the 
contractor. As noted previously, other firms often lack some of the "know-how" of 
the contractor and will not have the inventor or co-inventors working for them. One 
can be sure that in most cases the inventing organization will have little interest or 
incentive to transfer its know-how to another firm, possibly a competitor. Moreover, 
the very process of attempting to find alternative developers will simply serve to 
delay private investment and cool the interest of the inventing contractor. It will 
also force the Government into the expense of filing patent applications in order to 
assure that a patent is available if exclusive licensing is ultimately deemed neces
sary. 

It is important also to emphasize that a deferred determination that is truly •*_ 
geared to resolve the questions that trouble opponents of the title-in-the-contractor 
approach would be so costly, complex, and time consuming as to discourage many 
contractors from requesting rights in the first instance, especially small busnesses 
and universities. They may even neglect to report the invention under such circum- ^ 
stances. In all likelihood, without a request for rights to trigger the deferred 
determination process, most agencies will have no incentive to do anything with the 
disclosure, and the invention will fall into the public domain to be available to all 
and, in most cases, practiced by no one, as seems to be the case with a very 
substantial portion of the 28,000 patents now in the Government's patent portfolio. 
Indeed, under a deferred determination approach the agencies would probably be 
devoting" so many resources to those cases where rights were requested that they 
would have insufficient personnel or interest to study inventions and encourage 
development and marketing where rights were not requested. 

Summary and commentary 
It is believed apparent from careful examination of the impact of alternative 

patent policies on the various objectives of Government patent policy that the title 
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or first option to title in the contractor approach is superior to any other approach 
on every count. Thus, public patents-public benefits are antonymous. 

In reaching this conclusion it should be kept firmly in mind that we are not 
dealing in abstractions. 

The number of patents granted to citizens of the United States has fallen off. 
In 1961 only 17 percent of the patents issued in the country were issued to non-

Americans; currently the ratio is up to about 35 percent. The statistics also indicate 
fewer "big" inventions—the rate of new drug introductions today is about one-
fourth the rate of 15 or 20 years ago—and it takes longer to put them in the 
market. In the chemical field it averages about seven years from the laboratory to 
the market; 15 years ago it took an average of two years. 

We as a nation spending less on research, using fewer people, and producing 
fewer inventions; and fewer of the inventions we do produce reach the marketplace, 
and it takes them longer to reach it. 

Under the accepted definition of an underdeveloped country which is "one that 
¥ exports raw materials to maintain its balance of payments, while it imports finished 

goods to maintain its standard of living" we are now an underdeveloped nation. We 
are exporting our cotton, timber, grain, coal and other raw materials in order to pay 
for cameras, TV sets, radios, tools, steel, clothing and a host of other finished 
products. 

* Today science is being made subservient to politics with decisions being made not 
on scientific facts but on political opportunity. And efforts go forward to discredit 
and weaken our patent system which, over the history of our country, has provided 
the incentive for innovation. It is indeed a noble motive to give to the people the 
benefits of publicly supported research and we can agree that tax dollars should not 
be used as a means of enriching private parties. We must, however, be vigilant, for 
the views on the issues involved lend themselves to emotional molding. Outspoken 
claims to the guardianship of the public interest or public welfare is a rich field for 
cultivating political power. A deadening result of political emphasis on such guar
dianship is the proliferation and growth of the bureaucratic maze where account
ability becomes the fear. Under such conditions the atmosphere generated tends to 
be one of self-protective caution with the danger that operation of the system will 
become a disproportionate part of the objective. 

Effort is fundamental to the transfer of technology to the marketplace and wher
ever effort is needed incentive is required. In this country the patent system has 
provided that incentive through its exclusion privileges and can be considered to 
figure prominently in the economic equation. 

E(x)=Px «x) 
where E(x) is the expected return, Px is the probability of success and f(x) is the 
total value of return. 

The probability of success is most certainly enhanced by the existence of an 
intellectual property right—a patent. In today's technologically intensive atmos
phere some protection for the heavy investment required in development is more 
than ever necessary. The lead time given by exclusive knowledge or patents is 
shorter than ever before. If that lead time disappears, through further weakening of 
the patent system, or weakening of the ability to extend exclusive rights to intellec
tual property, it may become economically sound to be second in the field. There is 
some evidence of that second-place philosophy in the medically-oriented and other 
fields today. Further erosion of the exclusive rights to intellectual property afforded 

» under the Constitution could lead to a second-position attitude in U.S. industry. The 
next step is willingness to be a second-place nation. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Marcy, would you proceed, please—Dr. 
, Marcy? 

Dr. MARCY. I'm not a real doctor; I'm only a Ph. D. 
Senator SCHMITT. Somebody stuck another title in front of my 

name and I lost track of the other ones. 
Go ahead. 
Dr. MARCY. My name is Willard Marcy. I am vice president of 

invention administration program, Research Corp.. 
Research Corp. is a private foundation. It is a nonprofit organiza

tion founded in 1912 and chartered by the State of New York. It is 
dedicated to the support of science and technology. In its present 
embodiment, it provides educational and scientific research institu-
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tions with invention evaluation, patenting and licensing services in 
accordance with the terms of prearranged invention administration 
agreements, and it devotes all of its income after expenses to 
support further research in college and university laboratories. 

I am honored to be asked to testify today regarding the provi
sions of S. 1215 and the need for a uniform policy directed toward 
the encouragement of participation by private industry in Federal 
research and development programs and commercial use of their 
results. In so doing, I should make it clear that the views I present 
here are mine as a private citizen, but I believe they reflect, in 
general, the feelings of my employing organization. 

The basis for my thoughts and observations is grounded in over 
15 years experience in the constructive use of the patent system for ^ 
the transfer of technology primarily from nonprofit educational 
and scientific research institutions to industrial corporations. 
During this time I have worked intimately with universities, Gov
ernment agencies and industry in attempting to translate the dif- * 
fering policies of Government contracting agencies into positive 
action to develop innovative concepts for public use. 

Recently, in hearings on S. 1250, Chemical & Engineering News 
reported that Senator Brown identified 12 problem areas connected 
with innovation which warranted further congressional attention. I 
venture to say that there are at least another dozen and probably 
another dozen on top of that. I mean to imply that innovation, how 
to foster it and how to use it to the best advantage of the country, 
is exceedingly complex. 

This is borne out by contemplation of the hundreds of thousands 
of man-hours spent on studying innovation, and the tons of reports 
analyzing the results of these studies. One recent report commis
sioned by the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, for example, 
contains a bibliography of no less than 206 references to various 
publications relating to the narrow area of the activity, or lack 
thereof, of small firms relating to Federal research and develop
ment. 

I think the citizens of this country have now come to realize that 
past innovative activity has played a key role in making this 
country great, and that continued innovation is a necessity for 
keeping it great and for increasing its citizens' standards of living. 
In today's highly specialized society, it is no ionger possible to take 
a laissez-faire attitude toward innovation, as was done at the begin
ning of this country's history; we must consciously and assiduously * 
promote innovation. Not control it in an absolute sense, but pro
mote it, for to control it unduly is to stifle it. 

In my opinion therein lies the basic problem. Ever since the » 
Federal Government began to finance research and development in 
a massive way, during and since World War II, greater and greater 
control of scientific and technological research, its development 
and the use of its results have been exercised by Government 
bureaucrats until innovation itself has become stultified and sup
pressed. 

What seems necessary to me is to loosen these controls, and in 
addition, to provide incentives and encouragement to the large 
pools of scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, managers and workers 
available in this country to innovate. 
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What I am suggesting is that the philosophy of Government 
input to the innovation process be rather drastically changed. At 
present this philosophy is, generally, a defensive one leading to a 
proliferation of rules, regulations, and controls which, in toto, 
defeat innovative minds and greatly hinder, if not prevent, develop
ment of new ideas. 

In the present circumstances there are simply too many people 
advocating and enforcing too many control methods. This results in 
great confusion at the working level. Instead of spending time, 
effort and enthusiasm on innovating, innovators must try to find 
the right person in Government to approach, prepare proposals in 
depth with ironclad justification for funding—based on speculation, 

* I might add—and then stand in line just to obtain funds for doing 
research and development. 

They must then perform the research and report back frequently 
in tedious and unnecessary detail what they have accomplished, 

* justifying each expenditure in order to satisfy rigid Government 
auditing regulations. And finally, they must go through extensive 
report writing and prepare quasi-legal arguments with contracting 
agency officials to be allowed to proceed to develop, manufacture 
and market new products or processes resulting from the research. 

Even when authorization is finally obtained, all sorts, of restric
tions are placed on how developing and marketing is to be handled, 
with a constant threat of the Government standing ready to take 
over at the first sign of difficulty. It is small wonder that innova
tion based on Government support has declined. The barriers are 
formidable. 

In contrast, if all Government departments were united in the 
desire to help the innovator, to reduce barriers to his success, and 
to provide a positive atmosphere to his undertakings, innovative 
activity would greatly increase, the time between conception of an 
idea and its public use would be reduced and many more new ideas 
would surface. 

What I propose, then, is that a highly positive approach be taken 
at the topmost levels of the Federal Government and that this 
attitude be actively promoted down through all the lower govern
mental levels. 

In my view, a start in this new direction must be made in 
Congress through legislation. However, as noted previously, encour-

» agement of innovation is a many-faceted and extremely complex 
endeavor. For this reason, I believe several pieces of legislation, 
each addressing one issue at a time, is preferable to a single 
omnibus bill which tries to resolve the whole problem in general 

* terms. 
Ideally, the several legislative proposals should dovetail and com

plement each other. When one issue at a time is addressed, later 
changes or modifications can be made more easily and promptly 
without disturbing companion legislation. 

Consequently, it is heartening to me to see introduced into this 
session of Congress S. 414, which addresses the Government patent 
policy issue; S. 1215, which addresses the issue of the most suitable 
policy to follow in encouraging private industry to participate in 
developing federally funded innovative concepts; and S. 1250, which 
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addresses the issue of developing and fostering a climate conducive 
to the enhancement and improvement of the innovative process. 

These three bills complement each other and seek to improve the 
Government attitude toward innovation. If passed, they will be 
steps in the right direction, but will not provide the final answer. 
Additional bills along similar lines and addressing additional issues 
will need to be introduced and passed in the future to further 
improve the climate for innovation before measurable overall im
provement can be perceived. 

It is also gratifying to note that the constructive and forward-
looking institutional patent agreement approach, formulated and 
first used by Department of Health, Education, and Welfare patent 
staff personnel, and adopted later by the National Science Founda- ? 
tion, has served as a basis for some of the provisions in both S. 414 
and S. 1215. 

While the IPA is a small step, it is in the direction I advocate, 
that is, the removal of unnecessary recordkeeping, a major disin- • 
centive, and, through loosened, but not thoroughly relaxed, con
trols, the provision of a very real incentive to private organizations 
to undertake further development of innovative concepts stemming 
from federally funded research and development. 

The provision in S. 1215 of a central authority to provide various 
services, such as evaluation, patenting and licensing, to the Federal 
contracting agencies is also gratifying. However, I would suggest 
setting up such an organization on a rather different basis than is 
proposed in the bill. I would not center it in an existing administra
tive agency, such as the Department of Commerce, but would rec
ommend an entirely new quasi-governmental and semiautonomous 
organization independent of existing agencies along organizational 
lines similar to the National Research Development Corp. in Eng
land. 

My reasoning is that many problems are bound to develop which 
could lead into serious conflict of interest situations, the solution of 
which would exceed the authority and administrative scope of an 
existing agency. This new organization should not only provide 
administrative oversight but would be responsible for the active 
development of innovative concepts all the way to the marketplace. 

Such an organization should function with as small an internal 
staff as possible and contract with private organizations outside of 
the Federal Government to undertake the bulk of the work to be 
done, including the licensing of patents to industrial concerns. This 
type of arrangement would benefit the Government, private indus
try and the public by bringing to bear more knowledgeable man
agerial, financial, manufacturing and marketing expertise than is • 
available from solely governmental sources. 

I believe that a better job could be done at less overall expense to 
the taxpayer with this type of operation. A successful model for 
such an organization already exists on a modest scale within the 
Federal Government. It is the Office of Energy Related Inventions, 
established by Congress in the Nonnuclear Energy Research and 
Development Act of 1974, and administratively attached to the 
National Bureau of Standards. 

I have other comments to make on S. 1215 and on the general 
issue of providing incentives to encourage private industry partici-
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pation in federally funded research and development, but these 
will be included in a longer written statement for publication in 
the hearing record. Some of these comments may well be discussed, 
and have been this morning during the question and answer period 
following the opening statements. 

I would like to interpolate a few comments about an article that 
I have in front of me that bears on this issue which I think is very 
important and which we haven't heard mentioned so far this morn
ing. 

Senator SCHMITT. Dr. Marcy, I will allow you to do that, certain
ly. I would say that your additional comments would be appreciat
ed, even if they might be a little bit duplicative, and they will be 

» included in our record. 
It is always good to have the same thing said by different people. 
Dr. MARCY. Thank you. I will only spend a couple of minutes on 

this. 
* This is an article that appeared in the magazine Science in the 

issue dated May 25, 1979, by Peter F. Drucker, who is a well-known 
economist and student of social issues and a management expert. 
This is a talk that he gave before the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science in Houston, Tex., on January 7, 1979. The 
title of the article is, "Science and Industry: Challenges of Antago
nistic Interdependence": 

Science and industry in the United States used to enjoy a relationship of mutual 
respect based on an unspoken conviction that they depended on each other. That 
relationship, while distant, was uniquely productive for both science and industry. 

That is his opening paragraph. He goes on to say: 
There has been a major change in this, not in the measurable realities of the 

relationship as between science and decisionmakers in industry and Government, 
but in the moods, the values and meaning of the relationship. There is today 
distress, disenchantment, mutual dislike, even, at worst, lack of interest in each 
other on both sides. 

And he goes on to speak about the relationship between Govern
ment and scientists: 

As to Government, there is now a strong tendency to judge science by what is 
politically expedient or fashionable, that is, to attempt to subordinate science, either 
pure or applied, to the value judgments that are incompatible with any criteria one 
could possibly call scientific. The values of industry, but equally of the Government 
decisionmaker concerned with effective policy, are in danger of becoming hostile to 
the needs, the values, views and perceptions of science. 

„ One reason for this is the increased pressure, especially in inflationary periods, to 
produce results fast. 

He goes on to say, in his view, that this is a period in which 
either industry or policymakers do not feel that they can take 

e risks. He thinks this should be changed. He goes on to say—in 
referring to the effects of Government actions—that taxation is one 
of the more, as he puts it, "insidiously deleterious over a long 
period of time to the use of scientific results." 

He also says, regarding regulations, that they not only add costs 
but they create uncertainties. And then he says this: 

Regulation makes investment in research irrational, not only increasing the odds 
against research of producing useable results, but also making research into a 
crooked game. 

He is very strong. 
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He says, then, further: 
The atmosphere is aggravated by the antitrust laws, which probably are responsi

ble, more than any single factor, for turning American industry away from building 
on a technological science-oriented basis and toward the financially-based conglom
erate. 

I won't go on. The article goes on and talks further about this 
from different points of view. And he feels that industry and sci
ence, scientific research and Government people should try to get 
together to change this atmosphere of hostility that has been aris
ing. His final paragraph says: 

The traditional relationship between science and its customers in the economic 
and governmental systems is based on mutual respect and understanding and a 
keen awareness of interdependence. American science must effect a return to these * 
values, however old-fashioned they now appear to be. 

I feel that this article in a way reflects what I said in my 
statement. And I have to confess that I wrote my statement before # 
I read the article. 

That, Senator Schmitt, concludes my formal statement. I would 
be glad to answer any questions you might have. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Dr. Marcy. We will include that 
article by Drucker in the record. I would add, as a comment, that I 
appreciate the references that both of you have made to S. 414, the 
so-called Bayh-Dole bill. I am co-sponsor of that bill and it is, we 
believe, consistent with the direction we are trying to take in a 
somewhat broader sense in S. 1215. 

Are you gentlemen familiar with the patent policies of other 
countries, particularly the major industrial countries, and if so, 
could you comment on how they compare with our patent policy or 
lack of same? 

Mr. BREMER. As far as policies are concerned, we have all heard 
of Japan, Inc. I think that is an attitudinal approach in the sense 
that in Japan the Government tends to cooperate with certain 
companies to corner a share of the world market. This is certainly 
in contrast to the antitrust approach in the United States. 

Where the foreign government is cooperating to take technology 
from outside, although the country itself has almost no resources, 
and to develop that technology and import it into our own market 
provides a formidable competitor. 

I don't know that in the various other countries the governments 
support the R. & D. function to the extent that they do here, * 
looking toward the cooperation under a free enterprise system 
between the private sector and the Government sector to transfer 
the technology to the public. As you are well aware, in Russia it is o 
quite a different situation. In England—Dr. Marcy's reference to 
NRDC—it's an effort to pull together any inventions made at var
ious universities, particularly where Government funding has been 
effected, and to use that agency, NRDC, to license those inventions 
and to ultimately earn money on them. 

Senator SCHMITT. Have you any other comments about the 
NRDC, Mr. Bremer? Are you supportive of that concept? 

Mr. BREMER. No; I do not support the NRDC concept. I support 
Mr. Tenney Johnson's view that there should be someone other 
than another Government agency or an already established agency 
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that oversees these things, perhaps a panel that is free from any 
agency intervention or control. 

It is my understanding that currently the NRDC is under attack 
in Britain from various sources and is considered not to have been 
as successful as it may appear. 

Senator SCHMITT. Dr. Marcy? 
Dr. MARCY. Senator, I have to disagree with Mr. Bremer. The 

NRDC has been under attack, not only once, but about three times, 
and each time it has weathered the attack and has come back 
stronger than ever. At present, it was being supported very vigor
ously by the former British Government. I have not heard any
thing about the new Government that has come in, as to what they 

» are planning to do. 
Senator SCHMITT. IS there a summary or analysis of the NRDC, 

its history? 
Dr. MARCY. Yes; there are many summaries and there are also 

Government reports that came out of these investigations that are 
available. I do not have them with me. They are easily available. I 
would be pleased to get them for you.-

Senator SCHMITT. The staff may get in touch with you to ask for 
those. 

Dr. MARCY. Very good. Not only in England and Japan, but also 
in many of the other European countries and in Canada, some 
South American countries, Australia and New Zealand also, also 
India and some of the Third World countries, there are government 
policies relating to patents and relating to science and research 
and development. 

In this country we have no such overall policy and we are 
anomalous in that regard. The countries that have these science 
and technology policies most highly developed, are, of course, the 
industrialized countries. West Germany does not have such a gen
eral Government policy. They function more or less like we do, but 
with a great deal of Government money input to the R. & D. area, 
and also into the area of transferring of technology. 

The countries that have the NRDC concept, in Mr. Bremer's 
testimony, he says they deal only with the universities. This is not 
true. They deal primarily with Government agencies. The agencies 
of the French Government and the British Government are con
strained by law to send any inventions that they might come up 

* with as a result of research supported by them to the NRDC, and 
in France it is the ANVAR organization. And these two organiza
tions are then charged with trying to get these particular inven-

, tions into the marketplace. 
The reason I feel it is important to have a centralized organiza

tion like that to do this kind of thing is that, as has been men
tioned before this morning on several occasions, the Federal Gov
ernment is just not capable of doing this on a piecemeal basis. One 
thing that was mentioned, for example, is that the Government 
does not defend its patents, and it would be kind of a horrendous 
thing to do this. But this is very important. There is no point in 
getting a patent if you are not going to defend it. It would be better 
to publish the results and let them be free for everybody and save 
the expense of patenting. 

52-476 O - 80 - 18 
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But for an organization like the NRDC, defense of patents is 
possible, and it is a very important part of it. 

Mr. Bremer mentioned that they are finally in the black. This is 
true, because one of their inventions happens to be supported 
primarily by sales of particular products in the United States; the 
licensee, the Eli Lilly Co., is practically solely responsible for put
ting NRDC in the black with the inventions that they have. So this 
kind of thing is something that I think ought to be seriously 
considered in developing legislation that is directed toward the 
next step down the road—what do you do with the patents after 
you get them. 

Senator SCHMITT. I presume you would use this as a means of 
clearing the decks of the 28,000 patents that now exist in the 
Government? 

Dr. MARCY. This would be*one task that I would think could be 
assigned to such an organization. On the other hand, I think that 
task could be assigned to existing organizations within the United 
States at present through contracting operations similar to what 
the Office of Energy Related Inventions is doing and also similar to 
what the National Technical Information Service is currently doing 
on a very limited basis. 

Senator SCHMITT. YOU are probably correct in part, at least, that 
agencies have so many other fish to fry that this issue does tend to 
get subordinated in contract discussions. 

Mr. BREMER. May I add something else to that? When I said the 
universities were involved, I meant that the support of the Govern
ment goes to the universities for research projects and functions, 
much as it does in this country and they, of course, are required to 
bring any inventions made back to NRDC. That is the university 
involvement. I believe you will find an NRDC kind of organization 
in most of the Commonwealth countries or former British Com
monwealth countries. 

One of the main objections I have to an NRDC type of organiza
tion is that you are in essence, putting all of your eggs in one 
basket, under which a tremendous bureaucracy can be established. 
One of the repeatedly voiced criticisms of that kind of an organiza
tion, and which is now coming up again, is that the people at the 
universities conducting the research function do not feel that their 
inventions are getting adequate attention in each case because of 
the size of the organization and the manner in which invention 
evaluation is carried out. 

I know Dr. Marcy with his organization, Research Corp., has 
encountered that same problem because of the very large number 
of universities for whom they work. I have, in fact, heard criticisms 
of Research Corp. for those very reasons. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do .you agree with Mr. Mossinghoff, who earli
er said that the person who is most likely to see that something is 
made of an invention is the inventor? 

Mr. BREMER. YOU need two people when you are in an invention 
licensing situation. At the universities, where most inventions tend 
to be embryonic in nature, the ones that have the know-how are 
the inventor and his immediate colleagues. We think it is impera
tive therefore, that he participate in any transfer of technology 
from the university. 
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The second person needed in a licensing situation is a champion 
for the invention within the company which is being licensed. In 
the absence of such a champion, one who really espouses the inven
tion as a product line for the company, or espouses use of the 
invention by the company in another way, the invention will gen
erally go nowhere. 

We speak from and have had considerable experience along those 
lines and conclude that two people, the inventor and the invention 
champion are necessary for its successful transfer to the public. 

Senator SCHMITT. IS this different from a Dr. Jeckyl-Mr. Hyde 
personality split within the inventor himself or herself that could 
be embodied in two people or one person? 

r Mr. BREMER. Speaking for the universities in general on that 
point is rather difficult, since there are various kinds of arrange
ments that are available. In some schools, for example, there is an 
employment agreement with the professors conducting the re-

* search. They then have a direct obligation to the university itself. 
Other places, as at the University of Wisconsin, they do not. At 
Wisconsin, absent an obligation to the Government because of Fed
eral funding, the inventor is free to do with his inventions what
ever he wishes. In that situation, he can go directly to the industry, 
participate in the invention development, and also receive some 
stipend back from any successful transfer of that technology; or he 
may even sell the invention outright. In other universities he 
cannot do that. 

Also where he is essentially a free agent he is very often em
ployed by the licensed company as a consultant. That is, however, 
on his own volition and a voluntary act. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do you favor that kind of an arrangement? 
Mr. BREMER. It has been very successful, in our view, at the 

University of Wisconsin, and I must state that my experience has 
been primarily limited to that approach. That arrangement has 
generally been credited as part of the reason that that university 
has been so successful in technology transfer efforts. 

Senator SCHMITT. Section 201(a) of S. 1215 creates a central 
review authority with power to determine with administrative fi
nality any dispute between a Federal agency and a contractor as to 
the allocation of rights for an invention made under a Federal 
contract. Do you believe, Mr. Bremer, that this review authority 
could meaningfully address the concerns that you raised in this 
regard? 

Mr. BREMER. I think it certainly can. In any situation you have 
an equity proposition that attaches, and we have found very often, 

«• that the old saw about what the Government pays for it should get 
is not, in equity, applicable. The university often provides physical 
space, the proper environment, and the principal investigator, who 
is generally salaried by the State, as well as other ancillary contri
butions. We have very often found that the equity position of the 
university vis-a-vis the Government is about 50-50. 

As a consequence, a review authority could consider all of those 
factors in addressing a problem such as this. 

Senator SCHMITT. In your statement—and Dr. Marcy may want 
to comment on this, also—you say the present Government patent 
policy has, in a way, insured that technology generated with Feder-
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al funding is available without charge or restriction to foreign 
competitors, and they have more successfully utilized such technol
ogy than we have. Do you think that S. 1215 would treat that 
problem? 

Mr. BREMEE. In my view, if we can give the contractor first 
option to title—he will make a selection to the best of his ability as 
to the invention disclosures which appear to have the best commer
cial potential and file patent application on them. We, for example, 
at the University of Wisconsin, may get 60 disclosures a year. We 
may file patent applications on about one-third of those. The re
maining technology may not lend itself to patentability or is so 
narrow in scope that it doesn't lend itself to a patent licensing 
arising at a university however, it a generally disclosed through v 
publication. It must be kept in mind that for a university or a 
nonprofit, a patent is the fundamental basis upon which a transfer 
of technology occurs. 

The NTIS, of course, publishes—they even have an outlet in t 
Japan, I understand, so they can transfer the technology more 
quickly to the Japanese, who can't seem to get it fast enough. I 
think S. 1215, with its basic thrust, would be favorable toward 
controlling at least some of that free dissemination of technology. 

Senator SCHMITT. Dr. Marcy? 
Dr. MARCY. Well, I think one has to realize that the major 

funding of scientific research at universities comes from the HEW 
and from NSF. Therefore, generally speaking, the inventions that 
come out of this type of research are biological, chemical, pharma
ceutical, biomedical devices, diagnostic testing procedures and so 
on rather than the so-called high technology inventions in electron
ics. 

Now, the situation regarding that type of invention is quite 
different from the situation in the electronics and mechanical 
device area. Chemically-oriented inventions are much stronger and 
much more important to the industrial company that finally manu
factures and sells these things. 

Our practice at Research Corp., for the past 10 years at least, has 
been to try to develop patent packages overseas on this type of 
invention in foreign countries, and to license these things in for
eign countries, certainly on terms no more favorable than in the 
United States, and in many cases even less favorable to the terms 
in the United States. 

So that, in our view, the situation overseas for this type of * 
invention, contrary to the way people say it has been, is that 
technology does not necessarily get used overseas freely, since we 
have seen to it that it doesn't get used freely overseas first. Some- „ 
times our licensees overseas get on the market there first before 
the U.S. companies do here, and then these products finally end up 
in the States. The point I am trying to make is that, with the 
university type inventions, using our services, and I think with 
WARF's services, too, this does not happen in this manner. 

Now, in the electronics and the mechanical devices area, where 
massive support for this type of investigation in the institutional 
area is centered in just a few institutions, like MIT, Princeton, 
Brookhaven and so forth, that is a different story. This type of 
research doesn't make very good patentable inventions. Frequently 
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the technology gets published and the information gets transferred 
overseas in a normal way, and science just diffuses around the 
world. In those cases, what is said is true about the foreign coun
tries getting this technology and bringing it back later to the 
United States. 

I think you have to take that into consideration and keep in 
mind the type of technology we are talking about. 

Senator SCHMITT. Gentlemen, I am sorry to say we've run out of 
time. 

Again, thank you very much for your testimony. 
Our next hearing is Friday at 9:30 in this room. We will continue 

our examination of S. 1215 and related issues. I hope that in the 
not too distant future we can take into account all of the good 
suggestions we have had and ignore the bad. 

Thank you very much. 
Mr. BREMER. Thank you. 
Dr. MARCY. Thank you. 
[The article referred to follows:] 

SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, CHALLENGES OF ANTAGONISTIC INTERDEPENDENCE 

(By Peter F. Drucker ') 

Science and industry in the United States used to enjoy a relationship of mutual 
respect based on an unspoken conviction that they depended on one another. That 
relationship, while distant, was uniquely productive for both science and industry.1 

The first change in the traditional American relationship occurred after World 
War n. Research became fashionable in industry and government alike. These were 
the years when the stock market valued a company according to the amount of 
money it spent on research, and which a lavish campuslike research center was 
considered proof of a management's competence. Similarly in those years—culmi
nating in the space program of the 1960's—science and research increasingly came 
to be seen as the mark of the effective well-planned and properly progressive 
government program. 

During the years after the war, the ability of America to convert science into 
industrial application was considered the outstanding strength of both American 
science and American industry. Treatise after treatise pointed out that the British, 
for instance, were America's equals in science. But the British failed to convert 
their own scientific achievements—in electronics, in polymer chemistry, in the 
computer, in radar, or in aviation—into technology, products, and economics ad
vancement, whereas America did. 

Equally, especially during the Truman and the Kennedy years, the willingness, 
indeed eagerness, of the American politician and government executive to apply 
science—'Tiard" as well as "soft"—to both the study of social and political problems 
and to the design of social and political programs was seen both inside this country 
and outside as a distinct and great American achievement. The innovating ability of 
American society was widely explained throughout the world, including the Commu
nist countries, as the result of the sensitivity of the American scientist to political 
and social needs and opportunities, and to the values and dynamics of the political 
process. 

In quantitative terms, the relationship seems to be as close as ever—and perhaps 
even closer in computer sciences, solid-state and nuclear physics, the earth sciences, 
and biochemistry. It might be argued that nothing has really changed despite all 
the talk of irrelevance of science or of the wickedness of "American Imperialism" by 
the vocal critics on the New Left, despite Vietnam, despite inflation, and so on. One 
might indeed assert that the highly publicized and highly visible developments and 
media events—the headline- and demonstration-makers—are little more than white-
caps on the surface of the ocean. 

1 The author is Clarke, professor of Social Science and Management at the Clareraont Gradu
ate School, Claremont Colleges, Claremont, California 91711. This article is adapted from the 
text of a letter delivered at the meeting of the AAAS in Houston, Texas, 7 January 1979. 

* I know of no comparative study of different models of integration of science and society. The 
few Marxists analysts, such as George Lukacs or Lancelot Hogben, wore nationalistic bunkers; 
Lukacs, for instance, assumed the German model to be universal. 
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Yet there has been a major change, not in the measurable realities of the 
relationship between science and the decision-makers in industry and government, 
but in the moods, the values, and the meaning of the relationship. There is today 
distrust, disenchantment, mutual dislike even, and worse, lack of interest in each 
other on both sides. American scientists today, in large number, tend to suspect the 
traditional relationship as being tainted or impure. Industry still professes to honor 
the relationship and to respect research. But industry's actions no longer fully live 
up to industry s professions. As to government, there is now a strong tendency to 
judge science by what is politically expedient or politically fashionable; that is, to 
attempt to subordinate science, whether pure or applied, to value-judgments that 
are the reverse of, and largely incompatible with, any criteria one could possibly 
call scientific. 

In both industry and government, there is even increasing doubt whether science 
and research do indeed lead to results. It is often argued that this reflects lengthen
ing lead times resulting from the increasing complexity and specialization of today's 
advanced scientific research. But there is no evidence that the lead times have -
lengthened; the time span between new theoretical knowledge and the first applica-
tion is the same 30 to 40 years that it has been all along (for example, between 
Maxwell's theory and Westinghouse, between x-ray diffraction and Carruther's de
velopment of nylon and polymerization, or between quantum mechanics and semi
conductors). What is changing are not facts but faith. On both sides the mood is *> 
becoming one of alienation and perhaps even of recrimination. It is a dangerous 
mood, above all for American science and American scientists. Both sides stand to 
lose, but science stands to lose far more. 

Ways of industry 
The mind-set values of industry—but equally of the government decision-maker 

concerned with effective policy—are in danger of becoming hostile to the needs, the 
values, the goals, and the perception of science. One reason for this is the increasing 
pressure, especially in an inflationary period, to produce results fast. An inflation
ary period, by definition, is one that erodes and destroys both industrial and 
political capital. In an inflationary period the existing value of future results is 
subject to the exceedingly high discount rate of inflation which, in effect, means 
that no results more than a year or two ahead have any present value whatever, 
whether value is defined in economic or in political terms. It is, therefore, not a 
period in which either industry or the policy-maker can take risks. 

Thus both industry and the governmental policy-maker in an inflationary period 
concentrate on small, but sure and immediate, payoffs; that is, on what can be 
calculated with high probability. The application of true scientific knowledge is by 
definition a big gamble in which payoffs are far in the future and thus exceedingly 
uncertain although very great in the event of success. In an inflationary period, the 
industrialist or the policy-maker is almost forced into the small but quick payoff of 
a lot of small and, by themselves, unimportant projects that require very little 
science altogether and can only be damaged if exposed to too much science. 

Tax effects and investments 
More important perhaps—or at least more insidiously deleterious over a longer 

period of time—is taxation. The tax system adopted by the United States in the last 
20 years or so penalizes basic research and the adaptation of basic research to 
technology. Worse, through the combined working of corporation income tax and 
capital gains tax, the system greatly favors short-term, immediate gains and makes t 
long-term investments in an uncertain future unattractive and unrewarding. 

Equally inimical to investment in research and innovation is the increasing 
burden of regulation. It is not primarily that regulation adds cost, but that it 
creates uncertainty. Whether in respect to the environment, to safety, or to new 
drugs, regulation makes investment in research irrational, not only increasing the 
odds against research producing usable results but also making research into a 
crooked game. 

Tax laws and regulations also push industry away from technology focus and 
toward financial conglomeration. Under the tax laws of the United States—laws 
which in this form do not exist in many countries—the proceeds of liquidating 
yesterday are considered profit and are taxed as such both to the company and to 
the investor. Hence, businesses, instead of liquidating the obsolete, have to find new 
investments in new businesses for whatever cash is being released by the shrinkage 
of an old technology, an old product line, or an old market. And this, in effect, 
imposes conglomeration on them. This policy makes it increasingly difficult to shift 
resources from low and diminishing areas of productivity to areas of high and 
increasing productivity and this impedes innovation. It also shifts businesses from a 
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technological to a financial focus. It makes management increasingly a matter of 
finding the right financial investment. 

This constant pressure of the tax laws, which results in a swerve from the 
scientific and technological toward the financial and from the long term toward the 
short term, is then aggravated by the antitrust laws, which probably are responsible 
more than any single factor for turning American industry away from building on a 
technological, science-oriented base and toward the financially based conglomerate. 

In the world economy, even businesses that are very large on the national scene 
are becoming marginal, if not too small. The "big business" of 1938 or even 1958 is a 
small, if not a marginal, business in the 1979 world economy. Yet our antitrust laws 
frown on the scalingup of businesses except through the formation of conglomerates, 
which, however, lack the fundamental core of technological unity. This conglomer
ate is focused on financial rather than on technological results. Hence, investment 
in long-range research and in the application of scientific knowledge to economic 
production becomes difficult in the conglomerate. People who are good at building 
and running conglomerates are financially oriented people. Yesterday's business, 
with its unified technology, organized around a process, such as making glass, was 
basically technologically oriented and therefore looked to science for its future. The 
conglomerate, which comprises everything from tin cans and electronics to fast-food 
restaurants and dress shops, from airlines to banks and toys, is, of necessity, 
financially oriented. Research becomes a cost center rather than a producer of 
tomorrow s wealth. 

Similar forces operate in government in respect to the interest and the invest
ment in science. Even the most short-sighted businessman still has to focus on both 
the short term and long term. But a governmental budget is always myopic. It 
knows no time span other than the fiscal year. It has to justify allocation of 
resources on the basis of short-term and mostly political expediencies. This was one 
reason why some older and wiser heads in American science warned against depend
ence on government 25 years ago. Their fears proved well founded. As soon as 
science ceases to be an article of the faith and popular, and becomes one application 
of governmental funds rather than the application of governmental funds, the 
pressures of the budget process make science a low-priority choice for politician and 
bureaucrat alike. 

There is also disenchantment with the results. Whether science oversold itself or 
whether industry and government expected miracles, is beside the point; the results 
that business and government anticipated when they rushed into lavish expendi
tures on scientific research have rarely been attained. Surely, the relation between 
scientific work and results, whether in terms of goods, services, or such benefits as 
better schools or better health care, is far more difficult and complex than either 
scientist or policy-maker thought. 

As a result of these pressures and developments, industry and government are 
drifting toward what might be called a scholasticism of the budget in which the 
budget is a closed system, with its own absolute logic. 

Both the business executive and the governmental executive proclaim their faith 
in research, but neither can practice it today. The mind-set of executives, whether 
in business or in government, and their values thus inexorably shift from what 
Thorstein Veblen, about 60 years ago, called "the instinct of workmanship to what 
he called "the spirit of business"—the right term today would be "the spirit of the 
budget." It is a shift from a concern with the creation of wealth-producing resources 
toward immediately payoffs. It is a shift in cost-effectiveness from emphasis on cost. 
And this trend is perhaps a good deal more pronounced in government today than it 
is in business. 

Estrangement 
Let us now look at what has happened to change the mood, the mind-set, the 

value of American science. Those changes, or at least their underlying causes, go 
back to an earlier period during which the relation between science and its non-
scientific patrons and customers both in industry and in government seemed 
to be closest, most harmonious, and most productive. 

American science first began to feel uncomfortable in the traditional relationship 
of mutually advantageous coexistence. Or perhaps science was uncomfortable all 
along, but did not see any alternative until after World War II, when government 
emerged as its rich and more generous patron. Whereas industry had at best spent 
hundreds of thousands and hired a dozen scientists, the government spent billions 
and seemed to have an insatiable appetite for well-paid science professionals in an 
ever increasing number of government agencies. 

Even more appealing: Government increasingly offered scientists, including a 
great many junior ones still at the beginning of their scientific careers, the best of 
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both worlds—to live in academia on a Washington income. No wonder that grants-
manship rapidly became the most prized and the most accomplished of the liberal 
arts. And where industry, whenever it offered support, had the insulting habit of 
expecting results, government, or so it seemed, was willing to support the scientist 
for science's sake. Indeed anyone who in the palmy days of the early 1960's raised 
such nasty questions as the accountability of grants-receiving scientists for perform
ance and results, risked being branded on anti-intellectual. And anyone who then 
doubted that government support would continue to grow, let alone whether govern
ment's intentions were truly honorable, was likely to be dismissed as an old fogy. 

As a consequence, science became accustomed to large sums of public money, in 
return for which it then had to accept political rather than economic yardsticks for 
success and performance, the main yardstick being whether a program for the 
support of this or that major scientific enterprise could be sold to the governmental 
policy-makers; and—a logical consequence—whether this or that search for knowl
edge fitted the political ideologies and popular fads of this or that clique or faction. 
Thus American science, quite understandably, came to consider the question of 
economic application and economic benefits to be irrelevant and irksome, of not 
somewhat demeaning. Few raised the question whether political favor and acclaim 
might not be equally irrelevant and perhaps even more demeaning as yardsticks of 
scientific achievement. 

But I would consider even more crucial in the estrangement from industry on the 
part of science the fact that, for the last quarter-century, work in graduate school 
has come to focus on the production of Ph.D.'s, certified for teaching in institutions 
of higher learning. Prior to World War II, science teaching in the university focused 
on undergraduates, on students who were unlikely to make science their career. In 
graduate school the focus was largely on the preparation of research scientists for 
outside laboratories, that is, in industry and, to a lesser extent, in government. The 
best graduates were the ones who then got the good jobs in industry; other jobs for 
graduate scientists were exceedingly scarce. 

The "educational explosion" of the mid-1950's, of necessity, meant a shift in focus 
to basic theory, which is what an undergraduate teacher teaches. It meant, of 
necessity, a loss of close contact with industry. For one's brightest graduates no 
longer went into industry—and it is largely through his graduates that the universi
ty scientist stays in contact with the world outside of science. Indeed the distin
guished scientist's best students did not even go into undergraduate teaching, but 
stayed on in graduate teaching and graduate research. The educational explosion 
made the scholar into an industrialist who produced graduates. Graduate school 
became a growth industry, and the university largely became a closed system, 
preparing people for its own continuation and perpetuation. 

This also changed the meaning of research. Research now became something for 
which one gets entitlement to a specific type of job, to promotion, or to tenure. It 
became a ticket of admission. Whenever a piece of work becomes a ticket of 
admission, it becomes increasingly formalized. It increasingly focuses on satisfying 
requirements rather than on producing results. 

Again, 15 years ago only an "old fogy" would have dared to suggest that graduate 
school enrollment and, especially, enrollment in graduate programs preparing for 
teaching in graduate school would not and could not expand indefinitely. Long after 
the "baby bust" of 1960-1961 has occurred—indeed long after it had clearly become 
irreversible—graduate schools, and especially those in science, continued to intensi
fy their efforts to produce larger numbers of graduates trained and mentally pre
pared for rapid careers in the academic "growth industry," of the ever expanding 
university. When the university stopped expanding, these graduates then under
standably felt let down. The did not blame the university which has led them on 
and had overpromised. They did not accept the facts of baby boom and baby bust, 
they tended to blame the outside would, namely, industry and government. 

These developments may account for what, to the outside viewer, seems to be the 
most fundamental shift of all. This is the shift toward a definition of knowledge as 
"whatever has no utility and is unlikely to be applied." This is not a form of 
Marxism, let alone social responsibility. It is incompatible with any philosophy of 
society or economy. And it is far more elitist, and in the worst possible way, then 
the so-called elitism of the traditional scholar. It is a view of science as existing 
primarily for the sake of academia. 

The American scientist, by and large, still invokes Francis Bacon as his patron 
saint. But to an outside observer, and especially an outside observer located in the 
employing institutions other than the university itself—that is, in government or 
industry—it sometimes seems that American science is rapidly shifting to its own 
neo-scholasticism, its own closed system. Like any scholasticism, it suspects experi-
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ence, despite its emphasis on experiments. It tends to reject utility, application, 
technology, and any kind of payoff altogether. To the outside observer it looks as if 
the mind-set and the values of American science are becoming incompatible with, or 
at least alien to, application, utility, and results. 

The dangers 
The drift of science and industry from mutual respect and advantageous interde

pendence to the antagonism and alienation which characterize the last 10 or 15 
years, is dangerous first to American industry. The great danger is that what I have 
called the "spirit of the budget" will paralyze the ability to innovate and to change. 

We know very little about the actual relation between scientific knowledge and 
technology, but we do know that science creates both vision and performance-
capacity. It would be a very poor trade-off to exchange the increased analytical 
capacity of the policy-maker in government and business for lack of vision, lack of 
will to innovate, and paralysis of the capacity to change. We face a period in which 
ability to change will be crucial—with the impacts of 20th-century science on our 
vision, as well as on our technology and our way of life, just beginning to be 
significant. 

The danger of the drift into antagonism and alienation is, however, even greater 
for science than it is for industry. It is possible, and even fairly easy, to buy the 
application of science. By its very nature, science is public. Technology, the applica
tion of science, is usually available in prepackaged and applicable form and for a 
reasonable fee. This has been proved by such totally different countries as the 
Soviet Union and Japan. In both, investment in science has been kept low—in the 
Soviet Union it has essentially been focused on a few selected areas considered of 
prime importance for defense; and in Japan it has been reserved for areas that were 
considered intellectually prestigious. In both countries, the technological fruits of 
science were readily available by purchase from the outside world. 

It is not true, in other words, that a modern developed country needs a science 
base. It can purchase it or import it. If American science loses the support of 
industry and of government policy-maker because it spurns both in the name of 
scientific "purity, it may find that for long years to come the country can get along 
without it. Ultimately there may be a very high price to pay—but this may well be 
far into the future. 

In purely opportunistic terms, American science can therefore ill afford to be 
estranged from industry. Clearly the expectation that government would turn out to 
be a more reliable, let alone a less demanding, patron than industry can no longer 
be maintained. Government may turn out to be a far less dependable and a far 
more restrictive patron than the economic sector would ever be. Certainly, govern
ment is likely to impose political values on science, far more than pluralistic and 
atomized industry would ever do, whether this is in respect to biomedical research 
with its politically popular fads and crash programs, in respect to the demand that 
scientific research be focused on projects rather than on knowledge, or in demand 
that what is science is what elects politicians or what pleases an intellectual mob. 

Equally, it is no longer able to anchor American science in the graduate training 
of Ph.D.'s for college or university teaching. Colleges and universities will for long 
years to come be amply staffed, especially in traditional scientific disciplines. At the 
same time, government employment for scientifically trained people has reached a 
plateau, and may indeed go down rather than up—both because the pipelines are 
full and because spending cuts are likely to fall on areas of long-term promise—that 
is, on areas that employ scientists in large numbers—rather than on areas of 
immediate performance. 

For the next 25 years or so, American science will therefore have to look to 
industry to find employment for its graduates. It will again, as it was 40 or 50 years 
ago, become the rule to expect one's ablest graduates to find employment and 
livelihood in industry. The alternative is a sharp curtailment of the academic 
establishment in science, and especially of graduate work in science, and almost 
certainly a drop in standards and quality. 

The philosophical issue 
Modern free society rests on three foundations: autonomous local government as 

opposed to the centralized bureaucracy of enlightened absolutism; the autonomy of 
science as independent value and self-directed intellectual inquiry; and pluralism in 
the economic sphere, in which autonomous self-governing institutions in the pursuit 
of their own mission promote economic well-being. The three are interdependent. 

Of the three, industry has shown itself capable of survival even if free society is 
snuffed out. In the most totalitarian society, the economic unit—that is the manage
ment of industry—is still autonomous. Whenever a modern tyrant tried to subordi-
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nate the economic institutions to the all-powerful Party, he failed, and very soon. 
Stalin's successors learned this lesson and so today do the successors of Mao in 
China. 

Science, by contrast, has proved to be fragile, easily subordinated to tyranny, 
subject to dogmatic thought control and easily swallowed up in the bureaucratic 
apparatus of a totalitarian system. Science, in other words, has a greater stake in 
the survival of an autonomous and self-governing industry than industry has in the 
survival of an autonomous and self-governing science. 

The deterioration in the science/industry relationship may be only a symptom of 
far more profound changes in world view way below the surface. But the change is 
in itself a dangerous, a disturbing, a painful symptom that deserves being treated. 

Most needed perhaps is an attitude of responsibility on the part of science. It is no 
longer permissible for scientists to dismiss the difficult question of the results the 
laity might expect from scientific endeavor and research. To say, as scientists are 
wont to do, that scientific knowledge is its own result beyond appraisal or measure
ment, could be justified when science was a marginal activity. For this is an 
argument with which one justifies a small luxury, or a harmless self-indulgence. We * 
may never be able to measure scientific results, let alone to plan them. But science 
may—and should—be able to tell us what to expect, what to anticipate, and how to 
judge. Science is-unlikely, to be measurable. But it might hold itself accountable. 

Such a change in attitude ..may not cure anything. But it would enable science, « 
industry, and government to function better and more productively. And the initia
tive clearly rests with science. We may never be able to work out the complex 
relationship between science, technology, and innovation—whether in the economy, 
in education, or in health care. But that the scientist has a stake in the relationship 
and in its productivity needs to be emphasized—and most by the scientist. 

But industry and the decision-makers in government also need to change their 
attitudes and correct their vision. They know that slighting research and long-term 
work is dangerous and may even be suicidal. The means to convert this knowledge 
into action is systematic abandonment of the obsolete, the outworn, the no longer 
productive. In a few businesses this is understood. There every product, every 
technology, every process is considered as becoming obsolete, the only question 
being "how fast?" And then an attempt is made to assess the amount of the new, 
and expecially of the new science and technology that is needed to fill the gap, 
accepting that of every three major innovative thrusts, one at the most is likely to 
live up to its promise. For most businesses, however, this is still something only 
talked about—if not something stoutly resisted as a threat. Most businessses—and 
practically all governments—seem to believe that yesterday should last forever. 

The traditional relation between science and its customers in the economic and 
governmental system was based on mutual respect and understanding and a keen 
awareness of interdependence. American science must effect a return to these 
values however old-fashioned they now appear to be. 

Senator SCHMITT. The hearing is in recess. 
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SPACE, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, at 9:40 a.m., in room 5110, Dirksen 
Senate Office Building, Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson (chairman of the 
subcommittee) presiding. 

Senator STEVENSON. The subcommittee will come to order. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR STEVENSON 
Senator STEVENSON. This morning we continue hearings on S. 

1215, a bill introduced by Senator Schmitt to establish a uniform 
policy for determining the rights of the Government, its contrac
tors and employees to exploit publicly financed inventions. 

For energy development, health care, and transportation im
provements, civilian applications of military and space advances, 
and a variety of other public purposes, the Government depends 
largely on private industry to commercialize the technology it de
velops. Federal support of research and development does not elim
inate the risks to investors of turning its results into marketable 
products and processes. Indeed, the risks are high if competitors 
can legally copy an invention because the Government refuses to 
allow a producer exclusive rights for the period necessary to recoup 
his investment. The principle of granting temporary rights in 
return for public disclosure is the foundation of the patent system. 
It should be recognized in most Government R. & D. grants and 
contracts. 

But the Federal research budget is only half of the Nation's total 
investment in R. & D. The returns on private expenditures are no 
less dependent on the security of commercial rights. We therefore 
want to examine the state of the Nation's patent system. What is 
the value of patents to inventors, entrepreneurs, investors, and 
firms of various sizes? In what circumstances is patent protection 
essential or not to the commercialization of innovative technol
ogies? What, if any, trends in the patenting process and patent 
litigation have diminished the utility of patents? Is the alleged 
weakness of American patents a deterrent to domestic innovation 
or an incentive to the transfer of technology abroad? Finally, what 
should Congress do to strengthen the patent system? 

To help us answer these questions we have invited a group of 
distinguished inventors, investors, and representatives of the pri
vate and corporate patent bars. Our first witnesses are Tom 
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Arnold, president of the American Patent Law Association and 
Harry Manbeck, Jr., patent counsel, of the General Electric Co. 

I will invite these gentlemen to come forward at the same time. 
We will hear from both of them and then return to both with 
questions. 

Mr. Arnold is a senior partner in the Houston law firm of 
Arnold, White & Durkee. He was a member of the industry adviso
ry group on patent and information policy to the administration's 
Domestic Policy Review on Innovation. In addition to serving as 
general patent counsel for GE, Mr. Manbeck chairs a Committee 
on Economic Development task force on patents, part of a larger 
CED innovation study that parallels the administration's effort. 

Gentlemen, we welcome you. We are grateful for your help. If * 
you would like to summarize your statements, I would be happy to 
include the full statements in the record. 

Let's proceed with you, Mr. Arnold. ^ 

STATEMENT OF TOM ARNOLD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PATENT 
LAW ASSOCIATION, ARNOLD, WHITE & DURKEE 

Mr. ARNOLD. Thank you, sir..It is certainly my pleasure to have 
an opportunity to represent the American Patent Law Association 
before the committee, and perhaps also to share with you the 
personal views of one of those who went through the study of the 
Advisory Committee on Domestic Policy Review on Industrial Inno
vation, because some of the views that some of us developed out of 
that study were, of course, not includable within the ultimate 
report. 

First, as to S. 1215, I might say that the American Patent Law 
Association is for it. We have suggested a few amendments which 
will appear in my written statement. But we feel basically that the 
idea of that bill is very excellent and we support it in every way 
that we know how. 

I have been prompted by the invitation that you have sent me to 
spend the bulk of my time today, however, addressing the role of 
the patent system in industrial innovation. 

I lead off with the observation that industrial innovation is clear
ly on the decline. The decline of industrial innovation in our 
Nation is very serious in quite a number of ways, not the least of 
which is the international balance of payments deficit as to which 
the decline in our industrial innovation is very fundamental. * 

This decline is the result, not just of deficiencies in the patent 
system, but also of many non-patent-system factors that are in
volved. 

This morning, however, I will address only the role of the patent 
system in the decline of industrial innovation. 

What is the role of the patent system in industrial innovation? 
Well, the Constitution concept of the patent system was not to 

make inventors rich at the expense of the public, but rather, by 
holding out the carrot of a property right in any inventions to 
induce investors of sweat, investors of intellect, and investors or 
capital to invest in research and development whereby the public 
would enjoy a wealth of new and better things. This is a high-risk 
investment with cost overruns as certain as death and taxes and 
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success as unpredictable as the weather, so strong incentives are 
needed to induce major investments in R. & D. 

The constitutional clause, if you will recall, is that, "the Congress 
shall have the power * * * to promote the progress of science and 
useful arts by securing for limited times to authors and inventers 
the exclusive rights to their respective writings and discoveries." 

That, of course, is the focus that we are addressing this morning, 
the promotion of the progress of the useful arts. 

The system announced in our Constitution and enacted in our 
statutes has certainly worked well for us over most of our history. 
Every responsible study has concluded that the patent system does, 
in fact, promote the progress of the useful arts. It does, in fact, 
induce the commitments of sweat, intellect, and capital into re
search and development. 

If the patent system works so well, and there are so many of 
these non-patent-oriented factors that I referred to, that have con
tributed to industrial decline, that might imply that the patent 
system is not at fault. But that is not correct. I regard the short
comings of the patent system as being a serious contributor to the 
decline in innovation. 

The Constitution and the patent statute promised to the inventor 
and his financial backer the exclusive right to their invention, title 
to their invention, as it were, as a piece of property. 

No one can use your property without your permission and you 
can ask anything you want to for the privilege of somebody using 
your property. 

But the modern egalitarian sophistry of our divided power 
system of government now makes the promise of the Constitution 
and the statute into a deception upon anybody who would rely 
upon their promise of an exclusive right because the system simply 
does not deliver that exclusive right, at least in the vast majority 
of instances. 

For the most part, the system offers half a loaf, the right to 
license, as distinguished from the exclusive right that the statute 
and the Constitution purport to promise. 

The system is fairly well riddled with deficiencies. I will ap
proach it in four general categories: 

First, the cost of using the patent system, which is hideously 
excessive. 

Second, the time delay in using the patent system, which is 
hideously excessive. 

Third, the uncertainty of result of using the patent system, 
which is hideously excessive. 

And fourth, an unrealistic standard of what inventions are pat
entable, as applied at least in many of our courts. 

Let's start in the Patent and Trademark Office as an example. I 
often use its old name, simply Patent Office or its nickname 
"PTO." Owing directly to chronic underfunding of the Patent 
Office by the Congress, and I might add, to some extent owing to 
inefficiencies in Patent Office management—my office is not per
fectly managed, the Senate is not perfectly managed, and neither is 
the Patent Office—we find that the Patent Office has no computer
ized search facility for either patents or trademarks. 

In this day and time, that is just a crime. 
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Further, there are in the PTO search shoes, which contain the 
prior art references that engineers search to find out whether 
they're being asked to reinvent the wheel that has already been 
invented, and that lawyers and patent examiners search in order 
to find out whether the alleged invention is, in fact, new or wheth
er it is old. 

Those search shoes in the Patent Office are incomplete. In many 
of them 8 or 10 percent of the references are missing. Perhaps 
that's the average of the references that are missing from those 
search shoes. People borrow references and fail to return them. 
Some few of the search shoes, in the most interesting and active 
arts of the day, have been found to be missing 28 percent of the 
references that are supposed to be there. 

So the lawyer spends perhaps $300 performing a patentability 
search for his client and does not find the best references. 

The lawyer then spends $3,000, perhaps, to draft an application 
for a patent and prosecute that patent to issue for his client. And 
the patent examiner performs a search, and he, too, does not find 
the best references. And he has less time now to study the refer
ences that he does find than he did a number of years ago. 

And so the patent examiner is bound by circumstances that deter 
him from doing a good job and he issues a patent that perhaps he 
shouldn't issue. 

When the patent is issued and the accused infringer comes along, 
he's got a lot at stake. So he spends perhaps $100,000 in a search, 
searching in poor search facilities and elsewhere. He finds new 
references that were not found by the inventor's attorney, nor by 
the patent examiner. 

Now if those new references should invalidate the patent, then 
all of this effort has been for naught. But it is much worse than 
that. 

If bankers or if investors committed capital based upon the pro
tection of the invention which was soberly promised in the patent 
issued by the Patent Office under the great seal of the United 
States, then those bankers and investors have effectively been 
swindled by the great seal of the United States on the patent that 
was issued when it should not have been issued. 

So you see: Poor search facilities and poor PTO examination 
deters investors from investing in patents that so frequently are 
poor patents because the Patent Office was not given funds for 
management by which to do its job well. 

Further, the law is also acutely uncertain on a number of sub
stantive points. Even when two courts have the same references 
before them, some courts apply one standard of patentability and 
other courts apply other standards of patentability. And our sys
tems of judicial process by which the Supreme Court does not 
reconcile all of those conflicts has left us with the situation where 
we've got different standards of patentability in different courts. 

Some judges have sat for 20 years and never found a single 
patent valid. 

One result of all of this is that lawyers advising their clients 
tend in this area perhaps more than any other to render inconsist
ent opinions and that beget litigation. 
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It also begets the cost of litigation, which in patent cases may be 
typified at a half million dollars to try a patent infringement suit 
to conclusion including appeal. 

That is not an unlikely figure to pay these days. A million 
dollars is not rare. It also means delay, like 8 or 10 years. 

I hazard a guess that in the last 10 years, there has never been a 
single exclusive right actually granted by the entry of an injunc
tion within 10 years of the time that the invention was reduced to 
practice. 

And, of course, those first 10 years are at least not uncommonly 
the important years of market development, technical develop
ment, potential licensing. 

Those are the years when the exclusive would have been impor
tant, but we don't get any exclusive in those years because we have 
several years of delay in getting through the Patent Office and 
several years of delay in getting through the court. 

So we end up with a long period of time, 8 to 10 years before we 
can ever have any hope of getting the exclusive, and then we find 
the uncertainty that half of the patents are held invalid, as a 
result of some of the things that I have already alluded to. 

Then there is the point of what inventions should be patent
able—only the once-in-a-generation breakthrough invention or all 
inventions which give to the public an enjoyment they did not 
before have access to? If we protect only the once-in-a-generation 
invention, the system provides no economic incentive to R. & D., 
provides no return on investment in the research lab month in and 
month out, where it costs over $100,000 per year to keep a re
searcher working. Only if the courts follow the statutory scheme by 
which all inventions which an R. & D. buck will buy, that are new 
to pubic enjoyment and not truly within the prior reach of the 
public to enjoy, can we expect to provide enough return on invest
ment on R. & D. investment for the system to be an incentive to 
innovation. In perhaps half of our country today, the present statu
tory scheme is simply not what the courts enforce; in perhaps half 
of our country, only the once-in-a-generation invention is offered 
any hope of protection. 

Well, these things will move an investor away from investing in 
R. & D. and encourage him to invest rather in real estate or some 
other more certain investment where he can be sure of his title to 
his property and be sure of it now instead of having to wait 8 or 10 
years to find out whether he has title to the property he wants to 
do business with. 

Then there's the confusion of the law as to a bunch of areas, and 
I will mention only one—the law of license. 

The Department of Justice man in charge of this subject matter 
a year or so ago said, "There are no per se legalities" for the 
licensor. "There are no safe harbors" for the licensor. 

A law with that degree of uncertainty is obviously a discourage
ment to the transfer of technology and to the licensing of technol
ogy and we need some address to it. 

So then, in summary, about the subject matter, I would say it 
this way. Innovation, by its nature, is a very high risk investment 
with cost overruns as certain as death and taxes, and with techni-
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cal success and market success at least as uncertain as the weath
er. 

If in that discouraging context the investor in innovation cannot 
be confident of the protection that his R. & D. buck will buy, if the 
investor in innovation likely must spend hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in litigation costs just to find out whether he's got title to 
the invention, if the investor cannot know for years and years 
whether anyone has title to the invention—that is, if the patent 
system functions as, in fact, it does now function to a very substan
tial degree, then there is no wonder that the investor is off spend
ing his money somewhere else rather than in R. & D. and no 
wonder that we suffer a decline in innovation in our country. 

Most commonly, therefore, the patent owner compromises 
against these pressures of cost, time, delay, and uncertainty, and 
he grants licenses rather than asking for the exclusive that the 
Constitution and the statute and the patent all guaranteed him. 
And he gets those licenses typically at royalties that are low 
enough to reflect the compromise of the circumstance that he 
cannot afford the costs in time and money of litigation. 

So this uncertainty and this cost is a tool of extortion to bring 
the owner of the intellectual property of the patent of the technol
ogy to license at a low royalty fee. The promise of the system is in 
large part modified from the grant of the exclusive right that the 
Constitution and the statute speak of, to the right to solicit the 
license. This is the dominant function of the patent system today. 

The system still functions and functions effectively to induce a 
substantial amount of progress of the useful arts. But it functions 
oh so inelegantly. The system plan is guaranteed exclusive proper
ty right in an invention not previously obvious to those of ordinary 
skill in art. That is, the system plan is a guaranteed property right 
as to inventions not currently within the reach of public enjoy
ment. That plan specs out as a powerful V-8 engine, a powerful 
powerplant for innovation. 

Unfortunately, we are coughing along on only five cylinders. 
What a tremendous important blessing it is that we have the 
patent system; what a pity that we do not service it into full 
function. 

So I say to you the increasing deficiencies in the patent system is 
one of the substantial contributors to the decline in innovation. 

What are the performance specifications for a properly function
ing patent system? 

They may be expressed as seven in number. I won't take time for 
all of those seven. They are in the written paper. But let me 
mention a few. 

First, a standard of patentability which will protect the regular 
new and nonobvious product that is not currently in public use and 
that an R. & D. invested buck normally will buy. In some courts, 
the patent law as they interpret it will protect only the once-in-a-
generation invention. 

Well, if we protect only the electric light and the laser and one 
other invention between the two, we will not be providing return 
on investment, on R. & D. investment, for the thousands of compa
nies that we want to be spending research and development money 
day by day and week by week, month in and month out. 
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We must provide a protection for the kind of research and devel
opment that can ordinarily be produced by the ordinary research 
buck, or otherwise, we do not provide an inducement to invest in 
R.&D. 

If we are only protecting that once-in-a-lifetime invention, we are 
giving a valuable award to the once-in-a-lifetime inventor. But we 
are not encouraging all of our industry to spend money in R. & D. 
by that kind of a standard of patentability which is applied by 
some of our courts. 

The second of our performance specifications, the availability of 
a search of the prior art by, let us say, the attorney for the investor 
in innovation, wherein the innovation investor can 80 percent rely 
upon the attorney having found the best references. 

Now an 80-percent reliability does not sound like too much, 
perhaps, but we don't get anything close to that now. The effort to 
have an 80-percent reliable search of the prior art that the attor
ney needs to have access to means that he needs to have access not 
just to a technology search facility but to an excellent technology 
search facility, one the likes of which you would have expected 
Vince Lombardi to produce if the patent system had been his game 
instead of football. And we don t have anything close to that. 

And the personnel in the Patent Office have in significant degree 
learned to live with the bureaucratic system that is forced upon 
them and with the funding that has been forced upon them and 
they don't recognize, really they don't feel in terms of their stom
ach ulcers, the degree by which the present search facility is defi
cient. 

Next, I will skip over to the fifth of my performance specifica
tions. 

The availability of a final determination of the right to an exclu
sive in the invention—that is, the final determination of title, a 
judicial quieting of title, this invention I own. The availability of a 
final determination of title to the invention that can absolutely be 
relied upon, this means a substantially in rem judgment of a 
property right against all the world, just as my title to my car I 
can reasonably rely upon as against all the world. 

Under the present system, the patent owner gets his patent and 
then litigates against the first infringer. And often, the second 
infringer. And often, the third infringer. 

I, myself, have taken a patent back to the same court the third 
time. A patent owner is drained several hundred thousand dollars 
a crack at this repetitive litigation. 

He needs to be able to say at some time, "I've got title, I really 
do." So he can commit his investor's $30 million to a plant or 
whatever it may be. 

He needs to be able to quiet that title for some reasonable sum of 
money like $100,000 and in a time period like 2 years. Isn't 
$100,000 enough to pay for an examination of title to your inven
tion? A patent owner can't get that now, at least only rarely. He 
only rarely can. He needs to be able to get an examination of title 
that industry will honor for $100,000. 

This is essentially not available to him now. 
Isn't 2 years long enough to decide title to a property. No way to 

quiet title in 2 years now. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 1 9 
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The performance specification that will enable us to get a final 
examination of title for $100,000 in 2 years will require, among 
other things, a special set of rules for trial and for appeal of patent 
cases and the judiciary will howl over the idea of special treatment 
of patent cases. And lawyers including me will howl over the 2 
years along with the courts because such rules will bind them 
greatly. 

But it certainly is going to take some radical surgery in order for 
us to stop this sequence of half-million-dollar litigations and cut it 
down to one litigation at $100,000 cost in 2 years, or something on 
that order of magnitude. 

From the point of view of the intelligent investor in innovation, 
each of the seven performance specifications, some of which I men
tioned to you, is a very reasonable thing to ask for. But as of now, 
the system does not come close to providing him final title in 2 
years* time for $100,000. 

Now if you're going to invest in a piece of property, is it not 
reasonable for the investor to say, "I want to know within 2 years' 
time 'whether I have title and I don't want to pay more than 
$100,000 just to find out whether I've got title." 

But we don't have that kind of possibility now. We don't have 
close to that now. And I say to you, therefore, that it is little 
wonder that investors are moving their money from research and 
development into more safe investments. 

In conclusion, I might say that I have read Mr. Manbeck's pres
entation and have reviewed the specific recommendations that he 
will be presenting to you and I will not try to preempt them by 
saying what I would recommend that preempts his remarks. 

I would say that with one exception, which I regard as minor, I 
and the American Patent Law Association agree 100 percent with 
everything that he is going to recommend to you. 

Perhaps it may be that some of his list of items which he recom
mends being made out of context of the inner workings of the 
judicial system which is one of the seats of shortcomings of our 
functioning system, may be working more or less on the tentacles 
of the problem—important work, but nevertheless, working on the 
tentacles and not getting fully at the jugular vein. 

But in all events, I suggest to you that we are in critical need of 
a revision of the standard of patentability of section 103 to estab
lish as a standard of patentability in all of the courts that which 
the Congress intended when it wrote the present section 103. But 
that is not being followed by many courts. 

In order to get a uniform structure for the standard of patent
ability, the uniform practice where we can have reasonable reli
ability, we probably also need a change in court structure, which 
has been proposed, as you know, by bills currently pending—S. 677 
and S. 678—to have a single court of patent appeals so that appeals 
from all patent cases from all over the Nation can go into one 
court. Thereby, perhaps we could have a uniform patent law rather 
than have different patent laws in different sections of the country, 
as we now have. 

We also need an address to the patent statute's section 101: What 
subject matters are patentable. Are micro-organisms patentable? 
They are certainly useful arts. We benefit from them. 
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Isn't it clear that new technology should be as patentable as old 
ones? 

The whole idea of the patent system was to afford us protection 
for new technology. But the Supreme Court says, "Well, if it is a 
new technology, we're not sure the Congress wanted to reach that 
far. So we will not permit the patentability of the new technology 
because we're not sure the Congress wanted to reach the new 
technology." 

Well, the whole idea of the patent system was to sponsor the new 
technology. So we need an address to section 101 of the patent 
statute, the definition of the scope of new technology that should 
be patentable. 

Senator SCHMITT. You're saying that the Constitution reaches 
that far. 

Mr. ARNOLD. The Constitution certainly reaches that far and the 
sociological functioning of the system reaches that far. 

If we are to get the benefit of the system to function to induce 
the new technology, then we have to let the patent system reach 
that far. At least we will get an increased value if we let the patent 
system reach to all new technology. 

Then we need correction of some miscellaneous substantive rules 
of law such as the one that I perceive to be in error, announced by 
the Supreme Court in Lear v. Atkins, which I won't take time to 
address. 

We also need something in the nature of a speedy trial act for 
patent cases. The patent bar will howl, and for just cause, for good 
reason, to have a speedy trial act for patent cases. At the same 
time, it is necessary because we are not getting good justice for our 
clients under the present system and we're going to have to make 
some sacrifices in order to reach the goal of a quieted title to 
inventions in 2 years time. 

We need the in rem judgments as to patent validity, which I've 
indicated to you, and there will be some howling over that, but I 
think we've got to have it. 

We need—well, I guess I'd better stop there because I'm starting 
to encroach on Mr. Manbeck's statement. But I suggest to you that 
the patent system is in need of improvement and it would be my 
pleasure and the pleasure of the American Patent Law Association 
to help in any way we can to address the issue of improvements in 
the patent system. 

Thank you. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF TOM ARNOLD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PATENT LAW ASSOCIATION 

Mr. Chairman, Senator Schmitt, and Members of the Subcommittee, I understand 
that the Subcommittee has dual concerns today. Firstly the merit of the bill S. 1215, 
the "Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act". 
And secondly, a broader interest in the effectiveness of the patent law and patent 
system as each now exists, and how this relates to the current state of industrial 
innovation in America. 

As to S. 1215, the American Patent Law Association supports the bill and urges 
that it be enacted. S. 1215 will cause greater and faster commercialization of 
inventions resulting from research, development and experimentation funded with 
Federal monies, so that such advances can be of direct benefit to and be enjoyed by 
the American public. 
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Furthermore, S. 1215 will eliminate the highly negative impact on innovation we 
are now enduring because of the current lack of a uniform, clear and certain, and 
effective government wide approach to patent policy. The purpose and thrust of S. 
1215 were specifically supported by both the Advisory Subcommittee on Federal 
Procurement Policy and the Advisory Subcommittee on Patents to the Domestic 
Policy Review on Industrial Innovation on this ground. 

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the APLA has offered comment in the past to the 
staff of this Subcommittee, and to Senator Schmitt's staff to make S. 1215 a 
practical and workable piece of legislation. As an appendix to this statement, we 
have included several further amendments to S. 1215 which we believe will 
strengthen the bill. I know you will give our recommendations careful considera
tion. 

Earlier I mentioned the Domestic Policy Review on Industrial Innovation which is 
still in progress. I know this Subcommittee has the Advisory Committee Reports to 
the Review, including the Report on Patent Policy. I was a member of that Advisory 
Subcommittee, and commend to you the specific recommendations contained there
in. You will recognize in the discussion that I present to you this morning a 
reflection of some of the studies made in my service upon that Advisory Committee, 
for this morning I will discuss the decline in industrial innovation and the role of 
the inefficiencies of the patent system in that decline. 

There is no longer any room for argument on this point: Industrial innovation in 
the United States is and for some time has been in a state of significant decline. 

That fact gives rise to many questions. Today I will touch lightly only, these few 
of those many questions: 

(1) What is the effect of the decline in innovation? 
(2) Why the decline? 
(3) Is the patent system, or the Patent and Trademark Office, a part of that 

why? 

(1) What is the effect of that decline? 
There are many effects of the decline in innovation. 
I note here that last year the United States suffered a balance of payments deficit 

of something like 15 billion dollars in manufactured goods, arms excluded. That, 
inherently, is in technology goods—the very goods which used to generate such a 
balance of payments credit as to pay for our imported chromium from Rhodesia, our 
copper from Chile, our diamonds from South Africa, our oil from OPEC. Just as 
Japanese exports of technology goods still more than fully support Japan's importa
tion of much more of its raw materials including oil, than we have ever imported. 

For 100 years the United States exported more electric power systems, cameras, 
computers, automobiles, television sets—more technology goods—than we imported, 
and by a large margin. Now we are a net importer of the very goods that have been 
our source of foreign exchange. That bothers me. 

Our reputation for technology goods is now so high among our own peoples, that 
Chrysler Corporation and General Motors are advertising as an important fact that 
certain of their cars are made in Japan or Germany. That RCA has its television 
sets made in Hong Kong or Taiwan or elsewhere. That IBM has many of its 
computer parts made in similar places. From the point of view of the job market in 
the United States does that bother you? 

Of course it is true that in the innovative design of computers and television sets, 
the United States is still at least generally competitive with innovation elsewhere. 
But in manufacturing techniques for such equipment, our former leadership has 
yielded sufficient that our production costs and quality are commonly in second 
place. 

The trade deficit in manufactured goods as well as oil, has devalued our dollar as 
against all foreign currencies. So when we buy foreign goods and raw materials, we 
now pay much more than three years ago. To pay more is to suffer inflation. That 
bothers me. 

To suffer inflation is to suffer high interest rates. That bothers me. Etc., Etc. and 
Etc. 

Any degree of loss of innovation leadership of the world is serious business to all 
of us. Of course, loss of technology leadership is not the whole cause of all our 
nation's troubles. But I perceive it to be as important as any other single factor. As 
important as OPEC oil prices, for example, because our importation of manufac
tured goods, at least up through 1979 has been greater than our importation of 
OPEC oil. 

(2) Why the decline in innovation? 
The reasons are many, both patent-related and non-patent related. 
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While our government is attending to energy problems by creating a new Depart
ment of Energy to address energy problems, and while our government may be now 
deciding to limit oil imports and ration gasoline, our government is cutting the 
budget of our Patent and Trademark Office—the already underfunded agency which 
is a major power source for all our innovation in electronics, chemistry and all 
other technologies as well as energy. 

It is important that we all understand the role of the Patent and Trademark 
Office as the motive force for innovation, so I will return to that topic in a moment. 

But to put the role of the patent system and the Patent Office in context we must 
first observe that much of our nation's decline in innovation is properly attributable 
to factors which have nothing to do with the patent system or office. 

When I first commenced to practice patent and trademark law thirty years ago, 
the bulk of the patent practice in my home state of Texas descended from a myriad 
of oil tool and oil field service companies. 

» These companies were largely privately owned, commonly dominated by the 
founder—a founder who had been some sort of innovator and/or inventor as well as 
entrepreneur. 

A few of these owner-chief-executive-officers we now call CEOs, had a Bachelor's 
degree in engineering or the like. Many did not. Not one anywhere had a Master's 

* degree in anything. 
They were pragmatic men, not scholars. They were entrepreneurs with a major 

gambler's spirit at a time when the national philosophy was not so much on 
security as on opportunity. 

These men commonly rendered their "go" or "no-go" decisions on innovation 
projects while standing on the floor in the shop without consultation with either 
scholars or accountants—nor computer mathematical models of projected ROI. 

They invented radioactivity, well logging, jet perforating, rotary drilling, and all 
the other tools that enabled our oil industry to set a barrel of crude oil down in 
Houston for less money than it cost me for a yard of good loam garden dirt set in 
the backyard of my new house back in 1970. Whatever they may have done wrong, 
there was at least something these men were doing right, if until 1970 they could 
make oil price competitive with dirt. 

Almost all of those oil field service companies have now merged with others or 
grown themselves. Almost every profit unit is now presided over by a man with a 
Master's degree in Business from Harvard, Wharton, or Stanford with access to 
computer models of future markets. 

Is this not an improvement? 
Well, perhaps more no than yes, if your target is innovation. 
By the peculiar nature of the inputs to computer mathematical models of future 

markets not yet in existence, no computer model could ever have projected before 
Xerography that the market for plain paper copiers would ever be as big as one 
percent of what now exists. That failure to appreciate the market is the key reason 
that companies like IBM declined to take on the Xerox invention when its inventor, 
Chester Carlson, tried to interest them in his baby. 

This is but one example of the fact that computer models of ROI on inventions 
not yet made, are subject to horrifying errors, most commonly errors on the nega
tive or no-go side. So if innovation is your target, computer projections of ROI may 
generate as much mischief as merit. 

But surely these new whizzes with Master's degrees, knowing that, can more than 
* off-set that problem? 

Not hardly, if innovation is your target. 
The business schools teach management of established businesses efficiently; but 

most of them are totally incompetent in the entrepreneurship of new technology 
* and teach little or nothing of that or of venturesome new departures for business. 

Personalities of the scholar type commonly get through the Master degree level in 
college. Entrepreneurial types—if indeed there are many new men of that type 
coming along in our present security-conscious society—rarely have the patience to 
stay in school for a Master's degree. The scholarly types who get Master's degrees 
have a relatively low sense of adventure, discovery, opportunity. 

Not only has society generally moved more security-conscious in the last 3ft years, 
we now filter out the adventurous from having much chance to head up a technol
ogy profit unit—this by the schooling processes we insist upon for men to be eligible 
for such jobs. 

Adventuresome courage is neither on the grade sheet of the job applicant nor on 
his resume, critically important though it is. 

Innovation being a high risk adventure into the unknown, the new managers of 
business are by our selection process not as likely either to explore the length and 
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breadth of the Grand Canyon on a raft, or to innovate, as were their predecessors. 
It's just too adventuresome for at least many of them. 

What is the remedy for these personality, education, and tools-of-the-analysis 
problems which I have been discussing? The only ones I can suggest are: (a) better 
training in entrepreneurship and the free enterprise system in our schools and 
colleges, and (b) a better, more efficiently functioning patent system to provide 
security in R&D investments by which to induce more money there. 

I will skip all the other non-patent-system oriented factors causing decline in 
innovation, except one: Money markets. 

In 1969, 1,298 new stock issues sold to 31,000,000 U.S. stock-buyers to raise 3.5 
billion dollars of fresh venture capital.1 In 1978 only 58 new issues were offered vs. 
1,298 nine years earlier.' In 1978 only $214 million was raised, vs. 3.5 billion nine 
years earlier.1 In the last five years together only 100 firms were able to sell a stock 
offering to the public for their first time.1 

Do those figures bother you? They bother me. 
In 1969 and before, innovators generally found venture capital readily available 

for investment in instant snap shot inventions, plain paper office copiers, and even 
Weed Eaters. In the last five years, innovators have generally found the venture 
capital for them was simply not obtainable. 

Thus they have not entrepreneured their own innovation. Often they did not 
make the invention at all, seeing no place to go with it. When they did innovate, 
they have commonly been forced just to try to sell their innovations to established 
corporations with surplus money. 

The capital for innovation venture is unavailable for many reasons, including in 
part, deficiencies in the patent system. 
(3) Is the patent system or the Patent and Trademark Office a part of the problem? 

Where does the patent system fit into all of this? 
Well, the Constitutional concept of the patent system, was not to make inventors 

wealthy at the expense of the public, but by holding out the carrot of a property 
right in any inventions, to induce investors of either sweat, intellect or capital to 
invest in R&D, whereby public would enjoy a wealth of new and better things. As 
the Constitution phrased it: 

"Congress shall have the power . . . 7b promote the progress of science and the 
useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive 
right to their respective writings and discoveries." 

That system has worked well for us, over most of our history. In anticipation of a 
property right in any inventions produced, Americans have invested heavily their 
sweat, their intellect and their capital in innovation. And the nation has pros
pered—through technology. If innovators also prospered, what a happy coincidence, 
and who could criticize their profiting by their service to the nation. 

If the patent system has worked so well, and if there are many important non-
patent-related factors that have contributed to decline in innvocation, then it must 
be that none of the fault that produced the decline is attributable to the patent 
system. Right? Well, no. Wrong! 

President Johnson's 1966 Commission on the Patent System, and the 1978 Patent 
Advisory Committee to the Domestic Policy Review on Industrial Innovation, like 
every other responsible study of the system and its concepts, have judged the patent 
system to be in fact operating as an important net plus. I concur. But loyalty to the 
value and power to be derived from a valuable V8 engine, should not be permitted 
to blind us to its great deficiencies which I perceive to be growing, and therefor in 
special need of attention. . 

The Constitution and patent statue promise to the inventor and his financial 
backer, the exclusive right to their invention. You make an invention, it's your 
property just like your car. And no one can use it without your permission. And you 
can ask anything you want, as the price for giving your permission. 

But the modern egalitarian sophistry of our dividend-power system of govern
ment, now makes the promise of the Constitution and the statute, into a deception 
upon anybody who relies upon their promise of an exclusive right. 

Because the system does not but rarely function to fulfill that promise. At best, 
the system offers a right to license—only half a loaf of what was promised. 

The patent system is now fairly well riddled with deficiencies of which I can here 
identify only a very few. 

The defiencies include: 
(a) poor Patent and Trademark Office search facilities, a direct result of chronic 

underfunding of the Office for years; 

' Washington Post, May 24, 1979. 
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(b) long delays and acute uncertainties in the quality of work of that agency 
resulting from two principal factors: 

(i) chronic underfunding by Congress; 
(ii) a confused state of the applicable law which varies from court to court 

making it impossible for the Patent Office to comply with all the variant law; 
(c) and finally some glaring examples of judicial over-kill of imagined horrors that 

have made rules of law which are counter-productive of innovation. 
Let's start with a Patent Office example. Owing directly to chronic underfunding 

of the Patent and Trademark Office by Congress, aided in this error by OMB, the 
Patent and Trademark Office has no computerized search facility. 

Further, the manual search shoes which contain the prior art references that 
lawyers and patent examiners search through when trying to find out whether an 
invention is new, are incomplete. People borrow references from them, and fail to 
return them properly. The search shoes, on average, are probably missing 8% or so 

* of the references that are supposed to be there. In some of the technologies of high 
current interest, 28% of the references have been found to be missing. 

So the lawyer spends $300 of his client's money on a prior art search—and fails to 
find an invalidating prior art reference—and spends $3,000 to file an application for 

^ patent for his client. The Patent Office examiner also searches, fails to find prior 
art references. He has inadequate time to evaluate those references he does find. 
And he allows the aplication to issue into a patent, in error, typically more than 
two years after the application was filed. On some few occasions 20 years after. 

And suit is filed against an infringer. The infringer spends $100,000 on a search 
and finds references not known to the applicant, his lawyer, or the examiner who 
allowed his patent. 

If those only-now-found references invalidate the patent by proving it to be 
addressed to a not-new invention, all that effort and cost was wasted by the 
deficiency of the Patent Office search facility. 

Worse yet: If bankers or investors committed capital based on the protection of 
the invention which was soberly promised in the patent issued by the Patent and 
Trademark Office under the great seal of the United States, they have been effec
tively swindled by that great seal of the United States. 

Further, the substantive law of what is patenable is also acutely uncertain. Even 
when two courts have the same prior art references in front of them, some courts 
follow one standard of patentability while other courts follow a sharply different 
standard of patentability. 

One result is that the Patent Office simply cannot comply with the variant 
standards. 

Another result is that the lawyers who advise clients tend more in this area than 
perhaps any other to render inconsistent opinions to their clients. This produces 
litigation, also cost, delay and uncertainty which moves inventors from R&D and 
into real estate or other more stable investments. 

Purely apart from different standards in different courts, the standards of patent
ability require extensive search for evidence, long and protracted pre-trial proce
dures, lengthy trials, protracted appeal procedures, high cost, heavy burdens, long 
delay, during which uncertainty prevails over business activity that must go on 
while the lawyers play their expensive games at the court house. 

Typically it costs several hundred thousand dollars to litigate a patent infringe-
* ment case to conclusion. 

Typically, the time required to actually get an injunction-against-infringement 
issued and damages litigated and collected, is much more than eight years—in one 
recently decided case, over 20 years—after the patent issues with its sober promise 

•* under the great seal of the United States of an exclusive right in the invention. 
Very often, particularly at the appeal level, after all that money, time and effort, 

the court holds the patent to have been improperly issued by the Patent Office in 
the first place. 

Then there is the mischief of bad law, by judicial overkill of an unhappy situation. 
One example: For 100 years an accused infringer could at his option and as part of a 
compromise of the uncertainties of a patent's valid scope, settle his law suit by an 
agreement to pay a low royalty, and in exchange for the lowness of the royalty 
level, agree also not to contest in court the validity of the patent for the remainder 
of its normal term. After all, the Patent Office had examined the application to be 
sure it did not cover anything in the public domain, did not take anything away 
from the public, and did in fact disclose to the public something new and theretofore 
not obvious. And we could rely on that Patent Office determination at least for 
purposes of permitting parties to settle their law suits by license. 
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Indeed for 100 years the Supreme Court law on the point of licensee-estoppel 
implied at law an obligation that all licensees are estopped to contest in court the 
validity of the issued patents under which they are licensed, whether or not the 
license was in compromise settlement of a law suit. Among other values of this rule: 
it is an important inducement of the parties to settle their controversies. 

But the Supreme Court not long ago changed that in Lear Inc. v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 
653 (1969). The underlying theory of Lear Inc. v. Adkins was that so many bad 
patents are now issuing from the Patent and Trademark Office that we cannot trust 
the patents to be valid even though the Congress said that patents are to be 
"presumed valid." Moreover the party with proven economic interest in the subject 
matter, the infringer-licensee, must be induced to be a private policeman to rid the 
marketplace of the many invalid patents that have issued; so public policy is not 
only that he may not be estopped from contesting patent validity, he must be 
encouraged to do so. 

Accordingly the law now is thus: A patent owner may select the time to bring suit 
against the plagiarist to be before the market bloom for his invention, and may 
select the forum of his litigation to be in his own home town, and bring his 
infringement suit against the trespasser upon his patent property. Public policy 
heretofore favored settlement of law suits, and patent owners and infringers bar
gained for a royalty rate that reflected the compromise between them of any 
uncertainty of the patent as they saw it. But under Lear if there is a settlement by 
license wherein the infringer promised to pay a compromise low royalty, the nonli-
censed-infringer gets disposal of the patent owner's suit, and may then initiate his 
own law suit. I.e., the alleged settlement does not finally settle anything for the 
licensee is not bound. 

Worse: the trespassing infringer may now select the forum of his choice and a 
time of his choice to sue to invalidate the licensed patent and thereby be relieved of 
his duty to pay even the low royalty he promised as his part of the compromise. 

Moreover, by the act of taking the license at a low royalty, the trespassing 
infringer assures himself of a limit on his damages for his deliberate infringement 
and assures himself by his license and litigation of an immunity from injunction at 
what may have otherwise been a most unhappy time—if enjoined at all it will be 
years down the road after the market bloom is likely passed. 

A big infringer may, and in my practice has, driven the patentee from the market 
and bankrupted him during the litigation. Absolutely nothing a court can do at so 
late a date, can effect any sort of justice-^or encouragement of this inventor back 
into innovation endeavor. 

In short, the trespassing infringer gets varied and important considerations from 
the patent owner and is not bound by the contract he signed; but the patent owner 
may get little or nothing but is bound by the license contract. This severely biases 
against settlements and contributes to the overload of our courts with patent cases. 

More important: this is one of the many sponges that absorbs the capital and 
interest that we need to have invested in innovation patents sufficiently well 
examined in the Patent Office, that we can trust them. 

The system cries out for parties to infringement actions to finally settle their law 
suits and for law to hold them both to their bargain, whereby if the infringer agrees 
to pay the royalty he does pay the royalty. For now we have the law of patents 
actually and absolutely inducing fraud in the inducement of license contracts, fraud 
by infringers against patent owners, and the Supreme Court is calling it "public 
policy". 

—Absolute lunacy, begot by a Supreme Court overkill of essentially a non-prob
lem. 

The mischief of invalid /tcensed-patents even under present Patent Office per
formance is de minimis by comparison with the mischief of the rule of Lear. Why? 
Because the clearly invalid patents are to a substantial degree self-purging from the 
system. Few to none of the clearly invalid patents are ever licensed for sums 
equivalent to litigation costs; if a patent is licensed for enough money to induce the 
hideous expense of patent litigation, it is not unreasonable for society to depend 
upon statutory presumption that the patent has some substance and is valid for 
purposes of supporting the contract of the parties. 

Also there is the confusion of the law as to what is a lawful license of a patent. 
And what is a misuse of patent. A Department of Justice official has said of this 
area of law: There are no per se legalities. There are no safe harbors for the 
licensor. Carrying on his theme I add: There are only illegal licenses, and uncertain 
licenses that somebody may urge in court later to be an illegal license with a chance 
of winning his point, thereby to render the licensed patent unenforceable. 
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I've been told of a Continuing Legal Education program of a few years back, 
where the instructor presented something like six common every-day licensing 
issues to his class of practicing lawyers and asked their opinions as to legality. The 
greatest uniformity of opinion he got on any of them, was something like 70% to 
30%, most of the questions begetting more uncertainty than that. 

Do you think that degree of uncertainty in the law of what patent license is 
lawful bothers a businessman about to invest in patents? 

Sure, a lot of money has been made on many patents and in recent years, too. 
Inventions you know about like: Land's Polaroid instant snap shot camera, now in 
litigation with Kodak. Carlson's Xerographic plain paper copiers, often in litigation. 
Ballas' Weed Eater Lawn Trimmer, now in litigation with many infringers. 

And hundreds of inventions you don't know about, like Self s severe service 
chemical refinery valves, now in litigation. Mobil's catalyst which gives 20 percent 
more gaoline per barrel of crude oil, also litigated. Mobil v. Grace, 367 F. Supp. 207 
(D.C. Conn. 1973). 

But all these folks have spent over half a million dollars each, some of them 
millions in patent litigation costs. As to some of them the validity of their patents is 
not yet finally decided by the courts. 

Innovation is a high risk investment with cost overruns on the technical side as 
certain as death and taxes, and technical and market success as unpredictable as 
the weather. 

If in that discouraging context the investor in innovation cannot be confident of 
protection of what his R&D buck will buy * * ' 

If the investor in innovation likely must spend hundreds of thousands of dollars 
in litigation costs * • • 

If it cannot be known for years and years whether a given invention is 
protected * * * 

That is, if the patent system functions as often it now in fact does function, then 
there is no wonder that investment in innovation is on the decline. 

Who is smart enough to have earned and saved some venture capital to invest, 
and simultaneously so stupid as to spend it on R&D, or on development of an 
invention, when it will cost him literally hundreds of thousands of dollars and eight 
or ten years of time, just to find out whether or not he owns the intellectual product 
which is R&D money paid for? Would you? If you would, there are many opportuni
ties available for you to spend your money in innovation. 

In a very real sense, the patent promise of an exclusive property right in an 
invention, is a euphemism. Euphemism for what? Euphemism for a ticket to the 
court house, which authorizes the patent owner to pay several hundred thousand 
dollars and having so paid, after some years to ask the court whether the patent 
owner is entitled to the exclusive right which the Constitution, statute and patent 
all promised him. Though he paid his money, and waited years for leave to put the 
question, the patent owner is not entitled to an answer to his question to the court 
often for still more years. 

So most commonly he compromises. Often he gives up his claim and right to an 
exclusive, by the grant of licenses at royalties often low enough to reflect his 
compromise of those hideous litigation costs, delays and uncertainties. 

As too often modified by cost, delay and legal uncertainty, the system still works 
and works importantly to provide a very substantial service in inducing innovation. 
But it works oh so inelegantly. 

The system plan—a guaranteed exclusive property right in any invention not 
previously obvious to those of ordinary skill in the art, i.e., any invention not 
previously available for public enjoyment—specs out to be as a powerful V-8 engine, 
a real power plant for innovation. But it is coughing along on only five cylinders, in 
this time where our need for an efficiently functioning patent system of incentives 
to innovate, is more important than ever in our history. 

What a tremendous important blessing that we have the patent system. What a 
pity that we do not service it into full function. 

Yes, one of the significant factors in the decline of innovation, is the imperfection 
not in the plan of the patent system, but in its de facto implementation by our 
Patent Office and our courts. 

Who is to blame? 
There is enough blame to go around. Certainly the Congress. Absolutely the 

courts. Assuredly the Department of Commerce. Positively the Patent and Trade
mark Office. Equally the lawyers who often draft unclear patents, or who by pursuit 
of a well presented lawsuit in context of uncertain law—so made by the courts and 
left uncorrected by the Congress—may litigate the cost of justice up to levels 
multiples higher than the value of the justice they pursue.—Each of these has 
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mightily burdened the patent system plan with costs in time, money and uncertain-
ity that deplete and absorb unacceptably large portions of the motivation for inno
vation which the system should be providing—and this at a time when for other 
reasons our nation most critically needs the most efficient system obtainable. 

Performance specifications for the patent system 
The performance specifications of a patent system that will sharply increase the 

incentives for R&D and innovation, may be written as seven in number: 
(1) A standard of patentability which will protect the regular new and non-

obvious product not currently in public use, that an R&D invested buck normal
ly will buy. 

If as in some courts the patent law protects only the once-in-a-life-time-break-
through-invention, it will provide month-in and month-out no Return on Invest
ment, no ROI on R&D investment. Providing no ROI on innovation investment, it 
provides no incentive to innovate. 

The standard of what inventions are patentable as intended in the present stat
ute, it well balanced to secure innovation-inducing protection while not permitting 
anybody to take from the public domain by his patent anything that the public 
theretofore had a realistic access to. Unfortunately the present statute on this point 
suffers minor technical defects of verbiage, and is not followed by at least many 
courts, anyway. 

(2) The availability of a search of the prior art, by an attorney for an inventor 
in innovation, which the innovation inventor can 80 percent rely upon. 

That inherently means that the attorney needs access not just to a technology 
search facility, but to an excellent search facility. One like you would have expected 
Vince Lombardi to produce, if the patent system had been his game instead of 
football. 

No such facility now exists in this country. The present Patent and Trademark 
Office search facility is in critical need of many major improvements, including 
integrity checks of the search shoes, computerized search capability, etc., etc. 

(3) The availability of an opinion by an attorney which an investor in innova-
tin can 80 percent rely upon. 

This requires not only a good search, but a pattern of statutory language and of 
judicial structure and attitude for application of the statute by which the uniformity 
of judgment by patent examiners, judges, and lawyers alike, can be sharply in
creased. 

The know-how to realize much of this goal is available. The will to make the 
sacrifices necessary to achieve it, is not. 

(4) The availability of an action on an application for patent by the Patent 
and Trademark Office, which the innovation inventors can 75 percent or so rely 
upon. 

That is, 75 percent of issued patents sustainable in the courts. The requirements 
to realize this goal are of course the same as for (3) above. 

If the investor can 75 percent rely upon the patent allowed by the Patent and 
Trademark Office, so will most infringers. Thereby, few patent infringement suits 
will go to couit. The exclusive right will thereby commonly be available for the 
$3,000 or $4,000 of a Patent Office Examination, instead of, as now, the $300,000 or 
$400,000 of a very uncertain court re-examination. 

(5) The availability of a final determination of the right to an exclusive, a 
property right, in an invention. —One which can be absolutely relied upon. I.e., 
a substantially in rem judgment of a property right against all the world, just 
as my title to my car or house is determined substantially good against all the 
world. 

The Supreme Court has made the present law, by which a single judgment by a 
single court of invalidity of a patent, is an in rem judgment of invalidity in spite of 
prior judgments of "valid"; but a judgment of validity is not binding upon other 
infringers. So a series of infringers are permitted each to have his day in court after 
court after court until the plagiarist-infringers have financially exhausted the 
patent owner, or until any one of them has won a judgment of invalidity in any 
single court among the many having different views of the law, a judgement which 
opens the invention up to most if not all the world in spite of many other courts' 
prior determinations that the patent was valid. 

This fifth performance spec of any efficiently functioning patent system, compels 
a compromise of this favoritism toward the plurality of infringers in the wars of the 
patent court room. 

(6) Such "final determination" to be available within two years from a re
quest for such a final determination after threat of commencement of infringe
ment. 
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This performance specification is obtainable only with some radical surgery to the 
Court system and improved timeliness of Congressional support of growing needs of 
the court system, including some sort of "speedy trial act for patent cases. As of 
now, courts very frequently take over a year to decide a patent case after the trial is 
concluded, and commonly take several years to reach trial. 

If as now, the exclusive right which is promised by law, is in fact commonly not 
obtainable during any of the eight years of primary market development and license 
negotiation concerning the invention, then the statutory promise of the exclusive is 
a fraud upon those who rely upon it, and is a tremendously reduced inducement to 
innovation. 

(7) Such "final determination" of title to an invention, to be available for 
$100,000 or so. 

This performance specification will require a special set of rules for the trial and 
appeal of patent cases. 

It will also require a sacrifice of the pursuit of perfect-justice-but-only-at-unaffor-
dable-costs in favor of an acknowledged less-perfect litigation, at a price innovation 
investors can more commonly afford to pay. The perfect justice we now pursue at 
unacceptable cost is in truth not attainable even at unlimited costs; less costly 
litigation need not necessarily reduce justice by any significant amount. 

From the point of view of the intelligent investor in innovation, each of those 
performance specifications is a reasonable thing to ask for. 

If realized they would assuredly beget undreamed of investment in innovation— 
investment of sweat, intellect and capital now more commonly put into safer invest
ments like real estate. 
• But under our present system, the investor in innovation enjoys none of those 

performance specifications of the patent system. 
Little wonder that the incentives of the patent system for innovation, in this time 

of special national need, are a dilute 40 to 60 percent possibly, of what they very 
easily could be. 

Little wonder that our nation's technology leadership of the world is slipping from 
our grasp. 

That bothers me. 

APPENDIX 

The recommendations of the American Patent Law Association for amendments 
to S. 1215 follow: 

SECTION 201(C) (7) 

The purpose of Section 201 is to effectuate the commercialization of patented 
inventions owned by the Federal Government by authorizing the Secretary of Com
merce to affirmatively attempt to license such patents. The purpose is desirable, but 
the means of achieving the goal and particularly subsections 201(c) (4), (6), and (7) 
give us pause. 

These three subsections authorize and direct the Secretary to "evaluate" the 
"commercial potential" of inventions, to "make market surveys", "acquire technical 
information", and to "demonstrate the practicability of the inventions . Such activi
ties will require substantial funding to carry out. Furthermore, even if this effort 
were undertaken, we seriously question its effectiveness in achieving the purpose of 
Section 201. 

Rather, we recommend creating a program to effectively publicize just what 
inventions the government own. The Commerce Department is a logical location for 
the program. Perhaps the Small Business Administration could assist in delivering 
this information to its constituency. If the private sector is meaningfully informed 
of what the Government has, the forces of the free enterprise system will work a 
real-world evaluation of the inventions more effectively and efficiently than can be 
accomplished by the Secretary of Commerce. 

If the present approach of S. 1215 must be retained, we especially find the 
provision of 201(cX7) which directs the Secretary to "acquire technical information" 
to be troublesome. 

The parameters of the authority of the Secretary to make demands for informa
tion is not made clear. It is possible, and indeed likely, that the Secretary will 
demand information that the government contractor considers secret or proprietary 
in nature. How will such disputes be resolved and how will the contractor be 
compensated for property taken in this manner by Government authority? If the 
authority to "acquire technical information" could be interpreted to mean from 
government contractors, over their objections, and without reasonable compensation 
we urge that it be eliminated from the bill. 
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SECTION 201 (C) (9) 

This subsection authorizes the Secretary to retain the income from the Govern
ment licensing program to use to further the purposes of the Act. 

We are sympathetic to the view that such authority will give financial flexibility 
and freedom to the Administrator of this new program. Such authority may well be 
desirable in an established Executive branch program where the services provided, 
the cost, and the income can be ascertained with relative certainty. However, in this 
new program, we believe that annual authorization and appropriation functions by 
the Congress would have a continual and effective "oversight effect on the oper
ation, and particularly the financial operation, of this new program. 

Therefore, we recommend that in subsection 201(cX9) on line 9, the word "Pro
vided" and all that follows in that subsection be struck out. The monies collected by 
the Secretary should be directly deposited in the general fund of the United States 
Treasury. 

SECTION 302(b) 

We support the clearly intended purpose of this Section. However, we believe the 
Section as intended could be made more effective and clear by the addition of the 
following sentence to be inserted as a new last sentence of 302(b): 

"Contractor's license to practice the invention, or to have it practiced on contrac
tor's behalf, shall include the right to grant sublicenses of the same scope to 
subsidiaries and affiliates within the corporate structure of contractor's organiza
tion, and to existing licensees whom contractor is legally obligated to sublicense or 
assure freedom from infringement liability." 

SECTION 304 

We offer the following two amendments which are clarifying in nature and which 
we believe comport with the intent of the Section. 

(1) On page 15, line 18, strike out "or" and add, "and has refused to offer a license 
to the invention to responsible applicants upon terms reasonable under the circum
stances." 

(2) After subsection (a), renumber (b) as "(c)" and insert the following new subsec
tion: 

"(b) A contractor whose title to an invention has been affected pursuant to the 
exercise of authority granted in (a) shall retain an irrevocable non-exclusive and 
royalty free license under such invention if such contractor is using or has made 
substantial investment leading to the use of the invention." 

SECTION 305(a) (2) 

This subsection as drafted in certain narrow circumstances could act as a serious 
barrier to the development and commercialization of practical and useful inven
tions, and thus be counterproductive to achieving the purposes of the Act. Our fear 
goes to products invented or improved, the nature of which limit the potential 
buyers to governmental entities; for example, highway safety devices and equip
ment. If the statute provides that the potential purchasers of these new products 
are reserved a paid up license to make, use, and sell the invention, there will be a 
serious chilling effect on inducing a private manufacturer to invest capital to 
develop the product to the point of commercialization. 

We recommend that the contractor have the right to petition the government 
agency to withhold this grant of rights to State or municipal governments, "if the 
agency determines that such a grant would substantially interfere with the commer
cialization of the patented invention." While this standard is more narrow than 
"not in the public interest" currently in S. 1215, we think it more precisely identi
fies the public interest in the context of the bill and, therefore, in the few meritori
ous cases which are likely to arise, would be more attainable. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Manbeck? 

STATEMENT OF H. F. MANBECK, JR., GENERAL PATENT 
COUNSEL, GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. 

Mr. MANBECK. Thank you, Senator. 
My name is Harry Manbeck. I am general patent counsel of 

General Electric Co. 
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My purpose in testifying here today is to present some thoughts 
and recommendations on needed improvements in the patent 
system. 

The changes which I will suggest were developed as part of a 
study on technology policy currently being conducted by the Com
mittee for Economic Development. 

The Committee for Economic Development, a nonprofit organiza
tion, is composed of 200 trustees, including many corporate execu
tives and university presidents, and its study is intended to deter
mine what policy changes are needed to stimulate technical prog
ress in the United States. 

The patent working group, chartered as a part of this study, was 
given the opportunity to consider the effect of the patent system in 
the innovation process and what changes should be made in the 
system to enable it to support innovation more effectively. 

The report of the working group has been submitted and accept
ed in principle, and a copy of it is being furnished for the hearing 
record. I should emphasize, however, that at this time the report 
has not yet received final approval from CED. 

The overall summary chapter of the CED study, which includes 
much more than patents, tax policy, regulatory policy, et cetera, 
has been presented to the executive branch of the Government. 

We had a meeting on Wednesday of this week in Dr. Press' office 
with a number of people. So the same recommendations have been 
made on. the executive side, too. 

The first conclusion reached by our group is that the patent 
system unquestionably serves as a stimulus to industrial innova
tion. The protection provided by patents encourages the investment 
of funds, not only in research and development, but also in facili
ties to commercialize the R. & D. output. 

Now I will depart from my prepared text here just to emphasize 
the two-step process we're talking about. Mr. Arnold spoke particu
larly of funds for research and development but it is much more 
than that. 

It is the commitment often of much, much larger funds, millions 
to hundreds of millions of dollars to put in a plant to bring out new 
products, to put new processes in place that we're talking about, 
that the patent system supports. 

If businessmen were to lose confidence in this protection, many 
innovative products might never be developed or reach that mar
ketplace. To maintain that confidence, we propose a number of 
changes in the patent system which should increase its effective
ness and strengthen its supportive role in the innovative process. 

These changes relate primarily to two key areas of improvement. 
The first area involves the resolution of disputes over issued pat
ents while the second area lies in the timing of the patent grant 
and thereby its reliability in business planning. 

Turning first to the resolution of disputes, it is believed that the 
cost and time currently required to resolve contested situations 
seriously detract from the prompt and effective functioning of the 
system. 

When patents relate to commercially important products or proc
esses, differences often arise between competitors as to the validity 
and scope of the patent coverage. 
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Most of these differences are settled by negotiation between the 
companies involved, but sometimes irreconcilable positions are 
taken which require resolution by a third party. 

Unfortunately, because of certain court decisions, these differ
ences cannot normally be taken to arbitration, and if they are 
taken to court, the decisional process becomes very time consuming 
and very expensive. 

A patent lawsuit ordinarily takes years to complete and will 
involve hundreds of thousands of dollars in expense. 

As an aside here, I can mention in the last 3 years we've had two 
cases in my own company in which we've spent over $500,000 in 
each case and we have yet to have 1 day of trial in either case. 

In fact, one case has now been terminated. The other one contin
ues. 

So these things are very, very expensive. 
Also, the results are often not as predictable as they should be 

due to differences in legal precedents among the various Federal 
appellate courts. Given these factors, we suggest three changes: 

First, arbitration should be endorsed by statute as an acceptable 
way of settling patent controversies. Arbitration is widely used in 
labor and other commercial matters, which often involve far great
er amounts of money than most patent disputes. 

It is extremely unfortunate that arbitration is not available in 
the patent field for those who wish to use it. Section 294 of the 
McClellan bill, S. 2255 of the 94th Congress which passed the 
Senate in 1976, would have provided for voluntary arbitration of 
patent disputes, including questions of both infringement and inva
lidity. 

We recommend that a similar statutory provision be enacted 
promptly. 

Second, a single court of appeals for patent cases should be 
established to provide nationwide uniformity of the patent law. Not 
only would this make litigation results more predictable; it would 
also get rid of the expensive and time-consuming forum shopping 
that often occurs in patent litigation. Legislation providing for such 
a court has been sponsored by the Department of Justice and the 
Senate currently has it under active consideration. 

Now my prepared text mentions S. 677 and S. 678. There is a 
successor bill to these bills which has been introduced as a result of 
the hearings which occurred on those bills, and I'm sorry, I don't 
have the number. It is more restricted to patent cases than the 
first bills were, which I believe included tax and trademarks, too. 

And we urge support for that bill. 
Third, a statutory reexamination procedure should be instituted 

to enable the Patent and Trademark Office to strike invalid pat
ents from the rolls. As our system now stands, a businessman faced 
with a baseless charge under a worthless patent has no avenue 
except to sue or be sued, or to make an unjustified settlement. 

There should be a procedure available allowing him to take his 
evidence of prior patenting or prior publication to the Patent Office 
and have the patent struck from the rolls. 

Obviously, it would take very convincing evidence for this to 
happen, but it should be available. 
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Coming now to a second area of improvement, the timing of the 
patent grant, here two changes are important. The first deals with 
the protection of agricultural chemical industry and the pharma
ceutical industry. The second is concerned with the uncertainties 
which are caused when patents are held up in the Patent Office for 
years because of interference contests between two inventors claim
ing the same subject matter. 

To protect innovation adequately in fields subject to Government 
regulation, a procedure should be established providing for an ap
propriate adjustment in the patent term when commercialization is 
held up due to regulatory delay. 

As matters now stand, patents in some industries may issue a 
number of years before the products involved can appear on the 
market. 

Thus, the patents expire relatively early in the commercial lives 
of the products, enabling potential competitors to get into the field 
without having to design around the patents or develop competitive 
new products. 

Gentlemen, here let me mention a point of the patent system 
which is rarely emphasized. 

The patent system forces people to do their own work. And you 
often get progress in America simply because one businessman has 
to design around another businessman's patent. It is important 
that we don't cut into the life of patents in these industries which 
are subject to regulation. Otherwise, why not wait, then poach on 
what the other guy has done. 

To continue with the last sentence of my prepared text on this, 
the time in which the innovators of the products can recoup their 
investments is correspondingly shortened and this possibility acts 
as yet another deterrent to innovation in these fields. 

Now to the second point on timing. To prevent prolonged, ex
tended controversies and long delays in the issuance of patents 
when two or more inventors are claiming the same improvement, 
the Nation should change to a first-to-file system where the first 
inventor to file his application would receive the patent, although a 
personal right of use could be preserved for anyone filing later 
who, in fact, invented first and took steps leading to commercializa
tion. 

With this system, the present interference practice in the Patent 
Office would be eliminated and the ownership of all patents would 
be determined promptly. 

It seems incredible, but you can have interference litigation that 
goes on for years and years and years to determine who is entitled 
to the patent. 

The reliability and predictability of the system would be in
creased and businessmen and the public would benefit by early 
publication of the patent disclosure. 

The rest of the industrialized western world with the exception 
of Canada uses the first-to-file system that we propose, and even in 
Canada, the government has proposed changing to a first-to-file 
system. 

I must note, however, that CED members from the pharmaceuti
cal and agricultural chemical industries have indicated that they 
would prefer to stay with the present system, believing it is better 
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for them. However, allowing for adjustment in the patent term to 
compensate for regulatory delays might make the first-to-file 
system more acceptable to them. 

I have besides these two main areas of improvements some other 
ones which are less important. They are in the text. 

Would you like me to go forward, or have I taken enough time? 
Senator STEVENSON. Let's put them all in the record, and maybe 

we will get to them in the course of questions. After examining the 
record, we may have additional questions. 

Mr. MANBECK. I have two or three other things. One, we strongly 
support S. 1215 because my own company experience shows us, 
proves to us, that the contractors are the ones who are most likely 
to carry the Government-sponsored technology into commercial 
practice. 

If the contractor doesn't do it, nobody's going to do it, really. And 
if the contractor is subject to a claim by the Government under 
patents, or if the competitors can quickly copy the product without 
a patent deterrent, there's much less reason for the contractor to 
risk his funds in commercialization. 

And my last point doesn't have to do with the changes in the 
patent system but merely to say that we were very pleased to see 
the Senate pass in the appropriations bill an item which increased 
the Patent and Trademark Office budget. It was very badly needed, 
and we do appreciate it and hope that you will hang in tough with 
the House and get it through there, too. 

Thank you. 
[The statement and material referred to follow:] 

STATEMENT OF HARRY F. MANBECK, J R . , CHAIRMAN OF TASK GROUP ON PATENT 
POLICY 

My name is Harry F. Manbeck, Jr., and I am General Patent Counsel of General 
Electric Company. My purpose in testifying today is to present some thoughts and 
recommendations on needed improvements to the U.S. patent system. 

The changes which I will suggest were developed as part of a study on technology 
policy currently being conducted by the Committee For Economic Development. The 
Committee For Economic Development, a non-profit organization, is composed of 200 
trustees, including many corporate executives and university presidents, and its 
study is intended to determine what policy changes are needed to stimulate techni
cal progress in the United States. The patent working group, chartered as a part of 
this study, was given the opportunity to consider the effect of the patent system in 
the innovation process and what changes should be made in the system to enable it 
to support innovation more effectively. The report of the working group has been 
submitted and accepted in principle, and a copy of it is being furnished for the 
hearing record. I should emphasize, however, tha t a t this time the report has not 
yet received final approval from CED. 

The first conclusion reached by our group is that the patent system unquestiona
bly serves as a stimulus to industrial innovation. The protection provided by patents 
encourages the investment of funds, not only in research and development but also 
in facilities to commercialize the R&D output. If businessmen were to lose confi
dence in this protection, many innovative products might never be developed or 
reach the marketplace. To maintain tha t confidence, we propose a number of 
changes in the patent system which should increase its effectiveness and strengthen 
its supportive role in the innovative process. 

These changes relate primarily to two key areas of improvement. The first area 
involves the resolution of disputes over issued patents while the second area lies in 
the timing of the patent grant and thereby its reliability in business planning. 

Turning first to the resolution of disputes, it is believed that the cost and time 
currently required to resolve contested situations seriously detract from the prompt 
and effective functioning of the system. When patents relate to commercially impor
tant products or processes, differences often arise between competitors as to the 
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validity and scope of the patent coverage. Most of these differences are settled by 
negotiation between the companies involved, but sometimes irreconcilable positions 
are taken which require resolution by a third party. Unfortunately, because of 
certain court decisions, these differences cannot normally be taken to arbitration, 
and if they are taken to court, the decisional process becomes very time-consuming 
and very expensive. A patent lawsuit ordinarily takes years to complete and will 
involve hundreds of thousands of dollars in expense. Also, the results are often not 
as predictable as they should be due to differences in legal precedents among the 
various Federal appellate courts. Given these factors, we suggest three changes: 

(1) Arbitration should be endorsed by statute as an acceptable way of settling 
patent controversies. Arbitration is widely used in labor and other commercial 
matters, which often involve far greater amounts of money than most patent 
disputes. It is extremely unfortunate that arbitration is not available in the patent 
field for those who wish to use it. Section 294 of the McClellan Bill, S. 2255 of the 
94th Congress which passed the Senate in 1976, would have provided for voluntary 
arbitration of patent disputes, including questions of both infringement and invalid
ity. We recommend that a similar statutory provision be enacted promptly. 

(2) A single court of appeals for patent cases should be established to provide 
nationwide uniformity of the patent law. Not only would this make litigation results 
more predictable, it would also get rid of the expensive and time-consuming forum 
shopping that often occurs in patent litigation. Legislation providing for such a 
court has been sponsored by the Department of Justice, and the Senate currently 
has it under active consideration through bills S. 677 and S. 678 introduced by 
Senator Kennedy. 

(3) A statutory re-examination procedure should be instituted to enable the Patent 
and Trademark Office to strike invalid patents from the rolls. As our system now 
stands, a businessman faced with a baseless charge under a worthless patent has no 
avenue except to sue or be sued, or to make an unjustified settlement. There should 
be a procedure available allowing him to take his evidence of prior patenting or 
prior publication to the Patent Office and have the patent struck from the rolls. 

Coming now to a second area of improvement, the timing of the patent grant, 
here two changes are important. The first deals with the protection of innovation in 
fields subject to government regulation, examples being the agricultural chemical 
industry and the pharmaceutical industry. The second is concerned with the uncer
tainties which are caused when patents are held up in the Patent Office for years 
because of interference contests between two inventors claiming the same subject 
matter. 

(1) To protect innovation adequately in fields subject to government regulation, a 
procedure should be established providing for an appropriate adjustment in the 
patent term when commercialization is held up due to regulatory delay. As matters 
now stand, patents in some industries may issue a number of years before the 
products involved can appear on the market. Thus, the patents expire relatively 
early in the commercial lives of the products, enabling potential competititors to get 
into the field without having to design around the patents or develop competitive 
new products. The time in which the innovators of the products can recoup their 
investments is correspondingly shortened and this possibility acts as yet another 
deterrent to innovation in these fields. 

(2) To prevent prolonged, extended controversies and long delays in the issuance 
of patents when two or more inventors are claiming the same improvement, the 
nation should change to a first-to-file system where the first inventor to file his 
application would receive the patent (although a personal right of use could be 
preserved for anyone filing later who, in fact, invented first and took steps leading 
to commercialization). With this system, the present interference practice in the 
Patent Office would be eliminated and the ownership of all patents would be 
determined promptly. The reliability and predictability of the system would be 
increased and businessmen and the public would benefit by early publication of the 
patent disclosure. The rest of the industrialized western world with the exception of 
Canada uses the first-to-file system that we propose, and even in Canada the 
government has proposed changing to a first-to-file system. I must note, however, 
that CED members from the pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical industries 
have indicated that they would prefer to stay with the present system, believing it 
is better for them. However, allowing for adjustment in the patent term to compen
sate for regulatory delays might make the first-to-file system more acceptable to 
them. 

Besides these two main areas of improvement, we have a couple of other unrelat
ed proposals. One is that better defined protection should be afforded to computer 
programs. This we believe should be done not through a change in the patent 
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system but rather by following a proposal which was made on July 31, 1978 by the 
National Commission on New Technology Uses of Copyright Work. Specifically, the 
Commission proposed an amendment to the copyright law to make it explicit that 
computer programs are proper subjects of copyright. Our other proposal is that the 
law be changed in respect to process patents so that they can be asserted against 
products made abroad by the patented process and brought into this country. Again, 
this would bring U.S. law in conformity with the laws of many other countries and 
would encourage the process innovator by giving him the protection he deserves. Of 
course, even with this change, a process patent could not be asserted against 
identical products not made by the patented process. 

Turning now to S. 1215 itself, we strongly endorse its concept whereby govern
ment contractors would, in most instances, be afforded title to the patents based on 
contractor originated inventions. Experience has shown that the entity most likely 
to carry the results of government-funded R&D to the marketplace is the contractor 
itself. If the contractor will be subject to a claim by the government under the 
patents, and/or if its competitors can quickly copy its product (as by reverse engi
neering) without any patent deterrent, there is much less reason for the contractor 
to risk its funds in commercialization. The same general theorem applies to the 
results of government-funded R&D work done by non-profit contractors, such as 
universities. Unless the universities get substantial rights from patents, there is 
absolutely no incentive for them to establish technology transfer and patent pro
grams which may lead to commercialization of the research. The government poli
cies should support the profit motive no matter what the class of contractor, for it is 
the expectation of profits (or licensing income, in the case of the universities) which 
will encourage the investment of private funds necessary to commercial programs. 
Thus, to enhance the possibility of government sponsored R&D being using for 
commercial products, we support the passage of S. 1215. 

As my last item, I would like to comment very briefly on funding for the Patent 
and Trademark Office. During our study, we became aware that a very serious 
underfunding situation has been building up in the PTO due to its financial support 
being reduced when taken on a constant dollar basis. This is of considerable concern 
since a reduction in the level of funding of the PTO would cause a progressive 
deterioration in pendancy time, and less reliable patents because search files could 
not receive needed updating. I was very pleased to learn that since our CED paper 
was written, the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on State, Justice, Commerce, 
and related agencies has increased the PTO budget for fiscal year 1980 by 
$4,400,000. It is very important that this increased funding be made available, and 
we urge support for it. 

If there are any questions, I would be glad to try to answer them. 

REVISED POSITION PAPER 

CED SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY POLICY—REPORT OF GROUP 4—PATENTS 

This Patent Group, formed and chartered under the auspices of the Committee 
For Economic Development, was assigned three principal areas of inquiry: (a) the 
significance of patents in the innovative process; (6) changes in patent laws or 
regulations which might enhance the climate for innovation; and, (c) inhibitions by 
Federal patent regulations of the commercial use of government-developed technol
ogy. 

Patent group participants 
H. F. Manbeck, Jr. (Task Group Leader)—General Electric Company 
Paul D Carmichael—IBM 
Paul Enlow—AT&T 
Floyd H. Henson—Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Robert C. Kline—E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. 
Robert I. Pearlman—Exxon Research & Engineering 
Jack Posin—Uniroyal 

SIGNIFICANCE OF PATENTS IN THE INNOVATIVE PROCESS 

/. The patent system today 
The patent laws are one of three branches of law which regulate the ownership 

and use of intellectual property. Trade secret law and copyright law are the two 
other branches. In the field of technology the patent and trade secret laws oversha
dow the copyright law. 
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Once brought forth, intellectual work can be owned and otherwise assume the 
elements of property" only to the extent provided by law. This characteristic of 
property, or "appropriability of exclusive rights" to innovative work, largely deter
mines whether or not such work is reproduced on a commercial scale. If the results 
of innovative work were freely available to all who might copy or steal them, then 
there would be little reason to invest in research and development. The property 
rights created under the patent and trade secret laws are thus important, if not 
essential, to the willingness of prudent businessmen to sponsor research and devel
opment and to invest in the facilities needed for innovative new products. 

A well-functioning patent system meets three criteria. The first is accessibility. 
The system should be simple, inexpensive, and available to everyone. The second 
criterion is reliability. The system should allow a person who receives a patent, as 
well as those who are asked to respect the patent, to know the metes and bounds of 
the protection and to rely upon the patent's ability to stand up under litigation. The 
third criterion is selectiveness. The system should protect and encourage singificant 
discoveries without burdening the public with patents on minor and obvious var
iants of what was previously known. The inventive contribution must be worthy of 
the protection provided by the government. 

A patent is sometimes referred to as a limited monopoly, but patents truly 
deserving of that appellation are rare instruments. The usual patent covers only a 
specific product, product freature or process in such a way that unpatented design 
alternatives inevitably exist. 

Patents are generally granted about two years following filing of the patent 
application. Interferences, a highly technical quasi-judicial proceeding for resolving 
priority of inventorship between two or more contestants, can extend the Patent 
and Trademark Office (PTO) proceeding by many years, as can appeals from adverse 
decisions by PTO Examiners. The seventeen-year term of a patent is, however, 
measured from the date of grant, regardless of delays in the patenting process, 
whether caused by the Government or not. Many innovations are introduced rapidly 
and so the timing of commencement of the patent right, which must await grant of 
the patent, is of great importance. The length of the patent term, seventeen years, 
is generally not considered controversial today except where government actions 
delay the commercialization of the patented innovation. 

There are a number of key distinctions between patents, with which this paper is 
concerned, and trade secrets, which are not this paper's subject. A patent owner has 
rights superior to those of a second inventor who makes the same invention, 
whereas the trade secret proprietor has no rights against a later discoverer of the 
same trade secret. U.S. patents run for a term of seventeen years from the date of 
grant, whereas the life of a trade secret is indeterminate. Patents are obtainable 
only thorugh disclosing to the public the invention and the preferred manner in 
which it is practiced, whereas trade secrets depend for their existence upon being 
closely held and known only to a few. Thus, if an invention is ascertainable from a 
product as sold, the only real protection available is through the patent system. 

The patent owner shoulders the burden of detecting infringement and enforce
ment of his patent. Such enforcement lies through the bringing of a civil action in a 
federal district court. The federal courts have not been inclined to share their 
exclusive jurisdiction over patents. The validity of a patent is said to hold such 
public interest that settlement of a controversy through arbitration is inappropriate. 
The cost of enforcing or defending against a patent in court is often high, usually 
amounting to several hundred thousand dollars for each party. 

About half of the research and development in the United States is paid for by 
the federal government. How do government contracts affect patents? Some people 
favor ownership by the government of most patents on inventions arising out of 
govenment-funded work. Others, equally numerous, favor retention of patent rights 
by the contractor. In a later Section, this paper takes up the pros and cons of this 
controversy and its implications for the generation and utilization of new technol-

e number of U.S. patents issued per year has reached a plateau at approxi
mately 75,000. However, the patents issued to foreign corporations have been in
creasing for some time by more than 1,000 patents per year and are presently 
nearing a level of 30,000 patents per year. Thirty-seven percent of all U.S. patents 
issued in 1977 were issued to foreigners. There has been a steady and noticeable 
decline in U.S. patents granted to U.S. residents. 

//. Role of patents 
The role of the patent, and of the trade secret law, when applicable, is to give to 

developed technology the element of controllable property, i.e., appropriability. As 
already noted, the element of appropriability probably determines in large measure 

% , 
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whether or not new technology development will be undertaken at all. To be sure, 
all advancement of technology would not cease if the patent and trade secret law 
were repealed. Such advancement would probably continue unaffected in universi
ties, but research and development directly funded by commercial enterprises would 
decline. Today the commercial sector accounts for about fifty percent of the total 
R&D funded by all sources in the United States and for most of the R&D directed 
toward future commercial products. 

Patents are used in a number of different ways to reward the innovator. One use 
of patents is licensing, under which others are permitted to practice the invention 
in return for royalty payments. Patents also are used to reserve a particular 
product feature or process for the exclusive use of the patent owner, although 
probably not as often as commonly believed. Patents occasionally are used as 
trading stock for freedom to operate under the corresponding patents of others. 

Another common role of patents is to provide the basis for acquiring counterpart 
patents in other countries for use in connection with product sales in those coun
tries. Where export sales may be impractical, patents can be used to support 
licensing in foreign countries. 

There is an obvious correlation between patents granted and R&D undertaken, 
although few would argue that the correlation is exact. The decline in U.S. patents 
issued to U.S. residents has been publicly reported for some time. A number of 
explanations have been advanced, but perhaps the most plausible theory is that 
while total R&D activity has not decreased, the work in potentially patentable areas 
has fallen off. Diversions of technology to areas which will not result in patents 
include research done to protect the environment, to reduce energy consumption, or 
to comply with certain government requirments and also work done to develop 
computer software. Diversion of technology to short-range "fire fighting" from 
longer range, more creative work, has also been called a cause of the decline. 

The following sections describe several possible solutions to enhance the contribu
tion that our patent system makes to the invention and innovation processes. 

RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN PATENT LAWS OR REGULATIONS TO ENHANCE THE 
INNOVATIVE CLIMATE 

/. First-to-file patent system 
The U.S. Patent System provides for "interferences" between two or more patent 

applicants who seek a patent for substantially the same invention. The interference 
is a procedure to determine who first made the invention. That party will be 
entitled to the patent to the exclusion of those who invented later. The interference 
starts out as a "mini-litigation", that is, a quasi-judicial proceeding in the PTO, and 
occasionally proceeds into the Federal Courts as full scale litigation. 

Patent interferences are highly technical proceedings of questionable efficacy in 
terms of reaching equitable determinations of priority of invention. Much time is 
spent proving what happened before the filing dates; trying to prove that the 
inventor was incorrectly named, did not really have the invention in hand, failed to 
discharge various obligations, etc. In a significant majority of interferences the 
patent is awarded to the first to file after all. According to one informal survey, 
while approximately 110,000 U.S. patent applications are presently filed per year, 
our interference practice produces a result different from a first-to-file system in 
only 75 to 80 instances per year. 

The U.S. and Canada are unique among all the industrial countries of the world 
in utilizing the interference approach. The European countries have always consid
ered that the patent should go to the party first to disclose to the public by filing a 
patent application. Many countries provide a personal defense to one who can show 
he was actually the first to invent and use rather than the first to file. Examples 
include the United Kingdom, France, Germany and Holland. The new European 
patent system carries along these principles. 

Since the purpose of the patent system is to encourage disclosure to the public, 
the party first to file should be rewarded. The U.S. patent system should be changed 
accordingly. While converting to a first-to-file principle could result in filing a less 
complete patent application, it would serve the Constitutional purpose of early 
disclosure. All other industrial countries (except Canada) have been willing to 
accept such a possible disadvantage in return for the advantages of a first-to-file 
system. Even in Canada the Canadian government has proposed a revision in the 
Canadian Patent Law which would provide for a first-to-file system. 

Adoption of a first-to-file system would eliminate patent interference proceedings, 
simplify patent litigation, enhance certainty with respect to patent validity and 
generally make the patent system serve the interests of the inventor and the public 
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in a more efficient manner. Some might object to this recommendation,1 but most of 
the objections could be answered by the further adoption of provision in the law 
which would grant a prior inventor a personal right to use the invention. Such a 
right would be contingent on not having abandoned the invention and should 
require the taking of steps leading to commercialization of the invention. 
II. Reexamination of patents 

A serious problem affecting the predictability of litigation is that the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office has often not taken into account certain prior 
patents or other background material in its examination of the patent. In the 
relatively short time a patent examiner has to search for pertinent references, it 
cannot be expected that he or she will find all the prior references, particularly 
those from foreign countries, which a potential defendant in an infringement suit 
may be able to uncover. At present, a patent owner faced with new references 
brought forward by an infringer can ask for a reissue of his patent to overcome 

*• these references. The reissue patent is a substitute for the original patent that 
expires on the same date as the original patent would have expired but which 
differs in scope of coverage from the original patent. On the other hand, the 
infringer or other party advancing the new references must await a lawsuit or bring 
a declaratory judgment suit. 

The present procedure, allowing a patent owner to solicit reissue of his patent 
when faced with new references in a contested situation, should be continued and 
encouraged. Anyone opposed to the reissue, either wholly or in part, has the 
opportunity to submit references and to present written arguments. This practice, 
too, should be continued. We do not suggest that a full inter partes (adversary) 
proceeding be established in the PTO since this would increase both the time and 
expense involved in the reissue proceedings. 

If the patent for which reissue is sought is already in the courts, the judge should 
retain the discretion to stay the action in order to allow for the reissue. Allowing 
the reissue to be completed, while staying the judicial process, may often allow for 
greater certainty in the proper coverage of the patent with an attendant reduction 
in the amount of judicial time required. On other occasions, the reissue procedure 
may be insufficient because oral testimony, for example, may be essential to explain 
the references and other background matter submitted by the defendant. In such 
cases, the judge might properly refuse to stay the suit. The present procedures is 
reasonably satisfactory insofar as the patent owner is concerned, and it should not 
be changed with respect to his opportunities. 

A new right should be provided to a defendant or potential defendant faced with 
an adverse patent claim, however. If the defendant feels that his references are so 
strong as to invalidate the patent without the need for or expense of a trial, he 
should have the opportunity to take his references to the PTO and ask for reexa
mination of thepatent in light of those references. In other words, he should be able 
to call for a PTO action akin to the reissue proceedings which might result in a 
PTO decision that the patent should not have been granted. Such proceedings would 
in certain situations, particularly when baseless patents are involved, avoid the time 
and expense of a trial. To that end, the judge should have the discretion to stay any 
trial proceeding pending the outcome of a PTO reexamination requested by the 
defendant. 

The reexamination procedure should require payment of fees, by the person 
requesting reexamination, which will approximate the PTO costs involved. 

* The concept of a reexamination of issued patents has appeared in the last few 
years in various Congressional bills. The version of a reexamination statute that 
received the support of the American Patent Law Association, the Patent, Copyright 
and Trademark Section of the American Bar Association, the New York Patent Law 
Association and others is contained in the Wiggins Bill H.R. 14632 of the 96th 

* Congress. We recommend that steps be taken to encourage Congress to pass legisla
tion resembling the Wiggins Bill since a reexamination procedure will increase 
certainty in the patent system at a relatively modest cost to all involved. 

Through proposed rules published at 43 Fed. Reg. 59401 (December 20, 1978), and 
later withdrawn, the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks raised the possibil
ity that a limited reexamination procedure could be established in the PTO based 
on his rule making authority. However, we believe a statute is needed since the 
Commissioner cannot provide for court review of the PTO decisions or authorize 
cancellation of patents found to be invalid, features which are required for an 
acceptable reexamination system. 

1 It should be noted that the pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical industries have ques
tioned the "first-to-file" system as applied to them. They believe that the present system is 
preferable in their businesses, given the extensive testing needed to prove practical results. 
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///. Arbitration of patent disputes 
Commercially important patents often invite controversy. Competitors interested 

in the patented product or its equivalents frequently disagree with the patent owner 
as to the true scope and value of the patent. The result may be a suit in the federal 
courts. Unfortunately, fully contested patent litigation is very expensive, often 
$500,000 or more for each party. Protracted pretrial procedures coupled with the 
difficulties of dealing with technical subjects tend to make the litigation very 
expensive. 

Patent litigation is also protracted. A suit on an important patent will commonly 
take years to resolve. The cost and time required for litigation detract from the 
ability of patents to foster innovation. The cost of enforcing patents may very well 
influence business to invest in less risky programs than in the research and develop
ment needed for innovation and productivity gains. 

In order to reduce the cost and time required for the resolution of certain patent 
disputes, arbitration should be available for those who wish to use it. In certain 
judicial decisions, it has been held that patent validity has too great a public impact 
to allow it to be submitted to arbitration. In other words, only federal judges should 
rule on it. We believe, however, that arbitration should be a legitimate method for 
solving patent problems. Arbitration is a common method of resolving disputes in 
almost all other commecial areas including very large labor settlements, and it is 
difficult to see why it should not be allowed for patent questions. 

The McClellan Bill, S. 2255 of the 94th Congress which passed the Senate in 1976, 
would have provided for voluntary arbitration of patent disputes, including ques
tions of both infringement and validity. We recommend that a similar statutory 
provision be passed promptly. Arbitration cannot be required since such a require
ment would be a violation of due process, but it should be'available when both 
parties wish to use it. The results of arbitration are, of course, binding only on the 
participants. 

To our knowledge there is very little data on arbitration in patent cases. Howev
er, information provided by the American Arbitration Association showed that in a 
sample of 200 commercial arbitrations in the construction field, it averaged less 
than four months from filing to issuance of an arbitrator's award. The savings in 
time and money would be substantial if anything like this could be attained in 
patent cases. It is certainly worth a try. 

IV Special patent court 
Honest irreconcilable differences occasionally dictate the need to litigate patent 

questions. Unfortunately, there are sometimes material differences in legal prece
dents about patents among different judicial circuits. The precedents in one circuit 
may indicate a favorable result for the plaintiff while the precedents in another 
circuit may not. Because the result of the litigation can be affected, or even deter
mined, by the circuit selected, the selection process (forum shopping) frequently 
becomes a major added complication in the controversy. 

Proposals have been made for a single court of appeals for patent litigation. This 
change would be particularly useful in eliminating much of the costly, procedural 
maneuvering at the early stages of patent litigation devoted solely to selection of 
the forum. 

A single court of appeals should also contribute to greater certainty in the 
predicted outcome of patent litigation. A single court would tend to develop a more 
cohesive body of precedents than would the many independent circuit courts. This 
greater certainty in expected result might also reduce the number of patent suits 
brought. Few suits are brought or accepted with the expectation of losing. 

In a single court there could be difficulties in the handling of issues ancillary to 
patent validity and infringment. We believe, however, that a single court of appeals 
for patent litigation would contribute far more to the value of the patent system 
than it would detract from it. We recommend that passage of legislation establish
ing such a court. 

V. Computer software protection 
An increasing proportion of money invested in research and development work is 

being applied to the information processing field. The resulting computer software 
has not found legal protection in the same manner as afforded other technology. 
While some of the software may find limited protection under the patent system, 
much of it appears to be protected by its owners as trade secrets. Some industries 
have sought to protect computer programs by copyrights. There has been an in
creasing need for legislation which would better define the protection which is, or 
should be, available for computer programs under the copyright law. To date no 
such legislation has been forthcoming. 
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There have been numerous recommendations that the present copyright statute 
be amended so as to clearly afford protection for computer programs. One such 
recommendation is set forth in NBS Publication 500-17 by Roy G. Saltman of the 
National Bureau of Standards entitled Copyright in Computer-Readable Works: 
Policy Impacts of Technological Change. Subsequently the National Commission on 
New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works recommended on July 31, 1978, to 
the President of the United States that the copyright laws be amended to make 
explicit that computer programs are proper subject matter of copyrights: 

The new copyright law should be amended (1) to make it explicit that computer 
programs, to the extent that they embody an author's original creation are proper 
subject matter of copyright; (2) apply to all computer uses of copyrighted programs 
by the deletion of the present Section 117; and (3) to assure that rightful processors 
of copies of computer programs can use or adapt these copies of their use." 

We urge that the recommendation of the National Commission be implemented. 

* VI. Process patent protection against imports 
A problem of patent enforcement which may discourage investment in process 

development, is the powerlessness of a United States patent over products produced 
abroad by that process and brought into this country. There is a proceeding availa-

« ble before the U.S. International Trade Commission which may lead to the exclu
sion of such goods but it has not proven satisfactory to many patent owners. Other 
major countries, unlike the U.S., do allow a process patent to be enforced through 
an infringment suit against foreign-made goods brought into the home country of 
the patent. 

In order to encourage investment in process innovation, we recommend expanding 
the rights available under process patents. Specifically, a patent owner should be 
able to enforce his patent against goods, made abroad by use of the patended process 
and then imported into the U.S. Such a right would not bar the importation of 
identical goods not made by the patented process but would secure to the patent 
owner what should be rightfully his. 

VII. Adjustment of patent term for Government-caused delays 
Governmental regulatory requirements and resultant delays in clearing products 

for commercialization often undermine the value of patents obtained on such prod
ucts by diminishing the effective life of the patent. This is particularly true in the 
cases of agricultural chemical products (which must be registered by the Environ
mental Protection Agency before commercialization) and pharmaceutical products 
(which must be cleared by the Food and Drug Administration before commercializa
tion), and is also true in other fields, such as the electronics industry in connection 
with the standardization of a particular color television system by the Federal 
Communications Commission. 

The reduced values of such patents occur because, in many cases, they issue a 
number of years before the products themselves can appear on the market. The 
patents thus expire relatively early in the commercial lives of the products, and 
potential infringers are enabled to get into the field quite soon without having to 
'design around' the patents or develop competing new products. The time in which 

the innovators of the products can recoup their investments is corresponding short
ened and this possibility acts as yet another deterrent to innovation in these fields. 

We recommend, therefore, that provisions be added to the patent laws which 
would allow patent owners to receive extensions, equal to the lengths of the regula
tory delays, of the lives of patents which have been prevented by governmental 
regulatory delays from reaching their full economic potential. To balance this 
proposed extension of patent rights, there probably should be some maximum total 
length of time for any extension as well as a precise definition of the kind and 

-• causes of regulatory delays which might qualify patents for extensions. An alternate 
recommendation to solve the'problem of regulatory delays would be to allow a 
patent owner to delay the effective date of his patent protection until any necessary 
governmental approvals for marketing the patented product are obtained. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT-DEVELOPED TECHNOLOGY 

/. Uniform Government contractor policy 
It is estimated that in 1979 approximately $51 billion will be spent on research 

and development in the United States. The federal government will provide §25.8 
billion of that sum. Until the 1970's, much, if not most, of such federal funding was 
spent on military and space programs. In recent years, there has been a growing 
emphasis on development programs in other areas, such as energy. It is clearly in 
the national interest that the technology developed by the federal funding be made 
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available for use by private industry in providing products and services for the 
general public, In many areas of the government, however, patent policies have 
been instituted either through statute or agency rule making, which seem to dis
courage commercialization of the federally funded R. & D. 

Experience has shown that the entity most likely to carry the results of govern
ment-funded R. & D. to the market place is the contractor itself. If the contractor 
will be subject to a claim by the government under the patents, and/or if its 
competitors can quickly copy its product (as by reverse engineering) without any 
patent deterrent, there is much less reason for the contractor to risk its funds in 
commercialization. The same general theorem applies to the results of government-
funded R. & D. work done by non-profit contractors, such as universities. Unless the 
universities get substantial rights from patents, there is absolutely no incentive for 
them to establish technology transfer and patent programs which may lead to a 
commercialization of the research. The government policies should support the 
profit motive no matter what the class of contractor, for it is the expectation of ^ 
profits (or licensing income, in the case of the universities) which will encourage the 
investment of private funds necessary to commercial programs. 

To enhance the possibility of government-funded R. & D. being used for commer
cial products, contractors should in most instances receive title to the inventions 
and patents made under government contract. This is not to say that the govern- * 
ment should not keep a non-exclusive license for government programs and march-
in rights allowing it to require the contractor to license others in certain circum
stances, that is, if the contractor fails to produce enough products to supply the 
market. 

There are some instances in which the government taking title may be the best 
course. For example, an agency may fund a development and then by regulation 
adopt it as a national standard for commercial products. To prevent economic 
dislocation, it is desirable that all competitors receive the same royalty-free right to 
use the required technology or feature. 

A uniform government patent policy could be attained by passing a statute 
• similar to the Thornton bill H.R. 6249, introduced in the 95th Congress, At the time, 
the Thornton bill received the support of various industry associations and various 
patent law associations. 

Government patent policy should further extend to improved procedures within 
the government through which it can more promptly and more readily recognize 
valid patents of others bearing on government activities. Also important is discour
agement of any contracting practices needlessly tending to appropriate background 
rights of the contractor in existing patents or data. 

II. Government-owned patents 
A substantial portion of the government R. & D. funding goes to support laborato

ries and other activities which are integral parts of the government agencies. The 
unclassified technology developed by these laboratories has normally been patented, 
presumably to make sure that it becomes known to the public. 

The administration of patents on technology generated in government laborato
ries, however, presents a situation which is conceptually less straightforward than 
administration of patents generated from contractor^leveloped technology. Not 
having developed the technology, the commercially oriented engineers are likely to 
have, or at least envision, different ways of accomplishing the same end. Thus, there 
is at least some question as to whether the internally generated government patents •* 
serve as an effective tool for commercialization. 

Such patents can certainly discourage manufacturers if they fear a claim being 
made under the patents by the government. The best course, therefore, is probably 
to license the patents on a royalty-free basis to all domestic manufacturers. In this *• 
way, the patents would serve to publish the technology, and at the same time, would 
not deter commercialization. (The patents could, however, serve to protect efficient 
domestic production from foreign dumping or the like; and in the rare instance 
where exclusive licensing might be needed to elicit money for commercialization, 
such licensing could be contemplated.) 

In many instances, government patents are taken out solely for defensive reasons, 
that is, to publish results of the technical work without any thought of the patents 
having commercial value. Considering the very large number of patent applications 
filed by the government each year on inventions made by government employees 
(averaging 1332 applications per year for fiscal years 1963 through 1975), we believe 
that the workload of the Patent and Trademark Office could be substantially 
reduced if this so-called defensive filing were eliminated by the government agen
cies. 
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To do this, we suggest that a technical journal be established for publishing 
selected government inventions. This journal would publish descriptions of those 
inventions on which patents are not needed for national purposes. In this way the 
government would be protected against adverse claims by later inventors; the tech
nology would be made available to those interested; the government inventors 
would receive recognition; the Patent and Trademark Office workload problems 
would be greatly reduced; and the government patenting costs would be decreased. 

OTHER SUBJECTS CONSIDERED BY TASK GROUP 

I. Funding of Patent and Trademark Office 
It was assumed for purposes of this report that there would be adequate funding 

of the PTO, since the level of funding bears a direct relationship to the quality of 
patent examination and, consequently, of issued patents. Despite this obvious rela
tionship, the PTO's financial support is diminishing when taken on a constant 
dollar basis. Specifically, the 1979 budget results in a decrease of $1,692 million in 
constant dollars for the PTO, and the proposed 1980 budget will result in a further 
decrease of $1,633 million. The consequences, already started, will be a progressive 
deterioration in pendency time, and less reliable patents because search files will 
not receive needed updating. 

We believe that funding of the PTO operating budget should at very least keep up 
with inflation. The imposition of addition duties (new reissue provisions and pro
posed reexamination of issued patents) makes this condition especially important, 
and additional funding beyond adjustment for inflation will be essential in the 
relatively near future if we are to avoid a substantial increase in the pendency time 
and in the PTO backlog. 

77. Mandatory licensing 
Foreign patent systems often include provisions for compulsory licensing of pat

ents, normally in the event of insufficient local use of the invention. Numerous 
studies of mandatory licensing for use in the United States have been made and, so 
far as is known, all have rejected the idea for one reason or another. We agree with 
this. A recent such study entitled "The Economic Effects Of Mandatory Patent 
Licensing" was reported by Prof. F. M. Scherer of Northwestern University at a 
public meeting of ERDA at Germantown, Maryland, on January 12, 1977: 

777. Return of Government seed money 
At least one legislative effort was made in the last Congress to consider reim

bursement of the Government for money it devoted to the making of inventions that 
later proved to be a commercial success. This effort took the form of the proposed 
"Small Business Nonprofit Organization Patent Procedures Act"—S. 3496. Section 
204 of that Bill provided that when the commercial success involving utilization of 
any invention based on government-funded work reaches a designated threshold, 
the patent owner should begin to return to the government the money which the 
government originally invested. 

It would be a substantial administrative burden to trace any given subject inven
tion through a complex license program or to allocate appropriately, any particular 
contributed value to such an invention. While patents are occasionally licensed 
alone, the more significant license programs tend to involve many patents, related 
technology and technical assistance in the form of person-to-person contacts. In that 
setting there is no value which is broken out as being attributable to rights under 
inventions in general, and certainly no allocation is made in respect to any given 
invention. Similarly, there is no reasonable way to determine the profits attributa
ble to the use of any particular invention in any given product which incorporates 
varied technologies. 

The cost of attempting to administer a broad repayment program would almost 
surely exceed any returns that might be expected. Thus, we urge that the govern
ment continue to regard increased general tax revenues and the better business 
health of the country as its return for priming the pump used by the contractors. 

Although not related to the seed money concept, the Task Group notes that it sees 
no logic to the line drawn by S. 3496 between large and small government contrac
tors. If it is desirable (as we believe it is) to place title to contract inventions in the 
contractors' hands for purposes of commercialization, the size of the contractor is 
irrelevant. 

TV. Petty patents 
A number of other countries (notably Germany and Japan) have provisions for 

the grant of shorter term "lesser patents", suited for the protection of more minor 
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advances in technology. The introduction of lesser patents might reduce the work
load in the Patent and Trademark Office. In any event, experience with such 
patents in other countries should be studied and evaluated to determine if similar 
patents would foster innovation in the United States. 

V. Maintenance fees 
Many other countries have patent systems under which the patent owner must 

make payments at fixed periods during the patent term to keep the patent in effect. 
Besides producing revenue, such a system tends to force reexamination of the worth 
of patents and thereby rid the patent rolls of worthless patents. We believe, howev
er, that the institution of maintenance fees in the U.S. would not increase innova
tion. 

VI. Patents in third-world countries 
Public officials in some foreign countries assert that their patent systems benefit 

only foreigners, leading to the conclusion that strong, national patent systems are 
not in their best interest. As a result there is little or no effective patent protection 
in large geographical areas of the world—notably, in Latin America, Asia, and 
Oceania (with the exception of Japan, Australia, and New Zealand) and in Africa 
(with the exception of South Africa). This movement toward ineffective patent 
systems can have an adverse effect on the more research-intensive segments of 
United States industry. 

A U.S. posture looking toward improved patent protection in third-world coun
tries probably would be supported by other western nations, and would be in the 
enlightened interest of the developing countries themselves. Specifically, reliable 
patent systems should help the third-world countries to enjoy more rapid industrial 
development. This is because the optimum transfer of technology between countries 
occurs through voluntary cooperation between the transferor and the transferee in 
a climate where valuable industrial property rights are protectable. 

During the past ten to fifteen years, it appears that a number of inter-governmen
tal organizations, particularly agencies of the United Nations, have been prime 
movers in skeptically viewing strong patent systems for third-world countries. With
out any improper interference in the affairs of other countries, we believe that the 
United States should encourage, where appropriate, the establishment of effective 
laws to protect property rights in inventions and innovation. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Arnold, you said that you took exception to one of the 

recommendations. Which recommendation? 
Mr. ARNOLD. Senator, you've used a vague and indefinite word— 

"you." I am here on behalf of the American Patent Law Associ
ation, that has adopted a position contrary to one that I personally 
hold myself. 

The first-to-file issue is a very controversial issue among the bar. 
Ten years or so ago I was active in fighting first to file in favor of 
our present first-to-invent system. And the American Patent Law 
Association, the last time they addressed the issue some years 
back, was divided on it but decided that they like the present first-
to-invent concept. 

Let me take just one minute to explain why. 
The present system is the one of higher sophistication in pursuit 

of justice. Everybody would agree that it is a better effort to find 
the just patent owner. 

The difficulty with it is that the cost of administering the first-to-
invent system, as we call it, seems to me now as it did not 10 years 
ago when I was testifying on the same topic, to outweigh the value 
of chasing that extra justice. 

It seems to me now—contrary to the majority of the Association, 
on behalf of whom I'm here—that first-to-file does have enough 
advantage in its simplicity, in its time-saving, in its money saving, 
in its certainty, to outweigh the circumstance that we may some-
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times have the second inventor getting the patent instead of the 
first. 

So I personally now agree with Mr. Manbeck's position. I must 
advise you that there is a lot of thought which I honor and respect, 
which is to the contrary view. 

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Arnold, Mr. Manbeck, at the close of his 
remarks, supported S. 1215. 

We've heard that the administration may recommend legislation 
that would maintain the Government use public use distinction— 
that is to say, in the case of military and perhaps space R. & D. 
contracts, the contractor would generally retain title. 

With respect to civil R. & D. contracts, the Government would 
generally retain title. 

We are told that the rationale for this distinction is that the 
commercialization of military-related inventions entails additional 
private investment and risk. But in the case of civil R. & D., the 
argument goes, Government assumes responsibility for carrying an 
invention to the marketplace and, therefore, exclusive contractor 
rights are unnecessary to achieve commercialization. 

What do you think of that rationalization? 
Mr. ARNOLD. I am sure that examples exist to support it. But I 

believe that those examples are far too de minimus in number as a 
proportion of the whole to persuade as to general policy. My per
sonal experience suggests to the contrary, that in civil R. & D., 
whether it be in the work that I was involved in for Project 
Molehole that ended up aborting, or whether it be the electrodes 
that had to do with monitoring the health of the astronauts in 
space, that then became a technology to be transferred into local 
hospital operations. 

In each of these instances, it has seemed to me, you still needed 
the extra effort of the private investor to successfully commercial
ize the invention. 

Whether it be civil research or military research, in the vast 
majority of instances, I believe you still have the same need for 
some commercial undertaking to have the incentive to spend devel
opmental money, technical or market developmental money. 

Mr. Manbeck made reference to that when he said that the 
patent system not only supports research and development in the 
sense of technical development, but also the market development. 
And typically, the market development need is still there. 

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Manbeck said that most industrialized 
countries, except Canada, have the first-to-file system. Can you tell 
us more about the systems of other industrialized countries? 

I address this to both of you. Do they have stronger patent 
systems that put us at a competitive disadvantage? 

Mr. MANBECK. It varies from country to country, Senator. The 
Germans and the Swedes, I would say, have very strong patent 
systems, stronger than ours, perhaps. 

Senator STEVENSON. What makes them stronger? 
Mr. MANBECK. In the first place, they have very rigorous exami

nation systems in the Patent Office. The examiners are highly 
trained. They have excellent technical libraries and they do a very 
good job. 

That is one thing. 
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Second, there is a respect given to patents, and I'm speaking 
particularly of Germany, I must say in my experience, we have 
never been faced with a real controversy in Sweden. 

In Germany, the courts are very respectful of the patent grant. 
In fact, to invalidate or nullify the patent, you have to go back to 
the Patent Office there. You can't even raise invalidity in the 
litigation, although it will be delayed until the Patent Office has 
had a chance to look at the invalidity question. 

But they issue the patent only after very thorough examination 
and they give it very considerable respect after it's issued. 

Now Great Britain, in my opinion, does not provide as good an 
examination. Their system is just plain different. Holland has good 
examination. France, in effect, and Belgium are registration sys
tems. You litigate when you are done. 

Really, everybody tends to look at the German patent. There is a 
new patent convention over there now, the European patent con
vention, however, where you can handle all your patents, all your 
prosecution through one central examination system. And this is 
probably going to take over more and more in the future because it 
is a cheaper way to get your overall bundle of patents which you 
must get to have adequate protection in the European countries. 

And again, this will be a very thorough, well financed examining 
staff. 

May I add just one more thing? So that we understand what 
we're talking about by the first-to-file system, we're talking about a 
system whereby the first inventor to present his application to the 
Patent Office becomes the owner of the patent—he still must 
invent it himself and not derive it from somebody else. 

And the benefit here, as I said before, is certainty to investors, 
and also, certainty to the public in that there is in this way an 
early disclosure of the invention through the patent, which, after 
all, is one of the purposes of the system. 

And to the extent that there are perceived inequities, this can be 
taken by giving a prior inventor who didn't submit his application 
quickly, a right to commercialize, provided he has been putting the 
funds in. 

Remember, an inventor, small or large, can get to the Patent 
Office quickly. 

Mr. ARNOLD. In Germany, you would typically spend $50,000 to 
$100,000 in the same litigation that in this country you would 
spend $400,000 to $500,000 on. That difference is representative of 
something important in what you give up in litigation sophistry. I 
would not give up as much as they do in Germany to keep those 
costs down, but I would sure like to save a lot of that money. I feel 
like we overdo our litigation, and their system functions better in 
part just because you can get a final decision for $50,000 when here 
you can not get a final one for $500,000 on some occasions. 

Senator STEVENSON. If the patents are strong and the courts 
respect them, there is probably much less litigation, isn 't there? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Correct. 
Senator STEVENSON. Can you give us information about the Japa

nese system? 
Mr. MANBECK. I don't want to seem to be an expert. I will tell 

you what I understand. The Japanese, too, have a strong system—a 
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very thorough examination system—and they respect patents. It is 
my own impression that it is part of the Japanese way of life that 
once patents are issued, litigation really does not occur that much. 
They have a system where, if you think the patent isn't valid or 
that it is at least too broad, you can go into the Patent Office and 
ask for a restriction of those claims. Now that has just happened to 
us in an important chemical patent. Ours has been restricted in 
the Patent Office. We don't like it. We think they are wrong, and 
we are continuing, but it is still a good system that this can be 
done without extensive litigation. 

I will say that the one infringement case we have had over there 
has gone on a long time because of a very great difficulty of proof. 
Now I would add one thing. I was in Japan some years ago, and 
one of our local agents arranged a courtsey call in the Patent 
Office for me with the man who would correspond to our Commis
sioner of Patents. I was received very graciously, but the point of 
my story is, the next day he called in all his top people and said, 
"See how an American company has someone over here trying to 
learn from us; it shows how much harder we must work to stay 
ahead of the Americans." So they have a good patent system, and 
they work at it. 

Senator STEVENSON. Senator Schmitt? 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Arnold, you indicated that you served on the Advisory Com

mittee on Patents for the administration's Domestic Policy Review. 
Could you, in very general terms, compare the conclusions and 
findings of that subcommittee with the provisions of S. 1215? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Well, I guess I am sufficiently cold on exactly what 
the subcommittee report was by comparison with the bill that I 
can't do other than speak in generalities, but I feel confident that 
the basic concept of our subcommittee's report was square onto 
S. 1215. There may be some details that were different, but I don't 
remember what they were. 

As a basic concept, I'm sure that the advisory committee's report 
was fully supportive of S. 1215. 

Senator SCHMITT. Has the administration responded to the sub
committee report? 

Mr. ARNOLD. I've only rumor information that I would not wish 
to suggest to you because it is likely to be in error. I am led to 
believe that our recommendations have not been adopted fully, but 
I don't know enough about it that I would just—I believe I should 
not comment on what the administration view has been. 

Senator SCHMITT. Gentlemen, I would like to have you both 
consider this next question. It has been suggested that any govern-
mentwide patent policy should include a statutory payback require
ment or recoupment of some kind whereby the Government would 
recover a portion of its investment when inventions in which the 
contractor received title are developed and marketed. Do you be
lieve this would be an appropriate provision? 

Can you suggest what form such payback requirement might 
take? Or do you think it ought to be applied on a selective basis? 

Mr. MANBECK. In answering this question, one necessarily does it 
from his own experience and obviously his own viewpoints. We 
think that the payback provision is undesirable for these reasons. 
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First of all, it will create another bureaucracy. 
Second, it is very hard in an awful lot of equipment to figure out 

how much of it is due to any one patent. Now let me give you an 
example. Some very successful programs of ours—the General Elec
tric Co.'s in the aircraft engine field—have come, or at least used 
in part, military-sponsored technology. An aircraft engine is an 
extremely complex device. You may have a patent covering an 
important improvement in the blades of the third stage in the 
turbine. Now how much should the Government get back on a 
payback if the patent that covers the third stage blades comes out 
of Government research when there are a lot of other patents 
covering many other things which came out of private research on 
the engine? It is a very, very difficult administrative problem to 
take care of. 

Another point is, when something goes commercial, you make 
money on it. If you don't make money on it, you made a mistake. 

. Senator SCHMITT. If you don't make money, it ain't commercial. 
Mr. MANBECK. Right. I'm not sure what the present tax rate is, 

but it is around 50 percent, and every dollar of profit that the 
contractor makes, the Government gets 50 percent. And let me fell 
you, the contractor is working pretty hard to make profit, and the 
Government is going to share in that way. 

Another thing is that if you are going to say—I shouldn't say 
you, but if the Government is going to say, "Well, we are going to 
expect so much payback"—and if there are alternatives, the 
amount of the payback, if large, is obviously going to tip the 
contractor toward the other alternative. 

Now I can't say this will or won't occur. It is a question. So, all 
in all, we think the Government will get its money back through 
the tax revenue, and that to add further complications on top of 
that is just not desirable. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Arnold? 
Mr. ARNOLD. I would subscribe to everything that has been said. 

I might say that I have litigated the allocation of cost and profits 
as among different elements of a commercial undertaking, and I 
find that it is a game. At least in the substantial majority of 
instances, our accounting processes simply do not admit to a realis
tic allocation of how much of the cost and how much of the profit 
was attributable to this element or that of a total technology. We 
make judgments and come up with a conclusion that, when you get 
through, you realize, "Gee, we went to all of this expense and all of 
this trouble, and we maintained all of this accounting for all of 
these years, and in truth we haven't accomplished anything that 
you can sink your teeth into and say, Yes, this is right." 

So I emphasize to you that frequently the nature of the inter
twining of all of the different technologies are such that this alloca
tion is commonly not a feasible thing to do. The pessimism about 
the reliability of the accountings and the like will be a discourag
ing bias to some potential contractors. And for these reasons, 
among.the others that Mr. Manbeck has mentioned to you, the 
bureaucracy—I hazard a guess that the total cost both inside the 
Government and in the contractor undertaking the accounting for 
these purposes will exceed the amount of money the Government 
will get back. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Would you say the same thing about just a 
royalty agreement, say, which I think in some NASA aircraft 
engine joint development programs with industry there have been 
royalty recoupments? 

Mr. ARNOLD. I guess I'm not as confident about that because the 
royalty provisions have the advantage of being somewhat more 
easily arrived at, somewhat more mechanically arrived at on the 
one hand, with costs passed on. But let's come right back to the 
example that Mr. Manbeck gave. What is a reasonable royalty on 
the improvement of the blade in the third stage? 

Here the J-59 engine cost half a billion dollars to develop. 
Senator SCHMITT. That is probably not an appropriate use of 

royalty recoupment. But let's say it's a brandnew engine develop
ment, a new engine is going to be marketed, and there is a joint 
use of test facilities and development capabilities. Would it be 

*•, reasonable to collect a royalty on the profits? 
Mr. ARNOLD. I guess I would want to look more specifically at 

specific cases than I am able to, right off the top of my head. I'm 
still suspicious of it, but at least I don't want to kick it out until I 
would study it some more. 

Senator SCHMITT. Then let me pursue this just a little bit farther. 
As I'm sure you are well aware, one of the criticisms that will be 
raised against my bill and other attempts to allow more rapid use 
of technology in the private sector is that it is a give-away, that is, 
that the company or the inventor is going to have a windfall. How 
do you address this? What are the alternative mechanisms that we 
can use to address this concern? 

Mr. ARNOLD. Both of us want to jump on that one, but it is 
Harry's turn. 

Mr. MANBECK. Senator, I would not want to mislead you. In the 
aircraft engine business of which I spoke, there are a couple of 
cases where we are subject to recoupment of development cost 
clauses where the, let's call it the core engine, has been to a very 
large degree Government-sponsored. And you can say, well, this 
whole package of technology is going into use in the commercial 
thing, and, all right, therefore, you will pay us so much an engine, 
or something like that. 

I still think it is counterproductive, but we have learned to live 
with it. And the administrative burden is not so bad, because 

• you're not going through the engine and picking out piece by piece 
and this sort of thing. 

But this whole concept of give-away bothers me to a great 
degree. If the contractor doesn't take it to the commercial stage, 

* there is no give-away because nobody has done anything. If he does 
take it to the commercial stage, the Government will get half of 
every dollar of profit that he's going to make. 

Now, if the Government says, well, on top of that—I can't go 
through the numbers, because I did not come prepared to testify on 
that—but if the Government says, well, we want some more on top 
of that, again, I come back to the point that it tends to tip you to 
the other line of research that you may have or other line of 
product development. 

Mr. ARNOLD. I agree 100 percent, and I feel that the basic con
cept of give-away is misspoken. What's our goal; what are we 
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trying to do? Are we trying to focus our attention on getting the 
technology into use, by which the public will benefit the most? 
Then, we ought not to be pennypinching or nitpicking about some
thing that is as small in the overall picture as the difference 
between what the Government is going to get back by some strings 
attached to a special royalty and what the Government is going to 
get back through taxes and through the public enjoying the inven
tion. 

I just feel like we are indulging in overkill of an idea that is not 
that real. I do not believe the so-called windfall profit that is to be 
made from the give-away is that real. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, gentlemen, it is very real, because that 
has killed every attempt in the last few years to get a uniform 
patent policy and one which puts the presumption of title in the 
private sector. We can't say it is not real, because it is a real issue. 
Even though you and I may think it is a nonissue, it is a real one. 

Mr. ARNOLD. Senator, I would say to that that you have to 
indulge the practicality of what can be done politically. And it may 
be that we have to yield to some things as a matter of practical 
politics that I do not believe are real in terms of the economics of 
the marketplace. And I certainly honor the circumstance that you, 
who make the legislation, have to include some considerations that 
I do not have in my mind. 

But I suggest to you that, as a matter of what is real in the 
marketplace, this idea is not going to have a substantial net benefit 
to the Government. The "give-away" is an expression which has a 
lot of political appeal, but you are not really giving it away— 
anything important. And, therefore, on the merits the public would 
be well served not to worry about the alleged give-away. If, for 
political reasons, we have to do something else, then we will live 
with it. 

Mr. MANBECK. May I suggest—I think we all realize the political 
problems, but that to tie payback to a per patent basis—that is, on 
each patent—is a very difficult thing. The patent is an expression 
of the technology. If the technology is really important and can be 
pinned down, it seems to me—and I am speaking about my own 
personal views; I'm not testifying at this point for the company or 
the Committee on Economic Development—it would seem to me 
that if there is an important piece of technology which can be 
identified, and it is necessary for political reasons to include some
thing, that that approach might be considered rather than trying 
to tie it on each patent. 

And another thing, you will even get the patents not covering 
what they should for fear the owners might have to pay back on 
them. They won't take the patents out, which is undesirable, be
cause that, gentlemen—I don't mean to be xenophobic, but it opens 
our country up to foreign competition on some stuff where it 
shouldn't be. And I just think that this whole business of tying it 
patent by patent is self-defeating. I really do. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do you gentlemen think that the availability to 
the Government of march-in rights provides an effective self-en
forcing mechanism to promote the commercialization of an inven
tion? 
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Mr. MANBECK. Our report supports march-in rights. We think it 
is part of the answer to the so-called windfall situation. And quite 
frankly, if the contractor does not go to commercialization with the 
technology and there is somebody else who wants to—I think it 
unlikely—but if there is somebody else that wants to, it seems to 
me that the Government should—it seems to us, this is more than 
personally—that the Government should have that right. 

Senator SCHMITT. Should there be a provision for exceptional 
circumstances before the march-in right is operable? 

Mr. MANBECK. It seems to me that before you go to the march-in 
rights, before the march-in right is exercised, that the contractor or 
the inventor should have an opportunity to explain in a fair hear
ing as to why he hasn't done it and to how he is going to do it in 
the future. Does that answer your question, Senator? 

Senator SCHMITT. Yes. 
Mr. ARNOLD. I certainly share that. 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Arnold, do you think there should be a 

distinction between large and small businesses in a bill of this 
kind? 

Mr. ARNOLD. I do not. I do believe that there exists a de facto 
distinction that works now in the way the patent system is work
ing. But I don't believe we should treat that statutorily. An exam
ple of this distinction that I referred to was the small entrepre-
neurship, and I can give you three examples in 3 minutes, if I can 
have that time, that is current in my law practice. 

The inventor of the Weed-Eater that you may be acquainted with 
created a whole new industry, lawn trimmers with a swinging line. 
Another inventor founded a business in severe service valves for 
the chemical industry. And there is the invention of the technique 
disposal of the major wastes from coal burning power plants. When 
we scrub the S02 and fly ash out of the blue gas and sky, we create 
tons and tons—millions of tons—of waste. These inventions were 
all made by the private entrepreneur or the very small company. 

Now those three inventions all made by the private entrepreneur 
and the very small company needed capital to expand. In 1969, the 
inventors could have gone public with a stock offering and gotten 
that capital. In 1969, 3.5 billion dollars' worth of capital was raised 
from the public trough—venture capital, risk capital. Last year, 
according to the Washington Post that I read the other day, $214 
million of the dollars that have been inflated since 1969 by a 
tremendous amount, was all that new businesses could get from 
the public trough. 

So as to these three inventions that I referred to, when the 
crunch came in terms of need of the private entrepreneurships to 
expand, they went to the only available source of risk capital—big 
business. Big business could afford the litigation costs which the 
entrepreneur could not afford. The litigation costs were there. All 
of these patents were in litigation. All of these litigations were 
costing a half a million dollars and up apiece. The small entrepre
neur with no source of big venture capital simply could not afford 
the burdens and uncertainty of the litigation and plant expansion 
without going to the source of capital. The only source of capital 
they had was big business. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 2 1 
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Isn't it great that big business has capital for that; financial 
health of business is vital to everyone's interest; but isn't it sad 
that the alternative sources of risk capital have dried up. 

So we do find a degree in which there is a difference in the big 
business and the small business approach to these things. Not 
approach—that's the wrong word—in what happens. The big busi
ness has the capital that the small business did not have to fight 
this time delay and financial burden of litigation, and so the entre-
preneurship had a difficulty. But I don't believe we should address 
that statutorily in the patent law. That should be addressed in tax 
law and banking law. 

What we need, is to do something about capital markets where 
the entrepreneurship can get access to the capital that it needs, * 
and then maybe some of these things would smooth out. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Manbeck, did you have anything further 
on that subject, that is, small versus large business? % 

Mr. MANBECK. Well, obviously I'm associated with big business. 
The costs are horrendous on all of us. This is why we are making 
some of these suggestions. 

We think that sometimes we are attacked by strike suits just 
because we are big business, and that the patent system sometimes 
works against us there for that reason. We suggest reexamination. 
There is no question about it. Mr. Arnold is right. It takes money 
today in the United States to enforce a patent, although I believe 
that most corporations are responsive to taking licenses where 
there is a justified patent. You don't take a suit that you're going 
to lose. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you think we should draw a distinction 
between large and small business in the area being dealt with in 
this bill? 

Mr. MANBECK. Absolutely not. Senator, I would like to put in a 
written statement as to why I think the payback is undesirable, if I 
may. 

Senator SCHMITT. Yes sir. We would appreciate that very much. 
[The following information was subsequently received for the 

record:] 

COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE EFFECTS OF PAYBACK PROVISIONS IN GOVERNMENT PATENT 
POLICY 

The inclusion of payback provisions in the government patent policy to be estab
lished by S. 1215 is undesirable for a number of reasons. These reasons outweigh ' 
any benefit to the government or the public that might be produced by the limited 
revenues in question, and militate strongly against the inclusion of payback provi
sions. They are as follows: 

(a) A significant adminstrative burden would be imposed on the contractor.—Much • 
government-sponsored technology which may be translated to commercial products 
relates to large, complex equipment such as aircraft, aircraft engines, electronic 
equipment and transportation equipment. It would be a substantial burden on the 
contractor to trace any given invention through a commercial program or to allo
cate any particular contributed value to an invention. Take, for example, a patent 
on an electronic switch which is used in a complex commercial radar system. It 
would take considerable time and effort to verify whether, in fact, the patented 
switch is used, the amount of the use and what portion of the equipment is 
attributable to the switch. Also, is tha t switch so much better than an unpatented 
alternative that any royalties should be justified? 

Further, suppose tha t the overall radar equipment were licensed to a foreign 
manufacturer with appropriate government approvals. The switch patent would be 
only a modest part of the total license, the main value of the agreement really being 
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the technology and technical assistance passing from the licensor to the licensee. In 
fact, there is probably no value which can be broken out as being attributable to 
patents as such and certainly no way of determining the value attributable to the 
particular electronic switch invention. 

All in all, the effort required to try to reach some resolution both on the base for 
the payback and the rate at which the payback would be made, far exceed any 
benefit to the government possibly resulting from the modest monetary flow that 
might be created. 

(b) A further government bureaucracy would be needed.—Just as it is difficult, if 
not impossible, for the manufacturer of complex equipment to assign a value to any 
one patent, so also would it be difficult for the government to monitor the pay
ments. Clearly, more and more people would be needed in the government agencies; 
in fact, the cost of people added to the government for control purposes might well 
exceed the amount of money paid to the government. 

(c) The government will receive a payback in any case through its tax revenues.— 
Presumably, the commercialized version of the government-financed technology will 
earn a profit for the contractor. Otherwise, there is no reason for the contractor to 
carry the technology to the marketplace. Whatever profit the contractor makes will 
be taxed at 46 percent, the current corporate tax rate, and the government will get 
a significant payback through that avenue. The tax structure clearly makes the 
government a partner as any monies start to flow. 

(d) Royalty provisons or profit sharing on top of the tax liability act as a deterrent 
to commercialization.—Why should a contractor commercialize government-financed 
technology if there is alternate technology available if it has to pay a premium for 
the use of the government-financed technology? In fact, a payback provision would 
be a good reason for a contractor to separate the government-financed technology 
from its commercial technology in order to avoid any payback liability. 

(e) If the payback provision should extend to inventions only as contrasted to 
patents, then the contractor would be placed at a disadvantage compared to anyone 
else.—He would pay for commercializing something which others could then follow 
without any liability for payments. 

The use of government technology with payment to the government through tax 
revenues is not a windfall for the contractor. To utilize the government technology 
commercially, it must invest its own funds in product redesign, in manufacturing 
facilities and in marketing and servicing activities. If the government really wants 
its patent policy to act as an incentive to commercialization, it should not restrict 
that incentive so as to remove much of its attractiveness. That is exactly what 
payback provisions would do. 

Senator SCHMITT. I would welcome your suggestions as to any 
alternative approaches which counter this argument that somehow 
there is going to be a windfall. I do not believe the argument that 
the Government reaps a windfall by the commercialization of the 
invention, but, unfortunately, the argument will continue to be 
raised. 

The final point I would like to have you comment briefly on is 
something that was said by a previous witness from NASA. One of 
the principal justifications for an approach such as in S. 1215 is 
that it will tap the enthusiasm of the inventor toward commercial
ization, rather than what is now the case with most Government 
inventions or Government-sponsored inventions, that is, that they 
are sitting around with nobody very enthusiastic about using them. 
Do you agree there is a psychological reservoir? You've talked 
about investment capital and that kind of thing, but is there a 
reservoir of enthusiasm that we must tap also? 

Mr. AHNOLD. It's very critical. I agree 100 percent. There are 
many, many inventions that can be offered by A and B and C and 
fail, but offered by D who is enthusiastic, it will succeed. 

Senator SCHMITT. IS the inventor the one most likely to be enthu
siastic? 

Mr. ARNOLD. He certainly is the most likely. It's his baby. We 
find that, for example, in the outside disclosure, to many corpora-
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tions—and we have named the psychological phenomena "NIH," 
for "not invented here," which is an expression I am sure you 
know. Inside the corporation a man comes with idea A and he 
takes it to the budget committee for R. & D., and they start 
punching holes in it and say it will never work, and he says, "Oh, 
but you're just looking at the wrong side. We can solve that prob
lem, we can solve that problem, we can solve that problem." 

The outsider tries to present the same idea. He has a very 
difficult time because he is not there to argue with the budget 
committee that "We can solve that problem, we can solve that 
problem, we can solve that problem." 

The idea that is sitting on the shelf is dead. It has no communi
cation capacity to sell itself over the natural reaction that we all 
have, to look at an idea and see first what is wrong with it. That is 
the first thing we see: We always see what is wrong with it and say 
what's wrong with it, and leave it alone, unless it has a champion 
to advocate its merit and be enthusiastic. 

So, every idea needs a champion to sell it, to attract capital 
support, whether it's inside a corporation or inside a Government 
agency. You need a chance for that idea to attract capital support. 
And the most likely person to do that, is the inventor or his group 
at the contractor's place. 

Mr. MANBECK. I would only add that unless the inventor or the 
contractor has the rights, his enthusiasm won't do any good. Let's 
look at it from the other viewpoint because nobody is going to put 
any money in, no matter how enthusiastic he is, unless they can go 
forward with it without interference. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, gentlemen. We appreciate your 
testimony. We will ask you some questions for the record. 

Mr. ARNOLD. It's been our pleasure to be here. 
Mr. MANBECK. Thank you very much. 
Senator SCHMITT. If I may, I would like to ask the final four 

witnesses to come forward as a panel: Mr. Jerome H. Lemelson, 
president, Licensing Management Corp.; Herbert G. Burkard, cor
porate patent counsel, Raychem Corp.; Gerald A. Lodge, chairman, 
Innoven Capital Corp.; and Jacob Rabinow, consultant, National 
Bureau of Standards. 

Gentlemen, if you would correct me on any mispronunciations I 
may have made. We will go with Mr. Lemelson first. If you have 
prepared testimony and you wish to summarize that, your pre
pared testimony will be in our record in its entirety. 

STATEMENT OF JEROME H. LEMELSON, PRESIDENT, 
LICENSING MANAGEMENT CORP. 

Mr. LEMELSON. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. My name is 
Jerome Lemelson. I am a professional inventor. I am a member of 
the Patent and Trademark Office Advisory Committee. A licensed 
invention of mine that you may be familiar with is the mechanical 
drive that made the cassette tape recorder a commercial reality. 

I have been asked to reflect on some of my experiences in the 
field of technology, licensing, and patents. I would like to apologize 
for my close adherence to the written text of my statement. The 
subject matter of this statement is of such great importance to me, 
both emotionally as well as from a business point of view, that I 
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tend to get overinvolved. I have been hurt so many times by the 
system that I do get emotional when I discuss this matter. As a 
result, my advisers have asked that I attempt to closely follow the 
statement. 

Senator SCHMITT. More of our advisers should make us do that. 
Mr. LEMELSON. I own over 350 patents and have found it neces

sary to form a corporation to market my inventions. That company 
is Licensing Management Corp. I am the president and sole owner. 
We market inventions for individuals, businesses, and the Federal 
Government. 

I therefore tailor my testimony around two focal points: my 
experiences as an inventor and my experiences in marketing and 
licensing inventions. 

One of the greatest hazards of being an inventor is losing an 
invention to an infringer. Infringement may occur as the result of 
independent idea conception or downright thievery. 

I was told when I was in college that a patent is an exclusive 
constitutional right for a limited number of years to manufacture, 
use, or sell your invention. I soon learned that in practice a patent 
is a right to sue someone who is benefiting from your invention 
and often it is the door of opportunity to a potential thief. 

Ed Mahler, former chief patent attorney for Olin Mathieson 
Chemical Co., told me in the early 1960's that many U.S. corpora
tions, as a matter of policy, stall inventors and do whatever is 
possible to stop the enforcement of patents. Unfortunately, I have 
found that to be true. 

I have four file drawers of literature on products, processes, and 
manufacturing machinery that infringe my patents, for which I 
have not been paid 1 cent. I have brought over 20 infringement 
actions, of which 8 have been concluded—all against my patent 
rights. 

I have a patent action awaiting a trial court decision; one is 
pending on petition before the U.S. Supreme Court, and two are 
awaiting trial. I have been accused of being litigious, but I know of 
no other way to at least attempt the protection of my 350 patents. 

In one of my cases at trial some years ago in the second circuit, 
the honorable judge announced that it was then 10:15 a.m. and as 
the action before him was a patent case and he had better things to 
do with his time than to try patent cases, the trial must be com
pleted by 3 p.m. that day. During our few hours of trial my counsel 
objected for one reason or another, and as a part of one objection 
he stated that Congress had mandated that patents be considered 
prima facie valid. 

The judge responded, "Mr. Fattibene, you know as well as I do 
that four out of five patents issued by that Patent Office are 
invalid." Then, at 3 p.m., the honorable judge walked out of the 
courtroom, leaving my witness on the stand, and the jury still 
impaneled. A few moments later he returned and said, "Pardon 
me, ladies and gentlemen, you are dismissed." That ended it. 

A second example of what may happen to a patent holder can be 
shown by my experience with my automatic warehousing patents. 
A very dynamic individual, Raymond Q. Armington, a pioneer in 
automatic warehousing with a strong belief in the patent system, 
licensed 15 of my patents and obtained more than 50 patents for 
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his company in the automatic warehousing field. He built an entire 
business, the Triax Ck)., with massive investments in research and 
development and outside patents. 

Before he could reap the benefits of his investment, his patented 
product was pirated. We immediately filed suit to defend our 
rights. After 10 years of litigation, the patents that were not de
clared invalid were declared "not infringed." The legal expenses of 
that litigation have used more than half of my royalties, and Triax 
has been unable to protect their investment. 

Now I would like to tell you about my most recent heartbreak. 
My only invention in the toy field resulting in any substantial 
royalties was declared invalid on a pretrial motion for summary 
judgment. Confusing as it seems to me, my counsel tells me that 
the law in the second, fourth, and seventh circuit courts differs 
from that in the rest of the country. These three circuit courts 
apply a judicially created administrative rule that is not followed 
by the Patent and Trademark Office. As a result, my U.S. patent 
on the Velcro dart game, a patent that created over 200 direct jobs 
and untold numbers of indirect jobs and millions of dollars in gross 
national product, was declared invalid without my getting a day in 
court to defend it. 

In addition, it is our information that since the patent was 
declared invalid, a substantial number of foreign companies have 
entered the market with less expensive Velcro dart games and 
have taken substantial sales away from the U.S. toy industry. 

I would now like to speak on some of my experience in licensing. 
I have been in the business of licensing inventions for nearly 30 
years. For 20 of those years I went to company after company in 
the United States attempting to sell my inventions. I borrowed 
money just to eat in the early days. By far the majority of the large 
U.S. companies required that I sign a nonconfidential disclosure 
agreement, which limited their liability to my patent rights and in 
effect prohibited me from suing the reviewing company. But when 
you are hungry and have no idea where the rent is going to come 
from, you tend to ignore the ramifications of such agreements. The 
procedure then is nearly always the same. 

The company representatives look at your invention and keep 
the drawing in order to fully analyze its potential. If the invention 
does not meet that particular company's needs, you may get a 
letter returning everything and saying the company is not interest
ed. If the company likes your invention, you either get a letter 
saying they are not interested at this time or you don't hear 
further from them. Then suddenly, you see your invention on the 
market. You write a letter to the company telling them that they 
are infringing, and you get the standard legal response: "Your 
patent is invalid, and we are not infringing." 

Then comes your first tough decision: Do you spend the six-figure 
amount required to sue the infringer? If you signed the nonconfi
dential disclosure statement limiting the infringer's liability, it is 
time to move on to another invention. If you have not yet found 
out that there are countries that honor their patent systems and 
you therefore have not been successful in licensing your invention, 
and you cannot afford to bring the suit, then the rights to your 
invention are finished. 
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For argument's sake, we will assume that either the. Japanese 
are paying you well on a license or that you are independently 
wealthy, allowing you to have a limited choice. Either you go into 
business for yourself and compete with the infringer to try to at 
least salvage something out of the fact that you created a new 
product, or you go to court. If your product is successful, the big 
boys in the marketplace will put you out of business. If you have 
taken the latter choice to sue for damages, chances are your patent 
will be declared invalid. 

This scenario I have just given you is real. It happens to just 
about every successful professional inventor. There are company 
managers at this hearing who have taken me to the point of the 
legal letter telling me that my patent is invalid and not infringed. I 
am now deciding whether to start another suit. 

Such corporate attitude is to be expected, I suppose. Company 
managers know that the odds an inventor may be able to afford 
the costly litigation are less than 1 in 10. Even if a suit is brought 
by the inventor, the odds are four out of five that the courts will 
hold the patent invalid. When royalties are expected to exceed 
legal expenses, it makes good business sense to attack a patent. 

I think it appropriate to contrast the U.S. antipatent philosophy 
with my experiences in the world market. 

I advertise in a number of trade journals in Europe and Japan. I 
also annually attend a world technology show. Last February in 
Atlanta at the Tech-Ex show, Licensing Management Corp.'s booth 
had visitors literally three deep, from opening until closing time. 
Most of the inquiries were from Europe and Japan. 

The licensing procedure is somewhat different in the internation
al marketplace. First and foremost, they come to me as the result 
of advertising. I am not required to do telephone soliciting. Second, 
they do not require that I sign a nonconfidential disclosure state
ment. Quite to the contrary, they will sign my confidential disclo
sure statement indicating their willingness to keep my disclosure 
confidential; stipulating a time for a decision of the reviewed tech
nology, and indicating a willingness to pay either under patent 
rights where they exist, or where no patent rights exist agreeing to 
pay for the transfer of know-how. 

This substantially different attitude is obviously much more con
genial to the inventor. This congeniality is further enhanced by the 
fact that although the majority of my income is derived from 
foreign licensing, I have never had to enforce a patent against a 
foreign infringer. 

I leave it to you to conclude the reason as to why the attitude of 
foreign companies is so different. My licensees have told me that 
they recognize the clear value of invention from an economical 
point of view. They feel the United States has lived off the fat of its 
own technology for so long that we do not recognize that the 
consequence of the legal destruction of patents is a decline in 
innovation, a situation that is not within any nation's economic 
interests. 

What all this means to the inventor is that he either quits 
inventing or he licenses foreign. It is not at all surprising that the 
balance of payments reflects the foreign sales advantage. You don't 
have to guess who the foreign licensees sell to. For example, how 
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many millions of dollars were paid overseas as the result of the 
import of cassette tape recorders? 

To give you an idea, assuming that the royalties paid on my 
cassette recorder patents were one-tenth of 1 percent of wholesale 
price, they would amount to well into six figures annually. Or, 
more recently, I received a patent on the drive used in most video 
cassette recorders. Nearly 600,000 were imported into the United 
States in 1978 alone, and market projections place annual sales to 
be over 1 million units. At an average wholesale price of $500, one 
invention from one inventor could cut—or add, depending on who 
licensed it—$500 million a year from our gross national product. 

Gentlemen, I would love to sell in my own country because I 
believe we need it. I hope you will make every effort to take the 
steps needed to improve the patent system in the United States so 
that American companies and investors can take advantage of 
American know-how and creativity. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Burkard. 

STATEMENT OF HERBERT G. BURKARD, CORPORATE PATENT 
COUNSEL, RAYCHEM CORP. 

Mr. BURKAHD. I would like to apologize for being the only indi
vidual who was so ill-mannered as to use 13-inch paper. I hope you 
will put that down to the fact that we out West are slow to adopt 
new things. 

I would like to address only two things in the course of my 
testimony, to avoid prolonging it unnecessarily. 

By way of background, my corporation is a young corporation. 
We are 22 years old and in that time we have come from ground 
zero to well over $300 million. So, my experience is with what I 
think it is fair to characterize as a fast-growing but presently 
medium-sized corporation. We like to think of ourselves as innova
tive and technologically oriented. For example, we spend between 6 
and 7 percent of our annual sales dollar on R. & D. effort. We 
think our success springs largely from our ability to provide novel 
solutions to existing problems. Certainly, most of Raychem's prod
ucts are products which, once marketed, could be readily copied. 
We therefore rely heavily on the patent system, both in the United 
States and worldwide. 

I should point out that over half our sales are outside the United 
States. We have approximately 200 U.S. patents and approximately 
1,000 foreign patents issued, and approximately equivalent num
bers pending. Approximately half my patent staff is located over
seas, so for whatever it is worth, I have a reasonable familiarity 
with both foreign as well as U.S. patent systems. 

I should also point out that my opinions are not a statement of 
corporate policy. They are my own thoughts on the matter. 

As some of you may be aware, we are located in an area of the 
United States that is called Silicon Valley. I think that has some 
relevance to a point raised by one of the other witnesses in connec
tion with S. 1215, although, in general, I am not prepared to 
comment extensively on this bill. That was the question of what 
influence the present system, whereby Government-sponsored re
search requires the granting of Government rights in patents, has. 
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A large number of companies in Silicon Valley don't even consid
er doing sponsored research, for precisely this reason: They just 
simply refuse to get into, if you will, the hassle. It is not a matter 
of corporate policy on Raychem's part, but I should note paren
thetically that we do no sponsored research. I think most of our 
technology is less likely to be of immediate interest to the Govern
ment, but, certainly, in the Silicon Valley area a relatively large 
percentage of the firms simply do not become involved in it, pre
cisely because of that reason. 

I am, I think, less qualified to suggest what changes, if any, 
would alter this situation, but I think it is the situation, and that it 
is of some significance. 

The other point I would like to comment on is some changes 
which I feel would be appropriate in the patent system. I recognize 
that a number of my suggestions are contrary to a number of the 
suggestions made by previous distinguished witnesses, but I sup
pose it is for you gentlemen to resolve, what is the choice to be 
made. 

In patents, as in many other areas, a major problem for industry 
is uncertainty. Businessmen want—and I think it is in the public 
interest—for the various corporate staff people, including patent 
lawyers, to be able to give them definitive answers. I feel that the 
changes I am proposing in the patent law will facilitate the giving 
of definitive answers to businessmen. 

The changes I am proposing I don't think are fundamental 
changes in the patent system. I think the present system is a good 
one, and I believe that the proposed changes will enhance the 
value of the patent system to U.S. industry. 

I should note that the changes I propose would, I think, tend to 
bring the U.S. system more into conformity with the system prac
ticed in most European countries. I think this is incidental. It is 
not that the foreign patent system is necessarily better, but I think 
in an international context a greater degree of uniformity is desir
able. 

The first suggestion I would make is for the provision of an 
opposition and reexamination system in the United States. Several 
questions were asked with respect to why patents experience a 
greater degree of respect and are less litigation-prone in a number 
of European countries. I think one of the major reasons is, as was 
indicated, the greater comprehensiveness, if you will, of the exami
nation conducted in the European patent offices. 

However, I think another major factor which bears on this is the 
opposition system which exists in the examples cited—Sweden and 
Germany, and also in Holland and in Japan for example. The 
system there is that after the patent office is prepared to allow an 
application, it is then published, and for 90 days, or 60 days in the 
case of Japan, essentially anyone can submit arguments to the 
patent office as to why the claims the patent office has indicated it 
is willing to allow are in whole or in part invalid or overbroad. 

In effect, then, the patent applicant and the opposers argue 
further in an interparties situation before the patent office, and 
until the patent office is finally prepared to accept or reject a set of 
claims. The patent which then issues, I would submit, is, just as a 
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matter of simple logic, far more entitled to be considered valid. It 
has had its trial by combat, as it were. 

No such system prevails in the United States. There have been 
suggestions made that the U.S. Patent Office adopt a system where 
the Patent Office examiner would serve as an advocate for the 
other side, and there would be a separate section of the Patent 
Office which would in effect serve as a judge or tribunal to decide 
the dispute between the applicant and the examiner. 

I don't think there is anything wrong with that, but I think an 
opposition system is much better. 

First of all, you have, in many cases, real parties in interest 
contesting the patent. Second of all, in many cases, the opposer is 
intimately familiar with the precise area of technology to which 
the application pertains. He therefore is frequently able to immedi
ately focus on the most relevant art. Patents which emerge from 
this system are given greater validity before the courts, and are 
entitled to it. 

The situation specifically in Germany, I think, can be oversimpli
fied in terms of why patent validity is more likely to be sustained 
there. No. 1, you have two separate trials. The trial of infringe
ment is held in a separate regular court, if you will. The only thing 
that the patent court decides is the question of validity. I am not 
certain on this, but I believe the statistics in Germany is that only 
one out of four patents is held invalid, and a somewhat lesser 
percentage are held partly invalid. So, the batting average for 
validity in Germany is well over 50 percent that is cited here. 

We hear numbers in the United States of 50 percent invalidity or 
even 70 percent. My colleague here indicated four out of five. I 
don't know what the exact number is. 

The only comment I care to make in that connection is: Bear in 
mind that, I believe, one-tenth of 1 percent of the issued U.S. 
patents are litigated. On any other statistical basis, that is a ridicu
lous sampling to make any kind of an analysis from. 

I think businessmen, in general, are correctly aware of the fact 
that a patent does not mean that you have a valid patent. On the 
other hand, I think they are not deterred by abstract statistics. I 
think they tend—and certainly should—to get their legal counsel
ors to advise them as to their analysis of the patent in question. I 
don't think they are meaningfully influenced by statistics in gener
al, and I think certainly being influenced by the statistics is fool
hardy. 

The effect of an opposition and reexamination—by reexamina
tion, I mean that after the patent is issued, someone could come 
back and effectively request the Patent Office to reconsider that 
patent on the grounds of newly cited art or theoretically on the 
basis of the fact that the Patent Office had misunderstood what 
had been applied. 

There are disadvantages to this system: No. 1, it would increase 
the burden and hence the operating cost of the Patent Office; there 
is no question. 

I think the advantage is that it would reduce the burden on the 
courts. The vast majority of the patents which are held invalid 
today are held invalid on grounds not considered by the Patent 
Office. 
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I think to a certain extent the question revolves around where 
you want to allocate your funds. I think many of the issues which, 
of necessity today, are handled in the courtroom in litigation would 
be more expeditiously handled in the Patent Office. 

There exists a possibility of using an opposition or reexamination 
procedure to bully a small inventor, yes. On the other hand, the 
present litigation situation has been, I think correctly, pointed out 
as being extremely arduous for a small corporation, certainly for a 
small inventor. The reexamination or opposition, I think, to a 
certain extent would provide a cheaper forum for the small corpo
ration or inventor to get a determination on the merits of his 
position, and undoubtedly much more expeditiously than the pres
ent court procedure. 

I recognize that related proposals have been made in bills S. 2255 
and S. 214, and that very serious cost-effectiveness questions have 
been raised about this proposal. I am not prepared to say whether 
it is cost effective or not. It certainly would be expensive. I think it 
would be preferable, on balance, but I can't honestly give any 
numbers. 

My second proposal is that the first to file claiming a given 
invention gets the patent. That has been addressed quite extensive
ly by previous witnesses. I don't think I can add anything useful to 
their arguments, except that it would, at the very least, encourage 
prompt filing and presumably earlier issuance, which is a clear 
benefit to the public. 

This is certainly contrary to the position taken by the APLA and 
by the patent section of the ABA. As has been indicated, there has 
been a fair dichotomy of opinion with respect to this, even within 
the profession. 

The third suggestion is that the patent term run from the date of 
filing; more particularly, that a patent term would be 10 years 
from the date of issue or 20 years from the date of filing, whichever 
is longer. This is virtually the universal system outside of the— 
well, that is a little strong, but certainly in most major industrial 
countries outside the United States and Canada, a patent term 
does not run from the date of issuance. The date of issuance 
starting the term encourages or, at the very least, does not preju
dice delay in prosecution. 

I certainly think a 10- to 20-year period would permit adequate 
time to commercially exploit the vast majority of inventions, and 
certainly discourage undue delay or, at the very least, not encour
age it. 

Last but not least, I would suggest that another anomaly in the 
U.S. law should be eliminated; that is that the combination of 
inventors on an application should be permitted. I think we should 
recognize that the vast majority of inventing is done in a corporate 
or similar environment, where a number of research and develop
ment groups work in interrelated areas, even though they may not 
directly interface. U.S. law, in effect, provides that an application 
must name only the inventor or inventors of the entire invention 
claimed, and that the patent application can claim only what a 
single inventive entity has invented. 

A recent series of cases has held that the claimed invention must 
be patentable over known, purely internal, prior art. I can't say 
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that these decisions are not defensible as a matter of legal theory, 
but I think they are unsound as a matter of policy. An application 
should, it seems to me, be able to combine related discoveries to 
add up to a single claimed invention regardless of the precise 
informational relationship between the inventors. 

The present requirement, which is unique to the United States, 
as far as I can tell has no significant advantage to anyone and has 
a disadvantage that it requires in many cases that the U.S. patent 
application be significantly narrower in scope than the equivalent 
foreign patent. This can frequently prove to be a very severe handi
cap to domestic business entities. In other words, your foreign 
application discloses or covers far more than the U.S. application, 
so that infringement of the U.S. patent—strike infringement— 
circumvention of the U.S. patent is facilitated by being within the 
scope of the foreign claims but yet being without the scope of the 
U.S. claim. And, to the best of my knowledge, it doesn't have any 
benefit to anybody; it is an anomaly of the U.S. law. I would 
strongly suggest that that be changed. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF HERBERT G. BURKARD, CORPORATE PATENT COUNSEL, RAYCHEM 
CORP. 

In connection with this Subcommittee's hearings on Bill S. 1215 and more particu
larly the patent system as it affects technological innovation by U.S. industry, Mr. 
Merrill asked me to address three questions: 

I. Is the U.S. patent system meaningfully useful considering the attrition rate 
suffered by litigated patents? 

II. What influences a patentee's decision to sue an infringer? 
III. What changes would I recommend in our patent system to increase its 

usefulness to U.S. industry from the standpoint of encouraging the industrial inno
vation process? 

I am Patent Counsel for Raychem Corporation of Menlo Park, California, which 
in 22 years has grown to sales of well over $300 million per year. I am therefore 
speaking from the standpoint of experience with a fast growing presently medium 
sized domestic corporation. We like to think of ourselves as innovative and techno
logically oriented. 

Raychem's success springs largely from an ability to provide novel products which 
solve existing problems. Often they are products which, once on the market, can be 
copied quite easily by competitors, and which have world-wide application. So we 
rely heavily on the patent system, both in the United States and elewhere, to 
protect our investment in research and development. An important factor in Ray
chem's continuing growth is (and has always been) the quality and enforceability of 
its patent portfolio, which is a good deal larger than that of most companies of 
comparable size. Thus, we currently hold well over 200 U.S. patents and almost 1000 
foreign patents, with similar numbers of pending applications. We have been (and 
are) involved in patent litigation, both as plaintiff and defendant, in the United 
States and in Europe. 

I have given the information above as background to the remarks that follow, but 
the views I express below are my own and certainly not any expression of an official 
corporate position. 

I 

Abe Lincoln's famous remark "The patent system added the fuel of interest to the 
fire of genius" is still true today. The cost of innovation in the sense of product 
development and introduction is unfortunately increasing even faster than inflation 
and the market place is ever more competitive. Without the limited right of exclu
sivity offered by a patent, most companies could not risk undertaking extensive 
research programs. While certain processes or formulations can be maintained as a 
trade secret, this is not a generally available alternative. Slugging it out in the 
market place with competitors, especially lower production cost foreign competitiors 
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who have not incurred significant research and development costs, is bad business. 
In such an environment I feel innovation must inevitably suffer. 

Given the failure rate of patentees in court, why does a company such as Ray-
chem expend so much time, money and effort on its patent portfolio? First of all, 
the statistics are almost surely misleading. A variety of numbers has been bandied 
about but rates in excess of 50% are generally cited. The quoted failure rate is, of 
course, for patents litigated to final decision. Many patents are never challenged 
because there is no reasonable basis to doubt their validity. Conversely, many 
patentees are unwilling to bring suit either because they themselves seriously doubt 
validity or simply because the results could not be cost effective. Other patent suits 
are settled on the courthouse steps which doubtless also skews the quoted rate. In 
short, it seems probable that the patents fully litigated are in general those about 
which some reasonable doubt exists. Thus the 50% or more failure rate cited is 
dramatic but possibly not that terrifying or even surprising. 

I think most corporations analyze their patents on an individual basis in the 
context of a particular potential litigation and therefore are probably not meaning
fully influenced by general averages. This is certainly true of Raychem's manage
ment. 

In my discussions with Mr. Merrill I indicated that a few years ago Raychem had 
been successful as a patentee Plaintiff against ITT in Boston. The patent in suit 
involved a high performance, light weight aircraft wire called "44" wire which at 
the time suit was brought had achieved outstanding worldwide acceptance in both 
the commercial and military context. 

Although details of the suit are probably not appropriate for discussion Ray
chem's success in enforcing its patent is, I believe, significant in connection with 
three aspects of your present considerations. 

First, on balance the patent system has a vigorous procompetitive impact. Had 
there not existed the opportunity for exclusivity in the commercial market Ray
chem could not have afforded to expend at an early stage in its existence (Raychem 
was only 7 years old when the patent application was filed) the sums necessary to 
develop 44 wire. "What i f speculation is probably fruitless but certainly even today 
44 wire shows significant weight and performance advantages when compared to 
alternative wire constructions and is widely sold. 

Second, disparity of size between litigants is clearly not an insurmountable bar
rier. At the time suit was commenced Raychem's sales were about 70 MM/year. I 
don't know ITT's size then or now but on a comparative or indeed an absolute basis 
it was certainly enormous. 

Third, I would like to strongly urge that the present court system be maintained 
as opposed to a special patent court at either the trial or appellate level. The patent 
in suit was of a basically chemical nature. Our trial was held before Mr. Justice 
Tauro who characterzed himself as knowing no chemistry. That may or may not 
have been true but there is absolutely no doubt whatsoever on my part that by the 
end of the trial he had a comprehensive understanding of the complex legal and 
technical issues involved. I think few patent trial lawyers believe that they win or 
lose cases because the trial judge didn't understand the issues. 

Although frequently complex, patent litigation is no more so than many other 
types for which specialized courts are not being seriously considered. The major 
disadvantage of specialized courts at either the trial or appellant level is that they 
tend to stultify new approaches, or adaption and development of the law to meet 
changed conditions. Such development and adaptability is one of the most signifi
cant advantages of the American legal system. The only arguments which seem to 
me cogent favoring such a single court system are possibly greater technical exper
tise on the part of the judges and greater uniformity of applied legal standards. As I 
have already indicated, I feel the former point is a solution to a non-existent 
problem and certainly could never be more than marginally significant give the 
great scope of technology encompassed by patents. The second supposed benefit is 
certainly a two edged sword and in any event is probably illusory since I believe 
that at the appellate level approximately three-fourths of the lower court decisions 
are affirmed regardless of whether the patent is upheld or not. 

n 
The decision to bring (or not) suit for infringement ordinarily follows a reasonably 

logical sequence of determinations, or at least educated guesses. The patentee must: 
1. Determine with as much certainty as possible if the patent is infringed. In some 

cases mere examination of the competitive product provides the definitive answer. 
In other cases, e.g. a process patent, even sophisticated chemical analysis does not 
provide a conclusive answer, which must await pre-trail discovery. 
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2. Decide if some compromise satisfactory to the patentee, e.g. a license agree
ment, is possible. In many cases the infringer will not take a license or the licensor 
may not wish to license at a rate the infringer is willing to pay. Delay in enforce
ment can cause problems such as laches, statute of limitations or lead other poten
tial infringers to conclude that the patent can safely be ignored. 

3. Estimate if the cost of suit, which is always higher than expected, is likely to 
exceed the reasonably anticipated benefits of a favorable decision from the stand
point of an exclusive position for the patentee, past damages, higher license fees, 
and/or the deterrence of other would be infringers. In general, patent litigation 
costs are higher than those of other civil litigation because of the extensive docu
mentation, frequent geographical separation of litigants e.g. our suit was in Boston, 
and great variety of available defenses. 

4. Decide if the patent is valid, i.e. does it meet the 35 USC statutory require
ments of patentability: to wit, is it new, useful, and unobvious and is the invention 
properly disclosed and claimed. These requirements are, I'm sure, familiar to all of 
you and certainly an exhaustive validity analysis is, or always should be, a condi
tion precedent to bringing suit. 

5. Decide is the patent enforceable? i.e. even if statutorily valid has the patentee 
estopped himself by inequitable conduct either during prosecution or after issuance. 
Pre-issuance misconduct can, of course, be either affirmative such as misrepresenta
tion to the Examiner or negative in the sense of withholding information relevant 
to patentability. Post-issuance misconduct (patent misuse) includes a variety of 
unfair trade practices such as tying, block booking, price or territorial fixing with 
other licensees or the like. Although misuse can be purged, the existence of such 
behavior can frequently make suit inadvisable. 

The critical factor to bear in mind is that with respect to points 4 and 5 all of 
these defenses are at least analytically available to the defendant and the patentee 
must prevail on all of them. Given the fact of in rem invalidity it is clear that suit 
for infringement should never be undertaken without the most detailed and careful
ly considered analysis. 

Ill 

In patents, as in may other areas, a major problem for industry is uncertainty. 
Businessmen want, and it is in the public interest for patent lawyers to be able to 
give, definitive answers. The changes I am proposing in our patent law will in 
general facilitate such definitive answers. While these changes are significant from 
a procedural patent law standpoint they certainly do not amount to a change in the 
fundamental theory of our patent system. I think our present system is a good one 
and the proposed changes are basically designed to enhance the value of our patent 
system of U.S. industry. Parenthetically, I should note that the proposed changes 
would tend to bring the U.S. system more closely into line with that of virtually all 
other major industrial nations. 

1. Opposition and Reexamination.—To increase the certainity of validity of a 
patent and reduce the court burden, I favor an opposition/reexamination system. 
An opposition system entails the publication by the Patent Office of an application 
together with the claims the Patent Office is prepared to allow. Any interested 
party is given a brief period, say 90 days, to cite to the Patent Office reasons why 
the claims are over broad or invalide either as they stand or in toto. The applicant 
and opposerfe) then argue their case before the Patent Office until a final decision is 
reached. An opposed patent which nontheless issues should enjoy a far greater 
presumption of validity than one which has issued unopposed. This is certainly true 
in existing opposition system countries e.g. Germany, Japan and Holland. In effect 
the searching facilities of the Patent Office have been augmented by a substantial 
number of people, many of whom are intimately familiar with the subject matter of 
an application. 

By reexamination I mean a modification of the present reissue practice where an 
outside party as well as the inventor could cite prior art or other grounds of 
invalidity (not including those of the anti-trust or misuse type) to the Patent Office 
and request a reexamination by it of an issued patent. The applicant would of 
course be allowed to argue in return as in the case of an opposition. What would be 
the effect of this change? 

(a) Clearly it would increase the burden on the Patent Office. Conversely, it would 
reduce the court burden and the Patent Office can in general more easily consider 
many of the technical issues which consume so much court time. 

(b) The vast majority of patents are today held invalid on grounds never consid
ered by the Patent Office in the initial prosecution. Either new references, undis
closed public use or some fraud or misuse type misconduct knocks the patent out at 
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trial. An opposition and reexamination procedure would enable a potential infringer 
to get his best non-antitrust shot(s) considered by the Patent Office which should 
certainly result in less full scale litigation of surviving patents. 

(c) There are undeniably certain potential disadvantages to this proposal. First, 
there is the possibility for bullying the little patentee. I think this possibility exists 
but certainly no more so and possibly less so than under the present system where 
elaborate pre-trial discovery etc. can prove very arduous for the small patentee. The 
same avenues of redress are available. Conversely, the small party confronted with 
a patent he believes invalid on prior art or prior use grounds could get a determina
tion on the merits of his position relatively expeditiously and inexpensively without 
having to take the risk of infringing and then waiting to be sued. 

2. The First Applicant To File Claiming A Given Invention Gets The Patent.—The 
U.S. and Canada are now virtually unique in having a so-called interference prac
tice—in effect a trial by the patent office of who conceived of the invention first, 
who first actually carried out the invention and whether there was "due diligence" 
during the intervening period. Under this procedure the first inventor can in some 
cases knock out an existing earlier filed application or issued patent and get a 
patent in his name for the same invention. The interference procedure is long and 
horribly complex in many cases. While as a lawyer I greatly enjoyed interference 
practice I think the disadvantages of the system far outweigh the advantages. 
Abolition would: 

(a) encourage prompt filing and presumably earlier issuance—a benefit to the 
public, and 

(b) preclude situations such as the polypropylene multiparty interference where 
foreign patents had actually expired while the equivalent U.S. were applications 
still pending. Many companies were reluctant to invest in further developing the 
technology because of uncertainty as to who would ultimately prevail. 

3. Patent Term Runs From Date Of Filing.—U.S. practice presently provides for a 
patent term running from the date of issue. This encourages or at least does not 
prejudice delay in prosecution. I recommend a patent term of the greater of 10 years 
from issue or 20 years from filing. This should certainly permit adequate time to 
commercially exploit an invention but yet not encourage undue delay. 

4. Combination Of Inventors Should Be Permitted.—We must recognize that the 
vast majority of inventing is done in a corporate or similar environment where a 
number of research and development groups work in interrelated areas although 
they may not directly interface. U.S. Law provides that an application must name 
the inventor(s) of the entire invention only and can claim only what a single 
inventive entity has invented. A recent series of casers have held that the claimed 
invention must be patentable over purely internal corporate prior art known to the 
inventor. While legally defensible these decision seem unsound as a matter of 
policy. Any application should be allowed to combine all related discoveries to add 
up to single claimed invention regardless of the precise informational relationship 
between the inventors. The present requirement, which is unique to the U.S., 
appears to have no significant advantages to anyone and in many cases results in a 
U.S. patent being narrower in scope than the equivalent foreign patent. This can 
prove a severe handicap to domestic business entities. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Lodge. 

STATEMENT OF GERALD A. LODGE, CHAIRMAN, INNOVEN 
CAPITAL CORP. 

Mr. LODGE. Senator, I also wish to apologize in that I don't have 
13-inch paper. I don't have any paper. I was invited only recently 
and I did not have the time to prepare a written statement, for 
which I apologize. 

Senator SCHMITT. We will see how good you are at dictation. 
Mr. LODGE. I also must confess that having listened to the testi

mony this morning that I feel a little bit like the lamb among the 
wolves in that I am far from an expert on the specific subjects that 
are being discussed today. 

My background is really as a businessman and that is the per
spective that I bring to this testimony. Perhaps it would be useful 
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for you to hear about my background and how it might apply, and 
therefore you might be able to put my testimony in perspective. 

I spent about 15 years in the investment banking business, pri
marily in investment research and corporate finance, financing 
typically smaller or medium size companies. Since 1972, I've been 
the chief executive officer of an entity called the Innoven Capital 
Corp. This is a venture capital investment firm with assets of 
approximately $20 million. The business of my firm is to provide 
growth capital for small emerging companies. Since formation, we 
have made 14 such investments. Thirteen of the fourteen compa
nies have significant technological content in their product line. 
Some examples are large scientific computers, radiation processing 
equipment, pollution control equipment, telecommunication equip
ment, medical therapeutics and recombinant DNA. 

The ownership interest that my organization has in these compa
nies ranges from 4 percent to 85 percent. Therefore, as I said 
earlier my testimony is based on my experience as a director and 
owner and investor/entrepreneur. I represent Innoven as an 
owner; I sit on four boards of directors of our portfolio companies; 
additionally I sit on two other boards of public companies, one 
having revenues of approximately $80 million, another one having 
revenues of approximately $2.4 billion. 

In my letter of invitation you asked for my opinion or comments 
on a series of questions and what I would like to do is attempt to 
give you my thoughts. Other people have commented much more 
eloquently on the specifics of these than I could, but perhaps it 
might be useful for me to reinforce some of their ideas from my 
persective. 

The question of the utility of patents to someone in our position: 
in other words, a sponsor of a small technological company, we, as 
investors, are skeptical as to the value of patents. If someone 
arrives in our office with an issued patent that would be one factor 
that we might consider out of many, but we certainly would not 
want to bet everything that we have on the value of the patent. It 
turns out that every single company we have invested in has either 
a pending or issued patent so that the managements of the compa
nies seem to have some faith in the patent system. 

I make my comment as a value judgment, in other words, based 
on the management time and the dollar costs, the question is do 
you get the equivalent amount of protection or is there an econom
ic utility balance there? We tend to counsel our managements to 
not patent their devices, where possible, but rather to rely on 
keeping the process or the product or the elements of the product a 
proprietary secret and then to attempt to exploit it very rapidly 
and gain a timely market posture—rather than to go spend the 
time and money to patent it. 

There was another question relating to the circumstances where 
a patent might be essential in the commercialization of innovative 
technologies. In reviewing our portfolio, I would say that 3 of the 
14 companies would not be in existence without the benefit of a 
strong patent portfolio. 

I make no judgment on the other ones, but clearly those three 
would not have survived. It is difficult to articulate the exact 
circumstances that what makes a product or a market product 
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combination such that you need that protection. Clearly, some of 
the characteristics would be that you cannot protect it on a propri
etary secret basis. It may be that it takes you a long time to bring 
the product to market and that a premature disclosure would allow 
a competitor to bring that product to the market almost as soon as 
you can and then prevent you from therefore exploiting your ad
vantage. 

Another reason might be a significant capital expenditure in 
certain kinds of plant or equipment as discussed by your GE wit
ness. All of those kinds of considerations would suggest that a 
development would not be exploited without adequate patent pro
tection. 

Another question was: what trends in the patenting process have 
diminished the value of patents. I don't want to be presumptuous 
here. As I said earlier, I'm not a patent lawyer, I'm not a lawyer, 
even. Our view 

Senator SCHMITT. YOU don't have to apologize for that fact. 
Mr. LODGE. My view is that the most serious problem we have is 

that we have had doubts about the integrity of the patent office 
search. We have had three specific instances wherein we have had 
competent searches fail to surface an important issued patent. In 
some cases we have been directed by a company concerning the 
patent and we have been unable to find it. This is very disconcert
ing, when you are considering the investment of substantial 
amounts of money, when you can't even verify that someone does 
or does not have an issued patent in an area of interest to you. 
Another thing that has bothered us is that we have noted over the 
years that the opinions that we have gotten from patent counsels 
regarding the validity of a patent, either our own patent or some
one else's patent, including the extent of the claims in those pat
ents, have gotten less and less certain. 

In other words, it is almost worthless to get an opinion because 
the hedges are so great. In other words, this tends to reinforce the 
increasing amount of uncertainty surrounding the entire business 
of patents because patent counsels are unwilling to give us clear-
cut opinions. 

Senator SCHMITT. This is your own counsel? 
Mr. LODGE. These are counsels that we have hired. . 
Senator SCHMITT. DO you have a patent counsel in your own 

organization? 
Mr. LODGE. NO, we do not. We hire outside patent counsel. 
Another perception that I have is that the patenting process 

takes more time and costs more money than necessary because of a 
perceived failure that I have seen in the examining process. It 
appears to the layman that the examiner could be better trained. It 
would be nice if he had some understanding of technology. It would 
be nice if he were required to update himself. It would be nice if 
there were a certain minimum level of proficiency. 

As a result, it takes a great deal of time to explain to the 
examiner what it is that you are talking about. 

I've been asked to comment as to what Congress should do to 
strengthen the patent system. I have a rather simplistic view of 
that. I think that clearly the number of examiners should be 
increased; clearly the quality of the examiners should be upgraded 
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through better selection, improved training, mimimum proficiency, 
et cetera. I am aware of a variety of data retrieval systems availa
ble that would drastically improve the integrity of the patent file 
using current state of the art. I would think that is a clear cut 
priority. 

And lastly I would like to emphasize the points made by some of 
the earlier witnesses that there should be some attempt to improve 
the environment as far as litigation is concerned. As a representa
tive of the small company fraternity, we have been on the other 
end of the legal harassment, such things as excessive discovery et 
cetera, that just literally snows the small management with inad
equate staffs. 

Second, although it has been adequately covered, I think it 
should again be mentioned that it is very disconcerting to find that 
different Federal courts given almost the same facts, will arrive at 
different decisions. I think that for business planning purposes one 
ought to be able to evaluate the merits of an invention. A patent 
counsel ought to be able to evaluate the merits of an invention, 
allow you to plan appropriately, take whatever risks are required 
in the marketplace, but hopefully not take the risk that you have 
been wrong in evaluating the validity of your patent. The only way 
that can happen, it seems to me, is that the courts are uniform in 
their application of the law. 

I would just like to make one last general statement. Upon 
reflecting on this point, which I have not been reflecting on very 
often, as to the merits or the value of the patent system, it appears 
to me that the dollars spent in improving the patent system have a 
lot of leverage. In other words, I think that there will be a signifi
cant number of R. & D. dollars that will be unloosened and there 
will be a significant number of other dollars such as capital invest
ment, plant and equipment, missionary marketing, et cetera, all 
hinged upon an improved patent portfolio. 

And therefore I think the Congress would be well to spend the 
money in the event you do want to improve the innovative posture 
of the United States. I just have a few comments on S. 1215. In 
general, I endorse the aims of the bill. I think that if enacted it 
will have a substantial positive impact. As a director of a company, 
in some cases I have ordered management to avoid any Govern
ment contract for fear that they will taint their technology. Clear
ly, this offers an avenue where appropriate contractors who might 
be the most suitable to do a particular research contract will now 
feel they can do it without losing their technology. 

I would suggest one modification. As to the rights of the Govern
ment, when a particular type of research contract is awarded, I 
would make the distinction between basic research and applied 
research. I think that the Government should retain title to any 
process or body or knowledge that is developed that could be de
fined as basic research. 

I clearly, as I said earlier, am in favor of a contractor getting 
title to anything that would be applied, in other words a specific 
product or a process leading to a specific series of products. What I 
am trying to avoid is the patenting of science. I think it is in the 
Government's interest that universities and nonprofit institutions 
are funded and that they conduct investigations into basic science. 
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I think it is in our country's interest that those results be 
promptly published so that everyone can read the results and we 
can get the cross-industry communication that I think causes the 
technology to advance. I think if the Government does not retain 
title and allow the private contractors to do so, it is possible that 
publishing will diminish. I am not very optimistic about the ability 
of universities to commercially exploit it, and therefore I feel that 
it would not be in the country's interest to do that. 

That is all I have, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you. Mr. Rabinow? 

STATEMENT OF JACOB RABINOW, CONSULTANT, NATIONAL 
BUREAU OF STANDARDS, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Mr. RABINOW. I'm an electrical engineer and I have been invent
ing for some 60 years. I started when I was very young. About half 
my working life was spent in the Government and half in industry. 
I now hold 215 U.S. patents and about 100 in foreign countries 
which are essentially duplicates. My work now is as a part-time 
consultant at the Bureau of Standards and everything I say here is 
strictly my own. The Bureau makes sure that I say this. 

Senator SCHMITT. That is standard. 
Mr. RABINOW. Yes, because they know that I don't always agree 

with official policy. 
I was asked to comment first about the bill and then patents in 

general. One trouble with being the last speaker is that much of 
what you wanted to say has been said and said very well. One of 
the great advantages, however, is with the many things that were 
said with which I disagree very violently—and it gives me a chance 
to rebut. 

I think that S. 1215 is very good. I think it is time the Gover-
ment came to grips with this. I think it is flexible enough and you 
have to be flexible; for example, if the Government has patent 
rights on a nuclear submarine it has to treat them differently from 
patents on magnetic particle clutches. That is something that Ad
miral Rickover should well note. I think that the flexibility is good. 

I think that the implication that the Government could collect, 
royalties is nonsense. It was said well enough earlier today that 
collecting royalties is a bureaucratic process. You have to have 
contracts, you have to check books, you have to have very involved 
legal procedures. 

On the other hand, it is not as difficult in a technical sense, as 
was said earlier. For example, I would have no difficulty writing a 
contract on a blade of the third stage of a compressor in a turbine 
of an engine. I've done this for the clutch of an automatic transmis
sion. There are formulas, there are logical ways of doing it; that is 
not the problem. 

The problem is the general nuisance of checking books and 
checking production figures. In general, when our Government is a 
50-percent partner—actually the State also collects a piece, there 
are taxes on employees, there are taxes on dividends—so the Gov
ernment is much more than a 50-percent partner and I will make a 
deal with anyone who wants one of my patents that I would take 
50 percent of the profits in exchange for royalties, any time. 
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Not only that, the 50 percent is not for the life of the patent, but 
forever. It also goes on all subsequent inventions made by the 
company based on the Government invention; in other words, the 
50 percent is a tremendous return to the Government plus all of 
the other advantages of greater employment, increase of sales, and 
so on. 

So I think that for the Government to insist, as it must, for 
political reasons—and I suppose it must—on collecting royalties is 
wrong. Because somebody may say that not collecting royalties is a 
giveaway, it may have to be done. But I'm sorry it has to be done. I 
wish it didn't have to be. 

Senator SCHMITT. I'm not convinced it has to be done. We just 
want to be sure we're thinking about it. 

Mr. RABINOW. It's pure unadulterated nonsense. The Govern
ment is not a private party; it does not have to make a profit in 
royalties in the sense that I do as an inventor. It has a completely 
different position. The Government does give away money when it 
has to, if it wants to, for example to farmers, to the underprivi
leged, to education, and so on. 

So for the Government to say it must make a buck because it 
gave somebody a buck and a half is pure nonsense and it has to be 
countered. This business of giveaways—the Government does give 
away things in very curious ways. During the war we confiscated 
15,000 German, Italian, and other patents. These were industrial 
patents owned by the great industrial organizations of Europe. 
They were unfortunately on the other side of the fence, so we 
confiscated them and made them available free to everybody. 

And the result is that no one used them. This is an interesting 
case where the Government gave something away. We gave away 
free patents and they died. If we had licensed them to people on an 
exclusive basis where it made sense, they would have been used 
much more. The Government now owns 28,000 patents and it doesn't 
know really what to do with them. Very few are licensed. The 
returns are negligible to society. 

So I think the bill is an excellent bill and I hope it is implement
ed. There's some problems with Government-owned patents that 
are derived from Government employees. 

I have generated some 60 patents for the U.S. Government which 
were assigned completely to the Government. For example, I have 
a patent on a magnetic particle clutch which started a new sub
class in the Patent Office. It was made free to everybody in the 
United States. It didn't do very well. It is used only occasionally, 
only when absolutely necessary. In Europe I owned the rights, and 
I sold them to Eaton who sublicensed them to Smith's and the 
invention was used in four automobiles. It is used a great deal 
more, relatively speaking, in Europe because it was promoted. I did 
make some money on the European rights. To be exact, I made 
$26,000, after taxes, which to me at the time was a large sum. 

There were 22 countries covered with 42 patents. That cost a lot 
of money, but Eaton took over the patents and paid for most of 
this. The thing that's interesting is that giving good patents to the 
industry in general, free, means that nobody picks them up. Indus
try simply doesn't want to spend money on something available to 
everyone and they will do as little on it as they can. 
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On the other hand, when I worked on a reading machine for the 
Government, the Government gave me all commercial rights be
cause at that time I was working on a military contract. This 
technology started my private business when I left the Govern
ment. I finally sold my company for a lot of money to Control Data 
and it became a division of that corporation. 

The first reading machine I invented is now in the Smithsonian 
Institution. If I had not gotten the commercial rights, I certainly 
wouldn't have put in the great deal of effort to develop it because 
there's no sense for a small man like myself to develop something 
and then have it copied by somebody else, 

t I don't want to talk much more about the bill. I like it. I wish it 
well, and I think that when people talk about Government 
giveaways you just have to take it. This is a political piece of 
nonsense that has to be countered. 

* Now, about the U.S. patent system 
Senator SCHMITT. Excuse me, before you leave that, do you have 

any specific improvements on title IV of the bill which deals with 
the Government-inventor rights? 

Mr. RABINOW. The bill proposes, as I understand it, that the 
Government will take title when the invention is made part of the 
job in the conventional sense, and the Government will own it. As I 
understand the bill, but it isn't very clear to me, the Government 
will be able to issue exclusive licenses on those patents. I believe 
this because the early paragraphs of S. 1215 say that whenever the 
Government owns patent rights it can issue exclusive licenses. 

So I take it for granted, then, that even if the invention is made 
by a Government employee at the National Bureau of Standards, 
somebody in the Government—perhaps the Secretary of Com
merce—would be able to issue an exclusive license. Is that correct? 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, we welcome any suggestions you might 
have to clarify that position. 

Mr. RABINOW. The bill is not clear on this. The bill lumps all 
inventions together, and at the end it has a separate part on the 
employee inventor. Frankly, I would like to see it clarified. I think 
it should be clearly stated that wherever possible the Government 
patents should be licensed exclusively. It would make better sense. 

Now there are some problems. For example, yesterday in discuss
ing this with some friends, they said: "Why not give it to the 

* highest bidder?" I told them that I thought that would be socially 
objectionable because the highest bidder could well be the largest 
corporation in America or the world. And the Government is not in 

m the business of necessarily increasing the power of very large cor
porations. 

So I think there may be some conflicts. But I think that if one 
considers the social values and the economic value of the invention 
to the public, not to the Government—and this should be said over 
and over again—the problems can be handled. It is more important 
to produce products and increase employment than for the Govern
ment to receive a buck from the highest bidder. 

I think, then, that the Government could have a policy which 
states quite clearly that patents should be licensed exclusively to 
one or perhaps two companies, and it should be so licensed wherev
er possible. People have asked me: "What do you do with an 
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invention for a cure for cancer?" My answer is that invention will 
take care of itself. I think the Government could well afford to give 
the inventor a billion dollars if he cures cancer. I believe society 
would be perfectly willing to make that deal. That is something 
one doesn't have to worry about in the patent bill. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Rabinow, in about 5 minutes, I will have to 
go vote. So if you could complete your testimony, and then I will be 
able to dismiss the panel and we can all have lunch. 

Mr. RABINOW. It is very hard to discuss a patent system, with 
which you've worked so hard for so many years, in 5 minutes. 

First of all, I believe the U.S. patent system is much better than 
the foreign systems. I don't believe in the "first to file." I think 
that it is a mistake to change to that system. The fact of the 
matter is that we've done very well with over 100 years of our 
system, and Europe has not done as well. And the inventors I 
spoke to—and I spoke before large groups of them in Europe and 
Asia—all say that our system is better than theirs. They would like 
to work under our system. It does lead to interferences, which are 
a big pain in the neck, but the interference procedures can be 
speeded up. There are regulations that could be changed so the 
interference could be resolved quickly. 

The problems of interference procedures are not a good reason to 
abandon our patent system just because it is a little cheaper to use 
the other system. And that is the only argument—that the "first to 
file" is cheaper for the Patent Office. It is not cheaper for the 
country. I don't believe that running to the Patent Office with 
every trivial invention to get in first makes any sense, and this is 
what they do in Europe. And they keep their mouths shut; they 
don't talk to their associates; they don't talk to their own families, 
because if they do, somebody will hear of what you're working on 
and immediately invent the same thing. Or if he has an idea like 
it, he will run to the Patent Office and win a patent case because 
he was there first. 

I think this is basically not good. It doesn't work well, contrary 
to some popular conceptions. 

Second, I would like to talk about the quality of the patent 
system. I agree with Mr. Lodge that we should have more examin
ers and better examiners. The fact is that our "take" from foreign 
licensing alone—I'm not talking about imported equipment: I'm 
talking about imported dollars on what we license to foreigners—is 
over a billion dollars a year. I don't know the figures for internal 
taxes. I know what they were for people like Mr. Lemelson and 
myself—I know that the taxes are heavy. 

I would like to see a change in the Internal Revenue forms, not 
in the tax laws, that would report royalties—U.S. royalties and 
royalties from foreign countries. The present income tax form does 
not distinguish royalties on patents from royalties from music and 
books, and nobody knows what the patent royalties are. If the 
Internal Revenue would change its forms, we would know finally 
what the Patent Office earns for the U.S. Government. Computers 
could easily break out this information and you would know for 
once that the Patent Office is much more than self-supporting in 
actual dollars. And I'm not talking about cross-licensing or any
thing else of that kind. 
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I would like to agree that the courts' procedures are terrible. 
This, in spite of the fact that none of my 215 were ever held 
invalid. I've never sued anybody. I'm not as pessimistic about jus
tice of the system. I think that the patents that get into court are 
not a sign of weakness or of the strength in a patent. When it goes 
to court, according to Professor Kayton, who is a Professor of 
Patent Law at George Washington University, it is when the royal
ties are very much larger than the cost of the suit. It has nothing 
to do with the weakness or strength of the patent. In other words, 
if you're going to pay $2 million in royalties and it's going to cost 
you $50,000 or $100,000 to test the validity in court, you will go to 
court, particularly if you've got an even chance. 

Very few cases go to court, as was said earlier. I think that if the 
inventor is reasonable, he may have to take less royalties than he 
otherwise would get. But that is no different from any other busi
ness. 

I do believe that all validity cases should be tried in the CCPA. 
They should not be tried by courts all over the country. I think it is 
a tragedy that you can win nine cases and lose the last one and 
lose your patent. I think that this should stop. And it would stop if 
it were tried in one court. 

I do not believe in opposition proceedings because they do not 
work. What happens in opposition proceedings is this: You are 
getting a patent, and I know you're going to get it. I know that I 
can easily come in and destroy it. I will keep my mouth shut 
because as long as I don't compete with you until later, there's no 
reason for me to destroy your patent. I am perfectly willing to let 
you have it, so that other people stay out of the business. And 
when, finally, I decide to go into the same business, I will come to 
you and say, "You know, Mr. Schmitt, I have some evidence that 
your patent is not really as good as you say, but I'm a nice guy and 
you're a nice guy, and we don't want to go to court. How about a 
cross-license?" And you look at my new evidence and you say, "You 
know, you've got a point there," and you give me a cross-license, 
and we keep third parties out of it. This is exactly what happens in 
many of the countries that have opposition proceedings. The gener
al idea is, if my evidence is really good, it can always be used later. 
There is no requirement that it be brought in as the patent is 
being issued. Therefore, if you're not going to use the patent, why 
bother? It costs money to come in with evidence, and who wants to 
read 60,000 patents a year to see what is new and old about them. I 
look over the patents issued every week, and I would be damned if 
I would come in with opposition just because I know some of the 
patents are invalid. If I'm not interested in the business, I will just 
keep my mouth shut. I can always use that argument later if I 
must. 

I do like the idea of reexamination. If I'm going to fight you on 
validity, I think that it should first go back to the Patent Office by 
court order, and not because I want to annoy anybody. The court 
should say, "This is worth looking into. We have some new evi
dence." The Patent Office should look it over again and be required 
to give a decision within a year, and then the court can settle 
whatever differences there are left. This is the way I would like to 
treat it. 
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I feel that American technology is dying. I think it is in terrible 
condition but not for the reasons stated earlier today. It isn't 
because the courts are tough or the patent system isn't working. I 
think the management of our large businesses is very bad. I can 
give you evidence. Here is an article about the organization man 
(Newsweek, June 18) that says they checked 3,600 top management 
people, and they find that, as you would expect, they are WASP's, 
they're fathers of families, and other such blah details, but they do 
not like innovation. They do not like new things. These are too 
risky. 

My experience with industry supports this. I'm sorry that I don't 
have time to give you examples. I would love to give you several 
cases. Our American technical industry, by and large, now is run 
by bookkeepers and not engineers. Commander MacDonald, the 
man who founded Zenith, is dead. People like this are very rare 
now. There is still Mr. Land at Polaroid and a few others. Most of 
our industries now are run by people who don't give a damn about 
the technical products which they produce or the service they 
render. All they care about is the "bottom line." 

Some time after I licensed Harman-Kardon for my record player 
and talked to the manager, I said, "Why don't you build a new 
model that plays both sides of the record; you have a good patent 
on it." And he said: "Jack, it will take 3 years to develop it; we are 
owned by Beatrice Foods; they own 400 companies; we never meet 
the management; I will lose my job if I start innovating and 
developing something new; I have to show profit every year, and 
the best way to do it is to make few changes." 

Harman-Kardon was just sold to a Japanese company, and now 
my record player will be built in Japan. This means that it will 
have the name of Harman-Kardon but all of the equipment will be 
built in Japan. My record player invention is now also built by 
Bang and Olufsen in Denmark and Revox in Switzerland. The basic 
patent expired and now many companies will be building it next 
year. I understand all high-fi fancy record players will be built 
under my expired patent. I'm very proud of this. I have no regrets. 
The only thing I do regret is it is not being built in the United 
States. It is being built in Japan. 

[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF JACOB RABINOW 

My name is Jacob Rabinow. I was born in Russia. I was educated in the schools of 
New York and received two degrees in Electrical Engineering from the City College 
of New York. I have been working in Washington since 1938. At the present time, I 
am a part-time employee of the National Bureau of Standards. I retired from full-
time Government service in 1975, after having spent some 20 years in Government 
service and roughly an equivalent time in industry. I am an inventor who has been 
granted 215 U.S. patents. Another two or three patents have been recently allowed 
and there are some still pending. I also hold perhaps 100 patents in foreign coun
tries. 

Of my U.S. patents, about 57 were assigned to the Government and another 10 
were partially licensed to the Government and I retained certain commercial rights. 
Of the rest, 18 were assigned to clients for whom I was a consultant and 128 are 
owned by me or by companies which I headed and which eventually became parts of 
other corporations. 

The fields of technology in which I have patents are ordnance, computer equip
ment, Post Office automation, photography, sound recording and reproduction, ho-
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rology (clocks and watches), electrical and mechanical equipment of all types, and 
some labeled "Miscellaneous." 

I was asked to speak today by Mr. William C. Gibb, Minority Staff Counsel for 
Senator Schmitt, and Mr. Steve Merrill of Senator Stevenson's staff. I was particu
larly asked to comment about the Bill, S-1215, that deals with Government owner
ship of patents, to express some general comments about the patent system of the 
United States and to relate some of my personal experience with it. I was told that I 
would have 15 minutes for my initial presentation and, hopefully, will have an 
opportunity to answer questions. I would like to make two comments bout the 
invitation to speak here today. 

One is that it is impossible to say much in 15 minutes about a subject that has 
been my primary interest for some 60 years. Secondly, everything I say here 
represents my personal opinions and in no way should be taken to mean that I am 
speaking for the National Bureau of Standards or for anyone else. My talk was not 
reviewed or approved by anyone else and I can only hope that my opinions do not 
disagree seriously with those of the management of the National Bureau of Stand
ards—an organization and people for whom I have the greatest respect. 

In general, I agree with the spirit and wording of Senate Bill 1215. I think it is 
high time that the Government come to grips with the realities of the real world 
which may use the technologies developed directly by the Government or under its 
sponsorship. 

No single set of rules can apply to all Government patents. Obviously, patents on 
weapons and on atomic energy have to be treated differently from patents on 
ordinary machinery, patents in agriculture, or patents in drugs. "Free license" 
policies may well operate in the field of agriculture where no farmer can have a 
large share of the market and where he cannot afford to do basic research that 
affects the whole industry. Such patents have to be treated differently from patents 
on my magnetic particle clutch that would have taken $1,000,000 for development 
and which did not get full development because no one was able to obtain an 
exclusive license. 

I agree with the proposed bill that the Government should issue exclusive licenses 
wherever possible and the only criticism I have of the bill is that the granting of 
such licenses is made more or less permissive. I am afraid that a timid Government 
bureaucrat would prefer to take the easy and, for him, the safe route of not issuing 
exclusive licenses so as not to be accused of "Government give away." I would prefer 
to see the law strengthen so that the granting of exclusive licesses could be the 
normal and easy procedure and not granting exclusive licenses would require strong 
justification. 

There is an implication in the bill that the Government may collect royalties and 
fees on Government-granted patent licenses. I think this is unnecessary and coun
terproductive. The Government is not a private company; it collects taxes on more 
than half of the profits. In addition, any profits made on the invention result in 
taxes not only to the Federal Government but to State and city Governments also. 
There are also taxes on wages, on dividends, etc., and I believe that because of this 
it is unnecessary to go to the trouble of contracts, inspections, bookkeeping, and 
other legal difficulties in royalty collections. The collection of taxes is much more 
straightforward and is well organized and accepted. I cannot help but express the 
thought that I would be very happy to take half of the profits made on any of my 
inventions in lieu of royalties, particularly when this profit-sharing will run not for 
the length of the patent grant but for the full life of the corporation and, in fact, 
will apply to all inventions and develpments made as a result of my invention by 
others and for all eternity. 

The experience with Government-owned patents has, in general, been disastrous. 
One needs only to cite the history of the patents owned by enemy aliens during 
World War II. These were taken over by the U.S. Government and made available 
free to all. The 15,000 patents involved "died on the vine." It should be remembered 
that these were highly valued industrial patents obtained by the Germans and 
others over a period of years, many of which protected very profitable products. 

I need not mention that the U.S. Government now owns some 28,000 patents and 
their exploitation has not been profitable, either to the Government or to our nation 
as a whole. When considering patents owned by the Government, the question is not 
"Who should have it?" or "Who owns it?" but rather, "What will happen to the 
technology?" 

I have often heard arguments that, at least in the case of Government owned 
patents, they should be made free to everyone because then their use would be 
assured and widespread. If this argument is correct, then one cannot justify the 
existence of any patent system at all. One could the argue that no patent should 
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ever be issued, that results of inventions should be made free to everyone, and that 
the inventor should be rewarded in some other way as, for example, by special 
honors, awards from the Government and/or industry, and so on. It is a curious fact 
that the patent system, as we know it, was first put into practice in Venice in 1474 
and has since been adopted by all the nations of the world with the present 
exception of only China. Even communist countries like Russia and others have a 
system that reward inventors and yet a Department of Justice attorney once told 
me that patents are unnecessary. When I related the above history, he told me that 
the whole world was wrong. 

The other subject I was asked to comment on today was the general question of 
the value of patents and particularly the U.S. patent system. I must repeat that my 
time here for even a cursory discussion is much too short but I will try to be as brief 
as I can. The U.S. patent system is unique in that the inventor is the kingpin of the 
system. The first one to invent wins the patent, not the person who gets to the 
Patent Office first, as is true in all the rest of the world. This does lead to some . 
difficulties in "interferences" when more than one person applies for a patent on 
the same invention within a reasonable time of each other. I was in interference 
twice. While interferences are costly and sometimes lengthy, they do not occur too 
often and procedural changes could and. should be made in- the system by which 
interference should be kept to a minimum and resolved promptly. This is the only • » • 
serious, basic, criticism I have of the U.S. patent system. 

Our patent system suffers from some other difficulties. One is that the "arts" are 
getting much more involved and the examination of the technologies much more 
difficult. There are some 10,000,000 patents that have to be searched, to say nothing 
of the staggering amount of technical literature that may be pertinent. The arts are 
more difficult to search not only because of quantity but because new inventions are 
very often related to many old inventions in many diverse fields. Therefore, the 
searching requires more expertise and more time. This leads to the simple and 
inevitable conclusion that the staff of our Patent Office should be increased, both in 
quantity and quality; that is, the training required should be higher and the 
number of examiners should be much greater. It is amazing that they do the job as 
well as they do with the means at hand today. That this increase of quantity and 
quality will cost money is beyond question, but is should be remembered that 
Government taxes, as a direct result of patents, are many times greater than the 
cost of the Patent Office. For example, the income from licensing our technologies to 
foreign countries, alone, brings to the United States an income which has been 
estimated to be between one and two billion dollars. There are no statistics on the 
amount of internal royalities but if one assumes that most of this money is taxed 
roughly 50% by the Federal Government, and even if one disregards cross-licenses, 
the direct returns of cash to the Government are many times greater than the 
possible cost of the patent system. Moreover, since many people, including myself, 
think that the patent system is of direct benefit of our society as a whole and the 
increase in productivity and technology helps us to maintain our high standards of 
living, then no one should quibble about the cost of the patent system as it exists 
today or the increased cost of a still better organization. 

It would be very useful to all discussion of our patent system if the Internal 
Revenue Service could make a slight change in the income tax form so that income 
from royalties on patents should be reported on a separate line, or preferably two 
lines—one for domestic patents and one for foreign patents. Then, computer prin
touts could tell use the amounts of royalties collected and taxes paid on these. It is ••* 
time we stop guessing. 

There have been proposals made that the patent examination and searching 
should be computerized. Somehow or other computers are to be substituted for 
human brains to see where my invention is similar to or different from the inven- a 
tion of others. I have been involved in computer work as an engineer and in studies 
involved with the Patent Office. I think the dream of using computers to do the 
intelligent part of the patent search and evaluation is basically nonsense. Comput
ers can be used for rapid retrieval of patents when you know their numbers or the 
name of the inventor; they can be used to produce copies when necessary and, in 
general, reduce the "leg work" involved, but the judgment of concepts is not in the 
computer's power, and the judgment of concepts is what inventions and the patent 
systems are all about. 

The patent system of the United States is also in very serious trouble because of 
the procedures in our courts and the cost of litigation. Patents are often tried in 
courts before judges and juries which have not technical training whatever. Impor
tant decisions have to be made on infringements or on the validity of a patent 
where the technology is subtle, and the questions involved would cross the eyes of 
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the greatest scientists. In some districts of the United States, courts have almost 
always held patents invalid, while in other courts the percentage of validity is 
higher, perhaps half of those tried. 

Contrary to popular belief, the patent cases that go to court (where the subject of 
infringement and validity of the patent are involved) are not based on the strength 
of the patent. It is simply a matter of economics. Irving Kayton, Professor of Law at 
George Washington University, has well pointed out many years ago that where the 
royalties are much greater than the cost of litigation modified by the probability of 
winning, the patent is challenged. This has very little to do with the strength of 
weakness of the patent. 

There are two items to remember about patents that end up in court. One is that 
the percentage is very small, only a fraction of one percent; and, secondly, that the 
question of whether an invention if or isn't obvious, or is or isn't completely new, is 
basically a subjective matter. Becasue the case is usually decided in court many 

k years after the invention is made, it is not at all difficult to see why the invention 
looks perfectly obvious when presented to a non-technical court by expert witnessess 
who point out that the invention is simple and obvious and anyone "well versed in 
the art" could have done it. The fact of the matter is that the very great inventions 
are simple and it is true that many others could have made them, but the impor-

*~ tant thing is that they did not. 
I am firmly convinced that all technical matters that concern patents such as 

infringements, validity, and settlement of interferences should be tried only in the 
Court of Customs and Patent Appeals and in no other Federal Court except the 
Supreme Court. Only matters that are non-technical, such as contracts, financial 
matters, and such others, should be left to the District Courts, This would eliminate 
one of the greatest injustices of the present system. An inventor may have to defend 
his patents in many District Courts and while he may win in many, he may have 
his patent destroyed when held invalid by only a single court. If all of the cases 
were tried in a single court, it is obvious that the same battle would not be fought 
many times, as in the present practice. 

In the recent past, the patent system of the United States has suffered from 
attacks on it by some misguided members of the Antitrust Division of the Depart
ment of Justice. I am glad to say that the Department of Justice is taking a more 
rational point of view today. For many years, the Department of Justice felt and 
stated that patents are monopolies and, as such, their power should be curtailed. I 
have been told by members of the Department of Justice that there is no reason to 
have a patent system at all since inventors have so much fun inventing things that 
they would do it even if they were not paid. I was also told that if I or someone else 
did not invent a particular device, it would be invented by someone else when it was 
needed. When I pointed out that my watch regulatory and magnetic particle clutch 
could have been invented by any competent engineer 100 years before me and that 
they weren't, their answer was that this was due to pure accidents. Such comments 
about the "fun" of producing and developing inventions and the automatic inevita
bility of inventions are not worth discussing. 

In my opinion, the conflict between the Antitrust Laws and the Patent Laws 
should be resolved by Congress and should not be done by case law. 

Judge Rifkind has put it well by saying in a speech before the American Patent 
Law Association several years ago, that it is time to divorce the patent laws from 
the antitrust laws. As an inventor, I would like to know my rights by a clear 

r statement of law rather than the vague and risky interpretation of a large number 
of court cases. 

When discussing patents, it is important to point out that they have different 
values to different segments of our society. To a private inventor, such as myself, it 

• is absolutely necessary to have a patent if I am to receive any reward for my efforts. 
If I have an idea that cannot be protected by patents, I make no effort to develop it, 
to promote the invention by manufacturing it, or to sell it to anyone else. The value 
of patents is also great for a small business because a small technical company has 
nothing to sell but innovation and rapid changes in technologies, something which 
is not of the same importance to a large corporation. 

Patents to a drug firm are very important because the cost of development and 
proof of performance is very expensive but the cost of manufacturing the drug is 
relatively small. Without patent protection, anyone can make a drug after another 
company has developed it and proved its value. 

Patents have different values to a chemical company as compared to patents to 
large corporations that make machinery such as automobiles and computers. A 
large computer company does not depend on royalties for its profits. It depends on 
the economics of engineering and production and particularly on distribution and 
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service. This is also true of automobile companies. For such companies, patents are 
an unmitigated nuisance. They force them to do basic research in new fields so as 
not to be frozen out of new technologies. The patents cost them large sums of money 
for attorneys, patent fees and litigation in scores of countries. The officials of these 
companies frankly admit that if the patent system did not exist they would need to 
do less R&D, they could manufacture anything they wished and that their success 
depends on their economic strength,, marketing abilities and their worldwide distri
bution of sales and services. 

I believe that the present practice (due to the efforts of the Antitrust Division) 
that many large corporations must license others at some reasonable rate should be 
codified into actual legislation, that any corporation that has more than, say, 25 
percent of an industry and has a gross income of more than, say, $500,000,000 must 
issue non-exclusive licenses are reasonable rates. 

I wish to emphasize most strongly that patents are a means for increasing 
competition both by limiting the power of our large corporations and by forcing 
competitors to improve upon the patents developed by others. Patents are the main i* 
means of rewarding the brave soul who is willing to do something different. In a 
country without patents, power would be completely in the hands of those who have 
large sums of money and the chance for an innovative small company to become 
large or strong would be essentially zero. ^ 

Innovators suffer today because of the disillusionment of our investors, particular
ly Wall Street, with R&D. They also suffer because of the high interest rates that 
money can now earn. When capital can earn 12 or 13 percent essentially without 
risk, and double itself in some six years, and when a rich investor can double his 
money without paying taxes in about ten years, why should anyone invest in some 
new high "technology with its attendant risk? Society must recognize that invention 
and innovation .is basically risky and that many new ventures must fail. No intelli
gent society could or should make use of all new inventions that are produced in a 
given period. The fact that an improvement exists does not justify the necessary 
scrapping of an old device or an old process which is still economically viable. 
Society must pick and choose and the inventor must have hope that he or she will 
sometimes be chosen. Without that possibility, our economy dies. The United States 
must produce an.ever larger pie to be divided among its people if the standard of 
living is to rise. It cannot do this by conquering other nations or exploiting them. It 
does not have enough raw materials to simply sell in exchange for foreign goods. 
Farming involves only 5 percent of our population and certainly cannot support all 
of us. The only way we can raise our standard of living is to produce more goods 
and services for every hour of our work. This means that our technologies must 
always improve; we must produce ever better products and ever more efficient 
services, not only for ourselves but to trade with others. Unless we do so, our 
average standard of living shall fall and we shall become a second-class nation. 

Attached is a curve of patents issued to domestic corporations, independent inven
tors and foreign corporations from 1954 to roughly the present time. Attached is a 
list of important innovations that were made outside of the laboratories of large 
corporations. 

Thank you. 
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Atomic energy 
Computers 
Radar 
Microwave technology 
Cyclotron 
Inertial guidance 
Mechanized wiring (Printed circuits) 
Mercury dry cell 
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) 
Magnetic core memories 
Vacuum tube 
Xerography 
FM radio 
Laser 
Penicillin 
Insulin 
Catalytic cracking of petroleum 
Jet engine 
Fiber optics 
Flotation glass 
Magnetic recording 
Holography 
Oxygen steel-making process 
Heterodyne radio 
DDT 
Streptomycin 
Gyrocompass 
Rockets 
Titanium 
Shell molding 
Shrink-proof knitted wear 
Dacron polyester fiber "Terylene" 
Zipper 
Automatic transmission 
Continuous hot-strip rolling of steel 
Helicopter 
Power steering 
Color photography 
Air conditioning 
Polaroid camera 
Cellophane 
Tungsten carbide 
Bakelite 
Velcro fasteners 
Hovercraft 
TV tape recording 
Continuous casting of metals--
Foam rubber 

It is interesting to note that the first ten inventions on the list above 
were developed under Government sponsorship and many of the others had a 
considerable amount of Government aid in their development. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Gentlemen, I must go cast my vote, and I 
thank you for your testimony. Thank you again. This has been a 
very useful set of hearings. We anticipate that there may even be 
some more. 

Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the hearing was adjourned.] 
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PATENT POLICY 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1979 

U.S. SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SPACE, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met at 10:30 a.m. in room 318, Russell Senate 
Office Building, Hon. Adlai E. Stevenson (chairman of the subcom
mittee) presiding. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR STEVENSON 
Senator STEVENSON. The subcommittee will come to order. Today 

we continue hearings on Government patent policy, in particular S. 
1215, introduced by Senator Schmitt, to establish a uniform policy 
for determining the rights of Government, its contractors, and 
employees to publicly financed inventions. 

This bill basically extends the policy of the Department of De
fense to the Federal Governments civilian research and develop
ment programs. Senator Schmitt. 

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR SCHMITT 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I again welcome 
this opportunity to participate in these hearings, the third day of 
subcommittee hearings on Government patent policies and the 
impact of such policies on the governmental innovation process. 

Testimony to date from a broad range of witnesses representing 
both the Government and private sectors has underscored the need 
to reevaluate the basic assumptions underlying the policy for man
aging our national investment in science and technology research 
and development. Experience has shown that current policies have 
failed miserably to effectuate the transfer of new technologies to 
the marketplace. Federal patent policies which were originally de
signed to protect the public interest by preventing the so-called 
giveaway have in fact operated to discourage contractor bidding, 
eliminate incentives to innovate or disclose new ideas, and delay 
the commercialization of inventions developed under Federal con
tracts. The real loser has been the consumer and the taxpayer. 

Current Federal patent policy is scattered throughout a hodge
podge of statutes, Executive orders, and regulations which have 
formed a costly maze of bureaucratic redtape—all falsely in the 
name of the public interest. Delays in the processing of normal 
waiver applications can take several years, at a cost to both the 
contractor and the Government. Despite sizable patent staffs and 
aggressive technology transfer programs, the commercialization 
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rate for agency-owned inventions is disappointingly low—in fact, 
less than 2 percent of NASA-owned inventions have been trans
ferred to the marketplace. Governmentwide, nearly 3,000 inven
tions are collecting dust on agency shelves and less than 5 percent 
have been effectively utilized. The time is long past for questioning 
who should own the inventions created by the use of billions of tax 
dollars. We have a right to benefit from the fruits of those expendi
tures by demanding that potentially significant new inventions be 
allowed to reach the marketplace. The inventor is obviously the 
most likely person to see that this happens. His or her pride and 
livelihood is at stake. 

It is not surprising that increased interest in reform of our 
Government's patent policy is being shown by both the executive 
and legislative branches. This past week the House Science and 
Technology Committee initiated its own investigation of the Gov
ernment's patent policies and it appears willing to move forward in 
this area. As you well know, Mr. Chairman, the bill that you 
cosponsored along with the chairman of the full committee, Sena
tor Cannon, has been introduced in the House. The administration 
has also conducted an extensive evaluation of the patent policy 
issue together with its domestic policy review. I understand that we 
can expect to receive the President's recommendations any day 
now. Whether you and I would agree with that policy remains to 
be seen. 

Too often we seek solutions which require new and expensive 
programs rather than taking the time to reexamine and adjust 
existing policies which have been ineffective and oftentimes coun
terproductive. Mr. Chairman, the bill that you and Senator Cannon 
joined with me in sponsoring was offered as a moderate approach 
to bring some uniformity and commonsense to this much debated 
and controversial issue. It stands between the approaches of the 
past and I think takes advantage of the debate that has occurred 
up until this time. I have been encouraged by the thoughtful 
testimony of our previous witnesses, and I look forward to what 
promises to be a stimulating dialog today. Thank you, Mr. Chair
man. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Senator. Not all of our witnesses 
are here. I will call first Mr. Jacob Rabinow to continue his testi
mony. Mr. Rabinow is a former vice president of Control Data 
Corp., an electrical engineer with some 200 patents, and a consul
tant to the National Bureau of Standards. Your testimony was 
interrupted at our last meeting for which we both apologize. 

Mr. RABINOW. It's always an honor to speak to you, even if the 
time is short. 

Senator STEVENSON. You're very kind. 

STATEMENT OF JACOB RABINOW, BETHESDA, MD. 
Mr. RABINOW. I'm sorry that I'm first. I would have loved to hear 

Admiral Rickover, not because I agree with anything he says; as a 
matter of fact, I disagree most heartily with everything he says 
about patents. I read his testimony this morning. The difficulty is 
that he equates all patents with nuclear patents. I think they are 
not equatable. Nuclear submarines are not exactly the same kind 
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of thing as a cure for a disease or an automotive clutch, and I will 
have something more to say about that. 

I was asked to repeat or summarize briefly what I said last time 
and can I do this or should I? 

Senator STEVENSON. Yes. 
Mr. RABINOW. First, I'm an electrical engineer. I was born in 

Kharkov, Russia, but I was educated in New York City. I have 
been in the United States since I was 11. I've spent one-half my 
engineering lifetime in government and half in industry. I had two 
of my own companies and that's how I became eventually vice 
president of Control Data. They bought one of my companies. 

My patents cover ordnance, post office equipment, sound repro-
* duction, electrical equipment, photography, computer equipment 

and many other things. I have 215 U.S. patents and perhaps some
thing like 100 in foreign countries. These are duplicates. About 60 

^ of my patens were obtained when I was a Government employee, 
which I still am, part time. I'm rather proud of the work I did, 
although my experience with those patents could have been be 
much better as far as utilization of the patents goes. 

I agree in general with the proposed bill, S. 1215, because I think 
that's the correct way to approach the problem. There are things 
that bother me a little about some of the mechanics, but I believe 
that the general philosophy that the Government should not take 
title to patents is correct. 

I believe that you need flexibility, that you cannot treat all 
patents alike, but certainly a patent on a nuclear submarine or a 
weapon where the Government is the only user and where secrecy 
or, at least control is important has to be treated differently from a 
patent on a medicine where development costs may be 1,000 times 
greater than the cost of the original invention. 

I think, for example, that the Government has done well in 
many of the things it developed and where it gave commercial 
rights to the inventor or his company. For example, this was done 
in the computer business. The Univac computer was ordered by the 
Government from the University of Pennsylvania. It was designed 
by Eckert and Mauchly. They formed a corporation based on their 
patent rights and sold the first Univac to Census. The Bureau of 
Standards helped with the purchasing of the first Univac and I was 
involved in that. Later their company needed money and eventual
ly it joined Remington Rand or Sperry Rand. The fact here is that 

* if the Government had taken title to the patents that company 
would not have been formed. It was the patent position that start
ed the computer business of the United States. 

* I have seen comparison between agricultural patents and patents 
on weapons, and again you can't make comparisons like this. Agri
culture is a different kind of business entirely from manufacturing 
done in a factory. A farmer cannot monopolize a market. 

The bill proposes that the Government can, if it wishes, receive 
royalties and fees for patents. To this, I object most violently, not 
because of any unfairness or because the Government doesn't have 
the right; it's just that the mechanics are silly. The Government is 
a 50-percent partner in any business that I have or any business 
that I hope to have. It collects income taxes on the profits of the 
corporation. It collects taxes on the dividends. It collects social 
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security taxes on the wages, State taxes are also collected, and so 
on. For the Government to say it deserves a 2- or 3-percent royalty 
on an invention that stems from Government R. & D. is nonsense. I 
would be very happy, any time I license anything under my pat
ents, to take 50 percent of the profits in lieu of royalties. Also, it 
should be remembered that the Government taxes go on, not for 
the life of the patent, but forever, and they also are levied not only 
against the patent itself but on all subsequent patents, all future 
developments made by the same company or any other company. 

So for people to worry, as Admiral Rickover worries, that the 
Government should collect royalties, or have some interest in the 
patent, is nonsense and I believe that this bill says this, partly. I 
think the political pressure is put upon you gentlemen that you * 
shouldn't "give away" anything is unfortunate. I object to this 
giveaway nonsense. It seems perfectly proper for the Government 
to give me a free education, but for some reason it's improper to > 
give me the rights to my own inventions and collect 50 percent 
royalties on it later, forever. 

The fact is, today, contrary to the evidence that Admiral Rick
over will give—and I'm using the evidence that I have in front of 
me in his written statement—that many corporations refuse, per
fectly correctly, to take Government contracts in fields in which 
they are experts. They are perfectly willing to do Government 
research in new fields where they have no vested interest, but 
large corporations who are good in specific fields very often will 
refuse to do Government R. & D. work or take any Government 
contracts because of the fact that they don't want to lose their 
patent rights. 

The other thing that happens with Government contracts under 
present rules is the tendency to follow questionable ethics. Compa
nies will make sure that parallel with Government R. & D. they 
have a program in the back, someplace, where the really important 
developments take place so that the Government never gets the 
patent rights that Admiral Rickover thinks it would get. 

What happens is that the great inventions are made just acciden
tally at the time when the employees are on company salaries, and 
the minor developments, technically speaking, during the large 
production contracts are happening to be done on the Government 
contract. This is a fact of life; that if I were working as a contrac
tor for the Government I would make sure that my basic inven- * 
tions were made on my own money. 

The other thing that happens is that because of the patent policy 
of the Government most large industries today use the two-platoon t 
system for Government research and development. They have a 
first platoon of very brilliant people who write the proposals and 
negotiate the contracts. When the contracts are let, the second 
platoon, which has much less technical skill, does the work. A 
friend of mine who was a proposal writer for one of our largest 
corporations many years ago, told me—and I don't know whether 
it's still true, but I suspect it's true in most companies—that he 
only wrote the proposals. He's a brilliant inventor. When I asked 
him, "Larry, who does the work after you get the contract," he 
said, "I haven't the vaguest idea." 
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I once mentioned this to the president of a very large corporation 
and he said, "We have a third platoon to explain to the Govern
ment later why the gadget didn't work." 

I think that if the patents were left with the corporations so the 
benefits of this brilliance could be their own, these two platoons 
would not exist. They would be perfectly happy to do Government 
research with the same quality people they use on their own re
search. This is not true today. 

Let me tell you about the Government experience when it owns 
good patents. During the war we confiscated all the patents belong
ing to enemy aliens that is, patents belonging to Germany, Italy, 
Austria, and many others. There were about 15,000 such patents. 

* These were not Government patents. These were patents which 
were applied for in the United States by the industries of the 
world. These patents were administered after the war by John 

• Green, who was then Chief of the Office of Technical Services. 
These patents died. Nobody asked for a license. They were availa
ble on a nonexclusive basis for the payment of $7 and I can assure 
you that if you didn't pay the $7, you certainly could use the 
patents. And John Green told me that the patents "died on the 
vine." These were his words because, he said, "Nobody wants to 
develop and put into production something his competitor will do 
after him for less money and do it better." The reason the competi
tor can do it for less money is because the market is established; he 
knows what people are buying; he therefore can do it without the 
usual market risks. The reason he can do it better is because he's 
second, and the second model is always better than the first. 

People have asked me, as an inventor, why don't I invent the 
second model first? I'd like to do that but I don't know how. 

The experience with Government patents, besides these 15,000, 
has been very informative. As mentioned by Senator Schmitt, the 
Government owns more than 20,000—nobody knows exactly how 
many—and these patents are doing very badly. I'll give you some 
cases from my own experience. 

In 1947, I invented the magnetic particle clutch. It consisted of 
two metal plates and some iron dust. The patent was basic. This 
contradicts the testimony of Admiral Rickover that everything that 
needs to be done will be done anyway. I have also heard this from 
the Department of Justice people many years ago, that "anything 

« that needs to be done will be done." Here's a clutch that could 
have been done by any kid in 1850. There was no principle of 
physics that wasn't known for 200 years, except it just didn't 

4 happen. I invented this clutch and it started a new subclass in the 
Patent Office. The Government issued no exclusive licenses so no 
one wanted to spend the millions of dollars it would have taken to 
get rid of the problems that arose, problems of the heat dissipation, 
shielding of shafts, settling of the powder, and many other prob
lems that arise in industrial applications. I was given the foreign 
rights, however, and I sold these to Eaton and Eaton licensed many 
European companies. It was developed in Europe to a much higher 
extent than here. It was used in four European automobiles. It was 
never used in a car in the United States. It's used in airplanes only 
when absolutely necessary. This was a basic invention, simple, but 
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because it was a free patent to everybody nobody spent the money 
it would have taken to develop it fully. 

The question of whether the royalties would have come to me if I 
had given the patent rights is really immaterial. It's not whether 
Jack Rabinow makes money. The question is whether the invention 
is used by the public to create jobs and create exports. 

All these arguments about "why should the Government give 
somebody the right to make some money" should never be asked 
about a patent. The question is, does it get used? Do people produce 
it? Do people use it? Does it help our export business and does it 
help create jobs? And whether somebody does or doesn't make 
money for a few years is completely besides the point. I had no 
objection assigning it to the Government. I received a gold medal <i 
for it and it raised my salary $250 a year. This is not the point. But 
the Government should have given somebody an exclusive license 
so the couple of million dollars it would have taken to get it on the 
market could have been spent. It wasn't. * 

I'd like to contrast this with another one of my experiences. 
While in the Government I invented a reading machine. It's now in 
the Smithsonian at the Museum of History and Technology. The 
reading machine read the print of a portable typewriter. This was 
done in 1952 through 1954. In that case the Government did give 
me the commercial rights because it was done when I was a 
member of the Harry Diamond Laboratories. Under Department of 
Defense rules the commercial rights were given to the inventor. 

I did start a company with that basic patent and the company 
was sold to Control Data for more money than I would like to 
mention in public. The fact is that the basic patent was the basis 
for many inventions that followed, made by myself and by my staff. 
We did have an incentive and I could and did get Wall Street 
money and the business was quite prosperous. Here's the same guy, 
the same Government. In one case the patent rights belonged to 
the Government and I have no rights and nobody spends any 
money. In the other case, I do have the rights and the money is 
spent and an effort is put into it and the thing becomes a great 
commercial success and today nearly all reading machines are 
based on that first patent on a reading machine. 

Questions come up like, "What about things like cures for 
cancer; suppose the Government contractor develops a cure for 
cancer. Should he be given commercial rights?" My feeling about 
this is that this is one of these questions like "Do you beat your * 
wife every Friday?" The cure for cancer would have enough moral 
controls on it, enough social pressures, so that I wouldn't worry 
about it. Besides, if a company did cure cancer and did make a *. 
billion dollars, I think society would well make that deal. But I 
think these are academic questions and I think that there would be 
enough other ways that the company would benefit from a cure for 
cancer so that we don't have to worry about the operation of the 
patent system of the United States because somebody may invent a 
cure for cancer. 

I have been asked by Bill Gibb in a telephone conversation a few 
days ago about what I thought about mandatory licensing. This is a 
policy where the Government would require the exclusive licensee 
or licensor to license others. I don't like mandatory licensing, 
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which often destroys the value of a patent. If a patent is valuable, 
it is valuable because of the control it gives the owner. Mandatory 
licensing reduces this control. The fact that a company could make 
some money out of mandatory licensing is academic. The question 
is, will it use the money to develop the invention further. I have 
many doubts. 

One of the interesting things about the patent system—and Ad
miral Rickover's testimony is basically directed not only against 
the Government policies but against all patent systems—is the 
belief that people will extort money and the inventor will get rich 
and his company will get rich and monopolies will be set up and so 
on. This is the basis of the general philosophy that patents are 

*> really not necessary—I have heard these arguments most of my 
life. I have heard this from the Department of Justice, which used 
to be opposed to patents, but which is much less so now. "Why 

» should we pay inventors to invent? They have so much fun doing it 
that they will do it anyway." 

I invent things and I often find them in the Patent Office files 
and I drop them. It's fun to invent, but it's not fun to develop the 
invention. If I cannot make it commercial for myself or my employ
er, I certainly do not follow it. There's no point in developing 
something that's available to everybody else. Development is very 
expensive and very difficult. 

One of the most interesting things about the patent system that 
you gentlemen should remember is that the original system was 
invented in Venice in 1474, and since that time all the countries of 
the world, including the Communist countries, have adopted patent 
systems; and yet I once heard a Department of Justice attorney tell 
me—and Admiral Rickover would probably agree—"patents are 
unnecessary." And I said, "Then how come all the countries of the 
world, with the exception of China, have adopted a patent system?" 
His answer was, "Everybody is crazy." This does not deserve any 
comment. The fact is that Russia has a patent system and their 
inventors who all work for the Government nevertheless collect 
royalties. The chief of the patent system of Russia once told me 
that they have one inventor who so far has over 100 patents and 
he's earned 1 million Russian rubles in royalties. A million Russian 
rubles is not hay even in Russia. They also reward him with 
honors. They have found it does promote invention. China is now 
studying our patent system with a view of setting up their own 
patent system. 

I think our laws should be quite clear in that the normal proce
dures should be that in nearly all cases the patent should be given 

* to the company that invented it. If you're concerned about the fact 
that very large corporations would have too much power—this 
should be true not only of government patents but of all patents— 
let the antitrust laws take care of this matter. Most of our large 
corporations do not sue small companies. I never was sued by IBM. 
I'm sure GM would not sue me if I wanted to make an automobile. 
This fear that large corporations ride roughshod over small compa
nies is essentially nonsense. 

Nevertheless I would like to see the power of large corporations 
curtailed. I agree with Admiral Rickover when he says that our 
conglomerates are an evil. I think they are. This is not the subject 
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of today's discussion, but I think our conglomerates and our multi
national conglomerates destroy American technology and ultimate
ly I suspect they will destroy the capitalistic system as a whole, but 
that's another subject. 

When we talk about patents, we talk about a very small part of 
the power of the conglomerate and it has nothing to do with the 
fact whether the Government gives them licenses or not. 

There's some question about what government should do about 
patents granted to government employees. I think the Government 
should reward them and I sincerely hope that when the Govern
ment gives an award to an inventor, which occasionally it does, it 
doesn't tax the money. I know a case of a government employee 
who received an award of $50,000 for one of his inventions, and the <*• 
taxes on it took more than half of it back. I think there's some
thing somehow chintzy about the Government rewarding you with 
one hand and taking back most of it with another. ^ 

Mr. Whipple, who invented the jet engine in England did receive 
an award from the British Crown or from Parliament. I believe it 
was L750,000, the British apparently have a way of doing this 
which is much more elegant than that of our Government when it 
gives an award. 

I'd like to make a few specific comments about the written 
testimony of Admiral Rickover and I'm really sorry that he's not 
here. I would have loved to hear his comments about what I have 
said. 

First of all, there are some elements of fact. For example, he 
says, "From what I have seen over many years, the majority of 
patents are of little or no significance." There's been a study made 
of how many U.S. patents are used during the patent life. It may 
surprise you to know that more than 50 percent of all patents 
issued are used in industry before they expire. People seem to 
think it's 2 or 3 percent—this is not true. You must realize that 
these so-called minor patents which Admiral Rickover speaks of, 
are minor only to him. They are not minor to the industry that 
develops them. To a man who makes nuts and bolts, the shape of 
the thread is important. So when you and I may look at inventions 
that seem trivial, they are not trivial to the industry. He also talks 
about patent policies reducing attractiveness of government con
tracts and he says he doesn't think so. I think in nuclear energy 
he's right. Government will build nuclear submarines and need not 
worry about patents. That's not the kind of problem we have when * 
you want to build a computer or post office equipment. I might tell 
you my experience with the Post Office. 

I was the contractor who developed letter sorting machinery. The * 
machinery was based on an invention of mine and of one of my 
engineers. There are now 400 of these machines sorting mail in the 
United States. The Government kept all the necessary rights. The 
result is that there was no incentive to me to improve the machin
ery. The machinery was developed by my staff but it was built in 
production by Burroughs and I spent no money to develop the 
machines further. If I had had the rights, even the Post Office 
rights, the Government might have made me richer, but I would 
have developed subsequent machinery which was obviously needed 
because the machinery is badly out of date. Burroughs has no 
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rights. I have no rights. The Government has all the rights, and 
therefore the machine is the same machine that was built in 1956. 
It should be replaced by much more advanced equipment. 

Admiral Rickover says that if patents were free, then any citizen 
would pick them up. He doesn't seem to realize that "any citizen" 
will most likely be a large corporation. It will pick up a worthwhile 
idea before anybody else and certainly will run with it, leaving the 
individual and the small company far behind. 

I'd like to close with two things. First, I'd like to read his para
graph which says: 

In my opinion, the proposed bill would impede, not enhance, the development and 
dissemination of technology; would hurt small business; would inhibit competition; 

k, would promote greater concentration of economic power in the hands of large 
corporations; and would be costly to the taxpayer. 

I think all of these statements are incorrect. I once talked to the 
4 vice president for patents of one of the largest corporations in the 

world and he said to me: 
Patents are an unmitigated nuisance. If there were no patent systems in the 

world we would save a great deal of money in direct patenting and in the cost of 
litigation. We would not do as much R. & D. because we wouldn't have to defend 
our future with patents on things which may be necessary and may not be neces
sary in the future. We would build whatever we like. 

The power of our large corporations depends on their marketing, 
their production capacity, their advertising, their service all over 
the world, this is why the vice president said, "Patents to us are 
just a nuisance." This was echoed, by the way, by the chief patent 
attorney of one of our largest automobile companies, and by many 
others. 

So when Admiral Rickover speaks that, "If the patents were 
available to everybody it would help small business,' he's talking 
nonsense. If patents were not granted and were not given to small 
businessmen who invent something, companies like my own would 
not exist. The large corporations would wait calmly until we made 
a product and proved its commercial viability and then would take 
the business away from me, and the only thing that permits small 
business to exist in high technology industries is the fact they had 
strong patents. If the patents were weak or made free to everybody, 
they are just pretty paper. I think people who believe naively that 
if you make everything free, everybody will use it don't know what 
they're talking about. 

' I invented an automobile clock that couldn't be sold for 9 years, 
even though the royalties finally were 1V2 cents on a $5 clock. The 
reason was the industry simply didn't want to bother, and I can 

* tell you of many such experiences. People do not adopt things 
which are free, and they do not take things even when you give it 
to them. So to hope that if everything is free and easy everybody 
will do the right thing, is childish and I'm sorry to see a man of 
Admiral Rickover's importance believing this. 

I think that's all I'd like to say. 
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. Your full statement has 

been entered in the record. 
Senator STEVENSON. Senator Schmitt. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Rabinow, thank you for your testimony and comments. 
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It has been generally the Government's policy to grant upon 
request nonexclusive royalty-free licenses to all inventions for 
which it holds title. The policy of granting nonexclusive licenses is 
based on the belief that inventions generated with tax dollars 
should be made freely available so as to benefit all taxpayers. In 
your opinion, what effect has this policy had on the commercial 
development of Government-owned inventions? You commented in 
general on that. Can you be additionally specific? 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes; I think it just kills the patent because if you 
make it free to everybody you don't have to bother about giving 
licenses. The Government simply sits back and does nothing. To 
give a license to anybody who writes a letter is just as easy as not 
answering the letter. The man knows he has a free license and he <* 
knows you won't sue him. So the question is, if the technology 
developed by anybody is made free to everybody, will people use it? 
The fact that Government spent money on it is incidental. The k 
Government spends money on many other things it does for soci
ety. The answer is, it doesn't work. If the argument is correct that 
making Government patents free improves their use, then why 
have any patent system at all? This argument should also hold for 
private patents and the inventor should be rewarded in some other 
way. 

What I'm saying is if the proposition is that making Government 
patents, the 28,000, free to everybody will promote their use, then 
why not do that to all the other 60,000 a year, free to everybody? 
That should also promote their use and all you have to do is 
reward the company or inventor in some other way, by a grant, by 
Nobel Prizes or small prizes or whatever you like. The fact is that 
no one in their right mind suggests this. They say that making 
private patents free to everybody is counterproductive, but some
how they feel a Government patent is different. The patent is the 
same, whether the Government produced it, or paid for it, or I paid 
for it. So if making it free improves its use, then all patents should 
be used freely by everybody and the patent system should be 
abolished and we should reward inventors by some kind of grant 
system. No one proposes this in the United States or anywhere else 
in the world, not even in Russia. So I think the argument is false. 

To answer you specifically, the Government should grant exclu
sive licenses unless it's absolutely necessary not to do so and there 
are a few special reasons. Preferably the grant should go to the i. 
inventor or to the company that produced it. It is supposed to be 
good for 17 years but in practice it's much less. There are other 
controls that you can exercise over monopoly powers, abuse of A 
Government privileges, and abuse of society these controls should 
be applicable to all patents, not only Government patents. 

Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Rabinow, do you see any distinction be
tween exclusive license and title? 

Mr. RABINOW. NO, sir. In practice, it doesn't make much differ
ence. As a private inventor, I prefer to give exclusive licenses 
because if the corporation goes bankrupt I can get the patent back. 
Once you give title and sell it as an outright purchase, usually you 
cannot get it back. But these are very minor differences. In prac
tice, it's the same thing. 
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Senator SCHMITT. Take the Government situation now of exclu
sive license versus title. Do you see any distinction there between 
your own private inclinations and those of the Government? 

Mr. RABINOW. It doesn't make much difference. I think the red-
tape is different. By the way, one of the things you have to worry 
about, gentlemen, is that if you start collecting royalties by giving 
exclusive licenses for a short period and recapturing because some
thing happened, you will have to have a tremendous bureaucracy 
checking the books, checking the production and so on. When I 
give a license—and it's happened several times—I have been 
lucky—I do not check the books of the corporation. I assume that 
when they tell me they sold x number of units that they are telling 

* the truth. I don't think a Government official could assume that. 
He would have to check the books. He would have to go in, or 
somebody would have to go in, and check the books of the corpora-

4 tion and make sure the royalties are paid and so on. I think this 
would be counterproductive and a waste of time. 

I would rather see the Government give the company that in
vented it the rights so that it's your patent and we have no further 
interest in it. 

Senator SCHMITT. SO there is an important distinction between 
exclusive license with a royalty or a recapture and title? 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes, sir. The mechanics are quite different. If you 
have recapture rights, then you certainly would end up with argu
ments and I see no need for this because in 17 years the patent 
dies anyway. Also, if you recapture the patent, the chance of an
other company using it is very small. Once the patent does not do 
well in one person's hands, nobody wants it. I have had a company 
turn back a patent to me and I found nobody else wanted it 
because business people copy each other and if it's failed in one 
place nobody else will touch it. 

Senator SCHMITT. NOW if the exclusive license were granted in a 
field of use—that is, some limitation of the license—implying that 
the Government then would find other fields of use where it would 
also grant exclusive license, would that be a workable procedure? 

Mr. RABINOW. That could be done. The Department of Justice 
generally doesn't like this, at least for private patents—in their 
view, they feel it's extending monopoly right. My own feeling is it 
should be done when advisable. I would rather let the industry do 

* that if you let them have the title. One thing about giving patents 
out and licensing people, you have to know the business very well. 
You have to be an expert in that. It's like a piece of property. You 

A have to know not only what this lot is worth, but what are the 
neighbors doing, which way is the neighborhood going, what's 
going to happen 10 years down the line. This is true of patents. 

So when you give licenses out you have to know a great deal 
more than just the patent itself. You have to know what is the 
strength of other patents, what is the prior art, which way is the 
industry going, is this likely to develop or die. This is a messy 
business. It's a very involved thing. 

Senator SCHMITT. In order to define and administer a field of use 
exclusive licensing policy it would be a further addition to the 
bureaucratic problem? 
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Mr. RABINOW. Yes; particularly a license that's limited by field of 
use, or time, or something is a very involved business and to ask 
the Government official in the Department of Commerce to know 
the fields of use of 28,000 different patents and perhaps 2,000 or 
3,000 different fields of technology is asking for a lot. It will cost 
the Government a great deal of money and while I'm a Govern
ment bureaucrat and feel that we do a good job at the Bureau in 
many ways, I feel that to ask the Government to evaluate patents 
to decide who should get it and who should not get it and so on is a 
very difficult job and I don't think it's worth it. I think the country 
would be better served if the inventor or his company got it and 
the Government just washed its hands of it. There may be some 
abuses, but there are abuses in all fields, and I don't think the * 
abuses in this would be any greater than the abuses of the patent 
system, in general, and I'm convinced it works very well, in gener-
al. ... 

Senator SCHMITT. As you know, it's been argued by some that 
acquisition of patents by big business is anticompetitive and leads 
to greater concentration of economic power in large corporations 
and we appreciate your earlier comments on that subject. Do you 
think the march-in rights of S. 1215 is an aid to protect the so-
called public interest? 

Mr. RABINOW. I don't believe in march-in rights. I think this is 
such a can of worms that I hope the Government does not do it. 
March-in rights mean you have a right to go in and not only 
demand certain rights for the immediate development for which 
you paid but you have a right for development which the company 
did long before it was involved with the Government. I don't think 
this is fair and I don't think any good corporation that has valua
ble patents would permit march-in rights. How do you decide 
which patents you're going to march in on and so on? I think the 
redtape is just unjustified. I don't really understand the ethics of 
this. A company says, "Build me a building but you have patent 
rights on some structures and you're going to use them in my 
building, but I want march-in rights so I can give contracts to 
somebody else and cross-license them." I don't understand the me
chanics of that at all. 

Senator SCHMITT. If the march-in rights were limited to the 
situations where the use of the invention was not exercised in a 
number of years, would that be acceptable in your view? 

Mr. RABINOW. Let's look at what you're saying. I have a patent * 
to make clutches. I make 10 clutches a year just to keep the patent. 
You come in and say you didn't exercise it. I sold 10 or 50 or 100 
and then you say that's not enough. Then the argument develops i 
about what is utilization of the patent. I say a sale of 10 clutches is 
utilization or you say, no, you should sell many more and you get 
into these crazy arguments of utilization, and I say this is just not 
justified. I certainly wouldn't dream of giving such a license unless 
the number is very large and unless we define it specifically. But 
look how much knowledge I have to have in the business to tell a 
clock manufacturer that he must make a million clocks or I would 
not consider it proper utilization of my patent. I wouldn't dream of 
pulling that kind of argument with a manufacturer. Either you 
give him a license and get the heck out of it or you don't give him 
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a license. All the other hangover clauses, like if he doesn't do 
enough in 5 years you can force him to abandon the patent and he 
says 5 years wasn't enough, so you take him to court and you end 
up with a tremendous administrative problem which is not justified 
at all. 

Senator SCHMITT. AS I understand it, some agencies that have a 
waiver authority such as NASA also have a march-in right. 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. It's also my understanding that march-in 

rights have never been exercised. Do you think it's because they 
realize the difficulty of exercising it? 

Mr. RABINOW. The difficulty is tremendous. You're dealing usual-
•. ly with a group of patents, not one. You're dealing with portfolio of 

patents when you have an important patent and I don't know how 
you exercise this. This is like the mandatory licensing laws of 

t Germany. Germany has a law on the books and has had it for 
many, many years that if another company wants a license and a 
patent he can go to court and demand the license be sublicensed to 
him. It's never been exercised in Germany, not in the whole histo
ry of Germany has that ever gone to court. They have such laws in 

.Israel. They have never been exercised. There's this business of 

. secondary rights, not of the basic patent or basic license, but some 
fringe rights which are very difficult to enforce even between in
dustry, and I don't think the Government should get involved in 
litigation on march-in rights and I don't think they are ever exer
cised and I don't think they ever will be. I think if the case is 
strong enough that you want some of the patent rights, I think 
deals can be made for the secondary rights without having to have 
lawsuits. In other words, if you build a nuclear submarine and—by 
the way, Admiral Rickover doesn't seem to realize that the Govern
ment can always—he mentioned at the end of his testimony that to 
insure that the Government is not subsequently barred from using 
an idea of somebody else's patent—this is nonsense. You cannot 
bar the Government from using my patent. The Government has 
an absolute right to use any patent in the United States and I can 
only sue for reasonable royalties. In most countries of the world— 
England, for example, you do not have a patent against the govern
ment. In the United States you do not have.a patent against the 
Government. The Government is always free to use any patent, 
private or public, by just using it, and all the inventor or the 

' company can do is demand a reasonable royalty and get it settled 
in court, but he cannot bar the Government. Where Admiral Rick
over gets the idea that you can bar Government from using a 

ft patent, I don't know. It's simply not so. 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Chairman, I have a few more questions, 

but I would yield. 
Senator STEVENSON. Go ahead. 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Rabinow, let me ask if you think that an 

organization within the Government could effectively market, if 
you will, the 28,000 or so patents presently under Government 
jurisdiction? 

Mr. RABINOW. It 's been trying. The NTIS, that 's the group that 
now tries to sell patent rights. It 's very difficult as I can tell you 
from my own experience in trying to sell patents. I'm now trying to 
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market, for example, a pick-proof lock and some other patents. 
Marketing a patent is a very difficult thing. You have to convince 
a manufacturer to start a new line. He doesn't want to change the 
line. You come to him with a new Venetian blind and he says, "I 
make $16 million in blinds a year, why should I make your design? 
It's clever but I don't want to bother." I went to the president of 
the Hamilton Watch Co. with an invention many, many years ago 
and he said, "It's brilliant. It's very clever. It will improve the 
watch, but we don't want to bother." So selling a patent is not just 
coming in with a patent and saying here's an idea. They'll say, 
"Why should I buy it? I make a lot of stuff now." You say, "You'll 
make another $100,000." When you go to a company who has sales 
of $4 or $5 billion a year and say you have a new gadget that will ,* 
really make $1 million a year—"$1 million out of $4 billion, doesn't 
interest me." So selling patents is a very personal business. It's not 
done on a business basis. It's done by throwing Stardust in the 
buyer's eye. You have to convince the manufacturer that he is a 
leader. Money doesn't interest him as much as prestige. You have 
to convince him that he's going to be able to brag to the people 
with whom he plays golf that he's just got something new and 
different. You have to make him feel like a leader in the industry. 
You have to build his ego that the patent is a new toy. You don't 
sell patents strictly on $1 basis. You don't sell anything else on $1 
basis. You have to appeal to his ego. If you just make Government 
patents free or simply say here's a patent, buy it; it won't sell. It 
wouldn't even sell if the inventor comes in and is all excited and he 
knows the business backwards and forwards and even if the pros
pective customer tells him how brilliant it is. 

Senator SCHMITT. What about the National Research Develop
ment Corp. in England? Has it been effective? 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes. As a matter of fact, it supported the British 
computer industry. It takes stock in corporations. It promotes pat
ents, but it also spends money. It isn't just a selling agency that 
just supports development of inventions. In other words, it's a 
working corporation and it does succeed and it has done quite well. 
There's some real question whether it's a good thing for the United 
States to set up a thing that really produces inventions in the 
sense of a research lab. We do this only for the needs of the 
Government. Agriculture laboratories do it for agriculture; military 
laboratories for the military, and the Bureau of Standards does it 
for Standards and Commerce. I don't believe Government should, ' 
as a matter of policy, set up development laboratories, but I think 
the Government should as a matter of policy support small busi
ness with risk capital, which is not happening in the United States, 4 
and this is not the subject we were supposed to discuss today. 
Unless we support small business, the big businesses will undoubt
edly become stronger; they will probably get stronger anyway, but 
unless we support small businesses to keep the big boys honest, the 
big boys will do less innovating and the management will get more 
conservative, more of the bookkeeping types, more business types 
who don't really care about inventions, and I think in this respect 
Admiral Rickover is correct. If you want to promote inventions in 
the United States you have to support small business. Don't worry 
about who gets the patents. Small business will get their share. But 
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small business simply cannot raise money. At 15 percent prime 
rate, I couldn't hope to raise money for an invention. Why should 
anybody with money support a risky thing when he can get 15 
percent without risk? 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, that kind of support can come in two 
different directions, either through reform of tax laws and regula
tory law, or through direct support, the former being preferable. 

Mr. RABINOW. Tax laws will not help. One of the curious things, 
when I get patents, is that the last thing I worry about is taxes. I 
have good tax attorneys and my attorneys can always help me 
later when I make money. But when I invent something, that's the 
last thing I worry about. You worry first about the technology and 

*• then if the technology and the patent looks good, you worry about 
whether you should make it yourself or sell it to somebody. 

Senator SCHMITT. It's been our understanding that just the 
« change in the capital gains tax law last year has increased the 

venture capital for small business. 
Mr. RABINOW. That's right, because the very rich man paying 25 

percent in taxes is different from paying 50 percent in taxes. Today 
you have the terrible problem that you can get Government bonds 
that pay you 12 percent and you can get very good bonds at 16 
percent or 15 percent. You can get real estate that pays you 30 
percent. That's the real trouble. 

Senator SCHMITT. SO you're saying we have negated the results? 
Mr. RABINOW. That's right. When I went to Wall Street the 

second time—I received money from them very easily in the 1950's. 
When I came to them in the late 1960's they said that investment 
in inventions doesn't pay anymore. We're not interested. The same 
people who gave money to me the first time. I think today's inter
est rates are essentially killing the possibility of raising money for 
small business and unless small business can get 2- or 3-percent 
money it will simply not be able to exist and this is going to kill 
American innovation. The number of patents to small businesses is 
dropping, the number to the individuals is falling very rapidly. Our 
competitors in other countries are doing much better and I think 
that unless risk capital is available from the Government or from 
industry at reasonable terms, small businesses will not start. The 
number of starts now has essentially gone to zero. In the old days 
there would be three or four companies started each day. Today it's 
one or two per year. It fell gradually and the National Science 
Foundation reports that by 1974 or 1975 the number of starts went 
to zero and this is tragic because it's the small companies that do 
the great innovations, not the big ones. 

* The stories that the laboratories of large corporations produce 
great innovations is simply not true. Computer, atomic energy, 
laser, guided missile work, all of these things did not come from 
the large laboratories. Xerox did not come from large laboratories. 
The exception is the transistor which did come from a laboratory, 
Bell Labs, and RCA did produce television as we know it today 
because David Sarnoff liked it. Today's management will not do 
that sort of thing. 

Senator SCHMITT. Should Federal policy distinguish between 
large and small businesses? 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes, it should. 
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Senator SCHMITT. In patent policy? 
Mr. RABINOW. Yes, it should distinguish in patent policy. I think 

it's time to codify the thing that's happened with the antitrust law 
decisions for many years. I think it's silly to talk about patents to 
me and to IBM in the same way. I think one could very well 
propose that any corporation that does half the business of an 
industry and whose sales exceed $1 Vz billion, whatever number you 
like, should not get exclusive patents. They don't now, in fact. They 
do license others because of the antitrust agreements and my feel
ing is it should be made a law not be a case of court decisions. 

Senator SCHMITT. So in that case you would disagree with S. 
1215? 

Mr. RABINOW. Yes, I would disagree. If you give a contract to a •* 
company like General Motors, I think in practice they would li
cense anybody else but I would make that specific. The Govern
ment would give a nonexclusive license. But this is only true for % 
very large corporations, those that have, say, half the industry or a 
quarter of the industry, and there are very few of those. 

Senator SCHMITT. SO you wouldn't use the traditional distinction 
of small business? 

Mr. RABINOW. NO, sir. You mean the Small Business Administra
tion legal decision? I think that is a very curious—for instance, 
American Motors is considered small business by them because 
legally it is in that industry. I have no objection if you have to use 
that because it's a readymade formula that's available, but the 
philosophy should be that the large corporations really don't need 
exclusive licenses. Their power depends on other things. But small 
companies must get exclusive licenses; otherwise they can't exist. 
You can't start a small company today in technology unless you 
have a patent. I would not have been able to start a phonograph 
company unless I had patents. It would be unthinkable to do so. 

Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. We appreciate it. 
Our next witness is Dale W. Church, Deputy Under Secretary of 

Defense for Acquisition Policy, and he is accompanied by Walter 
Henderson, staff assistant, Office of the Deputy Under Secretary. I 
will invite all of our witnesses today to summarize their state
ments. The full statements will be entered in the record. 

STATEMENT OF DALE W. CHURCH, DEPUTY UNDER SECRE
TARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION POLICY, DEPARTMENT » 
OF DEFENSE; ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER HENDERSON, 
STAFF ASSISTANT, OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRE
TARY * 
Mr. CHURCH. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I will summarize the 

statement, although I have presented a full statement for the 
record to be entered in the record. 

Senator STEVENSON. It will be entered in the record. 
Mr. CHURCH. Over the years the patent policy of the Department 

of Defense has been driven by the mainspring of incentive. Our 
policy, we believe, should maximize the incentive to both the large 
and small companies to seek out and compete for defense contracts. 
We want to bring forth the best privately developed background, 
their most promising ideas, the most talented people, and to report 
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freely and readily the full results of their work without fear of 
losing commercial rights. If we can accomplish this and still retain 
our ability to utilize freely the technology that we have sponsored, 
then we have acquired what we bargained for and the public 
interest has been served. 

Prior to 1963, we had rather a straight forward policy that said 
we left title to the contract inventions in the contractor, reserving 
a royalty-free license in the Government. With the advent of Presi
dent Kennedy's policy in 1963 we modified the earlier policy some
what. It recognized a single presumption of ownership was not 
appropriate in all situations in which the Government contracts 
were R. & D. So by virtue of that policy change wherein 99 percent 

* of such contracts had title going to the contractor, it was reversed 
to about 25 to 30 percent. That is, after the advent of the 1963 
policy, the split became about 3 to 1 or 4 to 1, depending on the 

t particular year, wherein the majority share still left title with the 
contractor. The smaller percentage is where the Government re
tained the title giving a royalty-free license back to the contractor. 

In the statement you will see some statistics of how those 
changed and how those oscillated through the years for which we 
have records. At the present time we only have records for 1976. 
We are now compiling records for 1977 and 1978. We have found 
this to be a most workable policy for the DOD and we would 
support any kind of legislation which in fact codified this kind of 
policy. 

We think it does serve the interest of providing incentive to our 
contractors. It fulfills our objectives and still protects our interest 
to be able to use the intellectual properties developed in this 
manner for whatever purpose we need. 

That's a quick capsule summary of my statement. I will be 
prepared to answer any questions. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. 
Have you reviewed S. 1215 and, if so, does it codify the DOD 

policy? 
Mr. CHURCH. Yes, it generally does. We might have a few minor 

editorial corrections, for example, involving classified information. 
We believe there is an adequate procedure for handling classified 
information. We have managed under this system for some years. 

I think the committee staff is better aware now of how classified 
matters are handled than when the bill was offered and I think we 

' would like some change in this area. 
But in general, I believe we can endorse the bill. 
Senator SCHMITT. Have you provided the specific suggestions to 

fc the staff? 
Mr. CHURCH. We are now reviewing the bill for the official 

position of the DOD to be coordinated through the administration. 
That review is not yet complete. 

Senator STEVENSON. In the DOD policy do you distinguish be
tween large and small corporations to determine whether there 
should be exclusive licenses or nonexclusive licenses as Mr. Ra-
binow suggested? 

Mr. CHURCH. NO, we do not differentiate between large and small 
with respect to patent policy. We find often the lines between small 
and large are very arbitrarily drawn and I don't know for the 

52-476 O - 80 - 24 
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purpose of patent policies how you would effectively differentiate 
between the two. The Small Business criteria of the Small Business 
Administration are again set by the number of employees, so if you 
have more employees you suddenly become a large business. To 
me, that doesn't relate at all to the incentive or the protection of 
the rights of business. 

Senator STEVENSON. Has the Department exercised march-in 
rights? 

Mr. CHURCH. Only once can I recall there was a case where we 
exercised march-in rights. It was a case involving two patents held 
by MIT. There was a complainant who felt as though the patents 
were not being utilized. As to one of the patents, it was found that 
MIT was using it and was allowed to retain exclusive title. In the 
case of the other, we found that MIT was not effectively using it, 
and they did provide for the complainant to use the patent. 

Senator STEVENSON. Are you aware of complaints against con- «• 
tractors for their refusal to license or their monopolization of pat
ents to which they hold title? 

Mr. CHURCH. I am aware of no specific complaints. None have 
been addressed to our office and I have not heard rumors of any 
either. 

Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Rabinow said that all patents are avail
able to the Government for a reasonable royalty with or without 
expressed licenses. If that's so, why do we need to worry about 
march-in rights or about licenses back to the Government if pat
ents deriving from Government-financed work and all other pat
ents are subject to such a right in the Government? Isn't that 
enough to protect the Government's interest? 

Mr. CHURCH. The power you speak of that Mr. Rabinow refer
enced is in fact a statute, 28 U.S.C. 1498, which flows from the 
doctrine of eminent domain. This allows the Government in fact to 
go in and take for its own use any patent and then follow the 
Court of Claims proceedings to decide what is the appropriate 
compensation if the Government and the aggrieved contractor 
cannot agree on equitable compensation. 

The difference between the above provision and march-in rights 
is that the former is strictly for Government use. In the march-in 
rights situation there might be some lack of adequate and aggres
sive pursuit of exploitation of the patent. This might be a little 
more subtle than simply the march-in for the specific use of the • 
Government as is now codified under the statute I just mentioned. 
So I think we need a march-in provision and I think it would be 
administratively a little more simple if in fact it was included in * 
the bill. 

The only suggestion I would have is that there should be a 
complaint by someone who has a legitimate cause to do a march-in. 
It shouldn't be just an arbitrary march-in unless there was a 
complainant who felt aggrieved by the process as there was in MIT. 

Senator STEVENSON. Senator Schmitt. 
Senator SCHMITT. Following up on the chairman's question, in 

spite of the fact that DOD has only exercised march-in rights on 
one occasion to your knowledge, you still think it's an important 
incentive to have built into a Federal patent policy? 
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Mr. CHURCH. I think it hangs in the back of the contractor's 
mind perhaps that such a procedure could be utilized in certain 
cases and it might provide a kind of incentive, although we would 
want to use it very judiciously. The reservation provided in the 
statute is also a useful one. 

Senator SCHMITT. S. 1215 specifies criteria under which the Gov
ernment would take title to any inventions developed under a 
Federal contract. Have you studied those criteria and how do they 
compare with current DOD policy? 

Mr. CHURCH. They are very much in line with DOD practice and 
we find them totally acceptable; again, with the exception of the 
classified one which I mentioned earlier, and I think we have 

* already had some discussions with the staff and it will be corrected. 
Senator SCHMITT. In your opinion, would it ultimately benefit the 

public interest to change the DOD policy to title in Government 
approach? 

* Mr. CHURCH. We believe it would be adverse to the Government's 
interest, as I commented earlier, on the incentives aspects for the 
Government to take title in all cases. We think the present policy 
of splitting it in certain circumstances as prescribed in the bill to 
take title is adequate to protect the interest when the Government 
needs to take title, but otherwise the incentive should lay with the 
contractor in taking title. 

Senator SCHMITT. So you basically are saying there would be an 
adverse impact on contractor participation in DOD contracting 
activity if the policy was changed to a title in Government policy? 

Mr. CHURCH. That may be a little strong to say there would be 
an adverse impact in participation. I think the adverse impact 
would come in the quality of the staff and the resources that the 
contractor would apply in this situation. We may not have fewer 
contractors bidding for Government work but they may devote 
resources which would otherwise be devoted to Government work 
to commercial work and thus we would lose an opportunity to get 
their very best staff and very best facilities and assets. So I think 
it's more subtle than just saying they won't accept contracts. I 
think we won't get the very best effort put forward in our particu
lar contracts. 

Senator SCHMITT. SO you would basically agree with Mr. Rabin-
ow's discussion earlier that the contractors would tend when it's 
title in Government to apply different resources to the Govern-

* ment, different quality of resources to the Government side of their 
business versus the commercial side? 

Mr. CHURCH. That would be clearly a concern, although as I say, 
* I don't think we'd see any real diminution of the contractors bid

ding on the contract. 
Senator SCHMITT. Now when I was directing NASA's energy 

research and development programs, we did run into a problem 
with the Department of Interior, which has basically a title in 
Government policy including some background right, when we 
were trying to negotiate an interagency agreement with them on 
underground coal mining. We discussed this with a number of 
major contractors, some of whom did DOD business, and they 
indicated that they would be very reluctant to bid on contracts 
administered under the Department of Interior provisions. 
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Mr. CHURCH. Clearly, if you bring in background rights, I think 
you would have a serious problem. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you collect statistics on the success of trans
fer of inventions developed under Government contract to commer
cial use? 

Mr. CHURCH. There have been some studies but to my knowledge 
there's no data that specifically gives you any percentages as to 
that kind of exploitation. 

Senator SCHMITT. What's your gut feeling? You obviously have 
been in the business for a while. Do you have any personal infor
mation on the transfer of these technologies into the private 
sector? 

Mr. CHURCH. I have found when I was in industry examining 
these, the cost of prosecuting a patent was so high you certainly 
make an affirmative decision that you're going to utilize a patent 

::-before you invest those kind of resources. So most contractors who 
'do go-through the cost of obtaining a patent from the Patent Office 
^certainly, at least at the time they pursue that course, have the 
intention of exploiting it and usually do. 

Senator SCHMITT. I realize percentages can be misleading, but 
NASA has conducted a study of the relative success rate of the 
commercial use of patents, those to which NASA has title versus 
those to which they have waived title. For those that they have 
waived title I believe the figure is 20 percent that have been 
commercialized in some way, whereas overall only 2 percent of 
NASA patents have been commercialized. Do you have a gut feel
ing that that may be comparable to DOD's experience? 

Mr. CHURCH. I really have no data and a gut feeling— I can only 
base it on as I say, if a private individual goes out and spends the 
money to develop a patent, he certainly intends to use it. And so if 
the contractors do proceed, which they would in the case of a title 
in contractor-patent situation, I would say there would be a much 
higher utilization than if the Government went out to simply do it 
for the Government's interest. 

Senator SCHMITT. Are you aware of any instances where the 
implementation of a DOD policy has had an adverse anticompeti
tive effect within the industry? 

Mr. CHURCH. None. 
Senator SCHMITT. It's been suggested that a legitimate distinction 

can be made to applying a different patent policy approach, de
pending on the end use of the technology receiving Government 
support. For example, it was argued that where the end use is for 
the Government, as is typically the case with DOD activities, the 
patent should be given to the contractor; whereas if the subject of 
the contract is for general public use, the Government should have 
the option of obtaining the title. What would be your view of this 
policy distinction? 

Mr. CHURCH. I think that would be an even more difficult situa
tion to administer than small versus large business. Defining end 
use—I don't know how you do that. As you well know, Senator, in 
the process of high-technology businesses the many multitude of 
uses to which it can be put are so diverse—particularly in the 
space field where you saw them. We've got them anywhere now 
from frying pans to so on and so forth. So it really is a very diverse 
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sort of thing even within the context of the Government and the 
uses we may decide in DOD to apply throughout. So I don't know 
how you adequately define that and there would likely be a tenden
cy to create a bureaucracy to try to define it, which would rival the 
Small Business Administration's attempt to differentiate large and 
small businesses. 

Senator SCHMITT. SO you're saying that at the time of the devel
opment of materials, such as the insulation on the holddown arms 
of the Saturn V, it would be difficult to have anticipated that it 
might be used to rebuild human bone structures? 

Mr. CHURCH. That's right. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you very much. 
Senator SCHMITT. Mr. Chairman, I have one more question, just 

to make sure that the record is clear. You would then say that it 
would be very difficult to determine a bounded use, exclusive li
cense policy that is? 

Mr. CHURCH. Difficult, if not impossible. 
Senator SCHMITT. Certainly difficult. You could define it, but you 

might not be able to administer it? 
Mr. CHURCH. That's right. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you. 
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, gentlemen. Your testimony is 

very helpful. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF DALE W. CHURCH, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(ACQUISITION POLICY), DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a pleasure to present to you 
today the views of the Department of Defense concerning government policies for 
acquiring patent rights under research and development contracts. 

Over the years, the patent policy of the Department of Defense has been driven 
by the mainspring of incentive. The patent system was established to encourage 
invention, disclosure, and exploitation of new ideas. It is a fundamental part of the 
economic framework within which American industry thrives. In contracting for 
R&D, the Department of Defense has sought to take advantage of the incentives 
implicit in this system. Our policy, we feel, should maximize the incentive to both 
large and small companies to seek out and compete for Defense work, to bring forth 
their best privately developed background, their most promising ideas, their most 
talented people, and to report freely and readily the full results of their work, 
without fear of losing commercial rights. If we can do this and still retain our 
ability to utilize freely the technology that our contracts have sponsored, then we 
have acquired what we bargained for, and the public interest has been best served. 

In the years prior to 1963, the Department of Defense pursued a general policy of 
leaving title to contract inventions in the contractor, reserving a royalty-free license 
in the Government. In this way, DOD sought to preserve the Government's interest 
in inventions arising under Defense contracts, while providing an incentive for the 
contractor to seek commercial applications of these inventions, and their wider 
availability to the public. 

We hasten to say that the Department of Defense has always recognized that a 
general policy of seeking only a license to use its contractors' inventions is not 
necessarily the only appropriate policy for the entire Government. Other agencies 
have different missions and roles to play in the national economy, and these 
different missions and roles may require a different patent policy. Early legislative 
mandates on the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration are illustrative of special patent policy following the percep
tion at that time of special public interest in the missions of such agencies: 

A monumental step toward resolving the many disparate factors in the patent 
policy equation was the issuance, on October 10, 1963, of the Presidential Memoran
dum and Statement of Government Patent Policy. The President's Patent Policy 
recognized that a single presumption of ownership was not appropriate to all 
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situations in which the Government contracts for R&D. The basic objectives of the 
President's Policy recognize that inventions arising from Federally financed re
search and development are an important and valuable national resource; that 
these inventions should be developed, and used, and thus contribute to the growth 
of the civilian economy. 

The 1963 President's Policy, amended somewhat in 1971, was immediately adopt
ed by the Department of Defense, and has remained in effect since. The Policy itself 
in incorporated practically verbatim in the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR), 
which goes on to implement that policy by prescribing clauses for use in contracts. 
An appropriate clause is prescribed when the purpose and circumstances of the 
contract fall within one of three categories: 

The first, or so-called "title" category, calls for the Government to retain the 
principle or exclusive rights to inventions made in the course of or under the 
contract. 

In the second, usually referred to as the "license" category, the contractor nor
mally retains the principal or exclusive rights, subject to a nonexclusive paid-up * 
license in the Government. 

The third category is a "deferred" approach, in which the allocation of rights is 
decided on a case-by-base basis after each invention is identified, and under guide
lines set forth in the policy. • 

With regard to the last category, the Government, under our clause in this 
situation, takes title to all contract inventions pending disposition otherwise as to 
any particular case. In effect, then, the deferred approach is tantamount to a title 
approach. 

The criteria for use of a title clause were mainly drawn to cover R&D for which 
the public is to be the user. Contracts in this category have as their purpose, for 
example, the creation of products or processes intended for commercial use by the 
general public; or for public health, safety, or welfare; or in fields where the 
Government has been the principal developer, and we seek to insure access to and 
use of it by the public. While Government research does at times fall into this 
category, it is not the general rule in the case of DoD. 

Defense R&D is, of course, most often aimed at producing military systems and 
equipment for use by the Armed Services. The public is not the principal intended 
user of military technology, and so would not be likely to benefit by Government 
ownership of an invention emanating from it. Moreover, whereas the military 
application of such an invention is manifest, coming as it does from a military 
project, its commercial application, if it has any, is less obvious, especially to the 
military agency. The Department of Defense has no expertise in the commercial 
marketing of inventions. Indeed, if any one is likely to recognize commercial poten
tial of an invention, and thus to move it into the economy, it is the contractor. 

Thus, the majority of our R&D contracts utilize a license clause, leaving the 
principal rights to the contractor with a paid-up license in the Government. 

Beyond the benefits of this approach to the Government and to the public which 
we have already described, there is a dividend which often goes unnoticed. The DoD 
has a very limited capability of prosecuting patent applications. And yet we have a 
need, and indeed a duty, to assure that we can move freely through technology 
which we have sponsored out of the public treasury. We accomplish this beyond the 
Government's capability through the instrumentality of our contractors. Motivated 
by the commercial potential, contractors file a number of patent applications on 
inventions made under our R&D contracts which otherwise would go unprotected; 
and the Government receives a paid-up license to those applications and the patents 
which issue on them. By way of illustration, in FY 1976, the last year for which 
statistics have been published, the DoD was able to file 1,523 patent applications on 
its inventions made both in-house and under contract. But we received licenses to . 
an additional 739 patent applications filed by our contractors. These additional 
inventions represent technology over which, due to the limitations on our capability, 
third parties could have secured patent protection, to the exclusion of the Govern
ment. 

However, our experience with the license clause is far from the complete picture. 
It is perhaps well to emphasize at this point that there is a common misconception 
that DoD is entirely, or almost entirely, dedicated to the use of the license clause. 
This simply is not supported by the facts. When the criteria for the title clause 
applies, we use it. Likewise, if the criteria for the license clause does not apply, we 
use the deferred clause, which, as we have said, is tantamount to a title approach. 

It is interesting to note the shift in DoD contract practice which followed the 
introduction of the President's Policy. Prior to that time, 99 percent of Defense R&D 
contracts contained the license clause. But the years following the implementation 
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of the 1963 policy saw a definite swing away from strict use by DoD of the license 
clause. In the years from 1965 through 1970, the number of R&D contract actions 
containing either the title or deferred clause varied from 20 to 27 percent—on the 
average, about one in every four contracts. Again using FY 1976 as an example, the 
same measurement of contract actions amounted to 34 percent, or about one in 
every three. In other words, for every two or three DoD contracts in which we leave 
title in the contractor, there is one in which we retain for the Government either 
title or the presumption of title. 

In summary, we have found the President's Patent Policy to be sound and 
workable. The amendments which were made in 1971, we believe, strengthened it. 

We are aware that several bills have been introduced in Congress recently, and 
some may be under active consideration in the current session. We would hope that 
legislation enacted by Congress would capture the best features of the present 
system. It has served us well for sixteen years. Perhaps the thoughts shared with 
you today will help in that regard. 

Thank you. 

Senator STEVENSON. Our next witness is Marshall J. Armstrong, 
assistant general manager, Energy and Instruments Group, 
Thermo Electron Corp., Waltham, Mass. 

STATEMENT OF MARSHALL J. ARMSTRONG, ASSISTANT GENER
AL MANAGER, ENERGY AND INSTRUMENTS GROUP, THERMO 
ELECTRON CORP., WALTHAM, MASS.; ACCOMPANIED BY 
JAMES NEAL, CORPORATE COUNSEL 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Good morning. I appreciate the opportunity to 

be here. I am accompanied by James Neal who is the corporate 
counsel for Themo Electron Corp. Previous to this position, Mr. 
Neal was our patent attorney, so he has good experience in this 
area. 

I would like to simply make a few points regarding the bill. We 
have submitted written testimony. 

Senator STEVENSON. Your full statement will be entered in the 
record. 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Following my making a few points, I'd like to 
ask Mr. Neal to relate to the committee one or two specific experi
ences of our company with regard to the patent provisions that we 
have worked with. 

To give you a feel for where we are relative to some of the other 
witnesses, I think it's accurate in saying we represent a medium-
sized company. Our sales are approximately $125 million per year. 
We are considered a high technology company, though our major 
source of revenue is the sale of industrial products such as heat 
treating furnaces and equipment for paper mills. Approximately 10 
percent of our company's sales is research and development dol
lars. Of this 10 percent, roughly $3 million is our own company-
sponsored work; $7 million comes from the Federal Government. Of 
the $7 million, our largest source of R. & D. revenue is the Depart
ment of Energy—about $5 million. This is followed by the National 
Institutes of Health, which is about $1 million; EPA, NASA, and 
the National Science Foundation, about $300,000 each; and finally 
the Department of Defense, about $100,000. These are annual rev
enues. 

I feel that the important thing any patent policy must do is 
recognize the equities of the various parties involved, and I feel 
that your proposed legislation, S. 1215, deals with this very fairly, 
and we are in favor of the bill. The best aspect of the bill from my 
experience is that it reduces uncertainty. My experience has been 
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that we have spent countless hours of management time—and this 
includes legal counsel, contracting officers, both on the Govern
ment side and on the industrial side—simply haggling and negoti
ating over present patent provisions in R. & D. contracts. In many 
instances, all of this in the long run proves to be of very little 
value since only about 10 percent of R. & D. projects ever result in 
what you might call a commercial success. 

And this figure of mine of 10 percent is not simply to be applied 
to R. & D. contracts sponsored by the Federal Government or 
carried out in Government laboratories, but it applies just as well 
to R. & D. projects that are sponsored by private industry. The 
success rate is not very great. 

So just to summarize that point, the reduction of uncertainty to * 
the parties involved and the saving of time of important people, 
both on the Government side and the industrial side, are two 
things that can be greatly improved by passage of S. 1215. » 

At this time I'd like to ask Mr. Neal to give us perhaps two 
examples that might better help you to understand what I have 
just said. 

Mr. NEAL. In the beginning, at the time of contracting, and at 
the time of requesting a waiver, the administrative burden is 
heavy. Also the results, at best, in our limited experience, have left 
us in an uncertain situation. 

We have had only two occasions in which we have proceeded 
with a waiver request or a waiver petition far enough to bear any 
discussion here. 

In one case, Thermo Electron was addressing the issue of how 
can we better use coal as a fuel. It determined that a slow-speed 
diesel engine manufactured by Sulzer Brothers in Switzerland was 
a particularly good engine for the use of coal derived fuels and that 
it might even, with some small adaptation, be capable of burning 
coal in the powdered form. We wanted to test the fuels in this 
engine and carry out a development project for whatever adapta
tions might be necessary if the first stage was successful. 

DOE was contacted with regard to funding and all parties in
volved were interested and the funding negotiations went very 
well, and there was no snag until we hit patent policy. At this time 
it developed that Sulzer had been in this business—I think since 
the turn of the century—and their engine is indeed unique. To our 
knowledge, nobody else produces an engine exactly like this. » 

Sulzer has had an aggressive patent policy over the years and 
they also license extensively. They choose to license others in var
ious parts of the world to manufacture their engine and they also u 
manufacture themselves. They absolutely could not afford, with 
this kind of long-standing business policy, to vary it for our project. 

Even under this circumstance, where you might think it would 
be a clear case for a waiver, we still found the going was rather 
difficult. The end result was that Thermo Electron was granted an 
irrevocable nonexclusive license, that being an upgraded revocable 
license that we would have had by virtue of the patent policy. It 
was determined that since Sulzer, in the first stage, was merely 
going to be testing fuels in an existing engine, it was not actually 
conducting research and development and therefore the patent 
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policy did not apply to it at all and the question of a waiver for 
Sulzer was moot. 

The result of the waiver petition, therefore, was to grant the 
absolute minimum that could be given to secure participation of 
the contractor. It didn't solve any of the ultimate issues. So far, 
this program has been of significant interest, and Jack can correct 
me but I think we could characterize it at this point as successful. 
If we go on beyond the initial state, we still have to face the 
question of how to handle patents. We have simply sidestepped the 
issue because that was necessary to get to the first stage. Down the 
road we are faced with complete uncertainty as to whether we will 
be able to continue the research, to say nothing of whether we 

* would ever have meaningful rights under which the results of this 
research could be commercialized. 

Under the existing patent policy, commercialization of Govern-
^ ment patent rights is not prohibited. If all parties involved really 

work at it and are really and truly interested enough and persis
tent enough, a way can be found. Nevertheless, by no stretch of the 
imagination, can this be considered an encouragement to commer
cialization. I don't think it can even be considered neutral. I think 
it discourages. But if you want to encourage consumer use of the 
fruits of Government research, the present policy under no circum
stances in our experience could be construed as an encouragement. 

Focusing again on uncertainty, I would like to address the other 
waiver, which goes back a few more years than the one I just 
mentioned. Thermo Electron has over many years conducted Gov
ernment-funded research and development for a heart-assist device. 
This is funded by HEW. There have been occasional patents which 
were assigned to the Government, but there's not been an aggres
sive patent program in this area because Thermo Electron's view 
was that the Government owned the patent rights and therefore 
we had no incentive to file. For reasons of its own, the Government 
had chosen not to file any patent applications also. 

The results of the research had, of course, been published as we 
went along. At one point HEW determined that it would be good if 
there was patent protection covering some inventions that were 
coming out of the program and the result was—well, Thermo Elec
tron indicated it didn't have any interest in filing applications 
unless it could obtain a waiver. There were some preliminary 
discussions. In the meantime, HEW filed one patent application 

4 and then decided that this would be an appropriate case for a 
waiver. This was in informal conversation and Thermo Electron 
filed—I believe the number of applications was five—on a group of 

•> inventions that came out during a certain period of time in this 
work. 

Then we started to negotiate the license. We got to the point 
where the complete agreement was agreed upon, as between 
Thermo Electron and the contracting officers who were negotiating 
this matter. It was ready to be presented for signature. This was 
done, and then there was a delay. 

Then after some time we received a call informing us that notice 
of the agency's decision to grant this license to Thermo Electron 
was going to be published in the Federal Register with invitations 
for other people to comment, object, or apply for licenses them-
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selves. This was done and, interestingly enough, on the same day 
there was another person in the same circumstance. The name of 
this company was American Science and Engineering and they had 
invented an improvement for CT scanners. CT scanners are X-ray 
devices which in effect give you a picture of a cross-section of the 
human body. I believe just recently the people who did the funda
mental work, not the people who invented the improvement but 
the basic work, received the Nobel Prize. 

Charles Hieken, an attorney in Waltham, Mass., not far from 
where we are, called me shortly after that. He represented A.S. & 
E. and we discussed our common problems. In a nutshell, to look to 
the end and then come back to where I now am, the status is that 
Thermo Electron has been informally advised that its waiver re
quest cannot be granted and it's just now shelved on that basis. 
A.S. & E. problems are now in the courts and neither of us have 
any benefit flowing from this. 

Just to give you an idea of how difficult this can be and how 
difficulties can come from quarters that you would never expect, I 
would like to relate some of the understanding I have of the A.S. & 
E. situation as explained to me by Mr. Hieken. I understand that 
all of this is on the public record in the court documents. 

A.S. & E. had requested a limited exclusive license. I believe the 
term was for 5 years. They got to the point we did. Just before the 
Federal Register notice their contract was ready to sign and it was 
before the Assistant Secretary. After the publications in the Feder
al Register, there were objections to the grant to both their license 
and ours. After the objections to the grant of American Science 
and Engineering they continued their negotiations and the objec
tors continued to make their views known. Nevertheless, after 
some, I understand, rather protracted and- difficult negotiations, it 
was determined that the license would be granted to American 
Science and Engineering. I believe the term was shortened to 3 
years. This was done. The license was signed. They were all-go, and 
they began to focus on their efforts to sell the improved scanner. 

Then there was a change in personnel in the agency. I think this 
happened rather quickly after the license was granted. I'm not sure 
of the time, but I think it was just a matter of a few months. 
Anyway, there was a change in personnel and meanwhile, appar
ently, there was still some discussion of the merits of this case. 

An Assistant Secretary who just had come in to office unilateral
ly revoked the license that had been granted to A.S. & E. and 
granted nonexclusive licenses to several other parties. A.S. & E. 
sued and asked for a temporary injunction. It was given. There was 
an appeal. On appeal, A.S. & E. was told the injunction was not 
proper and my understanding is that their remedy was to go to the 
Court of Claims and sue for damages. According to my understand
ing, that's where the situation now stands. 

This is just how uncertain and how dangerous a situation can be. 
I don't portray this as typical by any means, but certainly this puts 
you on notice that you proceed at your peril. When the question 
was asked earlier today, do you favor a license policy or a title 
policy, I thought of this situation. This would provide a good justifi
cation for having a title-in-the-contractor policy rather than a li-
cense-in-the-contractor policy because the title could not be unilat-
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erally snatched back. The contractor would be in a position to 
know that he had what he had, and not to feel that he had it 
perhaps by leave and approval. 

These things, Government decisions, are always subject to politi
cal pressures, and I don't use that in any derogatory sense. They 
respond to the input that comes from the public. This is a proper 
function. But when you're trying to commercialize technology, 
there comes a time when you have to say the decision has been 
made and we have to give the contractor a position which he 
understands and in which he's secure. 

Just to recap this situation, two events occurred which didn't 
have to occur and in my opinion should not have occurred. To my 

.« knowledge, there was not and never has been and still is not a 
requirement that, upon request for a waiver, the decision to grant 
a license under a waiver should be published in the Federal Regis
ter. If an invention has real commercial advantage there will 
always be people who will object, and I would point out that this 
product was already on the market. This was not a question of 
whether or not a product would be marketed, but it was a question 
of exactly how it would be handled and what incentives would be 
given for adapting this particular improvement. 

The unilateral revocation of the license to me just—I'm at a 
complete loss to explain that. It seems to me self-evident that that 
should not have happened. 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I might add with regard to the first example— 
the slow speed diesel engine—to examine the possibility of ulti
mately burning pulverized coal. You might say, well, perhaps be
cause there was a European company involved there was some 
reason to go very slow and cautiously; but that was examined 
thoroughly and there is no such engine available in the United 
States by a U.S. manufacturer. We had thoroughly gone through 
that prior to our contract negotiations. 

We would be happy now to discuss or answer any questions. 
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, gentlemen. Senator Schmitt. 
Senator SCHMITT. Thank you. I would just say that that's very 

similar to the experience I had with the Department of Interior on 
underground coal mining. We eventually found a way to go around 
it to do very little compared to what could have been done. 

Title II of S. 1215 establishes a review entity to monitor agency 
compliance with the policy given by the act and to assure uniform 

« implementation of its provisions. This review entity would have the 
authority to determine with administrative finality any dispute 
between a Federal agency and a contractor. In your view, is this a 

0 worthwhile provision? 
Mr. NEAL. In my view, it's a worthwhile provision. I think this 

would be necessary to establish uniformity of agencies' application 
of the patent policy. It would provide a single place from which 
appeals could be taken to the courts rather than perhaps having 
multiple sites from which appeals could be taken. 

Senator SCHMITT. YOU then feel it's consistent with a uniform 
policy to have a single point of review? 

Mr. NEAL. Yes, probably necessary. 
Senator SCHMITT. Well, one could leave it up to each agency to 

interpret the uniform policy in their own way. 
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Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think if tha t were the case you might have 
more of what you hear now. The man on the street saying, "I'd 
rather work with DOE and EPA because they have better patent 
provisions." 

Senator SCHMITT. Would the decision by the Government agency 
not to grant a license to your company cause you to consider not to 
commercialize a product or technology? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. It certainly would cause us to go cautiously 
because if we do not have a license then we are very open to being 
bothered by competition. The whole purpose of the patent policies 
or patent provisions is to protect the individual or the company 
during the early years of developing and promoting a new product. 
I feel that if I understood your question correctly, we as a company * 
could not feel that w e h a d that protection. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do you have any examples of where you may 
have proceeded cautiously in such a way? , 

Mr. NEAL. Well, we were discussing this just a few days ago. 
Actually, as we look at the new products that Thermo Electron has 
developed over the past 10 years, we found that the products we 
have introduced to the market have been products that were 
funded by private funds and not by Government funds. This is 
largely because the Government-funded work has been long term, 
that which we have been involved in has been a long-term effort, 
and we are just now getting to the point where we face the pros
pects of introducing products to the market. 

So this is now, I think for the first time, really beginning to be 
something which can bear on market decisions at Thermo Electron. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do you see any distinction within your compa
ny between an exclusive license and a title? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Do we see a distinction between those? 
Senator SCHMITT. If you did work for the Government and they 

gave you an exclusive license, would you see any difference be
tween tha t and a title? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Certainly title to the pa ten t would be better 
than an exclusive license. 

Senator SCHMITT. Why? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, exclusive license would imply there would 

be a royalty due—for financial reasons. 
Mr. NEAL. There's also, as I pointed out in connection with my 

discussion of our waiver experiences, a title I think is—ultimately 
an exclusive license allows you to do, when you have it, the same ' 
kind of thing that a title would allow you to do. I think that having 
title would at least give you a sense of security, in tha t title would 
not as quickly—could not as quickly be retracted as an exclusive <• 
license could. It would not be subject to the same kinds of actions. 
So while I think the differences are probably subtle from a contrac
tor's point of view, I think the subtleties weigh in favor of title 
rather than exclusive license, but the differences are subtle and 
not basic. 

Senator SCHMITT. Do they become less subtle if the field-of-use 
restriction is added to the restriction? 

Mr. NEAL. If the field-of-use restriction is added, particularly if 
it 's added at the beginning so the contractor knows from the begin
ning what the ground rules are, it can be worked out. I think this 
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is something that might be difficult to negotiate at the time and it 
would involve time-consuming effort; but the contractor knows 
what his areas of interest are and what they are expected to be. If 
the field of use was broad enough to encompass the contractor's 
area of interest, once that was established, I think it would prob
ably be workable. 

The thing that disturbs me about that is, I wonder how easy it 
would be to establish a field of use on which the contractor and the 
agency could agree. I wonder if in a sense you couldn't very easily 
on that very issue in the negotiation turn the whole process back 
to where it's roughly the equivalent of the one that now exists in 
agencies like DOE simply because the agency, on the one hand, 
would have a tendency to make it as narrow s possible; and the 
contractor would want it as broad as possible. Who could determine 
where the proper limits are? 

The other question I ask is what would the Government do with 
that part of the patent rights which it retained lying outside of the 
license? With respect to those rights, the position would be essen
tially the same as it is under the current patent policy. 

If you look at it from the standpoint of promoting public utiliza
tion of the technology and if you accept the proposition that the 
current patent policy does not have a positive effect in that direc
tion, then I think the net effect of doing that is negative all 
around, although it's certainly not something with which we 
couldn't live. I just ask what is the positive benefit in doing it? 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, of course, I asked the same question, but 
the advocates of the field-of-use exclusive license policy would add 
to that a marketing agency, so to speak, within the Federal Gov
ernment that would try to get other uses identified and underway. 

Mr. NEAL. That's interesting. In my written statement I thought 
of that and I wondered if it was even worth saying, but it seems to 
me that to create a marketing agency inside the Federal Govern
ment, using—here again you're using, in addition to funding the 
research, you're using the taxpayers' money to set up a marketing 
agency inside the Federal Government, which is going to be suscep
tible to the political type of pressures as well as the market type of 
pressures, it seems to me to be a real waste of the tax revenue. It 
just doesn't seem reasonable to me to believe that an agency of the 
Federal Government can be more effective in introducing new 
products on the market than commercial businesses which are 
established for the purpose of marketing products. 

Senator SCHMITT. But the argument is that once corporations 
have title to commercialize a particular product or invention, they 
are not aggressive in marketing licenses to that invention. 

Mr. NEAL. Well, in some cases they will be and in some cases 
they won't. As Jack Armstrong pointed out a few minutes ago, we 
found, from whatever source, the success rate is about 10 percent. I 
think that figure adjusted up or down a little bit is it. 

What happens is we are focusing on patents here. I think we lose 
sight of the fact that patents, patent policy and all of this is only 
one consideration in introducing new products to the market. With 
respect to some types of products, it's much more important than it 
is with others. In some products it's crucial. In some products it's 
just not at all crucial. It s just that if you have it it's nice, but you 
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can go without it. There will always be plenty of instances under 
any patent policy a t all where products are not commercialized 
regardless of who holds the title to the patents. 

Speaking from Thermo Electron's point of view, I don't see why 
we wouldn't act on any right we had which we thought had any 
potential at all for profitable commmercialization. That is a princi
pal part of our business. We have many patents which are not 
commercialized; not because we don't want to. Everybody knows 
what they are if they care to look, and they are there. Nobody is 
asking us for them. It 's very unusual when someone comes to you 
knocking on your door and says, "I see you have a patent. I want 
it." In my experience we have had that happen once and it was 
astounding tha t it even happened once. * 

Senator SCHMITT. In S. 1215 we outlined five criteria under 
which it would be presumed that the Government would retain 
title subject, of course, to final arbitration by the Board of Review. f 
Do you think that this is a workable procedure, particularly if 
there 's a determination made at the time of contracting and, if so, 
would you comment on the appropriateness of the five criteria? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think that the five criteria are very appropri
ate. I would like to emphasize that I would want each of these 
determinations to be made at the outset so there's no uncertainty 
during the contract period. 

The only one tha t I would have any hesitation with is the last 
one. I believe it deals with items being developed which would be 
necessary for use by the public to meet Government regulations, or 
words to tha t effect. 

I think there's a bit of vagueness there as to just what is it that 
determines whether or not something is needed to meet Govern
ment regulations. I see some haziness there. 

However, if each of those five items are examined at the outset 
of the contract and all determinations are made then and every
body will live with them, I see no problem. 

Senator SCHMITT. In your opinion, should the Government have 
the authority to negotiate for background rights in exceptional 
cases? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. In exceptional cases, yes. 
Senator SCHMITT. Can you give me an idea of what an exception

al case might be? 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I was just trying to think in my mind. 
Senator SCHMITT. So was I as I read the question. * 
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think things that are referenced in the bill 

such as classified activities or something that is absolutely in the 
interest of public welfare and the public can't do without it. Maybe « 
defense items and classified items. 

Senator SCHMITT. DO you think there needs to be a distinction 
between large, medium, or small business in the bill? 

Mr. ARMSTRONG. NO. 
Mr. NEAL. Let me elaborate on that just a little bit. I think it's a 

mistake to fail to view patents and patent policy except as a part of 
a much larger whole. It seems to me that the Government is 
basically in control of who performs Government research and 
development. I don't think it's a proper use of the patent policy to, 
in a sense, indirectly achieve a bias in the favor of one segment of 
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business, be that small business or otherwise, by use of the patent 
policy. 

Assistance to small business, the things to advance the interest 
of small business and create a commercial climate in which small 
business can develop and grow, is crucial. There are many ways in 
which this can be done, ways involving the allocation of funds and 
others. But I think to use the patent policy to do this is rather an 
indirect way of accomplishing it. If you view it from the perspective 
of using the patent policy as a tool to promote commercial use or 
public availability of the fruits of Government research and devel
opment, there is no justification for excluding a large or a major 
portion of the American industry which can be very effective in 

* introducing the fruits of the research to the public. 
[The statement follows:] 

STATEMENT OF MARSHALL J. ARMSTRONG, ASSISTANT MANAGER, ENERGY AND INSTRU-
V MENTS GROUP THERMO ELECTRON CORP. AND JAMES L. NEAL, CORPORATE COUNSEL 

Thermo Electron is pleased to testify in support of S. 1215 "Science and Technol
ogy Research and Development Utilization Policy Act". 

Founded in 1956 by Dr. George N. Hatsopoulos, then a professor at the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, Thermo Electron Corporation has become a company 
with sales of over $128 million. The Corporation provides process equipment, moni
toring instruments and manufacturing services for energy-intensive industries. Cus
tomers include producers of basic materials such as steel, aluminum and paper as 
well as manufacturers of automobiles, aircraft, industrial equipment, farm and 
construction machinery and oil and gas drilling tools. 

The Company is organized into four functional groups: Papermaking Products, 
Energy and Instruments, Metallurgical Services and Metallurgical Furnaces. Within 
these groups are nineteen divisions which sell to specific markets. 

The original Company was formed as a research and development organization. In 
the late 1950's this group performed government funded research in the science of 
thermionics. As the Company grew other research contracts from government and 
private industry developed and an aggressive acquisition program expanded the 
Corporation's markets to their present scope. 

Because of the high priorities being accorded to the development of new energy 
conserving technologies and the Corporation's expertise in these areas, the Research 
and Development/New Business Division's sponsored research sales rose this year to 
over $10 million dollars. Work is funded mainly by government agencies and gas 
utilities and is augmented by corporate and divisional support. 

Overall, Thermo Electron s research and development accounts for about 10 cents 
of each sales dollar, a figure that exceeds the average for United States manufactur
ing industries by about 5 to 1. The Corporation is currently conducting over 100 
individual research projects. 

Thermo Electron's technology efforts are directed towards three main ojectives: 
developing new products to support the growth of the Company's present businesses; 
providing technical support to the marketing, engineering and business planning 

* functions; and exploring new opportunities for applying the Company's technology 
and know-how to new market sectors. 

The basic long-range technical efforts, directed towards exploring new opportuni
ties for the Company's technology, are carried out at its research and development 

* facility in Waltham, Massachusetts. There are ongoing basic and applied research 
programs in thermodynamics, instrumentation, and materials technologies. Engi
neering, economic planning studies in energy productivity, environmental policy 
and health systems research are being conducted as well as conceptual design, 
engineering development, laboratory testing, and analysis of prototype hardware 
and devices for energy systems. 

Specific programs include organic Rankine cycle systems, stationary coal fired 
diesel engines, thermionics, solar energy, environmental carcinogen detection and 
biomedical research. Research at the Corporation's divisional level is in the areas of 
industrial furnaces, and paper forming and drying. 

The primary sponsors for this work include federal, state and local government 
agencies; gas and electric utilities; private research institutes; and foreign and 
domestic producers of manufactured products. 
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The growth of Thermo Electron can be traced to its ability in applying basic 
energy technologies to its products and services. This application of energy technol
ogies is achieved in some cases through building and internal manufacturing and 
marketing capability and in other cases through acquisition of an existing company 
which has manufacturing and marketing capability in areas where Thermo Elec
tron already has technical expertise. 

This focus of the company has given it a particularly good view of the interface 
between technology and the marketplace. This interface is dominated by a variety 
of uncertainties. Any uncertainty regarding proprietary rights clearly acts as a 
deterrent to commercialization. Experience indicates that potential licensees are 
usually not interested in introducing new products unless an area of exclusivity can 
be provided. 

Viewed from the standpoint of the investor at the time the decision to invest is 
made, the product faces lack of customer acceptance and failure on one hand and on 
the other hand customer acceptance and early competition from those who may 
copy or essentially copy the product. The early competition places the one who * 
develops the product at a distinct competitive disadvantage. The developer bears the 
costs of innovation (if privately funded), product development and market develop
ment. These costs are very large by the time a product is actually offered for sale to 
the public. Any investor supplying investment realizes that while the produce is in '+ 
its infancy it is extremely vulnerable. As is well understood, the fundamental 
purpose of the patent laws is to stimulate innovation by providing to the innovator 
limited and temporary market protection. This provides an environment in which a 
new product has a better chance to mature before facing the full force of the 
competitive marketplace. 

The "Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act", 
S.1215, assures that title to patentable inventions will be available to the contractor 
at the time the contract is signed. This effectively applies the positive incentive of 
the patent system to the contractor. Under present contracting provisions which 
place title in the government, the non-exclusive license initially reserved to the 
contractor typically does not provide positive incentive either to the contractor or to 
other parties who might also be eligible for non-exclusive licenses. None of them are 
afforded the exclusivity of the patent system. Additionally, the prospect that an 
exclusive license might be awarded to someone other than the contractor is certain
ly not an incentive or an inducement to the contractor. 

Under current government patent policy the opportunity for the contactor to 
obtain greater rights than a non-exclusive license by waiver may have been intend
ed to apply the incentives of the patent system to the contractor but its effect is 
unnecessarily limited. Our experience has been that the agencies do not readily 
grant waivers of patent rights. The criteria for obtaining a waiver are stringent. 
The contractor has little incentive to develop a market at its own expense before 
being assured that the rights will be available if it is successful. On the other hand, 
the rights are not available until the contractor demonstrates a reasonably high 
probability of success. It is somewhat like not being allowed in the water until you 
learn how to swim. 

If the goal is to stimulate the introduction of innovative ideas to the marketplace, 
why not go ahead and let incentives operate without becoming unduly concerned. 
Senate Bill 414 "University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act", from the 
standpoint of assisting small business, is a worthy bill. However, I believe S.1215 
provides essentially the same advantages for small business as does S.414. From the 
standpoint of putting new developments to practical application, S.414 excludes 
some of those who can be very effective. 

The greatest stimulant to technical innovation is a climate where innovation is 
rewarded and therefore encouraged and where advances in one technology can spill 
over into another. Each innovative step sets the stage for new innovation. New 
products, especially those involving a significant scientific or technological advance, 
involve a multitude of innovative steps which are typically taken by different people 
at different times. The steps may be seemingly unrelated. For example, Leonardo 
DeVinci's "aeroplane" is impressive but was of no practical use until the advent of a 
lightweight internal combustion engine. Edison's invention of the light bulb was 
made possible by the advent of a new vacuum pump from Germany. Celluloid set 
the stage for still photography, and so it goes. Scientific and technological advance
ment is sometimes commercially motivated and sometimes motivated by a zest for 
finding the unknown. Translation of the scientific or technological development to 
products for the consumer is commercially motivated. The contractor normally has 
a distinct commercial advantage because of its background and the work performed 
under the government contract. It should not be disregarded. 
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Thermo Electron, in conducting Research and Development under government 
funding looks forward either to commercialization by Thermo Electron or by licens
ing third parties under technology and patents. It hopes the incentive will be there 
when the time for commercialization comes. As said before, our experience has 
shown that potential licensees are interested only if some degree of exclusivity is 
available. 

The patent system has been in operation for a long time. I see no reason to 
believe that the public would fare any differently from a contractor operating under 
patents which were obtained through government sponsored research than from a 
business operating under patent obtained through privately sponsored research. The 
present bill does not propose a move from a presently known condition to an 
unknown condition, but proposes a move from a presently known condition toward 
another known condition. There is a potential for public benefit and I do not see a 
corresponding potential for public harm. 

I would like to comment on several other issues which have been raised in 
t connection with this bill. 

Question 1. What have been the effects of federal agency patent policies and 
practices on the development and commercialization of government sponsored in
vention? 

4 Answer. In implementation, if not by design, the federal agency patent policies 
appear to provide to the contractor the minimum right under the federally owned 
patent which would be sufficient to enable him to enter the market. The contractor 
appears too often viewed as one whose actions are likely to be contrary to the public 
interest rather than being viewed as one through whom economic benefits can flow 
to the public. The present policy does not stand as a bar to commercialization but it 
does not encourage commercialization and I believe it tends to discourage or impede 
commercialization. 

Question 2. Is there justification for maintaining a title-in-Government policy with 
respect to research and development for civilian purposes and a policy which 
provides substantial rights to the contractor for military and other Government 
research and development? 

Answer. I see no reason for a distinction. Commercialization of Government 
sponsored inventions and commercialization of products which are spin-offs from 
government sponsored research can be facilitated by granting to both categories of 
contractors rights under patents which permit the incentive of the patent system to 
be available to the contractor. 

Question 3. Should the government try to recoup some of its research and develop
ment funding from a contractor who commercializes a product using a government 
sponsored invention? 

Answer. No. If introduction of new technology to the marketplace is a primary 
objective we should not be concerned with recoupment of government research and 
development funding. This requirement will blunt profitability and therefore blunt 
incentive and will detract from the primary objective. The public benefits through 
increased employment and increased tax revenue. 

Question 4. Would you favor a self-enforcing licensing requirement whereby the 
contractors exclusive rights to an invention would expire after a reasonable time, 
unless the contractor demonstrated a need for an extension? 

Answer. No. The shorter the time available to the contractor, the smaller will be 
the incentive. 

Question 5. When should the government retain title to government-sponsored 
» inventions? 

Answer. When the primary benefit to be obtained from the research is not 
intended to be achieved through commercial application of the resulting technology. 
For example, if a product resulting from the research is to be purchased principally 

» or exclusively by the government, ordinary market incentives are not needed to get 
the product into practical application. The government could retain title in these 
cases and still achieve its ultimate objective, if these contractors will agree to these 
terms. Even if the contractors were agreeable, I would expect title in the govern
ment to inhibit commercial spin-offs from such government-sponsored research. The 
spinoffs from this research accounted for significant technical advances. 

Question 6. Are field of use restrictions appropriate? 
Answer. As long as the field provided to the contractor is that in which he wants 

and needs to operate, the field of use restriction would probably have less effect on 
any commercial activity than any other of those mentioned. The difficulty might be 
in determining how broad or how narrow the field of use restrictions should be. I 
expect that the contractor and the contracting officer for the agency would fre
quently find this a most important question on which agreement was difficult. 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 2 5 
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Additionally, I doubt that a substantial public benefit would result from the rights 
retained by from government. I believe a private contractor is inherently better 
equipped and more likely to find a commercial market than is a government 
agency. At present the government agencies are not equipped to perform this 
marketing function. I do not believe that public funds would be well spent if they 
were directed to staffing agencies or an agency to perform such a marketing 
function. 

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC SECTIONS OF S. 1215 

S. 1215 strikes a reasonable balance between incentive to bring scientific and 
technological developments to practical application on the one hand and legitimate 
government concerns on the other hand. We can support this Bill in its present 
form. However we offer the following for your consideration: 

Section 201(b)4 
A central review entity is essential if the Act is to have uniform application » 

across agency lines. This would hopefully provide a single body from which appeals 
to the judiciary could be taken. 

Section 301 
The agency determination should be at or before the time of entering into the 

contract. Otherwise, the contractor continues to operate under a cloud of Federal 
rights competing with his own. The determination statement required by Subsection 
B should also be filed with the contractor. 

Section 302(b) 
The non-exclusive royalty-free license retained by the contractor when the govern

ment obtains title to an invention should be applicable to those inventions to which 
the government obtained title pursuant to Subsection 302(A) as well as those to 
which it obtained title under Section 301. Additionally, as long as the contractor is 
actively promoting practical application of an invention under circumstances which 
are expected to be effective within a reasonable time, the non-exclusive license 
retained by the Contractor under Subsection 302(B) should not be revoked to the 
extent that such a license is important to the commercialization of an invention to 
which title has been retained by the contractor. 

Section 304(a) 
It should be expressly clear that reasonable terms include payment of a reason

able royalty. It should generally be clear that if the contractor has mounted an 
effort to achieve practical application of the invention it can't be compelled to 
relinguish its right except upon reasonable terms. 

Section 305(aX3) 
It should be made clear that the Federal Agencies may agree at the time of 

entering into the contract that they will withhold from public disclosure informa
tion for a reasonable time in order to permit patent applications to be filed. During 
this period the information should not be obtainable under the Freedom of Informa
tion Act. If the determination to withhold from public disclosure is made during 
work under the contract on a case-by-case basis, it increases the administrative 
burden and could put the contractor in the position of having to jeopardize its 
patent rights to comply with its contractual obligation to submit information to the 
funding agency promptly. If the information is submitted without assurances of » 
confidentiality and exemption from FOIA, it might be construed as publicly availa
ble and therefor subject to statutory bars under the patent law as of the time of its 
submission. 

Section 307 * 
Under the authority of Section 307, the government should not revoke a non

exclusive license already granted to the contractor where that non-exclusive license 
is relevant to achieving practical application of an invention to which the contractor 
has retained title. The non-exclusive license left to the contractor could be limited 
in scope to that which is necessary for the practice of inventions to which the 
contractor has title. 

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. Our next witness and our final witness this 

morning is Admiral Rickover, the Deputy Commander for Nuclear 
Propulsion, Naval Sea Systems Command. Thank you, Admiral, for 
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joining us. Your name has been mentioned. I don't know if you 
have had a chance to hear all of the testimony, but most of it has 
not been very suportive of your views. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Well, my first view is that you have a very 
lovely hearing room and one in which you cannot hear in the back. 
Outside of that, it's a very fine hearing room. 

Senator STEVENSON. Well, I'm sorry about that, but maybe it's 
just as well. 

STATEMENT OF ADM. H. G. RICKOVER, DEPUTY COMMANDER 
FOR NUCLEAR PROPULSION, NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COM
MAND, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 

*• Admiral RICKOVER. I think you're probably right because I be
lieve that this whole patent situation has gotten way out of hand. 
Before I start my statement, if you care to, I will tell you my 

y feeling about the patent system in general. 
Back in the Age of Mercantilism, monopolies, called letters 

patent, were granted by the king. Finally, Parliament passed a law 
abolishing all monopolies with one exception, and that was if an 
individual got an idea he could patent it. That was the one excep
tion they made. 

Now the whole patent situation has gotten out of hand because 
of patent lawyers. If we did away with the patent lawyers, we 
would simplify the system. 

Senator STEVENSON. Are you confining it to patent lawyers? 
Admiral RICKOVER. That's right, sir. Patent lawyers are responsi

ble for the fouled up mess we have in patents. If you go back to the 
origin of the patent system, it was intended to protect the individu
al, who with his own money and his own time, developed a new 
idea. That was the one exception made by Parliament. 

Senator STEVENSON. We heard this morning—Admiral, I'm sorry 
you didn't hear it—that all nations with the exception of the 
People's Republic of China have patent laws and presumably they 
have patent fraternities, and not in England but this system origi
nated in Venice in the 17th century, and apparently since then it 
has moved to all countries, including all Communist countries with 
the exception of that one. Are they all wrong? 

Admiral RICKOVER. I'm going back to the English laws. In Eng
land, as I said, they had a mercantile system and they had monopo
lies. But in 1624 Parliament abolished the system with one excep-

' tion. The exception was monopoly rights granted to inventors. Par
liament made that one exception. That is the origin of our patent 
system. This system has now grown into a vast complex issue. 

« The issue before us today is a simple one—if a man invents 
something on his own time and with his own money, he should get 
a patent. However, the issue becomes complicated when corpora
tions enter the scene and introduce with all kinds of nuances on 
this patent issue which takes up the time of many people. I believe 
if you go back to the original principle, it will simplify the problem 
before you. 

Senator STEVENSON. The original principle being? 
Admiral RICKOVER. The original principle being that, if a man 

has an idea and on his own time and with, his own money develops 
something, he should get certain rights. They made exceptions 
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even to that for medical purposes. It was felt until very recently in 
all European countries that if a man developed something that had 
connotations of public health it was not patentable. One of the 
reasons for the exception was that the Chamberlen family, who 
invented obstetric forceps, did not release information about their 
discovery for 100 years. Therefor, over a 100-year period, many 
children died unnecessarily during childbirth and it was very diffi
cult for mothers. And all that time the Chamberlens knew this and 
kept the forceps to themselves. When it became known, it aroused 
a great deal of public opinion which forced people who had ideas to 
make them known. That's another reason for the patent system. 

The basic idea was for the public welfare and not for the welfare 
of corporations. Now patents primarily benefit big business, like * 
almost everything else in this country. That is not in my written 
statement. But I think you should know my feelings, since this 
issue comes up annually. I believe it's a big waste of time over a y 
simple thing. I believe this committee could accomplish something 
by taking a definite stand and making up some simple rules. 

If I tried to do my technical work the way patents are handled in 
this country, we would never have any nuclear ships. We would 
constantly be arguing about things that have no real moment. 
How's that for a statement, sir? 

Senator STEVENSON. I don't think so far the witnesses would 
disagree with you entirely. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Well, that's wonderful. I'm glad to see that 
somebody is finally in agreement with me on the patent situation. I 
applaud that very much. I was thinking of another example I could 
give about patents. Let's take the case of Arizona—I believe that's 
the State that Senator Schmitt comes from 

Senator SCHMITT. New Mexico. 
Admiral RICKOVER. OK. They're both about the same. They hap

pened to come into the union at about the same time. 
Senator SCHMITT. We both have very fine battleships. Unfortu

nately, our sister State's battleship disappeared in Pearl Harbor. 
Admiral RICKOVER. I served on the New Mexico, so I know some

thing about that ship, sir. 
Suppose you own a plot of land, let's say 1,000 acres. Because you 

think there might be minerals on that land you hire a group of 
prospectors to go out and dig holes in the ground. They come back 
and report to you they found gold or uranium. Who owns that gold „ 
or uranium? The guy who did the prospecting or the owner of the 
land? You're the owner. Who owns the rights to that, sir? 

Senator SCHMITT. I own the mineral rights. I own whatever is 
under it, but I probably would have gone out and found it myself. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Well, you could, because you are a geologist. 
But supposing you hired someone else to do it. Who would own the 
minerals? You paid the man for digging holes and he reported to 
you that there's gold in that ground. Who owns that gold? 

Senator SCHMITT. I would own it. 
Admiral RICKOVER. Let's say adjacent to your land is another 

1,000 acre, plot that belongs to the Government. The Government 
hires the very same prospectors who search the land and come up 
with the same results. Who should own the gold? The man who did 
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the prospecting or the Government, the 220 million people who 
own the land? Who should own the rights? 

Senator SCHMITT. It depends on whether it's to the advantage of 
the Government to let the people who found it market it. 

Admiral RICKOVER. But that is up to the owner, sir. You could 
also do that in your case. It belongs to the Government to dispose 
of it as it wishes. 

Senator SCHMITT. The issue before us today is just how is the 
Government going to dispose of the valuable products developed 
under its auspices. 

Admiral RICKOVER. That's right, sir. But the Government has the 
right to decide, not the man who did the prospecting. The prospec
tor does not have any rights except as the Government gives him. 
That's the point, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, the purpose of S. 1215 is for the govern
ment to make that decision. We are part of the government. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Fine. We'll leave it up to the Government. 
But the way it is now, as I see it, the people who do the prospecting 
say they have a right. That's what I'm getting at, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. They only have title if we give it to them, 
Admiral. 

Admiral RICKOVER. That's right. 
Senator SCHMITT. The purpose is to try to determine those areas 

where giving away of title will accelerate the introduction of a 
technology into the private sector for commercialization. 

Admiral RICKOVER. That should be a decision the Government 
makes without any threats or lobbying or anything else by the guy 
who did the digging. It should be entirely up to the Government. I 
thoroughly agree with that, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. That's consistent with what we're trying to do 
with S. 1215. 

Admiral RICKOVER. In that case, I applaud this committee. Now, 
with your permission, I'd like to read my statement. 

Thank you for inviting me to testify on S. 1215, the, "Science and 
Technology Research and Development Policy Act." My comments 
on this bill are based on my dealings with various segments of 
American industry both as head of the Naval Nuclear Propulsion 
Program for the past 30 years and as head of the Bureau of Ships 
Electrical Branch during World War II. That was for a period of 
about 6 years. 

The basic principle in most current laws concerning government 
patents is that the government should retain title to patents devel
oped at public expense. The proposed bill would reverse this princi
ple so that, except in unusual cases, government contractors would 
be able to take title to any inventions arising under their contracts 
with the Government. Government agencies could retain title to 
inventions only in the limited circumstances prescribed by the bill 
and only if retention could be justified to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary of Commerce. 

I would like to repeat what I've said a number of times about the 
Department of Commerce in the issue of patents and others. The 
Department of Commerce, in my opinion, is about as useful to the 
government as a lighthouse without a light. 
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Under the proposed bill, each Federal agency would be required 
to establish a technology utilization program to promote the devel
opment and use of technology. The goals of the program would be 
to shorten the time from conception of an idea to commercializa
tion; to encourage multiple secondary uses of technology in all 
areas of the private and Government sector and to understand the 
process by which technology is transferred from the government to 
the private sector. 

In the event the Government determines that a firm has failed 
to introduce the technology to the private sector within a reason
able time period, the bill provides that the Government retains the 
right to claim the patent. 

In my opinion, the proposed bill would impede, not enhance, the *• 
development and dissemination of technology; would hurt small 
business; would inhibit competition; would promote greater concen
tration of economic power in the hands of large corporations; and 
would be costly to the taxpayer. 

In private industry, the company that pays for the work general
ly receives the patent rights. Similarly, companies generally claim 
title to the inventions of their employees on the basis that the 
company pays their wages. In doing business with the Government, 
however, these same companies reverse the standard, contending 
that the patent rights should belong to the one who comes up with 
the idea, not the one who foots the bill. 

The patent interests have been working behind the scenes for 
many years to promote, in one way or another, policies and legisla
tion along the lines of S. 1215. 

May I interrupt, Mr. Chairman, and say I'm very grateful that 
Senator Long has arrived. My first testimony on patents was about 
20 years ago before Senator Long and his committee. Some people 
complain about him because he's involved in income taxes. That's a 
very unfortunate situation to be in because that's a field that 
people don't like. He gets the blame for income taxes. But knowing 
Senator Long, I know as far as he's concerned it's like water off a 
duck's back. He apparently has enough popularity with the people 
in his State that he keeps on getting elected in spite of what some 
newspaper people think about him. As a matter of fact, Senator, if 
I lived in your State, I'd vote for you, too. But anyhow, I do thank 
you for coming here and for all the previous support you have 
given to protecting the people's rights. This fact is not known about 
you and I'd like to get it advertised. I know you and your father * 
shared one thing—you both tried to protect the people. You don't 
mind my bringing your father in, do you sir? 

Senator LONG. NO, I don't mind at all. « 
Admiral RICKOVER. I will continue now from my prepared state

ment. 
Some people claim that by retaining title to publicly funded 

inventions the Government stifles technology; that the results of 
the Government's large research and development expenditures 
are reflected in the approximately 25,000 patents the Government 
presently owns; that the public is not receiving the benefit of this 
technology because only a small percentage of these patents are in 
use. The patent lobby contends that in the absence of patent pro
tection individuals and companies will not invest in the develop-
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ment and marketing of this technology, but that this could be 
resolved by giving contractors the exclusive rights to inventions 
developed at Government expense. 

As I see it, those who would benefit most from the proposed 
legislation are patent lawyers and large corporations who, year 
after year, receive the lion's share of Government research and 
development expenditures. 

In my view, the importance of patents has been greatly exagger
ated. Truly good ideas tend to be used. Even without a patent, 
many of the worthwhile inventions would be discovered and adopt
ed in the marketplace based on their merits. If one company did 
not generate the idea, another firm would have because of the 

* nature of the work being done. Often, identical ideas crop up 
almost simultaneously in different companies, and different coun
tries. Further, many good ideas can be implemented or commercial-

« ized without special investment in R. & D. or new facilities. Or, 
they are sufficiently promising that companies will invest in them 
without patent protection. In such cases, rather than promoting 
technology, the patent system becomes a process for determining 
whether or not someone is entitled to exact a royalty for use of the 
idea. 

It is nonsense to think that our technological growth will suffer 
unless contractors receive title to patents generated under Govern
ment contracts. From what I have seen over many years, the 
majority of patents are of little or no significance. Many companies 
seem to file patents defensively; meaning that they file numerous 
patents for minor details primarily to keep someone else from 
getting a patent in that area or to discourage potential competitors. 
Some file patents as status symbols; others simply misjudge the 
attractiveness of their ideas. The Patent Office itself, when in 
doubt, tends to patent questionable items on the assumption that, 
if the patent becomes important, the validity of the patent can be 
tested in court. 

The important factor for an industrial organization is the know-
how developed by it—the trade secrets and the techniques; these 
are not patentable qualities. They are things which are inherent in 
a company, in its methods, in its management and trained employ
ees, in the kind of machine tools it has, how it uses these tools, and 
so on. 

« It is often said that unless the Government gives away its patent 
rights, companies will refuse Government contracts. While many 
contractors would like to obtain exclusive rights to patents devel-

# oped under their Government contracts, few value patent rights to 
the point they are willing to forego Government business. 

I have never seen one Government contractor in the many years 
I have been in this field that has ever refused to take a contract 
because it wasn't able to get patent rights. 

From what I have seen, Government patent policy is rarely the 
dominant factor in company decisions to accept or reject work. The 
tangible benefits of profits and technical know-how from Govern
ment orders are far more valuable to most contractors than the 
speculative benefits of patent rights. For more than 30 years I have 
been able to obtain the R. & D. and manufacturing work needed 
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for the Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program without having to give 
away Government patent rights. 

Patents are generally incidental to Government research and 
development work, not its primary purpose. The patents that arise 
under a Government R. & D. program are not at all indicative of 
the technology developed. When I place an R. & D. contract for a 
new design reactor, it is principally to work out the details of a 
design and to identify and resolve the problems of design, manufac
ture, and operation. If patentable inventions arise in the course of 
this work, they generally involve only small design features, not 
entirely new concepts. 

The existence of a large number of Government-owned patents 
which apparently are not being used does not present an accurate * 
representation of Government-owned patent utilization. It is almost 
impossible to tell the extent to which patented inventions are being 
used, particularly in the case of Government-owned patents. Gov-
ernment agencies do not have a reason to search for patent in
fringement. The Government, unlike private parties, generally has 
no desire to prevent others from using its inventions. 

The proposed bill would place upon each Government agency an 
obligation to promote the use of patents the Government already 
owns—as if they were predominantly good ideas. Such efforts 
would tend to divert attention and resources of the Government 
agencies away from their main functions. Under the proposed bill, 
Government agencies would be expected to actively promote pat
ents currently held by the Government. 

Most agencies have enough trouble doing the job they were es
tablished to do; they should not be required to spend their time and 
resources trying to promote patents, the majority of which are of 
dubious value. I believe that the decision to use or not use Govern
ment financed inventions is one best left for the private sector. 

In many areas today, the Government is in the forefront of 
technological development. The public is actually financing devel
opment of entire new technologies. The U.S. Government intends 
to spend in fiscal year 1980 nearly $32 billion for research and 
development. 

The majority of these Federal research and development dollars 
will go to large contractors. For example, in fiscal year 1978, 64 
percent of the total dollar value of research and development con
tracts placed by the Department of Defense went to only 19 large 
contractors. * 

If the rights to publicly financed inventions are given to contrac
tors, the Government itself will be promoting the concentration of 
economic power in the hands of a few large corporations, mainly t 
conglomerates. As the corporations expand, the problem is exacer
bated. 

Currently, the President and many members of Congress are 
calling for the expenditure of unprecedented sums to develop new 
sources of energy and more efficient ways of using it. By far, the 
vast majority of these funds will be spent under contracts with 
large corporations. 

Imagine the public furor that would ensue if, under the terms of 
this bill, a contractor, either large or small, developed at public 
expense a major breakthrough in energy technology. Is it proper 
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for that company to be able to exercise monopoly rights over the 
distribution, use, and pricing of the results for 17 years? I think no. 
In my view, the rights to inventions developed at public expense 
should be vested in the Government and made available for use by 
any U.S. citizen. 

Many large corporations patent minor improvements or design 
features simply to discourage competitors or potential competi
tors—particularly small firms—from trying to enter the market. 
To challenge the validity of any of these patents can take hundreds 
of thousands of dollars and years of litigation. Although a high 
percentage of patents contested in court are ruled invalid, not 
many firms can afford the lengthy litigation that is required to 

4 challenge a patent. Thus, if the Government were to give its con
tractors title to inventions developed at public expense, it would be 
discouraging competition and making it easier for large businesses 
to freeze out their smaller competitors. 

" In apparent anticipation of concerns that a contractor might 
obtain title to publicly financed inventions then not use it, the bill 
contains a march-in rights provision. Under this provision, the 
Government retains the right to force widespread licensing if it 
determines that the contractor who has title to the invention is not 
satisfactorily developing and promoting it. 

This safeguard would be cumbersome, ineffective, and largely 
cosmetic. The Government has had march-in rights since 1963, but 
to my knowledge has never, or very, very rarely ever used them. 
To be in a position to exercise these rights the Government would 
have to stay involved in the plans and actions of patent holders 
and check up on them. If the Government ever decided to exercise 
its march-in rights and the patent holder contested the action, no 
doubt the dispute could be litigated for years. 

This proposed bill is but one of many patent bill introduced in 
Congress in recent years aimed at giving contractors title or exclu
sive rights to inventions developed under their Government con
tracts. The rationale for such legislative proposals has varied over 
the years. In the past, the proponents have stressed the possibility 
that companies would not accept Government contracts unless they 
were guaranteed exclusive patent rights. The issue being promoted 
today is that innovation will decline unless the Government gives 
away patent rights to publicly financed inventions. 

I have testified numerous times during the last 20 years in 
opposition to proposals that would give away the Government's 

' patent rights. In recent years, I testified before the Senate Small 
Business Committee and before the Senate Judiciary Committee. 
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to include those 

• statements as part of my testimony today. I would like to include, 
for the sake of the historical record and to show the part that you 
and I played, the original testimony to you when you were chair
man. 

Senator LONG. We would be happy to have that in the record.1 

Admiral RICKOVER. In summary, I believe that inventions paid 
for by the Government should belong to the public, and all citizens 
should have an equal opportunity to use these inventions. Private 
firms, particularly large companies, should not be able to get a 17-

' The National Patent Policy hearing of June 2, 1961 has been placed in the committee files. 
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year monopoly on inventions they develop with tax dollars. In my 
opinion, the effects of Government patent policy are continually 
exaggerated and overemphasized by the patent lawyers and con
tractors who have a vested interest in the matter. Proposed 
changes regarding ownership and use of patents developed at Gov
ernment expense are always presented under the banner of high 
sounding principles and purposes. Having observed this issue for 
many years, I am thoroughly convinced that almost all of such 
proposed changes are contrary to the best interests of the United 
States. 

In my view, Congress should require the Government to retain 
title to all inventions developed at public expense and make these 
inventions freely available for use by the public. In this regard, the » 
Commerce Department should be required to publicize for a period 
of 6 months the availability of each patent to which the Govern
ment has title and to grant nonexclusive licenses to those who 
express an interest in using the invention on this basis. If during * 
this period no one requests a nonexclusive license, the patent 
rights would be thrown open to competitive bidding with an exclu
sive license granted to the highest bidder, but not for the entire 17-
year period for which a patent is valid. At the end of this period, 
the invention would fall in the public domain. To avoid circumven
tion of these procedures Government agencies should be prohibited 
from waiving Government patent rights. 

The basic principle embodied in present laws is that the Govern
ment should have title to inventions developed with Government 
funds. The reasons the Government should take title to these in
ventions are primarily to preclude the establishment of a private 
monopoly for a publicly financed invention; to insure the public 
has equal access to these inventions; and to insure the Government 
is not subsequently barred from using the idea by someone else's 
patent. These are sound reasons that I fully support. The basic 
principle of title in Government should be modified, waived, or 
otherwise tampered with only for compelling reasons—and even 
then with great care and in the most limited way needed to accom
plish the purpose. 

That is the end of my statement. 
Senator LONG. Admiral Rickover, I appreciate your appearance 

here today and may I say you have been a compelling witness from 
my point of view on this subject. 

Now you made a point some years ago in testifying on this * 
subject when I was chairman of the Small Business Subcommittee 
which until now I had forgotten. You said that most of these people 
who do this research are sophisticated enough to know that their t 
ultimate employer is the U.S. Government. For example, here's 
some fellow who's working for some company, let's say Westing-
house for lack of a better name, and so the Government pays 
Westinghouse and Westinghouse hires a scientist. Now the scientist 
is the fellow who makes the breakthrough. Well, he has a contract 
with Westinghouse so he's not privileged to have a private monopo
ly on his brainchild. Westinghouse gets that because Westinghouse 
hired him. But the Government hired Westinghouse. 

Admiral RICKOVER. You know what's wrong with your statement, 
Senator? You're just talking some ordinary commonsense that any 
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citizen can understand. But apparently the patent lawyers can't— 
you're not a lawyer, I hope, sir. 

Senator LONG. I am a lawyer by profession. 
Senator SCHMITT. But I'm not, Admiral. The author of the bill 

before you is not. He's a geologist. 
Admiral RICKOVER. I'm sorry to learn you're a lawyer, Senator. 

You are a rare breed—a lawyer who can also see the truth. I don't 
mind if you use that in your campaign if you wish, sir. 

Many of the problems we have today are fomented by lawyers. If 
we didn't have so many lawyers, we wouldn't have these problems. 
Many of them create the problems and then make money by pro
posing solutions. 

4 Of course, what you said makes sense, Senator Long. When the 
Westinghouse engineer develops something, he doesn't get any
thing for it. He's paid by Westinghouse and, as you say, Westing-

* house is paid by the Government. Why isn't the Government treat
ed exactly the same way? That's all there is to it. I could testify for 
months on this subject, but you have said it all very succinctly. 

Senator LONG. Well, basically, isn't this about the same thing, as 
though the Government pays a highway contractor to build a high
way; then after he builds a highway you say, "Now all right; you 
can keep the highway and you can either charge the public to use 
the highway if you want to or deny them the right to use it 
entirely," even though the public paid the whole cost of it. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Yes, sir. It is the equivalent of the man who 
built the highway saying, "Now that I have built the highway it 
belongs to me and I'm going to charge the Government to put 
vehicles on this road." 

Senator LONG. Wouldn't it be about the same principle as if we 
said for our new Senate building, "We'll pay for it. Go ahead and 
build the Senate office building," and after he gets through build
ing it he owns the building and we have to pay rent if we want to 
use it? 

Admiral RICKOVER. The unfortunate thing is that you and I 
think alike, Senator Long. Perhaps I could run for the Senate on 
that basis. The patent system is that simple. I don't understand 
why Congress have these hearings every year to cover the same 
ground. The same points are brought up and yet the same legisla
tion is introduced every year which will give these rights away. 

Senator LONG. We hear the argument that if you're going to get 
somebody to use one of these patents that he's going to have to 
have a monopoly. Now basically, what you're talking about with a 

t patent is somebody has an idea. It's a way of doing something. It 
works and he's the fellow who puts the idea to work. Now if it's in 
the public domain, can you explain to me why people wouldn't use 
it? It's just like saying if you can develop a better mousetrap and if 
people want to trap mice, why wouldn't they go ahead and make a 
better mousetrap? 

Admiral RICKOVER. The reason is because most patents aren't 
worth much. Those that are worth something are used. One of the 
things I mentioned in my statement was that the Government 
could put out for competitive bidding the patent rights to those 
Government-owned patents which are not being used. 
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Senator LONG. It's also suggested that somebody might not be 
interested in doing research for the Government if he can't get a 
private patent. 

Admiral RICKOVER. I have not found that to be the case in my 
experience with contractors. I hear that argument all the time. In 
my career, I have not found one single instance of a company 
refusing Government work because it could not receive patent 
rights. 

Senator LONG. It seems to me one simple answer—I would have 
no objection to saying, all right, if we want some type research 
done let's open it up and let those who would like to participate 
make their proposition and some fellow says, "I'm the best man to 
do it but I'm only going to do it if I have a patent monopoly," and 
then let that fellow make the offer on that basis and see if we are 
so hard up for contractors in that case to consider his proposition. 

Admiral RICKOVER. I thoroughly agree, sir. 
Senator LONG. It occurs to me there might be some situation like 

that, but I think he ought to bear the burden of proof. If he's the 
only fellow who's qualified and he had all sorts of proprietary 
information he could start with so he is the best, and if he could 
make a case, I wouldn't object. But to take the kind of thing where 
you have plenty of competent contractors who would like to have 
the business and let the public fully have the benefit 

Admiral RICKOVER. And as I said, Senator, I have not found one 
single case where the issue of patents was the determining factor 
of whether a company accepted a Government contract, and I'm 
talking about thousands of different contractors over a period of 
many, many years. I haven't found this to be true. 

Senator LONG. IS this bill providing a limitation on just how 
much the successful contractor can charge the public for what the 
public has already paid for? 

Admiral RICKOVER. NO, sir, it does not. 
Senator LONG. In other words, if some fellow found a much 

better light bulb that provided at one-quarter of the energy twice 
as much light, conceivably a patent and a monopoly to such an 
invention might be worth $500 million. Goodness knows what it 
might be worth. Is there any limitation in this proposal as to how 
much he could charge the public to have the benefit of what the 
public had already paid for when they paid for the research? 

Admiral RICKOVER. I don't believe there is. I might say, in this 
connection that I have been in the atomic energy field now for 
many years and I have been able to get the large companies to 
work together on these things and to exchange information with no 
patents involved at all. The patents all belong to the people. I have 
never once given anybody the right to patents. In fact, I have 
developed some things myself. I turned the rights—which I could 
have patented and made money on, over to the Government. 

Senator LONG. Suppose, Admiral Rickover, somebody working in 
atomic research could show up with a brilliant idea. Say, he actual
ly found a way whereby instead of using this atomic power to heat 
water and then use the water to turn a turbine and the turbine to 
generate electricity, suppose he found a way where you could put 
that atomic power directly into that copper wire and just transmit 
it right on to the public and reduce the cost of delivering that 
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power to the public down to 1 percent of what it costs today. And 
that is conceivable, is it not? 

Admiral RICKOVER. The idea that you mentioned has been con
sidered, Senator. But here's the answer to your question. If you 
were employed by the Government or by a contractor working for 
the Government, the right to that invention inheres in the Govern
ment. 

Senator LONG. But here's the point I'm getting at, because a 
person who once served on the Atomic Energy Commission—inci
dentally, he was a general manager or had an important position. 
He mentioned to me that some day we would learn how to put the 
power directly into the conductor rather than have to use it to 

* produce heat and then use the heat to heat water and the water to 
turn the turbine and so forth. Then he said, "Such a breakthrough 
would mean atomic power would just displace much of the power 
we use today when you heat water as you do in an ordinary 
generating plant." 

Now let's say a brilliant scientist over there should actually 
develop such an idea and show you how it could be made to work. 
Well, if such a proposal was implemented as suggested in this bill, 
that fellow wouldn't get it, would he? He would be an employee. 

Admiral RICKOVER. NO, sir, he would not get it. You see, this is 
another common misconception. The misconception is that the man 
who gets an idea should get the credit for it. It just isn't so. It's the 
man who develops it. The idea is easy. For instance, a man has an 
idea that he should run for Senator. But the idea is not what gets 
him elected. It's the campaign that does it. Who should receive 
credit: the man who only has an idea he ought to be a Senator or 
the man who actually runs for the Senate? That's the analogy I 
make. 

Senator LONG. Here's the point I had in mind. The people who 
actually did the work would not be the ones who would get the 
monopoly advantage. They just get their salary. 

Admiral RICKOVER. That's right, sir. 
Senator LONG. It's the employer who gets the Government con

tract who gets all this and it's the public who has to pay the price 
for it—one time for the research and development, and a second 
time for the next 17 years to have the benefit of what they have 
already paid for. 

Admiral RICKOVER. You're absolutely right, the public would pay 
the price and the contractor would benefit. Generally, the most an 
inventor, who is an employee, would receive is an award—not the 
patent rights. 

« The basis for Government patent policy should be very simple. A 
patent to an invention developed under a Government contract 
should belong to the Government. To refer back to what I men
tioned at the very beginning of my testimony, the basis of the 
present patent laws was to encourage the individual, who, on his 
own time, with his own money, developed an idea, and even then to 
limit that monopoly to 17 years. It was not intended to protect 
large corporations. 

If an employee of a Government contractor invents something on 
his own time that is not connected with his job, that person should 
receive the patent rights. But any invention developed in connec-
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tion with his job should belong to the Government and be freely 
available to the public. 

Senator LONG. Senator Schmitt. 
Senator SCHMITT. Well, Mr. Chairman and Admiral Rickover, my 

rebuttal is contained in the testimony of all those who have come 
before you in now 3 days of hearings—small business, large busi
ness, medium-sized business, academia, Government patent law
yers, geologists—almost all the witnesses have felt differently than 
you do, but I do respect your opinion. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Don't you think there's a good reason for 
that, Senator? They want something for themselves. That's the 
reason. I don't want anything for myself. 

Senator SCHMITT. That's the best motivation there » 
Admiral RICKOVER. Senator, I want it for the people of this 

country. That's the difference between me and those people. 
Senator SCHMITT. That's the best motivation there is, that is, to 

see that these inventions produced by the taxpayer in a direct 
sense in fact benefit the taxpayer, not only because they are con
sumers and can have access to these inventions which they do not 
have access to now in any real sense, but also as the chairman well 
knows, any profits that are made are taxed and the Federal coffers 
receive the benefits of those taxes. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Well, how about any workman who gets 
paid? He's taxed too. So what's the difference? 

Senator SCHMITT. That's absolutely correct, but at the present 
time these patents that the Government holds are not being uti
lized. The testimony is extremely precise that they are just not 
being utilized and we have to ask ourselves why aren't they being 
utilized. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Senator, I addressed the issue of why they 
aren't being utilized. The reason is probably because they're not 
worth much. I suggested that if no interest is expressed in a patent 
after publicly advertising it, the patent could be put up for public 
bid. I'm all for that. 

Senator SCHMITT. The testimony and the facts that we have been 
presented with in this committee are I think very persuasive that 
without the exclusive license, or without title more appropriately, 
the private sector is just not going to do that. 

Admiral RICKOVER. There is a possibility of getting the exclusive 
rights. If after advertising the availability of nonexclusive licenses 
to a patent, no interest is expressed, the rights to the patent could 
be thrown open to-competitive bidding. I'm not against that, not at 
all, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, Admiral, I certainly respect your long * 
involvement in this business and I just think that those of us who 
are coming along behind you feel that the present system has not 
worked. The evidence is becoming clearer and clearer there ought 
to be a system in which both the rights of the public and the 
Government are protected but at the same time we reap the bene
fits of the technology. 

Admiral RICKOVER. What is the evidence that it's not working, 
Senator? I would like to see the evidence. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, the evidence, sir, is in 3 days of hearings 
before this committee. 
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Admiral RICKOVER. I would very much like to see it. 
Senator SCHMITT. And I would strongly recommend that you read 

it. 
Admiral RICKOVEH. I would like to see the facts supporting the 

position that a patent is not being used because the Government 
owns it, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. The facts are clear and they are in the testimo
ny before this committee even today. 

Admiral RICKOVER. I have not had the opportunity, but I would 
like very much to comment on that testimony, sir. 

Senator SCHMITT. I hope you will. As a matter of fact, Senator 
Long had to leave, but he has a set of questions that he would like 
very much to have you answer for the record, and I would add to 
those a few more. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Yes, sir. 
Senator SCHMITT. Plus clearly draw your attention to our record 

because there is, in my opinion, very persuasive evidence. 
Admiral RICKOVER. YOU made a very provocative remark, sir. I 

think I owe it to you and to your committee to reply to that. 
Senator SCHMITT. I certainly would draw your attention to all of 

the testimony and particularly that of Mr. Rabinow today and his 
previous testimony, but also those of the business community, the 
Government, the Department of Defense who testified earlier 
today. Almost all of the witnesses have indicated the present 
system is not working and inventions and ideas that should be in 
the private sector are not there. As a result, the consumer is not 
benefiting, as well as the taxpayers aren't benefiting. 

Admiral RICKOVER. I agree that I'd like to look at that and 
comment, because I cannot answer these issues unless I know what 
they are. 

I would like to make the point about the relative reduction in 
the number of patents. After World War II there were more pat
ents filed made in this country than other countries because they 
were war weary. But you've got to understand that as the industri
alized countries reestablished themselves more foreign patents 
would be filed. One of the reasons is that taking Europe collective
ly there are more scientists and engineers. Futhermore, Europeans 
are better educated. Their top schools are better than most of ours. 
For instance, the French Ecole Polytechnique turns out some very 
good people. There are good schools now in all the continental 
European countries, and since they have a larger number of engi
neers collectively, you should expect a greater number of patents. 
The United States turned out more engineers and scientists for a 
certain period of time because Europe was war weary and beaten. 
We should have expected an increase in foreign patents. 

Senator SCHMITT. Well, thank you, Admiral. I'm sorry that we 
cannot agree on this because I'm sure we agree on most of the 
issues that you're directly concerned with in your great efforts 
with respect to naval nuclear power. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Mr. Chairman, you earlier asked if I could 
look at the volumes of testimony. I would appreciate it if your staff 
would point out the specific parts that they want my comments on 
because you know we have our regular work to do. This is not part 
of my proper work. I do it as a public service. 
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Senator SCHMITT. We appreciate that. I do not feel it is irrelevant 
to the ultimate realization of all the benefits of all your work 
which has been considerable and that, in fact, what the questions 
we will present will do will present the facts and ask for your 
comment. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Thank you very much for the opportunity for 
being here and also for permitting me to present quite a frank 
discussion, because you know I can't do otherwise. 

Senator SCHMITT. Nor can I, and I appreciate it very much. 
Admiral RICKOVER. That's why I posed that issue about the plot 

of land that you owned and the Government owned and I wondered 
why they should be treated different, because I'm sure you're going 
to look out for the Government's land as much as your own. 

Senator SCHMITT. If there weren't Government regulations, the 
Government land would be physically utilized and the people 
would be benefiting from the minerals and everything on it, the 
same as with our present patent law. 

Admiral RICKOVER. I hope to persuade you otherwise, sir, al
though I doubt it because most of us by the time we reach even 
your age have our minds made up. 

Senator SCHMITT. I hope I don't. I have changed it a couple of 
times in the last few years. 

Admiral RICKOVER. YOU can't stop me from trying. 
Senator SCHMITT. NO, sir. I wouldn't want you to stop. Thank 

you. 
Admiral RICKOVER. I have always felt people can think anything 

they please as long as they don't say it. 
Senator SCHMITT. That's particularly true in politics. 
Admiral RICKOVER. It's particularly true when you're a junior 

member of a committee. 
Senator SCHMITT. Yes, sir. 
Admiral RICKOVER. I know something about this political game. 

That's why I have never run for office. 
Senator SCHMITT. Well, I'm glad you didn't run in New Mexico. I 

might have had problems. 
Admiral RICKOVER. Senator, I have been asked whether I would 

ever run for office, and I have said, no, because I don't think I 
could be elected dogcatcher in a small community. 

Senator SCHMITT. I think you underestimate your persuasive 
powers. 

Admiral RICKOVER. Well, then, I have another answer. I have the 
same charisma that a recent Secretary of Defense had, one whose 
name starts with Mc, McNamara. We both have the political cha
risma of a chipmunk. 

Senator SCHMITT. With that, we will recess the hearings. 
[The statements referred to follow:] 

STATEMENT OP ADM. H. G. RICKOVER, U.S. NAVY, TO THE MONOPOLY SUBCOMMITTEE OF 
THE SENATE SMALL BUSINESS COMMITTEE ON DECEMBER 19,1977 

1977 
GOVERNMENT PATENT POLICY 

Thank you for inviting me to testify. For the past thirty years I have been 
responsible for the research, development, procurement, production, operation, and 
maintenance of the nuclear propulsion plants in U.S. Navy warships. During World 
War LT, I was responsible for the design, procurement, and operation of the Navy's 
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shipboard electrical equipment. My comments today with respect to Government 
patent policy are, therefore, based on extensive dealings with various segments of 
American industry for about forty years. 

The basic presumption in most laws concerning Government patents is that the 
Government retains title to patents developed at public expense. But, today, many 
Government agencies routinely grant contractors exclusive rights to these patents. I 
do not believe this practice is in the public interest. It promotes greater concentra
tion of economic power in the hands of large corporations; it impedes the develop
ment and dissemination of technology; it is costly to the taxpayer; and it hurts 
small business. In my view, the rights to inventions developed at public expense 
should be vested in the Government and made available for use by any U.S. citizen. 

Under our patent laws, the holder of a patent enjoys a 17-year monopoly. During 
this time, he can prevent others from using the invention; he can license the 
invention and charge royalties; or he can manufacture and market the invention as 
a sole source supplier. If the invention is worthwhile, he is in a position to make 
exorbitant profits. 

Patents are a survival of so-called letters patent which were issued in large 
numbers during the Middle Ages and through the Age of Mercantilism. These were 
open—hence the word "patent"—royal letters announcing to one and all that the 
possessor had been given exclusive rights by the monarch to some specified office, 
privilege, or commercial monopoly. 

Originally, the purpose of letters patent granting industrial or trade monopolies 
was to promote the public interest; that is, to expand the nation's industry and 
trade—its national economy. It was then believed that the best, if not the only way, 
to induce people to invest large capital sums in new industries or trading ventures 
was to guarantee them freedom from competition, that is, to grant them a monopo
ly-

In time, the public interest came to be disregarded by monarchs. They granted 
letters patent to court favorites or sold them to the highest bidder in order to enrich 
themselves. In the reign of James I, the English Parliament finally put an end to 
the whole system of private monopolies and privileges through the 1624 Statute of 
Monopolies. 

One type of letters patent was allowed to survive, the patent granted to inventors. 
For a limited time, a monopoly under the patent was allowed in order to encourage 
inventors to invest their brains, time, and money in research. It was believed that 
this was the best, if not the only, way to induce people to produce inventions. These 
basic ideas were subsequently incorporated into our own first patent law of 1790. 

While there are flaws in our patent system, I can see why the Government grants 
patent protection to private interests who invest their own time and money in 
making inventions. But the patent situation today is quite different from what it 
was in 1790. At that time, a patent was a matter that concerned the individual 
primarily; individuals in a preindustrial age were developing single items. Today, 
the development of patents generally involves large organizations and corporations. 

The U.S. Government alone is currently spending—in fiscal year 1978—nearly $26 
billion for research and development. To grasp the significance of this sum, bear in 
mind that the total expenditures of the U.S. Government for the 11-year period, 
1789 to 1800, was less than $6 million. It was not until 1917 that the entire Federal 
budget reached $1 billion. 

Over the years I have frequently wondered whether, in this modern industrial 
age, patents are as important to industrial organizations as would appear from the 
statements made by the patent lawyers. It is probable that they are overemphasiz
ing the present-day value of patents and it is quite possible our industry might not 
be hurt much if we restricted the items that could be patented. 

I believe that today the important factor for an industrial organization is the 
know-how developed by it—the trade secrets and the techniques; these are not 
patentable qualities. They are things which are inherent in a company, in its 
methods; in its management and trained employees; in the kind of machine tools it 
has; how it uses these tools; and so on. 

Up to the advent of the Atomic Energy Commission in 1946, and the Space 
Agency in 1958, most Government research and development consisted essentially of 
adaptations to existing technology. That is, an industrial organization would be 
called upon by the Government to take an item that it had already developed over a 
period of many years and modify it. But today, in many areas, the Government is in 
the forefront to technological development. As a result, it is actually the public that 
is financing development of entire new technologies. It is wrong, in my opinion, for 
the Government to grant a contractor exclusive rights for 17 years to inventions 
developed with public funds. 
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There are those, notably Government contractors, and patent lawyers in a out of 
Government, who have argued the opposite—that the Government should grant to 
contractors exclusive rights to publicly financed inventions. From what I have seen 
the patent lobby consists primarily of a body of shrewd, so-called experts who have 
been needlessly confusing the simple principles on which the patent law rests. They 
have been successful to the point that today many Government agencies are giving 
away Government patent rights. 

The Department of Energy continues to operate under patent regulations which 
were inherited from the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). 
The ERDA regulations are a good example of how the obvious intent of a Federal 
law can be stood on its head by a Government agency. ERDA's responsibilities were 
set forth in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and in the Non-Nuclear Energy Act of 
1974. Both of these laws remain in effect and applicable to the Department of 
Energy. 

Under the Atomic Energy Act, the Government, historically, retained patent 
rights to publicly-financed inventions. That also seemed to be the legislative intent »-
behind enactment of the Non-Nuclear Energy Act of 1974. The Congressional Con
ference report for that Act, states: 

"Government patent policy carried out under the NASA and AEC Acts and 
regulations, and the Presidential Patent Policy statement with respect to energy * 
technology, has resulted in relatively few waivers or exclusive licenses in compari
son with the number of inventions involved. The conference committee expect that 
similar results will be obtained under Section 9 (of the Non-Nuclear Energy Act)." 

However, under the Atomic Energy Act and the Non-Nuclear Energy Act, the 
Department of Energy has authority to waive the Government's patent rights. The 
Government patent lawyers have prepared a regulation which actually invites 
contractors to request waivers, and urges the agency to approve them. The regula
tion states: 

" * * * To accomplish its mission, ERDA must work in cooperation with industry 
in the development of new energy sources and in achieving the ultimate goal of 
widespread commercial use. * * * An important incentive in commercializing tech
nology is that provided by the patent system. As set forth in these Regulations, 
patent incentives, including ERDA's authority to waive the Government's patent 
rights to the extent provided for by statute, will be utilized in appropriate situations 
at the time of contracting to encourage industrial participation, foster commercial 
utilization and competition and make the benefits of ERDA's activities widely 
available to the public." 

This regulations also states that each potential contractor should be notified at 
the time of bid solicitation that he may request the Government to waive it» patent 
rights, and that a request for waiver will not be considered as an adverse factor in 
evaluating bids. 

With these new regulations the number of waiver requests in the energy field has 
increased dramatically. In Fiscal Year 1975, the Energy Research and Development 
Administration reported receiving two waiver requests; in Fiscal Year 1976, the 
number increased to 106. No doubt the number will continue to grow geometrically 
as the patent lobby pushes this policy. 

To the extent a Government agency is not bound to the contrary by the provisions 
of a statute, it is supposed to be guided by the Presidential patent policy memoran
dum issued by President Nixon in 1971. This policy memorandum attempts in broad 
terms to strike a middle ground between giving away and retaining Government 
patent rights. However, like most attempts to reconcile irreconcilable positions, it "* 
has failed. The wording is so broad and so vague that agencies can construe what 
they wish from the memorandum. The Department of Defense routinely gives 
patents away. The General Services Administration has published procurement 
regulations, for most other Government agencies, which do the same. * 

The patent lobby would have us believe that if companies are not guaranteed 
exclusive patent rights, they will not accept Government contracts. Obviously, if 
given a choice, most contractors would like the Government to give them exclusive 
rights to all patents that might result from Government contracts. But very few 
firms would, in my opinion and from my experience, reject Government business if 
they were not given patent rights. 

These rights are not all that important to most firms. The Atomic Energy Com
mission operated successfully for more than 25 years under a policy whereby the 
Government retained title to inventions developed under AEC contracts. That 
agency had little trouble finding contractors and did an excellent job of developing 
technology. Likewise, I have no trouble finding contractors even though they know 
they will not receive patent rights on my Nuclear Propulsion Program contracts. 
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From what I have seen, most of the people who actually run the companies are 
interested primarily in profits and in the technology, experience, and know-how 
that comes from performing the contracts. This technology, experience, and know-
how is what helps the company get future Government and commercial contracts. 
Several studies, including a 1968 study by the Committee on Government Patent 
Policy, confirm that ownership of patents is usually not a major factor when 
companies decide what work to accept; that companies are interested primarily in 
how much money they can expect to make, and what they can learn. 

Contractor lobby groups typically use the threat of refusing to take Government 
work when they try to persuade Congress to eliminate procurement safeguards or to 
take other actions that will benefit industry. The Defense contractor lobby, for 
example, has made similar threats year after year in relation to the Truth-in-
Negotiations Act, the Cost Accounting Standards Board, the Renegotiation Board, 
and so on. They say that defense contractors will leave the business unless the 
Defense Department increases profits or relaxes regulations. Yet, year after year, 

* these very same defense contractors lobby Congress and the Defense Department for 
more business. Their actions belie their words; and this is also the case with respect 
to patents. 

While companies contend that they should have the right to the inventions they 
fc. make at Government expense, they apply an exactly opposite principle in dealing 

with their own employees and subcontractors. Employees are required to give their 
employer the rights to any inventions that they conceive on the job. Toward their 
employees and subcontractors, the companies' practice is that the one who pays for 
an invention should own it. But in dealing with the Government, they contend that 
the one who actually made the invention should own it, not the one who paid for it. 
This is a classic example of "Heads, I win. Tails, you lose." It is also an example of 
the double-talkf which has caused the public to hold business in such low esteem. 

The patent lobby contends that contractors must be given exclusive patent rights 
to inventions developed under Government contracts or they will not invest in 
production facilities or in the future research and development work needed to 
commercialize an invention. This is one of the main arguments being used in 
promoting a giveaway patent policy. 

It is nonsense to think that our technological growth will suffer unless contractors 
get exclusive rights to patents generated under Government contracts. From what I 
have seen over many years, the vast majority of patents both in and out of the 
nuclear industry are of little or no significance. Some individuals obtain patents as 
evidence of achievement,, much as Boy Scouts collect merit badges. Their ideas 
might be patentable, but nothing worth pursuing. 

Large corporations file numerous patents that are not great new developments, 
but minor improvements or design features. Often they file these patents simply to 
discourage competitors or potential competitors—particularly small firms—from 
trying to enter the market. And if someone wants to challenge the validity of any of 
these patents, it can take hundreds of thousands of dollars and years of litigation. A 
high percentage of patents contested in court are ruled invalid. But not many firms 
are willing or able to sustain such a challenge. Thus, these patents tend to discour
age competition. 

Obviously, there are patents that do represent useful ideas. However, even with
out a patent, many of these inventions would be discovered and adopted in the 
marketplace based on their merits. In such cases, rather than motivating individ
uals or companies to come up with new ideas, the patent system has actually 

*> become a process for determining which of many firms first conceived an idea, and 
is therefore entitled to the royalty. If one company did not generate the idea 
another firm would have because of the nature of the work being done. Often, 
identical ideas crop up almost simultaneously in different companies. Further, 

• many good ideas can be implemented or "commercialized," without special invest
ment in R. & D. or new facilities. Or, they are sufficiently promising that companies 
will invest in them without patent protection. 

There may be a few inventions arising under Government contracts which, in the 
absence of exclusive patent rights given to the contractor, might not be disseminat
ed and used. The question then arises: Is it really worthwhile for the Government to 
promote the invention? Perhaps the idea is not all that good. Moreover, if the 
Government should decide it is in the public interest to promote or "commercialize" 
a particular invention, it might be better if the Government itself paid for further 
development, and made the results available to all citizens instead of granting to 
one contractor exclusive rights to the invention. And who is to say, in cases where 
the Government patents are waived, that the company performing the contract 
should automatically and exclusively get these rights. Since large corporations get 
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the major share of government contracts, they would be the ones to benefit most 
from such a practice. 

The concept of granting a patent—a legal monopoly—is to encourage inventors to 
conceive new inventions, not to guarantee a market for already existing inventions. 
But companies now want to have their marketing development costs guaranteed by 
having a patent monopoly on Government-financed inventions. Since the public has 
paid for the development of the invention, the risks of marketing it should be no 
different in principle from other risks that are inherent in a true free enterprise 
system. How is the risk of marketing a publicly-financed invention different from 
the risk a man takes when he opens a new grocery or hardware store on a corner 
where none existed before? We would be going still further in abandoning our so-
called free competitive enterprise system if we guaranteed legal monopolies for 
what are essentially normal business risks. 

The patent lobby contends that, under a giveaway patent policy, the public is 
protected because the Government would have "march-in" rights. Under this con
cept, contractors who have been given exclusive patent rights to inventions devel- * 
oped under Government contracts would be required to submit reports explaining 
their efforts to commercialize the inventions. If a contractor did not commercialize 
the invention to the Government's satisfaction, the Government would then exercise 
its "march-in" rights and take the patent rights back or license it to others. * 

This concept sounds good in principle. But, the patent lawyers well know that this 
is a cosmetic safeguard; it offers no real protection for the public. To administer 
such a program would require a large Government bureaucracy to receive, review, 
audit, and act upon contractor reports throughout the life of each patent. Currently, 
the Government would have to track contractor activity on about 30,000 unexpired 
patents. If the Government ever tried to reclaim its patent rights, more administra
tive effort, and probably much litigation would be involved.. 

In the real world, no one in Government would ever undertake this task; nor 
should they. Government agencies should concentrate on their proper functions 
rather than wasting time trying to keep track of how well contractors are promot
ing and commercializing patents. 

It is relevant to note that, although Presidential patent policies since 1963 have 
required the Government to retain "march-in" rights where the principal or exclu
sive rights to a patent remain with the contractor, the Federal Council on Science 
and Technology reports that, as of December 1975, the Government has never 
exercised these rights. 

The patent lawyers have observed that the number of patented inventions result
ing from Federal funding is very small compared with the number generated by 
industry with their own funds. They attribute this, in part, to "the small incentive 
provided by present Federal patent policy." 

I believe the lower number of inventions reported under Government contracts 
does not show a stifling of inventions under Government contracts. In fact, most of 
the major advancements in technology in the past 20 years have come in areas 
where the Government invested heavily, such as space, defense, and nuclear energy. 

The lower number of Government-owned patents results from other factors, such 
as failure of contractors to report the inventions they develop under Government 
contracts; the patent rights giveaway policy followed by various Government agen
cies; and the Government's "Independent Research and Development" program. 

I have found cases where contractors filed patent applications for themselves on 
items that were conceived and developed under Government contracts. These come 
to light only because, by law, patent applications in the field of atomic energy must M 

be reviewed by the Department of Energy and because in my area I insist on having 
them reviewed. In areas outside the field of atomic energy, there is no way for 
Government agencies to determine whether contractors are claiming, as their own, 
patents which rightfully belong to the Government. * 

The relatively small number of Government patents stems from the very fact that 
the Government has been giving them away; they have been patented by the 
contractors. The Defense Department, for example, does not acquire patent rights 
under production contracts. It retains patent rights only under contracts character
ized as "research." Even under R&D contracts, the Defense Department has criteria 
for giving away Government patent rights. 

In my opinion, the Government's rights to patents developed at public expense 
should not depend on some arbitrary distinction between "research" and "produc
tion." Often the best ideas and technology come during manufacture of a product, 
rather than from the research and development work that preceded it. The Govern
ment should retain patent rights on Government contracts, regardless of the nature 
of the work, whenever the invention was developed at Government expense. 
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Another reason for the small number of Government patents is that contractors 
automatically get title to patents developed under the Government's so-called "Inde
pendent Research and Development" (IR&D) programs—even though all or nearly 
all of these costs are paid for by the Government. The Defense Department alone 
spends about $1 billion annually on this program, but the patents developed do not 
have to be reported to the Government. 

Under present rules, any U.S. citizen, for a nominal fee, can get a non-exclusive 
license to use a Governmentowned patent. There has been little demand for these 
non-exclusive licenses; but that does not mean the invention is not being used, as 
members of the patent lobby contend. 

The reasons for the Government to patent its inventions are primarily defensive: 
to ensure that the Government is not subsequently barred by a private patent from 
using an invention whose development the Government itself paid for; to prevent 
the establishment of a private monopoly for an invention developed at Government 
expense; and to make the invention freely available to the public. If these same 

• ends could be achieved by "defensive publication"—that is, by publishing informa
tion in a manner that would preclude others from patenting it—the public interest 
would be served as well as if the Government actually patented the invention. 

This Committee will, I am sure, be lobbied to death by contractors and patent 
9/ lawyers—both in and out of Government. There will be speeches extolling the 

virtues of a giveaway patent policy in relation to the patent system; the free 
enterprise system; the nation's declining technological growth; and the problems of 
small business. These are the standard speeches which lobbyists tailor to fit special 
occasions. 

But here, the policy they advocate is contrary to the principles of free enterprise 
and competition. Rather than giving everyone in the marketplace equal access to 
publicly-financed inventions, they are advocating that the Government restrict the 
use of an invention to one company. 

Small business, for its own advantage, should be against a giveaway patent policy. 
The vast proportion of Government business goes to large contractors. In Fiscal 
Year 1976, 50 percent of the total dollar value of research and development con
tracts placed by the Department of Defense went to only ten large corporations. In 
Fiscal Year 1977, two-thirds of the $35-$40 billion defense procurement budget went 
to the top 100 contractors. As conglomerates expand, this concentration continues to 
increase. If the rights to Government-financed inventions are given away to contrac
tors, the Government itself will be promoting the concentration of economic power 
in the hands of a few large conglomerates. 

To appreciate fully the implications of a giveaway Government patent policy, one 
need only consider a hypothetical case. Suppose, with the vast sums of Government 
money that will be spent in efforts to find solutions to the energy problems, a 
contractor, at public expense, develops a technological breakthrough. What would 
an ordinary taxpayer think when he learned that this company could, for 17 years, 
legally control the dissemination, use, and pricing of this invention? 

For the reasons I have stated, I believe that the Government should have a strict 
policy of retaining, for all citizens, the rights to patents developed at taxpayer 
expense. Specifically, I recommend the following: 

1. All Government agencies should be required by law to retain patent rights, 
except in exceptional circumstances, to all inventions developed at Government 
expense. 

2. Prior to a Government agency waiving the Government's rights to any patent, 
* the Attorney General should be required to make a written determination that the 

waiver is required to obtain performance of work essential to the mission of the 
agency and that granting the waiver will not adversely affect competition or small 
business. 

P 3. All inventors should be required to certify on their patent applications that the 
invention was developed under a Government contract and duly reported; or that 
the invention was not developed under Government contracts. Criminal penalties 
should be provided for individuals or contractors who file, as their own, patents that 
have been developed at Government expense. 

STATEMENT OF ADM. H. G. RICKOVER, U.S. NAVY, TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE 
CONSTITUTION OP THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, JUNE 6, 1979 

UNIVERSITY AND SMALL BUSINESS PATENT PROCEDURES ACT 

Thank you for inviting me to testify on "The University and Small Business 
Patent Procedures Act." 
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One stated purpose of the bill is to establish a uniform Federal patent procedure 
for small businesses and universities. As I understand it, the bill provides that, in 
almost all cases, small businesses and universities may elect to retain title to 
inventions developed under their Government contracts; the Government keeps a 
nonexclusive license to use the invention for Government purposes. 

If the Government subsequently determines that the contractor is not effectively 
taking steps to achieve practical application of the invention within a reasonable 
time, the Government would have so-called "march-in rights", under which the 
Government can require the patent holder to license the invention to others. 

If in 10 years a small business or university makes more than $250,000 in after
tax profits from licensing the invention, or $2,000,000 on sales of products incorpo
rating the invention, the Government is entitled to a share of all additional pro
ceeds up to the amount of Government funds spent in making the invention. 

In my opinion, Government contractors—including small businesses and universi
ties—should not be given title to inventions developed at Government expense. 
These inventions are paid for by the public and therefore should be available for 
any citizen to use or not as he sees fit. 

In private industry, the company that pays for the work generally gets the patent 
rights. Similarly, companies generally claim title to the inventions of their employ
ees on the basis that the company pays their wages. In doing business with the 
Government, however, these same companies reverse the standard, contending that 
the patent rights should belong to the one who comes up with the idea, not the one 
who foots the bill. 

In rationalizing their claim for title or exclusive rights to Government financed 
inventions, contractors often use the age old arguments of the patent lobby; they 
claim that the Government is stifling technology by retaining title to approximately 
25,000 patents; that these patents reflect worthwhile ideas that are not being used; 
that without patent protection companies will not commercialize these inventions; 
and that the public therefore does not get the benefit of the Government's R&D 
expenditures. 

Generally, these are the arguments of patent lawyers, contractors, and those 
unable to find sponsors for their inventions. Truly good ideas tend to be used. The 
reason so many Government-owned and privately-owned patents are not used stems 
from considerations other than the need for monopoly patent rights. 

A vast majority of patents are of little or no significance. Many companies seem 
to file patents defensively; meaning that they file numerous patents for minor 
details primarily to keep someone else from getting a patent in that area or to 
discourage potential competitors. Some people file patents as status symbols; others 
simply misjudge the attractiveness of their ideas. The Patent Office itself, when in 
doubt, tends to patent questionable items on the assumption that, if the patent 
becomes important, the validity of the patent can be tested in court. 

Finally, it is almost impossible to tell the extent to which patented inventions are 
being used, particularly in the case of Government-owned patents. Government 
agencies do not have a reason to search for patent infringement. The Government, 
unlike private parties, generally has no desire to prevent others from using its 
inventions. The reasons the Government should take title to these inventions are 
primarily to ensure the Government is not subsequently barred by someone else's 
patent from using the idea; to preclude the establishment of a private monopoly for 
a publicly financed invention; and to ensure the public has equal access to these 
inventions. 

Patents are generally incidental to Government research and development work, 
not its primary purpose. When I place an R. & D. contract for a new design reactor, 
it is principally to work out the details of a design and to identify and resolve the 
problems of design, manufacture, and operation. If patentable inventions arise in 
the course of this work, they generally involve only small design features, not 
entirely new concepts. The bill however seems to be based on the notion that the 
Government-owned patents are predominantly good ideas which Government agen
cies should try to force out into the market place. The bill states "It is the policy 
and objective of the Congress to use the patent system to promote the utilization of 
inventions arising from Federally supported research or development . . ." and to 
"Protect the public against non-use or unreasonable use of inventions." (emphasis 
added) 

Under this bill, Government agencies would be expected to promote actively the 
inventions that it now owns and those that arise under new contracts. The bill 
further requires that the General Accounting Office audit these agencies annually 
and report to the Congress on their progress in this effort. 
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In my opinion, the bill overemphasizes the importance of patents and, if enacted, 
would tend to divert attention and resources of the Government agencies away from 
their main functions. Most agencies have enough trouble doing the job they were 
established to do; they should not be required to spend their time and resources 
trying to promote patents of dubious value. I believe that the decision to use or not 
use Government financed inventions is one best left for the private sector. 

The bill includes some safeguards which I believe would be cumbersome and 
ineffective. The first involves the Government's ability to force wide spread licens
ing under its so-called "march-in" rights, if a contractor who holds title to a 
Government financed invention were not satisfactorily developing and promoting it. 
The Government has had march-in rights since 1963, but to my knowledge has 
never used them. To be in a position to exercise these rights a Government agency 
would have to stay involved in the plans and actions of its patent holders and check 
up on them. If a Government agency ever decided to exercise its march-in rights 
and the patent holder contested the action, no doubt the dispute could be litigated 

* for years. For this reason I believe this safeguard is largely cosmetic. It would result 
in much additional paperwork but would probably be used no more than in the past. 

A second cumbersome and probably ineffective safeguard involves the provisions 
for return of Government investment. The proposed procedure involves keeping 

( track of how much the Government invested in the invention and what after-tax 
profits a contractor has made over a ten year period from licensing agreements or 
direct manufacturing associated with the invention. Since there are no firm stand
ards for calculating these figures, the likelihood of manipulation and disputes is 
great. To comply with provisions of this bill, Government agencies would have to set 
up organizations; issue and implement regulations; promote patents; review and 
audit contractor patent development and utilization plans; intervene when these 
plans are not carried out; negotiate agreements; audit books and records. I believe 
that these requirements will be effective only in adding much unnecessary 
paperwork. 

Contractors and patent lawyers often claim that contractors will decline Govern
ment work if they are not given title to patents they develop under the Government 
contract. My experience has been that Government patent policy is rarely the 
dominent factor in company decisions to accept or reject work. Businessmen tend to 
value the tangible benefits of profits and technical know-how from Government 
orders more than the speculative benefits of patent rights. For more than 30 years I 
have been able to obtain the R&D and manufacturing work needed for the Naval 
Nuclear Propulsion Program without having to give away Government patent 
rights. 

Although S.414 is supposed to be about universities and small businesses, there is 
another part of the bill, Section 208, which would establish patent licensing proce
dures applicable to all contractors, both large and small. Under this Section, Gov
ernment agencies would be specifically authorized to grant exclusive licenses to use 
Government-owned inventions. Under the bill, the General Services Administration 
is authorized to prescribe the regulations governing such licensing. In the past, 
questions have arisen as to the legal authority of various Government agencies to 
grant exclusive licenses to Government owned inventions or to waive the Govern
ment's rights to title in such inventions. This bill would resolve these questions in 
favor of being able to give away Government patent rights. 

Judging from the past performance of many Government agencies, the attitude of 
the Department of Commerce, and the influence of large contractors in individual 

*i Government agencies, there is no doubt in my mind that the regulations would be 
written to encourage the granting of exclusive patent rights to Government contrac
tors. The bill requires Government officials to make certain formal determinations 
prior to granting exclusive licenses. However, the bill provides a framework under 

• which Government agencies could rationalize the granting of exclusive licenses to 
large contractors. Either by getting Government agencies to waive its patent rights, 
as authorized under some of the present laws, or under the licensing regulations 
that would evolve under the proposed bill, many large contractors would be able to 
obtain—perhaps at the outset of the contract—title or exclusive licenses to inven
tions developed under their contracts with the Government. This should be 
prohibited. 

These licensing provisions of this bill are identical to the language proposed to the 
House Science and Technology Committee during the previous session of Congress 
as part of a bill to promote technology. That bill and a similar one that was 
reintroduced recently are aimed at giving both large and small contractors exclusive 
rights to inventions developed under their Government contracts. It appears that 
these same interests are trying to take advantage of the small business and Univer-
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sity title of S.414 to achieve what they so far have failed to achieve in these other 
bills. 

In summary, I believe that inventions paid for by the Government should belong 
to the public, and all citizens should have an equal opportunity to use the inven
tions, private firms, particularly large companies, should not be able to get a 17-year 
monopoly on inventions they develop with tax dollars. When Government agencies 
routinely grant contractors exclusive rights to use such inventions, it promotes 
greater concentration of economic power in the hands of large corporations; it 
impedes the development and dissemination of technology; it is costly to the taxpay
er; and it hurts small business. 

I testified in more detail on the general subject of Government patent policy as it 
affects small business before the Senate Small Business Committee on December 19, 
1977. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would appeciate having that state
ment included as part of my testimony today. 

I recognize that despite my convictions on this subject, there often is strong 
sentiment in the Congress to do something special for small businesses or Universi- k 
ties. If you do decide to provide more favorable treatment for them, I recommend 
that you do so in a manner which ensures that small businesses and Universities, 
rather than large contractors, in fact have priority or at least equal access to 
inventions developed at Government expense. To accomplish this, I recommend that 
S.414 be modified as follows: 

(1) Require that the Government retain title to all inventions developed at Gov
ernment expense. 

(2) Give small businesses and Universities an automatic 5-year exclusive license to 
inventions they develop under their Government contracts. At the end of this period 
the invention would fall in the public domain. This would provide limited protection 
but not a 17-year monopoly. It would also obviate the need for the cumbersome 
safeguard provisions of the present bill, e.g. "March-in rights," "return of Govern
ment investment," and the vast administrative effort associated with them. 

(3) Revise the preamble to eliminate any implication that Government agencies 
should (a) actively and indiscriminately promote all inventions arising from Federal
ly supported research or development, and (b) "protect the public against non-
use . . . of inventions." Only a small portion of the inventions patented by Govern
ment or industry turn out to be worthwhile. 

(4) Prohibit agencies from waiving the Government's rights to take title to patents 
development at Government expense. Whenever such waivers are granted, small 
businesses or other firms are foreclosed from the opportunity to use the invention. 

(5) Prohibit contracts which automatically provide to the contractor exclusive 
licenses to any inventions developed under the contract, except as indicated in 
paragraph (2) above. Other firms should at least have an equal opportunity to use 
the invention non-exclusively or bid for the exclusive right to use it. 

(6) Require that the Commerce Department publicize the availability of patents to 
which the Government has title for a period of six months. If no one requests a non
exclusive license, the rights to an exclusive license could be granted to the highest 
bidder with small businesses having priority in the bidding. 

(7) Eliminate the statutory requirement for the GAO to conduct an annual review 
of agency performance in the area of patents. It does not seem appropriate to 
include this as a permanent requirement of the law. 

In my opinion the effects of Government patent policy are continually exaggerat
ed and overplayed by the patent lawyers and contractors who have a vested interest 
in the matter. Proposed changes regarding ownership and use of patents developed 
at Government expense are always presented under the banner of high sounding 
principles and purposes. Having observed this issue for many years, I am thorough
ly convinced that almost all of such proposed changes are contrary to the best 
interests of the United States. . 

The basic principle embodied in present laws is that the Government should have * 
title to inventions developed with Government funds. That is a sound principle I 
fully support. It should be modified, waived, or otherwise tampered with only for 
compelling reasons—and even then with great care and in the most limited way 
needed to accomplish the purpose. 

[The following information was subsequently received for the 
record:] 

QUESTIONS OF SENATOR SCHMITT AND THE ANSWERS THERETO 

Question. As you are undoubtedly aware, there has been a growing concern over 
what is an apparent decline in the rate of American innovation and productivity. 
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Numerous indicators point to a slowing down of U.S. productivity gains relative to 
our major foreign competitors. For example, the difference between foreign patents 
granted to Americans and American patents granted to foreigners has dropped 47% 
between 1966 and 1975. Moreover, from the mid-1950's to the mid-1960's, the U.S. 
share of major innovations dropped from 80% to 54%. Do you agree there is a need 
to stimulate innovation and productivity growth, and, if so, what role does the 
Federal Government's patent policy play in this process? 

Answer. The statistics reflect the growing technological sophistication of other 
industrial nations and is not necessarily indicative of declining U.S. technology. I 
believe the concept of public ownership and free availability of publicly-funded 
inventions as embodied in existing U.S. laws leads to the widest dissemination and 
use of new technology. 

From an historical perspective, increased R&D competition should have been 
anticipated. The U.S. created and nurtured its own competition. At the conclusion 
of World War II, the economies of the industrialized nations, with the exception of 

' the U.S., were essentially destroyed. The U.S. had a large, intact industrial base and 
extensive R&D programs. It provided technical and economic aid to other countries 
and helped them build modern industrial facilities. It should not be surprising that 
these nations are now competitive with the U.S. in the world marketplace. 

ft Question. Current Federal patent policy is reflected in more than 20 different 
statutory provisions, two executive orders, and innumberable regulations. Often-
time, a single agency operates under several different patent policies. Delays in 
processing normal waiver applications can take up to several years. Witnesses 
before our Subcommittee have complained that this situation is confusing, costly, 
and counterproductive. In your view, are the Government's current patent policies 
effective and do they operate in the "public interest"? If not, what changes would 
you suggest? 

Answer. I agree that current Federal patent policy is complicated, disjointed, and 
in many cases does not benefit the public. I have recommended a uniform Federal 
patent policy under which the Government would retain title to all inventions 
developed at public expense; Government agencies would be prohibited from waiv
ing Government patent rights; and the Commerce Department would be required to 
publicize the availability of each Government patent and to grant non-exclusive 
licenses to those who express an interest in using the invention on this basis. 
Exclusive license could be granted on a competitive bidding basis in the event no 
one requests a non-exclusive license. 

Question. In your statement, you express the opinion that the Government should 
take title to inventions to preclude the establishment of a private monopoly for a 
publicly financed invention. Can you provide the Committee with any data, statis
tics, or other evidence which would substantiate your belief? 

Answer. The Government creates a monopoly any time it grants a contractor 
exclusive rights to a publicly funded invention. From that point on, the contractor 
can prevent others from using the invention except on terms the contractor dictates. 
Sound public policy dictates that inventions developed at Government expense 
should be freely available for use by any citizen. In cases where the Government 
concludes the public interest would be best served by granting exclusive rights, 
every citizen should be given an equal opportunity to bid on them. 

Question. A recently released Report on Government Patent Policy prepared by 
the Federal Council for Science and Technology concluded that there has been a 
steady decline in the rate of inventive activity for both Government contractors and 

* Federal employees. The number of invention disclosures reported as a result of the 
Government's R&D effort has dropped nearly 50% from 12,869 in FY 1968 to a low 
of 6,839 in FY 1975. What significance would you attach to these figures? To what 
would you attribute this apparent decline in domestic inventive activity. 

* Answer. There is no way to know why Government patent disclosures declined 
through 1975. However, the decline in patent disclosures is not necessarily indica
tive of a loss in creativity. There are several reasons that could account for the 
decline. 

It can reflect the fact that many Federal agencies are lax in seeing that their 
contractors disclose inventions developed under their Government contracts. The 
technical people in charge of individual programs must be encouraged to have an 
interest in, and a sense of responsibility for invention disclosures. 

It can also reflect selective disclosure by contractors. Contractors involved in 
Government and commercial work may be taking credit on commercial work for 
inventions that actually had their origin under Government contracts. For example, 
contractors participating in Government-funded Independent Research and Develop
ment programs are able to claim inventions as their own that are developed in this 
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program and to slide inventions originating in other Government work under this 
umbrella. 

Question. As you know, Senators Bayh and Dole have introduced a bill, S. 414, the 
Small Business and Universities Patent Procedures Act, which, with certain excep
tions, would permit small business and university contractors to retain patent rights 
to inventions made in the course of Federal contracts. Would you give the Subcom
mittee your views on this legislation? 

Answer. I testified before Senator Bayh's subcommittee on the Constitution re
garding S. 414 on June 6, 1979. I testified that while I believed Government funded 
inventions should be freely made available to the public, I recognized that Congress 
sometimes felt the need to provide special assistance to small businesses. Under the 
guse of helping small businesses however, S. 414 included provisions which instead 
give large contractors the advantage. If that is not the intent, and the purpose of S. 
414 is to help small businesses, it should be revised as follows: 

(1) require that the Government retain title to all inventions developed at Govern
ment expense. 

(2) give small businesses and universities an automatic 5-year exclusive license to 
inventions they develop under their Government contracts. At the end of this period 
the invention would fall in the public domain. This would provide limited protec
tion, but not a 17 year monopoly. It would also obviate the need for the cumbersome 
safeguard provisions of the present bill, e.t. "march-in rights," "return of Govern
ment investment," and the vast administrative effort associated with them. 

(3) revise the preamble to eliminate any implication that Government agencies 
should (a) actively and indiscriminately promote all inventions arising from Federal
ly supported research or development, and (b) "protect the public against non-use 
. . . of inventions." Only a small portion of the inventions patented by Government 
or industry turn out to be worthwhile. 

(4) prohibit agencies from waiving the Government's rights to take title to patents 
developed at Government expense. Whenever such waivers are granted, small busi
nesses or other firms are foreclosed from the opportunity to use the inventions. 

(5) prohibit contracts which automatically provide to the contractor exclusive 
licenses to any inventions developed under the contract, except as indicated in 
paragraph (2) above. Other firms should at least have an equal opportunity to use 
the invention non-exclusively or bid for the exclusive right to use it. 

(6) require that the Commerce Department publicize the availability of patents to 
which the Government has title for a period of six months. If no one requests a non
exclusive license, the rights to an exclusive license could be granted to the highest 
bidder with small businesses having priority in the bidding. 

(7) eliminate the statutory requirement for the GAO to conduct an annual review 
of agency performance in the area of patents. It does not seem appropriate to 
include this as a permanent requirement of the law. 

Question. In your statement you expressed the opinion that most patents are of 
little or no significance. If this is so, what is the justification for the costly programs 
which are currently needed to administer the present patent policies? Also, if the 
inventions are worthless, why are you so concerned about the rights which the 
contractor might acquire in these supposedly worthless inventions? 

Answer. My experience has been that most patents have little or no significance. 
However, it does not follow that all patents under government contracts are, or will 
be, worthless. 

For those that are worthwhile, it would be wrong to give one contractor exclusive 
control over that invention simply because the contractor was fortunate enough to 
have obtained a Government contract to do the work. Another important considera
tion is that if contractors were allowed to retain patent rights under Government 
contracts, many contractors would patent trivial ideas not because they thought the 
concept important but to further encumber other companies from being able to 
enter into that line of business. 

If the Government were to adopt a policy of giving its contractors exclusive rights 
to inventions developed under their government contracts, those contractors with 
the largest amount of Government-funded R&D work would undoubtedly end up 
with the most patents. In effect, the government would be helping to limit competi
tion rather than enhance it. Such a.policy would encourage even greater concentra
tion of economic power in the hands of large corporations. 

Question. The President's recently - announced proposal for Government patent 
policy would, as you have suggested, give title to the Government but it would also 
give the contractor an automatic exclusive license for the life of the patents in the 
"field of use" of the contractor. What is your personal view of that policy approach? 
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Answer. For all the reasons outlined in my statement and in the answers to the 
prior questions, I do not agree that contractors should be given an automatic 
exclusive license for the life of a government owned patent in the "field of use." The 
proposal to retain public ownership of a patent's title while granting exclusive use 
to a contractor is a facade. I do not think that it is wise for the government to get in 
the position where it invests billions of dollars in research and development pro
grams—which are supposedly aimed at the nation's foremost problem areas—only 
to give contractors sole control over the application of the results for the next 17 
years. 

"March-in rights" are once again advanced in the proposal as the means to 
protect the public. As I have noted before, march-in rights have been in existence 
since 1963 and have not been used. This lack of use speaks stronger than any 
theoretical argument over the protection they provide. Furthermore, concern has 
been expressed over the administrative system currently required to oversee Gov
ernment patents, yet no consideration has been given to the far larger system that 
would be necessary for the Government to adequately police publicly owned patents 
controlled by Government contractors. 

Question. In the United States the typical employment contract requires the 
employee to assign his or her rights to the company pursuant to the a pre-employ
ment agreement. As presently drafted, S. 1215 would not affect the existing contrac
tual relationship between the Government contractor and the employee-inventor. In 
your view, is there a need to provide greater incentives to the employee-inventor 
who has assigned his rights to the company? Is this a matter which should be dealt 
with by Federal legislation? 

Answer. I do not believe there is a need for the federal government to provide 
greater incentive to the employee-inventor who has assigned his rights to the 
company. My experience has been that good ideas will come to the surface without 
the need for special incentives. 

In any event, most companies have incentive programs for their employees. 
Moreover, any company concerned about increasing its size or enhancing its profit
ability will encourage and aggressively pursue ideas generated by its employees. 
Often overlooked in the continuing debate over Government patent policy is the 
need for any R&D contractor to demonstrate its ability to originate new processes 
and to make improvements to existing processes in order to justify follow-on con
tracts. This alone requires a contractor to encourage its employees to be innovative. 

It is worth noting the double standard that pertains in this area. The patent lobby 
creates the impression that companies cannot be creative unless they can get 
exclusive rights to patents developed under government contracts. Yet, they appar
ently find no difficulty in reconciling this position with the fact that companies 
require their employees to assign patent rights without any apparent concern over 
employee creativity. 

QUESTIONS OP SENATOR LONG AND THE ANSWERS THERETO 

Question. As I understand it, contractors who do research for the Government get 
a share of their research overhead paid for by the Government. Often they can train 
a staff of research workers and hold them in reserve for the time when they use 
them on their own private research projects. In addition, the research staff and the 
records of the contractor constitute a body of "know-how" which inevitably remains 
the property of the contractor and may be a very valuable asset. 

Am I correct in this understanding? 
Answer. Yes, sir. Government contractors receive funds, primarily through the 

DOD, for Independent Research and Development. These funds are given to the 
contractors to do any R&D they wish with only a broad requirement that there be 
some potential application to Government programs. 

Contractors consistently abuse this concept. I have testified many times concern
ing these abuses. 

Question. It is also riskless: is it not? 
Answer. Yes, sir. There is no risk involved because no product is required from 

the contractor. 
Question. Then, the contractor has a substantial competitive edge on possible 

competitors both in the commercialization of an invention or in securing future 
research contracts. Isn't that so? 

Answer. There is no doubt that the Independent Research and Development 
payments give Government contractors advantages over companies without Govern
ment contracts. 
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Question. Do you have any specific or concrete examples of business firms that 
have withheld their research services from the Government because of their inabil
ity to receive patents on Government research? 

Answer. No, sir. In fact, for my program contractors are constantly urging me to 
give them more work. Contractors know that I will not waive Government owner
ship of patent rights. Therefore, they do not attempt to scare me by stating they 
will not take my work unless they get the patent rights. 

Question. Do you know of any case of an important product or process which 
people need and for which there is a demand, not being commercialized because of 
absence of monopoly rights? 

Answer. I personally do not know of any valuable inventions that have not been 
marketed because of the Government's patent policy. 

Question. So you would not give the patent away just to commercialize a product? 
If it is important, if it is needed, it will be produced. Is that right? 

Answer. Yes, sir. 
Question. One of the arguments used to justify giving away patent monopolies on 

Government-financed research is that exclusive rights; that is, patent monopolies, 
will bring about maximum utilization of the invention. 

How can you maximize utilization if the contractor is put in a position to exclude 
other citizens, other members of the public, from practicing the invention? 

In other words, the patent, which is a restrictive device, will do just the opposite, 
will it not? 

Answer. Yes, sir. I believe it will. The purpose of a patent is to reward and give 
incentive to inventor who must fund their own work. The inventor is rewarded with 
a monopoly. This is a tradeoff by the public—eliminating competition for a set 
period in return for the inventor having assumed the risk of devising the invention. 
When the Government finances the work this is no longer necessary. The public has 
paid for the invention and should not be penalized. 

When the Government finances an invention, I believe free dissemination of 
technical information is the best way to promote technology. 

Question. Small business gets only a very small amount of research and develop
ment dollars—perhaps only 3 to 5 percent. 

If the Government were to give contractors patent monopolies on publicly fi
nanced research and development, is not the Government actually shutting small 
businesses out of some of the most dynamic areas of our economy? 

And would this policy not increase economic concentration and monopoly and 
ultimately destroy competition in many areas? 

Answer. Yes, sir. The bulk of Government R&D work goes to large corporations. 
This increases economic concentration and hurts small business. The proposed bill 
would exacerbate this problem by giving these large corporations patent rights to 
Government financed inventions. 

I testified to Senator Bayh's Subcommittee on the Constitution that, if Congress 
believes small business should be aided, small businesses should be allowed to retain 
an exclusive 5-year license to inventions they conceive under Government contracts. 
This would give them a shelter to develop a market without creating a long term 
monopoly. 

Question. S. 1215 provides that when patents are given to the contractor—and in 
most cases it will be very large firms—information about what the contractor is 
doing with the Government research and development will be withheld from the 
public. 

Would you care to comment on this provision? 
Answer. The proposed bill provides that the Government withhold information 

until the contractor files for a patent. This is wrong and is part of the giveaway of 
publicly funded inventions. In effect, the Government would not only give the 
contractor the patent rights to these inventions but would aid and protect them 
while they obtained patents. 

Question. The very distinguished economist Dr. Wassily Leontief (now retired frm 
Harvard University), the developer of the input-output techniques and analysis, 
testified before my monopoly subcommittee in 1963 that: 

"A high license fee charged by the holder of a patent for its use causes some of 
the potential users of the new idea to spend time and money on research aimed at 
circumventing it. Such "inventing around" the patent is exactly like choosing a 
country road when there is a highway, just because you cannot afford to pay a toll. 
When this happens, the cost of technological advance are raised and its speed is 
slowed down." 

Do you see this as a possible danger if patents ar given away to the contractor? 
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Answer. Yes, sir. I see no reason why anyone should have to "invent around" a 
patent that has been developed at public expense. Anyone should be able to use 
publicly funded ideas. 

Question. Would you agree with Dr. Leontief that an open-door policy in respect 
to inventions resulting from work done under Governmental contract would speed 
our technological progress considerably? 

Answer. Yes, sir. I believe the best way to facilitate the dissemination of technol
ogy developed under Government contracts is by making this technology freely 
available to the public rather than giving a single contractor monopoly rights over 
the invention. 

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.] 
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SUMMARY 

In general, the patent system has served the country well. Major overhaul of the 
patent system is not recommended. Nevertheless, some modification to the system 
could have a beneficial effect on innovation. The most serious problems with the 
patent system are the uncertainty about the reliability of patents and the long time 
and high costs associated with resolving such uncertainty through litigation. When 
proper consideration is given to these problems as they relate to those independent 
inventors and small businesses whose success—and indeed very existence—depends 
upon the innovation process, it becomes clear some changes must occur. These 
problems deter investment of the money required to commercialize an invention (a 
necessary and expensive step in the innovative process). It is here that modifications 
to the patent system can have their most beneficial impact. Steps should be taken to 
increase the assurance that a patent is a valuable piece of property, something that 
offers protection to subsequent investment. 

The committee has identified four major goals to which attention must be ad
dressed to enhance the innovation process through improvement of the present 
patent system: 

1. Enhancement of the reliability of the patent grant to the inventor and those 
investing in the commercialization of his invention; 

•Member of the Working Group on Patent Policy. 
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2. Reduction in the cost—both in time and money—of judicial enforcement of the 
rights derived from the patent; 

3. Extension of the availability of commercial exclusivity derived from patents to 
technological advances presently denied patentability; and 

4. Development of systems transferring the commercial rights to government 
supported inventions to those in the private sector capable of their innovation. 

We have three major recommendations to improve the reliability of the patent 
grant. 

(1) Upgrade the Patent Office by: 
(a) Providing an adequate examining staff to assure a rigorous high quality 

examination. This would increase confidence in the patents that are issued. 
(6) Providing modern search tools that increase the probability of finding the 

relevant prior art. This would be a cost-effective investment by reducing search time 
per examiner, as well as reducing the frequency of subsequent proceedings to argue 
the prior art. 

(2) Provide a reexamination process—available to all interested parties—in order 
to ensure that the patentability of the invention described in the patent has been 
considered by the Patent Office in the light of all relevant prior printed publica
tions. 

(3) Provide a central court to hear patent appeals. This would provide greater 
consistency in judicial decisions, thus reducing uncertainty. 

To reduce the present cost of judicial enforcement of the patent grant, a request 
should be directed to the Supreme Court, and the Judicial Conference, to require 
each federal court to exercise a high degree of control over the conduct of patent 
litigation, with particular concern for the time and expense of discovery. 

To foster commercialization of inventions made in governmental laboratories, 
under government research contracts and in university laboratories supported with 
federal funds, the subcommittee recommends that the commercial rights in such 
inventions be structured in a manner capable of being transferred to industry— 
small or large—to insure capital investment in their development. Such transfers 
should be subject to a license right reserved to the government to insure no further 
payment for governmental use of the invention. 

The subcommittee also recommends clarifying the statutory standard of patent
ability and permitting licensees to agree not to attack the validity of licensed 
patents. An adequate extension of the patent term should be provided when com
mercialization of patented inventions is delayed due to federal regulations. 

The subcommittee recommends establishment of foreign policy which encourages 
other countries to provide United States innovators the right to obtain enforceable 
patent rights, thus extending the incentive to commercialize United States innova
tions in international markets. 

Further, study should begin of the appropriate extension of patent rights to 
presently unpatentable technological advances, with consideration to be given to 
patentability of new life forms for industrial applications, use-specific chemical 
formulations based upon unpatentable biologically active ingredients and computer 
software. 

SECTION 1 

BACKGROUND 

The United States has been the leading innovative nation in modern times and 
has created many new industries. One need only look at the major new industries 
started within the last fifty years, such as those involving electronics, laser, antibi
otics, synthetic fibers, instant photography and xerography. There is still room for 
further innovation and it will continue if provided with a proper environment. Such 
ah environment existed for years and produced outstanding results. Our patent 
system contributed significantly to an environment which promotes innovation. [1] 
Unfortunately, there have been disturbing recent indications that there has been a 
decrease in the rate of 'innovation and in that portion of the R& J investment 
devoted to new product lines and basic research. 

Capital investment is growing more slowly in the U.S. than it is elsewhere: 14 
percent in the U.S., 30 percent in Japan, 20 percent in Germany, and the U.S. 
trading position, even in high technology products, has deteriorated. 

An even more dramatic indicator of the innovation decline is evidenced by the 
recent decrease in investment capital obtained by businesses. This decline can be 
readily seen from the following table that shows the capital acquired by firms with 
less than $5 million in net worth from public offerings since 1969: 
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Year and number of offerings: 
1969—548 
1970—209 
1971—224 
1972—418 
1973—69 
1974—8 
1975—4 

The catastrophic decline in capital obtained by small businesses is apparent, and 
the trend extends to other sources of small business financing, including profession
ally managed venture capital sources and high-risk investments by individuals. 

There has been a net decline in total United States expenditures for R&D, as 
measured in constant dollars, since about 1970. [2], [3] That decline was the result of 
a significant cutback on R&D spending by the federal government in the last ten 

4 years, particularly in aerospace research. Industrial R&D has shown an average 
real growth rate of about 2 to 3 percent annually. The data do not suggest a 
decrease in resources applied to R&D by the private sector. However, some analysts 
support the idea that there has been a shift in the emphasis of R&D from a search 

0 for new technology to upgrading existing technology and compliance with govern
ment regulations. 

The high technology industries have the largest concentration of R&D effort. The 
ratio of R&D expenditure as a percent of sales has remained fairly constant, the 
ratio being higher for high technology corporations than low technology corpora
tions. 

Despite the fact that U.S. industrial R&D has not declined, in high technology 
areas there has been a substantial increase in the number of patents granted to 
foreign companies. Of the patents granted to United States residents in high tech
nology areas, the large majority are owned by corporations and very few by individ
uals. In certain high technology fields, such as drugs and chemicals, about 90 
percent of the patents are assigned to corporations, rather than individuals. [4] 
Individuals tend to own relatively more patents in less technical areas. At least in 
part, this is explained by the high cost and complexities of doing research in high 
technology areas, again underlining the need for effective patent support in these 
innovative businesses. 

The total number of patents issued annually has declined since 1971 [5] suggesting 
a decline in innovation; however, when considered on the basis of filing dates, the 
changes are small, with only a slight downward trend. There has been an increase 
in the number of patents granted annually to foreign residents and a decrease in 
the number of patents granted to United States residents. The share of U.S. patents 
issued to foreign applicants has doubled in the last 14 years. These data suggest that 
inventors in other countries are becoming more active, rather than a sharp decline 
in the rate of United States invention. Further, the data suggest that United States 
innovators are facing increased competition from innovators in other countries. 

Individuals and the full range of firm sizes, from small to large, are important to 
the innovation process. An adequate patent system is important to all, and is often 
critically important to individuals and small firms. 

Some studies have shown that small firms produce major innovations at a higher 
rate than large firms, [6] although it has been suggested that larger firms may have 
fewer major innovations per R&D dollar because they produce more expensive 

* innovations. [7] 
Small firms tend to put to commercial use a higher percentage of their patented 

inventions than larger firms, [8] although both large and small firms report about 
the same percentage of patented inventions as being useful when, in addition to 

p commercial use, licensing and other purposes are considered. [9] Patented inven
tions appear to have a greater effect on reducing costs of commercial production in 
large firms, [10] but a greater effect on increasing sales in smaller firms. [11] Both 
large and small firms report that the net return on patented inventions varies over 
an extremely wide range, [12] which is some evidence that the number of patents, as 
such, fails to meaningfully measure the worth of patented inventions. [13] Large 
and small firms which have a higher utilization of patents tend to experience 
greater sales growth than firms with a lesser utilization of patents. [14] 

Eighty-five percent of United States exports are made by only one percent of 
United States companies. [15] There is a strong correlation between exporting and 
R&D in the United States. There is a positive trade balance in R&D intensive 
products and a negative trade balance in non-R&D intensive products. [16] There is 
also a positive trade balance in technology transfer. [17] A positive relationship 
appears between increased exports to foreign countries and patent filing in respec-
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tive countries of export; i.e., the more patents, the more subsequent exports. [18] 
Improvements in our ability to innovate could have a significant impact on our 
balance of trade. 

About fifty percent of all litigated patents are held invalid, which is virtually the 
same outcome as in many other fields of litigation, such as wills, land titles and 
contracts; [19] however, a higher percentage (about sixty-five to seventy percent) of 
appealed patent cases result in holdings of patent invalidity.[20] [21] Patent litiga
tion is extremely expensive; members of the committee who handle patent litigation 
report that they advise clients to be prepared to spend at least $250,000 for patent 
litigation. 

Stimulation of innovation by the patent system 
Our subcommittee concludes that the patent system is an essential element in our 

free enterprise system and has made a significant contribution to the economic 
development of our country.[22] This is so well accepted by the members of our 
subcommittee, who have worked for many years directly with the patent system, 
that we tend to take it for granted. Studies have concluded that the patent system 
has performed well its Constitutional mandate to promote the progress of . . . 
useful arts." [23][24][25] These and other studies set out many well-known examples 
which illustrate how the patent system has stimulated the decision to commercialize 
inventions, resulting in large financial gains for individuals, firms, and the country 
(e.g., taxes and jobs). Many less well known examples of important inventions 
commercialized at least in part as a result of the patent system, and which have 
resulted in more modest financial rewards, appear in reported tax rules. [26] 

Several qualitative studies [27] [28] including recent studies by the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office and the Industrial Research Institute [29] [30] have 
concluded that the patent system, while fundamentally sound, could be strength
ened so that it does a better job in promoting decisions to commercialize inventions. 
While the subcommittee can cite no rigorous evidence which establishes that 
changes in the patent system would have a major impact on the rate of R&D, there 
is a consensus among the members of the subcommittee that the availability of 
reliable patents has an impact on the focus of R&D and on decisions to invest in the 
commercialization of patented products. 

Continuing efforts by governmental spokesmen within the Department of Justice 
and the Federal Trade Commission to limit the available methods of commercially 
using patent rights has had the effect of reducing the usefulness of patents in 
raising capital, especially for the purpose of completing the innovation process by 
commercializing an invention. 

One of the ways to encourage investment to complete the innovation process by 
commercializing inventions is by reducing the risks involved in decisions to commer
cialize. The risks of commercializing inventions can be reduced if the inventions are 
the subject of reliable patents [31] and if uncertainties relating to the utilization of 
patent rights can be resolved quickly and inexpensively. Also, the availability of 
reliable patents encourages decisions to disclose inventions through the patent 
system; and, disclosure of inventions to patents appears to exert a stimulative effect 
on competitive R&D. [32] 

The subcommittee has identified four major goals to which attention must be 
addressed to enhance the innovation process through improvement of the present 
patent system. 

(1) Enhancement of the reliability of the patent grant to the inventor and those 
investing in the commercialization of his invention; 

(2) Reduction in the cost—both in time and money—of judicial enforcement of the 
rights derived from the patent; 

(3) Extension of the availability of commercial exclusivity derived from patents to 
new technological advances; and 

(4) Development of systems transferring the commercial rights to government 
supported inventions to those in the private sector capable of their innovation. 

Sections 2 and 3 of this report set out the subcommittee's recommendations to 
enhance the innovation process by improving the patent system in the above-
identified areas. 

NOTES 

1. Robert F. Dale and James K. Huntoon, "A Cost-Benefit Study of the Domestic 
and International Patent Systems", "Idea," Volume 3, No. 3, Fall 1967, page 351, 
used several different methods to approximate the benefits of the United States 
patent system, which resulted in benefit-cost ratios ranging from 5:1 to 50:1, with 
monetary benefits in the range of $2 to $15 billion annually (page 405). 
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tics to gauge court attitudes. The number of appellate patent decisions is simply too 
small to justify the drawing of any conclusions, as some of the reporters of statistics 
have themselves cautioned in their reports. The number of patents adjudicated by 
the appellate courts between 1968 and 1972, for example, was less than one-third of 
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SECTION 2 

PROPOSALS WITH MAJOR IMPACT ON INNOVATION 

This Section contains those proposals which the subcommittee feels would have a 
major impact on stimulating innovation. All members of the subcommittee urge 
prompt implementation of the substance of these proposals. 

PROPOSAL I 

Upgrade the Patent and Trademark Office 
The subcommittee strongly recommends that the Patent and Trademark Office 

(PTO) be given sufficient funds and resources to thoroughly and carefully process 
patent applications so that the reliability of resulting patents is greatly improved 
and the enforceability of such patents is enhanced. 

PTO patent examiners presently spend an average of 15 hours in examining each 
patent application, including reviewing and understanding the disclosure and the 
claims; conducting a search of the prior art, including U.S. and foreign patents and 
the literature; writing an action either allowing or rejecting some or all of the 
claims, and giving reasons why the claims are believed to be unpatentable; review
ing the response filed by the applicant or his attorney to such action; conducting a 
further search and either granting or refusing the patent. In the latter event, 
"another action is prepared again setting forth the reasons for rejection so that the 
applicant can decide whether an appeal should be taken. 

The most important part of the examination procedure is the search of the prior 
art by the examiner. This is done manually by him. Because of time pressures 
placed on the examiner and the inherent limitation of the examiner's search file, he 
cannot search all of the literature published throughout the world which may 
contain pertinent references. 

Failure by the U.S. examiner to find and cite pertinent prior art results in the 
issuance of patents which contain claims that do not accurately define the scope of 
protection to which the invention is entitled, and thus are not given a high degree 
of acceptance in practice and are more vulnerable to attack in the courts. Infringers 
involved in patent litigation and who cite prior art not cited by the examiner (even 
art that is not more pertinent than the cited art) have greater success in convincing 
courts to invalidate the patents over such new prior art. 

The PTO handles approximately 103,000 new patent applications per year with a 
staff of 3,000 people (approximately^ 1,000 examiners) and a budget of $93 million. By 
contrast, the European Patent Office (EPO) is projecting an annual load of 40,000 
patent application filings with a staff of 3,000 people and a budget of $115 million. 
Such an EPO budget, if scaled up to handle the load handled by the PTO, would be 
two and a half times the current PTO budget. 

In light of the foregoing, the subcommittee submits that the PTO should be given 
the funds' and resources to improve its examination procedure and thereby to 
enhace the validity and enforceability of U.S. patents. Such improvement should 
include expansion of the PTO examining corps to permit more thorough searching 
of the prior art without increased application pendency. Emphasis should be placed 
on the quality of the patent examination and not on quantity of applications 
examined. The PTO should expand its quality control program to review a greater 

1 If the PTO is given increased funding, consideration should be given to raising at least a 
portion of such funding through higher fees. The Government Accounting Office has proposed 
that the PTO recover in fees 55 percent of its costs (it now recovers 32 percent of its costs; see 
Chemical and Engineering News, November 27, 1978). The subcommittee feels, however, that 
excessively high fees could constitute a disincentive to innovate on the part of individual 
inventors and small firms. Any steps taken to raise additional income from PTO operations 
should, accordingly, give special consideration to providing relief for individuals and small 
firms. 
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sampling of allowed patent applications, thus ensuring more uniformity in the 
quality of the issued patents, furthermore, the PTO should improve the integrity 
and completeness of the PTO's primary search tools, i.e. the patent search file and 
its scientific library. 

The subcommittee further recommends that the PTO develop, have developed or 
use an available computerized patent and prior art search system to better assure 
the finding and consideration of the closest prior art by the examiner. By developing 
such a system, eventually containing all U.S. and foreign patents and publications 
and constantly updating it as new references are received, the PTO not only will 
assure that substantially complete prior art searches can be done by examiners but, 
if such data base was made available to inventors and their patent attorneys, many 
patent applications would never be filed because of art located in such search. Those 
that were filed would more readily distinguish the invention over the closest prior 
art, leading to less protracted prosecution in the PTO. The value of such a data base 
to inventors and industry should not be overlooked. By locating and obtaining copies 
of references in a particular area, there would no longer be any occasion to reinvent 
the wheel and that time and energy could be spent in further innovations over 
those already known. 

This subcommittee also recommends legislation which would obligate the Treas
ury to earmark certain patent and trademark fees for use by the Patent and 
Trademark Office, such as H.R. 13628, introduced on July 27, 1978 by Representa
tive Peter Rodino (D-NJ). Under the proposed legislation, certain patent and trade
mark fees would be credited to the PTO appropriation and would be used to pay the 
costs of PTO products (e.g., copies) and services (e.g., examination and registration). 
In the past, the fee monies have not been earmarked for PTO use. 

The bill would also give the Commissioner greater authority to set the fees for 
PTO products and services. Under current law, many fees must be set by Congress. 

PROPOSAL II 

Provide for reexamination of patents 
One of the fundamental problems of the existing patent system is that pertinent 

prior art is very often found after the patent has issued and has become commer
cially important. At this point in time, additional prior art, not considered by the 
PTO, is often found which creates uncertainty concerning the enforceability of the 
patent. Such uncertainty often deters the patent owner or licensee from commer
cializing the invention. Such uncertainty can also deter commercialization by an 
interested party who cannot quickly and cheaply assess the value of the patent. 
Litigation is slow and very expensive. Such uncertainty coupled with such expense 
can be utilized by infringers to avoid respecting the patent property, especially 
those owned by independent inventors and small businesses, which in turn reduced 
the value of patents as an incentive to innovate. Therefore, a need exists for a fast, 
inexpensive method for increasing the certainty as to the enforceability and scope of 
a patent. 

Accordingly, the subcommittee proposes that the PTO initiate a system for the 
reexamination of U.S. patents by any party requesting such reexamination during 
the life of the patent. The reexamination system should provide for submission of 
written arguments by the patentee and other interested persons concerning patent
ability over prior patents or printed publications. Such reexamination should be 
handled on an expedited basis by the PTO so that a prompt decision can be 
rendered. If the claims are held to be patentable over the cited art, the p.esumption 
of validity of the patent is enhanced and patentees and interested parties would 
have a clearer idea about the strength of the patent, without resorting to litigation. 
In some instances, the reexamination procedure should help avoid litigation costs. 

If the patent claims where held to be invalid over the cited art, the patentee 
would have the right to amend his claims and to define his invention more accurate
ly or assert his position to the Board of Appeals and, on appeal, to the Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals or the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia. 

This reexamination system would be available whether or not the patent to be 
reexamined was already involved in litigation. In such case, however, it would be 
solely within the court's discretion as to whether the litigation should be stayed 
pending the reexaminaiton, so as to avoid undue delays in obtaining a final court 
adjudication. 

The importance of having prior art relied upon to invalidate a patent reviewed in 
the first instance by the PTO, when obtainable without delay of infringement 
litigation, cannot be too highly emphasized. Indeed, reliable statistics suggest that a 
significantly higher percentage of litigated patents are held invalid where prior art 
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relied on in court was not previously considered by the PTO than was the case 
where the prior art had been so considered.1 

The subcommittee recommends enactment of suitable legislation' to fully imple
ment the reexamination system; in the interim, the subcommittee encourages the 
Commissioner to use his rule-making authority to institute reexamination to the 
fullest extent possible. 

The net effect of this subcommittee's proposal for reexaminaiton would be to 
provide a simple, inexpensive method of greatly improving the quality and reliabil
ity of those U.S. patents which have demonstrated commercial value and to avoid 
expensive and wasteful procedures with resepct to non-commercial developments. It 
would also provide a system whereby competitors of the patentee can request a 
more accurate definition of the invention (claims) as guidance in their efforts to 
legitimately compete with the patentee.3 

PROPOSAL III 

Provide a specilized appellate court for patent cases 
This subcommittee favors a centralized national court with exclusive appellate 

jurisdiction (subject to Supreme Court review) over patent-related cases as a vehicle 
for insuring a more uniform interpretation of the patent laws and thus contributing 
meaningfully and positively to predicting the strength of patents. 

The present judicial system for reviewing patent disputes has generated extensive 
differences in the various circuits' application of the patent law which has inordi
nately increased litigation expenses (by encouraging forum shopping) and made it 
extremely difficult for patent lawyers to advise their clients as to the likelihood of 
success in a given case. 

It is the view of this subcommittee that the uniformity and reliability made 
possible by a centralized patent court would contribute meaningfully to decisions to 
file patent applications and to commercialize inventions, thereby improving indus
trial innovation in the United States. Consistent decisions in patent cases would 
greatly aid attorneys in advising their clients as to the strength of patents, thus 
reducing uncertainty was to the strength of patents. 

This subcommittee favors the general concept of a special national court to hear 
patent appeals, such as the court proposed by the Department of Justice which 
would be formed by merging the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals with the 
Court of Claims, plus a few new judges. The new court would retain the present 
jurisdictions of these courts and acquire additional jurisidiction now exercised by 
Circuit Courts of Appeal over patent, civil tax and other cases. In the view of the 
proponents of the DoJ plan, the new court would overcome many of the perceived 
deficiencies of a specialized patent court while, inter alia, providing advantages such 
as the following: "This proposal would also resolve the myriad evils caused by 
fragmented review in tax, patent, and environmental litigation. The rampant lack 
of uniformity between the Tax Court, the district courts, the Court of Claims, and 
the regional courts of appeals would be cured. The forum-shopping common to all 
three areas of litigation would be cured. Business planning would be made easier as 
more stable law is introduced in all three critical areas. Concentration of this 
litigation would help develop expertise in handling the cases. The background and 
training of most of the members of the CCPA, some of the members of the Court of 
Claims, some of the Trial Commissioners, and the CCPA's technical advisors would 
materially aid the resolution of patent and environmental cases, but the court 
having 15 members would not be dominated by specialized judges." * 

For the foregoing reasons, this subcommittee supports the concept of a national 
court having exclusive patent jurisdiction. 

1 See Koenig, "Patent Invalidity—A Statistical and Substantive Analysis" (Clark Boardman 
Co., Ltd. 1976). 

»Such as H.R. 14632, 94th Congress, January 30, 1976, as modified by Resolutions, Two and 
Three of the August, 1977 annual meeting of the Patent, Trademark And Copyright Law Section 
of the American Bar Association, the effect of which is to (1) give the courts discretion to stay 
litigation for determination of the issue by the PTO, and (2) provide third parties who have 
initiated a reexamination proceeding to have an opportunity to submit a written response to the 
statements filed by the patentee. 

* See Appendix H. 4 The DoJ has modified the proposal, so that the new court would not have jurisdiction over 
environmental litigation. 
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PROPOSAL IV 

Reduce cost of patent litigation 
One of the major problems which, to some, makes the patent system not nearly as 

effective as it should be is the cost and time involved in resolving patent infringe
ment disputes through litigation. This is particularly serious for the indiviudal 
inventor and small company because they can neither spend the time nor the 
substantial expense, which frequently exceeds $250,000 per party in a patent in
fringement suit. 

In order to encourage innovation through the patent system, ways must be found 
to reduce the cost of patent litigation, and a decision on patent disputes must be 
available within a reasonable time. 

The subcommittee recommends that the Supreme Court, through the Judicial 
Conference, require each federal court to exercise a high degree of control over the 
conduct of patent litigation, with particular concern for the time and expense of 
discovery. The subcommittee specifically recommends the approach to patent litiga
tion proposed by Howard T. Markey, Chief Judge, United States Court of Customs 
and Patent Appeals. Those proposals are reproduced in Appendix E. 

PROPOSAL v 

Transfer commerical rights to Government-supported research to private sector 
The United States patent system is designed to stimulate the progress of the 

useful arts by encouraging the public disclosure of new technology and making 
available to the public new products and processes utilizing this technology. It is not 
necessary to go through the expensive, time-consuming procedure of obtaining a 
patent to fulfill the function of disclosing information to the public. This can be 
accomplished by a simple publication. On the other hand, the patent grant has 
played an important part in commercializing inventions, making new products 
available to the public. The Federal Government does not normally participate in 
this function. 

The theory of the patent grant is to give the inventor or his assignee the exclusive 
rights to his invention for a period of time so that he can invest the time and money 
necessary, commercialize the invention and develop a market for the product or 
process incorporating the invention. Since the government is not in the business of 
developing inventions for commercial use, it has no need to own patents. On the 
other hand, the government is a substantial user of products and services and in 
that context needs, or at least can benefit from, a license to use patents. 

Experience has shown that the government, as a purchaser or consumer of goods 
and services, is not in a position to take advantage of its ownership of patents to 
promote enterprise. Private companies, on the other hand, who are in a position to 
utilize the patent grant are ordinarily unwilling to take a nonexclusive license 
under a government-owned patent and commit the necessary funds to develop the 
invention, since it has no protection from competition. This is a major reason that 
over 90 percent of all government patents are not used. Another important reason is 
that the government obtains patents on technology which, in the opinion of the 
private sector, does not provide an attractive business opportunity. 

Several years ago, the Federal Council for Science and Technology supported the 
most thorough study ever conducted on the issue of governement patents, commonly 
referred to as the Harbridge House Report. The following findings were included in 
the report: 

"Government ownership of patents with an offer of free public use does not alone 
result in commercialization of research results. 

"A low, overall commerical utilization rate of government-generated inventions 
has been achieved; that rate doubled, however, when contractors with commercial 
background positions were allowed to keep exclusive commercial rights to the 
inventions. 

"Windfall profits' do not result from contractors retaining title to such inventions. 
"Little or no anti-competitive effect resulted from contractor ownership of inven

tions because contractors normally licensed such technology, and where they did 
not, alternative technologies were available." 

The idea that what the government pays for belongs to the people is not only 
appealing, it is true. The question is: What instrumentalities can be brought to bear 
to maximize the possiblities that the people will indeed have available the fruits of 
their government's expenditures? Nonexclusive licenses to undeveloped inventions, 
offered by the government or anyone, have few takers, where as patent ownership 
or exclusive licenses of sufficient duration are much more likely to attract the 
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money and talent needed to make and market real products to meet consumer 
needs. 

If the results of federally sponsored R&D do not reach the consumer in the form 
of tangible benefits, the government has not completed its job and has not been a 
good steward of the taxpayer' money. The right to exclude others conferred by a 
patent, or an exclusive license under a patent, may be the only incentive great 
enough to induce the investment needed for development and marketing of prod
ucts. Such commercial utilization of the results of government-sponsored research 
would insure that the public would receive its benefits in the way of products and 
services, more jobs, more income, etc. The cost of government funding will be 
recovered from the taxes paid by the workers and their companies. 

Therefore, all the members of this subcommittee recommend transferring the 
patent rights on the results of government-sponsored research to the private sector 
for commercialization. In the case of university or private contractor work spon
sored by the government, the members of this subcommittee recommend that title 
to the patents should go to the university or private contractor, but some members 
feel the government should have "march-in-rights" (i.e., when the invention is not 
being used and it appears that there is a public need to use the invention, the 
government would have the right to transfer patent rights to those in the private 
sector willing to use the invention). With respect to inventions made by government 
employees at government expense, the subcommittee members are divided about 
equally between those who feel that the government employee should have title to 
the invention, and those who feel that such inventions should be transferred to an 
independent, non-governmental organization, perhaps modeled after the Connecti
cut Product Development Corporation,1 or auctioned to the private sector or trans
ferred to the private sector in some other manner. In all cases, the government 
would retain a nonexclusive license to use and have made for its use inventions 
founded in whole or in part by governmental expense. 

At the present time, the government has a portfolio of 25,000 to 30,000 unexpired 
patents. These include patents arising as a result of research and development work 
in government laboratories by government employees, and also from work done by 
non-government employees wherein the government retained title because it funded 
the work. In fiscal 1976, 2,646 patents issued to the government, of which 1,824 were 
for inventions by government employees. 

Considerable sums of money are involved in government patent ownership, the 
patent budgets of the various government agencies including funding for patent 
attorneys, supporting staff and equipment being in the millions of dollars. 

Our information indicates that the United States government has been filing in 
excess of 3,000 United States patent applications per year, which amounts to ap
proximately 3 percent of the total workload in the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office. A decision not to file patent applications on behalf of the govern
ment would result in the PTO having available 3 percent of its total capability that 
could be directed to reducing the backlog in the PTO and handling special problems 
that have been created by the new reissue program and the anticipated reexamina
tion procedures. In addition, this decision would save the time of government patent' 
attorneys who normally prepare and prosecute the patent applications and the cost 
of having patent applications prepared by attorneys in private practice. Time and 
money thus saved could be utilized to provide needed services in other areas of the 
government. 

According to this subcommittee's proposals, the decision to file a patent applica
tion would be made by the university or contractor; in the case of inventions made 
by government employees at government expense, the decision to file would be 
made by the employee, if he were to retain title, or by the independent non
governmental organization (suggested above), which would obtain title to the patent. 

The subcommittee recognizes the argument that the government applies for pat
ents to preserve its right to institute an interference with patent applications from 
the private sector. However, such interferences are a very rare occurrence under 
present practices. Furthermore, establishment of prior invention by the government 
would generally constitute a defense in an infringement suit on the basis of prior 
invention. Prior invention may not be an adequate defense in instances where the 
government has not reduced the invention to practice, or has, for good reasons, kept 
the invention secret; special legislation may be required to provide adequate protec
tion to permit royalty-free government use in such instances. 

• 111 Lafayette Street, Hartford, Conn. 06106. See Appendix F. 
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SECTION 3 

OTHER PROPOSALS WHICH WOULD INCREASE INNOVATION 

In addition to the proposals noted above, this subcommittee endorses the following 
proposals, which, in the opinion of at least a majority of the subcommittee, would 
result in significant stimulation of innovation. 

PROPOSAL VI 

Clarify the statutory definition of patentable invention: 35 U.S.C. §103 
In the course of the foregoing discussion of national patent court (Proposal III), it 

was noted that the federal circuit courts of appeal have enunciated different and 
incompatible views of what constitutes, and the requirements for a finding of, 
patentable invention. 

It is the view of this subcommittee that the creation of a national patent court 
will do much to eliminate these disparate views on the critical issue of what 
constitutes patentable subject matter and, in the process, to make for a more 
reliable and predictable patent system. A majority of this subcommittee also feels, 
however, that the patentability standards has been subjected over the years to such 
a wide variety of viewpoints, some of them antithetical to the constitutional purpose 
of promoting all the useful arts, as to militate strongly in favor of a Congressional 
restatement and clarification of the metes and bounds of patentable subject matter. 
Good legislative action would insure not only more consistent and predictable future 
adjudication but that which best comports with an implements the constitutional 
goal of promoting the progress of the useful arts, which is the raison d'etre of the 
patent system. Any such clarification should not only eliminate departures from 
rigorous application of the statutory standard of non-obviousness, as set forth ac
ceptably in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1 (1966), but should ensure the 
taking into account of the so-called secondary considerations involved in determin
ing the presence or absence of non-obviousness. 

Some members of the subcommitee feel that, as with almost any legislative 
changes, legislation further defining the standard of patentability might increase 
rather than reduce patent litigation, and could well result in more, rather than less 
uncertainty in predicting the strength of patents. These committee members believe 
that the standard of patentability is defined in the current statute as precisely as 
necessary; they contend that the problem is not the statutory definition but rather 
the tendency the courts have to apply the statutory definition non-uniformly (and 
this problem would be minimized upon implementation of this subcommittee's rec
ommendation for a single court to hear patent appeals). 

PROPOSAL VII 

Permit licensee to agree not to challenge licensed patent 
Some members of this subcommittee recommend legislation permitting a licensor 

and a licensee to expressly contract for a licensee estoppel (under which a licensee is 
prevented from contesting the validity of a licensed patent) to correct perceived 
abuses by patent licensees. 

Under the Supreme Court decision in Lear Inc. v. Adkins, 395 U.S. 653 (1969), the 
patent owner, who is bound by a license contract, may offer a license to a potential
ly major infringer coincidental with the first sign of infringement, and may for a 
time "enjoy" the infringer's agreement to a license under which the infringer is to 
pay a royalty that may be substantial if the market develops as the patentee hopes. 
By the act of granting the license, however, the patent owner is at the virtual mercy 
of the licensee if the licensee later wishes to renege on the license agreement and to 
challenge the validity of the patent. Indeed, at least some licensees have signed 
agreements planning at that time to challenge the licensed patent at a later point 
in time. 

By granting a license to a competitor, the patentee— 
(1) gives up his choice of time of litigation against the competitor; 
(2) gives up his choice of forum for the litigation, which sometimes is dispositive 

in terms of results and very commonly has great effect on the settlement figure; and 
(3) has compromised too low the amount of royalty that he might get or ought to 

get from a valid patent because he thinks he is saving litigation costs and risks. 
The licensee, on the other hand, having taken the license, is enabled by Lear to 

pick his own time for litigation when he sees the market develop, and to pick his 
own forum in which to file a declaratory judgement action. 
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If the licensee wins then he may not pay anything following his validity chal
lenge, though he received a very valuable consideration. Even if the licensee "loses" 
he can, as a practical matter, depend on the court not to assess a royalty higher 
than the contract's compromise low royalty as the damages, in spite of the fact that 
his act was quite deliberate in nature. Thus, by taking a license he never intends to 
honor, the licensee extorts a low royalty. 

The majority of this subcommittee submits that the solution is to statutorily 
restore to the law the capacity of the licensor and licensee expressly to contract for 
a licensee estoppel, at least so long as the license continues in force. By restoring 
the licensor to a position of licensing parity with his licensee, the desirable social 
goals of protection of the inventor's property, fairness in the law and sponsorship of 
innovation by the inducements of Title 35, United States Code, are achieved. 

Some members of the subcommittee can find no reason for not affording full 
freedom to contract for permanent licensee estoppel. They contend that this is the 
only mechanism whereby litigation may be finally settled and the reneging licensee 
is not permited to profit by his perfidy. 

Other members of the subcommitee were of the view that this proposal, which is 
the only recommendation of the patent subcommittee specifically directed to the 
legislative overruling of a judicial decision, will have no effect on innovation. For 
these members, this view is further supported by what they feel is the conservative 
way in which Lear v. Adkins has been applied by the lower courts, and the fact that 
the elimination of invalid patents may remove blocks to innovation on the part of 
the industry covered by the patents. 

PROPOSAL VIII 

Extend patent term to compensate for delays in commercialization caused by govern
mental regulations 

There are circumstances where extension of the term of the patent may be 
appropriate to insure that the rewards from the patent system enhance innovation. 
It is recognized that innovators of many different types of products may not lawful
ly vend such products within the U.S. without securing from various federal agen
cies such as the EPA, FDA, etc. pre-marketing approval. Inevitably such approvals 
require considerable testing of the product over a long period of time to establish 
environmental acceptability, safety, and, for some products, efficacy. Improved effi
ciency in the examination of patent applications by the Patent and Trademark 
Office results in the grant of patents to the innovator of such products long prior to 
federal approval for marketing of the product, resulting in a shorter patent-assured 
exclusivity period than the 17 years contemplated by Congress. This inequity could 
be remedied by legislation which would permit extending the patent term to com
pensate for delays in commercialization caused by governmental regulations. Such 
legislation would be similar in principle to current legislation which provides for 
the delayed issuance of patents to inventors when, for security reasons, their patent 
applications are prevented from issuing in the normal course (35 U.S.C. §§ 181 and 
183). 

Some members of the subcommittee feel that the proposed extension of patent 
term could cause difficulties in planning for competitive activities at normal patent 
expiration. 

PROPOSAL DC 

Encourage other countries to provide U.S. innovators the right to obtain enforceable 
patent rights 

During the past ten to fifteen years, steady erosion of patent protection available 
for United States inventors has taken place in many foreign countries. This was due 
to agitation by certain economists and politicians in developing countries acting on 
the national scene, as well as through and with the help of intergovernmental 
organizations, particularly agencies of the United Nations. It is being incorrectly 
asserted by these circles that the patent systems in developing countries benefit 
only foreigners, and therefore maintenance of a strong, efficient patent system is 
not in the best interest of these countries. Mainly as a result of these activities, in 
large geographical areas of the world—notably, Latin America, Asia and Oceania 
(with the exception of Japan, Australia and New Zealand) and in Africa (with the 
exception of South Africa)—no effective patent protection exists at present. This 
development, which is continuing and is gaining momentum, has an adverse effect 
on United States industry, particularly those segments which are most research-
intensive. 
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The extent of the funds which United States industry can make available to 
finance R&D activities is directly dependent upon the amount of domestic and 
foreign sales and profits realized. The loss of sales and profits, through inability of 
United States enterprises to obtain effective patent protection in many countries for 
the results of their R&D activities, could have a direct negative effect on the 
amount of funds available to support future R&D. The erosion of patent protection 
or the complete lack of it in certain fields of technology puts the innovative United 
States industry in an intolerable position by depriving it of the ability to defend 
itself against copiers of successful innovations who have not incurred heavy R&D 
expenses in creating and developing them. Turning large geographical areas and 
large current and potential markets into patent-free zones and subjecting United 
States enterprises to unfair competitive pressures by local enterprises and, increas
ingly, also by other multinational and state-owned enterprises, will inevitably result 
in serious erosion of United States technological leadership. 

Foreign trade—in the form of direct exports, foreign investment in subsidiaries, 
and in manufacturing facilities—is an ever-increasing important part of the busi
ness of United States enterprises, particularly those which are highly research-
intensive. In a number of industries, foreign business activities account for 50 
percent or more of total corporate sales and profits. 

In order to finance research and development, maintain United States technologi
cal leadership, and improve the balance of trade, it is imperative that the ability of 
United States enterprises to do business abroad shall not be impeded through the 
action of foreign governments or groups of governments denying patent protection. 

The respect for patent rights, whether owned by the nationals of a country or by 
foreigners, formerly universally recognized as socially and economically desirable, 
would also in the long run directly benefit the developing countries in creating 
employment, attracting investment, and encouraging the transfer of technology. A 
strong United States posture for seeking improved patent protection in third-world 
countries, which would in all likelihood be supported by other Western nations, 
would therefore be not merely in the enlightened self-interest of the United States, 
but also in the long-term interest of the developing countries. 

United States Government action, as outlined, to support the reestablishment and 
maintenance of a full and effective patent system in foreign countries would no 
doubt trigger resistance and protest from third-world governments, various interna
tional organizations and United Nations agencies. The United States might be 
accused of serving its own narrow self-interest, and inflammatory slogans such as 
"economic imperialism" or "neo-colonialism" might also be uttered. The good faith 
of the United States in striving to assist developing countries in their rapid develop
ment and industrialization might also be questioned. 

Nevertheless, it is submitted that there is no inconsistency. The primary and 
essential factor in the industrial development of third-world countries through the 
transfer of technology is the voluntary, good-faith cooperation between the transfer
or and transferee. This is a two-way street where the security and protection of 
industrial property rights are an essential element. It is therefore also in the 
enlightened self-interset of the technology-recipient countries that inventions should 
enjoy meaningful patent protection. 

PROPOSAL x 

Patent rights to be available for new technological advances 
The Constitutional purpose of the patent system is to promote the progress of the 

useful arts. The subcommittee believes in the patent system, and supports the use of 
the patent grant as a method of encouraging invention and innovation as broadly as 
possible under the patent law.1 The subcommittee supports the following statement 
of Judge Markey: "As with Fulton's steamboat 'folly' and Bell's telephone 'toy', new 
technologies have historically encountered resistance. But if our patent laws are to 
achieve their objective, extra-legal efforts to restrict wholly new technologies to the 
technological parameters of the past must be eschewed. Administrative difficulties, 
in finding and training Patent and Trademark Office examiners in new technol
ogies, should not frustrate the constitutional and statutory intent of encouraging 
invention disclosures, whether those disclosures be in familiar arts or in areas on 
the forefront of science and technology."1 

By way of example, the subcommittee feels that patent protection should be 
accorded new life forms and computer programs. 

1 See Patent Law Perspectives, Section A.2 at page 79. 
> In re Chakrabarty (CCPA, 1978) 197 USPQ 72 at page 76. 
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A. New Life Forms.—It is difficult to accurately forecast the extent of the benefits 
that can be provided to mankind by technologies which produce new, useful and 
unobvious life forms. However, we have already seen a preview of these benefits in 
the reports of the production of insulin and somatostatin (Chemical and Engineer
ing News, June 19, 1978, pp. 4,5) and through the promise of quicker, more complete 
cleanup of oil spills (National Geographic, September 1976, pp. 374, 375) by certain 
genetically modified microorganisms. 

At present, two patent appeals, In re Bergy et al (Patent Appeal No. 76-712) and 
In re Chakrabarty (Patent Appeal No. 77-535) are near resolution in the Court of 
Customs and Patent Appeals. Bergy relates to a life form which was found in nature 
but which was isolated and purified to produce a useful product. Chakrabarty 
relates to genetic manipulation to produce a useful life form previously unknown in 
nature. 

If the position taken by the United States Patent and Trademark Office in both 
cases that a living thing is not patentable subject matter under Section 101 of the 
Patent Act of July 19, 1952 is not overruled by the courts, it will be necessary to 
seek implementing legislation from Congress if non-plant life forms are to be 
patentable. 

In the Bergy situation where life forms discovered in the natural state are isolated 
and propagated, the argument has been made that it is unlikely that such cultures 
are within the Congressional intent as to patentable subject matter. Analogizing to 
the content of the Committee Reports (Senate Committee Report No. 315, 71st 
Congress, 2nd Session, and House Committee Report No. 1129, 71st Congress, 2nd 
Session) accompanying the bills (S. 4015 and H.R. 11372) resulting in the Plant 
Patent Act of 1930, it is pointed out that Congress refused to provide coverage for 
the mere discovery of wild varieties of plants. It is argued that however meritorious 
the discovery of a new and useful microorganism in the wild state, like the wild 
variety of plant, such microoganism even after culturing remains the same as its 
relatives in the wild state awaiting rediscovery by others. 

Therefore, the culture should not be patentable. However, there is already some 
case law supporting the patentability of substances extracted and concentrated in 
purified form, and there are good reasons for this. The purified form of the microor
ganism did not exist in nature, would never have been available but for the work of 
the researcher, and the benefits to the public would not have been available. Thus, 
there is logic for saying that the purified form is a manufacture, was certainly not 
obvious and patentability should attach. The availability of patents in this instance 
is certainly a stimulus to research, just as in the pharmaceutical fields, and seems 
justified for that reason. 

In the case of the genetically modified bacteria as in Chakrabarty, there, is a 
strong argument that a new "manufacture" clearly exists. As such, the argument of 
availability in nature does not attach, and the only contention against patentability 
is the proposition that Congress did not intend to afford the patent grant to living 
organisms. This contention is based at least in part on the fact that it took a special 
statute to make plants patentable and that the same is needed for other life forms. 
(This argument of course also applies in the case of the pure culture.) The counter 
to this is that Congress when it has passed patent statutes over the years could not 
possibly have foreseen what man would evolve in the way of manufacture. Space 
vehicles, jet engines, computers, etc., were certainly beyond the imagination of the 
national legislature when it provided for the first patent coverage, but yet there has 
never been any question as to these. If the progress of science is in the national 
interest, the term manufacture should be construed broadly, and patentability af
forded to the useful bacteria resulting only from the efforts of man. 

Another argument in favor of patenting certain new, useful and unobvious life 
forms is that it provides an alternative to the less desirable avenue of trade secrets. 
Practically speaking, an industrial user must fully contain the microorganism 
within his facility lest the trade secret be lost. Such containment will increase the 
costs of the process or product, costs which inevitably are passed on to the consum
er. Maintenance of trade secrets also tends to stifle the free exchange by technology 
and hinders the progress of science by postponing the benefits to mankind of these 
technologies. Underhindered by the threat of piracy, there will be stronger incen
tives to invest money in new and useful technology under the protection of the 
patent system. In the circumstance where the living invention is itself placed in the 
stream of commerce, it is impossible to maintain it as a trade secret. There the 
protection of the patent system is needed to stimulate investment because once the 
invention is used, it is disclosed to the world. 

B. Use-Specific Chemical Formulations.—United States industry has effectively 
competed in the development of agricultural and pharmaceutical products of benefit 
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to mankind here and throughout the world—and have made a major contribution to 
the United States balance of trade in these fields. Major fields of research in this 
application of the life sciences relate to the development of chemical formulations 
(such as herbicidal emulsions, insecticidal solutions, and pharmaceutical tablets) 
which include as the essential ingredient in their composition a chemical which 
exhibits a newly discovered biological activity. These formulations, after appropriate 
testing for environmental and health safety and efficacy, become commerical enti
ties and important to agriculture and health. Under the present interpretations of 
the patent laws, protection is denied to such chemical compositions if the biological
ly active chemical is not itself patentable. Patent protection available under such 
circumstances has been limited to method of use patents to be asserted only against 
those actually using such chemicals in the agricultural or pharmaceutical applica
tion of such products, i.e., against one spraying corps, ingesting the pills, etc. Courts 
have concluded that the patent owner is prohibited from enforcing his patent 
against those who similarly formulate the active ingredient so that it may be used 
in accordance with the patentee's teachings. The subcommittee believes that the 
denial of useful patent protection for such use-specific formulations has had an 
adverse effect on investment in innovation in such fields. To encourage testing and 
innovation of chemcial compounds, unpatentable as such, for their potential use in 
agricultural and pharmaceutical applications, the subcommittee recommends that 
patent protection be extended to such use-specific chemical compositions since the 
composition is rendered novel by the inclusion of the active ingredient for the new 
use. Without such a possiblity for useable patent support, discoveries of new biologi
cal uses for known compounds will necessarily be withdrawn from the innovation 
sequence because of the recognized high cost of innovation in these fields. 

C. Patentability of Computer Programs.—This topic is developed more full in the 
report of the Information section of the subcommittee. However, the Patent section 
of the subcommittee feels that patent protection should be accorded computer 
programs and computer software, provided the subject matter thereof meets the 
statutory definition of patentability. 

SECTION 4 

OTHER MATTERS CONSIDERED 

In addition to the proposals discussed above, the subcommittee considered a 
number of other proposals and recommendations which are set out in this Section of 
the report. 

This subcommittee makes no recommendations with respect to these matters, 
either because of lack of time to complete a thorough study or lack of concensus as 
to the wisdom of adopting these proposals. 
A. Compensation of employed inventors 

The committee as a whole agreed that corporations should be encouraged to 
motivate their employees to participate in all phases of the innovative process. This 
encouragement could be in the form of awards, promotions, release of unused 
inventions to the inventors and other systems presently being successfully used 
throughout industry in the United States. 

Some members of the committee proposed that legislation requiring corporations 
to give employees a greater stake in their inventions would be a stimulus to 
innovation. The committee conceded that such legislation might increase the 
number of invention disclosures but not have a positive effect on the overall innova
tive process. In fact, the committee felt very strongly that an attempt to apply a 
uniform system on all corporations (such as is done in some European countries) 
would result in a singificant decline in overall innovation and could have the 
additional negative impact of flooding the Patent Office with patent applications 
directed to inventions of little or no commercial value. The results in countries that 
have initiated such systems bear out these results. The attached paper submitted by 
Mr. Richard C. Witte (Appendix G) entitled "Implication of a Federal Law Providing 
Employee Inventor Awards" sets forth in greater detail the implications of such 
proposed legislations. 

Mr. Richard L. Garwin's paper presented to the subcommittee on November 16, 
1978, and Mr. Eric P. Schillen s paper submitted to the subcommittee on December 
8, 1978 set forth proposals for dealing with the inventions of employed inventors. 
Both papers are included in Appendix G. 

B. Financial stimulus of innovation 
The subcommittee did not have the time nor the availability of information as to 

what the Government has been doing or is authorized to do in providing either 

52-476 0 - 8 0 - 2 8 
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venture capital to individuals or small businesses or financial assistance to inven
tors. Certain areas in which the Government is already active have been identified 
as warranting special attention in the area of energy-related innovations and in the 
area of encouraging minority enterprises, insofar as this activity may have been 
successful, other areas should be identified. As the concept of such assistance is 
believed to provide societal advantages, it is recommended that this type of assist
ance be provided in those and additional identified areas. 

C. Infringement of U.S. patents by the U.S. Government 
Unfortunately, many agencies of the United States government appear to have a 

policy of doing as little as possible to resolve an administrative claim against them 
for patent infringement. A recommendations is that the Executive Branch of the 
United States government issue orders to all government agencies that any agency 
must render its final opinion on all claims for patent infringement no later than six 
months after the initial claim is filed. If such decision is not rendered at this time, 
it will be presumed that the patent is valid and infringed, and the agency cannot 
rebut this presumption. 

D. Different classes or forms of patents 
Incontestable patents 

A trademark, after a certain period of use, can be regarded as incontestable, with 
certain exceptions, upon filing an appropriate affidavit. 

One proposal considered by the subcommittee was that, five years after a patent 
has issued, it would be incontestable with respect to Section 103 (obviousness over 
the prior art) and, with respect to prior art, it could only be held invalid under 
Section 102—in effect, if the invention was, for all practical purposes, identically 
shown in the prior art. This would have the result that a patent could not be held 
invalid for obviousness over the prior art after a period of five years had passed 
after it was issued by the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

As Section 103 obviousness is probably the major ground for invalidity of patents, 
incontestable patents could significantly reduce the cost of litigation, although a 
patent could still be held invalid if it was clearly shown in the prior art as provided 
for by Section 102 and for the other reasons provided in Section 102 and other parts 
of the various patent statutes. 

Another suggestion was that a patent could be held incontestable against all 
attacks, rather than only Section 103 attacks. 

It would also be possible to make the patent incontestable if it has been used 
commercially for a certain number of years, such as five years, rather than have the 
period run from the issue date. 

Any of these incontestable patents could reduce the cost of litigation and increase 
certainty as to the enforceability of patents. 

Guaranteed patents 
This new class of patents would be guaranteed by the United States government 

to the owner as to its validity. If some party wanted challenge validity, they would 
sue the United States government, not the owner. If a court declared the patent 
invalid, the owner would be paid by the government under the guarantee, up to 
some maximum established by law, and consistent with the value of the patent had 
its validity not been contested. Guaranteed patents would not obsolete the present 
patent form. 

The PTO would make a more thorough examination, perhaps with two examiners, 
of any application for patent under the new form. Because of less-than-perfect 
human performance, and less than complete file information, some new-form pat
ents could still issue which would later be declared invalid, but the owner would be 
protected against this type of error by the government. Without this protection, 
innovation is reduced because of the great exposure of personal finances and time 
and effort which the small business and individual inventor need to devote to 
commercialize the invention. Government guarantee of validity would facilitate 
financing. Guaranteed patents could be made available only to small businesses and 
independent inventors. 

Elite or super patents 
These patents would require the payment of a significant additional fee, such as 

$500, and a statement by the Applicant that a thorough prior art and validity 
search had been completed, within some specified period after the patent applica
tion was filed in the PTO. The results of this search, with comments, would be 
submitted to the PTO, and the PTO would then make a more comprehensive search 
and examination than usual. It is felt that the additional search and examination, 
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with the special made by the Applicant, would give the patent a stronger presump
tion of validity. 

Petty patents 
Petty patents would require novelty but not unobviousness; would be limited in 

scope of exact copies and close variations of the invention disclosed; and would run 
for less than ten years, preferably six to eight years. Petty patents could be exam
ined on the same basis as regular applications, except that they would not be 
subject to the rejection for lack of obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103. The PTO would 
charge a lower fee for petty patents. 

E. Modification of patent term 

Extend patent term in certain instances 
It is well known that the present patent term (seventeen years from patent grant) 

often fails to coincide with commercialization. This fact suggested the following 
questions: 

(1) Should some sort of a tribunal be empowered to hear the facts, and make 
binding decisions as to extensions of life beyond the seventeen years? 

(2) Because of the formidable problems individuals often face in commercializing 
their inventions, should unassigned inventions (independent inventors) automatical
ly be granted patent life greater than seventeen years after date of issue? 

(3) Should the seventeen-year term star t after some event other than the date of 
issue? For example, after the date of first significant sales, provided due diligence 
commensurate with capability has been used to bring it into production and market
ing? Or after the date of first payments to the inventor for assignment or licensing 
of his invention? 

Certain principles would seem fundamental in any system relating to the exten
sion of patent term: 

(1) No extension of term would be warranted if a patentee had not made diligent 
efforts to commercially develop the invention. 

(2) Delay in commercial development should be measured from the time the 
inventor had adequate evidence of the commercial embodiment of his invention. 

(3) The patentee should be compensated with patent term extension equivalent to 
the period of delay and the period of extension should not be dependent upon the 
extent to which the patentee had or had not profited from his invention during the 
patent term. 

It is clear that the equities determining whether extension should be granted 
would require review by some tribunal. Such review could occur either: 

(1) By the patentee filing, at any time during the life of the patent but no later 
than some fixed period prior to normal expiration, a petition with a competent 
tribunal for extension of the patent expiration date. This petition would cite facts 
satisfying the statutory criteria for extension. Publication of the petition would be 
made and opposition to the extension could be entertained by the tribunal; or 

(2) The date of an objective act on the part of patentee (such as first commercial 
sale) would be the date from which the patent term of seventeen years is measured. 
Notification of such act would be given by the patentee to a tribunal, and this 
notification would be published. The extension of the patent could be opposed by the 
filing of a petition by a party in interest to foreclose the extension. 

Patent term to run twenty years from earliest effective U.S. filing date 
The term of a U.S. patent now extends for a period of seventeen years from the 

date of issuance. Measuring the term from this date sometimes results in patents 
which expire long after filing, for example, when the patent application is involved 
in an interference or lengthy appeal.1 Setting the patent term to run twenty years 
from filing would prevent late issuing patents from disrupting industry, but could 
be inequitable to patentees whose patents had not issued promptly. 

• See Forbes, September 15, 1977, page 204: 
"Last month the U.S. Patent Office threw a stunner into the laser industry. After years of 

temporizing, it granted key patents potentially covering 90 percent of the lasers in this country 
to a physicist named R. Gordon Gould. Not that the industry had never heard of Gould. His 
claims had been around for years, and Refac Technology Development Corp. of New York, 
which finally pressed the claims, was not the first patent licenser Gould had approached to 
represent him. 

'What exasperates the laser-makers, beyond a potential liability for Gould patent infringe
ment, is the fact that they thought they were already paying royalties (2 percent) to the owner 
of the basic laser patents through Research Corp., another licensing firm." 
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F. Ideas for reducing the cost of litigation 

I. Expert Panel to Decide Patent Litigation 
(1) A complaint is filed in Federal District Court by a patent owner or by a 

possible infringer under the usual declaratory judgment procedure. 
(2) Within ten days of the time the complaint is responded to by the defendant, 

the plaintiff and defendant must each select a patent lawyer who has been regis
tered to practice before the United States Patent and Trademark Office for a period 
of no less than ten years and who must have never represented, or been an 
employee of, the party selecting him, nor can he have ever been associated in patent 
practice with counsel of the party selecting him. 

(3) Within ten days after both patent lawyers are selected, they in turn must 
select a third patent lawyer, making a panel of three. 

(4) Patent lawyers, whether in private practice or employed by corporations, 
universities, government agencies, etc., should be willing, if they believe that the 
patent system is of value to the public, to give some reasonable amount of time, on 
a pro bono basis with their actual out-of-pocket expenses being paid, to sit on such 
three-lawyer panels, once within each three-year period. 

(5) There will be no discovery by either side and the three-lawyer panel has the 
power of subpoena and discovery if necessary. However, the lawyers for each side 
would formally or informally suggest areas which should be looked into. The panel 
will, on its own initiative, look into any of these areas and any other areas they 
wish, and may obtain answers from individuals, corporations or from counsel on 
each side, subject of course to the usual attorney-client privileges, work product, etc. 
They may, in effect, ask questions similar to interrogatories, may receive testimony 
from individuals and should act on their own initiative to uncover whatever facts 
they feel are necessary to perform their function as set forth below. 

(6) Within four months from the time the last lawyer is selected (one-month 
warning period and three months in which to perform their duties, although it is 
contemplated that only a certain number of days within this period would be 
necessary), the three-lawyer panel will render an opinion on the following items: 

(a) Patentability under Section 101 (invention was patented or described in a 
printed publication before the invention date, etc.). 

(b) Section 103 (obvious over the prior art of Section 102). 
(c) Section 112 (adequate description and specific claims). 
(d) Section 185 (patenting the invention overseas without the appropriate "export" 

license "required in Section 185). 
(e) Fraud on the Patent Office in procuring the patent. 
(f) Substantial public use. 
(g) Adequately disclosed prior public use. 
(h) Possibly other areas. 
(7) When all information regarded as necessary by the panel is obtained, copies of 

it would be forwarded to the Board of Appeals of the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office. 

(8) Both the Board of Appeals and the patent lawyer panel would prepare a 
written opinion with neither having the benefit of the other's opinion. 

(9) If both opinions agreed in substance (the patent is valid and infringed, invalid, 
not infringed, etc), that would be regarded as a final decision which could only be 
appealed to the special Appellate Court proposed herein (see Proposal III, Section 2). 

(10) If the patent suit, as is often the case today, involved other issues such as 
antitrust, etc., the case could be forwarded to the United States District Court which 
would be bound by the two opinions if the two opinions agreed with each other. If 
they did not agree, the District Court could use them for what they were worth. 

Advantages.—Costs would be comparatively low because there would be no money 
paid to the lawyer panel nor to the Patent Office Board of Appeals, the only costs 
being providing secretarial and clerical services to the patent lawyer panel. It is felt 
that if the patent lawyer panel were actually on a pro bono basis, they would be 
able to complete their investigation and reach their decisions very quickly and get 
back to their normal practice. 

77. Amend Sections 102a and b to provide that prior use mentioned in these 
two sections would have to be a substantial amount, such as selling price of the 
products involved being at least $10,000, or the products being sold in a quantity 
of at least 1,000 units. Public use by the inventor, on the other hand, would 
continue as present law provides. 

Much patent litigation is involved with wide-ranging discovery in an attempt to 
find prior public use by others. In many lawsuits, days of depositions are taken in 
an attempt to find or prove an early public use by others which may have involved 
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very small numbers of items or very small amounts of money and which was 
completely unnoticed by society until a defendant in a patent suit tried to discover 
it. 

If the public use was smaller than the amount mentioned above, it did not 
contribute to society and was unnoticed. On the other hand, if the use had to be at 
least this amount to be an effective public use bar, it should be much easier and 
cheaper to discover and the time and cost of patent litigation would be reduced 
substantially. 

777. Revise Sections 102a and b so that any use not obvious to the public on 
inspection or analysis of the product sold or available to the public is not a bar 
to patentability. 

It can be argued that the prior user who did not disclose the invention to the 
public, even though the end product of his invention was made available to the 
public, should not be entitled to prevent another who did disclose his invention to 
the public from obtaining a patent. 

Such a change in the law could significantly reduce discovery in a lawsuit and 
thus reduce the cost. Possibly the prior practitioner of this public use should be 
permitted to be able to continue to use the invention. 

IV. Certain Patent Infringement Cases Be Given Priority in the Courts 
In patent infringement cases where the patent owner is either an individual, a 

small business, a university or a non-profit organization, the infringement case 
would be given priority in the federal courts immediately behind that of the crimi
nal cases so that a decision could be reached as early as possible. While it would be 
preferred that all patent cases be decided promptly, it is thought that this is one 
situation where it can be reasonably argued that, in lieu of having all patent cases 
decided promptly by possibly adopting one of the other proposals, it would be 
preferable to the present system to have at least some patent cases decided prompt
ly. It is felt that, on the basis of fairness, the ones in the above categories should be 
those selected. If the cases can be promptly decided, the time involved and probably 
the actual cost of litigation would be reduced and innovation would be encouraged. 

V. All Patent Trials in Federal Courts Can Only Be Before a Judge Who is a 
Patent Expert 

The cost of litigation might be reduced by the appointment of more judges with 
technical backgrounds and adoption of a procedure that allows for assignment of 
technically qualified judges for those patent cases where a judge with a technical 
background would materially assist in expeditiously and correctly disposing of com
plex litigation. See the October, 1978 issue of Judicature, which includes an article 
by Mr. Shapiro, Chairman of duPont, urging assignment of judges with special 
qualifications to handle complex cases dealing with the subject matter in which the 
judge is specially qualified. 

G. Impact of antitrust laws on innovation 
Any narrowing of the rights granted by the patent has a detrimental effect on the 

innovation process, because it discourages investors. Such restrictions include limi
tations on transferring the rights in a patent by assignment or licensing, as well as 
enforcement of the patent. 

Patents can and have been misused through licensing practices. However, the 
constant attacks on licensing practices by government agencies and the courts has 
the net effect of eroding the value of the patent grant and hence the willingness of 
investors to rely on patents to justify investments in the innovation process. 

Such restrictions could be removed by adopting the following recommendation, 
made by the Report of the President's Commission on the Patent System, 1966, 
which reads as follows: "The licensable nature of the rights granted by a patent 
should be clarified by specifically stating in the patent statute that: (1) applications 
for patents, or any interests therein may be licensed in the whole, or in any 
specified part, of the field of use to which the subject matter of the claims of the 
patent are directly applicable, and (2) a patent owner shall not be deemed guilty of 
patent misuse merely because he agreed to a contractual provision or imposed a 
condition on a licensee, which has (a) a direct relation to the disclosure and claims 
of the patent, and (b) the performance of which is reasonable under the circum
stances to secure to the patent owner the full benefit of his invention and patent 
grant. This recommendation is intended to make clear that the "rule of reason" 
shall constitute the guideline for determining patent misuse. 

Also, passage of the "Scott" amendments, which modify existing case law pertain
ing to licenses and misuse of patents, would limit the extent to which Department 
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of Justice attorneys could effectively make new law in this area by merely giving 
speeches. 

Another means by which the Administration could keep the Department of Jus
tice from inhibiting innovation would be to issue an Executive Order requiring that 
the Department of Justice, Antitrust Division, conduct an "innovation impact 
study" and a "competitive impact study" before bringing any action against a 
patentee alleging antitrust violations. Such an Executive Order could require that 
the Department of Justice find affirmatively that if it prevails in the case that 
competition would be increased and that innovation would either be increased or 
not deterred. 

A thorough study, such as by a Presidential Commission, including not mere 
theorizing and suppositions, but also factual economic data and market analysis, 
would lead to an assessment of the extent of the decline of innovation due to the 
antitrust interference with the leveraging powers of the patentee. Such a study 
could well suggest appropriate remedies. 

The subcommittee heard several expressions of concern over Department of Jus
tice attitudes toward joint ventures in R&D projects. Antitrust liability in such a 
case would be predicated on the theory that joint activity by two parties, who might 
possibly engage in the same activity individually, excludes competition by having 
one party in the field instead of two. Alternative attacks might be directed against 
the pooling and cross-licensing of patents resulting from such joint ventures. Al
though the Department of Justice almost invariably approves plans for such joint 
ventures when presented to it in advance, the situation might be clarified by the 
addition of the following sentence to 35 U.S.C. § 262: "The legality of joint owner
ship of patents under the antitrust laws shall be determined by the rule of reason." 

The proposed amendment would be intended as a codification of existing case law, 
and not a major change. However, it would provide a statutory basis for arguing the 
legality of any particular joint venture. 

H. Miscellaneous 
(1) Negotiations conducted by the U.S. Government Relating to International 

Technology Transfer 
The United States government should consider making it mandatory on all their 

international negotiating meetings at the United Nations and at other places to 
include people from the private sector who are expert in the matters being dis
cussed. This should not be taken as a recommendation that a delegate should be 
appointed to make sure a large corporation's interests are taken care of. The value 
of an expert from the private sector is that such an expert can point out to the 
United States delegates and, sometimes more importantly, to delegates from other 
countries, the practical results and impact of a particular proposal which may have 
exactly the opposite end effect that it appears to have on its face. 

(2) Unpatented technology is important to protect from misappropriation in order 
that those who invest in research and development may obtain a proper return on 
that investment. It follows from this that mechanisms should be developed by which 
such unpatented technology is not misappropriated from its proprietor through the 
activity of governmental regulation and other disclosures to the government, coup
led with requests by competitiors for information under FOIA—a source of industri
al espionage which is now commonly in use. 

(3) Make it a crime for anyone to knowingly infringe a valid patent. 
(4) Change to a first-to-file system, so that the first applicant to file on an 

invention would be entitled to the patent. Our current patent laws award the patent 
to the first-to-invent (provided certain conditions are met), rather than the first-to-
file. 

POSITION STATEMENT ON THE U.S. PATENT SYSTEM 

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

The Industrial Research Institute (I.R.I.) affirms the basic concepts of the U.S. 
pantent system as originally premised in the Constitution and as they exist today. 
We believe that the fundamental merits of the patent system are as sound today as 
they were in the period of industrial growth and respect for patents in the nine
teenth century and in the first half of the twentieth century. The Federal patent 
law still responds to the Constitutional objective "to promote the progress of . . . 
useful arts by securing for limited times to . . . inventors, the exclusive rights to 
their . . . discoveries." Continued industrial success of the U.S. requires the incen
tives of the patent system, not only to encourage the necessary investment of capital 
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and effort in research and for the commercialization of inventions so that society 
can enjoy their benefits, but also to encourage the disclosure of inventive technol
ogy-

The grant of a lmited exclusionary right by the enabling Federal patent statute in 
return for the prompt disclosure of newly created technology provides the basis for 
these incentives. Without these incentives, innovative research and development 
would not be supported with the degree of enthusiasm and willingness to invest risk 
capital that has been the American tradition. Moreover, the inventions produced by 
R&D might otherwise be kept secret to an extent which would inhibit technological 
progress. The exclusionary right granted under a well-examined patent does not 
take from the public anything that previously existed; rather, the patent right 
stimulates the creation, early disclosure, and utilization of new technology thus 
adding to the store of human knowledge. The exclusionary right often stimulates 
others to "invent around," resulting in further technical progress. 

Our patent system has a number of features of significant merit which should be 
preserved and strengthened: 

1. The basic requirements of a patent-novelty, utility, unobviousness, best mode, 
and enabling disclouse—are reasonably well developed in the statutes and patent 
jurisprudence. I.R.I, advises against attempts to legislate detailed changes or addi
tions to these requirements or to introduce standards of judgment and disclosure 
that would be stricter than the American inventor, executive, or patent lawyer can 
reasonably understand and manage. Such attempts would result in unnecessary and 
undesirable uncertainty. 

2. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office generally performs well in its examina
tion of patent applications, but there is room for improvement. It is staffed with 
many competent and dedicated professional employees of high integrity. I.R.I, en
courages improvement in funding, training, and management of the examining 
corps and, especially, their adminstrative support. 

3. The examination of patent applications should be as comprehensive and thor
ough as practicable so that issued patents will be respected by competitors of the 
patent owner and by the courts. Such respect is an essential part of the patent 
incentive for industry. This thorough examination need not be exhaustive, but 
should be reasonably prompt, however. Early issuance of worthwhile patents adds to 
the certainty of businessmen when considering the investment of risk capital to 
make the New technology available to the public; they want to know if they can 
plan on patents of their own and whether patents of others will cause problems. 
Early disclosure also helps keep the published technologies current with the actual 
state of advance. The balance between thorough and prompt examination should be 
weighted in favor of thoroughness. 

4. Awarding a patent to the first-to-invent rather than the first-to-file is deemed 
by the I.R.I, to have continuing justification. It respects the value of the indiviudal 
in American tradition and avoids inequities which can result from a "race to the 
Patent Office"; thorough and thoughtful reduction-to-practice of meritorious tech
nology should continue to be encouraged. 

5. I.R.I strongly endorses the present one-year grace period between certain events 
such as first sale or publication and the application filing date. This likewise 
facilitates thoughtful and thorough refinement of invention; it encourages prompt 
patent disclosure but with greater completeness than occurs under the abrupt 
requirements of those foreign countries which require absolute novelty without a 
grace period. 

The U.S. patent system, despite its basic soundness and almost 200 years of 
valued existence, is not without areas where improvement could be made. I.R.I, 
encourages attention to the following areas, on a tailored basis, point by point, to 
avoid confused, poorly drafted, or overly detailed patent law revisions. 

1. We recognize the generally sound examining skills of the Patent Office and the 
basic honesty and sincerity of patent applicants, patent owners, and patent lawyers. 
We also recognize, however, the inability of the Patent Office to examine applica
tions as comprehensively as the public and courts might desire, even with the 
frequent assistance of the patent applicant in supplying prior art and other informa
tion to help the examination process. Without judging the merit of the criticisms, 
we beliveve that the examination procedure is criticized because it is necessarily 
conducted in secret to protect the invention before it is deemed patentable. 

Therefore, the I.R.I, endorses the concept of permitting useful, reasonable, and 
timely post-issuance participation by the public in the examination of the invention 
and the propriety of the patent grant. 

Such participation should occur after the patent has issued to preserve the rights 
of the inventor. Participation should only be permitted in a manner which strength-
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ens the presumption of validity and adds confidence in the overall examination 
system; it should not unduly increase the expense and difficulty of getting a patent, 
and should not detract from the certainty desired by the patent owner for making a 
commercialization investment. The reissue practice, introduced by former Commis
sioner Dann, is a sound step toward this public participation, but could be improved 
by rule changes or legislation which would permit reasonably simple and prompt re
examination of an issued patent by permitting any person to cite prior art and 
possibly other re-examination considerations.1 I.R.I, does not favor re-examination 
adversary proceedings of the type employed in German oppositions or U.S. patent 
litigation. Such proceedings would unduly erode the U.S. patent system by favoring 
those patent applicants with resources and by introducing unacceptable delay and 
unmanageable uncertainty. 

2. The I.R.I, believes that the term of a patent should be changed from the 
present 17 years from issuance to a term of 20 years from date of the first filing. If 
examination is expeditious and there is no interference, the current 17 years is 
satisfactory. However, there continue to be a number of patents, particularly com
mercially important ones, which have lengthy and complex prosecution of as much 
as 5 to 10 years because of refilings, appeals, or interferences. This can result in 
patent terms which expire as long as 22 to 27 years after initial filing. A carefully 
conditioned term ending 20 years after first filing will provide greater equity and 
certainty for patent owners and their competitors. 

3. Enforceability of a patent is an integral part of the patent system because 
assertion in litigation is the ultimate test of the basic exclusionary property right of 
the patent. Many patents are afforded their deserved respect without the necessity 
of litigation. This respect will be broadened if overall patent quality is improved by 
better examination. There has, however, historically been a need to litigate patents 
which involve honest differences of opinion on validity and scope between the 
patentee and alleged infringer. Unfortunately, such litigation has become complex, 
lengthy, and expensive, in a large measure because of the scope of discovery; this 
presents difficulties for both the patent owner and accused infringer. Litigation 
problems have unduly discouraged patent owners, particularly those with limited 
financial resources from asserting their patents because a validity determination by 
a court is expensive and uncertain; and if the patent is upheld, the damages may 
not be enough to pay for the litigation. This reluctance to assert has encouraged 
infringement of patents which should otherwise be respected. Litigation expense 
may intimidate a patent owner into accepting unfavorable settlements. Conversely, 
a patent owner may intimidate a weak infringer with the expense of litigation. 
Compounding these problems is the variance in the opinions in the Federal courts 
regarding patentability standards. Patent owners and infringers jockey to get into 
courts which favor their own interests. This further adds to the expense and 
uncertainty of owning patents and making investments in reliance on patents. 

The I.R.I, supports legislative and judicial efforts to decrease the expense, uncer
tainty, and inequities experienced by patent owners and those accused infringers 
having honest differences of opinion on the validity and scope of a patent. We 
believe that it would be worthwile to give careful consideration to a single court of 
appeals for patent litigation which would speed up patent litigation and make it 
more uniform and certain. If such a court could institute discovery reform, litigation 
expenses could be reduced. This concept of a Patent Appeals Court has been contro
versial because of a prediction that the patent court would be rigid, technical, 
inflexible, and unable to handle issues ancillary to patent validity and infringement, 
such as unfair competition and antitrust issues. Even if this prediction were accu
rate, we submit that the reduction in expense, time, and uncertainty would signifi
cantly offset any shortcomings of the specialized court. 

1 53 percent of the I.R.I, membership were in favor of limiting re-examination to published 
prior art; 42 percent were not in favor (see Patent Survey Results, attached). 
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Patent Survey Results 

This ;s a s'-mmary of the responses to the questionnaire which acrompanied the draft I.R.I, position state
ment or the U.S. Patent System, distributed in June 1978 to the 245 I.R.I, member companies. There were 
127 ifsoonsps, which ptovided yes or no answers to the questions. Many extra comments were also made 
and the numbers of these aie tabulated. 

A. Do you agree w.th the basic premises of the first two paragraphs? 
Yes 100% No0% 21 extra comments. 

B. Regarding the U.S. Patent system features of merit, do you agree that: 
1. The basic requirements are well defined and should not be changed? 

Yes 93% No 6% No Answer 1% 24 extra comments. 
2. The Patent Office performs generally well: 

Yes 86% No 12% No Answer 2% 46 extra comments. 
3. Thorough examination is important: 

Yes 97% No J% No Answer 2% 34 extra comments. 
It should be balanced with reasonably prompt examination: 
Yes 97% No 1% No Answer 2% 27 extra comments. 

4. The patent should go to the first-to-invent: 
Yes 89% Ho 7% No Answer 4% 43 extra comments. 

5. The one-year grace period should be retained: 
Yes 94% No 5% No Answer 1% 31 extra comments. 

6. Are there any other features of merit which should be emphasized in the paper? 
Yes 32% No 50% No Answer 18% 42 extra comments. 

C. Regarding areas for improvement, do you agree that: 
The l.R.I. should take a positive approach and some initiative? 

Yes 95% No 1% No Answer 4% 25 extra comments. 
1. The Patent Office examination should be supplemented by public participation to improve 

thoroughness and openness of examination: 
Yes 85% No 13% No Answer 2% 53 extra comments. 
Such reexamination should be after issuance: 
Yes 75% No 17% No Answer 8% 41 extra comments. 
Such re-examination should be limited to published prior art: 
Yes 53% No 42% No Answer 5% 54 extra comments. 
Such re-examination should be moderate in procedure and scope: 
Yes 78% No 13% No Answer 9% 43 extra comments. 
Do you agree that the Courts' and the Department of Justice's concern about the lack of public 
participation in the examination process will continue even if Congress loses interest in Patent 
Law Revision? 
Yes 75% No 13% No Answer 12% 40 extra comments. 

2. The term of the patent should be 20 years from filing rather than 17 years from issuance. 
Yes 70% No 27% No Answer 3% 69 extra comments. 

3. Enforceability of a patent in court is so complex, lengthy, expensive, and uncertain that the full 
value of the patent incentive is being eroded: 
Yes 84% No 10% No Answer 6% 35 extra comments. 
Variance in the courts on standards of patentability is a part of these problems: 
Yes 84% No 11% No Answer 5% 35 extra comments. 
Some legislative and judicial efforts to decrease these problems should be made: 
Yes 86% No 7% No Answer 7% 32 extra comments. 
A single court of appeals for patent litigation should be considered: 
Yes 72% No 26% No Answer 2% 52 extra comments. 
Would such a court, if properly organized, streamline and speed up patent litigation and make 
it more uniform? 
Yes 76% No 13% No Answer 11% 48 extra comments. 
Would such a court tend to be rigid, technical, inflexible, and unable to handle issues ancillary to 
patents? 
Yes 21 % No 64% No Answer 15% 69 extra comments. 
If such a court did have these problems, would the improvement advantages outweigh them for 
the principal industrial users of the patent incentive? 
Yes 59% No 29% No Answer 12% 26 extra comments. 
Do you know of any other legislative or judicial change which should be considered to reduce 
the burdens of litigation? 
Yes 59% No 11% No Answer 30% 84 extra comments. 
Should this be used instead of, or in addition to, a single patent appeals court? 
Yes 36% No 9% No Answer 55% 43 extra comments.* 

"(but many related to the ambiguity of the question) 
4. Are there any other areas for improvement which should be emphasized in the paper? 

Yes 20% No 47% No Answer 33% 46 extra comments. 
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS 

The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is a voluntary membership 
organization of more than 12,000 companies and is affiliated with an additional 
158,000 businesses through the National Industrial Council encompassing all sizes 
and classifications of industry in every state. Together these companies produce 
approximately 80 percent of the goods manufactured in the United States. Among 
NAM memberships, some 80 percent can be classified as small businesses. This 
statement is made on behalf of the NAM by its Committee on Science and Technol
ogy and Task Force on Intellectual Property Legislation. 

Most of our members use and rely on patents in one form or another, and the 
NAM has long had an official written policy on patents, which reads as follows: 
"The patent laws of the United States have contributed greatly to the high standard 
of living of our people and to our world leadership in modern technology. The 
incentives of our American system of patents are vital to our continuing industrial 
growth as well as to the establishment and success of new ventures. The property 
represented by a valid patent should stand before the law on a par with other 
property and should be accorded the same legal protection. In keeping with these 
principles, and in order to encourage prompt use of worthwhile inventions, the 
rights of patent owners to license their patents in whole or in part, for specified 
territories, times, amounts or uses, must be preserved in the public interest, but we 
are opposed to compulsory licensing as destructive of the 'exclusive right' which is 
the entire property secured by a patent under the Constitution." 

Thus, the NAM, as the leading association for manufacturing companies, is un
equivocally supportive of patents and their owner(s). In addition, the NAM patent 
policy reflects the Association's views on patent rights under government research 
and development contracts, when it says: "The incentives of the American system of 
patents are vital to our continuing industrial growth and leadership in modern 
technology. Consequently, it should be the basic policy of the Federal Government 
as to its contracts for research and development that the contractor should retain 
the commercial and foreign rights in inventions made in the performance of the 
contract subject to a royalty-free, non-exclusive license to the Government for 
governmental purposes; provided that any such license should not convey any right 
to the Government to manufacture or use any invention for the purpose of provid
ing services or supplies to the general public in competition with the contractor or 
the contractor's commercial licenses in the licensed fields." 

As yet, such a policy position has not been reflected in either a generalized 
federal government patent policy—none exists to date—nor in the patent policies of 
the various government agencies which support research and development out of 
which might flow patentable inventions. Agency policies are many, are often com
plex, duplicative or even a t odds. That complexity and insecurity have had a 
dampening effect on invention and industrial innovation, an effect we are all too 
well aware of. In considering S. 1215, the Science and Technology Research and 
Development Utilizatiion Policy Act, we are pleased to note tha t in contrast with 
other legislation in the same general area, S. 1215 does not limit its provisions to 
specific sectors of our economy such as small business, the universities, or non-profit 
institutions. 

Although NAM has a majority membership of small businesses, we are concerned 
about special kinds of legislation that would fragment the private sector into catego
ries. While acknowledging the plight of small businesses today, especially as they 
are confronted with indiscriminate and burdensome regulations, taxation and anti
trust prohibitions, we would favor legislation which addresses problems faced by all 
of the private sector a t one time or another, in one form or another. 

The nature of government contracting in the research and development area and 
its a t tendant patent problems are as much a disincentive for the large manufactur
ing entity as for the small business. Each, in its way, can become immersed in 
bureaucratic mire in servicing the contractual needs of government in research and 
development. 

In considering the whole area of patents—and cutting through the sometimes 
intractable legal technicalities that often attend the matter—we are impelled to go 
back to the 1966 Report of the President's Commission on the Patent System, "To 
Promote the Progress of * * * Useful Arts—In an Age of Exploding Technology." 
The phrase "to promote the progress of * * * useful a r t s" is of course derived from 
the great Constitutional mandate concerning patents. That is undisputed. And we 
cannot but be even more aware today that if 1966 was "an age of exploding 
technology", then surely we are now in an era in which that phrase has taken on 
more force than ever over the past 20 or more years. 
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Yet, as we read that Commission report, then, and again as we read it today, 
there is one phrase therein that seems to have an almost prescient connotation. On 
Page 2 of that Commission report, we read: "The members of the Commission 
unanimously agreed that a patent system today is capable of continuing to provide 
an incentive to research, development, and innovation." 

We would draw that conclusion today more emphatically than ever—surely, we 
are more seriously and urgently faced with a need to stimulate and encourage 
invention and innovation to meet national and international needs. We are more 
than ever pressed to improve our productivity from inventions so that we can 
maintain—let alone improve—the standard of living for everyone, and even more 
urgently to control and dampen inflation. 

We have noted that of the 28,000 to 30,000 patents owned by the Federal govern
ment, something less than 4 percent (according to some reports) have been licensed 
to private producers. This represents an unacceptable stagnation of undeveloped 
technology in a nation in which there is an apparent •lowdown in innovation. It is 
especially serious when there is extensive evidence that U.S. manufacturing indus
try has proven capability to move quickly and very creatively in successfully inno
vating. 

It is worth stating here that innovation does not derive from research and 
development alone. Innovation requires much more—beginning with the recognition 
of a potentially marketable product, followed by the decisions to begin the processes 
of product development, tooling, manufacture, and final marketing. It is the decision 
to go forward with these processes that requires the commitments of large sums of 
money, often at considerable risk of failure. Various studies estimate that the 
money required for development of an invention or discovery is from 10 to 20 times 
the cost of making that invention. 

In an article entitled "Improving the Climate for Innovation—What Government 
and Industry Can Do" (Research Management, September 1976), the Comptroller 
General of the United States, Elmer B. Staats, took patents as an example of 
whether Federal funds are being spent wisely in the public interest, such as to 
stimulate innovation. "Some government officials," Mr. Staats says, "believe that 
the patient derived from federally funded R&D must be owned and controlled by 
the Government. However, in most cases, the public interest may best be served 
when private industrial contractors, with a few provisos, are granted exclusive 
licenses for commercial development." 

The NAM concurs in that conclusion. 
In the recent Domestic Policy Review of Industrial Innovation instigated by 

President Carter and conducted by the Department of Commerce, seven issues were 
addressed as having an impact on innovative processes. Among those seven issues 
was patent policy. The Draft Report (dated December 20, 1978) of the Advisory 
Subcommittee on Patent and Information Policy of the Advisory Committee on 
Industrial Innovation, established as part of the Domestic Policy Review, draws 
some important conclusions about transfer of commercial rights to government-
sponsored research to the private sector. In proposal V of that document, the 
following is stated: The idea that what the government pays for belongs to the 
people is not only appealing, it is true. The question is: What instrumentalities can 
be brought to bear to maximize the possibilities that people will indeed have 
available the fruits of their government's expenditures? Nonexclusive licenses to 
undeveloped inventions, offered by the government or anyone, have few takers, 
whereas patent ownership or exclusive licenses of sufficient duration are much 
more likely to attract the money and talent needed to make and market real 
products to meet consumer needs.' (Emphasis in original.) 

Further, the report stated that: "If the results of federally sponsored R&D do not 
reach the consumer in the form of tangible benefits, the government has not 
completed its job and has not been a good steward of the taxpayers' money. The 
right to exclude others conferred by a patent, or an exclusive license under a patent, 
may be the only incentive great enough to induce investment needed for development 
and marketing of products. Such commercial utilization of the results of govern
ment-sponsored research would insure that the public would receive its benefits in 
the way of products and services, more jobs, more income, etc. The cost of government 
funding will be recovered from the taxes paid by the workers and their companies. 
(Emphasis added.) 

Thus, all members of the Advisory Subcommittee on Patent Information Policy 
"recommended transferring the patent rights on the results of government spon
sored research to the private sector for commercialization." We note here that the 
Advisory Subcommittee makes proposals that very closely parallel many of the 
provisions of S. 1215. It is not inconsistent with the basic objectives of the NAM 
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policy on this score. Thus we concur strongly with Sec. 101 "Findings" of S. 1215, 
and particularly with Sec. 101(3), namely: "(3) Scientific and technological develop
ments and discoveries resulting from work performed with Government contracts 
constitute a valuable national resource which should be developed in a manner 
consistent with the public interest and the equities of the respective parties." 

We would contend that the Federal Government has not administered its con
tracts in scientific and technological areas as "valuable national resources[s]", nor 
has it developed the results of those contracts in "a manner consistent with the 
public interest" or the "equities of the respective parties." To the contrary, it seems 
that the Federal Government has followed the practice of simply doling out money 
in the expectation of developing "valuable national resource[s]' without any con
comitant effort to promote those resources on behalf of the public interest. The 
proof of that inadequacy, surely, is in the failure of the various federal agency 
technology transfer programs, and in the thousands of government patents that are 
as yet uncommercialized. 

And we would concur in Sec. 101(6) that "There is a need for the establishment of 
a flexible Government-wide policy for the management and utilization of the results 
of federally funded research and development." 

We would like to comment on some of the specific provisions of the bill: 
In Sec. 201, "Responsibilities," we are of the view that giving the responsibility to 

a single agency to coordinate, direct and review the implementation and administra
tion of the Federal policy set forth in S. 1215 with respect to the ownership of 
inventions resulting from federally sponsored research and development could 
result in an additional layer of bureaucracy. Both those responsibilities and the 
promotion of efficient and effective utilization of the results of federally sponsored 
research and development could be left to each individual agency which best knows 
and understands the programs of its sponsorship of research and development and 
can best evaluate where utilization of the results of such programs might be most 
efficient and effective. 

For example, concerning Sec. 201(c)(4), we would ask, what will qualify the Com
merce Department "to identify those inventions with the greatest commercial poten
tial and to promote the development of inventions so identified"? Although we 
might suspect that even the individual agencies might encounter some difficulties in 
fulfilling this responsibility, the agencies are much better qualified to make such 
identifications and promote them for their commercial potential than is the Secre
tary of Commerce. 

In the same area of responsibilities, we would also ask, in Sec. 201(cX7), how will 
the Department of Commerce "demonstrate the practicability of the inventions for 
the purpose of enhancing their marketability"? We can't for a moment comprehend 
how the individual agencies, let alone the Department of Commerce would have 
such capabilities. Surely the demonstration of marketability of an invention is best 
left to those with the experience of the market. The Government is not in market
ing. This is a responsibility that only the private sector can carry out, and the 
private sector will assiduously carry out this responsibility if it determines there is 
commercial practicability of an invention and there is a market for it. We would say 
about the entire Sec. 201 (c), that all of its provisions would create an unnecessary 
additional bureaucracy that we cannot see as being as effective as leaving such 
responsibilities to the individual agencies working under the umbrella of a govern
ment-wide, unified patent policy. 

Sec. 201 (e) most exemplifies what we are concerned about in this respect. Estab
lishing interagency committees as are necessary to assist in the review and formula
tion of rules, regulations, and procedures implementing provisions of this Act, 
makes for more layers of complexity, bureaucratic delay, and regulation. We believe 
that if a clear unified patent policy were to be enacted, there would be no need for 
such interagency committees on such a formal basis. If there needs to be some 
coordination among particular agencies in implementing patent policy, then it can 
be instituted as needed, and dispersed on completion of the task. 

In Sec. 202 "Agency Technology Utilization Program," we take a cautious view of 
expanding the federal bureaucracy through the establishment of technology utiliza
tion programs in those federal agencies supporting research and development activi
ties. For example, the Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer 
today numbers in its membership some 200 federal research and development 
laboratories and centers. Yet, we are not aware, in the five years of the Consor
tium's existence, of a substantial increase in the transfer of the fruits of research 
and development in the federal laboratories to innovations beneficial to society. 

We believe that the key point here is not an expansion of agency technology 
transfer or utilization programs, but rather a formula by which industry and the 
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private sector can be brought to the inventions so as to evaluate them for their 
commercial potential. What Sec. 202 provides for is a "push" mechanism for govern
ment agencies. Such a mechanism is beset with problems unless there are incentives 
to bring the "pull" of the innovative industrial community to the inventions. 

In the matter of "Allocation of Rights" [Sec. 301], we would support the provisions 
of the "Rights of Government." Similarly, the bill would have our support on 
"Rights of the Contractor" [Sec. 302]. However, we foresee some problems with some 
of the provisions of Sec. 303 Waiver. We generally applaud the provisions in this 
section since it is our view that, in prinicple, this is the way that waiver should 
work. Nonetheless, we sense that Sec. 303(4) might be rather inappropriate since it 
seems to us to be beyond the capability of agencies supporting research and develop
ment to deal with "situations inconsistent with the antitrust laws." 

In Sec. 304 "March-in-Rights," in subsection (b), we believe that there is no need 
for prior approval of the Secretary of Commerce concerning the exercise of march-
in-rights by a Federal agency as described in Sec. 304(a). Again, we would prefer 
that the' particular agency be left to determine the exercise of march-in-rights 
whenever a situation arises in which they are to be invoked. 

Finally, we would especially applaud Sec. 306 "Background Rights." Such a provi
sion is at the very core of a successful government-wide patent policy and the 
involvement of the private sector in its implementation. Without such protection, 
the likelihood of private sector involvement would be poor indeed. 

SUMMARY 

In summary, the NAM looks upon S. 1215 with favor and, in general would 
support passage of this legislation. In some of the specific provisions, we are con
cerned for those that would create a bureaucratic superstructure to implement a 
government-wide patent policy or complicate the role of individual government 
agencies in fulfilling the positive thrust of the bill. 

AMERICAN PATENT LAW ASSOCIATION, 
Arlington, Va., May 31, 1979. 

Senator HARRISON SCHMITT, 
Senator HOWARD CANNON, 
Senator ADLAI STEVENSON, 
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 

GENTLEMEN: By coincidence the Board of Managers of the American Patent Law 
Association had a meeting May 25, immediately after the May 22 introduction of S. 
1215. It would be an overstatement to imply that the members of the Board have 
had a chance properly to study the entire bill. On the other hand, they had 
theretofore been studying comparable subject matter in the Bayh bill and were in a 
unique position for instant appreciation of the values in S. 1215. 

Feeling that you might be interested in the views of the APLA Board promptly, 
the Board considered and unanimously adopted the following resolution: 

Resolved, That the American Patent Law Association approves the general intent 
and principal objective of the Schmitt/Stevenson Bill, S. 1215, 96th Congress of May 
22, 1979, to use the patent system to promote commercialization of inventions 
resulting from work sponsored by the government. APLA believes that the funda
mental principle of the Schmitt/Stevenson Bill of retention by government contrac
tors of principal rights to patents based on government-sponsored research (except 
where exceptional government needs must govern) should be uniformly applied to 
all government contractors. APLA therefore endorses and supports enactment of 
the Schmitt/Stevenson Bill. 

Please let me know if there is anything that APLA can do by way of helping your 
advocacy of this bill. 

Yours truly, 
TOM ARNOLD. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 
Fairfield, Conn., July 2, 1979. 

Hon. ADLAI STEVENSON, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. STEVENSON: This letter is to record the support of General Electric 
Company for the "Science and Technology Research and Development Utilization 
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Policy Act", S. 1215, which you have co-sponsored with Senators Cannon and 
Schmitt. 

Title III of your Bill is particularly important in its recognition that the owner
ship of the applicable patents can stimulate Government contractors to commercial
ize the results of federally sponsored research and development. When an R&D 
program has commercial possibilities, the contractor is usually in the best position 
to carry the R&D results to the marketplace. However, this normally requires a 
substantial investment in time, manpower and private funds, and without the 
protection afforded by patent ownership, the contractor may be unwilling to make 
that investment. If the contractor does not do so, it is very unlikely that anyone else 
will. 

Thus, although patent ownership afforded the contractor will not guarantee that 
consumer products will flow to the marketplace, it should provide an effective 
stimulus to that end. The alternative of the Government keeping the patents works 
in exactly the opposite direction, providing a disincentive to commercialization. In 
our opinion, your Bill takes the proper approach in limiting Government ownership 
to specific situations and then allowing waivers if the controlling conditions no 
longer exist. 

In the event that changes in the Bill can be taken up for consideration, we would 
suggest the following: 

1. S. 1215 carries throughout the concept of an inventor "who has made an 
invention under a contract but who has not agreed to assign his rights in such 
invention to the contractor". Such an inventor appears in the following sections: 
302(a) and 305(a) (1), (3) and (6). The concept of such an inventor, seemingly working 
on his own, would raise many legal difficulties in respect to ownership of invention 
rights and we recommend deletion of reference to such an "inventor". 

2. Section 201(cX9) would provide that proceeds from licensing, etc. received by the 
Government could be used for "purpose of this Act". Such proceeds ought to be 
transferred to the Federal Treasury so that administration of the Act becomes part 
of the budgeting process and thereby subject to fiscal controls. As it now stands, the 
administration of Government inventions could enter a spiral of unchecked growth 
which would be undesirable for the Country. 

3. Section 201(cX7) directs the Secretary of Commerce to "acquire technical infor
mation" to be used in promoting and demonstrating Government-owned inventions. 
We believe tha t the quoted language should be deleted because the presence of such 
a directive may well result in the mounting of a more intensive effort to acquire 
technology from contractors than would be desirable. Merely leaving the directive 
in the form of engaging in negotiations and other activities for promoting licensing 
ought to suffice. 

4. Section 305(aX2) would provide for a mandatory reservation of a non-exclusive 
license to the States and domestic municipal governments (in addition to the United 
States) "unless the agency determines that it would not be in the public interest to 
acquire" such license. We would prefer to have the reference to the States and 
domestic municipal governments deleted altogether. At the least, it is believed tha t 
the "public interest test should be deleted and something more definitive provided. 
For example, a non-exclusive license for States and domestic municipal governments 
should not be reserved when it would tend to substantially negate the usefulness of 
principal rights retained by the contractor and thereby blunt his incentive to 
commercialize the patented inventions. One instance of this may be mass transit 
equipment. 

Again, we wish to indicate our support for S. 1215, and if comments are desired 
on any particular issue, we will be glad to work with your staff in getting them to 
you. 

Very truly yours, 
H. F. MANBECK, Jr . 

JULY 18, 1979. 

Hon. SENATOR ADLAI STEVENSON, 
Old Senate Office Building, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 

DEAR SENATOR STEVENSON: Glenn Stephenson requested that I write you and 
discuss my feelings, perceptions, and experiences in the field of technological inno
vation, new product development, and product protection. As he explained, due to 
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the sensitive stage of development of our technology, I must request that I remain 
anonymous at this time. If you should desire to meet with me personally, in private, 
at some point in the future, this can be arranged. 

Let me be very frank and state that the ideas, concepts, feelings, and experiences 
described in this letter are my own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
my business associates. Finally, if you should wish to read the body of this letter 
into the Record, you have my permission, providing you observe my request to 
remain anonymous. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

I am a businessman by profession. I became associated with a development 
scientist in March of 1976. He is responsible for product research and development. 
My role is to develop financial backing, product strategy, business feasibility assess
ment, and arrange for product marketing. Our development scientist currently owns 
some 60 patents, and owns substantial additional inventions which remain unpat
ented. While I have reviewed many inventions and new products for investment and 
marketing, this is my first major experience in the realm of patent protection for 
advanced energy technologies. I will attempt in the remainder of this letter to 
explain why our organization has elected to bypass the patent system for a proce
dure judged to have a higher probability of success given the nature of our technol
ogy. 

SUMMARY OF PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE PATENT SYSTEM 

1. Utilizing the patent system by small inventors, and small organizations in
volves considerable risk exposure, while the protections afforded by the patent code 
are minimal. 

2. Economic intimidation of the small inventor by the large firm is built into the 
adjudication procedure. The costs associated with a patent defense can often be 
substantially greater than the development costs of the basic invention. 

3. The legal systems current interpretation of the patent code legitimizes patent 
challenges and illegal patent infringement by well financed corporations. 

4. When the court costs are less than the expected royalty or licensing fees, the 
legal and economic incentive for a well-capitalized firm is to infringe the patent and 
play the expected probabilities that the inventor cannot afford to litigate. 

5. The patent office exists within an aura of suspicion based upon unethical 
leakages in the past. 

6. With respect to selling our technology, NOT filing a patent offers the purchas
ing company both security and the element of surprise in the marketplace. 

7. Because of the high probability of patent infringement and expensive litigation 
regarding an innovative new product, it appears that only the marketplace offers 
true economic protection via a strategy of maximizing market share. 

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

The technology which we are currently developing deals with the problem of 
electrical energy storage and generation. More simply, battery technology. It is our 
belief that we have developed a significant advance in battery technology. We judge 
our power-to-weight ratio is approximately 5 times better than currently available 
conventional lead-acid batteries. For comparison, a good lead-acid battery (6 volt) 
will store 100 amperes hours of power if discharged at a moderate rate (1-5 amp 
draw). Current tests of our technology have produced 500 ampere hours of elec
tricity based upon a 10 amp draw. Note: our battery configuration is comparable in 
size and weight as a regular car battery for the comparison made above. 

It is our judgment that the technology of commercially feasible, and capable of 
mass-production within 3-5 years. The materials and components could be manufac
tured economically and domestically, relying, to a large extent, on domestic re
sources. 

Our current stage of development centers around pre-production planning and 
experimenting with various construction methods. My assessment is that develop
ment is 70-80 percent completed to its introductory commercial form. 

PRODUCT IMPLICATIONS FOR DOMESTIC ENERGY SUPPLIES 

If our technology proves in the marketplace as powerful as in a laboratory setting, 
some major economic opportunities present to the U.S.A. in the near term. 

1. Electrical vehicles capable of 200 miles per recharge, and with comparable 
performance characteristics as conventional autos, would be immediately feasible 
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without significant industry retooling. Various forcasts suggest that an electric car 
capable of the above performance characteristics would be capable of penetrating 10 
percent of the domestic automobile market. The associated petroleum savings are 
estimated to range between 60 million and 100 million barrels of oil per year. At 
current OPEC prices, the savings would approach $1.2 to $2.0 billion per year. 

2. Solar and wind energy systems, currently lacking an efficient and economical 
battery storage system, would become more economical, and therefore more attrac
tive as energy alternatives. 

3. Other industries currently facing energy-storage constraints include: defense; 
aeronautical, electric utilities; recreational vehicles; and emergency generation facil
ities. Estimated fuel savings in these industries have not been defined. 

4. Electric utilities may have the opportunity to store considerable quantities of 
electricity generated during off-peak hours using our technology. If so, it would be 
possible to minimize and delay the additions of incremental nuclear or petroleum-
based generation facilities. Note: our technology is not suggested as a long-term 
solution or alternative to these forms of power, but rather a postponement mecha
nism to control oil imports and to provide additional time to assess and solve the 
problems of nuclear energy. 

As you can see, it is very difficult for me to assess the full range and impact of 
this technology on our domestic energy picture. However, I do believe that the 
technology offers significant opportunity to minimize the severity of our energy 
crisis and our energy dependence on foreign sources. Needless to say, any improve
ments in this area would aid in the reduction of political tension in the Middle East 
and elsewhere. 

MARKETING AND PATENT PROTECTION 

Given the nature of our technology (relatively simple, easily copied, made largely 
from available materials, and significant economic potential) we concluded that 
filing for a patent exposes us to added and significant risks while offering little real 
protection. The patent system, and the adjudication procedure, exposes us to new, 
non-business-related risks (i.e. legal) which are not areas of our expertise, and which 
add to the probability of theft of our proprietary information. Attempting to protect 
our technology within the parameters defined by the current patent system and 
adjudication process appear impossible, and remain the major obstacle to our using 
the system. 

The predatory practices of large firms regarding patent infringment and patent 
challenges force a small organization such as ours to carefully evaluate the risks 
and rewards of using the system. A long court contest would ruin us financially, and 
prevent us from selling the technology while in litigation. The apparent anti-patent 
sentiment of the judicial system indicates that any patent challenge would inherent
ly involve a significant risk of patent denial regardless of the merits of the case. By 
revoking patents on a more regular basis than upholding them, the court system is 
forcing people to avoid using the patent system. Further, it must be remembered 
that a small inventor does not have the luxury of picking and choosing the district 
court in which he has the most favorable chances, as is common practice for all 
large corporations. 

The economic incentive is clearly in favor of the large corporation with respect to 
contesting patents and even infringing on patents. In the case of the small inventor, 
it is even more advantageous to contest or infringe, knowing that the inventor 
probably does not have the resources, expertise, or constitution to wage a long and 
costly court battle. When it is economically cheaper to contest or infringe a patent 
than to pay royalty or licensing fees, then it is clear that economics, not ethics shall 
dictate the results. Unfortunately, the patent system and the legal system support 
and contribute to this form of economic intimidation. It would certainly be nice to 
see the system balance the scales by supporting the small, independent inventor, 
who has basically been responsible for every major invention in America since 
Colonial times. 

PATENT AND PRODUCT PROTECTION STRATEGY 

Having opted not to incur the risks associated with using the patent system, we 
feel we have finally developed an approach which will offer us manageable risk 
exposure with a good opportunity for successful marketing of the technology to a 
major firm. Note: the approach I am about to describe is uniquely tailored to the 
specific nature of our technology. I would not offer it as a blanket approach because 
it involves considerable development, testing, marketing, and analytic expense. 
Many technologies would simply not lend themselves to the "Black Box" analysis 
central to our approach. 
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Basically, we will choose as target companies only those firms which have highly 
ethical reputations regarding outside inventors. We will deal only at the Chairman 
or President level, and only after afforded a personal introduction by someone of 
honesty and integrity. 

Basic to our negotiation posture will be that the details of the technology will 
never be disclosed until a contract, non-disclosure, and non-competition agreements 
have been signed. The technology will be sold based upon performance characteris
tics only. Particularly, a "Black Box" electric car will be central to proving that our 
battery produces mileage performance unequalled in the marketplace. 

In closing, while I am sincerely interested in improving the patent system, I am 
far more interested in successfully marketing our technology so it can have a real 
impact on our domestic energy situation. 

I must request that you honor my requirement for personal anonymity at this 
stage. You may read the entire body of this letter into the Senate Record, providing 
my name be withheld. Should you wish to contact me further, please do so via 
Glenn Stephenson. A brief resume is attached for your review. 

Sincerely, 
(Name withheld by request.) 

NATIONAL SOCIETY OP PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS, 
Washington, D.C., July SI, 1979. 

HON. ADLAI STEVENSON, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, 
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAR CHAIRMAN STEVENSON: The National Society of Professional Engineers, a 
nonprofit organization representing nearly 80,000 individual members working in 
every aspect of the engineering profession, recently conducted a survey of its patent 
policy experts regarding the problems and promises of the current patent system. 

I am enclosing a copy of the results of this survey for your information and 
review. I believe they will be useful in your Subcommittee's review of Federal 
patent policy. 

We appreciate this opportunity to present to you this information. We respectful
ly request that it be made a part of the official hearing record. 

Very truly yours, 
HERBERT G. KOOGLE, 

Professional Engineer, Chairman. 
Enclosure. 

SURVEY ON PATENT POLICY AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS TO PATENT PROBLEMS 

(By Michael M. Schoor, Director, and Joan E. Porte, Legislative Assistant, 
Legislative and Government Affairs Department) 

NOTE.—This Legislative Opinion Request was sent to the Society's Exective Com
mittee, Board of Directors, State Presidents, State Presidents-Elect, State Secretar
ies or Administrators, Practice Division Executive Boards, Legislative and Govern
ment Affairs Committee, and Experts. Nineteen people responded, primarily Ex
perts and members of Practice Division Executive Boards. Not all of the respondents 
answered all of the questions. 

1. S. 414, introduced by Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) provides an option to inven
tors to seek patents and have exclusive use of products invented under government 
contract and allows the government to recoup money back from the inventor when 
the patented invention makes over a certain amount. 

(a) Will this increase innovation in government-funded projects? 
Probably (3). 
Yes, but government should recoup only business taxes (1). 
Yes. (9). 
No, too much—a government inhibitor (1). 

(b) Is the concept of this bill too broad or too narrow? 
Both (1). 
Narrow (7). 
Broad (2). 
Undecided (2). 
Neither (1). 
Comments: 

52-476 O - 80 - 29 
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The bill should also stop the Department of Justice from regarding patents as 
permanent monopolies; 

Government should not limit profits and collect taxes on patents; bureaucratic 
strings should be cut to increase innovation; 

People should exclude individuals specifically engaged by the government for 
research; 

The bill should require an agreed amount to be recouped and should define 
contractors, subcontractors and inventors; 

Payback should be limited to the amount of government input—repayment sched
ule be favorable to the inventor; 

There should be some split of the royalties after costs are recouped; 
If the government supplies the equipment and money, they should have all 

"rights"; 
Government must not retain title under any circumstances. 
2. Should there be a time limit in which an employer must apply for a patent 

application for new products or lose that right to the employee-inventor? 
Yes (17). 
No (2). 

If so, What is a reasonable time limit? 
1 year (3). 
2 years (2). 
7 years (1). 
4 to 5 years (2). 
1 to 2 years (2). 
9 months (1) 
6 months (1). 

If employers do not commercialize a patent within a reasonable time period, 
should the patent be released to the employee? 

Yes within one year (1). 
Yes (11). 
Yes in two years (1). 
Yes in five years (1). 
Yes in 12 years for market research items (1). 

Comments: 
Time limits should be established but should be flexible to allow.the inventor to 

release his patent rights—when someone is given a salary, equipment etc. by a 
company, that company has the freedom to deal with that person's invention; 

If the invention is out of the scope of the business, it should release rights to the 
inventor; 

If the employee's duties include research, the employer should have the option to 
commercialize; 

If the invention leads to an unexpected windfall for the employer, the employee 
should receive an award not to exceed one-third of the estimated value of the 
windfall and not to be less than one-twentieth; 

Employees should not be able to commercialize unless the item is a trade secret 
which the inventor shares; 

If the rights are released the employer should also have the right to use it at a 
later date. 

3. Should employee-inventors receive remuneration on patents commercialized by 
the employer? 

Yes (13). 
Employer's option (2). 

Comments: 
Employee should get raises plus one to two percent royalty; 
If the employee is "hired to invent" the profits should go to the employer, if the 

employee is "not hired to invent" he/she should receive support; 
This should be agreed to in advance. 
4. What do you feel are the major problems of current patent policy? How do you 

propose they be solved? 
Contracts that employees must now sign stifle .innovation—these contracts should 

specify that patent ownership will revert to the inventor if the corporation does not 
patent/market within a specific period of time; 

Engineers should be employed on a contractual basis so they would not be 
terminated before a specific date without notice; 

The government should not maintain ownership of patents; 
The patent policy has nothing to do with productivity—other factors intervene; 
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It is too easy to get a patent—there is an "allow the patent and let them fight it 
out in court mentality"; 

It is too time consuming and expensive to get a patent (stressed several times); 
The government should standardize its policy towards handling intellectual prop

erty with its contractors; 
"Patent courts" with technically oriented judges should be instituted; 
Strict laws against patent infringement should be made (stressed several times); 
Invention promotion is too risky (stressed twice); 
There is too short a time (one year) between conceptualization and filing for a 

patent; 
Products for sale vs. patents for company machinery to make products for sale 

under the products for sale royalties can be calculated, under the patents for 
machinery it is more difficult; it can possibly be a percentage of the annual cost 
reduction achieved or a flat payment and an annual percentage of sales. 

Other comments: 
The U.S should reward inventors and examine the invention incentives now in 

use in Europe; 
Risk capital should be recovered first followed by government expenses; 
Strict time and documentation requirements regarding the employees specific 

assignment and specific concept must be filed by the employer not involved in 
specific R&D programs in order to acquire full rights to the patent. 

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., 
Armonk, N.Y., August 6, 1979. 

Hon. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, Chairman, 
Hon. HARRISON SCHMITT, 
Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR CHAIRMAN STEVENSON AND SENATOR SCHMITT: Thank you for inviting our 

comments on S. 1215 introduced by Senator Cannon and you to establish a uniform 
Federal policy on the management and use of inventions developed under Federal 
contracts. In view of the lagging pace of American industrial innovation and produc
tivity, this is an extremely important bill. 

As Vice President, Commercial and Industry Relations for IBM, I supervise the 
company's worldwide patent operations as well as its contracts and licensing activi
ties. In addition, I am a member of the Advisory Committee on Patents to the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. 

We think enactment of S. 1215, with some relatively minor changes suggested 
below, would be very much in the public interest. In our judgment, the different 
patent policies of the various departments and agencies are confused and confusing, 
and tend to discourage commercialization of patents developed under Government 
contract. Further, they inhibit bids from qualified companies because of the poten
tial demand for access to background patents owned by the contractor, and particu
larly in those areas where work performed for the Government draws significantly 
on the experience and knowhow developed with private funds. 

The proposed legislation would clarify the conditions under which title to an 
invention would go to the Government and would give the contractor the option of 
retaining the title in all other situations, preserving march-in rights for the Govern
ment in certain cases. This seems to us to be an eminently sensible approach, 
assuring that the Government will be able to keep title where necessary and at the 
same time giving contractors and potential contractors a much clearer understand
ing of their position. 

The legislation will reduce the administrative burdens imposed by the necessity 
for deciding the type of patent rights clause to be included in thousands of research 
and development contracts annually and by the processing of large numbers of 
waiver petitions. 

We believe that S. 1215 is a fair and balanced bill overall. It is an improvement 
over S. 3627 in the last Congress because of the addition of Section 302(b) which 
guarantees contractors a license to use an invention to which the Government takes 
title. Since we called attention to this point in our comment on the previous bill, I 
want to record our appreciation of the change. However, we think Section 302(b) 
still falls somewhat short of what is needed. It should be amended to allow the 
coantractor to grant sublicenses to subsidiaries, affiliates and existing licensees. For 
that purpose, we suggest the addition of the underlined language: 

"(b) When the Government obtains title to an invention under Section 301, the 
Contractor shall retain a non-exclusive, royalty-free license which shall be revocable 
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only to the extent necessary for the Government to grant exclusive license. Contrac
tor's license to practice the invention, or to have it practiced on Contractor's behalf, 
shall include the right to grant sublicenses of the same scope to subsidiaries and 
affiliates within the corporate structure of Contractor's organization and to existing 
licensees who Contractor is legally obligated to license or to assure freedom from 
infringement liability." 

We think the march-in rights principle, embodied in Section 304, has merit. 
However, we believe that consideration should always be given in a march-in 
proceeding to whether the contractor already offers a fair and reasonable license to 
responsible applicants. We also think that once a license has been granted by the 
contractor, it should not be abrogated by the Government. Lastly, where the con
tractor is using the invention or has made a substantial investment toward such 
use, we propose that the contractor should retain an irrevocable and non-exclusive 
license, We believe this is extremely important if the incentive for the contractor to 
engage in commerical use of the invention is to be maintained. 

These objectives can be attained by adding the following language to the end of 
Section 304(b) after the word "Secretary": 

"Provided, such rules, regulations, and procedures shall include a provision that 
agency action under subsection (a) may not be proper whenever Contractor offers a 
license to responsible applicants upon terms reasonable under the circumstances; 
and shall not be proper to the extent tha t such action would cause termination of 
any license previously granted by Contractor other than licenses to subsidiaries and 
affiliates within the corporate structure of Contractor's organization; and Provided 
further, such rules, regulations, and procedures shall reserve to the Contractor an 
irrevocable, non-exclusive and royalty-free license under such invention where Con
tractor is using or has made a substantial investment leading to the use of such 
invention." 

In our view S. 1215 represents a logical culmination of efforts which began in the 
Kennedy Administration and continued in the Nixon Administration to deal with 
problems resulting from a title-in-Government policy. We believe the legislation 
which you and your co-sponsor have introduced is a reasonable balance—increasing 
the incentive for contractors to commercialize inventions made on Government 
contract while protecting the Government's interests and rights. 

With the changes suggested in this letter, we support S. 1215 and urge its 
enactment. If you or your staff wish to discuss this matter further, I will be happy 
to provide additional information and clarification as needed. 

Very truly yours, 
WALLACE C. DOUD. 

AMERICAN PATENT LAW ASSOCIATION, 
Arlington, Va., August 8, 1979. 

Hon. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, Chairman, 
Hon. HARRISON SCHMITT, 
Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

GENTLEMEN: I received your letter of invitation to testify before you on July 27 
after I had already prepared my written paper, and since I felt that my subject was 
addressed to these specific questions in your letter of invitation in generality, and 
was short on time to address your questions specifically, I proceeded to deliver what 
I had previously prepared. 

However, your letter contained some specific questions that perhaps I might 
answer, seratim, by dictating more or less off the top of my head. 

Your question. What is the utility of patents to individual inventors, entrepre
neurs, investors, and small medium and large firms? 

Answer. The Constitutionally recited purpose is a real purpose for all these 
different participants in technology. You will recall the Constitutional phrase is 
that "the Congress will have the power * * * to promote the progress of science and 
the useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive 
right to their respective writings and discoveries". 

The concept, of course, is that if you hold out the carrot of a property right in the 
results of an investment in research and development, you will induce persons to 
invest sweat, intellect, and capital, not only in the technical undertaking of conceiv
ing an invention but in the market and technical undertaking of developing the 
invention for useful applications and bringing it to market—these latter steps 
sometimes being the more expensive and higher risk undertaking, giving the nature 
of today's market place. 
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There are, however, some differences in the way the patent system functions with 
respect to the different classes of interested parties, inventors, entrepreneurs, inves
tors, and small, medium-size and large firms. 

Large firms often use patents in the conventional patterns known to entrepre
neurs and inventors, but in some industries the large firms have tended sometimes 
to develop a portfolio of patents in the area of their major business competition with 
other large firms, and then to use this portfolio in patterns that are referred to as 
"defensively". In this pattern, we find that the several major oil companies are 
unlikely to sue each other for infringement of their patents on secondary oil 
recovery methods. Why? Because each company knows that he is infringing the 
other companies' patents in this area; a suit will beget a counter-suit; the expense 
will be great; the result will be uncertain; and we are better off spending our money 
on research in this area than paying lawyers to try to sort out the relative values of 
our respective rights as against each other, using the judicial system which is not 
really competent to do this job well, anyway. 

Even this defensive use of a patent portfolio purchases for the proprietor a 
freedom from charge of infringment by the similar portfolios of patents owned by 
large competing firms, and thereby the "defensive" portfolio purchases a freedom 
from royalty obligation to others, and this is an important part of the value that 
such firms get for their R. & D. in these areas where the "defensive" pattern has 
developed. Only if they compete significantly in research and development in the 
subject areas, can they maintain a good defensive portfolio, so the defensive practice 
that some firms slip into is still serving the public interest in fostering R. & D. 

In response to your question it is to be noted that the defensive value of a 
portfolio of patents is not commonly available to the new entrepreneur or investor. 
These persons much more commonly are forced to take their patent to court and 
seek to enforce it in order to realize the value they absolutely need from it, to 
protect their high risk investment in a new business endeavor. Thus, to whatever 
extent big companies live by defensive use of patents without going to court, to that 
extent the significant costs and shortcomings of the judicial system of patent en
forcement tend in a way to be visited more heavily upon inventors, entrepreneurs 
and investors in new entrepreneurship—all of the smaller business undertaking— 
than upon the larger firms. This, of course, is no fault of the big firms but an 
unhappy result of the short-comings of judicial enforcement of patents. And indeed, 
when the big firms depart from the heart of their major competitive lines into new 
entrepreneurship, they too tend to slip into the same mode of patent system utiliza
tion as described for the smaller entrepreneurships. 

There are other important values in the so-called defensive portfolio of patents. 
Commonly, larger companies build up a portfolio of patents and knowhow but for a 
variety of international regulation and foreign investment reasons cannot attempt, 
or do not want to attempt, to build a foreign plant or launch major sales efforts 
abroad. Thereby, major markets for the technology are not being reached and no 
income is being derived from those markets. The know-how is kept confidential 
from all who might use it competitively with the owner who developed it. 

But if the owner can license its know-how (whether or not protected by foreign 
patents) and not license its United States patents, the owner protects its local profit-
on-sales (often two to five times what royalty income is on the same sales) while 
reaching new markets with its technology. Thus, the defenisve portfolio of patents 
when it becomes commercially valuable, also becomes its own pressure for foreign 
licensing, and a pressure for licensing not just patents but know-how which often 
has its own great importance. 

Similarly, when a technology has use, shall we say, on aircraft propellers and also 
on motorboat propellers, the defensive portfolio of patents becomes a pressure for 
licensing domestically in field of use not served by the proprietor of the technology. 

One of the least understood but still tremendously important aspects of technol
ogy economics, is the role of know-how and the importance and unpatented know-
how in the total picture, together with the relationship of patents to that know-how. 
So perhaps I should spend a paragraph on that topic. 

Patents address primarily new concepts by contrast with masses of detailed know-
how, the "wrinkle technology" which permits one to take the patented concept of, 
for example, the internal combustion turbine (a subject of my 1940's engineering 
degree paper) and make it into the J-59 jumbo jet aircraft engine with high power/ 
weight ratio, low noise levels, high fuel efficiency, etc. After the second wave of 
patents relating to internal combustion turbines as applied to aircraft engines had 
expired, it still took half a billion dollars to develop the J-59, and Rolls-Royce's 
effort to develop a competitive engine flat bankrupted the company.—Mostly unpa-
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tented know-how of value equal to or much greater than the still-patented know-
how. 

A few improvement patents scattered amongst the mass of know-how are often 
THE critical thing which precipitates the foreign licensing not j'ust as patents, but 
the entire valuable know-how package that otherwise would be kept largely secret, 
forcing competitors to re-develop the same know-how. 

Domestic patents, you see, are often key to foreign know-how licensing and 
foreign know-how licensing is a multi-billion dollar value for U.S. companies and 
thereby a major contributor to our balance of payments credits. 

It is often observed that there are many motivations for research, particularly 
among big businesses, more than just the motivations delivered by patents. This, of 
course, is true. Whether competitor A is copying from competitor B or is doing his 
own independent research, he cannot get too far behind, and so there is a natural 
degree of competition in R. & D., and this is aided by the degree wherein the know-
how thereby developed can be preserved in some degree of effective secrecy for at 
least a very few years. 

But, the patent protection of the significant concepts so developed, adds a frosting 
on the cake of considerable significance, increases the profit margin on research and 
development, and particularly sponsors the movement of research and development 
into the higher risk more basic areas, by comparison with lower risks "re-packag
ing" developments that are likely to be indulged without the benefit of a patent 
system. 

Make no mistake about it: Patents are important to the motivation for research, 
to motivation to start the research into higher risk areas, and to the motivation for 
licensing among big businesses, medium businesses, small businesses, and particu
larly new business ventures whether undertaken by small or large business. 

I can tell three dramatic tales of the way the patent system functions, in context 
of the dried-up risk capital market which also seems critically relevant to the total 
picture. 

One of my current tales from current practice relates to lawn care equipment, one 
to environmental control power plant wastes, and one severe service valves for the 
chemical industry. 

In two of these instances the private inventor, in one of these instances a very 
small business inventor, created major new businesses that without doubt would 
never have come into being but for faith that the patents would protect the R. & D. 
and new business investment. Expanding entrepreneurships have critical need for 
high risk venture capital that in 1969 came to 3.5 billion dollars from public stock 
offerings. In 1978 however, public stock offerings by new entrepreneurships were 
not a viable financing alternative. What is the result? 

In each of these three instances, the cost and delay and uncertainty of patent 
protection afforded by the court system (part of the fault being weak examination of 
applications for patent by the Patent Office), virtually forced the new entrepreneurs 
to sell out to big business which had the money and staying power for the protract
ed court fights. If the cost of patent enforcement in time and money and the 
certainty of patent enforcement had been much more benign, and/or if there had 
been a ready source of venture capital from public sources that could be tapped by 
small high technology new entrepreneurships as was the case in 1969, these three 
new companies would likely have remained growing new high technology business 
ventures, soon to become major competitive forces in technology industry. 

As it happens, however, through no fault of big business, the big businesses who 
had the source of capital critically needed for these companies to fight their neces
sary patent infringement fights in the court room over long periods of time, were 
asked to buy out the young entrepreneurships and they did so, and our economy lost 
the three new businesses in favor of industry concentration. 

I think it is important that big businesses have access to money and capital, and I 
do not fault big businesses for spending some of that money and capital in acquisi
tion of high risk ventures that must fail for lack of capital if big businesses do not 
make it available. The point here is that, if we could make venture capital available 
in the public market place once again, and could reduce the cost in time, money and 
uncertainty of the enforcement of the new entrepreneurship's patents, we could 
have preserved these new independent businesses as viable operations, rather than 
having them absorbed by big business. 

Your question. In what circumstance is patent protection essential or not to the 
commercialization of innovation technologies, either by new companies or estab
lished firms? 

Answer. As implied by the stories outlined just above, the new entrepreneurships 
and small and intermediate size businesses frequently are in critical need of practi-
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cal, prompt and inexpensive patent protection if they are to survive immediate 
competition from others who are entrenched in given product lines. How does a 
small new company take on a Eastman Kodak in the camera market unless it has 
patents on its "instant snap-shot" cameras and films to give it a protection while it 
is trying to develop its manufacturing facilities, its marketing organization, public 
acceptance of its trademark, a reputation for quality and reliability equal to those 
same strengths as held by an Eastman Kodak. 

In significant degree large companies undertake commercialization of their new 
inventions independently of whether they have patent protection on their particular 
invention. In doing this to a significant degree, they can, not infrequently, rely for 
the degree of protection that they really need to get a product marketed, upon their 
previously established trademarks, established risk distribution systems, reputation 
for good quality, available capital—that is always important—and the like. Having 
available capital to risk and a manufacturing and marketing strength, they assume 
a lower risk than the new entrepreneurship in proportion to availability and there
fore are better able to bring new products to market without patent protection, even 
though ROI typically would be higher if they had patent protection. 

By comparison with the big company, contrast the real estate man who invented 
the Weed Eater, the nylon line lawn trimming device that has sold many millions of 
dollars worth in the last few years since its first introduction. And contrast the 
private engineer who invented the severe service refine re-valves that are so critical 
to many of our modern chemical plants, and the small lime company that provided 
the first and only environmental disposal of masses of pollutants from coal burning 
power plants. Each of these needed hundreds of thousands of dollars for technical 
development, plus hundreds of thousands of dollars for market development. 

Investors I know, and their bankers I feel sure, were interested in the patent 
protection that seemed available or not available to them, were interested in wheth
er they would have their strength drained by protracted patent litigation. And when 
the dollars in litigation got too steep in context of the uncertainty and delay in 
result, the private investor, small business and banker types had to drop out in 
favor of the strength of big business. [Let me not mislead by over-simplification; 
obviously there were other factors involved too, ranging from A to Z and including 
things like the age of the early investors who wanted to retire from the fight; but 
the factors I have reported were assuredly very important factors in what happened 
in each of the three examples I am alluding to.] 

The small firm or new entrepreneurship by an inventor and his financial backer 
is, at least commonly though certainty not uniformly, not even undertaken unless 
there is some reasonable measure of confidence that, having spent the money to 
commence the new business or new product line, they will not be promptly driven 
from the market by big competitors with established market might (trademarks, 
distribution systems, production capacity, reputation for good quality, etc., that the 
new business might not have). My experience teaches me that the fear of the big 
business competition is probably greater than reality, that entrepreneurs who have 
the courage to take on established competition find that they can do so. But 
confidence is a very important part of encouraging the' entrepreneur to try, and 
patents that can be relied upon are a very important part of that confidence. 

There is another aspect of the patent system providing an essential catalyst to the 
development and marketing of new technologies which can be referred to as compet
itive research or competitive leap frogging. 

Whenever one company has a dominant market position and finds its market 
being lost to a new competitor, the first company has the alternative of copying the 
new competitor's development if not protected by patent, or doing original research 
of its own. 

If the new competitor's entry into the market is protected by patent, the estab
lished company must indulge a competitive research to design around those patents. 
Since the design around will not normally sell well unless it is also an improve
ment, the competitive research by the first company to meet competition continues 
until a better alternative is produced and offered into the market. 

Necessarily, the second company finding its strength being taken away by this 
new development, must in turn commit more of its dollars to research and develop
ment to recapture the market advantage it was using as its basis for earlier growth. 

Taking turn about, so to speak, the two companies—or in many instances 10, 12 
or 15 companies—are all goaded to competitive research in order to be sure that 
their competitors do not come up with an important market advantage that is 
protected for the competitor by the competitor's patent. 
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It may very well be that this sponsorship of competitive R. & D. out of fear that 
the competitor will develop a protected market advantage, is the most important 
service that the patent system renders to promoting progress of the useful arts. 

Your question. What, if any, trends in the patenting process or patent litigation 
have diminished utility of patents? 

Answer. This, or course, was the central theme of my written paper and oral 
testimony delivered to your sub-committee on July 27, 1979. 

The increasing delays in Patent Office action, the unreliability of Patent Office 
actions due in part to underfunding of its search facility, the sharply increased 
delays in litigation time, the increased cost in litigation, and the increased uncer
tainty of the result of it all owing to such factors as some courts applying one 
standard of patentability while other courts apply different standards of patentabil
ity—these are the trends which have a tremendously debilitating effect upon the 
utility of patents to aid small business development and contribute to technology 
development, generally. 

In a phrase, cost, time delay, uncertainty of result, and the view in some courts 
that only a once-in-a-generation-break-through is of patentable stature, are the four 
heavy burdens that the patent system carries, and all of them seem currently to be 
on the substantial rise. 

By mentioning those four, I do not intend to belittle the significance of the 
circumstance that we also have several simply bad rules of law that need correction, 
such as that made by the Supreme Court in Lear Inc. v. Adkins,' and the Supreme 
Court's announcement that patents are not fa.vored in public policy and therefore 
reasonable doubt in patent cases should always be resolved against the patentee 
whether on a lawful license issue or a validity of the patent issue, etc. It seems clear 
to me that the public interest is well served by resolution of those reasonable doubts 
in favor of those who indulge high risk investment in R. & D. The statute enacted 
by Congress connotes that enforcement of good patents is favored by public policy, 
but most courts no longer practice that theme. 

Your question. Is the so-called "weakness" of American patents a serious deter
rent to domestic invention, patenting, licensing and commercial exploitation, or, 
alternatively, an incentive to the transfer of technology abroad? 

Answer. I consider that the weakness of the American patent system—I focus on 
"system" because it is the lawyers and the judicial address to the patents as well as 
the poorly examined patents themselves that give rise to the weakness—is a serious 
deterrent to domestic innovation, patenting, licensing and commercial exploitation. 

I myself have sat with clients and have advised them that, in this area we cannot 
expect reasonable patent protection and therefore you should not spend your money 
doing research and development in this area or seeking to patent this subject 
matter, and without protection you are not sharp or strong enough to crack this 
market. I have advised that "your patents have issued but are so subject to question 
in the court that you should not afford the cost of licensing undertaking, because 
competitors will not honor the patent and we will spend all of the potential license 
income on negotiation and litigation". I myself have advised clients that this is a 
technology which we are better off to try to keep secret, than to patent, because we 
cannot trust the patent system to give us reasonable protection at reasonable costs 
within a reasonable time frame. 

These advices are not the uniform rule but they are very common. Since I find 
myself giving that advice to one client or another every two months or so, I feel 
very strongly that the weakness of the system is a significant deterrent to domestic 
innovation. 

The United States Patent System weakness has a more indirect effect upon the 
incentives to technology transfer abroad, but even there the connection is very real. 
Not uncommonly, a company is simply not equipped to build a factory and market 
abroad, but would like to sell its know-how and license its patents to a foreign 
manufacture to reach markets that owner simply cannot reach. One important fear 
that discourages licensing of such technology abroad, is fear that the licensee will 
then manufacture and export back to the United States in competition with the 
original technology owner's business, taking jobs away from American workers who 
would have manufactured every item but for its being bought from the foreign 
licensee, etc. 

In this connection, recall also that the profit from manufacture and sale common
ly exceeds greatly the income from license of the same sale. Accordingly, if we had 
strong domestic patents that the United States licensor could refrain from licensing 
to foreign manufacturers, the United States manufacturer might then license his 

1 See my Texas Law Review article on the mischief of Lear Inc. v. Adkins at Vol. 48, No. 7, 
November 1970. 
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technology abroad with confidence that he would not be destroying his own profits 
and the jobs of his own workers by the foreign licensee taking over the licensor's 
market with imports into the United States. 

By affording license-reach to the otherwise unserved foreign markets, these for
eign licenses would also provide more return on the R. & D. investment, and 
thereby be an incentive for more research and development by the licensor to the 
benefit of the United States pool of technology and competitive posture with the 
rest of the world. 

Your question. What should Congress do to strengthen the patent system? 
Answer. In simplistic terms, do all of those things that are necessary to reach the 

seven performance specifications that I outlined in the paper I delivered to your 
Sub-Committee on July 27, that was drafted before I received your set of questions. 

To merely itemize a few future particulars: 
Re-draft Section 103 in more positive terminology to tell the courts what you are 

going to tell them, what you are telling them, and what you have told them, so that 
they will more uniformally follow the standard of patentability that was intended 
when 35 U.S.C. 103 was first enacted in 1952. 

Establish a court structure by which all appeals from patent application and 
patent infringement trials are handled by a single court of patent appeals which 
will thereby come to have a uniform set of patent law, by contrast with the widely 
divergent patent law of the many courts of appeal that now hear patent cases. 

Provide affirmatively in Section 101 of present title 35 that new technologies, 
such as micro-organisms, are as much within the "useful arts" as old technologies, 
and that the whole concept of the patent system is to help foster new technologies, 
thereby to reverse the Supereme Court's philosophy that it will not extend the 
patent system to new technologies unless and until Congress specifically so writes. 

Provide for the 17- or 20-year copywrite protection of electronic "chips" and 
computer programs as well as patent protection of both, these being among our 
most vital new technologies are in need for different reasons of each of these two 
varieties of concurrent, moderate term protection. 

Establish some effective program for speeding trial of patent cases wherein they 
may be finally disposed of within two years, including appeals. 

Establish a mechanism for inviting participants in an industry into a first patent 
litigation following which an In Rem judgment of patent validity is granted so that 
the patent owner does not have to re-litigate his patent again and again against 
every potential infringer that comes down the pike. 

Provide special rules for litigation of patent cases that will aid both a more 
speedy trial and a less expensive trial. 

Provide statutorily for the legality of arbitration of patent cases (by present court 
decision patent subject matter may not be arbitrated) in order that parties may get 
a cheaper and more prompt disposal of their controversies than the present typical 
many years and many hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

Improve the Patent and Trademark Office function by computerized search facili
ties; integrity checks of the search shoes; indexing of technical literature as well as 
patents in the search data base; providing for reexamination on request (though 
with no delay of litigation for the re-examination); increasing time allotted to each 
examination; shortening response time by the PTO to applications for patent and 
amendments thereto, to 30 days, issuing patents with any allowed claims within 18 
months even though other claims remain pending in examination. 

I should emphasize that a number of my proposals have never been submitted to 
the American Patent Law Association and do not have their endorsement, although 
assuredly the association champions the goals which give rise to even those propos
als which do not have APLA endorsement. 

The accomplishment of the performance specifications mentioned in my presenta
tion to you on July 27, or of the individual specifics outlined above, is not nearly as 
easy as might appear, for a number of reasons. Even the Bar, itself will be sharply 
divided on whether we should give up what it perceived to be the quality of justice 
given up in order to get a lower cost and more timely decision—this though the 
businessman's' focus tells us that somehow we must find a lower cost and more 
prompt decision making process. The courts will howl over special rules for one 
class of case or another and certainly can be expected to smart under a compulsion 
that they decide a patent case after trial before sitting on other cases—as of now, it 
is at least as common as not that a court takes a full year to render an opinion in a 
patent case, after the trial is concluded. 

I could write a full book on those things that need to be done statutorily to make 
a major move toward each of the performance specifications, and included in that 
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book will be several chapters of adverse reactions that can be expected from the Bar 
and from members of Congress and/or the Administration. 

I mention this problem because a small timid approach will fail to accomplish the 
seven performance specifications which seem so eminently reasonable, even loose 
and not-adequately-tight from the point of view of the investor in innovation. The 
job of accomplishing something even close to those performance specifications will 
be difficult as a matter of statutory concept, and hideously more difficult as a 
matter of political reality, but it is oh so tremendously important. 

Hopefully you will find that this letter rounds out the presentation that I present
ed to you on Ju ly 27. 

You know tha t if I can, I and the American Patent Law Association will be glad 
to offer additional help. 

Yours truly, 
TOM ARNOLD. 

LICENSING MANAGEMENT CORP., 
New York, N. Y, August U, 1979. 

Senator ADLAI STEVENSON, 
Old Senate Office Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR STEVENSON: I was pleased to have had the opportunity to add my 
voice to those distinguished witnesses testifying a t the July 27th Subcommittee on 
Science, Technology and Space hearing. 

I believe that our patent system is based on sound principles, although it is in 
poor health at the moment. Our patent system's ills are reflected in how we, as a 
nation, are able to invent and to innovate creating progress and prosperity. The 
present decline in innovation is indicative of an ailment not requiring radical 
surgery. Though the disease is serious, I believe a few simple but potent changes 
will bring back its former vitality. 

The serious problems within our patent system are attributable, in varying de
grees, to a single source—chronic underfunding of the Patent and Trademark Office 
(PTO). Insufficient support by Congress of the PTO causes inadequate searches with 
a substantial incidence of prior a r t not being reviewed by the PTO. These inad
equate searches cause a definite court hostility to patents indicated by a de facto 
overruling of the statutory presumption of validity and increased uncertainty in the 
patent system. Uncertainty within the patent system is inversely related to the 
amount of venture capital tha t investors are willing to risk. The resulting limitation 
of invested venture capital causes a lack of developmental products and a decline in 
the United States commerce. 

In order to reverse this destruction of innovation, I recommend tha t the funding 
mechanism of the PTO be added to in the following manner: 

The Internal Revenue Code should be amended to provide for additional funding 
of the Patent and Trademark Office from taxes of those utilizing the office. Inven
tors, companies and all parties reaping royalty benefits would, on a separate, 
supplemental tax form, enter information concerning the income from licensing and 
sales of patents and trademarks. A percentage of the income tax normally paid on 
royalty income would then be directly allotted to the PTO. The tax form would also 
be broken down to provide information of value regarding exclusive licenses, non
exclusive licenses, sales, income on patents held within and without the United 
States, as well as foreign and domestic t rademark licensing. This provision for 
funding in combination with the information obtained by the required form could 
have many advantages over the present system. For example, it would provide an 
income mechanism which would finance the PTO in proportion to the benefits 
contributed by those intellectual property systems provided for the public; it would 
provide, that funds come on a direct basis from the system; the financial structure 
would remove the PTO, to some extent, from Congressional politics. (In the past, the 
PTO, without a large special interest group to influence legislation, has been a 
victim of budget cuts that have impaired its proper administrative function.) Fund
ing would be self-adjusting, thereby accounting for inflation and be somewhat 
dependent upon the quality of the administrative office functions. Information 
provided on the tax forms would allow for accurate feedback on the vitality of the 
patent system and of the economic benefits of the system. Additionally, reliable 
information concerning the dependence on foreign technology relative to the U.S. 
system will be provided. Also the supplemental funding would enable the Patent 
and Trademark Office to modernize and strengthen its search and examination 
procedures; the modernization techniques would result in a higher degree of reli-
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ance on the conclusions of the administrative office. In addition to providing direct 
payment of taxes incurred on intellectual property income, I recommend that the 
application fee for original and reissue patents be raised and that a cost-of-living 
index be provided allowing the Commissioner to raise certain fees in accordance 
with inflation changes. 

The changes in funding should bring a halt to the continued anti-patent trend of 
case law development. This anti-patent philosophy has been largely, though not 
entirely, due to lack of judicial confidence in the underfunded Patent and Trade
mark Office search procedure. While the above system provides sufficient financial 
support and should prevent the recurrence of new judicially created doctrines that 
hamper innovation, it is necessary to rectify those doctrines that are presently 
taking their toll on the system. 

I therefore recommend that Title 35 of the United States Code, Section 103, be 
amended to explicitly state that a primary factor in the test of obviousness should 
be a showing of commercial success. 

In addition, I recommend, in order to reduce the prohibitive cost of defending title 
to a patent, a mandatory reissue and reexamination procedure be instituted where
by all patent validity issues will be resolved by recourse to the administrative 
expert in the PTO, with appeal to the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals (CCPA). 
An amendment to Title 28 of the United States Code should provide that District 
Court jurisdiction in patent cases be limited. Jurisdiction should be exercised only 
after the PTO has been consulted in a reexamination procedure to determine the 
validity of the patent in light of all assertions against the patent. The PTO reexa
mination proceeding would have the full participation of both parties as adversaries. 
Both sides would be allowed discovery. The patent adversary would have the right 
to cite other prior art as invalidating the patent. However, his evidence should 
prove invalidity by a recognized standard (for example, beyond a reasonable doubt 
or clear and cogent evidence), in order to outweigh the PTO's original determina
tion. Once the PTO, within this reexamination proceeding, has determined the 
validity of the patent, its decision would be reviewable by the CCPA within a 
specified time. If the patent was determined valid and an appeal was not taken, the 
issue of validity is resolved and will serve as res judicata for all other judicial 
determinations. The suit would then be brought in the District Court to determine 
infringement. 

I also recommend that appellate jurisdiction from all patents be limited to the 
CCPA. Disputes involving technical matters such as infringement and interferences 
would be appealable then only to the "expert" court subject to ultimate appeal to 
the United States Supreme Court. The channeling of technical cases to an estab
lished appellate court with special expertise along with the removal of validity 
questions for appeal would rid the patent system of the rampant forum shopping 
and uncertainty which presently pervades its entire body. 

I have taken the liberty of sending copies of this letter to other parties interested 
in the actions taken so far by the Senate. I invite each party receiving a copy to 
comment on my proposals. 

I suggest that a member of each Congressional staff interested in the subject 
matter be delegated to work with representatives of the American Patent Law 
Association and the Patent, Trademark and Copyright Research Foundation (PTC) 
to review all of the proposals submitted. After reviewing these proposals, I believe 
that this joint effort of the APLA, the PTC and the various Congressional staffs 
could then appropriately draft a bill to finally resolve the unfortunate circum
stances that have caused innovation to decline in the United States. 

Sincerely yours, 
JEROME H. LEMELSON. 

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY, 
Washington, D.C., August 17, 1979. 

HON. ADLAI STEVENSON, 

Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, Committee on Com
merce, Science, and Transportation, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

DEAB SENATOR STEVENSON: The American Chemical Society appreciates this op
portunity to comment on S. 1215, the "Science and Technology Research and Devel
opment Utilization Policy Act." Primarily through its Joint Board-Council Commit
tee on Patent Matters and Related Legislation, the Society monitors legislation and 
federal agency regulations relating to ownership of inventions and patents as well 
as policies and procedures pertaining thereto. The comments which follow are 
forwarded to you with the approval of our Board of Directors. 
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It is the position of the Society that technological innovation underlies and 
supports modern society. Strong and continuous efforts to enhance and expand 
technological innovation result in high standards of living as exemplified by the 
history of the United States. Every effort should be made to encourage and 
strengthen technological innovation so that these standards are maintained and 
expanded. Continued innovation must be a national policy if we are to find solutions 
to ever more complex social, economic, and environmental problems. 

Any national policy to encourage innovation must make it as easy and attractive 
as possible to invent, to perform research and development on inventive ideas, to 
demonstrate the commercial feasibility of these ideas, and to diffuse new products 
and processes embodying the ideas throughout the marketplace for the benefit of 
the general public. 

In the real world, implementation of these steps is hindered by many factors— 
technological, economic, environmental, and the mere resistance of humans to 
change, to mention only a few. 

One important factor which encourages innovation is a strong patent system. In 
the United States we have been fortunate that our forefathers laid the foundation 
for such a system in our Constitution. Over the years the U.S. patent system has 
been a strong positive influence in the economy of the country. 

Nevertheless, certain good features inherent in the patent system may have 
become eroded through court actions or been made less effective through the enact
ment of legislation or by administrative actions within the federal government. An 
important area where administrative action may have been inhibitory results from 
a lack of uniformity of patent policy between federal agencies. The Society is 
pleased to note that S. 1215 recognizes that a uniform policy is necessary for the 
most effective management and use of the results of federally-assisted research and 
development. 

The ACS is pleased that the bill authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to develop, 
coordinate, and implement this uniform policy through a centralized office. Howev
er, the Society recommends that this office should not be a component of an existing 
government agency, but rather a separate, semi-autonomous organization. Further
more, such an organization should have a minimum internal staff which would have 
decision making power, but be primarily a clearinghouse and communication link 
between all federal contracting agencies and private contractors, This centralized 
office also should have, when necessary, the flexibility and authority to cut across 
agency lines; for example, when litigation is required. Having such an organization 
under the Secretary of Commerce could lead to difficult conflict of interest situa
tions, and to undue inhibition or restriction of the centralized office's flexibility and 
authority; especially since the Patent and Trademark Office and the National 
Technical Information Service also come under Commerce's jurisdiction. 

There are limitations to the activities and efficacy of any centralized government 
office faced with the very large responsibility of disseminating government technol
ogy. The effectiveness of such an office can be enhanced if the office maintains a 
policy of liberally contracting for services in the private sector. In addition, the 
office should do all in its power to aid, instruct, and encourage nonprofit research 
organizations to set up appropriate patent administration activities. Obviously, if 
the nonprofit organization maintains a patent administration office, the government 
does not have to become involved in the dissemination of the technology, thereby 
relieving the central office of some of its responsibilities. 

It is noted that the authority for this office is to expire 7 years from the effective 
date of the Act, unless renewed by Congressk.ial action. This time space is too brief 
to expect definitive and unequivocal results to become apparent. Ten to fifteen years 
for its initial lifespan would be more realistic. 

Section 202 of S. 1215, relating to the development and implementation of a 
technology utilization program, would be impractical, expensive, and not cost-effec
tive. Similar programs currently are being conducted by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration with few really positive results as compared to the 
number of government inventions available for public use. The Society suggests that 
this proposed program be dropped at this time. 

Retention of a nonexclusive, royalty-free license by the contractor in those cases 
where the Government obtains title to an invention seems inadvisable. Such a 
license may inhibit the widespread use of the invention, since other companies 
would be unwilling to undertake development of the invention with a royalty-free 
license in the hands of a possible competitor. The Society believes a fairer arrange
ment would be to make the non-exclusive license royalty-bearing, rather than 
royalty-free. 
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As you are aware, S. 1215 is one of many bills currently addressing government 
patent policy problems. S. 414, the "University and Small Business Patent Proce
dures Act," addresses itself to this issue by creating a consistent policy and proce
dure concerning patentability of inventions made with federal assistance. The Soci
ety views S. 414 as a desirable first step in solving some of the problems in this 
area, and firmly believes that enactment of this legislation will result in increased 
productivity, and aid in the reassertion of the technological leadership of the United 
States. A copy of our statement on this matter is attached. 

However, S. 414, of and by itself, will not be sufficient to reverse the alarming 
downward trend in the rate of technological innovation and economic growth in this 
country. Technological innovation itself is an exceedingly complex endeavor. It 
requires careful nurturing, a favorable climate and as deep an understanding as 
possible of the real world factors influencing its conduct; to increase the rate of 
technological innovation requires a conscious and continuing effort to promote it. At 
the same time undue and unnecessary control of the innovative process must be 
avoided in order to prevent its hindrance or, when carried too far, its suppression. 

What is needed is a change in climate at all levels of government—from exces
sively defensive to helpfully encouraging—involving an integrated approach at the 
administrative, legislative, and judicial levels. Since the innovation process is ex
tremely complex, a single omnibus law also would be exceedingly complex, difficult 
to administer, and in the end, might have very little real effect. Several pieces of 
legislation, each addressing a separate issue, would be preferable, as modifications 
and changes could be made more easily as the results of their influences on the 
innovative process become apparent. Extreme care must be taken to assure there is 
cooperation between sponsors of all such legislation so that it will be uniform in its 
approach and tenor. 

A start in this direction already is provided by the introduction of S. 414, address
ing government patent policy; S. 1215, providing a consistent policy for the encour
agement of the participation of private industry in the further development of 
federally-assisted research and development results; and, S. 1250 which attempts to 
foster the development of a favorable climate for the enhancement and improve
ment of the innovative process. These three bills are companion bills which together 
set a positive pattern for the future. However, they must be supplemented by other 
bills which will address additional issues important for influencing the rate of 
innovation before overall improvement can be perceived. 

To acquaint you with the American Chemical Society, we are including here some 
background information on the Society. The American Chemical Society is an 
individual membership organization made up of approximately 116,000 chemists and 
chemical engineers, reflecting a brpad spectrum of academic, governmental, and 
industrial professional pursuits. Approximately 60 percent of the membership is 
employed by industry, 25 percent by academic institutions, and 15 percent by 
governmental and nonprofit institutions. 

The Society was founded in 1876 and chartered as a nonprofit, scientific and 
educational organization by an Act of Congress signed into law on August 25, 1937. 
Under its National Charter, the Society is charged with the responsibility to encour
age in the broadest and most liberal manner the advancement of chemistry and the 
promotion of research in chemical science and industry "thereby fostering the 
public welfare and education, aiding the development of our country's industries, 
and adding to the material prosperity and happiness of our people." 

The Charter imposes an obligation on the Society to provide assistance to the 
government in matters of national concern related to its areas of competence. Since 
one of the objectives of our Federal Charter is the promotion of research, we have 
welcomed this opportunity to comment on S. 1215. 

We hope your Subcommittee will give serious consideration to the thoughts and 
recommendations of the American Chemical Society during deliberations on this 
legislation. If we can be of further assistance, we would be happy to cooperate with 
you. 

Sincerely yours, 
GARDNER W. STACY. 
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MACHINERY & ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE, 
Washington, D.C., August 23, 1979. 

HON. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, Committee on Com

merce, Science, and Transportation, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 

THE PROPOSED "SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT UTIUZATION 
POLCY ACT" 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In connection with the current consideration by the Sub
committee on Science, Technology and Space of S. 1215, the proposed "Science and 
Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act," we are writing to 
present our comments and recommendations. As you know, the Machinery and 
Allied Products Institute represents the capital goods and allied product industries 
of the United States. These companies, of course, rely heavily upon continuing 
technological development and excellence for the maintenance of their competitive 
positions. Hence, they are vitally concerned with the policies of the federal govern
ment with respect to patents and technical data in connection with the performance 
of government contracts, even though these companies, for the most part, are 
predominantly commercial rather than government oriented in terms of their total 
sales. This concern with patent and data problems in government contracts has 
been reflected by the Institute in a number of studies and in testimony before 
congressional committees and government departments and agencies. 

S. 1215, which Senator Schmitt introduced, for himself, you, and Senator Cannon 
on March 22, would establish a uniform policy throughout the government as to the 
disposition of patents and other rights to inventions occurring during the perform
ance of research and development (R&D) contracts whith the federal government. 
With the exception of a few specified situations in which the government would 
generally be required to take title to contractor inventions, contractors under the 
bill would have the option to take patents on such inventions, subject to the 
reservation to the government of a nonexclusive, royalty-free license (the so-called 
"license" policy). The contractor right would also be subject to the excercise of 
"march in" rights under which the government might compel licensing of other 
parties if the invention is not brought to practical application within a reasonable 
period of time or if other specific considerations relating to the public interest are 
determined to exist. 

MAPI supports S. 1215. We have long believed, and have so stated on many 
occasions in the past in public hearings before congressional committees and else
where, that there should be a general presumption in favor of the license policy 
rather than the "title" policy under which the government would normally insist on 
full rights in inventions under research and development contracts. Although cer
tain technical revisions in the bill might be desirable—such as the deletion of the 
provision requiring the government to take title in the case of classified work being 
done under contract—we think that the proposed legislation, with what amounts to 
a general presumption in favor of the license policy, merits our support and we urge 
its prompt adoption. 

THE TITLE POLICY AND RESULTING PROBLEMS 

At the present time, specific statutes governing the performance of R&D contracts 
for such federal agencies as the Department of Energy, the Department of Transpor
tation, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, NASA, and others re
quire the use of the title policy which has caused a number of problems. In many 
instances, although waviers of the government's title are possible in some cases, 
there have been inordinate delays in finally acting on such contractor waiver 
applications. The substantial disincentive aspects of this situation, of course, have 
made it increasingly difficult for agencies to secure firms which have substantial 
commercial market alternatives to do R&D work for the government. In addition, 
there has been very substantial lack of progress in securing commercial application 
and development of the rapidly growing portfolio of government-owned patents, a 
problem which seems to be getting worse as time goes on. 

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In the post-World War II period, with the increase in the government's R&D 
budget, there was growing concern about what should be the government's policy 
concerning rights to inventions occurring in the performance of R&D work. The 
Department of Justice urged a title policy, largely on antitrust grounds, while the 
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Department of Defense continued with its traditional license policy. Then, by stat
ute, the Atomic Energy Commission in 1954 and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration in 1958 were required to follow what amounts to a title 
policy, and, as indicated previously, soon thereafter, beginning in the early 1960's, a 
number of other statutes were enacted requiring a title policy in connection with 
new R&D programs and agencies, this situation led to growing concern that fre
quently whether the contractor had to cope with the title or the license policy 
depended upon the agency with which he contracted. To bring about some sem
blance of uniformity in treatment, President Kennedy in October 1963 issued a 
memorandum and Statement of Government Patent Policy (slightly revised and 
improved by President Nixon in 1971) which established a uniform policy to be 
followed by all government departments and agencies in similar contracting situa
tions, expect to the extent that those departments and agencies were subject to 
contrary direction by specific statutory provisions. Subsequently, the late Senator 
McClellan, who then chaired the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Patents, Trade
marks and Copyrights, proposed to establish a statutory policy on this subject. 
However, there was considerable opposition to such legislation from those in Con
gress and elsewhere who claimed that anything other than a title policy represented 
a "giveaway" of the public's rights to inventions. 

CURRENT STATUS 

In real sense, the matter has now come to a head as the result of what has 
happened following the recommendations of the commission on Government pro
curement (COGP) in December 1972. In brief, with respect to patent policy, the 
Commission recommended that the Presidential Memorandum and Statement on 
Government Patent Policy be implemented promptly and uniformly and that, if 
further experience with the memorandum so indicated, consideration in the alterna
tive be given to a statue establishing a general presumption in favor of the license 
policy but subject to strong "march iir' rights to protect the public interest. A 
government Interagency Committee on Patent Policy, after evaluating further expe
rience under the Memorandum, accepted the alternative approach and developed a 
draft legislative proposal embodying that approach in September 1975. There the 
matter has stood—now for nearly four years—with the Executive branch, apparent
ly because of strong Department of Justice opposition to the legislative proposal, 
unable to arrive at a position on the matter. Clearly, if anything is going to be done 
in this area, Congress will have to take the initiative because the Administration 
seems either unwilling or unable to act. Moreover, the need for a resolution of the 
problem along the lines suggested now has assumed a greater urgency with the 
growing concern, particularly in recent months, about the decline of both productiv
ity and technological development in the country and the obvious need for the 
government to do whatever it can in terms of policy to reverse this trend. 

CONCLUDING COMMENT 

Summing up, we support S. 1215 and its resolution of the present controversy 
concerning government patent policy under R&D contracts. In essence, the bill 
would help to get the right companies involved in the performance of federal R&D 
work and it would also provide the proper incentives for the commercial application 
of resulting inventions. Finally, the public interest would be adequately protected by 
both the specific government title-taking criteria and by the very strong "march in 
rights also reserved to the government. 

This completes our comments in connection with the proposed "Science and 
Technology Research and Development Utilization Policy Act." If we can be of 
further assistance, please let us know. 

Cordially, 
CHARLES W. STEWART, 

President. 

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, 
Washington, D.C., September 12, 1979. 

HON. ADLAI E. STEVENSON, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space, Committee on Com

merce, Science, and Technology, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: We appreciate the opportunity to present the Pharmaceuti

cal Manufacturers Association's views on S. 1215, the Science and Technology 
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Research and Development Utilization Policy Act. The Pharmaceutical Manufactur
ers Association is a non-profit national association representating 140 manufactur
ers of prescription and ethically promoted pharmaceuticals, drugs and medical 
devices. PMA member compaines regularly seek to develop new techologies arising 
out of federally funded research. We strongly believe that the incentives of the 
United States patent system must be reasonably available to private industry so 
that discoveries made with public money can be developed and commercialized. 

PMA supports a uniform system of government patent policy under which first 
rights to inventions resulting from federally supported research are made available 
to the private sector. Therefore, we endorse the basic approach stated in S. 1215. 
Further PMA supports the patent policy of the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare under which institutions receiving federal grants may qualify to obtain 
principal rights to inventions resulting from such research. Qualifying institutions 
then have the opportunity to enter into license arrangements with private concerns 
for the development and commercialization of such inventions. S. 1215 would appro
priately allow non-profit organizations to retain patent rights to inventions that 
have been made under federally funded research programs if these institutions have 
demonstrated the capability to develop and market these inventions. 

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on this important legislation 
and ask that our comments be included in the hearing record. 

Sincerely, 
BRUCE J. BRENNAN. 
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